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INTRODUCTION

AN OVERVIEW OF THE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS ACT OF 1996

The "Telecommunications Act of 1996," signed into law on
February 8, 1996, opens up competition between local telephone
companies, long-distance providers, and cable companies; ex-
pands the reach of advanced telecommunications services to
schools, libraries, and hospitals; and requires the use of the new
V-chip technology to enable families to exercise greater control
over the television programming that comes into their homes.
This Act lays the foundation for the investment and development
that will ultimately create a national information superhighway
to serve both the private sector and the public interest.

President Clinton noted that the Act will continue the efforts
of his administration in ensuring that the American public has
access to many different sources of news and information in their
communities. The Act increases, from 25 to 35 percent, the cap
on the national audience that television stations owned by one
person or entity can reach. This cap will prevent a single broad-
cast group owner from dominating the national media market.

Rates for cable programming services and equipment used
solely to receive such services will, in general, be deregulated in
about three years. Cable rates will be deregulated more quickly
in communities where a phone company offers programming to
a comparable number of households, providing effective compe-
tition to the cable operator. In such circumstances, consumers
will be protected from price hikes because the cable system faces
real competition.

This Act also makes it possible for the regional Bell companies
to offer long-distance service, provided that, in the judgment of
the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), they have
opened up their local networks to competitors such as long-dis-
tance companies, cable operators, and others. In order to protect
the public, the FCC must evaluate any application for entry into
the long-distance business in light of its public interest test,
which gives the FCC discretion to consider a broad range of
issues, such as the adequacy of interconnection arrangements to
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permit vigorous competition. Furthermore, in deciding whether to
grant the application of a regional Bell company to offer long-dis-
tance service, the FCC must accord "substantial weight" to the
views of the Attorney General. This special legal standard
ensures that the FCC and the courts will accord full weight to
the special competition expertise of the Justice Department's
Antitrust Division--especially its expertise in making predictive
judgments about the effect that entry by a bell company into
long-distance may have on competition in local and long-distance
markets.

Title V of the Act is entitled the "Communications Decency
Act of 1996." This section is specifically aimed at curtailing the
communication of violent and indecent material. The Act re-
quires new televisions to be outfitted with the V-chip, a measure
which President Clinton said, "will empower families to choose
the kind of programming suitable for their children." The V-chip
provision relies on the broadcast networks to produce a rating
system and to implement the system in a manner compatible
with V-chip technology. By relying on the television industry to
establish and implement the ratings, the Act serves the interest
of the families without infringing upon the First Amendment
rights of the television programmers and producers.

President Clinton signed this Act into law in an effort to
strengthen the economy, society, families, and democracy. It pro-
motes competition as the key to opening new markets and new
opportunities. This Act will enable us to ride safely into the twenty-
first century on the information superhighway.

We wish to acknowledge the contribution of Loris Zeppieri, a
third year law student, who helped in gathering these materials.

Bernard D. Reams, Jr.
William H. Manz

St. John's University
School of Law

Jamaica, New York
April 1997
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84838 CO
Outside of being patently wrong, it is

exceedingly damaging for these kinds
of messages. in the face of what we axe
confronting as a people and a naticn.
That would be like. instead of saying
to the Nation, as President Roosevelt
did, that this day will live in infamy
and charging the Nation for what it
had to do-which was not a very pretty
picture---to have traveled around the
country and saying the world is in
pretty good shape, those fellows are
really nice guys.

You are robbing the people of the will
that is going to be required to meet
this test when you tell them things
like this--we are actually running a
surplus, if it were not fbr the debt.

And while they are saying this, they
have already added $1 trillion in new
debt or increased it by 20 percent. The
Incongruities of this message are be-
fuddling.

But the real damage is if it misleads
the American people.

I will give the other side this. We can
argue about what priorities are. The
priorities that I might feel important
may be different from those of the Sen-
ator from Minnesota. who was on the
floor the other morning while we were
talking about these issues of debt. We
can argue about what we believe more
important or less important. But it is
not debatable that the United States is
expending moneys it does not have. We
are piling debt upon debt. We have
spent every dime we have and $5 tril-
lion we do not have, and now we are
spending the livelihood of our children
and grandchildren and the clock is run-
ning out, Mr. President.

Everybody can contemplate 10 years
from now. You are either moving into
retirement or your children are about
ready to go to college or they are look-
ing for a job. They would be staring
down the barrel of this great democ-
racy having no revenues left to do any-
thing. That is a serious problem. And it
is going to take a serious response. The
administration needs to recognize that.
They seem to be In denial, sending
budgets that accelerate the problem,
saying things such as Secretary Rubin
has just said here. This is what the
President said before Emory University
students yesterday. March 29: "After
two years we have a reduction in the
deficit of $00 billion for the first
time"-much applause, and they
would-"this is the first time since the
mid-sixties when your Government is
runni'ng at least an operating surplus."

An operating surplus, Mr. President?
This is Just staggering and stunning.
So like I said. Mr. President. we have
an enormous problem. The clock has
run Out. It has run out. We cannot pass
this baton to anybody else. The living
Americans, the caretakers of this great
democracy, have it in their lap. We
must confront it. We cannot ignore it.
And worse, to mislead is so damaging.
so harmful, because it is taking the
will away. Everybody would much
rather hear a rosy story.
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March 30, 199,o
ant to say. in conclusion, that my I have been very much involved with
age is not one of gloom. We can the deregulation of telecommuni.

this around. We can tighten our cations. I suspect I am the only Memn-
fairly. We can remove the obsta- er of Congress who is actually able to
to an expanding economy. That say I have signed a significant deregu.

get the taxes down, Mr. "Presi- lation act in 1915 when I was Governor,
get Government regulation down. The delay that I am suggesting, Mr.
our prescription for America is to President, comes as a consequence of a
taxes, make more Government. very interesting, what I would call. din-

regulate our lives, and in the connect.
time, tell them messages like Just last November I finished a suc-
there is going to be a very serious cessful reelection campaign. In meet-
I reckoning, a very serious day of ing after meeting, in debates and so
ning. forth that we have when facing the vot-
President, I invite the President ers, they were asking me about term

economic debate. I can suggest to limits. balanced budgets, health care.
that the empirical evidence is. and agriculture policy. Crime, of
gh all of time, you have to keep course, dominated almost every discus-
down, government down, regula- sion and debate. What are we going to
down, and let people go to work. do about crime?
is the way to get out of this prob- I must say. Mr. President. that never
You do not get there by suggest- in my campaign did the issue of tale-

people, in the face of everything, communications arise.
now that we are running an oper- I say to my colleagues, as important
durplus. I yield the floor in total as this legislation is, and I think it is

dlement. an urgent and exciting opportunity
COHEN addressed the Chair. here, the citizens, in my judgment, are
PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- not prepared for the change that this

rom Maine is recognized. legislation would bring to them-sig-
e remarks of Mr. COHEN and Mr. nificant change.
ATO pertaining to the introduc- I suspect the occupant of the Chair
of S. 648 are located in today's can remember in 1983 when the divesti-
RD under "Statements on Intro- ture occurred. I know in Nebraska. if I
Bills and Joint Resolutions.") put it to the voters, do voters want to
LOTT. Mr. President, I ask unan- go back to the old AT&T or do voters
consent that I have 10 minutes like the new divestiture arrangement.

ad of the previous 5 minutes for a very large percentage would have
Lng business, said, "Give me the good old days." Be-
PRESIDING OFFICER. Without cause, all of a sudden, choice meant
tion, it is so ordered, confusion, choice meant competition,
LA)T. Mr. President, I thank the choice meant a lot of problems that

people were not prepared for.
e remarks of Mr. LOrT pertaining The same, in my judgment. is apt to
introduction of S. 647 are located occur here. I believe that we need to

day's RECORD under "Statements come to the floor and argue such
troduced Bills and Joint Resolu- things as access charges. so we not
") only understand what an access charge
KERREY. Mr. President. I ask is but what happens when the access

mous consent to speak for 15 min- charges are decreased, understand what
z in morning business, happens when something called rate
PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- rebalancing occurs at the local level in

has that time in the previous a competitive environment--which I
am an advocate of. Chairman PRESSLER

hout objection, it is so ordered, and Senator HOLLINOS deserve an enor-
,-mous amount of credit for being able to

move this bill out of committee.
TELECOMMUNICATIONS One of the things I brought in a fo-
KERREY. Mr. President, last cused way to this argument was the
the Senate Commerce Commit- need to make sure we had straight-

ported out a piece of legislation, forward competition at the local level.
'elecommunications Competition So when an entrepreneur comes to the
ulation Act of 1995. that I con- information service business and wants
to be a very important piece of to go to a household and sell informa-
ation. tion, and that entrepreneur buys his
ave come to the floor here this lawyers at 150 an hour. he should know
ng, though, to alert my col- with certainty they are going to pre-
s, who are also interested and ex- vail over a company that buys, at $500
about this legislation, that I or $1,000 an hour, its lawyers who have
it would be very unwise for Mem- regular, familiar contact with the reg-
o rush the enactment of this bill. ulators. If we are going to have that
ke that position not because I competition, we need that level play-
major objections to the legisla- ing field for the entrepreneur. They
ndeed. I have been intimately in- need to know with certainty they are
d not just with this bill, but 1822 going to be able to offer their services
he farm team coalition that to the customer as well.
d it. trying to make certain But in a competitive environment,
would be universal service for you cannot price your product below
ost rural areas, cost for very long. That is what we
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have been allowing for 60 years. basi-
cally. We used to have a competitive
environment prior to 1934. The country
made a conscious decision at the time
that we wanted a monopoly, both at
the local and long-distance level. We
changed the law in 1934. We created a
monopoly arrsngement. And. as I said.
people. I think, would be hard pressed
to argue against the statement that it
has resulted in the United States hav-
ing the best telecommunications sys-
tem In the world. Though monopolies
in general do not seem to work. this
particular one did.

We made a good decision, although it
was unpopular, in 1983 to divest. The
divestiture has worked In the context
of providing competition in the long-
distance area. We now see rates have
gone down. We see Increased quality.
We see Improvement as a consequence
of this competitive environment.

But, again, to be clear on this, all of
us should understand the implications
of the statement that in a competitive
environment you cannot price your
product below cost for very long. What
that means is that if I have a residen-
tial line into my home and I am paying
S12 a month for that residential line
and a business is paying $30 a month
for the very same thing. we cannot, as
residential users, count on that for
long. If the price and the cost to pro-
vide that residential service is $14 or
315. we are not going to be able to
count for very long on being able to get
that service for $12. And many of our
rural populations now enjoy $4. 95. $6,
37 a month for basic telephone service.

There are other issues that I think
are terribly important for us to bring
to this floor under the rules of the Sen-
ate. which allow unlimited debate, We
need to have a debate. There is tremen-
dous promise in telecommunications,
promise for new jobs. particularly in a
competitive environment, particularly
from those entrepreneurs who are apt
to create most of the new jobs. Those
individuals who come in as small busi-
ness people with a great new idea tend
to be enormously Innovative and com-
petitive when it comes to pricing their
good or service. I am excited about
what competition is going to be able to
do. not just for price and quality, but
also for the creation of new jobs in the
country.

There is tremendous promise, second,
Mr. President, in our capacity to edu-
cate ourselves. I give a great deal of
praise, again, to Senator PRESSLER and
Senator BURNS and Senator ROCKE-
FELLER and others on the committee
who put language in here to carve out
special protection for our K-12 environ-
ment.

Some will say, why? If it is going to
be market oriented, why would you do
that? For the moment, at least, our
schools are not market-oriented busi-
nesses. By that I mean they are gov-
ernment run. At $240 billion a year,
about 40 million students at 96,000
apiece have to go to school for 180 days
a year and learn whatever It is that the

NGRESSIONAL RECORD- SENATE

States have decided they are supposed
to learn. It is a government-run oper-
at on. And they are going to be unable.
if property taxes and State sales and
Income taxes are the source of revenue.
they are going to be unable to take ad-
vantage of this technology. So I was
pleased we carved out provisions for
schools in this legislation.

We are going to have to debate how
do we get our institutions at the local
level to change. It is not going to be
enough for us merely to change the
Federal regulation, giving them the
legal authority to ask their local tele-
phone company for a connect and to
get a subsidized rate. There is a need
for institutional change, both at the
local level and at the State level.
There is tremendous promise. in my
judgment. in communication tech-
nology to help our schoolchildren and
to help our people who are in the work-
place to learn the things they need to
know, not just to be able to raise their
standard of living, but also to be able
to function well as a citizen and to be
able to get along with one another in
their communities.

Finally, there is tremendous promise
with communication technology in
helping a citizen of this country be-
come informed. When you are born in
the United States of America or you
become a citizen of the United States
of America through the naturalization
process, it is as extraordinary thing to
consider. We are the freest people on
Earth. No one really seriously doubts
that. And the freedoms that we enjoy
as a consequence of being a citizen are
very exciting.

But balanced against that, a citizen
of this country also has very difficult
responsibilities. It is a hard thing to be
a citizen, a hard thing. Pick up the
newspaper, and if you read a newspaper
cover to cover today, you have proc-
essed as much information in one sin-
gle reading as was required in a life-
time in the 17th century. We are get-
ting deluged with information. Sud-
denly a citizen needs to know where Is
Chechnya. for gosh sakes? What is the
history of Haiti, for gosh sakes? All of
a sudden I have to know things that I
did not have to know before. To make
an informed decision is not an easy
thing to do. This technology offers us
an opportunity to help that citizen, our
citizens-ourselves included. I might
add-make good decisions.

That will necessitate Institutional
change. I believe, at the Federal level.
but also at the State level to get that
done. This, along with education, along
with Jobs, and along with the changes
that our people can expect to have hap-
pen, need a full and open and perhaps
even lengthy debate on this floor be-
fore we enact what I consider to be a
pretty darned good piece of legislation.

The committee finished the bill.
They are fine tuning it now. They have
not actually introduced it yet or given
it a title. I asn very appreciative of the
fine work that Chairman PRESSLER has
done and that Senator HOLLINoS and
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other members of the committee have
done to bring this legislation out. I
consider It to be at least as important
as many other things that we have de-
bated thus far this year. Indeed, over
the course of the next 10 years It is apt
to be the most important thing that we
do.

Therefore. I believe it is incumbent
upon us not to just come here with an
urgency to change the law, but It is in-
cumbent upon us to come here and ex-
amine the law we propose to change
and examine the details of the law as
we propose to change them and engage
the American people in a discussion of
what these changes are going to mean
for them.

Again. I have high praise for the
committee and look forward and hope
we have the opportunity to come to
this floor for a good, open. and Inform-
ative debate for the American people.

Mr. President, I yield the floor and I
suggest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.

The assistant legislative clerk pro-
ceeded to call the roll.

Mr. SPECTER. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
COVERDELL). Without objection, it is so%
ordered.

THE NOMINATION OF DANOLICXKMAN

Mr. SPECTER. Mr. President. in a
few moments we will be voting on con-
finrmation of Dan Glickman to be Sec-
retary of Agriculture. I compliment
the President on his nomination for
that position. I think that former Con-
gressman Ollckman is preeminently
well qualified for that position.

I would like to say that I have known
Dan Glicknan since before hp was born
because we come from the same town,
Wichita, KS. Actually we come from a
number of towns; Wichita, KS and
Philadelphia. PA. But at various times
in my life I have lived in those places.
and lived In Wichita. The Specter fam-
ily and the Glickman family were
friends for many, many years. In fact.
my father. Harry Specter, was a busi-
ness associate of Dan Glickman's
grandfather, J. Glickman. Maybe that
is too high an elevation. Actually, my
father borrowed 50 from J. Glickman
in about 1936 or 1937 at the start of a
junk business. In those d.ys my dad
would buy junk in the oil fields of Kan-
sas and ship them In boxcars, and ship
them through Gllckman Iron and
Metal. And J. Glickman got the over-
ride on the tonnage. So our family re-
lationship goes back many. many
years.

My family left Wichita in 1942. a cou-
ple of years before Dan Glickman was
born. So that I like to say that I have
known Dan since before he was born.
But I have certainly have known him
for his entire lifetime. I have a very,
very high regard for him.
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an assauii. weapon and shot eight pV.o-
pie and killed my son's best friend
John Scully. On that day. I swore to
ban these weapons. Now we have tc,
have the fight all over again, a fight
that we thought was over. a divisive.
difficult fight. And they are celebrat-
I g with the circus. I do not understand
It.

Who else loses with the contract?
Have you ever heard of the gag rule?
That is another fight we already had-
the gag rule. A poor woman goes into a
family planning clinic and cannot be
told her options if she is pregnant, can-
not be told her options, cannot be told
that she sas a right to choose in this
country. We fought that fight, and
President Clinton lifted the gag rule.
He said he thought women should have
all the facts known and they should
make their own choice. It is up to them
to decide. It is a difficult choice, but a
woman should be able to make that de-
cision. They are celebrating over there.
In their contract. they are bringing
back the gag rule, treating women like
second-class citizens, as if we do not
know what could hurt us.

So It is very clear who the winners
and who the losers are. The winners?
The very wealthy who get tax breaks,
the corporate polluters, the big infant
formula companies, the criminals.
those who oppose the right to choose.
They win in this contract. Really, the
billionaires who will walk out and re-
nounce their citizenship to get a tax
break are the big winners because we
ended that tax break. And what hap-
pened in the Republican conference
committee? They took that out. Who
else wins? The broker-dealers who
cheat, who do not take their fiduciary
responsibility to their clients seri-
ously.

Those consumers, those investors
will have a court system that probably
does not let them In the front door.

I believe In a system where David can
meet Goliath in the courtroom and let
the system work.

They believe in a system where David
cannot get in the door. They have
something in that contract called
"losr pays." It is an English system.
It t not the American system. it says
if you go Into court and you lose, you
Pay the other guy's attorney's fees.
How many of us as small investors
would take that chance?

We are going to stop that here in the
Senate, but it is in the contract. And
the Republicans are celebrating with
the circus.

So I hope. in this brief time. I have
expressed clearly who the winners are
and who the losers are. I can add to the
losers the senior citizens, who will see
Medicare cuts, huge Medicare cuts.
And senior housing cuts.

We could not even get our Republican
colleagues to protect Social Security
when we took up the balanced budget
Amendment. We said, -Take Social Se-
€= out of that and protect it." We
oniC not get a vote. We lost it on a
Palt] Iine vote.

Sco wnilie ne ceiebration is going on
there wit. -he -ircus. I ;ust hope the
American peuplc will ask a question
!ike 'hat tLic, girl ,uked me in school:
"Senator. what happens if you cut my
school lunch? Who gets that money?'

I ask the American people to ask the
question: Who bienefits from this con-
tract? And tead the fine print, because
they are not going to show it to you.
You are going to have to work to find
it out.

I hope that I have been of help in
making the point that overall, this
contract is not helpful to the American
people.

Thank you very much, Mr. President.
I yield the floor.
[Disturbance in the galleries.]
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The gal-

leries will restrain.
Mrs- BOXER. I suggest the absence of

a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

clerk will call the roll.
The bill clerk proceeded to call the

roll.
Mr. BURNS. Mr. President. I ask

unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it Is so ordered.

WAS CONGRESS IRRESPONSIBLE?

THE VOTERS HAVE SAID YES

Mr. HELMS. Mr. President. anyone
even remotely familiar with the U.S.
Constitution knows that no President
can spend a dime of Federal tax money
that has not first been authorized and
appropriated by Congress--both the
House of Representatives and the U.S.
Senate.

So when you hear a politician or an
editor or a commentator declare that
"Reagan ran up the Federal debt" or
that "Bush ran it up," bear in mind
that the Founding Fathers, two cen-
turies before the Reagan and Bush
presidencies, made it very clear that it
is the constitutional duty of Congress
to control Federal spending, though
Congress has failed to do so for the
past 50 years.

The fiscal irresponsibility of Con-
gress has created a Federal debt which
stood at S4.876.206.792.345.50 as of the
close of business Tuesday. April 4. This
outrageous debt. which will be saddled
on the backs of our children and grand-
children, averages out to $18,510.16 on a
per capita basis.

FTELECOMMIUNICATIONS REFORM

Mr. DASCHLE. Mr. President, yester-
day. my colleague from South Dakota,
Senator PRESSLER. stated on the Sen-
ate floor that the administration was
working through my office to block
consideration of S. 652. the tele-
communications bill. This statement
was flat out wrong, and while Senator
PRESSLER subsequently corrected his
statement for the CONGRESSIONAL
RECORD, the press has reported the in-

S5179
accuracy. Th:s issue is sufficiently im-
portant that the mistake needs to be
pointed out.

I have spoken with the Vice Presi-
dent concerning telecommunications
reform legislation. The Vice President
stated, as he apparently indicated to
Senator PRESSLER. that the adminis-
tration would like to see the bill im-
proved in a couple of different areas,
However. the Vice President did not
ask. nor did I offer, to block consider.
ation of the bill.

I am committed to passing a tele-
communications reform bill. I am
eager to see the benefits of technology
and communications services-the so-
called information superhigh-ay--ex-
tended to all parts of this country. es-
pecially rural areas like my own State
of South Dakot94

The telecommunications bill is
sweeping legislation addressing com-
plex problems, and highly technical
subjects. While I have taken no steps
to block the bill from coming to the
floor. I sympathize with those of my
colleagues who desire the opportunity
and time to study it. With the Senate
schedule set for the balance of the
week, and with the time provided by
the upcoming Easter recess, Senators
will have the chance to evaluate the
proposal in detail prior to Its coming
to the floor.

Again. let me reiterate. I have not
sought to block consideration of S. 652.
Our ranking member on the Commerce
Committee. Senator HoLLINOS. stands
ready to proceed. Indeed, as Senator
PRESSLER noted, every Democrat on
the Commerce Committee voted for the
bill at markup.

I believe my intentions In regards to
this matter are clear. I simply take
this opportunity to reinforce my posi-
tion that a telecommunications reform
bill is among the most important legis-
lation the Senate will consider thls
year. _ _

THE 14TH ANNIVERSARY OF
SHOOTING OF JIM BRADY

Mr. KOHL. Mr. President, today I
would like to tell you a story about
criminals and guns. It is about some-
one-let us call him John Doe because
the B-A-T-F says it cannot disclose his
identity-who in 1978 was convicted of
criminal reckless homicide. He killed
another dr iver while driving drunk. Al-
though. as a convicted felon. John Doe
was prohibited by law from buying
guns, he purchased a handgun from a
gun dealer In December 1993. Then.
only I month later in January 1954. he
purchased another. On both occasions
he walked out of the gun store fully
armed.

How could he do this? He lied on his
forms and no one conducted a back-
ground check. A few weeks later .John
Doe tried to increase his ars-nal yet
again by purchasing a third hitndiru-"
But this last tine he was cauht--
thanks to the background check that is
now required under the Bratty law.
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Liddy. I-suppose at a future Repubi
senatorial dinner, we will see bot
.them doing a duet.

WE HAVE TO GET OUR FIN1ANC
HOUSE IN ORDER

(Mr. SCARBOROUGH asked and
given permission to address the Hi
for I minute.),

Mr. SCARBOROUGH. Mr. Spea
this Congress faces two challengei
the next 100 days and in the rest of
session. We have got to get our fir
cial house in order. We have got tc
nally balance the budget, do it for
first time since 1969. The second tr
we are going to have to do is finally
Medicare costs under control. A rel
by President Clinton's own task fc
shows that Medicare goes bankrupt
the year 2002. We have got to do botil
these things at the same time. and I
going to call for heavy lifting. and I
going to call for bipartisan support.

I ask the Democrats today to cc
forward with a plan that not only sa
Medicare but also balances the bud
by the year 2002. If they are not will
to take part in the process. I ask t:
they step back and let the Republi(
Party do it. along with other conse
ative Democrats who are just as c
cerned about this very important iss
We have no choice. We must take ci
of Medicare and we must balance I
budget by the year 2002. or it is the si
for citizens who will suffer In the ei

COMMENDING THE FEDERAL E
PLOYEES WHO SERVE THE PU
LIC

(Mr. OLVER asked and was glv
permission to address the House for
minute.)

- Mr. OLVER. Mr. Speaker, the dead
bombing 2 weeks ago in Oklahoma Ci
has had a chilling effect on our Natl

More than 100 Federal employe
died.

They died because a few used vi
lence to express their hate for tl
American Government.

We are angry. We want justice.
Our healing has barely begun.
As we mourn with the families of tI

victlms, let us remember that Feder
employees are not nameless. facele
bureaucrats. They are people. The
help others every day.

In my district many Federal ernplo!
ees help us in our everyday lives.

I am reminded of Jeffrey Reck wh
serves as district manager of the Sock
Security Administration in Fitchbur
MA.

Jeff helps people get the benefit
they deserve.

He gets answers. He gives people th
personal help that we all need from ou
Government. He treats people like pec
ple.

Jeffs work is a tribute to his falle
colleagues and to Federal employee
everywhere. I commend him and s
many thousands who serve the public.

. 'CONGRESSIONAL RECORD,--H,
icar PROTECT MEDICARE
h of (Mr. LEWIS of Georgia asked and w

given permission to address the Hou
for I minute and to revise and exter

EAL his remarks.)
Mr. LEWIS of Georgia. Mr. Speake

I rise today to say to my Republics
was colleagues, it is time to deliver on yot
iuse promises.

You said you would cut taxes. ba
ker. ance the budget, and leave Social Sect
in rity and defense intact. Now tell u

this How will you do it?
ian- To date the Republicans have raide

fi- the Medicare trust fund to pay fo
the their tax cuts:for the rich. Their ta

hing bill takes $27 billion away from th
get Mediqare trust fund and from our Na
ort tion's senior citizens.

irce In 1993 and again in 1994. the Presi
by dent and the Democrats took action t

I of make the Medicare Program stronger
t is And. we did it over the loud protests o
tis my colleagues on the other side of thi

aisle.
,me I say to my Republican colleagues
yes don't take health care from our senio.
get citizens to pay for tax cuts for the rich
ing That is not Medicare reform. And ou:
hat senior citizens will not be fooled.
,an
rv. APPOI NTMENT OF MEMBER TC
on-. ACT AS CHAIRMAN OF REVIEW
ue. PANEL ESTABLISHED BY RULE
are 51 OF THE RULES OF THE HOUSE
;he
!n- The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr.
id. INOLIs of South Carolina) laid before

the House the following communica-
tion from the Honorable WILLIAM M.

,,I THOMAS,N. Member of Congress:
B- HOUSE ofr REPRESENrATIVES.

C0M.11TTE ON HOUSE OVERSINT.
Wailegfen. DC. AfMu 1. 199.

en lion. NE-r GiN.ciclf.
I Speaker, U.S. ouse of Representatives.

Washington. DC.
ly DEAR MR. SPEAKER: Pursuant to House
ty Rule SI. clause 7. 1 have appointed the Ho".
n. orable Vernon J. Ehiers as chairman of the

review panel established by that Rule for the
es lith Congress

Best regards.
O BIL.L TROsiAS.
le Chirmn.

NEW DEREGULATION FOR
ie TELECOMMUNICATIONS
il (Mr. STEARNS asked and was given
ss permission to address the House for I
y minute and to revise and extend his re-

marks.)
1Mr. STEARNS. Mr. Speaker. I just

wanted to advise and Introduce to the
o Members that we had a telecommuni-
ii cations press conference today offered

through the Committee on Commerce a
new deregulatory bill which will allow

.s mass communications to change dra-
matically. and I had the honor to offer

e as an amendment to this bill new
r broadcast ownership changes to allow
I- many new forms of ownership for video

broadcasting. It is bipartisan bill.
n Basically it reduces restrictions on
s ownership of broadcasting stations and
o other media mass communications. As

I mentioned. it repeals antiquated

DUSE May 3, 1995
rules and regulations and brings broad-

aS casting up to date with technology
se The bill states that the FCC does not
id provide or enforce any regulations con-

cerning cross ownership. The details of
r. this will be in a statement that I will
.n put In. the extension of my remarks
ir today.

SPECIAL ORDERS
s: The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under

the Speaker's announced policy of Jan-
d uary 4. 1995, and under a previous order
,r of the* House, the following Members
x will be recognized for 5 minutes each.
e

FCOMMUNICAToNS ACT OF 1995
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a

D previous. order of the House. the gen-
.. tleman from Texas [Mr. FIELDS] is-rec-
f ognized for 5 minutes.

Mr. FIELDS of Texas. Mr. Speaker.
this morning, I introduced on behalf of

s myself. Chairman TOM BLILEY. our Re-
r' publican Members.. and Democrat co-

sponsors, the Communications Act of
r 1995. Hearings are planned for Wednes-

day. May 10. Thursday. May 11. and
Friday. May 12.

Truly, this is a watershed and his-
toric moment for the telecommuni-
cation industry, our country, and the
consuming public.

This legislation meets several broad
objectives:

First. and foremost, the legislation
gives definition and certainty as we
move into this time of convergence and
technological Innovation.

Second. this legislation is much more
deregulatory than the telecommuni-
cations legislation, introduced and
passed last year: This legislation recog-
nizes that the 1934 act is outdated-a
dinosaur-and coupled with a hodge-
podge of FCC administrative decisions
and Federal court decisions, the tele-
communications industry could be sti-
fled and the consumer denied better
products and services at lower costs
unless we pass this historic leeslation.

Third. great attention was paid in
creating level playing fields--an at-
mosphere of legislative parity so that
the rules are fair to all competitors as
new lines of business are entered.

Fourth. it was our goal and objective
for our legislation to be dynamic so
that it evolves with and recognizes new
technology and its applications.

Fifth. our legislation is predicated on
competition and an opportunity model
not government, be it Federal or State
microiranagement.

I can't stand up here and tell you
that the Communications Act of 1995 is
perfect or that it will not change: of
course, the legislative process itself is
dynamic.

But. I can tell you that there has
been much consultation with industry
leaders, consumer groups. States and
cities, with our members and between
our respective staffs, and it should be
recognized that this legislation builds
on the foundation of the 14 months of
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negotiation between ED MARKEY and
me last session and the 4 months of dis-
cussion and negotiation this year.

In January. we had very construrtive
meeting with CEO's from broadcast.
computer, long distance, cable and sat-
ellite, telephony and wireless indus-
tries. The checklist approach in open-
ing the local loop originated as a result
of these meetings. Rather than a date
certain, the regional Bell operating
companies receive a date certain which
is uncertain, meaning that if their loop
is open. they could begin offering long-
distance service as early as 18 months
after the date of enactment. The long-
distance companies said they could
compromise on the involvement of the
Justice Department if a certain num-
ber of requirements were met, meaning
that the local loop is really open to
competition. The checklist require-
ments which must be met are: inter-
connection and equal access.
unbundling, number portability, dial-
Ing parity, resale, access to conduits
and rights of way. elimination of fran-
chise limitations, network interoper-
ability, good-faith negotiation, and fa-
cilities-based competitor.

Our legislation gives pricing flexibil-
ity to telephone companies, eliminat-
ing the rate-of-return concept, and to-
tally eliminating all pricing regulation
when a telephone company has com-
petition.

Bell operating companies can enter
manufacturing when they have met
interconnection and equal access re-
quirements with no separate subsidiary
required.

Bell operating companies are allowed
to provide electronic publishing
through a separate subsidiary with
safeguards and a :prohibition against
cross-subsidies and discrimination
against unaffiliated electronic publish-
era. This provision sunsets in the year
2000. The BOC's are not allowed to offer
alarm monitoring service before July 1.
2000.

Broadcasters receive the ability to
compress their signal under the spec-
trum flexibility language. There is also
a streamlining of the broadcast license
process and an extension of the length
of the license from 5 to 7 years.

Direct broadcast satellite services
will be exempted from State and local
taxation laws.

Congressman SCHAEFER has com-
posed a package of cable provisions
which are part of the bipartisan bill.
We deregulate the small cable provider
upon enactment and deregulate the
upper tier of larger companies at about
the time that the telephone company
will begin operating a cable service.

Congressman STEARNS will offer his
bill as an amendment to raise broad-
cast ownership caps quickly and elimi-
nate cross-ownership restrictions.
VHF-VHF combinations could be re-
stricted if it were determined that they
would restrict competition or the di-
versity of voices in a local market.

Congressman OXLEY will offer an
amendment to remove foreign owner-

ship irstri(tions on domstic telephone
and broadcast companies.

Congressmen G:1L.1110i aid BOUCHlRit
will offer an amendmrnt to remove re-
strictions that prohibit the entry of
those companies governed by the Pub-
lic Utility Holding Companies Act into
telecommunication servives.

We stand here today with broad and
deep bhparti.ar support: telecominuni-
cation polic:,. should not be Demi. rat
or Republican

We leel that this Il:t-tatiun so'iis
the consumer: that this legislat,.n
gives the definition and certalr:y for
the indu.ttry to move furward ard to
build the information siiperhighway.

This will be an evolutiont-ry and iv-

ilamic process--but now unleashed, our
lcgislation will pass this comr'tttr-e
and the House-thvre will be a ion-
ference with the Senmt.e and a ill will
be presented to the Presilent and
igned into law, because that's good for

the country and our consuming puli.
Mr. BLILEY. Mr. Speaker, today is a historic

moment. Today we introduce the Communca-
lions Act o 1995. one of the most sweeping
reforms of communications law in history. No
taw can stop the advancement of technology,
but bad and antiquated laws can stop con-
sumers from enloying the fruits of techno-
logical progress. And That is w!ati we have
today: Americans not able to enjoy the lull
range of lechnologically feasible telecommun-
cations services because technology nas out-
paced the state of the law.

-CAE CCSMrEltrro
The logislation that we are introducing today

wil bring competition to the local telephone
and video mariets--two traditional monopo-
lies. Many companies would like to have the
Opportunity to compete for local telephone
service. But the laws and regulations of this
land effectively prohibit them from competing
for business and offering innovative services.
higher quality services, and lower priced ser-
ices. American consumers want the choices
that competiion provides. The Communica-
tions Act of 1995 will give them those choices-

The bill sets the rules of the road for open-
ing the local exchange to coropetion. It re-
quires the presence o a competitor in the
local exchange prior to allowing a Bell operat-
ing company to apply for entry into long dis-
tance.

Current laws restrict firms from entering
other telecommunications markets as well.
and the American consumer utirratey suffers.
Telephone companies are prohibited by law
from offering video services. The competition
for higher quality and lower priced services
that these and other firms could bring to the
home video mariet would only benefit con-
sumers. The bill will give broadcasters greater
freedom to use spectrum creatively to offer
new services- The bill will ultimately lead io
more competition for e'ectroisc pubhishing.
aarm. and ieemessagng services.

5LESS aEGULi-1
In short, the Communications Act of 1995

will promote competition in practically all tele-
communications markets. But the mere pres-
ence of many firms competing in the current
American telecommunrcations would not be
enough to make consumers as well off as they
could be, Amencan telecommunlcations mar-
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kets today are burdened with excessive reqo.
lations.

Firms tha offer telecommunications services
in the United States have artficially high costs
because of: Fist, the high costs of conolving
with regulations, second, the length of liens-
ing procedures, and third, the uncert arn of
the Outcome of licensing procedures. Wrio
pays for the high cost of regulation? As at-
wAys. it is the poor Arerican consumer iho
toys the price. These crtiss Or regulation are
Passed along to telecommunications consin-
ers in the form of high prices for services. a
lack of responsiveness to new market cotta,-
lions. and a slow rate of rnovation.

lne Communications Act o 1995 woJid
h,-ress and subsiaciially reduce Feder-t :.9.
ulalor Of teecorrrmunicaiorns. The act strean-
lines licensing procedurer ir broadicasters,
The act createv temporary rules that prCmote
a transition to coietition. After the transition.
most of the act sunsets. The act requires the
Fereral Communications CommissiGn to fo
bear from-tlo nto.r-regulaton Much of the
act would be largely administered locally fath-
er than federally. The act would prevent
States or the Federal Government from requir- •
ing costly rate-al-return regulation. Once tele-
communications markets are competitive.
price regulation would be banned altogether-

GOEaTE SE'.c'iTS TO TEiECOt r.arCNroS
cossumons

Ainerican telecomrmunications consumers
w;lI be The berm;efciaties of the Communira-
tior, At of 1995 Less regu!ation will lead to
lower cocts. More competiton will lead to
greater innovation, greater choice of sdm-i.es.
and lower prices. Today we embark on the el-
fort to fulfill these promises to the Amre-icari
telecommunications consumer.

Mr. OXLEY. Mr. Speaker, today's introduc.
lion of a tele:ommunications law rewrite is a
landmark compromnse that culminates years of
work. fm proud to be an Original cosponsor of
the Communications Act of 1995. The bill has
already attracted significant Support among
Democrats. thanks to the leacership of sub-
committee chairman JACK FiEioS.

America is poised to lead the world in cor-
munications technology. This procorpelitive.
antregulatory legislation will help us make the
most of the greatest ecoromic opportunity in
the history of the world.

The United States should pursue two basic
strategies during this transition into the infor-
matrion age: to increase competitiveness
among U.S. companies to inspire more
choices, better programnng. and more effi-
cient service for U.S. consumers, and to ex-
port aggressively so U.S. companies will pros-
per and hire American workers.

I will offer a free trade amendment to the Ddl
to rep.al restricions on foren investment
that date back to World War I. The loreige
ownership restriction is a teiegraph lat% that
has no psace in a leiecommuniations age.

Section 310(b) of the 1934 Communicatio-s
Act prohibits any loreign entity from holdi-g an
e'vestment o mo'e than 25 percent in U.S.
broadcast facilies or crmmon carrier corona-
hies. ft was passed to guard againsl foreign
sabotage when a limited number of informa-
tion sources exisled. When U.S. firms seek to
sell telecorsmuncatons goods and ser~ire
abroad. foreign governments point to U S.
market restrictons as justification for their.
This is a distressing reaty for U.S. comparvs
seeking to create new jobs here at home.
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Totel.rmimunicatons is one of tile Nation's

nost dnlinmic expon industries. expected to
uccounlonter oiO-Sltit, of the doimestic economy
by the year 20. The global telecomrun-
cations. Services itdustm atone wtil gene:tite
a'most S tJlirn n Pv:;nu0As by the end of Lie
lecade.

I lock 'orvxo,'t I r.'.;nstwe henring and
lit'

5 
or. :rur:es', zh .'s ! t, and I tierneve we

tenl aunrt.e our g at Iinctng a medirrn
•elc.:otrrsrn.cn!nc-"- :.s- l'ts yar',

,I, G:LWt'.,R 1.". Soea e'. the tele-
Cc.mrrn;iatrs t-,- ie are ntrC.,:ng todai
Is one r.1 the rrnt in- |.rr'.-t! tits to be conido-
.:-e 4i, C .ei'.n I.- -o. ,ear. and it. pen-
Sagn i. ave a tie.rtr...j.,s imp:' in Aner-
Ica fx decades to c ,re.

If th.5 isatvnr . en,,ted., tOe law will
begin to tas:er ecorsir.e technoIogical de-

elopnlent. instead o hsm,.r 1t. T.|e bill wilt
provide consumers an tu6SrIesses new com-
• unications serices. an increase ia Chonces
in the maretplace. mure corpetibnr and bet-
ter prices.

The bifl rep;rc,,ent. te biggest single de-
regulation 0f d r, loi industnal sector in Amer-
ICan history. itoltrg o-i-seventih of the U.S.
economny arid a'

t
c*.il vinually eve-y Amer-

'-an citizen.
In addnti:-n i tPee p'o.v,tir ot e na n bill.

I have ,nt'oduccd a mtasure to attow putbic
ntal!:nes to enter t.e ;e :ormunirat.ons Indus-
Vy. Right new t Mty companis have the tech-
,tlogcat coar.ity to car cable and telephoe
serv-ces. but they do riot have the tegat ca-
pacits. This tr'gs:ason I am sponsoring with
Representatee RICK BOUCiEP would allow
Dubt:ic uillites this PItry. further increasing

omnetitior, and redjcing forces tor consum-
Ar5.

Mr. BARTON: :f Texas. Mr. Snake,. today
*,for.erce Commg-e Chairman TCm BLILEr.
anal Teleor. ,'icmrnns Subcoornittex Chair-
in'. JeCt FICLDS. in,oduced the largest tate-
communications Oetorm tll eel to go through
Congress. I am prounl to be an onginal co-
sOonsor of this historic legislation.

The Communtcatnons Act of 1995 will be tie
biggest job treat:on bil to pass this Congrass.
This legislaton moes a numer of currentir
hea y regulated inusmies into true maelk
Corpetiton with eah other. thus enswag

h).surr 's feal choices as to whc to place
rieir ocal telephone. cable teie.-icon. and
-.. ztroric data bu$r*esiss with. Tie I, l. ien it
Z.:-.-ort r law. pull the consu.n.r in the drier

.! tor all el his or her coirreCstior..

1 is tie most cnn'..ehensive. pVooiket
evj prticcnrpe .. ,n bit! intradu:-.1 Ir these

r-':.,;cs in the histor" ot the Cor'..iess The
Ner'rnl t i e-Ommunicatons la s 'e pass-ed

hai a cer"t.iy age %lhen t.- e w.ri few
":idm. .le l ettjtiin r 0riir toe 14"c.a-

"rc. eri comou!e- nad .c e.en tg;en
'non 1t" ci 

T
,: t. t :ecozniurne.tc s sets-

•.,- are e ep.t:eeto cL...- cd "o' ,a..n seel
L~e eroarsted .ccar-j'v. Con-s site
.lickly nx..e shert '..tn tmis ei:.r.n edor to
ntee the w.. .nC.-t .leigeS ac-, os roca

I SorOt tnis deregunatory aro:o.in Via! t ill

:vr'rnote growth and Ccrrxret.r In the te!ae-
cone'nnnicaions inluStr. If "O Can cate a
tniir rra.bke-oirete 13f IElmcornnuncatn sore.

:te nou:;, throiugh, ccpeejt0 nn. Wilt

,e the nachtonuteu ieftrma. -n stvl-

:•..i.n

Mrs. L:NCOLN. Mr. Speaker. I'm pleased to
be an original cosronsf 01 H.R. 155. the
Ceut,.un.calns Act of !:995. I'd like to thank
Mr. F.ELDS and Mr. MsxLv. Mr Dnr ,L. and
Mi. 5sf t the%- com l.rr nt to tS Ifrir 

s L .

im -rou that inrs s-u. t.s iemained a pri.
only ala ilf *1 ha .t 'i lie tO b.id saO,
the egsatin :hat na:.! t-! i -,.huse of Rao-
resantatives lu-,ng ttie nast j-1n5r1so.
C,",;: again. I hale a Vc;.naI interest n

ktlcting tcieorione -ales .. rural areas low
anine protcltint sm'- ana medum-s;ed
phure comirlies lhftirr snot.:- conitlirn. I
have rcpecn-' Coanrrtn F.=xs" w:llng-
nets to aork wlth me on th:s issue arroughout
the drioeig process. This bill. as introduced
today, offers sevelal pritectilons for rural car-
riert. but I realize that it does not go fta
enough. Today. I pledge my commitment to
Improving tils bitt as it nmves though the
Commerce Committee. I have encouraged my
colleagues to tolt at the Senate language re-
gardng rural carriers, wich exempts caeers
wlo have 2 percent or fewer of the accers
lines natiorvie, because I would ike to see
this bit move in that direction. As a Start. Mr.
FbELDS has assured me that we can amend
this bil to exemo carriers that provide tele-
phone exchane service to any local ex-
cringe carrier study area with fewer than
1000C0 access tnes. I appreciate his willing-
ness to work with me and hs comtitment to
protecting and preserving rural America.

Mr. Speaker. for rural America. this nl reD-
resents an amazing opportunity tar advance-
ments i education, among other things. I was
pleased to see provisions to ensure that edu-
cational institutions will have access to this
growing technology- Adelit-Ioniy. I pledge to
work toward enhancing this bill to ensure thai
health care provide will be abe to tap into
resources to exriand their infrastructure to pro-
ide telemedone. whicn s essental to rural

areas like thie First Congressional Distinct. This
will be vital in deleqing services tha will help
up keep up with advances in larger cities white
preserwig tire quality of tie we enjoy.

I tok toird o woaring with my colleagues
on ie Commerce Commitlee to buld upon
this legislation and bring a bia to fte House
11am tral On body can approve witi tile over-
whelering support that we saw Yi pasage of
H.R. 3636 arm H.R. 3C2 duing the last Con-
gress.

MY. STEARNS. Mr. Speakr. t am pleased
to give my lull supnoit for tie Carnunicaotns
Act of 1995 wvach tie Subcommittee on Tele-
co mjencafioss ai d Finance inoduced today
witr b-oaitesar SuCODO. I com n Chairman
BLii - and Chair-.an FicEtaS for lie outstanr-
nog work they did on tNS mucrhi.opede legisla-
son.

I anoJid arso lice to thank the stilts ol bth
in'e seornuirrtie and lull comr.Iree tor their
eiorts in getting tis legslaten rwafted and
asn to comriend tr-.m, 'or the ocen and fl
.narrer in which they ac'sede wnting thus

g-oan-Jbreakng legisatlOr. This bil provides
',e-A.p.ng reloms in the comrr.unicatesris in-
Guet.f and giveS cr.nsumers a grextor choice
at service. This tegislaton *-t provide lower
prices and higrer .uaiitj. Cleary. the censur-
ers Wll' be the winners.

The antiquated Ccnsmunicatnhes Act of 1934
i;.d-s to be aneated to ensure tat the Amer-
'can telecormnications inouSetex will be able
to co-;tat:e in this hI .technaog, information
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age in wlen we are Irraig. This 'n.'grP ttrO'len
courages competiton al deeg.lat. there-
by crning up futre market Oppolnaa'sa tar
those who wish to e Glete in all ltle-
commi'unications seiiero. CorvperrqrtsrsivI-
torm of Ims iraustr. v loa oven.ue Aari I Sill
pr.ed to CCSipJilsir tm, r.' w.Cn. wil Xhat2ee
::; .o

W.t DINGE L. Mr. S...iteO'. ictny i ared
'torof my collea'ieis on the Commerce
Co-Tns'.ee II Ihe IN ritOluctO of H.R. 15.5,
tie :ommurnarona Act ot 19th. I would Ilie

:o..iatate the chairman of lIve Comnenea
Cornc.:*ee. Mr. BLILEY. and the cnairrrn of
tre Sltocammittee on Teleco,-nunicatiOns
and Firance, Mr. FIELDS. for their cooperation
and work In drafting is landmark piece of
legis1tion.

This ingisialon closely tracks tle legislation
overwhelmingly pas d by the House last
year. H.R. 3626. That bill pased by a vote of
43 to 5. ed ait my hope that H.R. 1555 wi
have the same level 01 support when it goes
to the loor

The legislation does several imponant
things. It removes the artifncial barriers to entry
that restrict competition in several tate-
cormirmuncao'. markets. Upon the enactment
of trs bei. telephone companies alt be per-
rnttea 1c oiec Cable service. Catnie opero.ors
will be able to offer telephone se-isice. Lang
distance companies will be able to resell local
telephone service. And ultimately. the Bell op-
crating companies will hare the bity to enter
trie long distancismarket.

1he dismanting of th-se barriers to ery
wifi result in several significant improvements
for the American publia. Perhaps most impor-
taitly. Services toll have traditionally bean Wl-
fetd by regulated monopolies will become
competitive. Cable operators will have to fight
with telephone companies to attact-and
kep--consurners. Telephone co.rares will
face a variety of competors. each seeking
new and Inovateve ways to attract suDscr>b-
em. The long distance industry will lace the
entry of seven large. well-iarcd compt
tars.

The result. War the Amen an public. wil be
lower prices and greater resoOseeness to
the needs of consumrm.

in adition. we are likely tO e tMe pace at
innovetion accelerate. Markets that heretofare
have been responsive to Goernment ealt
will lten to consumer.s. Comr-pares wll ,lllnie
treir e-a,ketirg efforts to nale certain that
corisrens con ftest

And by atawing compent'on aross trie tee-
communica!ins landscape. c-anintrs are
ikely to create packages of serices tha a-
peal to consumer.s. Consumers can nave the
option of one-stop Shopping. in wnrh local
ano b distance telephone serve can be
obt3inet from a single vendor. Cao:e UDSCib-
ers wul be able to obtain a packace that aisto
inrcies Il-lephtone service. Consumers wili ne
able to obtain greater convenience 0.c Save
mo er--r, it they choose, thev *-1 StI ce
able to purchase their service on an a to cane
bass from a variety o seno.e Proi-3ers.

This is a good bitt. But like any piece ofa -
isiation. it can be improved. I am prtictlay
troubled by the prouusiorS that endc tie regula-
ear. of cable rates on the day tha! the Feaeral
Communcation Commission issues iS ros
gove,nung the ofterng of cable service by tele-
phone capeasis. My Concerns are Shared by
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many of the Democratic members of the corn-
mtee; they are shared by the administration:
and I thifk it's likely that we will see some
amendents to ensure that consumers are
not gouged by monopolies until a competitive
altarnative is available.

But despite my reservations about this pro-
vision. I expect that we will be able to resolve
our differences here in a manner comparable
to the way we have developed a consensus
on the other Provisions o this bill. In that re.
gard. I would like to command both Chatrman
StILEY and Chairman FIELOS for fh manner in
which they have treated the Denocrats during
the daing process. This has been a truly 0.-
parMian Process, and the legislative text that
was inroduced today reflects ft many com-
pronases and changes that were made by
both sides.

Telecommunications issues have never
been pamean, and have never been ideologi-
cat. The manner in which the majority has
treated the minority in this case is exemplary,
and 5 is my hope that it wit serve as a model
for the many legislative initiatives we have be'
lore us. I would like to thank both of these fine
legislators, and look forward to Contmuirg thiS
bipartisan approach as H.R. 1555 moves
through the House.

Mr. Speaker. H.R. 1555 is a good bill. and
belore it is sent to the President for his signa-
lure. it will be a better bill I urge my col-
leagues to join with us in support of this legis-
laior, and enact a statute that will enable the
telecommunications industries to bring to the
American people ft benefits that the twenty-
tirat century has to offer.
M. ESHOO. IM. Speaker, I rise to inform

Members about the introduction of the Com-
merce Committee's historic legislation to re-
shape ow Nation's telecommunications laws.

I'm proud to be an original Cosponsor of this
legislation and commend Commerce Commit-
te Chairman BLILEY, Telecornmnications
and Finance Subcommitee Chairman FIEtDS.
and ranking members JolN DINGELtL and ED
MARKEY fto their efforts to produce a biparti-
san bill

The Nation cannot wait another year for
telecoou•itcattions reform. The curent law of
the land for telecownunicatin is based on a
law written in the 1800's to govern railroads m
America. Now, after several decades of ex-
raordinary advances in inlormation tech-

nolIbg, most of our Nation's telephone system
consists of a pair of copper wires.

As the Representative from Silicon Valley in
Califoria, I know the Iluportance of deregula-
ton to computer and Software technology. In-
formetion tchnologies are the business of Sif-
icon Valley.

I believe we can look to the computer and
software industries as examples of good
things to come for the corsamasications Imdus-
by if competition can be established.

Consider the first digital computer made m
1943 which was 8 feet high. 50 feet long. con-
tained 500. miles of wire. and Could perform
about tses additors per secorn. Toa). cci-
sumers can purchase a computer with waler-
thin nSiroprocessors which are capa'tie of
hundreds of mltons of additions per socond
and fit an your tao.

Yet today's twisted cCpper wire telephone
network is unsuitable for modern computers
and software applications which can incor-
porate voice, video. graphic. and data rans-
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msisons and send them simultaneously in has put fOrw aV a P!IpINl or its own
real-time exchanges. that Is subvtantively t'omptral.!e in

A technology gap exists between the inor- many critical respects. In addtion. the
notion technology and communications iidua- affected industries are engaged in
tries and this hurts our international colpeti- meaningful anti ubstantive dist;usircis
tivenes. This NO can help close the gap, en- on the key i.s us in in '-if or" In
courage competison, and foster increases in ach!eve some consensus.
high technology exports and tobs. While differen,es in rfct v ci:-

A successful telecommunications bill Should tLainly eirt, what is mity' notpwlo'thv
pass two critical tests. First. it should establish Is the widety sliared a.-idmptio that
a process which brings the greatest competi- our finanti.lI .tv:",'ice. -y.tv'Iriei:!
ton to bear, and second it should promote sihstamtia reinventio: If w, vtn k.-,.;)
technology innovation ano production in a way our eye on this ,harid io.i.. we sIhuild
that can make a difference in peoples' lines, he able to Iluid upon tn( irtai.

" 
L-oin:.-

This bill is a step orsard in meeag these on whith we atl agtree, nt *'ff..t reat.-
important goals and I'm proud to cosponsor it.onahit tmu i- ' we ii no:

t he dayvs ahead.
GENERAL LEAVE To that end. while I Ilm,. ver.y ti,:..

rite toteas of tay own as lio the Is-ItMr. DUNCAN. Mr. Speaker. I ask note of n y ow u 1 h, I.-
unartmous consent that all Members course of action on key i.rn.tu,.. !t itn
nay have 5 legislative days in which to plan to intr-duce l.vtslt th:
rev:se and extend their remarks and to point. A banking .onui i.- matkp m
in.tude exttranenus material on the imminent, oi we willv. wrrklur from
subject of the special order today by the chairman's mark-whith Is :;tIll In
the gentleman tram Tea ( prepratio-as 4 appropriate. I i.-
FIt.t t l. rIeve our best prospect of succes lit.,
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there in workinc t'oopfttively and In a vpr-

objection to the reiluPst or the Len- it of compromise to further refine that
tleman from Tennessee? mark In a way that build, consensus on

There was no objection, these important issues. Past. experience
should certainly have tautcit ts that
legislation which dops not ri-fli-tt .a

FINANCIAL SERVICES RIE'FORM reasonably brumtl coens.vn sis dtotn-,
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a to faiture.

previous order of the House. the gen- 1's.R:.C.'iE'r. M:1 lit ii:.eilA'e,'%I
tleman from New York (Nir. L.AFALECl] I
ta recognized for5 minutes. ' I wOutltt however, like to eel thorld

Mr. LAFALCE. Mr. Speaker. the some prlnciples which I blieve Phnu't
House has a unique opportunity during guide our deliberations.
thts Congress to take important and tAt Congres should attempt ?Ii
long-overdue steps to modernize the achleve the broadest reform possible:
U.S. financial services system and pre- (ft Elimination of the harrier be-
pare it for the competitive challenges tween commercial and Investm'lt
of the 21st century. banking should be accompllehed so as

In 1991. 1 served as chair of the Bank- to maximize efficiencies ani take id-
ing Committee's Task Force on the vantagre of possible synergiles be:wi':
International Competitiveness of U.S. lines of businmss, while saf.eglua."itee
Financial Institutions. That tesk force safety anti soundness;
concluded that our financial services tC) Reform should create a true two.
policy had failed to keep pace with new way street be.tween banks and secur'
market developments, including ties firms, level the compEtitive pity-
changes In corporate ant individual lng field. and provide such firms ertlti
consumer needs, new technology and opportunity to enter each other's Illu.
product innovation. The result was a nesses:
financial services system that was po- tDt Nothing we do should turn I-:h,
tentially uncompetitive. inefficient. clock hick or impose new restrictoins
unduly expensive. and slow to respond where none are warranted:
to changing customer demands. tE) Safeguardint, cl't.um.r ri.htt

The task force report concludel that and inter'sts should be an ilitec'r. p:l
it was incumbent upon poltcymakers to of any reform pitckage:
undertake a fundamental and cum- iF, Proper i'rtiiiu'yV o.tr acc'
prehensive reassesament of the major should ecpha.lze funi.tonal irc'.,-
laws and the recutator.v structure tion. enseure necessary 110it.ial at•
which underpin the U.S. financial sys- countabi;ty. ani ake .il;vant.. ."
tent. There have bcen several ai-ortin the benei':ts provided lry :t i',.:;'
e4fnrte sine that timc to do so. But I tent Ion h.'twr'.rn rvs.utt,:' : .Iii't
l"'iece we ha'e now finally ach"'d i. l1.'form -he-all ,..'.:r.''..:t
stubs':.r.i-.i~S,'l(snsenbus that ''ht::.' I't cignI l y t' .- .' a- L. ir t u' :

I'!:t. i': .n.'.aaiic 'ul ut,'-:.t. io n ni to.- t ipt ti cr13'ydir,:ilvsnr, .

I t r.',. - w:htt our ream h.
T! :n .-.t: n en of butrn *hie I|r !'::. I ."': :' :':: :"

Si .tlkin" foilnntiI tel-s har; I,,t A. Tle I,.l sr , le l ,.:, In.,
forw.ird .:trntprr henh' m r'.'f prl l l I'iJp,*" It is I .p.'ativ ;ht : I'I.'

ai. While' :l ' si pi'.pi. is ifn-ti In int. tiratdest fin.iant se s':'tv'i'.'; ::irta

poirt.Ln: i-ards. they shatr many key which it i.% tIo. ;iih;e tit achieve i 04ti'.
ettm'nts. The Treasury Deputnient sue. This is rot a time to be titiUi.
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EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS
H.R. 961. THE CLEAN WATER
AMENDMENTS ACT OF 1995

OF 0.,0.015
IN THE HOUSE OF RBPRESWrATIVES

Thursday, May 18. 1995
Mrs. COLLINS of Iltnol. Mr. Speaker, I op-

pose H.R. 961, the Clean Water Amendments
Act of 199S. it is Intemstng that the Repub-

ans have continually ctaimed to have an in-
tarest in bringing conrn sense to the legis-
lative process and yet they ae now proosing
taking an of the. most suocessful environ-
mental laws on the' books and raklesy and
nonsensic ly guttfig L This Dirty Water Ad Is
a VeWt to ou health and ahotid be rejected

Alnost haft the takes and rivers in Amer-
lea we curently so polluted that It Is not sale
to fish or swim in them. The Clean Water A
was pas to Iniprove this hori situatio
and has been ly Inprovlr t quality
and the safety at te waters across our cot-
ty. Yet, now. with ow envirorment stilt not
even close to ft level of clean that a needs
to be, the Republicans are foolshly working to
overtun and under..e tis most criticaly im-
poter dean water Law.

In the State of IMnols, as in the other 49
States. substantial Improvements in the qualty
of water have been made ave the past 20
years but there Is l a long way to go. In
fact, 91 percent of Il no' lakes arid 56 per-
cenl of o rivers and stream are not sale for
fishtng or swiming or are a dead ron peou-
Son inst they cannot support aquaM O ife. H.R.
961 would haf the progress that has been
made so tar and dangerously jeopardize fte
future health of IIlnoi' waterways through
several damaging provisions.

Firs. ft bill would undermine the Great
Lakes Initiative which seeks' to control the
amounl of toxic chemicals being dumped into
Lake Michigan and the other Great Lakes.
Since thi is the source of drinking water for
my constituents, the quality of Lake Michigan's
water is of primay interest and concern. Cur-
retoy. because of high levels of mercuty and
PCtts, there Is an advisory for women of
child-beating age, pregnant women, and chit.
dren not to eat more than one fish meal per
month from Lake Michigan. Lake Michigan
trout now contain, PC8 levels that are more
than 180 fies their target and likely cause
thousands of cancer deaths in the area.

The Great Lakes initiative seeks to Improve
tsituatlon by Organizing the Great Lakes

border States In a unified Federal-State pert-
nershp to clean up ft Great Lakes. This
model iniliative should be promoted and en-
couraged rather than weakened and under-
mined as H.R. 961 seeks to do.

In addition. H.R. 961 dramatically alters the
definition Of wetlands hat are protected and
eliminates the current legal protection tor 70
pecent of lainois' wetlands. We need only
thit back to the Mississ floods of 1993 to

remember how critically important welands

arm to flood protecdn. Itinois has already lost
90 percet Of ft ms of natural wetlands and
Mis loss of noetre's flood absorpiton system

has caused bilon at dolars worth of dam-
aes. The iinde State Water Srvey esti-
notes that every one percent Increase in wet-
lend acreage would lead to a tow percent de-
crease in flood levels. It seemas extremely
Shor"-head and risky to me to futher reduce
oUr wetlands end cause even more severe
flooding in th year ahead.

Ithe, the Dirty Water Act does not ad-
dress fte crica issue of paited run-off. Pot.
lted raftf from fields, roads and cifies Is Illi-
noi nmster one water quality prolaeim. it was
alo responsile hr the cryptosporidus Out-
break in Mlwatikesthat caused 400,000 pao-
ple to become l, and 130 children, senior citi-
zens, and people with AIDS to become seri-
ous, or featly I in 1993. Seemingly, after the
tragedy in Milwaukae, It bill would be used
as an opportuity to take specific steps to ad-
dress Poluted rn-off Problems.

Mr. Speaker, the recdessness of hits big
astounds me. Our lakes and streams are so
polluted that t ey are almost unusable and
they a posng a direct hinet to our health.
How much furter do we warn to go? Do we
want to wait unl alt the fish die and every city
experiences a Milwaukee-fike tragedy? This is
certainly not what my consltfuet want to eae
and I wi not stand by and alow our takes and
streams to be turned Into sewers. I urge ry
colleagues to join me in rejecting this dan-
gerous big.

TRBUTE TO THE MEMBERS OF
THE RETIRED AND SENIOR VOL-
UNTEER PROGRAM

HON. DAVID L BONIOR
OF MICHIGAN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATVES
Thu rsday, Mat 18,1995

Mr. BONIOR. Mr. Speaker, I rise today to
pay tbute to the menbers of the Retired and
Senior Votoreer Program [RSVP]. Tomorrow
afremoon, Friday. May 19, 1995, the RSVP of
Macomb County is saluting the many seniors
who provide vital volunteer services at a
luncheon in Clinton Township. Mi.

The Retined and Senior Voluntear Program
is a nationaly recognized program for persons
over 55 who serve as volunteers in their com-
tnaties In the 10th Congressional District.
Cathofic Services of Macomb sponsors RSVP
at the local level.

By matching the talents, knowledge. arid in-
terest of volunteers with community needs, the
RSVP maximizes Its services provided to the
needy and ill among us. RSVP volunteers
serve in schools, hospitals. community centers
and with numerous social, health, and welfare
orfganizat Last year, 433 registered volun-
teers parformed over 50,000 hours of service
and assisted 55 norlirofit agencies. The devo-
tion RSVP volunteers have displayed to their
community is an Inspiration. Their contibu-

Sons are many and they deserve our grfti kie
for their compasion and work.

Takin an aches role in one's commuiy is
a responsibiity wea share, bill tow ful. I
applaud al of the RSVP member, who rather
than retire to the easy chair, continue to serve
owr conissuraties.

I commaend the members of the Reted and
Senior Voturteer Pror am for their efforts and
encourage them to contInue tei good wodL
Please join me in saluting the RSVP of
Itacomt on the event of lhir voluneer rec-ogniicn furcieoirt

HONORING JOHN VINCENT FIORE
ON HS RETIREMENT

HON. UNM EDWARD TORS
OF CALtrORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF RPEPRESENTATIVES
. Thursday. May, 18, 1995

Mr. TORRES. Mr. Speaker. I rise today to
recognize, John Vincent Fire, vice presient,
trade relations of Pepal-Coa West. Mr. Fioe
Is retiring from Pepsl-Cotsa after 41 years -of
service.

Mr. Fiore attended Northwestern University
and specialized in business manegement and
advertising. Prior to joining PepsICola. he
served in the U.S. Army.

He has been an acive mentbe of the Mext
can-American Grocers Assocdaton, Caltania
State Package Store and Tavem Owners As-
sedation, Korean Grocem Assocaiton, Chi-
nese Grocers Associaton. and the National
Conference of Chistians and Jews. He is the
pest presidet of RecyCal and a member of
the political affairs co..ttee fr the California
Nevada Soft Drink Association.

In addition, under Mr. Fiore's direction.
pepsofa has become actively firwived with
community youth programs in an effort to
guide young people in the right direction.
Peps-Coa has participated in puiic aware-
ness programs such as Just Say No To Drugs
and Don't Drop Out Of School. In his cornan-
nity ard company. he has made contributions
to the minority corrmunity so that it may grow
and prosper.

Mr. Speaker, Ift is with pride that I rise to
recognize my friend, John V. Fem, arid I ask
my coleagues to join me In saluting him for
his outstanding commitment to his community.

PUBLIC BROADCASTING

HON. 1IAEL G. OXlEY
OF O IO

IN THE HOUSE OF RtEPRESENTAT7VES
Thursday, Mat 18. 1995

Mr. OXLEY. Mr. Speaker. 30 years ago, the
creatom of public broadcasting proposed fund-
ing it through a trust fund capitalized by var-
ious fees and taxes on commercial broad-
casters. The proposal went nowhere.
Like other government-lunded agencies

today, public broadcasing is being asked to

SThis bulter" symbol identifies statements or insertions which are not spoken by a Member of the Senate on the floor.
Matter see us this typeface indicates words inserted or appended, rather than spoken, by a Member of the House on the floor.
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sairvent itself. The leaders of CPS, NPR, and
PISS have been specifically chalenged to
come up with new sources of furang to re-
place tax dollars. Given the reabtes of the del-
Init. publi broadcasters were strongly emecur-
aged to be innovat and tar-reacling ir their
tiking. to take fl advanage of me tomemt
dous changes now leg place In th We-
conunications maretplace end the resuilig
Opportunities to ge public broadcasting oft me
Federal dole.

Arid what have they corn up with? PBS
has proposed a bust fund cp i pert
by tees from comrrercal broadcasters and in
part by alocations ro the Govertwarts sale
and suctin of spectnmun and CPS says at
'no combinai of cost savings and rw
sources of revenue can fuly 'replace' the Fed-
eral subsidy."

Anyway you loka a etk, tme plam rely oan
overmnmenit lhadiM sightly repakaged and

devoid or a marketplace solulto. Where is tme
vision so desperately needed in order to
reinvent public broadcasting for the 21st cen-
tury Where is the awvivative thailng in pro-
posing an idea that died 30 years ago? Why
should commercial broadcasters subsidize
pubi radio and televis when tey them-
selves are faced with an Increasingly coripet-
tie marketplace?

it is timne for public broadcasting so Mach
beyond the tired proposals of bygone days
nd lock for buy bold soWuions for eplacirg

Federal k.dg- It is lir to look to me fro-
kelplace 1o idas. aliances. and opporkani-
ies- Public broadcastig is a vekable network
of local community kisieuonS whid has an-fns loa auidience. Suretly On~ presents
Opportunles for more innovative soltions.

I believe we can find a way to peee the
eduastional mission of pubk~ broadcoasting In
mhe coitext of today's e n a
market without relyirg on Federal dunit.
whether is dect appropriations or redisctng
Federal revenues if a rust lurd. For pubic
broadcasting to remain viable, its leaders nust
ist recogrze that he congress wil cut the

umii cal cord to the Federal Treasury.

TRIBUTE TO LEROY WESLEY
WATT'S. JR.

HON. NANCY L JOHNSON
OF CONNECTICUT

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday. May 18, 1995

Mrs. JOHNSON of Connecticut. Mr. Speak-
er. I rise to honor me memory of LeRoy Wes-
ley Watts, Jr.. professor emeritus of social
work at Eastern Michigan University.

Some people are able to reach young peo-
ple at delnlbv moments in e lives--ard
open new vistas of isight and opportunity to
them. Such a man was Prolessor Watts. He
seved in key academic and adirnistrative
roles within Eastern Michigan University. was
Instrumental in the development of the untver-
sty African-Arnedcai Studies Department
end adtvocated or minoriy arid disabled stu-
dent. Roy sat on the boards of several crvic
and professional organizations that focused on
health and social welfare and woaked quietely
but ceaselessly to make the world a beer

lace for us all. He was a lend arid menr
to many student and encouraged them to
contfir edUcatbonal programs that they likely

would not have completed without his inter-
venaro Roy was recognized 1w he urlv .ly,
compasson. and abdng reaped for me tight
in each of us.

REMARKS OF CONGRESSMAN DICK
ZIMMER COMMENDING THE NEW
JERSEY STUDENTS WHO PAR-
TICrPATED IN THE BEE- PRO-
GRAM

HON. DICM 7ZWMR
OF NEW lIeT

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRENTATIVS
Thursday, Moay 18, lIM

Mr. ZIMMER. Mr. Speak. I rise today to
pay trIbute to more than 80 high school st-
dents forn Hunterdon County. Psneo and
Treton who give us hope for our Nalion's en-
virornenta future. As part of an Iniovative
plot projed catted Bidirg Enviroral
Education Solutions EES), these students
have spent mhe last 2 months exanrit the
complex putlic policy choices im we lace
when addressing envirornental issues.

Focusing on an abandoned Industrial site in
Trenton. Miss diverse group of students ex-
plored me many tssuea srroundin the rec-
lamation and redevelopmerIt of tme property.
The students were required to analyze tme po-
tential envirnenta and economic Eade-oft
p-rn compaitive risk assessments and
evaluate mhe arguments of the various stake-
holder .

On Monday. May 22. the students wil
present their findings, which I plan to distribute
so each of my colleagues in he hope hat we
can learn from such an intense examination of
these very difficult i

I would also lke to tart anid congratulate
e coalition of business, cornmunity goups

and goverrment agencies that made me pro-
gram work, paiticularty the American Re-Insur-
ance Corp. of Princeon, which spearheaded
the effort. This program is en eamreile of the
type ot responsible enviromentsal activism
that benebis al segments of sosciey. but is
most effective when goverrnent and business
work together.

Mr. Speaer .thrroughr programs Wee bItS
one, we can prepare a generation of decision-
makers who appreciate are interd-pendence
of he environmem and mhe economy. I con-
gratilate mhe students 1W their accomosh-
merts and thank them for assumrang the re-
sporibility for protecting our precious natural
resources in mhe 21 st centry and beyond.

READ START

HON. JOHN W. OLVER
OF MAsACHUSErT

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday. Mfay 18,1995

Mr. OLVER. Mr. Speaker. I rise to pay ili-
ae to Head Start

Head Star is 30 years old lody.
Over those 30 years. 13 milton low-ircome

kids have gotten their head start or sucess.
Parents and saff have worked together to

give poor kids a better chance in school.
But today is not a happy day for Head Start
On me very day we should be celeb'ag

30 years succes-lunding for Head San is
about to be Slashed.

May 18, 1995
The budget resolution we vote on today

freezes lunds for Head Start for the next 7
years. This translates into a $1.4 billion Cut
from curnt funding. Millions of low-income
children will be cul 0.

Why we we denying kids te head sart on
Sie? Because the Republicans want to gie
lax breaks to he wealthiest Anwrfeev, whose
kids will never be at an educational or eco-
nomcal disadvange.

What an inappropriate birthday present
Happy Birthday. Head Start

INDIA SHOULD RELEASE BSKE
LEADER

HION. DAN BUTON
IN THB hOVS3 O" RstP..sa rTATVs

Thursday. May 18. 1995
Mr. BURTON of Indiana. Mr. Speaker, I rae

tody to am speak about me human rights
stuatont in India. l is de I want
to speak about two issues today. The ist is
to destuton of a ownife5-old nnsue in
Kashir. The second as me continued iripris-
onmor, of Sik leader Smait Si gh Mam.

The hair-inolon Indlan security laces in
ie valley of Kes fsa have fw pars im rarrp-

ant Over m ovlian ppuilain ta. They
have ganriaped wonen They hae" ltrsed
and murdered political prioner. They hae
shiot Iniriminawtely into civilan crowds, ad
m" have burned entir viages into m

Just lst week, ii me town, of Clurwro-
Shieas, mhe Indian military, with no regard fr
me safety 0bi crahans, launched an Oft* tha
resulted in te burring of iundreds o Iores
aid te g at a certumes-oll tlul-wood
mosque. one of me most fianous relgious
sifts in Kasdrror. The Inian Government, *m
aid ine again, has shown absoute disregard
1W basic standards of huan rights in Kash-
ear. Punjrb other areas. baie mist be
haed to c=ouni fo ie crmes towu been
currised again me tMuslims of Keshinw, n-
ckiding me destuction c mhe sacred shrne at
Caare-e-Slsares. The Inn Govenrrrt
uter disregard for Moslem mosques and other
holy places as shocking and must not be sw
under the rug.

The Indian Governmnent must also be held
to aocorit for Me horrible tuann igts
auses commited against me Sikh in Punish
and the Christians of Nagaland. Few people
know about what is happening in tOse areas
because me govennt we not aow he
media or hurran rights groups into those
areas.

Indian paramilitary forces in Puantb are re-
sponsible for thousands o cases of wel-doou-
iented disappearances end edtnapdcal

killings. Thousands of Sikts eae held ion ps-
ons troughout Punjab, arid huian rigts
groups have reported ma vitualy 85Sks
held in prison are routanely tortured.

Four moaths ago. I came to me House floo
to talk about the detention of Sih Wader
Simrarqa Sigi Mainn. Mr. Mann is a ormer
menmber of Partianrit and puobeily mhe most
prominent l th me Sih leaders. He tis been
a forceful. but peaceful, advocate ot intdepend-
ence f eS th aelaid Nd Khaftt Mr.
Min wa wrested in Jasray alter address-
ing a gatherig of thousands and speaking out
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Overall costs of transportation and

storage would appear to be lower at
these sites.

Therefore. I believe Hanford and Sa-
vannah River offer excellent sites for
the temporary, dry cask storage of ci-
vilian spent nuclear fuel until a perma-
nent geologic repository is available.
At this point. I would like to make
clear my support for continued
progress toward a permanent geologic
repository. Hanford and Savannah
River already have defense nuclear
waste and spent nuclear fuel from de-
fense and research activities that is
destined for the permanent geologic re-
pository. This proposal is intended to
hasten the day that those wastes, as
well as the civilian spent fuel, are sent
away from the sites for permanent dis-
posal. I realize that at this time, no-
body wants to store nuclear waste. In-
centives must be offered. The commu-
nities near Hanford and Savannah
River will understandably ask. what's
in it for us?

I would be prepared to pursue bene-
fits for these communities if they are
inclined to take spent commercial fuel
on an interim basis only. First, I am
working with several of my colleagues
to develop legislation that will
prioritize DOE cleanups in accordance
with actual risks. That approach will
result in Hanford and Savannah River
being cleaned up faster, since many of
the high-risk problems are located
there. Second. I am encouraging the
privatization of efforts to vitrify-or
turn into glass--high-level liquid
wastes at Hanford. This is the best way
to stabilize the liquid tanks and make
them safe.

Third. we are offering new construc-
tion and economic activity associated
with the construction and operation of
an interim, above ground, dry cask
storage site. This will help address the
job losses and economic declines asso-
ciated with the end of defense-related
activities at Hanford and Savannah
River. Fourth, there are other arrange-
ments. including financial incentives,
that can be considered. Whether or not
DOE continues to exist as a Cabinet-
level agency. its functions and oper-
ations will be significantly scaled
back. As the various DOE sites com-
pete for the remaining missions, spe-
cial consideration could be given to a
site that hosts the interim storage fa-
cility. Other benefits to communitIes
agreeing to host an interim storage
site can also be discussed.

Finally, to provide assurances to the
local communities of RichlandfPasco/
Kennewick. WA; Aiken, SC; and Au-
gusta. GA. that the interim dry cask
storage sites are not intended to be
permanent, work on Yucca Mountaln
will be continued. Remember, there is
already spent nuclear fuel at these
sites that is destined for a permanent
geologic repository, when one is avail-
able. It Is in the long-term interest of
these facilities to participate in a pro-
gram that will take care of the imme-

diate problem so that the work on the facilities. while providing a legislative
permanent repository can go forward. framework for DOE to meet its obliga.

In addition to selecting a site. there tLion to take possession of the Nation's
are four elements that we should in- civilian spent nuclear fuel.
clude in a legislative bill dealing with
spent nuclear fuel. First, in order
construct a central interim storage faq, FOREIGN OWNERSHIP OF
cility in a timely manner, changes TELECOMMUNICATIONS
must be made in the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act. These amendments should Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, the distin-
provide: that licensing of an interim guished Majority Leader has indicated
storage facility can begin immediately; that, when the Senate returns from the
that the interim dry cask storage site upcoming recess, it will take up S. 652,
can be constructed incrementally and the "Telecommunications Competition
that waste acceptance can begin as sec- and Deregulation Act of 1995." As my
tions are completed; that the NRC will colleagues are aware, this is a very im-
be the sole licensing authority; short- portant piece of legislation dealing
term renewable licenses to ease NRC with many aspects of the complicated.
rulemaking; and that DOE will be fast-changing marketplace in tele-
treated like a private licensee. communications and the many compet-

Second, to help ensure that the spent ing commercial interests in that mar-
fuel can be moved from reactor sites to ketplace.
interim storage as soon as possible, a Of great interest is the international
transportation system must be devel- marketplace in telecommunications
oped. Legislative changes would pro- equipment and services, which is ex-
vide: that utilities are responsible for tremely lucrative, and is subject to the
obtaining casks; that DOE will take many of the same kind of barriers to
title to fuel at reactor site: that DOE entry for American companies that we
will be responsible for delivery; and a see in other business sectors. Cur-
clear regulatory regime related to the rently. the US Trade Representative,
transportation of spent fuel. Ambassador Mickey Kantor. has initl-

Third, to ensure that Yucca can be i- ated a 301 case against the Japanese in
censed, we should streamline licensing the area of automobile parts, after
provisions, specifying repository per- years of frustration in trying to gain
formance standards. fair entry into the Japanese market-

Finally, fourth, a budgetary frame- just as the Japanese have access into
work must be established that ensures the American market, and the Senate
that the money put into the Nuclear has strongly endorsed this action.
Waste Fund by the ratepayers Is avail- Similar problems exist in the tele-
able to the program in amounts suffi- communications field, and the bill as
dent to achieve the first three goals in reported from the Commerce Commit-
a timely and efficient way. tee includes a provision to protect our

These draft proposals outline a work- telecommunications companies from
able and efficient interim storage pro- unfair competition. The provision re-
gram that would allow us to pursue the quires that reciprocity is needed in the
investigation of our permanent dis- international marketplace, and in ad-posal options, including a full study of lusting the rules for foreign ownership
the Yucca Mountain site. However, one of telecommunications services in the
lesson we have learned is that we can- U.S., the host countries pf those busi-
not put all of our eggs in one basket. nesses seeking' mreaket access in the
We cannot solve every nuclear waste U.S. allow fair and reciprocal access to
and spent fuel issue before this country our telecommunications providers in
in this Congress. However. we can set those nations.
up the beginnings of a workable inte-
grated nuclear waste management Sys- This is a case of fairness, and the
tem that will allow succeeding genera- Committee has wisely included needed
tions to apply new technologies to leverage for the Administration to prod
these problems, our trading partners into opening their

In conclusion. I have given a basic markets.
outline of principles Congress must ad- Given the highly lucrative nature of
dress if we are to solve these two major the telecommunications marketplace,
environmental problems. As chairman the stakes of gaining market access to
of the Committee on Energy and Natu- foreign markets are high. It should be
ral Resources, I pledge to continue our no surprise that securing effective mar-
goal of reaching a common sense and ket access to many foreign markets.
comprehensive solution. We'd like to including those of our allies, including
do that with the help of President Clin- France, Germany and Japan has been
ton and his Department of Energy, So very difficult. Those markets remain
far. I have not seen sufficient indica- essentially closed to our companies,
tion they really want to be a part of dominated as they are by large monop-
any solution. Unfortunately, this issue olies favored by those governments. In
is not one where America can be with- fact. most European markets highly re-
out leadership. I will look forward to strict competition in basic voice assr-
working with all of those who have an ices and infrastructure. A study by the
interest and concerns to resolve what Economic Strategy Institute in Deoea-
is undoubtedly one of America's most ber of 1994 found that "while the U.S.
frightening problems, the management has encouraged competition in all tell-
of waste left at DOE defense weapons communication sectors except the
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local exchange, the overwhelming ma-
jority of nations have discouraged com-

-petition and maintained a public mo-
nopoly that has no incentive to become
more efficient." U.S. firms. as a result
ttntense competitlon here in the U.S.,

*Q0vIde the most advanced and effl-
lent telecommunications services in

the world, and could certainly compete
effectively in other markets if given
the chance of an open playing field.
The see study found that "U.S. firms
are blocked from the majority of lucra-
tive international opportunities by for-
eign government regulations prohibit-
ing or restricting U.S. participation
and international regulations which in-
tlnically discriminate and over-
charge U.S. firms and consumers."
This study found that the total loss in
revenues to U.S. firms, as a result of
foreign barriers is estimated to be over
5100 billion per year between 1992 and
the turn of the century. These are stag-
gering sums.

Thus the administration has adopted
an aggressive incentives-based strategy
for foreign countries to open their tele-
,communications services markets to
U.S. companles. First. as my col-
leagues are aware, the negotiations
which led to the historic revision of the
.GATr agreement and which created
Ah World Trade Organization were un-

bie to conclude an agreement on tele-
aommunications services. Thus. sepa-
1ate negotiations are underway in Ge-
neva today to secure such an agree-
ment. in the context of the Negotiating

Group on Basic Telecommunications.
In the absence of such an agreement.
we must rely on our own laws to pro-
tect our companies and to provide lev-

:eMge over foreign nations to open
their markets. To forego our own na-
tonal leverage would do a great dis-

Service to American business and
would be shortsighted-the result of
which would be not only a setback to
our strategy to open those markets.
but pull the rug out from under our ne-
gotiators in Geneva to secure a favor-
able international agreement for open
telecommunications markets. Indeed.
tough U.S. reciprocity laws are clearly
1keded by our negotiators to gain an

mceptable. effective, market opening
agreement in Geneva in these so-called
OATS (General Agreement on Trade in
Services] negotiations.

Second. the bill as reported by the
,,0osnerce Committee supports a strat-

to provide incentives for foreign
0trtry market opening by condi-
.twing new access, to the American

rket upon a showing of reciprocity
-the markets of the petitioning for-

i Companies. Current law, that is
& ion 310 of the Communications Act;i:4 Provides that a foreign entity

'ot obtain a common carrier Ii-
89680 -itself, and may not own more
Ae,* percent of any corporation

UOw.0s or controls a common car-
W::..iie . This foreign ownership

~~O has not been very effective
te foreign carriers~~flgthe U.S. market. The
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FCC has had the discretion of waiving
this limitation if it finds that such ac-
tion dues not adversely affect the pub-
lic interest. In addition, the law does
not prevent some kinds of tele-
communications businesses, such as
operation and construction of modern
fiber optic facilities or the resale of
services in the U.S. by foreign carriers.
Nevertheless. maintaining restrictions
on foreign ownership is generally con-
sideredby U.S. industry to be useful as
one way to raise the issue of unfair for-
eign competition and to maintain lev-
erage abroad. Therefore the bill estab-
lishes a reciprocal market access
standard as a condition for the waiver
of Section 310(b). It states that the FCC
may grant to an alien, foreign corpora-
tion or foreign government a common
carrier license that would otherwise
violate the restriction in Section 301(b)
if the FCC finds that there are equiva-
lent market opportunities for U.S.
companies and citizens in the foreign"
country of origin of the corporation or
government.

Even though Section 310 has not pre-
vented access Into our market, the ex-
istence of the section has been used by
foreign countries as an excuse to deny
U.S. companies access to their mar-
kets. The provision in S. 652. applying
a reciprocity rule. makes it clear that
our market, will be open to others to
the same extent that theirs are open to
our investment. This is as it should be.

Given the importance of this provi-
sion. and the tremendous stakes in-
volved in the future telecommuni-
cations markets worldwide, a number
of issues regarding the provision have
been raised, including the role of the
President In reviewing FCC decisions.
how the public interest standard
should be applied. whether our nego-
tiators should have wide authority to
exercise leverage among telecommuni-
cations market segments, to what ex-
tent Congress should be informed and
involved in the developing policies
which effectively define the American
public interest, the impacts of the leg-
islation on the ongoing negotiations in
Geneva for a multilateral agreement.
what mechanisms are needed to ensure
that promises for market access turn
into reality by foreign nations--after
the ink on an international agreement
Is dry-and several other matters.

In order to clarify and develop a
fuller understanding of the ramifica-
tions of the provision of S. 652, I wrote
Ambassador Kantor on April 3. 1995, so-
liciting his views in five areas: First.
the impacts of the provision on the on-
going telecommunications negotia-
tions in Geneva; second. the nature of
foreign market behavior that would
trigger action under the concept of rec-
iprocity in the bill: third, the likely re-
actions of foreign governments to the
provision; fourth, the most useful role
that the United States 'Trade Rep-
resentative can play In implementing
the proposal in the bill: and. fifth, his
suggestions for any changes which
might strengthen the effectiveness of
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the provision. I received a very full
reply from Ambawdor Kantur on
April 24, 1995. which I ask unanimous
consent be printed in the RECORD at
this point. I commend the Ambassador
for his attention to this matter, and
am sure that his reply will be useful to
the Senate when the bill comes to the
floor. I hope that the Senate will have
a good debate on this particular provi-
sion, and hope that we will seize this
historic opportunity to put into place
effective reciprocity tools to truly
open the world's economies to opportu-
nities for American genius and labor.

There being no objection, the mate-
rial was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

APRIL 3, 995.
Ambassador MicxeY KANTOR.
U.S. Trads Represesnttive,
Washington. DC.

DEAR MR. AMBASSADOR: The Senate will
Soon take UP S. 61M, the Telecommunications
Competition and Deregulation Act of 105. to
promote competition In the telecomrnusnl-
cations industry. I srn writing to solicit your
views on the revision of foreign ownership
provisions. specifically the revision to See-
tion 310(b) of the 1934 Communications Act.

As you may know. the Commerce Commit-
tee's reported bill would allow the FCC to
waive current statutory limits on foreign in-
vestment In U.S. telecommunications serv-
ices If the FCC finds that there are -equiva-
lent market opportunities~ for U.S. compa-
nies and citizens In the foreign country
where the investor or corporation is altu-
ated.

I would like to have your assessment of the
impact of this provision for both enhancing
the prospects of U.S. penetration of foreign
markets. and for foreign Investment In
American telecommunications companies
and systems.

Specifically, what impacte and advantages
can we anticipate will result from enactment
of this provision on the ongoing negotiations
in Geneva on Telecommunications which has
been established under the GATT. to be In-
corporated into the General Agreement On
Trade in Services?

Second. which markets In Asia and Europe
are now closed to U.S. telecommunications
services in such a way that action on the
basis of the concept of Reciprocity In the
Senate bill Is likely? What timeframes for
such action. If any. would you contemplate?

Third. what has been the position of na-
tions whose markete are closed to U.S. tele-
communications services in the way of Intl-
tying their lack of access, and what likely
reactions can we anticipate from those na-
tions as a result of this legislative provision?

What role do you think can be most use-
fully played by your office in effectively im.
plementing the provision that has been rec-
ormmended?

Lastly. is analyzing the legislation re-
ported from the Senate Commerce Commit-
tee. do you have any suggestions S to how
the provision might be strengthened to bet-
ter serve the goal of opening foreign markets
to U.S. telecommunications services and
products?

Thank you for your attention to this mat-
ter.

Sincerely.
ROBERT C. BTRn.
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Washington. DC, Apil 24.1995.
Hon. RoBEr BYRD,
U.S. Senate.
Wohigton. DC.
DEAR SENATOR BYRD: This is to respond to

your letter of April 3. 1996 regarding S. 652,
the 'Telecommunications Competition and
Deregulation Act of 19M" and its proposed
revision of Section 310b) of the Communion.
tions Act of 1934. The Departnents of Com-
merce. Justice, State and Treasury have con-
curred in this response to your letter.

The Administration and the U.S. tele-
communications industry are united in their
support for Congressional action to revise
the foreign ownership rules under Section
310(b). As Vice President Gore indicated re-
cently to our G-N partners, the Administra-
tion seeks legislation to allow ns to open fur-
ther our common carrier elecommuni-
cations market to the firms of countries
which open their markets to the American
common carrier telecommunications indus-
try. This would contribute greatly to the de-
velopment of the Global Information Infra-
structure IGU).

As you know, the U.S. leads efforts In the
World Trade Organization (WTO) aimed at
reaching a market-opesing agreement on
basic telecom services. The U.S. negotiating
team-led by the USTR with representatives
from the Departments of Commerce, Justice,
State and the Federal Communications Com-
mission-has successfully advanced U.S. ob-
jectives at the WTO talks.
I have attached detailed responses to each

of your five questions, By amending the leg-
islation as we suggest, the Congress would
provide effective market-opening authority
for both multilateral and bilateral negotia-
tions on basic telecommuncatlons services.

We stand ready to work with you to de-
velop legislation which can serve our shared
interest in a stronger U.S. economy and the
development of the Global Information In-
frastructure. We would also be pleased to
provide your staff with a briefing on the eta-
too of maJor telecom services markets in
Asia, Europe and Latin America at their
convenience,

Sincerely.
MICHAEL KANT OR.

Attachments.
I. Specifically, what impacts and advan-

tages can we anticipate will result from en-
actment of this provision on the ongoing ne-
gotiations in Geneva on Telecommun-
nations which have been established under
the GAT'T to be incorporated into the Gen-
eral Agreement on Trade in Services?

Answer: the U.S. maintains one of the
world's most open and competitive markets.
Our objective in this negotiation is to obtain
firm commitments regarding similar levels
of opennem in the markets of other impor-
tant trading partners.

Legislation providing the Government
with effective market-opening authority
with respect to Section 310b) could have a
powerful positive effect on these talks. Sec-
tion 3101b) is regarded by foreign companies
as a major barrier to market access in the
United States. That perception is out of pro-
portion to the actual effect of Section 310b).
Authority to remove this restraint through
international negotiations or on the basis of
similar levels of openness could lead in turn
to the removal of ownership restrictions and
monopoly barriers to U.S. companies in key
markets abroad.
U.S. firms are successful global players in

the common carrier telecommunications in-
dustry. Telecommunications companies In
many major developed countries regard ac-
cess to the U.S. market as a strategic imper-
ative. Legislation providing the Government
with effective market-opening authority Is

essential if we are to level the playing field
for U.S. firms. This authority would greatly
enhance the prospects for U.S. penetration of
foreign markets-markets that now are
sanctuaries for our companies' top competi-
tors. At the same time. it would benefit the
U.S. economy by greater openness to foreign
investment in this growing sector-
2. Second, which markets In Asia and Eu-

rope are now closed to U.S. telecommuni-
cations services in such a way that action on
the basis of the concept of reciprocity in the
Senate bill is likely? What time frames for
such action, if any, would you contemplate?

Answer: Most markets in Europe. Asia and
elsewhere have monopoly arrangements
which prohibit or restrict both foreign own-
ership of basic telecommunications Infra-
structure and provision of basic services. For
example, most Member States of the Euro-
pean Union have voice telephone service mo-
nopolies. which they plan to maintain at
least until 1998. The European Union and its
Member States may introduce reciprocity
provisions on foreign ownership in the at-
sence of a successful conclusion to the VITO
negotiations. In Japan and Canada, foreign
ownership of firms that own telecommuni-
cations infrastructure is restricted to 33 per-
cent.

Foreign governments remain cautious
about allowing competition to firms which
remain state-owned or controlled. In the
past these companies have been regarded
mainly as state-managed sources of employ-
ment and demand for domestic high tech
goods.

Our key trading partners are much more
likely to open their basic celecom services
markets to U.S. companies in return for a
balanced market-opening commitment by
the U.S- which includes changes to the re-
strictions on common carrier radio licenses
in Section 310(b). Unilateral action by the
U.S. to eliminate these Section 310(b) provi-
slons would forfeit leverage yis-a-yis these
countries.
. Effective market-opening legislation would

reaffirm our commitment to the principles
of private investment and competition and
would allow us to challenge Oar key trade
partners to embrace fully these p1iinciples.

The WTO negotiations have a deadline of
April 30. 196. We seek market-opening ac-
tion within that time frame.

3. Third. what has been the position of na-
tions whose markets are closed to U.S. tele-
communications services in the way of justi-
fying their lack of access, and what likely
reactions can we anticipate from those na-
tions as a result of their legislative provi-
sion?

Answer: Foreign markets are closed to
U.S. firms, in varying degrees, mainly due to
the worldwide heritage of natural monopoly
in basic telecommunications services. The
United States moved first to begin abandon-
ing this approach over twenty years ago. The
very successful American result in terms of
increased information sector employment.
fast-growing high-technology industries and
better services to consumers and businesses
has helped to motivate some key trading
partners gradually to abandon monopoly as
well. But progress has been incremental at
best, with most markets only allowing com-
petition in data and value-added services.
Very few trading partners have taken steps
to liberalize their basic infrastructure and
voice telephone service markets. Even the
United Kingdom. which now has one of the
most liberal basic telecommunications serv-
ices markets, still maintains a duopoly on
facilities-based internationa services.

Some trade partners regard global market
access as a stmtnic imperaive fer their
companies. Since the United States rep-
sesents about one-Quarter of the world
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telcom services market, we can expet thes
nations will seek to obtain the benefit ofa*y
market-opening steps offered by the U S. in
this way. we hope to negotiate an exchange
of narket-opening commitmente in the WVTO
productively with these trade partoers.

Other significant trade partners which
have Inefficient telecommunications mono>-
oles are faced with large unrnet domestir
demand for basic telecommunlcations serv-
ices. Nonetheless. they remain cautious
about allowing competition. The WOT nego-
tiations offer an opportunity to harniohise
and to expedite these parties' transition
away from monopoly and towards reliance
on private investment and competition.

4. Fourth. what role do you think can most
usefully be played by your office in effec-
tively implementing the proposal that has
been recommended?

Answer: The Federal Communications
Commission recently proposed to onsider
foreign market access in certain decisions
affecting foreign-affillated firms. The role of
the Executlve Branch as defined by statu-
tory reform of Section 310(b) should conform
with the view expressed below by the Execu-
tive Branch in its recent comments on the
FCC's proposed rulemaking. In comments
filed on April 11. 1995 by the Commerce De-
partment's National Telecommunications
and Information Administration on behalf of
the Executive Branch. we stated.

'"The Commission ... has authority over
the regulation of US.-based telecommuni-
cations carriers in interstate and foreign
commerce, as well as concurrent authority
with the Executive Branch to protect com-
petition involving telecommunications car-
riers by enforcing certain provisions of the
antitrust laws. In carrying Out its regulatory
responsibilities, the Commission may help
effectuate the policy goals and initiatives of
the Executive Branch and promote U.S in-
terests in dealing with foreign countries. Ac-
cordingly the Commission must accord great
deference to the Executive Branch with re-
spect to U.S. national security, foreign rela-
tions, the interpretation of internatiocal
agreements, and trade (as well as direct in-
vestment as it relates to international trade
policy). The Commission must also continue
to take into account the Executive Branch's
views and decisions with respect to antitrust
and teecommunications and information
pollicisa"

The Administration plans to work with the
Commission to establish a process to take
the respective authorities of the Commission
and Executive Branch agencies into acccunt
in making such determinations.

5. Lastly, in analyring the legislation re-
ported from the Senate Commerce Commit-
tee. do you have any suggestions a to how
the provision might be strengthened to bet-
tsr serve the goal of opening foreign markets
to U.S. telecommunications services and
products?

Answer: First. the legislation should pro-
vide the Executive Branch with leverage to
negotiate greater openness, in conformance
with the view expressed by the Executive
Branch in its recent comments on the FCC's
proposed ruiemaking. Otherwise, the legisla-
tion reported from the Senate Commerce
Committee would make market access fac-
tors determinative, in a departure from the
FCC's existing public interest standard.
Under the existing public interest standard.
the government can exercise discretion with
respect to foreign investors from otherwise
unfriendly nations.

Second. the bill should provide authority
to conform with the obligations of a success
ful outcome in the WTO negotiations. This
would require the U.S. to make any new
market-opening commitments on a muat-fa-
vored-nation (MFN) basis within the frame-
work of the General Agreement On Trade in
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Services (GATSI. In order to provide effec. In short, a great deal of our Nation's
ove leverage in tese talks. legislation to re- economic activity comes from the
form Section 310(b) should explicitly provide record number of entrepreneurs living
for the Government to take on such an obli.
gation. it' the %-m basic telecommunl, the Arherican Dream. Our job in Gv-
eatlons services negotiations are not su- ernment is to make sure that condi-
cessful, the U.S. will take a most-favored-na- tions are right for that dynamic activ-
tins exception for basic telecommunications ity to continue and to grow.
services under the OATS. . And we are taking important steps.

Third. the bill's market-segment-for-mar- Maintaining a strong economy while
ket-segment approach should he dropped to continuing to lower the Federal budget
allow market opening generally balanced deficit may be the most important step
among telecommunications services mar- we in Government can take. A iower
ketw.

Fourth and finally. the bill's "naphack" deficit means that more savings can go
provislon is a unilateral provision to remove into new plant and equipment and that
negotiated benefits which would be unac- interest rates will be lower. It means
ceptable to as if proposed by other nations that more small businesses can get the
Me themselves. It is unnecessary insofar as financing they need to get started:

-the FCC can already condition authoriza- We are finally bringing the Federal
c±-Vm and reopen them if the conditions later deficit under control. In 1992 the deficit
z=xm, not met. consistent with U.S. interkws 529 blln. .thdeitwarx- , obligatios _: a S29 bllion. B~y 1994, the deficit was

oi..J $2{ billion; we project that it will fall

to $193 billion in 1995.
JMESSAGES FROM THE PRESIDENT Deficit reduction matters. We have

been enjoying the lowest combined rateMessages from the President of the of unemployment and Inflation in 25".United States were communicated toUited Seates wyer Thommani, to years. Gross domestic product has in-the Senate by Mr. Thomas, one of his creased, as have, housing starts. Newsecretaries. business incorporations continue to
climb. We want to continue bringing

EXECUTIVE MESSAGES REFERRED the deficit down in a way that protedcs
our economic recovery, pays attentionAs in executive session the PRESID- to the needs of people, and empowers

ING OFFICER laid before the Senate
messages from the President of the small business men and women.
United States submitting sundry nomi- CAPITALe Fw h Aeio o
nations which were referred to the ap- One area on which we have focused
ProPriate committees. /attention is increasing the availability

(The nominations received today are of capital to new and small enterprises,
printed-at the end of the Senate pro- especially the dynamic firms that keep
cedings.) us competitive and contribute so muchto economic growth.

Bank regulatory policies are being
REPORT ON THE STATE OF SMALL revised to encourage lending to small

BUSESS--MESSAGE FROM THE firms. Included in the Credit Availabil-
PRESIDENT-PM 53 ity Program that we introduced in 1993
The PRESIDING OFFICER laid be- are revised banking regulatory policies

fore the Senate the following messages concering somefsall business loans
from the President of the United and permission for financial institu-

tions to create "'character loans."States, together with an accompanying New legislation supported by my Ad-
report; which was referred to the Com- ITrmittee on Small Business. ministration and enacted in September

1994. the Reigle Community Develop-
To the Congress of the United States: ment and Regulatory Improvement Act

I am pleased to forward my second of 1994, establishes a Community De-
annual report on the state of small velopment Financial Institutions Fund
business, and to report that small busi- for community development banks.
neses are doing exceptionally well. amends banking and securities laws to
Bsness starts and incorporations encourage the creation of a secondary
were up in 1993. the year covered in market for small business loans, and
this report. Failures and bankruptcies reduces the regulatory burden for fi-
were down. Six times as many jobs nancial institutions by changing or
were created as in the previous year. eliminating 50 banking regulations.
primarily in industries historically Under the Small Business Adminis-
dominated by small businesses. tratlon Reauthorization and Amend-

Small businesses are a critical part ments Act of 1994, the Small Business
Of our economy. They employ almost 60 Administration (SBA) is authorized to
Percent of the work force, contribute 54 increase the number of guaranteed
Percent of sales, account for roughly 40 small business loans for the next 3
Percent of gross domestic product, and years. The budget proposed for the SBA
are responsible for 50 percent of private will encourage private funds to be di-
ssctor output. More than 600.000 new rected to the small businesses that
firms have been created annually over most need access to capital. While con-
the peast decade, and over much of this tLinuing cost-cutting efforts, the plan
eriod, small firms generated many of proposes to fund new loan and venture

ths Nation's new jobs. As this report capital authority for SBA's credit and
documents. entrepreneurial small busi- investment programs. Changes in the
B ae also strong innovators, pro- SBA's 7ia) guaranteed loan program

ttwice as many significant inno- will increase the amount of private sec-
!tlons as their larger counterparts. tor lending leveraged for every dollar

S7495
of taxpayer funds invested in the pro-
gram.

Through the Small Business Invest-
ment Company iSBIC) program, a
group of new venture capital firms are
expected to make available several bil-
lion dollars in equity financing for
startups and growing firms. The SBIC
program will continue to grow as regu-
lations promulgated in the past year
facilitate financing with a newly cre-
ated participating equity security In-
strument.

And the Securities and Exchange
Commission's simplified filing and reg-
istration requirements for small firm
securities have helped encourage new
entries by small firms into capital
markets.

We are recommending other changes
that will help make more capital avail-
able to small firms. In reauthorizing
Superfund, my Administration seeks to
limit lender liability for Superfund re-
mediation costs, which have had an ad-
verse effect on lending to small busi-
nesses. Interagency teams have been
examining additional cost-effective
ways to expand the availability of
small business financing, such as new
options for expanding equity invest-
ments in small firms and improve-
ments to existing microlending efforts:

We've also recognized that we call
help small business people incrasi
their available capital through tax re-
ductions and Incentives. We increased
by 75 percent, from 110.000 to $17,500.
the amount a small business can de-
duct as expenses for equipment pur-
chases. Tax incentives in the 1993
Budget Reconciliation Act are having
their effect, encouraging long-term In-
vestment In small firms. And the
empowerment zone program offers sig-
nificant tax incentives-a 20 percent
wage credit, 120,000 In expensing, and
tax-exempt facility bonds--for firms
within the zones.

REOULATION ANo PAPERWORK
But increasing the availability of

capital to small firms is only part of
the battle. We also have to make sure
that Government doesn't get in the
way. And we're making progress In our
efforts to create a smaller, smarter.
less costly and more effective Govern-
ment that is closer to home-closer to
the small businesses and citizens it
serves.

In the first round of our reinventing
Government initiative-the National
Performance Review-we asked Gov-
ernment professionals for their best
ideas on how to create a better Govern-
ment with less red tape. One rec-
ommendation was that Federal agency
compliance with the Regulatory Flexi-
bility Act--that requires agencies to
examine proposed and existing regula-
tions for their effects on small enti-
ties--be subject to judicial review. In
other words, they said we need to put
teeth in the legislation requiring Fed-
eral agencies to pay attention to small
business concerns when they write reg-
ulations. That proposal has been under
debate in the Congress.
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be conducted outside of Bosnia-in Cro-
atia or Slovenia. for example.

Madam President, administration of-
ficials should quit fighting amongst
themselves and begin real consulta-
tions with the Congress, consultations
based on the facts and not on wild ac-
cusations or unrealistic scenarios. It is
time to take sides-with the victims of
this aggression. It is also high time for
America to exercise leadership and end
its participation in this international
failure.

VETO OF RESCISSIONS BILL
Mr. DOLE. Madam President, I will

just say that on the resclssion3 veto by
.the President today, it is highly regret-
table President Clinton chose a bill

.cutting spending for the first veto. The
3 16.4 billion rescissions bill would have
provided for £9 billion-S9 billion, a lot
of money in real savings-an important
downpayment in getting our country's
financial house in order.

The President made a serious mis-
take in judgment in vetoing this meas-
ure. It would have provided funding to
the Federal Emergency Management
Agency for disaster relief, to Oklahoma
for reconstruction, and debt relief for
Jordan to support the peace process.
money for California.

Speaker GIONGRIcH and I have pre-
viously said we met the administration
more than halfway. The President
asked for Jordan debt relief, we met his
request. The President asked for FEMA
funds for disaster relief in 40 States.
and we met his request. The President
threatened' to veto if striker replace-
ment language was included in the bill.
we took it out. We left AIDS funding.
breast cancer screening, childhood Im-
munization, Head Start. and other pro-
grams untouched, and still we came up
with S9 billion in net real savings.

We. in the Congress, held up our end
of the bargain, but President Clinton
missed a valuable opportunity-a gold-
en opportunity-to join us cutting
spending.

Now. with three-quarters of the fiscal
year almost gone, we are losing the op-
portunity to enact real savings this
year. In the face of the budget deficit
that mortgages our children's future.
we in the Congress win proceed to pass
a budget that puts us on the path to
balance by the year 2002. We owe it to
our children, and we owe it to our
grandchildren.

For the sake of-generations to come,
it is time for the President to stop
being an obstacle In the road and join
us in our responsibility to secure our
Nation's economic future.

-i-s TELECOMMUNICATIONS COM-
PETITION AND DEREGULATION
ACT
Mr. LOTT. Mr. President. I ask unan-

imous consent that the Senate proceed
to the immpediate consideration of cal-
endar No. 45, S. 862, the telecommuni-
cations bill.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. BEN-
NETT). The bill will be stated by title.

The legislative clerk read as follows:
A bill iS. 652) to provide for a pro-competi-

tive, deregulatory national policy frame-
work designed to accelerate rapidly private
sector deployment or advanced telecommunl-
cations and Information technologies and
services to all Americans by opening all Ltle.
communicaotins markets to competition.
and for other purposes.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the immediate consider-
ation of the bill?

There being no objection, the Senate
proceeded to consider the bill.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I rise
to begin Senate floor consideration of
S. 652-the comprehensive communica-
tions bill which the Committee on
Commrce. Science. and Transpor-
tation overwhelmingly approved late
last month on a vote of 17 to 2-The
Telecommunications Competition and
Deregulation Act of 1995.

The future of America's economy and
society is inextricably linked to the
universe of telecomunications and
computer technology. Telecommuni-
cations and computer technology is a
potent force for progress and freedom.
more powerful than Gutenberg's inven-
tion of the printing press five centuries
ago, or Bell's telephone and Marconi's
radio in the last century.

This force has helped us reach to-
day's historic turning point in Amer-
ica.

The telecommuni-ations and com-
puter technology of 21st-Century
America will be hair-thin strands of
glass and fiber below: the magical
crackling of stratospheric spectrum
above: and the orbit of satellites 23,000
miles beyond. With personal computers
interconnected, telephones untethered,
televisions and radios reinvented, and
other devices yet to be invented bring-
ing digitized information to life, the
telecommunications and computer
technology unleashed by S. 652 will for-
ever change our economy and society.

At stake is our ability to compete
and win in an international informa-
tion marketplace estimated to be over
$3 trillion by the close of 'the decade-
The information industry already con-
stitutes one-seventh of our economy.
and is growing.

As chairman of the Committee on
Commerce. Science and Transpor-
tation, the core of my agenda is to pro-
mote creativity in telecommunications
and computer technology by rolling
back the cost and reach of government.
Costly big-government laws designed
for another era restrain telecommunl-
cations and computer technology from
realizing Its full potential. My top pri-
ority this year Is to modernize and lib-
eralize communications law through
passage of the bill before us today. S.
652: Telecommunications Competition
and Deregulation Act of 1995.

A. THE ADVENT OF TELECOMMUNWcArONS
REOULA1O0NS

Most telecommunications policy and
regulation in America is based upon
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the New Deal era Communications Act
of 1934. The 1934 Act incorporated the
premise that telephone services were a
natural monopoly, whereby only a sin-
gle firm could provide better services
at a lower cost than a number of com-
peting suppliers. Tight government
control over spectrum based services
was justified on a scarcity theory. Nei-
ther theory for big government regula-
tion holds true today. If it ever did.

The 1934 Act was intended to ensure
that AT&T and other monopoly tele-
phone companies did not abuse their
monopoly power. However, regulatory
protection from competition also en-
sured that AT&T would remain a gov-
ernment-sanctioned monopoly. In ex-
change for this government-sanctioned
monopoly. AT&T was to provide uni-
versal service. AT&T retained its gov-
ernment-sanctioned monopoly until
antitrust enforcement broke up the
Bell System and transferred the mo-
nopoly over local services to the Bell
Operating Companies.

The Communications Act has become
the cornerstone of communications law
in the United States. The 1934 Act es-
tablished the Federal Communications
Commission, and granted it regulatory
power over communications by wire,
radio, telephone, and cable within the
United States. The Act also charged
the Federal Communications Commis-
sion with the responsibility of main-
talning. for all the people of the United
States. a rapid, efficient, Nationwide
and worldwide wire and radio commu-
nications service with adequate facili-
ties and reasonable charges.

Prior to 1934, communications regu-
lation had come under the jurisdiction
of three separate Federal agencies.
Radio stations were licensed and regu-
lated by the Federal Radio Commis-
sion: the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission had jurisdiction over tele-
phone. telegraph, and wireless common
carriers; and the Postmaster General
had certain jurisdiction over the com-
panies that provided these services. As
the number of communications provid-
ers in the United States grew. Congress
determined that a commission with
unified jurisdiction would serve the
American people more effectively.

The 1934 Communications Act com-
bined the powers that the Interstate
Commerce Commission and the Federal
Radio Commission then exercised over
communications under a single. Inde-
pendent Federal agency.

The Communications Act of 1934 was
based, in part, on the Interstate Com-
merce Act of 1888. For example, the re-
quirement for approval of construction
or extension of lines for railroads was
taken directly from the ICC Act. Prior
to 1934. wire communications were reg-
ulated by the same set of laws that reg-
ulated the railroads. Radio commu-
nicatlons were regulated under the 1927
Federal Radio Act. In 1934. the Federal
Communications Commission was cre-
ated to oversee both the wireline com-
munications and radio communica-
tions.
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The telecommunications industry

today Is a dynamic and Innovative In-
dustry, with new technology being In-
troduced on daily basis. The tele-
communications industry, however, Is
regulated under a set of laws that are
antiquated and never designed to han-
dle the challenges of today's industry.

Telecommunications laws and regu-
lations are not able to adequately take
into account the advent of tele-
communications competition, and. In-
deed. have slowed the Introduction of
competition into many segments of the
Industry. These laws did not con-
template the development of fiber op-
tics, the microchip, digital compres-
sion, and the explosion of wireless serv-
ices. It is time to revise and amend the
1934 act to fit the new and future com-
petitive telecommunications industry.

S. THE MODIFICATION OF FINAL JUDOMENT
Since 1984, the Bell operating compa-

nies have been restricted from entering
various lines of businesses as a result
of the consent decree entered in the
antitrust case. United States versus
Western Electric.

The consent decree, commonly re-
ferred to as the modification of final
judgment, or the MFJ. places the U.S.
District Court for the District of Co-
lumbia and Judge Harold Greene as the
administrator of the decree, and estab-
lishes a procedure by which the Bell
operating companies can obtain waiv-
ers from the decree's restrictions.

Recent years have seen a prolifera-
tion of legislative and judicial action
to change the provisions of the original
consent decree that divested American
Telephone and Telegraph of its local
exchange service and created the re-
gional Bell operating companies. Cur-
rently prohibited from providing long
distance service, manufacturing tele-
communications equipment, and, up
until July 1991. providing information
services, the Bell operating companies
and others have long advocated open
entry into these new lines of business,
contending that such action would in-
vlgorate the telecommunications mar-
ketplace.

In opposition, certain consumer orga-
nizations, electronic publishers, long
distance carriers, the Justice Depart-
ment. and other industry groups over
the past few years have opposed entry
on the grounds that the courts should
administer an antitrust consent decree
and that so long as the Bell operating
companies face little or no competition
in their core business of providing local
telephone service, they should not be
permitted to enter competitive lines of
business.

During the Past 10 years a number of
waivers 'have been granted, but the
process has slowed In recent years.
More fundamentally, the judicial proc-
ess is necessarily limited: the district
courts constitutional role is simply to
apply the law and administer the de-
cree. and not make informed policy de-
cisions about how communications law
and the communications and computer
industry should develop.

Moreover. given the vulnerability of
the telephone industry to selective.
cherry-picking competition, It is likely
that the limited nature of today's com-
petition will have a significant effect
on the industry's revenues in general.
and on local telephone rates in particu-
lar.

Consequently, although the consent
decree served a useful purpose ini-
tially, it no longer serves the public in-
terest at this dynamic time in the eval-
uation of the communications and in-
formation industry. In place of a proc-
ess that subjects the communications
industry to the terms of a consent de-
cree entered 12 years ago and adminis-
tered by a single district court, the
Congress will reassert its proper policy
role and administer a new Federal pol-
icy designed to promote competition,
innovation, and protect consumers.

Prior to the implementation of the
MFJ in 1984, as noted previously, AT&T
was the monopoly telecommunications
provider in the United States. AT&T's
Long Lines Department provided long
distance telephone service to virtually
everyone in the country. AT&T main-
tained owership of the 22 Bell operating
companies, which provided local tele-
phone service on a monopoly basis to
approximately 85 percent of the popu-
lation

In addition, AT&T owned Western
Electric, which manufactured almost
all the equipment needed for the oper-
ation of the telephone network. AT&T
also owned Bell Telephone Labora-
tories. Bell Labs, which conducted the
most extensive research Involving high
technologies and telecommunications
of any industrial research center in the
world.

The roots of the MFJ go back over
100 years. In 1882, Bell Telephone, the
predecessor of AT&T, designated West-
ern Electric Co. as the exclusive manu-
facturer of its patented telecommuni-
cations equipment. During the early
1900's Bell Telephone maintained a ma-
jority interest in Western Electric; by
1925 it had 100 percent owership of the
company.

By that same year. Bell Telephone
established Bell Telephone Labora-
tories to conduct its research and de-
velopment. The Bell system's rapid ex-
pansion triggered interest from the De-
partment of Justice and the Interstate
Commerce Commission-which then
had jurisdiction over interstate tele-
phone service-for possible antitrust
violations.

Following other antitrust action, in
1974, the Department of Justice filed an
antitrust suit against AT&T. The suit
claimed that AT&T mlsused its Bell
system monopoly of the local exchange
network to restrict competition in the
manufacturing of telecommunications
equipment, and in the market for
interchange service through refusal to
provide competitors with interconnec-
tion to the local networks and, there-
fore, access to end customers. After
years of litigation, the case was settled
In 1982 with- entry of a modification of
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final Judgment by Judge Harold
Greene. which was negotiated by AT&T
and the Justice Department.

The debate about the proper role of
the Bell operating companies in the
communications Industry has often
overshadowed the larger question of
which government bodies should be es-
tablishing national telecommuni-
cations policy. Courts make rulings, as
they should, solely on the narrow ques-
tions confronting them. Consequently,
courts do not and cannot ensure that
broader concerns about sound eco-
nomic goals are fully considered.

As a result of these concerns, which
have been fueled by a period of
globalization and Intense international
competition In the telecommuni-
cations industry, I believe, and the
committee believes that we in Con-
gress as the expert in the oversight of
the telecommunications industry,
should have authority to manage these
issues In order to develop tele-
communications and information pol-
icy In a coordinated manner.

At this juncture in the evolution of
the communications Industry the Con-
gress should be the locus of authority
on questions Involving telecommuni-
cations competition, deregulation and
consumer protection. We have the abil-
ity to see a more complete spectrum of
issues, as compared to the narrow view
of discrete issues which a court and the
Department to Justice necessarily
takes in the context of litigation.
Moreover, we can consider broad policy
goals in establishing and administering
telecommunications policy.

C. REGULATroY LAG
While America is still the world's

leader in information technology, we
are no longer in the position of being
unchallenged. Historically we were an
economic and technological Gulliver
standing astride a world of competitive
Lilliputians. But that's just not true
any longer. America-especially we in
the American legislative and regu-
latory system-must respond and re-
spond now.

At a minimum, government should
try to avoid doing harm. Unfortu-
nately, government and regulators
have a rather sorry history of slowing
the introduction of new technologies
and competition. The examples of this
regulatory lag are numerous and all
too common. Regulatory lag means we
don't get investment stimulus that
competition and new entry spur and,
more importantly, the public is denied
new service and product options.

1. Competition in customer premises
equipment:

Competition and open entry first
came to telecommunications with re-
spect to customer premises equipment
(CPE). This competition, however, was
initially resisted by the FCC. For many
years. AT&T prohibited customers or
anyone else from connecting any equip-
ment to its telephone network or to
telephones themselves that AT&T did
not supply. Bell tariffs forbade all for-
eign attachments-meaing equipment
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not provided by Bell itself. Unfortu-
nately, regulators endorsed this anti.
Competitive practice for almost 70
years.

Through prodding from the Federal
courts. the commission eventually al-
lowed devices deemed not injurious to
the telephone network to be connected
to the network. This was only after the
courts conferred on subscribers the
right to use their telephones in a way
that had private benefits without being
publicly detrimental

It took the Commission more than a
decade to extend the new law to in-
clude equipment that was connected
electronically, not just physically, to
the network. The Commission limited
restrictions on interconnection to pro-
tecting the network from harm. The
details of equipment Interconnection
were not fully implemented until the
commission adopted part 68 of its rules
in 1975. nearly 20 years after the origi-
nal court determination so that car-
riers themselves would be free to com-
pete on equal terms in the open mar-
ket.

2. Competition in long distance serv-
Ices:

The commission was equally slow in
authorizing interexchange-or long dis-
tance-competition. In the 1940s. long
distance service was provided exclu-
sively over wires, and the same basic
economics that seemed to preclude
competition in local service applied
equally to long distance service. The
development of microwave and sat-
ellite technologies radically changed
that picture, making competition both
practical and Inevitable. The first few.
faltering steps In the direction of a
competitive marketplace, were taken
by the commission in 1959 but it wasn't
until 1980 that the commission for-
mally adopted an open entry policy for
all Interstate services.

Competition in the Interexchange
market developed slowly as the com-
mission gradually and incrementally
responded to changes in market pres-
sures, technology, and consumer de-
mand for new and varied long distance
services. Microwave relay technology.
developed by Bell Laboratories during
World War II. prompted the beginning
of IXC competition by offering a via-
ble. less expensive alternative to
AT&Ts existing wlreilne facilities for
transmitting long distance commu-
nications.

The commission first permitted
entry of non-AT&T services for provi-
sion of private services. In 1959. the
FCC. finding a need for private services
and foreseeing no risk of harm to es-
tablished services, authorized certain
private companies to provide micro-
wave services and to establish private
microwave networks for their own in-
ternal use. Although described as a
narrow, limited decision, the AbOve 890
decision prompted a flood of applica-
tlons from private organizations seek-
ing authorization to establish private
microwave long-distance networks. It

also brought pressure for entry into
other fields.

MCI applied to the FCC for authority
to provide private, non-switched com-
munications service between St. Louis
and Chicago. This service still did not
involve interconnection with AT&T's
public network. In 1969, the commis-
sion approved MCI's limited point-to-
point system, saying it was designed to
meet the interoffice and interplant
communications needs of small busi-
nesses. Again, however, the decision
was narrow.

The commission was concerned about
permitting unregulated carriers to en-
gage in creamskimming. and it gen-
erally still adhered strongly to the phi-
losophy that the public network should
remain a regulated monopoly. None-
theless, it prompted a deluge of appli-
cations seeking authorization of simi-
lar microwave facilities, reflecting a
public demand for competitive alter-
natives.

A few years later, the commission
formalized a policy of allowing entry of
new carriers into the private line. or
Specialized Common Carrier (SCC).
field to provide alternatives to certain
interstate transmission services tradi-
tionally offered only by the telephone
company. The commission did not.
however, define the scope of services it
was opening up to competition, a mat-
ter that would prove troublesome as
pressures for increased competition
rose.

Although each time emphasizing the
limited nature of its decision, the com-
mission had. over the course of 2 dec-
ades. continued to approve the entry of
new providers of telephone services.
albiet at times reluctantly and with
prodding by the courts, and only in
provision of private line services.

When it came to permitting direct
competition with AT&Ts public
switched long distance service, the
Commission's reluctance hardened.
MCI had eventually obtained approval
for its private line offerings, but when
it later proposed new switched service
in direct competition with AT&T's
MTS services, the FCC refused ap-
proval.

In doing so, the Commission reiter-
ated that its Specialized Common Car-
rier decision was meant to allow entry
only into private line service and not
into direct competition with the public
network. The Court of Appeals, how-
ever. reversed the commission's failure
to approve MCI's proposed offering, re-
jecting the commission's argument
that its Specialized Common Carrier
decision authorized only private line
services.

After Execunet 1, the commission
still refused to order AT&T to inter.
connect with MCI. The Court of Ap-
peals, in Execunet I. then explicitly
mandated interconnect, emphasizing
that Specialized Common Carrier was a
broad decision to permit competition
in the long distance market and that
such competition necessarily required
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AT&Tl to provide physical interconnec-
tion to the public network.

The Execunet decisions opened vir-
tually all interstate IXC markets to
competition. In response to this new
judicially imposed reality, the FCC
lowered entry barriers, eliminated
rules prohibiting sharing of heavy use.
bulk rate circuits, and directed AT&T
to permit the resale and sharing of
these circuits by competitors.

During this same era, the commis-
sion approved interstate packet-
switched communications network of-
ferings that introduced value-added
networks which resold data processing
functions through basic private line
circuits, and unlimited resale and
shared use of private line services and
facilities. Tariff restrictions against
the resale and shared use of public
switched long distance services were
removed in 1980. Since this time. the
FCC has strongly supported the growth
of competition.

The resulting competition has had
well documented public benefits of
great scale and scope.

3. Enhanced Services:
The MFJ Consent Decree's informa-

tion services restriction required the
Bell Companies to seek waivers for the
provision of voice answering services,
electronic mail. videotext, electronic
versions of Yellow Pages directories,
E911 emergency service, and directory
assistance services provided to cus-
tomers of nonassociated independent
telephone companies.

The restriction on the provision of
voice mail services was lifted in the
late 1990's. In the first 2 years of RSOC
participation, the voice mail equip-
ment market grew threefold and prices
declined dramatically. Between 1988
(when the RBOCs were permitted
entry) and 1989. the market for voice
mail services grew by 40 percent, with
total revenues rising from $452 million
to S65 million.

Prices have also fallen. For example.
telephone companies today charges as
little as S5 per month for its residential
voice messaging service. Similar serv-
ices in 1987 cost 2 to 10 times more.
Output has risen. The U.S. market for
voice mail and voice response equip-
ment increased from =300 million in
1988 to over $900 million in 1989. The
number of voice message mailboxes in-
creased from 5.3 million in 1987 to 7.7
million in 1988 to 11.6 million in 1989.
4. Spectrum Allocation:
The introduction of both FM radio

and television was sigi'ficantly de-
layed by years of FCC equivocation
over which bands would be assigned to
which uses. Equally egregious delays
preceded the introduction of cellular
telephone service.

FM Radio. FM radio technology was
invented in 1933, but did not receive
widespread use until the 1960s. Lack of
FCC support contributed to FM's lack
of popularity. One glaring example oc-
curred in 1945. By 1915. 500.000 FM re-
ceivers had been built but were all ren-
dered aieiess when :he FC decidod to
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move FM channels to a different spec-
trurn band. FM languished for so long
that the inventor of FM eventually
committed suicide in despair.

TV. The modern television was devel-
oped in the 1930s and exhibited by RCA
in 1939, but the FCC took 2 more years
to adopt initial standards. It was then
discovered that channel allocation was
inadequate, and the FCC froze all appli-
cations for TV licenses for 4 years,
until 1952. In the year after the freeze
alone, the number of stations tripled.
It took another 10 years before regula-
tions for UHF/VHF frequencies were 11-
nalized.

Cellular. In 1947 Bell Labs developed
the concept of cellular communica-
lions and by 1962. AT&T had developed
an experimental cellular system. It
took another 15 years for regulation to
catch up with the new technology; in
1977 the FCC finally granted Illinois
Bell's application to construct a devel-
opmental celluar system in Chicago.
The FCC took 8 years to finalize the
boundaries of cellular service areas.
The delay cost the cellular industry an
estimated £86 billion.

5. Out of Region Competition by Bell
Companies:

The Department of Justice, with the
concurrence of Judge Greene, origi-
nally held that the MFJ consent decree
forbade the RBOCs from providing
services outside their own regions. The
D.C. Circuit however overruled them
both and found that the BOCs are not
restricted to providing service only
within their home territories; they are
free to offer intraLATA services any-
where in the country. The RBOCe now
compete heavily against one another in
cellular service. The provision of other
local services, however, is impeded by
the Interexchange restriction, which
the Department and the decree court
have so far refused to lift even outside
the service areas of the individual
RBOCs.

6. Bell Company Manufacturing:
In June 1991. outages in 5 states and

the District of Columbia forced Bell
Atlantic and other Bell companies to
work closely with a switch manufac-
turer to determine the cause of the
outages and prevent their recurrence.
The Department of Justice told Bell
Atlantic that, notwithstanding the
emergency. Bell Atlantic could not
work with the manufacturer without a
waiver of the decree's manufacturing
restriction. On July 9, 1991, Judge
Greene ordered a hearing with Bell At-
lantic. the Department of Justice.
AT&T. and MCI and granted the waiver
on July 10. 1991.

7. Cable Networks:
The FCC-at the behest of broad-

casters-crppled and almost killed
cable television, by means of a number
of regulatory restrictions such anti-si-
phoning rules. The commission's stated
justification for restricting cable was
that It did not want to jeopardize the
basic structure of over-the-air tele-
vision.

8. Video Dialtone:
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By defining video dialtone service as
common carriage, not broadcast, the
FCC has successfully preempted a raft
of State cable regulation and franchise
fees. It has also subjected these serv-
ices to a raft of regulations. Telephone
companies have been invited to provide
a basic platform that delivers video
programming and basic adjunct serv-
ices to end users, under Federal, com-
mon-carrier tariff.

Video dlaltone providers must offer
sufficient capacity to serve multiple
video programmers; they must make
provision for increased programmer de-
mand for transmission services over
time; and they must offer their basic
platform services on a nondiscrim-
inatory basis. The dial tone moniker is
misleading; the video connections are
strictly between the telco central of-
fice and customers. But the number of
programs offered from a video dialtcne
server can be expanded indefinitely.
The commission has attempted to
maintain strict separation between the
provision of video dialtone conduit, and
provision of the programming itself.
Video dialtone as defined by the com-
mission is plainly more like telephone
carriage than like cable or broadcast-
ing.

9. Direct Broadcast Satellite:
When the FCC first considered licens-

ing Direct Broadcast Satellite service
(DBS) in the early 1980s. the National
Associate of Broadcasters raised the
specter of siphoning. DBS would result
in the loss of service to minorities.
rural areas, and special audiences by
siphoning programming. fragmenting
audiences, and reducing advertising
support. It would rob free local tele-
vision service of advertising revenues.
UHF stations would be especially
threatened. The cable television indus-
try joined in the assault on DBS by de-
nying access to programming. The
service has only recently become avail-
able.

10. Computer and Software:
AT&T-which invented the transistor

and in the 1960s and 1970s developed
some of the most powerful computers-
was barred for years (by the 1956 anti-
trust consent decree) from competing
in the computer market against IBM.
The upshot was that IBM completely
dominated computing for many years.
AT&T had also developed the Unix op-
erating system around which the
Internet was built--it couldn't com-
mercialize that aggressively either.
Now Microsoft is being accused of mo-
nopolizing the industry with the MS-
DOS and Windows alternatives.

11. Delay In RBOCC Information and
Inter-LATA Services Relief;

In 1987, the Justice Department rec-
ommended the removal of the informa-
tion services restriction on the RBOCs.
This was not opposed by AT&T. In Sep-
tember of 1987. Judge Greene permitted
the RBOCs to enter non-telecommuni-
cations businesses without obtaining a
waiver, but did not lift the information
services ban.

On April 3, 1990. the U.S. Court of Ap-
peals for the District of Columbia re-
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manded Judge Greene's decision to
continue the ban on RBOC information
services. Eventually. on July 25. 1991.
Judge Greene relented and permitted
RBOCs to provide information services.
RBOCs were finally granted the right
to provide information services more
than 4 years after the Justice Depart-
ment recommended that the restric-
tion be removed.

There have been numerous examples
of egregious delays in granting even
non-controversial decree waivers. For
example. Bell Atlantic sought a waiver
in 1985 to allow it to serve Cecil Coun-
ty. Maryland as part of its Philadel-
phia cellular system. Bell Atlantic sub-
mitted another waiver to provide cel-
lular service to 3 New Jersey counties
through its Philadelphia-W:i'rngton
system on October 24, 1986.

These waivers were necessary to the
provision of uninterrupted cellular
service between Washington and New
York. Judge Greene finally granted the
second waiver on February 2, 1989. al-
most two-and-a-half years after it war
filed and the Cecil County waiver was
not approved until 1991. nearly 5 year
after it was first sought.

RBOCs have filed more than 200 MFJ
waivers that Judge Greene has ruled
on. These waiver requests first go to
the Department of Justice, and then
move to Judge Greene. Unfortunately,
the waiver process is also very time
consuming. The average age of an
RBOC waiver- request pending before
the Department of Justice is about 2
years old.

Once the Justice Department passes
the waiver on to Judge Greene. it takes
approximately 2 years before Judge
Greene rules on It. This has made the
average waiver process more than 4
years to work its way through the sys-
tem.

D. THE NEW COMPErrVE LANDSCAPE
The competitive landscape is chang-

ing. and, if Congress does not act to
overhaul the telecommunications legal
landscape, consumers will once again
be denied benefits of competition and
new technology. Wireless services have
exploded since the Bell System break-
up. Wireless counted less than 100.000
customers at that time.

Today. there are more than 25 mil-
lion cellular subscribers. Additionally.
companies just spent more than $7.7
billion for the major trading area PCS
licenses. There Is obviously a market
for more wireless communications.
Cable has more than doubled its sub-
scriber base since the MFJ.

For local telephone services. States
such as New York, nlinois. and Califor-
nia, have been leading the way in open-
ing the local market to competition.
Competitive access providers did not
even exist at the time of the MFJ.
Today, CAP's are in 72 cities, and have
built 133 competing networks. Rapid
changes in technology have broken
down the natural monopoly Congress
based the 1934 act on. Competition is
still slow to fully develop in some
areas, and in some markets.
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History teaches us that, under exist-

ing law. the FCC and the courts have
not been able to respond to market and
technology changes In an expeditious
manner. This delay prevents the
consumer from gaining the benefits of
competition. such as lower rates, bet-
ter services, and deployment of new
and better technologies.

The courts. FCC and Justice Depart-
ment have been micro-managing the
growth of competition in the tele-
communications industry. That is why
the committee believes It is incumbent
upon Congress to exercise its rightful
authority in this area, and pass legisla-

-tion that will open the entire tele-
communications industry to full com-
petition. Without legislation, it may be
years. or decades, before America sees

-the benefits of a truly open and com-
petitive telecommunications industry.

Meanwhile our foreign competitors
:are moving ahead aggressively. In
Great Britain, cable-telco competition
Is growing rapidly. The major cable
players In the UK are. in fact. Amer-
ican telco and cable companies. Prices
for telephony provided over cable lines
are 10 to 15 percent lower than that
provided over British Telecoms net-
work. Here in the United States by
contrast, the combination of the 1984
cable-telco prohibition and entry bar-
riers into the local telephone market
prevent such competition from devel-
oping.

In Japan the government Is providing
Interest free loans to cover 30 percent
of the Investment* for Japan's
broadband optical fiber network. Also
planned are favorable tax measures for
optical fiber and related investments.
Meanwhile in the United States when
American companies say they'll invest
their own money in new networks, the
government at beth the Federal and
State level visits endless regulatory
hassle on the proponents.

L IMPORTANCE OF TELECOeMnICATIONS TO
ECONOMIC oROWTH

At the heart our actions in the 104th
Congress is private sector economic
growth and private sector jobs through
less Government regulation. To
achieve our goal, we need increased
capital Investment.

Telecommunications Is an especially
important sector to spur investment
because It provides a big multiplier ef-
fect. The Japanese Government has es-
timated that for each dollar-or yen-
invested in telecommunications, you
get 3 dollars' worth of economic
grwth-a- real telecom kicker.

America's edge has always been our
grasp of technology. Today. tele-
communications and computers are at
the cutting edge. Americans today
have the broadest choice and best
Prices for these information economy
products and services In the world.

For instance, 98 percent of American
homes have television and radio, 94
percent a telephone. Close to 80 percent
have a VCR, while 66 percent subscribe
to cable TV-98 percent have the op-
tion. We are rapidly approaching 40

percent of homes with PC's and 36 per-
cent with video games. Multimedia and
CD-ROM sales are flourishing.

The Internet and computer on-line
services are reaching millions of Amer-
icans. DBS has been successfully
launched with 150 channels of digital
video and audio programming services.
A vibrant new wireless communica-
tions industry is growing with cel-
lular-25 million subscribers-and pag-
ing-20 million users-soon to be joined
by Enhanced Specialized Mobile Radio.
Global Satellite Systems, and Personal
Communications Services.

First. Digitization and industry con-
vergence meet--Regulatory apartheid:

Telecommunications policy in Amer-
ica. under the 1934 Communications
Act. has long been based on the now
faulty premise that information trans-
mitted over wires could be easily dis-
tinguished from information transmit-
ted over the air. Different regulatory
regimes were erected around these dif-
ferent information media.

This scheme might best be described
as "regulatory apartheid-each tech-
nology had its own native homeland.
These once neat separations and dis-
tinctions between the media no longer
make sense.

The explanation for the rapid conver-
gence of previously distinct media lies
with digitization. Digitization allows
all media to become tanslatable into
each other. As Congress' Office of Tech-
nology Assessment stated in a recent
study: "A movie, phone call. letter, or
magazine article may be sent digitally
via phone line, coaxial cable, fiber-
optic cable, microwave, satellite, the
broadcast air, or a physical storage me-
dium such as tape or disk."

The same technological phenomenon
to eweep.the computer industry during
the 1980's is now sweeping the tele-
communications industry-we can
learn valuable lessons from the experi-
ence in the computer industry.

Second. Computers and phones:
By the early 1980's. AT&T and IBM

were two of the largest and more pow-
qrful companies in the world. On Janu-
ary 8. 182, the Federal Government
chose two different destinies for the
mammoth companies. The Government
agreed to dismiss its case against IBM;
by contrast, AT&T would be divested,
freed from all antitrust quarantines
and so permitted to enter the computer
business.

At the time, Intel was already over a
decade old. Apple was growing fast.
And IBM had Just Introduced a brand-
new machine. based on an Intel
microprocessor. Big Blue's new ma-
chin-its personal computer-was
small and beige. Three weeks after the
break-up of AT&T was complete, in
January 1984. Steve Jobs stepped out
on the podium at the annual stockhold-
ers' meeting of Apple Computer and
unveiled the new Macintosh.

The impact of unfettered competi-
tion has devastated IBM. The only
thriving parts of Its hardware business
today are at the bottom end, where Big
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Blue's small beige machines have been
open, standardized, and widely copied
from the day they were Introduced. Be-
tween 1985 and 1992. IBM shed 100.000
employees. BM's stock, worth $176 a
share in 1987, collapsed to $52 by year's
end 1992. In 1992, the New York Times
would announce "The End of I.B.M.'s
Overshadowing. Role." "IBM's prob-
lems," the Times noted, "are due to Its
failure to realize that its core business.
mainframe computers. had been sup-
planted by cheap, networked PC's and
faster networked workstations." In a
desperate scramble for survival. IBM is
breaking itself into autonomous units
and spinning off some of its more suc-
cessful divisions. IBM Itself is only one
of many first-tier vendors of PC's
today, with a market share of 8 per-
cent.

The Impact on the computer indus-
try. however, has been intense com-
petition spawning rapid technological
advancement. A $5.000 PC in 1990--fea-
turing Intel's 80486 running at 25 MHz-
had the processing power of a V50,000
minicomputer in the mid-1980's, and a
million-dollar mainframe of the 1970's.
Five years later, that same 05.000 PC Is
two generations out of date--with a
third new generation on the horizon.
Systems with nearly twice the process-
ing power of that 1990 system-using
Intel's 486DX2-68 chip--are available
for under 31.500. and Intel runs adver-
tisements encouraging owners of these
chips to upgrade to newer ones. Sys-
tems with more than twice the process-
ing power of that system-featuring
Intel's 120 MHz Pentium chip--are now
available, most for under $5.000. Intel Is
'currently promising faster and faster
iterations of its Pentium chip&-run-
ning at 133 and 150 MHz-before It re-
leases commercial versions of its next-
generation PS, which promises to move
the price-performance curve astonish-
ingly farther out than today. The com-
puter Industry is still firmly In the
grip of Moore's Law, which holds that
the number of transistors that can be
placed on a microchip-a rough esti-
mator of the power of the chip-dou-
bles every 18 months.

The upshot Is that consumers can
purchase systems with four times the
power of the 1O0's mainframes at one-
fiftieth of the price. Put another way.
systems today have over 200 times the
value of systems in 1984. By contrast.
long-distance calls today represent
only twice the value of long-distance
calls in 1984. Had price-performance
gains of the same magnitude occurred
in the long-distance market since 1984,
the results would have been equally
stunning. For example, in 1984. a 10
minute call at day rates between New
York and Los Angeles cost a little less
than S5, today it costs S2.50. Had com-
petition and technological advances de-
veloped in the long distance market as
it did in the computer market, that
same call would cost less than 3 cents.
Alternatively, a 10 minute call from
New York to Japan-cost roughly S17
in 1984 and 314 today. Had long-distance
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service advanced as rapidly as the per-
sonal computer industry, that call
would cost less than 9 cents.

Third. Lessons learned:
Yet as the United States stands at

this critical crossroads-the dawn of a
new era in high technology, entertain-
ment, information and telecommuni-
cations-America continues to operate
under an antiquated regulatory regime.
Our current regulatory scheme in
America simply does not take many
dramatic technological changes into
account.

Progress is being stymied by a mo-
rass of regulatory barriers which bal-
kanize the telecommunications indus-
try into protective enclaves. We need
to devise a new national policy frame-
work-a new regulatory paradigm for
telecommunications-which accommo-
dates and accelerates technological
change and innovation.

The very same digitization phenome-
non supports the prospect of competi-
tion by telephone companies and
against telephone companies, by cable
companies and against cable compa-
nies, by long distance companies and
against long distance companies. In-
cumbents on opposite sides of the tra-
ditional regulatory apartheid scheme
have quite different views about which
kind of competition should come first.

If Congress cannot come to gripe
with digitization and convergence, the
private sector cannot be expected to
wait. Indeed. the multifaceted deals
and alliances of the last several years
indicates that industry is not waiting.

Look at a short list of some of these
deals:

US West/rime Warner. The world's
largest entertainment company, and
second ranking cable company,
teaming up with the RBOC for the
western United States.

AT&T/McCaw. The biggest long dis-
tance and equipment maker joining
with the biggest cellular carrier. That
came on the heels of AT&T acquiring
one of the biggest computer compa-
nies--NCR.

SprintCable Alliance. The third larg-
est long distance company-and only
company with local, long distance and
wireless capability-joining cable's
TCI. Comcast, Cox, and Continental to
form an alliance to provide a nation-
wide wireless communications serv-
Ice-and the prospect for Joining
Sprint's broadband long distance lines
with cable's high capacity local facili-
ties.

Microsoft. There has been an almost
endless series of strategic alliances
being struck between Microsoft, the
world's largest computer software com-
pany, and companies in numerous in-
formation and telecommunications
businesses for the purpose of delivering
interactive services.

HDTV Grand Alliance. The compa-
nies teaming up to bring HDTlV to
America include AT&T-the largest
telecom equipment maker--General In-
strument-the largest cable TV equip-
ment maker-and Phllipas-the world's
largest TV set maker.
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In addition, layered on top of these

and many other deals and alliances is
the globalization phenomenon-a
breakdown of geographic barriers: all
the RBOC's have foreign investments;
British Telecom and MCI in partner-
ship; Sprint planning the same with
France Telecom and Deutsche
Telecom; AT&T also working with
Singapore Telecom. Cable & Wireless's
Hong Kong Telephone. and the Nether-
lands Telecom.

We can no longer keep trying to fit
everything into the old traditional reg-
ulatory boxes-unless we want to incur
unacceptable economic costs, competi-
tiveness losses, and deny American
consumers access to the latest prod-
ucts and services.

Since becoming chairman of the com-
mittee I have been actively working
with leaders in the telecommuni-
cations and information industry to re-
form this outmoded and antiquated.
regulatory apartheid system in order
to make exciting new information,
telecommunications and entertain-
ment services available for America.

It is time for American policymnakers
to meet this new challenge much the
way an earlier generation responded
when the Russians launched Sputnik.
The response must be rooted in the
American tradition of free enterprise,
de-regulation. competition, and open
markets-to let technology follow or
create new markets, rather than Gov-
ernment micromanaging and stunting
developments in telecommunications
and information technology.

By reforming U.S. telecommuni-
cations policy we in Congress have an
unparalleled opportunity to unleash a
digital, multimedia technology revolu-
tion in America. By freeing American
technological know-how, we .can pro-
vide Americans with immediate access
to and manipulation of a bounty of en-
tertainment, informational, edu-
cational. and health care applications
and services.

Passing S. 652. The Telecommuni-
cations Competition and Deregulation
Act of 1995, will have profound implica-
tions for America's economic and so-
cial welfare well into the 21st Century.

Fourth. Universal service:
An additional, but often overlooked.

reason for immediately moving for-
ward with S. 652 and telecommuni-
cations regulatory reform concerns the
problems affecting the centerpiece of
American communications policy-
maintaining universal voice telephone
service at reasonable and affordable
prices.

The explicit subsidies--those of
known magnitude and direction--can
and should be maintained. These are
the "'Universal Service Fund." the
"Link-Up America" program, and oth-
ers the FCC made part of the overall
access charge system.

The implicit--or hidden-subsidies
are much more at risk. The present
scheme cannot be maintained when
new technology is changing so rapidiy
and customers are provided with an
ever-increasing buffet of choices. This
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implicit subsidy scheme must be re-
formed and fixed. We cannot afford to
wait any longer to start. that reform
process.

F. WHAT 5. 52 DOES: CHIEF REFORM FEATURES

First. Universal telephone service:
The need to preserve widely available

and reasonably priced telephone serv-
ice is one of the fundamental concerns
addressed in The Telecommunications
Competition and Deregulation Act of
1995. The legislation as reported re-
quires all telecommunications carriers

to contribute to the support of univer-
sal service. Only telecommunications
carriers designated by the FCC or a
State as "essential telecommuni-
cations carriers" are eligible to receive
support payments.

The bill directs the FCC to Institute

and refer to a Federal-State joint board
a proceeding to recommend rules to
Implement universal service and to es-
tablish a minimum definition of uni-
versal service. A State may add to the
definition for its local needs.

Second. Local telephone competition:
The Telecommunications Competi-

tion and Deregulation Act of 1995 re-
forms the regulatory process to allow
competition for local telephone service
by cable companies, long distance com-
panies, electric companies, and other
entities.

Upon enactment the legislation pre-
empts all State and local barriers to
competing with the telephone compa-
nies. In addition It requires local ex-
change carriers [LEC's] having market
power to negotiate, in good faith,
interconnection agreements for access
to unbundled network features and
functions at reasonable and non-
discriminatory rates. This would allow
other parties to provide competitive
local telephone service through inter-

connection with the LEC's facilities.
The bill establishes minimum stand-
ards relating to types of Interconnec-
tion that a LEC with market power
must agree to provide if requested, in-
cluding: unbundled access to network
functions and services, unbunded ac-
cess to facilities and information, nec-
essary for transmission, routing, and

interoperability of both carriers' net-
works. interconnection at any techno-
logically feasible point, access to poles,
ducts, conduits and rights-of-way, tele-
phone number portability, and local di-
aling parity.

As an assurance that the parties ne-
gotiate in good faith, either party may
ask the State to arbitrate any dif-
ferences, and the State must review
and approve any intercounection agree-
ment.

The bill requires that a Bell company
use a separate subsidiary to provide

certain information services, equip-
ment manufacturing, in-region
interLATA services authorized by the

FCC, and alarm monitoring. In addi-
tion a Bell company may not market a
subsidiary's service until the Bell com-

pany is authorized by the FCC to pro-
vide in-region InterLATA services.
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S. 652 also ensures that regulations

applicable to the telecommunications
industry remain current and necessary
in light of changes in the industry.
Fiint. the legislation permits the FCC
to forbear from regulating carriers
when forbearance is in the public inter-
est. This will allow the FCC to reduce
the regulatory burdens on a carrier
when competition develops, or when
the FCC determines that relaxed regu-
lation Is in the public interest. Second,
the bill requires a Federal-State joint
board to periodically review the uni-
vereal service policies. Third, the FCC.
with respect to its regulations under
the 1934 act. and a Federal-State joint
board with respect to State regula-
tions. are required in odd-numbered
years beginning in 1997 to review all
regulations issued under the act or
State laws applicable to telecommuni-
cations services. The FCC and joint
board are to determine whether any
such regulation Is no longer in the pub-
lic interest as a result of competition.

The bill modifies the foreign owner-
ship restrictions of section 310 of the
1934 act. if the FCC determines that the
applicable foreign government provides
equivalent market opportunities to
U.S. citizens and entities.

The bill also requires that equipment
manufacturers and telecommuni-
cations service providers ensure that
telecommunications equipment and
services are accessible and usable by
individuals with disabilities, if readily
achievable, a standard found in the
Americans with Disabilities Act.

Third. Long distance relief for the
Bell companies:

The Telecommunications Competi-
tion and Deregulation Act of 1995 es-
tablishes a process under which the re-
gional Bell companies may apply to
the FCC to enter the long distance or
interLATA market. Since the 1984
breakup of AT&T. the Bell companies
have been prohibited from providing
services between geographical areas
known as LATAs. [Local Access and
Transport Areas]. The legislation
reasserts congressional authority over
Bell company provision of long dis-
tance and restores the FCC authority
to set communications policy over
these issues. The Attorney General has
a consulting role.

The reported bi lrequires Bell local
companies and other LEC's having
market power to open and unbundle
their local networks, to increase the
likelihood that competition will de-
velop for local telephone service. It
s0 sets forth a competitive checklist

of unbuondling and interconnection re-
quirements.

If a Bell company satisfies the com-
petitive checklist, the FCC is author-
ited to permit the Bell company to pro-
vide interLATA services originating in
areas where it provides wireline local
telephone service. if the FCC also finds
that Bell company provision of such
interLATA service is In the public in-
terest. Out-of-region interLATA serv-

ices may be provided by Bell companies
upon enactment.
S. 652 allows the Bell companies to

provide InterLATA services in connec-
tion with the provision of certain other
services immediately, with safeguards
to ensure that the Bell companies do
not use this authority to provide other-
wise prohibited interLATA services.
For example the reported bill requires
a Bell company to lease facilities from
existing long distance companies if It
uses interLATA service in the provi-
sion of wireless services and certain in-
formation services.

Finally, the bill requires a Bell com-
pany providing in-region interLATA
service authorized by the FCC to use a
separate subsidiary for such services.

Fourth. Manufacturing authority for
the Bell companies:

The judicial consent decree that gov-
erned the breakup of AT&T in 1184, the
MFJ. also prohibited the Bell compa-
nies from manufacturing telephones
and telephone equipment. The AT&T
breakup Itself, the globalization of the
communications equipment market.
the concentration of equipment suppli-
ers, the increasing foreign penetration
of the U.S. market, and the continued
dispersal of equipment consumption
have greatly diminished any potential
market power of the Bell companies
over the equipment market.

The bill permits a Bell company to
engage in manufacturing of tele-
communications equipment once the
FCC authorizes the Bell company to
provide interLATA services. A Bell
company can engage in equipment re-
search and design activities upon en-
actment.

In conducting Its manufacturing ac-
tivities, a Bell company must comply
with the following safeguards:
V A separate manufacturing affiliate.

Requirements for establishing stand-
ards and certifying equipment.

Protections for small telephone com-
padies-a Bell manufacturing affiliate
must make its equipment available to
other telephlone companies without dis-
crimination or self-preference as to
price delivery, terms, or conditions.

Fifth. Cable competition, video
dialtone and direct-to-home satellite
services:

The bill permits telephone companies
to compete against local cable compa-
nies upon enactment, although until I
year after enactment the FCC would be
required to approve Bell company plans
to construct facilities for common car-
rier video dialtone operations. The bill
also removes at enactment all State or
local barriers to cable companies pro-
viding telecommunications services,
without additional franchise require-
ments.

The reported bill does not require
telephone companies to obtain a local
franchise for video services as long as
they employ a video dialtone system
that is operated on a common carrier
basis, that is. open to all programmers.
If a telephone company provides serv-
tce over a cabla system-that is. a sys-
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tem not open to all programmers-the
telephone company will be treated as a
cable operator under title VI of the 1934
act.

Whether a telephone company uses a
video dialtone network or a cable sys-
tem, it must comply with the same
must-carry requirements for local
broadcast stations that currently apply
to cable companies. A separate subsidi-
ary is not required for a Bell company
carrying or providing video* program-
ming over a common carrier platform
if the company provides nondiscrim-
inatory access and does not cross-sub-
sidize its video operations.

The bill maintains rate regulation
for the basic tier of programming
where the cable operator does not face
effective competition--defined as the
provision of video services by a local
telephone company or 15 percent pene-
tration by another muitichannel video
provider. The bill minimizes regulation
of expanded tier services.

Specifically the bill eliminates the
ability of a single subscriber to initiate
at the FCC a rate complaint proceeding
concerning expanded tier services. In
addition, the FCC may only find rates
for expanded tier service unreasonable,
and subject to regulation, if the rates
substantially exceed the national aver-
age rates for comparable cable pro-
gramming services.

States may impose sales taxes on di-
rect-to-home satellite services that
provide services to subscribers in the
State. The right of State and local au-
thorities to impose other taxes on dl-
rect-to-home satellite services is lim-
ited by the bill.

Sixth. Entry by registered utilities
into telecommunications:

Under current law. gas and electric
utility holding companies that are not
registered may provide telecommuni-
cation services to consumers. There
does not appear to be sufficient Jus-
tiflcation to continue to preclude reg-
istered utility holding companies from
providing this sam- x.ompetition.

The bill provideb tnat affiliates of
registered public utility holding com-
panies may engage in the provision of
telecommunications services, notwith-
standing the Public Utility Holding
Company Act of 1935. The affiliate en-
gaged in providing telecommunications
must keep separate books and records.
and the States are authorized to re-
quire independent audits on an annual
basis.

Seventh. Alarm services:
The bill prohibits a Bell company

from providing alarm monitoring serv-
ices. Beginning 3 years after enact-
ment. a Bell company may provide
such services if it has received author-
ization from the FCC to provide in-re-
gion interLATA service. The bill re-
quires the FCC to establish rules gov-
erning Bell company provision of
alarm monitoring services. A Bell com-
pany that was in the alarm service
business as of December 31. 1994 is al-
lowed to continue providing that serv-
ice. as long as certain conditions are
met.
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lighth: Spectrum flexibility and re-

ulgiotr reform for broadcasters
If the FCC permit& a broadcast tele-

vision licensee to provide advanced tel-
evision services, the bill requires the
FCC to adopt rules to permit such
broadcasters flexibility to use the ad-
vanced television spectrum for ancil-
lary and supplementary services, If the
licensee provides to the public at least
one free advanced television program
service. The FCC is authorized to col-
lect an annual fee from the broadcaster
If the broadcaster offers ancillary or
supplementary services for a fee to sub-
scribers.

A single broadcast licensee is per-
mitted to reach 35 percent of the na-
tional audience, up from the current 25
percent. Moreover. the FCC is required
to review all of its ownership rules bi-
ennially. Broadcast license terms are
lengthened for television licenses from
5 to 10 years and for radio licenses from
7 to 10 years. Finally, new broadcast li-
cense renewal procedures are estab-
lished.

Ninth. Obscenity and other wrongful
uses of telecommunications:

The decency provisions In the re-
ported bill modernize the protections
in the 1934 act against obscene, lewd.'
indecent, and harassing use of a tele-
phone. The decency provisions increase
the penalties for obscene, harassing.
and wrongful utilization of tele-
communications facilities, protect
families from uninvited cable progran-
moing which is unsuitable for children.
and give cable operators authority to
refuse to transmit programs or por-
tions of programs on public or leased
access channels which contain obscen-
ity, indecency, or nudity.

The bill provides defenses to compa-
nies that merely provide transmission
services, navigational tools for the
Internet, or intermediate storage for
customers moving material from one
location to another. It also allows an
on-line service to defend itself in court
by showing a good-faith effort to lock
out adult material and to provide
warnings about adult material before it
is downloaded.

0. THE DEREGULATORY NATURE OF S. NO

Ronald Reagan once joked-in the
midst of a debate over the budget--that
the only reason Our Lord was able to
create the World in 6 days was that he
didn't have to contend with the embed-
ded base.

I have been wrestling with the com-
munications issues since I came to
Congress. We all have. This has become
the congressional equivalent of Chair-
man Mao's famous "Long March."

Nothing in the field is easy. We are
dealing with basic services-telephone.
TV. and cable TV-that touch virtually
every American family. We are dealing
with massive investment-more than
half a trillion dollars. We are dealing
with industries which provide almost
two million American Jobs. We are
dealing with high-tech enterprises that
are critical to the future of the Amer-
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icen economy, and our global competi-
tiveness.

The stakes ae high for everyone.
And It is the sheer number of issues
and concerns that accounts for the
complexity of any legislation.

First. A major step forward:
But let me talk briefly about some of

the major steps forward which are en-
visioned In this bill.

When the former head of the Na-
tional Telecommunications & Informa-
tion Administration testified before
the Senate. he commented that, "Ev-
erything in the world is compared to
what."

Well, virtually all of the bills which
the Senate or the House has dealt with
over the past generation took the con-
cept of regulated monopoly as a given.

Whether we are talking about Con-
gressman Lionel Van Deerlin's bill.
H.R. 1315 in the House in the 1970's; or
Senator PACKWOOD'S effort back in
1981-8. 898: All of these bills assumed
that monopoly, like the poor, would al-
ways be with us.

Second. A paradigm shift:
My bill changes that. Instead of con-

ceding that concern, this bill:
Removes virtually all legal barriers

to competition in all communications
markets-local exchange, long dis-
tance, wireless, cable, and manufactur-
ing.

It establishes a process that will re-
quire continuing Justification for rules
and regulations each 2 years. Every 2
years, in other words, all the rules and
regulations will be on the table. If they
don't make sense, there is a process es-
tablished to terminate them.

It restores full responsibility to Con-
gress and the FCC for regulating com-
munications. Under the bill that the
House passed last spring, for example,
you would have still had a substantial,
continuing Involvement in communica-
tions policy on the part of the Justice
Department and the Federal courts.
This bill brings the troops home.

Third. Genuinely deregulatory:
I understand the concerns that some

of my colleagues have raised. Senator
McCAlN has raised the question of
whether this bill is deregulatory
enough. Senator PACKWOOD has asked if
we could not speed up the transition to
full, unregulated competition. These
are valid concerns.

But let me highlight some of the de-
regulatory steps which this bill makes
possible now.

First, it will make it possible for the
FCC immediately to forebear from eco-
nomically regulating each and every
competitive long-distance operator.
The Federal courts have ruled that the
FCC cannot deregulate. This bill solves
that problem and makes deregulation
legal and desirable.

Second, this bill envisions removing
a whole chunk of unnecessary cable
television price controls now. We leave
the power to control basic service
charges, until local video markets are
more competitive. But the authority to
regulate the nonbasic services, the ex-
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panded tiers, s peeled back. That rep-
resents a major step toward deregula-
tion and more reliance on competitive
markets.

Third. this bill contains a competi-
tive checklist for determining Bell Co.
entry into currently prohibited mar-
kets like long distance and manufac-
turing. After Bell companies satisfy all
the requirements, the FCC must, in ef-
fect. certify compliance by making a
public interest determination.

This is not--contrary to somd allega-
tions-more regulation. At least one of
the Beli companies-NYNEX--can
probably fulfill all the checklist's re-
quirementa very soon, because State
regulators have already required that
company to make the most of the nec-
essary changes in the way it does busi-
ness. The bill also explicitly says that
the competitive checklist cannot be ex-
panded.

So, if you read all the provisions in
the bill in context, you will see that
there simply is no broad grant of dis-
cretion to the Federal or State regu-
lators here. We have essentially spelled
out the recipe for competition, and it is
incumbent on them to follow it.

Fourth.-Future orientation:
Let me mention another critical as-

pect of this bill. it is future oriented.
Too many of the earlier measures

were focused on the status quo. What
they basically did was rearrange exist-
Ing markets and services. The 1984 and
1992 Cable Television Acts, for in-
stance, did not take stepa to encourage
competition, it kept in place all the re-
strictions on telephone company and
broadcast competition. Moreover, the
1984 Cable Act also maintained exclu-
sive franchising for cable television.

This bill essentially seeks to change
that focus. We assumed that cable tele-
vision might become an effective com-
petitor to local phone companies, for
instance, so we sought to get rid of any
regulations that would block that. We
also assumed that local phone compa-
nies might be effective cable cometi-
tore, so we tried to get rid of restric-
tions on that kind of competition.

In the case of broadcasting, we recog-
nized that this important industry is
going to need much more flexibility to
compete effectively in tomorrow's mul-
tichannel world. So, we will allow
broadcasters to offer more than just
pictures and sound as well as multiple
channels of pictures and sound. if they
so choose. Under this bill, they will
have the flexibility they need to com-
pete in evolving markets.

Fifth. Safeguarding core values:
This bill is aggressively deregula-

tory. It seeks to achieve genuine, long-
term reductions in the level and Inten-
sity of Federal, State and local govern-
mental involvement in telecommuni-
cations.

But this bill is also responsibly de-
regulatory. When it comes to main-
taining universal access to tele-
communications services, for instance,
it does that, It establishes a process
that will make sure that rural and
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small-town America doesn't get left in
the lurch.

This bill also maintins significant
Federal oversight. Telecommuni-
cations, remember,. isn't like trucking.
or railroads, or airline transportation.
The services we are talking about here
are marketed and consumed directly by
the public.

This bill seeks to advance core val-
ues. I know that the Exon Amend-
ment-which places limits on obscene
and indecent computer communica-
tlons-has sparked controversy. All
that amendment actually does is apply
to computer communications the same
guidelines and limitations which al-
ready apply to telephone communica-
tions.

Sixth. Further responsibility:
This bill also recognizes the fact that

deregulation is always a gradual, tran-
sitional process-and that Congress has
the responsibility to stay involved.

All of us know that good legislation
is only one facet of the overall deregu-
latory process. Other requirements are
careful scrutiny of budgets, of appoint-
ments to the FCC and other agencies,
and effective Congressional oversight.
No one should try to fool themselves
into believing that we can get away on
the cheap. We can't.

If we are serious about deregulating
this marketplace and-more impor-
tantly-expanding the range of com-
petitive choices available to the Amer-
loan public. Congress is going to have
to stay a central player.

Seventh. Summary of affirmative as-
pects:

Let me summarize. then, what I see
as very positive, affirmative aspects of
this bill:

First, It dispenses with the old gov-
ernment-sanctioned monopoly model
and replaces it with a process of open
access which will lead to more com-
petition across-the-board, In every part
of the communications business. It
flattens all regulatory barriers to mar-
ket entry in all telecommunications
markets. The more open access takes
hold, the less other government inter-
vention is needed to protect competi-
tion. Open access is the principle estab-
lishing a fair method to move local
phone monopolies and the oligopolistic
long distance industry into full com-
petition with one another. Completion
of the steps on the pro-competitive
checklist will give both the long dis-
tance firms and the local telephone
companies confidence that neither side
is gaming the system. .

Second, it eliminates a number of un-
necessary rules and regulations now-
by giving the FCC the discretion to
forebear from regulating competitive
communications services, by removing
unneeded, high-tier, cable price con-
trols.

Third, It establishes a process for
continuing attic-to-basement review of
all regulations on a 2 year cycle.

Fourth. It seeks to create an environ-
ment that Is more conducive to more
new services and more competitors-by
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allowing broadcasters and cable opera-
tors. for instance, greater competitive
flexibility, and giving local and long
distance phone companies more
chances to compete as well.

Fifth, it terminates the involvement
of the Justice Department and the Fed-
eral courts in the making of national
telecommunications policy.

Sixth. the bill emphasizes effective
competition while also safeguarding
core values, such as universal serv!ce
access and limitations on indecency:
and.

Finally, it maintains the responsibil-
ity of Congress to continue to work
through the budget, oversight, and con-
firmation processes to move this criti-
cal sector toward full competition and
deregulation.

H. BEErS OF . s2
In General. Competition and deregu-

lation in telecommunications as a re-
sult of the Pressler Bill means:

Lower prices for local, cellular, and
long distance phone service, and lower
cable television prices, too.

More and less costly business and
consumer electronics to make U.S.
business more competitive and Amer-
ican citizens better informed.

Expanded customer options, as busi-
ness is spurred to bring new technology
to the marketplace faster. In addition
to more choices for long distance, cel-
lular, broadcast, and other services
where competition already exists, com-
petition and choice in local phone and
cable services will be introduced.

High technology jobs with a future
for more Americans, economic growth.
and continued U.S. leadership in this
critical field. The President's Council
of Economic Advisors estimates that
deregulating telecommunications laws
will create 1.4 million new jobs In the
services sector of the economy alone by
the year 2003. In a Bell Company fund-
ed study, WEFA concluded that tele-
communications deregulation would
cause the U.S. economy to grow 0.5 per-
cent faster on average over the next 10
years, creating 3.4 million new jobs by
the year 2005, and generating a cumu-
lative increase of $1.8 trillion in real
GDP. Finally, George Gilder has esti-
mated 32 trillion in additional eco-
nomic activity with the Pressler Bill.

More exports of high-value products.
and greater success on the part of U.S.-
based telecommunications equipment
$10.25 billion, and services $3.3 billion.
companies as well as computer equip-
ment 329.2 billion, companies as they
leverage their domestic gains to make
more sales overseas.

In Media. Competition and deregula-
tion in electronic media including
broadcasting, cable, and satellite serv-
ices means:

More Networks and Channels. In the
early 1970s, there were three national
TV networks and virtually no cable
systems. Today, there are 6 national
TV networks, plus 10.000 cable TV sys-
tems serving 65 percent of American
homes--96% have the cable option-
with DBS now offering digital service
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to millions more. The average Amer-
ican family now has access to some 30
video channel choices. Much more is on
the way Lf the Pressler Bill is enacted
into law.

More News and Public Affairs. Cable
deregulation-spurred by satellite com-
munications deregulation-made more
news and public affairs programming
available. CNN. C-SPAN. and ESPN are
prime examples. Local all news chan-
nels and local C-SPAN-oriented pro-
gramming is on its way if deregulation
occurs.

More Jobs. Relaxing broadcast rules
and regulations--spurred by the growth
of cable TV-made it possible for some
300 new TV and 2.00 new radio outlets
to emerge. This created 10,000 new jobs
in broadcasting.

Small town and rural America par-
ity. Satellites and cable TV service
means small town and rural Americans
command nearly the same media
choices only big city residents once en-
joyed. This democratization has
spurred public awareness of national
and international events-as well as
encouraged fuller participation in the
political process.

Political shift. Satellites, cable, talk
radio, and C-SPAN, which were a spe-
cific result of deregulation and com-
petition in communications, were
prime ingredients to last year's land-
mark national political shift. Further
decentralization of media control
through deregulation will accelerate
this democratization phenomenon.

In telephone service. Competition
and deregulation In the telephone busi-
ness means:

Lower prices. Deregulation of phone
equipment resulting In faster deploy-
ment of advanced equipment has made
it possible to reduce local phone rates
by $4 billion since 1987. More long dis-
tance competition has meant nearly
S20 billion in price cuts since 1987. Vir-
tually all Americans now have far
more choices in phone equipment and
long distance service-ad with the
Pressler Bill will see choices in local
phone services.

New options. Sixty million American
families now have cordless phones.
Twenty-five million now have cellular
phones. Fifty million have answering
machines. Twenty million have pagers.
Deregulation has allowed technology
to evolve to meet the demands of an in-
creasingly mobile society.

Special benefits. Cellular phones
have helped millions of American
women feel safer and more secure.
They have made it possible to drive
safely under even the most severe
weather conditions, because now help
can be called.

Computer services. Competition and
deregulation in telecommunications
will speed the deployment of the so-
called information superhighway. Cur-
rently, 40 percent of American homes
have a personal computer. Computers
are ubiquitous for American business.
There is one school computer for every
nine students. Competition and deregu-
lation will mean new communications
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facilities that will magnify the power
of these computers.

International competitiveness. Tele-
communications is a prime leverage
technology. Competition and deregula-
tion expands business access to this
new technology. That makes American
business more competitive globally.
Deregulation also spurs U.S. produc-
tion and export of high value-added
products like computers, advanced
telephone switches, mobile radios, and
fiber optics. Each dollar invested in
telecommunications results in $3 of
economic growth.

For agriculture. For agriculture.
competition and deregulation in com-
munications means:

Efficiency. Farms today are the most
technology-intensive small businesses.
American farmers will be able to har-
ness computer, communications, and
satellite technology to stay the world's
most efficient lowest cost food produc-
ers.

Integration with the national com-
munity. Communications advances
help integrate the farm community
with Americans nationwide. Farm fam-
ilies will have the same news. public
affairs, and entertainment choices
nearly any American does.

Distance learning/telemedicine.
Schools in small town and rural areas
will be able to offer the same schooling
options as those in the suburbs and
major cities. Telemedicine systems
will improve the quality of health care
available in small town and rural
America. especially for the home
bound elderly in our society.

More jobs. Deregulation means more
modern communications systems as
costs drop for small town and rural
areas which, in turn. help these areas
attract and retain businesses and jobs.
Communications deregulation In Ne-
braska meant thousands of new jobs for
the State. Deregulation in North Da-
kota did the same-one of the coun-
try's biggest travel agencies now oper-
ate out of Linder and employs several
hundred local people.

For Government. For Government
agencies, competition and deregu'ation
In telecommunications means:

Better service, With voice mail,
smart phone services-for example. to
renew your library book, press I. fac-
simile, and electronic mail, Federal,
State and local agencies will be able to
provide the public better service.

Reduced cost. Technology through
deregulation and competition also
helps Government curb costs. Tax-
payers thus get better service without
having to pay more. The right-sizing of
Government agencies is made possible.

Responsiveness. Using all the latest
communications technologies. Govern-
ment offices will be able to greatly ex-
pand their constituent services, includ-
ing here on Capitol Hill.

For business. For business, competi-
tion and deregulation in telecommuni-
cations means:

No geographical disadvantage. The
ability to locate businesses away from

center cities, and to allow many work-
ers. especially working mothers, to
telecommute thus reducing urban traf-
fic congestion, pollution problems, and
easing child care problems.

Expanding markets. Fax. 800-num-
hers. United Parcel, and Federal Ex-
press have made it possible for even the
smallest companies today to compete
on a state-wide, regional, national, and
even international scale.

Working smarter. Satellite networks,
computerized point-of-sale terminals--
cash registers-and computerized in-
ventory systems often linked directly
to suppliers make it possible for U.S.
retailers and other businesses to stay
very competitive without being over-
stocked or understocked. Technology
which will be made more available
through deregulation has also allowed
stores to operate in once remote areas.
Wal-Mart has become America largest
retailer, despite its largely rural ori-
gins, chiefly because the company was
able to harness the best in contem-
porary communications.

For educators. For educators, com-
petition and deregulation in tele-
communications means:

Greater parity. Students in small
town and rural America, and in inner
cities, will be able to access the same
information and instructional re-
sources only wealthy suburban dis-
tricts have. Advanced math, science.
and foreign language courses that
many schools could not offer pre-
viously are available through tele-
communications. This reduces the
pressures to close or consolidate small
town and rural schools and other insti-
tutions, which helps communities
maintain their unique local character.

Lower costs. Competition lowers the
cost of telecommunications equipment
and services. This makes it possible for
schools to adopt communications tech-
niques without needing to expand
budgets and local taxes.

For law enforcement. For law en-
forcement, competition and deregula-
tion in telecommunications means:

Efficiencies. Communications equip-
ment prices will continue to fall. Po-
lice will be able to afford to buy on
board computers, advanced
radiocommunications, and other high-
tech systems. This magnifies the effec-
tiveness of law enforcement budgets.

Better coordination. Advanced com-
munications and computer systems
will result in far better coordination
among Federal. State. and local law
enforcement agencies. Nationwide
criminal records, drunk driving, stolen
car, and other checks can be under-
taken quickly and cheaply. This means
law breakers will face a higher risk of
apprehension, which means a stronger
deterrent against crime.

Personal security. Advanced com-
puter and communications technology
place home security systems within
reach of more and more American fam-
illes. Easier access to cellular phones
will help Americans stay safer and feel
more secure. At the same time. these

telecommunications and information
technologies help police, fire depart-
ment and emergency medical services
drastically reduce response times. In
the case of emergency medical services
far better on-the-spot service will be
provided.

For South Dakota and other small
city and rural areas:

The bill is designed to rapidly accel-
erate private sector development of ad-
vanced telecommunications and infor-
mation technologies and services to all
Americans by opening all tele-
communications markets to competi-
tion.

Recent series of television commer-
cials have shown people sending faxes
from the beach, having meetings via
computer with people in a foreign
country, using , their computer to
search for theater tickets and a host of
other services that soon will be avail-
able. My bill would make those serv-
ices available even sooner by removing
restrictive regulations.

A person living in Brandon could
work at a job in Minneapolis or Chi-
cago, students in Lemmon would be
able to take classes from teachers in
Omaha. and doctors in Freeman could
consult with specialists at the Mayo
Clinic. Telecommunications can bring
new economic growth, education,
health care and other opportunities to
South Dakota.

Competition in the information and
communications industries means
more choices for people in South Da-
kota. It will also mean lower costs and
a greater array of services and tech-
nologies. For instance, competing for
custotmers will compel companies to
offer more advanced services like caller
ID or local connections to on-line serv-
ices such as Prodigy and America On-
Line.

It hasn't been that long since Ma Bell
was everyone's source for local phone
service, long-distance service, and
phone equipment. Now there are over
400 long-distance companies and people
can buy phone equipment at any de-
partment or discount store. Under my
bill. eventually people would be able to
choose from more than one local phone
service or cable television operator.

This new competition also should
lead to economic developmen: opportu-
nities in South Dakota. People will be
able to locate businesses in towns like
Groton and Humboldt and serve cus-
tomers in Hong Kong or New York
City. We are entering an exciting era. I
want to spur growth and bring new op-
portunities to South Dakota and every-
where in America.

J. cONCLUSION
S. 652 is legislation providing for the

most comprehensive deregulation in
the history of the telecommunications
industry.

Enacting this bill means ending regu-
latory apartheid. Under the Commu-
nications Act of 1934 and the Federal
judiciary's Modification of Final Judg-
ment. sectors of the communications
industry are forcibly separated and
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segregated. This created Government-
imposed and sanctioned monopoly
models for the telecommunications
sector.

S. 652 tears down all the segregation
barriers to competition and ends the
monopoly model for telecommuni-
cations. It opens up unprecedented new
freedom for access, affordability, flexi-
bility. and creativity in telecommuni-
cations and information products and
services.

Passing S. 652 will hasten the arrival
of a powerful network of two-way
broadband communications links for
homes, schools, and small and large
businesses. For my home State of
South Dakota. and other States away
from the big population centers, this
reform bill will make the Internet and
other computer communications more
easily accessible and affordable.

Local phone companies, long-dis-
tance phone companies, cable TV sys-
tems. broadcasters, wireless and sat-
ellite communications entities, and
electric utility companies all will gain
freedom to compete with one another
in the communications business.

S. 652 is not only a deregulation bill.
it is a procompetitive bill. There is an
important distinction. The 1984 Cable
Act; for instance, deregulated rates for
the cable industry but explicitly kept
intact the barriers keeping telephone,
electric companies, broadcasters, and
others from competing for cable TV
service. Keeping the monopoly model
in place while lifting the lid on prices
led directly to a backlash and reregula-
tlion In the Cable Act of 1992.

This reform law will open the door
for billions of dollars of new invest-
ment and growth. The United States is
the world leader in telecommuni-
cations products, software, and serv-
ices. Still, we labor under self-defeat-
ing limits on our ability to grow at
home and compete abroad. Most for-
eign countries retaliate for the strict
U.S. limits on foreign investment. This
keeps us out of markets where we
would have the natural competitive ad-
vantage and leaves them open to our
competitors. Telecommunications in-
novation and productivity is flourish-
ing in such countries as the United
Kingdom, which has eliminated many
barriers to foreign investment. The
new legislation will lift limits on for-
eign investment in U.S. common car-
rier enterprises on a fair, reciprocal
basis.

To maintain our world leadership po-
sition we need new legislation. S. 652
will improve international competi-
tiveness markedly by expanding ex-
ports. In 1994. according to the Depart-
ment of Commerce. telecommuni-
cations services-local exchange, long
distance, International, cellular and
mobile radio, satellite, and data com-
murications--accounted for S3.3 billion
in exports. Telecommunications equip-
ment-switching and transmission
equipment; telephones; facsimile ma-
chines; radio and TV broadcasting
ndtnmnw, fixed and mobile radio sys-

tems; cellular radio telephones; radio
transmitters, transceivers and receiv-
ers; fiber optics equipment: satellite
communicatioth systems: closed-cir-
cuit and cable TV equipment--ac-
counted for $10.25 billion in exports. Fi-
nally, computer equipment accounted
for $29.2 billion in exports. With this
new legislation, telecommunications
and computer equipment and services
will be America's No. 1 export sector,
S. 652 will spur economic growth. cre-

ate new jobs, and substantially in-
crease productivity. As noted earlier.
each dollar invested in telecommuni-
cations results in 3 dollars' worth of
economic growth. The Clinton'Core ad-
ministration estimates that with tele-
communications deregulation the tele-
communications and information sec-
tor of the economy would double its
share of the GDP by 2003 and employ-
ment would rise from 3.6 million today
to 5 million by 2002. The WEFA Group,
in a Bell Company funded study, stated
that with telecommunications deregu-
lation 3.4 million jobs would be created
in the next 10 years. In addition, the
GDP would be approximately 1300 bil-
lion higher, and consumers would save
approximately $550 billion. Finally,
George Gilder recently testified before
the Senate Commerce Committee that
if telecommunications deregulation
like that contemplated in S. 652 does
not take place, America will lose up to
$2 trillion in new economic activity in
the 1990s.
S. 652 will also assist in delivering

better quality of life through more effi-
cient provision of educational, health
care and other social services. Distance
learning and telemedicine applications
are especially important in rural and
small city areas of America. With the
advent of digital wireless technologies
the cost of providing service will be
lowered tenfold thus closing the gap
between the costs of serving urban and
rural areas.

If we in Congress do our job right, by
passing this legislation, we have the
potential to be America's new high-
tech pioneers--an opportunity to ex-
plore the new American frontier of
high-tech telecommunications and
computers that will be unleashed
through bold free enterprise, de-regu-
latory, procompetitive, open entry
policies. By taking a balanced ap-
proach which doesn't favor any Indus-
try segment over any other., we will
First. stimulate economic growth, jobs,
and capital investment; second, help
American competitiveness; third, mini-
mize transitional inequities and dis-
locations; and fourth, actually do
something very good for universal serv-
ice goals.

Mr. President, on March 28. the Com-
mittee on Commerce. Science. and
Transportation voted 17 to 2 to report
S. 652. the Telecommunications Com-
petition and Deregulation Act of 1995.

Telecommunications policy usually
rates attention on the business pages.
not as a front-page story. Still. for the
average American family, legislation
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to reform regulations of our telephone.
cable, and broadcasting industries is
surely one of the most important mat-
ters the 104th Congress will consider.

OPEN. OcBERAr" PROCESS
Mr. President. this reform legislation

was years in the making. It is the
handiwork of numerous Senators from
both parties, who have shared a com-
mon recognition that our laws are out-
dated and anticompetitive.

The recent hearing process which In-
formed the Commerce Committee and
led-tn development of S. 652 began in
February 1994. During 1994 and 1995 the
Commerce Committee held 14 days of
hearings on telecommunications re-
form. The committee heard testimony
from 109 witnesses during this process.
The overwhelming message we received
was that Americans want urgent ac-
tion to open up our Nation's tele-
communications markets.

At the beginning of the 104th Con-
gress, on January 31 of this year. I cir-
culated a discussion draft of a tele-
communications deregulation bill
which reflected ideas from all the Re-
publican members of the Commerce
Committee. I invited the comments of
ranking Democratic member HOLLINGS
and other Democratic members. In just
2 weeks time, Senator HOLLINoS pre-
sented a comprehensive response. He
has been a tremendous ally in this ef-
fort. as have many of my colleagues on
the committee.

Senator HOLLINGS and I and Demo-
cratic and Republican members of the
committee, together with the majority
and minority leaders, then engaged in
an open. deliberate, productive process
of discussion and negotiation.

Mr. President. it ts accurate to say
that staff from both parties have
worked night after night, weekend
after weekend, with scarcely any res-
pite, 'since before Christmas on this
bill.

Mr. President, just as It won over-
whelming bipartisan support in com-
mittee. S. 652 deserves passage by a
strong bipartisan vote here on the floor
of the Senate.

When I travel around my State of
South Dakota and see the craving for
distance learning, for telemedicine. for
better access to the Internet and the
other networks taking shape to im-
prove our productivity and quality of
life, it helps me understand the need
for this legislation, the need to work
and fight for this reform.

Mr. President, the obstacles for
progress in telecommunications are
not technical.. They are political. We
have it in our power to tear those ob-
stacles down. S. 652 does a substantial
part of the job of tearing them all
down.
arESTOFiNO CONGRESSIONAL SESPONSIBILrTY

S. 652 returns responsibility for com-
munications policy t¢, Congress aftet
years of micromanagement by the
courts. This bill will terminate Judicia!
control of telecommunications poli-y.
in particular. Federsl Judge Harold
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Greene's "Modification of Final Judg-
ment " regime which has governed th-
telephone business since the breakup of
AT&T in 1984.

When the courts control policy, they
are restricted to narrow consider-
ations. Congress, on the other band.
takes into account a whole range of
economic and social implications in es-
tablishing a national policy frame-
work. S. 652 provides such an approach
to telecomnunications reform.

Piecemeal policymaking by the
courts severely delays productive eco-
nomic activity. The average waiver
process before the Department of Jus-
tIce and the court takes an average of
4 to 5 years to complete. Such delays
cause uncertainty in markets and sig-
nfficantly reduce investment in tele-
communications, an increasingly vital
sector of our economy.

PROFOUNDLY PR0-CO.NSLMER
Our electronic media are in a cre-

ative tumult known as the digital revo-
lution. New technology is erasing old
distinctions between cable TV, tele-
phone service, broadcasting, audio and
video recording, and interactive per-
sonai computers. In many instances,
the only thing standing in the way of
consumers and businesses enjoying
cheaper and more flexible tele-
communications services are outdated
laws and regulations.

Mr. President. S. 652 is profoundly
proconsuner. The bill breaks up mo-
nopolies-that's proconsumer. The bill
sweeps away burdensome regulations.
This will lower consumer costs-that's
proconsumer.

The bill opens up world investment
markets for the U.S. telecommuni-
cations business. The impact will be
more jobs, new services, lower costs-
that's proconsumer.

Mr. President, American consumers
and businesses want to enjoy the full
benefits of the digital revolution. They
want more communicating power,
more services, more openings, and
lower prices. They want wide-open
competition.

It is possible for Americans to have
all of these. The obstacles in their way
are not technical. We have the most
powerful economy, the most advanced
technological base in the world. The
obstacles are political.

The Information industry already
constitutes one-seventh of the U.S.
economy. Worldwide, the information
marketplace is projected to exceed 93
trillion by the close of the decade. To-
day's Federal laws prevent different
media from competing in one another's
markets, although they have the tech-
nical ability to do so.

The regional Bell operating compa-
nies are protected with monopoly sta-
tus in the local residential phone serv-
ice markets. But they are barred from
manufacturing phone equipment, offer-
ing long-distance service, or competing
in a cable video market. Cable compa-
ies, though technically capable, are
forbidden to offer competing phone
service.

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD- SENATE
The status quo preserves monopolies

and keeps American consumers from
access to an array of products and serv-
ice options. The existing system of law,
regulation, and court decrees, holds
back the American telecommuni.
cations industry from its full potential
to compete in world markets.

S. 652 would change all this. It would
bring about the most fundamental
overhaul of communications policy in
more than 60 years. It will break up the
monopolies and increase competition.
S. 652 immediately lifts regulations
barring local telephone companies'
entry into cable service and cable's
entry into the local phone business.

It allows electric utilities to offer
service in both the phone and cable
markets, and provides fair, effective,
and rapid means to make certain that
local Bell companies abandon all
vestiges of monopoly. Then it allows
those companies into the long-distance
and phone equipment manufacturing
markets.

This bill ends decades of protection-
ism in the telephone investment mar-
kets. This will help assure access to
capital to build the Nation's next gen-
eration informational networking..

On a reciprocal basis, it will give
Americans more freedom to profit by
making major investments in the tele-
communications projects of growing
markets abroad. For households and
business in my home State of South
Dakota and all around the Nation. S.
652 means lower prices for local, cel-
lular, and long-distance phone service
and lower cable television prices, too.
The new competition also will spur
companies to bring new technology and
services to the marketplace faster.

Phone customers would be assured
the same number of digits and the
same listing in directory assistance
and the white pages, whether they
choose the local Bell company or a new
competitor. What is more. phone num-
bers will be portable. A customer will
keep the same number even if he or she
moves among phone companies to get
better prices.

S. 652 promotes competition in cable
markets while protecting consumers
from surges in rates. The outcome. I
fully expect for consumers, perhaps as
soon as a year from enactment of the
bill. is plentiful competition and low
rates without Federal controls.

Freeing business from overregulation
Is creative and it is proconsumer.
There was heavy skepticism 15 years
ago about deregulating natural gas
prices. but look at the results. I re-
member I was in the House of Rep-
resentatives in those days and every-
body said if we deregulate natural gas.
prices are going to soar. They did not.
They went down. Natural gas prices are
lower than ever.

Now consider how dramatic the dif-
ference in proconsumer advances have
been between an unregulated part of
the information sector-personal com-
puters--compared with the heavily-reg-
ulated telephone sector.
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The personal computer success story

is especially important in my State of
South Dakota. Because a firm that was
a tiny start-up in South Dakota a few
years ago, Gateway 2000, is now a
major player in personal computer
markets. It is one of the quality lead-
ers in home computing products.

Computer industry entrepreneurs
were free to gamble on the personal
computer. No Federal or State regu-
lator told them what they could and
could not build, what specifications
they had to meet. what markets to tar-
get. Market competition was fierce.
Technological progress was breath-
taking.

By 1990, the upstart personal com-
puter industry was selling for S5.00 a
computer with as much processing
power as a $250,000 minicomputer of the
mid-1980's, more than that of a million-
dollar mainframe of the 1970's. Now
personal computers with more than
twice the processing power are avail-
able for $1,500.

The upshot, in terms of price and
power, is that today's computer sys-
tems have over 200 times the value of
systems in 1994. Even with the historic
breakup of the AT&T long-distance
monopoly, the telephone business has
remained heavily regulated, and con-
sumers have gained value. In 1984. a 10-
minute call from New York to Los An-
geles cost $5. Today it cost 12.50. It
should cost less, and will cost less.

If competition and technological ad-
vances have developed In the long-dis-
tance market, as they had in the com-
puter market over the same period.
that same phone call would cost less
than 3 cents today, rather than $2.50.
Three cents.
The regulatory status quo needs

shaking up. That is what S. 652 would
do. It would do less for big existing
companies than for the businesses and
services that are still waiting to be cre-
ated. and many of those will be small
businesses. Most important, it would
help bring about an explosion of new
job opportunities and services for the
American people.

Let me take just a moment to de-
scribe in detail the key reforms in S.
652. First, universal telephone service,
the need to preserve widely available
and reasonably priced services Is a fun-
damental concern addressed In S. 652.
The bill preserves universal service,
improves it. and makes it cost less.

It requires all telecommunications
carriers to contribute to the support of
universal service. Only telecommuni-
cation carriers dedignated by the FCC
or a State as "essential teleconununi-
cation carriers" are eligible to receive
support payments. The bill directs the
FCC to institute and refer to a Federal-
State joint board, a proceeding to rec-
ommend rules to implement universal
service and to establish a minimum
definition of universal service. A State
may add to the definition for its local
needs.

Mr. President, to smaller cities and
rural communities and others who de-
pend upon universal service nothing is
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chanced. They continue to enjoy af-
fordable access to phone service as be-
fore. The most important impact of S.
652 is structural and management re-
form in universal service that will save
the American taxpayers 33 billion over
the next 5 years. I think that Is impor-
tant to say. The universal service of
this will cost less in these years.

For local telephone competition. S.
652 gives a green light to local tele-
phone competition. The bill breaks up
the old monopoly system for local
phone service. All Federal barriers to
competition will be removed, and all
State and local barriers will be pre-
empted. Cable companies, long-dis-
tance companies, electric companies
and other entities will gain a chance to
offer lower prices and better service for
local phone service.

Upon enactment, the legislation pre-
empts all State and local barriers to
competing with the telephone compa-
nies. In addition, it requires local ex-
change carriers having market powers
to negotiate, in good faith, inter-
connection agreements for access to
unbundled network features and func-
tions that reasonable and nondiscrim-
inatory rates.

This allows other parties to provide
competitive service through • inter-
connection with the LEC's facilities.
The bill establishes minimum stand-
ards relating to types of interconnec-
tion that an LEC with market power
must agree to provide if requested, in-
cluding the following. Unbundied ac-
oess to network functions and services;
unbundled accese to facilities and in-
formation; necessary for transmission.
routing, and Interoperability of both
carriers' networks; interconnection at
any technological feasible point; access
of polls, ducts, conduits, and rights of
way; telephone number portability; and
local dialing parity.

As an assurance that the parties ne-
gotiate in good faith, either party may
ask the State to arbitrate any dif-
ferences, and the State must review
and approve any Interconnection agree-
ment.

There is long distance and manufac-
turing relief for the Bell companies.
The Telecommunications Competition
and Deregulation Act of 1995 estab-
lishes a process under which the re-
gional. Bell companies may apply to
the FCC to enter the long-distance
market. Since the 194 breakup of
AT&T. the Bell companies have been
prohibited from providing long-dis-
tance service. 5. 662 reasserts congres-
sional authority over Bell company
provision of long distance and restores
the FCC authority to set communica-
tion policy over those issues. The At-
torney Oeneral has a consulting role.

The bill requires Bell local compa-
nies and other LEO'e with marketing
power to open and unbundle their local
networks to Increase the likelihood
that competition will develop for local
telephone service.

It sets forth a competitive checklist
of unbundling and interconnection re-

quirements. If a Bell company satisfies
the checklist, the FCC is authorized to
permit the Bell company to long-dis-
tance service if this is found to be in
the public interest.

Once a Bell company has met the
checklist requirements, it also will be
allowed to enter the markets for manu-
facturing phone equipment.

In conducting its manufacturing ac-
tivities, a Bell company must comply
with the following safeguards:

A separate manufacturing affiliate;
Requirements for establishing stand-

ards and certifying equipment;
Protections for small telephone com-

panies. A Bell manufacturing affiliate
must make its equipment available to
other telephone companies without dis-
crimination or self-preference as to
price delivery, terms, or conditions.

This bill also opens international in-
vestment markets.

S. 652 lifts limits on foreign owner-
ship of U.S. common carriers. The bill
establishes a reciprocity formula
whereby a foreign national or foreign-
owned company would be able to invest
more than the current 25 percent limit
in a U.S. telephone company if Amer-
ican citizens or firms enjoyed com-
parable opportunities. This would
allow increased Investment In and by
the U.S. telecommunications industry.
which enjoys worldwide comparative
advantage.

Finally, in the area of cable competi-
tion. the bill permits telephone compa-
nies to compete against local cable
companies upon. enactment. although
until 1 year after enactment the FCC
would be required to approve Bell com-
pany plans to construct facilities for
common carrier "video dialtone" oper-
ations. The bill also removes at enact-
ment all State or local barriers to
cable companies providing tele-
communications services, without ad-
ditional franchise requirements.

The bill maintains rate regulation
for the basic tier of programming
where the cable operator does not face
"effective comletition." defined as the
provision of video services by a local
telephone company or 15 percent pene-
tration by another multichannel video
provider. The bill minimizes regulation
of expanded tier services. Specifically
the bill eliminates the ability of a sin-
gle subscriber to Initiate at the FCC a
rate complaint proceeding concerning
expanded tier serviceb. In addition, the
FCC may only find rates for expanded
tier service unreasonable, and subject
to regulation, if the rates substantially
exceed the national average rates for
comparable cable programming serv-
ices.

In the area of spectrum flexibility
and regulatory reform for broadcasters.
if the FCC permits a broadcast tele-
vision licensee to provide advanced tel-
evision services, the bill requires the
FCC to adopt rules to permit such
broadcasters flexibility to use the ad-
vanced television spectrum for ancil-
lary and supplementary services, If the
licensee provides to the public at least
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one free advanced television program
service. The FCC is authorized to col-
lect an annual fee from the broadcaster
if the broadcaster offers ancillary or
supplementary services for a fee to sub-
scribers.

A single broadcast licensee is per-
mitted to reach 35 percent of the na-
tional audience, up from the current 25
percent. Moreover, the FCC is required
to review all of its ownership rules bi-
ennially. Broadcast license terms are
lengthened for television licenses from
5 to 10 years and for radio licenses from
7 to 10 years. Finally, new broadcast li-
cense renewal procedures are estab-
lished.

Entry by registered utilities Into
telecommunications is allowed.

Under current law, gas and electric
utility holding companies that are not
registered may provide telecommuni-
cation services to consumers. There
does not appear to be sufficient jus-
tification to continue to preclude reg-
istered utility holding companies from
providing this same competition. The
bill provides that affiliates of reg-
istered public utility holding compa-
nies may engage in the provision of
telecommunications services, notwith-
standing the Public Utility Holding
Company Act of 1935. The affiliate en-
gaged in providing telecommunications
must keep separate books and records.
and the States are authorized to re-
quire independent audits on an annual
basis.

ALARM ERvIcES
Beginning 3 years after enactment, a

Bell company may provide such serv-
ices if it has 'received authorization
from the FCC to provide in-region
interLATA service. The bill requires
the FCC to establish rules governing
Bell company provision of alarm mon-
itoring services. A Bell company that
was in the alarm service business as of
December 31. 1994 is allowed to con-
tinue providing that service, as long as
certain conditions are met.

Finally. continuous review and re-
duction of regulation.

The bill also ensures that regulations
applicable to the telecommunications
Industry remain current and necessary
In light of changes in the industry.
First, the legislation permits the FCC
to forbear from regulating carriers
when forbearance Is in the public inter-
est. This will allow the FCC to reduce
the regulatory burdens on a carrier
when competition develops. or when
the FCC determines that relaxed regu-
lation is in the public interest.

Second, the bill requires a Federal-
State Joint Board to periodically re-
view the universal service policies.

Third. the FCC. with respect to its
regulations under the 1934 act, and a
Federal-State Joint Board with respect
to State regulations, are required In
odd-numbered years beginning in 1997
to review all regulations Issued under
the act or State laws applicable to tele-
communications services. The FCC and
Joint Beard are to determine whether
any such regulation Is no longer in the
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public interest as a result of competi-
tion.

In short. Mr. President, this bill pro-
motes deregulation as far as It logi-
cally should go. It provides a kind of
"sunset" process for all regulations
which the bill does not abolish imme-
diately.

I welcome the coming debate and
vote on S. 62. 1 urge my colleagues to
reassert congressional responsibility
for telecommunications policy.

Let me say, In summary and In con-
clusion, Mr. President, what we are
trying to do here is to get everyone
into everyone else's business. The eco-
nomic apartheid that has been a part of
telecommunications since the act of
1934 should be brought to an end.

I believe the passage of this bill
would be like the Oklahoma land rush.
the going off of the gun. because pres-
ently a lot of Investment in the United
States Is paralyzed because we do not
have a roadmap for the next 5. 10, or 15
years until we get into the wireless
age.

What is happening is that many of
our companies are investing in Europe
or abroad because they are prohibited
from manufacturing or doing some-
thing here. As a result, American jobs
are being lost.

This particular bill. if we can pass It.
will provide a roadmap which business-
men and Investors will be able to In-
vest in and make an explosion of new
devices, an explosion of new jobs, and
will help our country a great deal.

I think It will help consumers by low-
ering prices and providing more de-
vices, and It will also help labor by pro-
viding more Jobs of the type that we
need in our country.

I wish to pay tribute again to Sen-
ator HOLLINOS and his staff and all the
Senators on the committee who have
worked so hard-and Senators In this
Chamber. I have spoken to all 10 Sen-
ators at some point on this bill and it
has been a long time getting It up. I
hope we can proceed through today and
tomorrow.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from South Carolina.

Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President. as the
communications bill, S. 652. comes up
for consideration, my first urge is one
of gratitude. I want to thank the ma-
jority leader and minority leader for
their leadership in calling up this bill
and, of course. I particularly want to
thank the chairman of our committee
who has been outstanding In working
all day long in getting this bill to the
floor.

Senator Iorr on the majority side
and Senator INOUYE, who was the
chairman of our Communications Sub-
committee, now the ranking member,
have been working around the clock. Of
course, particular thanks goes, again,
for our staff members. I thank the
chairman's staff-Paddy Link. Katie
King. and Donald McLellan. On my
staff particular gratitude must go to
Kevin Curtin, John Windhausen, and
Kevin Joseph for all their efforts.
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We do not extend such thanks cas-

ually. This effort started in the fall of
193, and every Friday morning we
would meet with the Bell companies,
the regional Bell operating companies.
Every Tuesday morning the staffs
would meet again with the competing
interests of long distance and all the
other industry interests. We have con-
tinued those meetings right up to this
afternoon. We have been working,
meeting, reconciling, trying our dead-
level best to bring a complicated meas-
ure up to the modern age of tele-
communications.

To this Senator. they have all done
an outstanding job. So it Is not a cas-
ual "thanks," but It is one that is very
genuine and sincere. We thank them all
for their cooperation and understand-
ing.

As this bill is called up. It is good to
note and emphasize that the Commerce
Committee reported it by a vote of 17
to 2 on March 23. It is a product of
months and months of consideration
and discussion by the committee and
by Senators all involved. In the last
Congress, Senators INOUYE. Danforth.
and I sponsored S. 1822, which was ap-
proved at that time by the Commerce
Committee by a vote 18 to 2.

The comnittee held 31 hours of testi-
mony, 11 days of hearings, and heard
from 86-plus witnesses. In this Con-
gres, the committee on S. 652 has held
3 days of hearings on telecommuni-
cations reform, heard from a number of
witnesses representing a broad variety
of interests.

S. 652 achieves a very, very impor-
tant objective. Most important of all
the objectives was the requirement of
universal telephone service that would
be available and affordable and contin-
ued to be outstanding. We have the fin-
est communications services in the
world.

This Senator went through the expe-
rience of airline deregulation. And
truth is truth, and facts are facts. Do
not come and tell me how airline de-
regulation is working. All of the air-
lines have just about gone broke. And I
can tell you from paying just to go
from Charleston to Washington and
Washington to Charleston and back. it
is just an inordinate 600 and some odd
dollars. What has happened is 85 per-
cent of America is subsidizing some 15
percent for the long haul. They talk
about market forces, market forces.
We had a good arrangement on the reg-
ulated airline service, and we have
come full circle now with regulating
foreign airlines and KLM taking over
Northwest. British Air coming in on
USAir, and all the rest being saved
while we proudly stand up as politi-
clans blowing hot and hard how won-
derful airline deregulation Is working.
That Is hooey.

I wanted to make sure that we did
not fall in and mess up In this particu-
lar one with the wonderful tele-
communications service that we have
had. This bill promotes competition In
the telecommunications market and
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restores regulatory authority over the
industry to the Federal Communica-
tions Commission. That administrative
entity has also been outstanding In
their rendering of decisions and moving
fbrward as best they could with the
technological developments. But the
competition of the communications
and regular telephonic service and long
distance evolved into a beck of a mo-
nopoly that we could not deregulate. I
was on the teams that worked all dur-
Ing the 1970's and the early 1980's. Fi-
nally, the Department of Justice had
to bust it up. We found out that they
were so strong politically and filnan-
cially that they could cancel out any
and everybody. Senator DOLE on the
majority side, this Senator on the mi-
nority side, all during the 1980's tried
to get it back to the FCC. and we were
blocked. This Senate passed the manu-
facturing bill to allow the Bell compa-
nies to get into manufacturing, passed
by a vote of 74, bipartisan, and it was
blocked over on the House side.

So the difficulty has really been In
trying to get It from Judge Greene
back into the administrative body
where the people's decisions and poli-
cIes are made by the Congress, admin-
istered by the Federal Communications
Commission. but blocked by the indus-
try Itself time and time again.

Let me also mention Judge Greene
who has done an outstanding job. I
want to make note that It was just an-
nounced that Judge Greene will enter
senior status this August. I just could
not give him enough kudos in the way
he has handled this, almost a one-man
administrative responsibility for over
10 years now in his deliberate approach
to the needs of the public by maintain-
ing at the same time universal service.

The basic thrust of this bill is clear.
Competition is the beat regulator of
the marketplace. But until that com-
petition exists, until the markets are
opened, monopoly-provided services
must not be able to exploit-the monop-
oly power to the consumers' disadvan-
tage. Competitors are ready and will-
Ing to enter the new markets as soon
as they are opened. Competition is
spurred by S. 652's provisions, specify-
Ing criteria for entry into the various
markets.

For example, on a broad scale, cable
companies will provide telephone serv-
ice; telephone companies will offer
video services, as pointed out by our
distinguished chairman; and telephone
companies will, in addition, provide to
the consumers the continued universal
service; the consumers will be able to
purchase local telephone service from
several competitors; electric utility
companies will offer telecommuni-
cations services; the regional Bell oper-
ating companies will engage in manu-
facturing activities. All of these par-
ticipants will foster competition with
each other and create Jobs along the
way. Of course, long distance will enter
the local exchange, and as the local ex-
change is opened, the regional Bell op-
erating companies will enter into long
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distance. So we are really moving very
expeditiously Into the competitive
market.

We should not attempt to micro-
manage the marketplace. Rather. we
must set the rules In a way that neu-
tralizes any party's inherent market
power so that robust and fair competi-
tion can ensue. This is Congress' re-
sponsibility.

o this bill transfers jurisdiction
over the modified final.judgment from
the courts to the Federal Communica-
tions Commission. Judge Greene, as I
mentioned, has been overseeing that
modified final judgment in an out-
standing fashion. He was doing yeo-
man's work in attempting to ensure
that monopolies do not abuse that
market power. Now it is time for the
Congress to reassert its responsibilities
in this area.

Let me address some of the specific
areas of importance. The need to pro-
tect advanced universal service is one
fundamental concern of the committee
in reporting S. 652. Universal service
must be guaranteed, the world's best
telephone system must continue to
grow and develop, and we must ensure
the widest availability of telephone
service. Under this bill. all tele-
communications carriers must contrib-
ute to their universal service fund. A
Federal-State joint board will define
universal service. This definition will
evolve. It is a flexible requirement--a
requirement. I should say rather, of
flexibility so that the definition will
evolve over time as technologies
change so that consumers have access
to the best possible services.

Special provisions in the legislation
address universal service in rural areas
to guarantee that harm to universal
service is avoided there. One of the
moet contentious issues in this whole
discussion has been when the regional
Bell operating companies should be al-
lowed to enter the long distance mar-
ket.

Under section VII(C) of the modified
final judgment consented to buy all the
RBOC's and attested to in the hearings
that we have had on this bill, as a
group the test has been whether the
RBOC's seeking entry into long die-
tance could have a substantial possibil-
ity of impeding competition In that
long distance market which it seeks to
enter.

Last year. S. 1822 contained a re-
quirement that the Department of Jus-
tice utilize this test in considering any
application for the regional Bell oper-
ating companies' entry into long dis-
tance. in addition, the FCC was to uti-
lize a public interest test for consider-
ing any such application. This was an
approach to which the regional Bell op-
erating companies agreed during the
last Congress. This year. earlier draft
provisions, however, set a date certain
for entry by the RBOC's into the long
distance market.

So after all the hearings and much
discussion and negotiation, we deter-
mined that this "lf-dereating approach

of a calendar ruling there would be no
consideration of the competitive cir-
cumstances In the marketplace.

So S. 652 specifies that the FCC may
approve any application to provide
long distance if it finds, one, that the
RBOC has fully implemented the
unbundiing features specified in the
competitive checklist in the new sec-
tion 255 of the Federal Communica-
tions Act of 1934; two. the RBOC will
provide long distance using a separate
subsidiary; and, three, application Is
consistent with the public interest.
convenience, and necessity.

Mr. President. when I mentioned that
section 255 is a new section under the
Communications Act, I should say of
1934. It is good to point out that we
have used the original Communica-
tions Act of 1934, as amended, for the
simple reason that over the 60 plus
years we now have a complex body of
law. special rulings. interpretations of
legal expressions and requirements by
the courts. We are now tasked with the
job of trying to bring competition to a
regulatory structure based on a monop-
oly and open up the marketplace.

I remember in an earlier debate we
had this year it was brought out that
60.000 lawyers are registered to practice
before the District of Columbia bar,
59.000 of whom are probably members
of the federal communications bar.
That is why you will see every effort to
change every little word and analyze
every phrase. So we have really had a
difficult task trying to break up the
monopoly of the local telephone com-
panies and to open the market so com-
petition could ensue and yet it is the
monopoly that has provided us with
the universal service we all enjoy. We
do not want to penalize or jeopardize in
any sense the regional Bell operating
companies that have been doing an
outstanding job because there Is no
shortcut there. If you penalize them
and put them into an uncompetitive
position, then, of course, your rates are
bound to go up.

So S. 652 is a balanced bill. The pub-
lic interest test is fundamental to my
support for the legislation. In making
this public interest evaluation, the
FCC is instructed to consult with the
Department of Justice which may fur-
nish the Federal Communications
Commission with advice on the appll-
cation using whatever standard it finds
appropriate. including antitrust analy-
sis under the Clayton and Sherman
Acts and also section VIII(C) under the
Modified Final Judgment.

Mr. President, this is great leap from
the actual and demonstrable competi-
tion test originally proposed in S. 1822
from the last Congress. While I would
prefer a more active Department of
Justice role, and an explicit reference
in the statute to the section VUI(C)
test. I support the provisions of S. 652
because the FCC will have the benefit
of the Department of Juetice views
prior to making any decision. The De-
partment of Justice may well decide to
base its decision on whether there Is a
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substantial possibility that the re-
gional Bell operating company will Im-
pds Competition through use of Ito
monopoly power or any other standard
under the antitrust law. The report ac
companying this bill makes it clear.

I might emphasize at this particular
point the leadership that already this
year has been given by the antitrust di-
vision, by the Department of Justice
and the outstanding director, Assistant
Attorney General. Ms. Anne Bingaman.
She has obtained what we as politi-
clans have been trying over 4 years to
get together, and that is about a month
ago on national TV there appeared the
regional Bell operating company.
Ameritech. the long distance company
AT&T. the Department of Justice and
the Consumer Federation of America.
all four entities important to the en-
tire process agreeing on the steps of
unbundling. dialing parity, access.
interconnection, all of these things all
ironed out that in the technological
world of communications we have de-
bated back and forth over these many
years. They have gotten together. They
"are going into Grand Rapids and Chi-
cago, and, of course, the RBOC is get-
ting into long distance.

And so while we politicians on the
floor of the Senate will be debating in
the next few days, no doubt it should
be mentioned that the Department of
Justice. under the leadership of Ms.
Anne Bingaman. has already gotten
the parties together. I am convinced
that their consent decree now before
Judge Greene will be affirmed.

S. 662 requires that an RBOC must
provide long distance using a subsidi-
ary separate from itself to avoid any
cross-subsidization between local and
long-distance rates. These and other
safeguards in the bill should prevent
against RBOC abuses in the long-dis-
tance market.

The committee-approved bill also in-
cludes some deregulation rates for
cable television. The Democratic pro-
posal at the beginning of the year did
not suggest any such deregulation be-
cause from 1986 to 1992 cable rates had
risen three times faster than the rate
of inflation, so that the Congress back
in 1992 overwhelmingly imposed rate
regulation and new service standards
on the cable operators.

We passed the 1992 Cable Act largely
in response to the complaints from
consumers that rates had soared be-
yond reason and service was poor. The
bill actually became law with the bi-
partisan vote to override President
Bush's veto.

Now, since the 1992 act was adopted.
the cable industry has experienced sig-
nificant growth. Subscribership is up.
stock values in cable companies have
risen dramatically, and debt financing
by the cable industry rose in 1994 by al-
moet $4 billion over the 1993 levels. But
the Consumer Federation of America
estimates that $3 billion has been saved
for American consumers through the
rate reaulation that has been put into
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place. Yet some in the industry main-
tain that cable regulation produces un-
certainty in financial markets and that
cable operators will need to be able to
respond to Dew "competitors through
additional revenues.

S. 662. therefore, changes the stand-
ard of regulation for the upper tiers of
cable programming. It makes no
changes In the regulation of the basic
tier. Under the bill. a rate for the upper
tier cannot be found to be unreasonable
unless it substantially exceeds the na-
tional average rate for comparable
cable programming.

This standard will allow cable opera-
tore greater regulatory flexibility for
the upper tiers. The bill retains the
FCC's authority to regulate excessive
rates charged to the upper tiers.

In addition, the bill changes the deft-
nition of effective competition in the
1992 act to allow cable rates to be de-
regulated as soon as the telephone
company begins to offer competing
cable services in the franchise area.
Once consumers have a choice among
entities offering cable service, the need
for regulation no longer exists.

S. 652 increases the ability of any en-
tity Including television networks to
own more broadcast stations. Today,
the FCC rules allow an entity to own
broadcast stations that reach no more
than 25 percent of the Nation's popu-
lation. This limit was imposed out of
concern that broadcast stations would
be owned by a few individuals, and that
concentration would not be beneficial
to our local communities or yield the
benefits that result from the expres-
sion of diverse points of view. S. 662
would increase that level to 38 percent.

Any modification in the national
ownership cap is Important because of
localism concerns. Local television sta-
tions provide vitally important serv-
Ices in our communities. Because local
programming informs our citizens
about natural disasters, brings news of
local events, and provides other com-
munity-building benefits, we cannot af-
ford to undermine this valuable local
resource.

Earlier drafts of the legislation
would have eliminated many of the
FCC regulatory limits on the broadcast
industry. By contrast. S. 1822. as ap-
proved by the Commerce Committee
last year. required the FCC to conduct
a proceeding to review the desirability
of changing these rules. I think the bill
with 35 percent permeation is an ac-
ceptable compromise between those po-
sitions.

In addition, the bill repeals a prohibi-
tion on cable broadcast
crossownership. S. 652 makes no change
in the other broadcast ownership rules
such as the duopoly rule or the one-in-
the-marketplace rule. Rather, the FCC
is instructed to review these rules
every 2 years, and they can change it
upon review.

This comprehensive bill strikes a bal-
ance between competition and regula-
tion. New markets will be open. com-
petitors will begin to offer services.
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consumers will be better served by hav-
ing choices among providers and serv-
Ices.

I urge my colleagues to support the
bill. I myself would have gone further
in several areas covered by the legisla-
tion. but I have seen that any one sec-
tor of the telecommunications industry
can stop this bill and checkmate the
others, as I have stated before. Tele-
communications reform is too impor-
tant to let this opportunity go by.

Finally. Mr. President, it should be
emphasized that here is one industry
that suffered from deregulation. You
cannot approach this problem in S. 662
as we bring it into the technological
age without thinking back to 1912 when
David Sarnoff was a clerk in Wana-
maker's store and the sinking of the
Titanic was occurring. They raced him
up to the roof of Wanamaker's. He set
up his wireless, made radio contact
with the sinking ship and contacted
rescue vessels, directing not only some
of the rescue effort but the names of
survivors, working almost 72 hours
around the clock.

Everyone then got a wireless. There
was not any regulation. And by 1924,
when Herbert Hoover was the Sec-
retary of Commerce, all of those wire-
less operators came rushing to the Sec-
retary of Commerce and said. "Fur
heaven's sake, we have nothing but
jamming." The radio broadcasters, who
have a tremendous interest in this S.
652, went begging to be regulated. So
they were in the act of 1927 and
brought into that age then with the
1934 act.

So those who are now talking about
getting rid of the Government and. in-
cidentally, by the way, we can save
money by getting rid of the FCC. ought
to stop, look and listen. They have to
have a sense of history. We can get rid
of total deregulation, jamming each
other and all that sort of thing, but,
after all. the public airways belong to
the public, on the one hand, and they
need a modicum of administration, on
the other hand, for this finest, finest of
communications systems In the entire
world.

Let us not talk about the FCC cost-
ing money. They are the entity this
year that already by auction has
brought in $7 billion to the Federal
Government. If you can find any other
bureau, commission, administration.
department of Government or other-
wise that has reaped 7 billion bucks. I
would like to find it.

We have the money to administer all
of these things and bring it Into a de-
regulatory, competitive position, but it
has to be done in an orderly fashion,
and everycone connected and working
on this understands that. So let us not
start talking about getting rid of the
FCC and act like you are doing some-
thing sensible.

I thank my colleagues and yield the
floor.

Mr. GORTON addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Washington.
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Mr. OOR rON. Mr. President. it may

well be that the two distinguished
southern managers of this bill, the
Senators from South Dakota and
South Carolina, may never have Imag-
ined that this day would come. This Is
probably the first occasion on which a
thorough philosophical change in di-
rection in communications law has
been debated on the floor of the U.S.
Senate since the Communications Act
of 1294. some 61 years ago.

In 1934. of course, communications
was via old-fashioned dial or operator-
assisted telephone through radio sta-
tions and through Western Union tele-
grams. The technological situation of
the time called for monopoly commu-
nications systems and the necessity of
regulation of those systems in the pub-
lic Interest to see that prices were not
too high.

Today, of course, technology is so to-
tally and completely different that an
entirely different regime is needed.
Perhaps the greatest difficulty In
bringing this day on which we start
this debate to pass has been the fact
that in each long set of hearings in the
Senate Commerce Committee over a
year or more, each tentative set of con-
clusions on the pert of these two Sen-
stre, and others, by the time those
conclusions had been reached, the tech-
nology has gone beyond those conclu-
sions.

So there seems to be a broad agree-
ment across both parties and many po-
litical philosophies that there should
be a large degree of deregulation as a
part of any bill, based on the propo-
sition that we cannot tell how much
the technology will change In the next
6 months, much less the next 10 years,
and that we should accommodate It
without constantly trying to regulate
it through some form of statutory lan-
guage. That is the philosophy of this
bill, a philosophy of competition rather
than of regulated monopoly.

It has been a difficult process and it
is likely to be a difficult process for
the next 3 or 4 days.

So rather than repeat anything that
the two leaders in this debate have
said. I would simply like to say from
the perspective of this Senator. as a
member of the Commerce Committee.
there have been three guiding prin-
ciples in dealing with the many con-
flicte among groups who would like to
provide communication services, and
those three guiding principles are, of
course, deregulation, competition and
the Interests of the consumers, the
users of these various services.

Mr. President, there are a number of
areas covered by this bill in which
those three interests lead to the same
conclusion: Deregulation will promote
competition, competition will promote
the consumer interest.

Those parts of the bill probably will
not be the subject of much discussion
during the course of this debate. They
have been worked out. But the three
considerations are at least slightly dif-
ferent and move in slightly different
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directions. Because of the nature of the
communications Industry, which still
includes huge regulated monopolies, a
total and complete deregulation at
least carries with it the risk not of
competition but of an unregulated mo-
nopoly substituting Itself for a regu-
lated monopoly. So there must be a de-
gree of caution in the speed and the
completeness of any kind of deregula-
tion.

Almost always, it seems to me, Mr.
President, that competition is in the
consumer interest, though ironically
Many of the so-called organized
consumer groups have little faith in
competition and in the free market and
believe in various forms of state social-
Ism and want in many respects more
regulation. I believe. Mr. President.
that those so-called consumer rep-
resentatives rarely represent the ac-
tual consumer interest.

So an we go through this debate over
particular proposed amendments dur-
ing the course of the next week, it
seems to me we all have to attempt to
judge them on the basis of those three
principles: Are they deregulatory in
nature in a constructive fashion that is
consistent with the march of new tech-
nologies? Do they promote competi-
tion? And are they in the consumer in-
terest?

Mr. President, there is only one other
major point that I want to make at
this time, and that is that of all of the
proposals with which I have had to deal
in my career in the Senate. this is per-
haps the most important for the future
of our economy. Perhaps as much as 20
percent of our economy is connected
with communications in some respect
or another. And, of course, the lobby-
ing, the attempt to influence all of us
on the part of people who are in the
communications business or wish to be
in the communications business is
fierce, is overwhelming in nature. At
the same time. the actual consumers of
these goods. our constituents, who are
not in the business, are almost totally
silent.

I have hardly gotten a handful of
telephone calls or letters from ordinary
citizens about this bill. It is too big. It
is too complicated. It is about the fu-
ture. It is very difficult to come up
with an intelligent opinion off the top
of one's head on some of the particular
controversial areas in it. And so it is
up to us to weigh the consumer inter-
est as we work our way through this
legislation, along with those features
that will lead to competition. gen-
erally speaking, through deregulation.

My observation is that the large
companies and groups which are al-
ready in the communications business
do sincerely favor competition. But.
generally speaking, they would like to
create a competitive atmosphere in
which they are at least even, and per-
haps have a little bit of an advantage.
And so the mythical even playing field
In something to which all give lip-
service but each defines in a different
f ahion.
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Now, the new companies, the entre-
preneurs, those who are just beginning
in the field. or wish to get in the field,
simply want it opened up. They want
to be able to compete, where today
they cannot. Few of them are large
enough to demand some kind of special
privileges or another. And we need to
encourage both.

We need to encourage the continued
investment in this new technology on
the part of those companies that have
been in the business literally forever.
We cannot lose their expertise and that
tremendous Investment. We need to see
to it that those large companies are
able to compete against one another in
the consumer interest. At the same
time. we also need to see to it that the
niche companies, the new companies.
the people with bright new ideas, are
able to get into this business and if
they are tremendously successful, be-
come large companies ans well.

So. Mr. President. we search for de-
regulation, we search for competition.
and we search for the consumer inter-
ests. I think we all do so sincerely, de-
termined that we need to make major
changes, and perhaps with a degree of
humility, that we do not know what is
going to happen tomorrow, and we wish
to craft an outline which will allow to-
morrow to take place without our hav-
ing crushed it by unanticipated con-
sequences to the actions we take here.

I want to close by congratulating
both of my colleagues, the Senator
from South Dakota and also the Sen-
ator from South Carolina, who has
spent a major part of his career in this
field and who now has. I think, the en-
viable task of attempting to manage
this legislation wisely and successfully
to a conclusion that will benefit all of
the American people.

Mr. DOLE addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ma-

jority leader is recognized.
Mr. DOLE. First. I thank and con-

gratulate the chairman and the rank-
ing member of the committee, Senator
PRESSLER and Senator HOLLINGS. We
have been promising week after week
that this bill was coming to the floor.
I do not believe it now that it is on the
floor and pending. I have every expec-
tation, with their management skills.
that we can probably finish this bill by
Friday noon. If that is the case, we
probably would not have any votes on
Monday-if that is an incentive for
anybody. We might have debate on
some other bill but no votes on Mon-
day. So if we can consider those incen-
tive programs a we go along, it will be
helpful. But it is a very important
piece of legislation. It is probably the
most important bill we have considered
all year, no doubt about it. It will cre-
ate jobs, opportunity, all of the things
we have talked about. I have listened
to both managers' opening statements.

Mr. President, some may consider S.
652 to be the end of a long, long, proc-
ess. And no doubt about it, tele-
communications deregulation legisla-
tion has been an idea debated around
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here for nearly a decade. In fact. I first
introduced telecommunications de-
regulation legislation in 1988.

But rather than seeing this bill as an
end to the process, I see it as a begin-
ning: A beginning of a new era of lead-
ership for the telecommunications In-
dustry and for America.

And one person who deserves a good
deal of credit for making this new era
a reality is Senator PRESSLER. As all
Members know, this is a tough, com-
plex, and often contentious issue. And
Senator PRESSLER and Senator HOL-
LINGS have done an outstanding job at
bringing the competing interests to-
gether-or as close together as pos-
sible.

Senator HOLLINGS was the chairman
and came very close last year to get-
ting a bill. This year, under the chair-
manship of Senator PRESSLER. we are
on the floor with the bill. We have not
passed it yet, but my understanding is
that there is a lot of bipartisan sup-
port. It is not a partisan measure. a
Democrat or Republican partisan fight.
So we ought to be able to complete it
quickly, because they have done an
outstanding job of bringing the com-
peting interests as close together as
possible.

Mr. President. leadership in tele-
communications, whether it was in-
venting the telegraph or the microchip.
han been an American tradition. And
we will continue that tradition with
passage of this bill.

As I have said before, telecom reform
will be the real jobs stimulus package
of this decade.

Building the necessary infrastructure
will require thousands of private sector
jobs. And that is just the beginning.
Millions more will be created because
information will become more acces-
sible. Jobs that will make America
more efficient, more productive, and
ultimately more piowerful.

Looking back on Congress' track
record, a casual observer would think
that we have a grudge against the com-
munications industry. Fortunately.
this image is changing and Republicans
are glad to see that traditional "pro-
regulators" are finally coming around
to our competitive way of thinking.

We must develop a flexible policy
that will accommodate the explosion of
new technology. That policy, of course.
is promoting competition. It is irre-
sponsible to think we can do anything
more.

No one knows the benefits of free and
open competition better than the com-
puter and semi-conductor industries.
Just take a look at a few of the players
in the U.S. communications industry.

Last year. the computer industry
earned revenues close to 9380 billion.
Two things are amazing about that fig-
are. First, it is twice the telephone in-
dustry's revenues. And second, reve-
nues from the personal computer in-
dustry, which for all intents and pur-
poses was non-existent in 1980, account
for almost half of that figure. In other
words, revenues in personal computers
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have grown an much In 14 years as the
entire telephone industry did in 100.

It io not too difficult to figure out
that the computer industry benefitted
from fierce competition and minimal
government regulation. Phone compa-
nies did not.

Cable TV also exploded after it was
de-regulated in 1984. At that time, its
revenues were $7.8 billion and it em-
ployed 67,381 persons. Past-forward to
1992. Revenues tripled and employment
numbers Jumped to 108.280. While these
numbers are also good. I would suggest
that the cable TV industry would have
done much better if it had faced com-
petition. More importantly, I would
also suggest that there would not have
been the abuses which prompted Con-
gress to enact re-regulation in 1992.

My point In simple: competition, not
regulation, has the best record for cre-
ating new Jobs, spurring new innova-
tion, and creating new wealth.

Mr. President. America is at the
cross roads, and Congress must make a
choice. A touch choice, as we all know.
But I believe that If we ask the right
question, we will get the right Answer.
As I see It. we must ask ourselves.
"who will decide the communications
lndunstry'e future."

I say we allow the real technical ex-
parts to decide. And I am not. talking
about government bureaucrats. In-
stead, we should look to the experts in
the field, the entrepreneurs, the engi-
neer. and the Innovators. It seems to
me that they will do a far better job for
our country if big government leaves
them alone.

I, for one, cannot allow government
to become the biggest player in the
telecommunications industry. Too
much is at stake. It is nonsense to
gamble away millions of new jobs. It is
nonsense to gamble away America's
ability to compete, and win, around the
world. And it is nonsense to gamble
away the spoils that the information
age will bring.

To get there, I have worked with the
committee to develop a comprehensive
deregulatory amendment that touches
all sectors of the communications in-
dustry. It is my understanding that the
managers are not quite ready to accept
it now.

I have a list describing each provi-
sion that I will insert in the RECORD at
the end of my remarks, but for now. I
will just highlight a few of the provi-
sions.

First, deregulate small cable TV sys-
teens. This has bipartisan support. Al-
though views differ on deregulating the
entire cable TV industry, most of us
can agree that rural and small systems
need rate relief in order to survive.
This provision gets it done.

Second. force the Federal Commu-
nications Commission to eliminate
outdated regulations, and do so in a
timely manner. Currently. there is no
guarantee that the Commission will
ever act on requeste that it forbear on
regulations. Under this amendment.
the Commission must respond within
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90-days-60 more can be added if the
issue requires additional scrutiny.
Most importantly, It must provide a
written determination to justify its ac-
tions.

Third. eliminate the number of TV
stations that any one entity can own.
Currently, the limit is capped at 12.
This amendment removes that cap. I
want to point out. however, that this
amendment does not, I repeat, does not
increase the percentage of national
viewerehip beyond the 35 percent that
is included in the chairman's mark.

The amendment also eliminates the
number of radio stations one can own.
unless the Commnission finds that issu-
ing or transferring a license will harm
competition.

The measure also privatizes or elimi-
nates a number of FCC functions. The
Commission deserves credit for making
these suggestions that comprise this
provision. In other words they came
from the FCC.

I could go on at length, but I believe
I have given my colleagues a flavor of
what this amendment is about. I know
the managere and members of their
staffs are well acquainted with it.

This amendment does represent the
hard work of many Members, obviously
Members on both sides of the aisle.
Senator BURNS has been working on
this for a couple years, Senator CRAIG,
Senator PACKWOOD, Senator MCCAN on
our side, just to name a few, and, of
course, Senator PRESSLER and Senator
HOLLINGS.

It does not matter how long we work
on it, if we cannot get it accepted, It
does not make any difference. We hope
at the appropriate time that it can be
accepted. I hope that we will continue
on the procompetitive. deregulatory
course that we have taken in a biparti-
san way, and in only that way will we
ensure that today Is beginning a new
renaissance for America.

Mr. President, I ask that a summary
of the deregulation package be printed
In the RECORD following my statement.

There being no objection, the mate-
rial was ordered to be printed In the
RECORD. as follows:

StIMMARY OF DERSEULATION PACKAGE

Transfers Judge Green's MFJ iconsoent de-
cree) to the FCC.

Eliminates GTE's consent decree.
Adopts definition to restrict expansion of

universal service so that it does not spiral
ot of control.
Greater deregulation for small cable '.

As the bill stands now. small cable can't
take advantage of any rate deregulation be-
cause of the way their systems are set-up. To
take care of them. the deregulatory amend-
ment would completely eliminate rate regu-
lation for cable operators who serve less
than 35.000 in one franchise area. and do not
serve more than 1% of all subscribers nation-
wide (650,000 subscribers). Obviously, this Is a
pretty broad definition of a "small" cable
company.

Increase the Commission's ability to for-
bear on regulation.

Establish a petition driven process to force
the commission to forbear on regulation
within a 90-day period. If the Commission
dos not act, or extend period by an addi-
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tional SD days. the petition shall be deemed
granted. If petition is rejected, it must be
with & written explanation. In ehort, it will
force the commission to justify any and all
of its regulations.

Eliminate the number of TV stations any
one entity can own.

Force the Commission to change its rules
so that any entity can reach up to 35% of
Americans with TV broadcast systems (the
current cap Is at 25%).

Eliminate the number of radio stations
any one entity can own. unless It would
harm competition.

Have FCC consider eliminating rate regu-
lation in long distance market.

Regulatory relief. Speed up FCC action for
phone companies by making any revised
charge that reduces rates effective 7 days
after It Is filed with commission. ate in-
creases will be effective 15 days after submis-
sion. To block such changes, FCC must jus-
tify its actions.

Eliminate arcane requirement that phone
companies must File any line extension with
Commission. As it stands now, companies
have to got the commnsion to approve any
line extension which often takes more than a
year.

Phone companies will only have to file cost
allocation manuals on a yearly basis.

Eliminate the following FCC functions: Re.
peal setting of Depreciation rates: Have
Commission subcontract out Its audit func-
tions; Simplify coordination between Fedo
and States; Privatize Ship radio Inspections;
Perm t Commission to waive construction
permits for broadcast stations ns long s li-
cense application Is submitted 10 days after
construction is completed.

Alo terminate broadcast licenses if a sta-
tion Is silent for more that 12 consecutive
mooths. Subcontract out testing and certifl-
cation of equipment Permit operation of do-
mestic ship and aircraft radios without li-
cense. Eliminate FCC jurisdiction over gov-
ernment owned radio stations. Eliminate
burdensome paperwork Involved in Amateur
Radio examination. Streamline non-broad-
cast radio licenses renewals.

•AoENDMENr NO. 155
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I send my

amendment to the desk and ask for its
immediate consideration.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.

The bill clerk read as follows:

The Senator from Kansas [Mr. DOLE) pro-
poses an amendment numbered 1211.

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President. I ask unan-

imous consent further reading be dis-
pensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. It Is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
(c) TRANoFER OF MFJ.-After the date of

enactment of this Act, the Commission shall
administer any provision of the Modification
of Final Judgment not overridden or super-
seded by this Act. The District Court for the
District of Columbia shall have no further
jurisdiction over any provision of the Modi-
fication of Final Judgment administered by
the Commission under this Act or the Com-
munications Act of 1934. The Commission
may, consistent with this Act (and the
amendments made by this Act), modify any
provision of the Modification of Final Judg-
ment that it administere.
(d) GTE CONSENr DECREE.-This Act shall

supersede the provisions of the Final Judg-
ment entered in United States v. GTE Corp.,
No. 83-1298 (D.C. D.C.). and such Final Judg-
ment shall not be enforced after the effective
date of this Act.
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On page 40. line 9. strike "to enable them"

and insert sehich are determined by the
Commission to be essential In order for
Americans".

On page 40. beginning on line 11. strike
'Nation. At a minimum. universal service
shall inclade any telecommunications serv-
ices that" and Insert "Nation. and which".

On page 70. between lines 21 and 22. Insert
the following:
(b) ORZAT DEREGULATION FOR SMALLER

CABLE COMPANIEs.-Section 823 (47 U.S.C.
543) Is amended by adding at the end thereof
the following:

.(m) SPECIAL RULES FOR SM1ALL COMPA-
NrO.-

"l IN OENERAL.-Subeection (a). (hi. or (c)
does not apply to a small cable operator with
respect to-

:(A) cable programming services. or
'(Si a basIc service tier that was the only

service tier subiect to regulation as of De-

cember 31. 1994.
in any franchise area in which that operator
serves 35.000 or fewer subscribers.
"(2) DEFINrON OF SMALL CABLE OPERA-

TOR.-For purposes of this subsection, the
term 'mall cable operator' means a cable
operator that, directly or through an affili-
ate. serves In the aggregate fewer than 1 per-
cent of all subscribers In the United States
and does not, directly or through an allill-
ate, own or control a daily newspaper or a
tier I local exchange carrier.".
On page 70. line 2. strike "(b)" and insert

(C)".
On page 71. line 3, strike "(c)" and Insert

"(d)".
On page 79. strike lines 7 through 11 and In-

sert the foliowin.
(1) IN ENERAL.-The Commission shall

modify Its rules for multiple ownership set
forth in 47 CFt 73.35M by-
(A) eliminating the restrictions on the

number of television stations owned under
aubdivisions (e)(l (if) and (ill): and
(S) changing the percentage set forth In

subdivision (eX2Xll) fto 2 percent to 35
percent.
(2) RADIO OWNRaSMP.-The Commission

shall modify Its roles set forth In 47 CYR
73.35M by eliminating any provisions limit-
ing the number of AM or FM broadcast sta-
tions which may be owned or Cntrolled by
one entity either nationally or In a particu-
lar market. The CommissIon may refuse to
approve the transfer of issuance of an AM or
FM broadcast license to a particular entity
if It finds that the entity would thereby ob-
tain an undue concentration of control or
would thereby harm competition. Nothing In
this section shall require or prevent the
Commission from modifying ite rules con-
tained in 47 CFR 73.3555(c) governing the
Ownership of both a radio and television
broadcast stations in the same market.

On page 79. line 12, strike "(2)" and Insert
"(3)".

On page 79. line 18, strike "(3)" and Insert
"(4)".

On Pag 79. line 21. strike "(4)" and Insert
"is5)"-

On Page ?9, line 2, strike "Imodification re-
quired by pLragraph (1)" and insert "modl-
fications required by paragraphs (I) and (2)".

On page 116, between lines 2 and 3. insert
the following:

(b) DOmIANr INTSznXCHAxOz CARRIs.-
The Commission. within 273 days after the
date of enactment of this Act, shall complete
a proceedIng to consider modifying Its rules
for determining which carriers shall be clas-
sified as "dominant carriers" and to consider
excluding all Interexchange telecommunl-
cations carriers from some or all of the re-
qulrements associated with such claslfica.
tion to the extent that such carriers provide
tnterexchang telecommunications service.

On page 116. line 3. strike "'(b)" and Insert.'(-Y".

On page 117. line I, strike "(C" and Insert
"(d).

On page 117. line 22. strike REGULA
TIONS." and Insert "REGULATIONS, ELIMI-
NATION OF UNNECESSARY REGULATIONS
AND FUNCTIONS."

On page 117. line 23, Insert "a) BIENNIAL
REVIEW.-" before "Part".

On page 118. between lines 20 and 21. Insert
the following:

(b) ELIMINATION OF UNNECESSARY COMMIS-
SION REGULATIONS AND FUNCTIONS.-

(1) REPEAL SErNo OF DEPRECIATION
RATES.-The first sentence of section 220(b)
(47 U.S.C. 220(b)) Is amended by striking
"shall prescribe for such carriers" and in-
serting "may prescribe, for such carriers as
it determines to be appropriate.".

(2) USE OF INDEPENDENT AUDITORS.-Secton
220(c) (47 U.S.C. 220(c)) is amended by adding
at the end thereof the following: "rhe Com-
mission may obtain the services of any per-
son licensed to provide public accounting
services under the law of any State to assist
with. or conduct, audits under this section.
While so employed or engaged In conducting
an audit for the Commission under this sec-
tion. any such person shall have the powers
granted the Commission under this sub-
section and shall be subject to subsection (f)
In the same manner as If that person were an
employee of the Commission.".

(3) SEMPLICATION OF FEDERAL-STATE Cc-
ORDINATION PROCESS.-The Commission shall
simplify and expedite the Federal-State co-
ordination process under section 410 of the
Communications Act of 194.

(4) PRIVATIZATION OF SHIP RADIO INSPEV-
TIONS.-Secton 302 (47 U.S.C. 385) o amended
by adding at the end thereof the following:
"In accordance with such other provisions of
law as apply to government contracts, the
Commission may enter Into contracts with
any person for the purpose of carrying out
such Inspections and certifying compliance
with those requirements, and may, as pet of
any such contract, allow any such person to,
amept reimbursement from the license hold-
er for travel and expense costs of any em-
ployee conducting and inspection or certifi-
cation.".

(5) MODIFICATION OF CONSTRUCTION PERMIT
REQIREMEN.-Sectlon 319(d) (47 U.S.C.
319(d)) t0 amended by striking the third sen-
tence and Inserting the following: '"The Com-
mision may waive the requirement for a
construction permit with respect to a broad-
casting station In circuinstances in which it
deems prior approval to be unnecessary. In
those circumstances, a broadcaster shall file
any related license application within 10
days after completing construction.".

() LIMITATION ON SILENT STATION AUTHOR-
IZATIONS.-Section 312 (47 U.S.C. 312) is
amended by adding at the end the following:

"(g) If a broadcasting station falls to
transmit broadcast signals for any consecu-
tive 12-month period, then the station li-
cense granted for the operation of that
broadcast station expires at the end of that
period, notwithstanding any provision, term.
or condition of the license to the contrary.".

(7) EXPEDITINO INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION
FIXED SERVICE PROCESSINO.-The Commission
shall delegate. under section S(c) of the Coin-
munications Act of 194. the conduct of rou-
tine instructional television fixed service
cases to Its staff for consideration and final
action.

(8) DELEGATION OF EQUIPMENT TESTING AND
CERTIFICATION TO PRIVATE LABORATORIES.-
Section SM (47 U.S.C. 302) Is amended by add-
Ing at the end the following:

"(0) The Commlsslon may-
"(1) authorize the use of private organiza-

tions for testing and certifying the compli-
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ance of devices or home electronic equip-
ment and systems With regulations promul.
gated under this section;

"(2) accept as prima facie evidence of such
compliance the certification by any such or-
ganization; and

"(31 establish such qualifications and
standards as It deems appropriate for such
private Organizations. testing, and certifi.
cation.".

(9) MAKING LICENSE MODIFICATIONa UNI-
FORM.-Section 303f) (47 U.S.C. 303(f) Is
amended by striking "unless, after a public
bearing." and Inserting "unless".

(10i PERMF OPERATION OF DOMESTIC SHIP
AND AIRCRAFT RADIOS WITHOUT LICENSE.-Sec-
tion 207(e) (47 U.S.C. 307(e)) Is amended by-

(A) striking "serVice and the citizens band
radio service" In paragraph (1) and inserting
--service. citizens band radio service, domes-
tic ship radio service, domestic aircraft radio
service, and personal radio service"; and
(B) striking "service' and 'citizens band

radio service' in paragraph (3) and insertIng
"service'. 'citizens band radio service. 'do-
mestic ship radio service. 'domestic aircraft
radio service', and 'personal radio service'".

(Il) EXPEDITED LICENSINO FOR FIXED MICRO-
WAVE SERVICE.-Section 309(b)(2) (47 U.S.C.
309(b)(2) is amended by striking subpara-
graph (A) and redesignating subparagraphs
(iB) through (G) as (A) through (F). respec-
tively.

(121 ELIMINATE FCC JUR1'DICTION OVER GOV-
ERNMENT-OWNED SHIP RADIO STATIONS.-

(A) Section 305 (47 U.S.C. 35) In amended
by striking subeectio (h) and redesignating
subsections (c) and (d) s (b) and (c). respec-
tively.

(B) Section 382(2) (47 U.S.C. 382(2)) Is
amended by striking "except a vessel of the
United States Maritime Administration. the
Inland and Coasetwise Waterways Service, or
the Panama Canal Company.".

(13) MODIFICATION OF AMATEUR RADIO EXAM-
INATION PROCEDURES.-

(A) Section 4(XHXN) (47 U.S.C. 41f(4XB))
is amended by striking "transleaslons, or in
the preparation or distribution of any publi-
cation used In preparation for obtaining
amateur station operator licenses." and In-
serting "transmission".

(B) The Commission shall modify Its roles
governing the amateur radio examination
process by eliminating burdensome record
maintenance and annual financial certifi-
cation requirements.

(14) STREAMLINE NON-BROADCAST RADIO LI-
CENSE RENEwALS.-The Commission shall
modify Its roles under section 309 of the
Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 310)
relating to renewal of nonbroadcast radio li-
censes so as to streamline or eliminate com-
parative renewal hearings where such bear-
ings are unnecessary or unduly burdensome.

On page 117. between lines 21 and 22. Insert
the following:

(d) STREAMLINED PROCEDURES FOR CHANGES
IN CHARGES, CLASSIFICATIONS. R GULATIONS,
OR PRACTICES.-

(A) Section 204(a) (47 U.S.C. 20()) Is
amended-

(I) by striking "12 months" the first place
It Appears In paragraph (2)(A) and Inserting
"5 months";

(Ill by striking "effective," and all that
follows In paragraph (2)(A) and Inserting "ef-
fective."; and
1ll) by adding at the end thereof the fol-

lowing
"(3) A local exchange carrier may file with

the Commission a new or revised charge.
classification, regulation, or practice an a
streamlined basis. Any such charge, classi-
fication. regulation, or practice shall be
deemed lawful and shall be effective 7 days
(In the case of a reduction In rates) or I3
days (in the casS of an Increase in rates)
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after the date on which It Is filed with the
Commission unless the Commission takes
action under paragraph (i1 before the end of
that 7-day or 15-day period, as Is appro-
priate."

(B) Section 0(b) (41 U.S.C. 208b)) is
amended-

(I) by striking "12 months" the first place
it appears in paragraph (I) and inserting "5
months*: and

(II) by striking "filed." and all that follows
in paragraph I) and inserting "filed.".

(2) EXTENSIONS OF LINES "rNDER SECTION n4:
ARMIS sEPOkTS.-Notwlthstandlng sectlon
305. the Comminsion shall permit any local
exchange carrier-

(A) to be exempt from the requirements of
section 214 of the Communications Act of
1934 for the extension of any line; and

(S) to fle cost ailocstion manuals and
ARMIS reports annually, to the extent such
carrier Is required to file such manuals or re-
ports.

(3) FOREBEARANC AUTHORYrr NOT LIM-
rrn.-Nothing in this subsection shall be
construed to limit the authority of the Com-
mission or a State to waive, modify, or for-
bear from applying any of the requirements
to which reference is made In paragraph (1)
under any other provision of this Act or
other law.

On page 118, line 20. strike the cloning
quotation marks ifid the second period.

On page 118. between lines 20 and 21, Insert
the following:

"(c CLASSIFICATION OF CARRIERS.-In
classifying carriers according to 47 CFR 32.11
and in establishing reporting requirements
pursuant to 47 CFR part 43 and 47 CPR 64.903.
the Commission shall adjust the revenue re-
quirements to account for Inflation as of the
release date of the Commission's Report and
Order in CC Docket No. 91-141, and annually
thereafter. This subsection shall take effect
on the date of enactment of the Tele-
communications Act of 1995.".

On page 119. line 4. strike "may" and insert
"shall".

On page 120, between lines 3 and 4. insert
the following:

"(C) END OF REGULAT70N PROCE5.-Aay
telecommunications carrier. or class of tele-
communlcations carriers, may submit a peti-
tion to the Commission requesting that the
Commission exercise the authority granted
under this section with respect to that car-
rier or those carriers, or any service offered
by that carrier or carriers. Any such petition
shall be deemed granted if the Commission
does not deny the petition for failure to meet
the requiremente for forbearance under sub-
section (a) within 90 days after the Commis-
sion receives It. unless the 90-day period is
extended by the Commission. The Commis-
sion may extend the initial 30-day period by
an additional 60 days If the Commission finds
that an extension Is necessary to meet the
requirements of subsection 4a). The Commis-
sion may grant or deny a petition in whole
or in Dart and shall explain Its decision In
writing.

On page 120. line 4. strike "(c)" and Insert
"(dl".

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I ask unan-
imous consent that the amendment be
laid aside.

Mr. KERREY. Reserving the right to
object, Mr. President, I am not object-
Ing to having It laid aside. I am here to
inquire what the procedure is going to
be. The Senator is offering an amend-
ment and Is not going do debate it here
this evening? It will be laid aside?
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I have not seen this copy. The Sen-

ator is not proposing it be accepted at
this moment?

Mr. DOLE. I think the managers may
be ready to accept it by tomorrow
morning.

Mr. HOLLINGS. If the Senator will
yield. That Is correct. In fact, about 2
hours ago we had it worked out, but
there is some further Interest on our
side that we have yet to clear. The dis-
tingulshed minority leader has another
amendment that he wanted to present
at the same time. and I think we can
work that out.

That is the idea, to temporarily lay
it aside and move on. -

Mr. KERREY. I will not object, but I
will inform the manager of this bill
that I will not give unanimous consent
to this being accepted until I have read
It and signed off on it.

Mr. DOLE. I have obviously no prob-
lem with that. In fact, I can give the
Senator from Nebraska a summary of
it. too. I thank my colleague.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, the amendment is set aside.

Mr. PRESSLER. I thought we had
this agreed to this afternoon, hut I
guess the minority leader has some-
thing he would like to add or change.
But I would like to inquire of the ma-
jority leader if we cannot get agree-
ment tonight.

Shall we make this one of the votes
at 8:30 or 9 o'clock in the morning?

Mr. DOLE. If It is acceptable, I do
not need a vote. I do not want to penal-
ize anybody.

Mr. KERREY. Is the Senator asking
to set a time for a vote?

Mr. DOLE. Not on this amendment. I
will wait until the Senator from Ne-
braska Indicates he has had a chance to
look at it.

Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President. I do
think that everyone should be aware
that the bill we are considering is larg-
er in its Impact on the national econ-
omy than the health care reform meas-
ure we considered last year.

This bill. In a conservative way, will
impact more than one-third of the
economy of the United States.

It is a bill that is designed to transi-
tion from the 1934 Communications Act
to a period sometime, hopefully.
around the turn of the century when
we will have deregulated telecommuni-
cations because of the competition
that we this bill will instill and guar-
antee.

Now, the bill will put the commu-
nications policy of the United States
back where it belongs, in the hands of
the elected representatives and the
President. and will take it out of the
courts. By setting rules for entry into
long distance by the Bell operating
companies, I think we bring to a close
an over-10-year policy-making period
by the U.S. courts.

This bill will open the local tele-
phone market to competition. It will
bring competition and new services to
all parts of the United States.

It is not a permanent piece of legisla-
tion, in my judgment. This is not a bill
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that will replace, totally, the 1934 act.
It does. however, by deregulating the
Industry with appropriate safeguards,
set the stages for a new era in the
United States.

I want to call the attention of the
Senate to a provision that is very
meaningful to my area, the universal
service provision. This is a concept
that, through the existing interstate
rate pool, has brought telephone serv-
ice to all parts of this Nation, includ-
ing remote villages In Alaska and
throughout the Nation wherever you
are.

The concept Is preserved in this bill
in a new manner. It opens up the local
market to competition while still pre-
serving the concept of universal serv.
ice. It does so by taking advantage of
new technologies which are Intended to
reduce the cost of all services, includ-
ing universal service.

In fact, I find it Interesting that the
Congressional Budget Office has said
that this bill will reduce the cost of
universal service from the existing sys-
tem by at least $3 billion over the next
5 years.

Now, tumbling technology, as I call
it, makes terrestrial distances irrele-
vant. By using modern technologies.
the people In Egiagik and Unalakleet
and Shlshmaref, places many people
have never heard of, can be involved in
stock markets in New York. explore
the Library of Congress, and be con-
nected with overseas sources of infor-
mation. Allowing cable companies to
provide phones and phone companies to
provide cable, this bill will spur com-
petition and reduce costs to the Na.
tion.

There are so many new technologies
coming along. Mr. President, it is
mind-boggling. There are many provi-
sions in this bill that are aimed at de-
regulating the industry so those new
technologies may compete.

It is my hope that the Senate will
recognize this bill for what it is. It is a
credit, as the distinguished leader has
said, to Senator PRESSLER, the chair-
man of our committee, and to Senator
HOLLINOS, the former chairman of our
committee. It Is a bill of monstrous
scope that has substantial bIpartisan
support.

Had we had a similar approach to the
problems of health care reform in the
last Congress, we would have had that
problem at least partially solved.

To the credit of these two Senators.
this is not a bill that attempts to solve
all of the problems of the tele-
communications industry for the fu-
ture. It is a bill that opens the door to
the future and. in my judgment. it is
one that it is absolutely essential be
passed.

I am told that George Gilder of the
Discovery Institute in Seattle, whom I
consider to be one of the real thinkers
of this country, has told us that not
passing this bill will cost the United
States $2 trillion in lost opportunities
in the next 5 years alone.

I happen to pay attention to Mr.
Gilder because he wrote an article the
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other day which answered some re-
marks that I made about universal
service. I do feel in the days ahead the
thinking that this man is doing will
have a great deal to do with guiding
the Nation into that ultimate system
that I foresee coming on after the turn
of the century.

Just In terms of the broad band radio
concept that Is coming along and how
it will replace substantial portions of
telecommunications now

"  
carried by

wire or fiber Optic cable or through sat-
ellites, that concept alone is going to
catch us by surprise if we do not know
what is happening. But at least we
know it will happen. We are not trying
to regulate that by this bill. We are not
trying to prevent it by this bill. We are
opening the door so new competitive
aspects will come into our communica-
tions policy in the United States.

This morning I Introduced a bill that
I said I would offer as an amendment to
this bill if the opportunity presented
itself. I have discussed it now with the
two managers of the bill. I would like
to offer now an amendment.

First let me describe what it is. It is
an amendment that will expand the
FCC's authority to use auctions to ax-
sign licensee for the use of radio spec-
trum. The members of our committee
will know that for two Congresses I ar-
gued that we should implement auc-
tions to replace the old lottery system
that was giving windfall profits to
many and denying others access to op-
portunities that would start new busi-
nesses.

Under the old system, the lotteries,
there was no commitment to use this
spectrum but it was held as sort of an
item that other people might bid on
when they were willing to pay enough
money to the person who was lucky
enough to win the lottery. The person
who got the license had no intent to
use it. Now, with a bidding process,
competitive bidding, we have brought
the use of the spectrum to the point
where people who want it pay what is
necessary to get its use.

The Congressional Budget Office, as I
said before, has estimated that the
amendment I offer will raise $4.5 bil-
lion in the next 5 years. That is nec-
essary for a strange reason. The Con-
gresslonal Budget Office also estimated
that the universal service provisions in
this bill will require private industry
and private purchasers to pay $7.1 bil-
lion over the next 5 years into this sys-
tem, which was the interstate rate pool
and now will become the fund for the
payment of the universal service provi-
sions of this bill.

I remind the Senate that the univer-
sal service system contained in this
bill would result in a reduction of $3
billion from what continuation of the
existing system will cost in the next 5
ybars. But notwithstanding that this
bill will reduce the costa of the existing
system we know, in order to avoid a
Budget Act point of order on technical
grounds, must offset the finding of the
CongIessional Budget Office that this
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requirement of the private sector to
pay $7.1 billion into the pool-less than
before but they still must pay it in--
that this private payment must be off-
set under our congreseional budget
process.

That sort of boggles my mind too.
Mr. President, but it is a requirement
and I respect the Budget Act concept.
Therefore I offer this amendment. It
will extend the auction authority until
the year 2D0. That is all that is nec-
essary to comply with the Budget Act.
5 years. It will bring in a minimum es-
timate. as I said. of $4.5 billion.

We have already received, under the
auction amendment that I offered 2
years ago. almost $10 billion. It was
new money, the kind of money that
was never received by the Government
before.

Under my amendment tonight, the
FCC would have the authority to use
spectrum auctions for all mutually ex-
clusive applications for initial licenses
or construction permits except for li-
censes for public safety radio services
or for advanced television services, if
the advanced television licenses are
given to existing broadcast licensees as
a replacement for their existing broad-
cast licenses.

This means that market mechanisms
will help determine who can make the
most efficient use of spectrum that
will become available. I believe, again,
that is the best way to deal with the
future.

My amendment does not change the
basic safeguards Congress put in the
original spectrum auction legislation
after I offered it several years ago. The
expanded authority will apply only to
new license applications. It will not
apply to renewals. And the FCC may
still not consider potential revenue in
making the decision as to which type
of service new spectrum should be used
for. The revenue only becomes a factor
in determining who gets the license to
use the spectrum for any particular
purpose.

The bill I introduced this morning,
which is the same as this amendment,
would also provide authority for Fed-
eral agencies to accept reimbursement
from private parties for the cost of re-
locating to a new frequency. This will
allow private industry to pay to move
Government users off valuable fre-
quencies by relocating the Government
station to a less valuable frequency at
no cost to the taxpayer, but an in-
crease to the Treasury.

The amendment builds on what has
been a very successful beginning. Since
the existing spectrum auction author-
ity was enacted in 1993, as I have said.
the FCC has raised in excess of $9 bil-
lion. almost $10 billion now, for the
Federal Treasury in just four auctions.

I du hope the Senate will support the
amendment.

I ask unanimous consent that Sen-
ator DOLE'S amendment be set aside for
the time being and I be allowed to sub-
mit the amendment.

Mr. KERREY. Reserving the right to
object.

87901
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.

SANTORUM). Senator DOLE'S amend-
ment has been set aside. The Senator
does have a right to offer an amend-
ment.

Mr. KERREY. But I object.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is the

Senator sending his amendment to the
desk?

Mr. STEVENS. Did the Senator ob-
Ject to my request to set aside Senator
DOLE'S amendment?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Senator
DOLE'S amendment has been set aside.
There is no need for a unanimous-con-
sent request.

AMENDMENT NO. 1254
(Purpose: To extend the authority of the

Federsi Communications Commission to
use auctions for the allocation of radio
spectrum frequencies for commercial use.
to provide for private sector reimburse.
ment or Federal governmentai user costs
to vacate commercially valuable spectrum,
and for other purposes)
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, I send

an amendment to the desk and ask for
its immediate consideration.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.

The legislative clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Alaska [Mr. STEVENS)

proposes as amendment numbered 1256.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President. I ask

unanimous consent that reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
At the appropriate place in the bill insert

the following:
sEC . SPECrauM AUCTIONS,
(a) FINDINS.-Tbe Congress finds that-
(1) the National Telecommunications and

Information Administration of the Depart-
ment of Commerce recently submitted to the
Congress a report entitled "U.S. National
Spectrum Requirements" as required by sec.
tion 113 of the National Telecommunications
and Information Administration Organita-
tion Act (47 U.SC. 923);
(2) based on the best available information

the report concludes that an additional 179
megahertz of spectrum will be needed within
the next ten years to meet the expected de-
mand for land mobile and mobile satellite
radio services such as cellular telephone
service, paging servlcps, personal commu-
nication services. and low earth orbiting set-
ellite communications systems;
(3) a farther 85 megahertz of additional

spectrum, for a total of 264 megahertz. Is
needed if the United States is to fully imple-
ment the Intelligent Transportation System
currently under development by the Depart-
ment of Transportation;
(4) as required by Part B of the National

Telecommunicatlons and Information Ad-
m nistration Organization Act (47 U.S.C. 92:
et seq.) the Federal Government will transfer
235 megahertz of spectrum from exclusive
government use to non-governmental or
mixed governmental and non-governmental
use between 1994 and 2004:
(51 the Spectrum Reallocation Final R,.

port submitted to Congress under section 113
of the National Telecommunications and In-
formation Administration Organization Act
by the National Telecommunications and In.
formation Administration states that. of the
M5 megahertz of spectrum identified for
reallocatJon from governmental to non-gov-
ernmental or mixed use- .
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(A) 50 megahertz has already been reallo.

cated for exclusive non-govermental use.
(B1 45 megahertz will be reallocated In 1995

ror both exclusive non-governmental and
mixed governmental and non-governmental
use.

(C) 25 megahertz will be reallocated In 1997
for exclusive non-governmental use,
(D) 70 megahertz will be reallocated In 1999

for both exclusive non-governmental and
mixed governmental and non-governmental
use. and

(E) the final 45 megahertz will be reallo-
cated for mixed governmental and non-gov-
ernmental use by 20f4

(9) the 165 megahertz of spectrum that are
not yet reallocated, combined with 90 mega-
hertz that the Federal Communications
Commission Is currently holding in reserve
for emerging technologies, are less than the
best estimates of projected spectrum needS
in the United States:

(7) the authority of the Federal Commu-
nications Commission to assign radio spec-
trum frequencies using an auction process
expires on September 30. 1999:

(8) a significant portion of the reallocated
spectrum will not yet be assigned to non-
governmental users before that authority ex-
pires;

(9) the transfer of Federal governmental
users from certain valuable radio frequencies
to other reserved frequencies could be expe-
dited If Federal governmental users are per-
mitted to accept reimbursement for reloca-
tion costs from non-governmental users; and

(101 non-governmental reimbursement of
Federal governmental users relocation costs

ould allow the market to determine the
most efficient use of the available spectrum.
(h) EXTENSION AND EXPANSION OF AUCTION

AtiHoRrITY.-Section 3090) (47 U.S.C. 3090))
is amended-
(l) by striking paragraph (i) and inserting

in lieu thereof the following:
.(I) GENERAL ATriORITY.--If mutually ex-

clusive applications or requests are accepted
for any Initial license or constructlon permit
which will involve a use of the electro-
magnetic spectrum, then the Commission
shall grant such license or permit to a quali-
fled applicant through a system of competi-
tive bidding that meets the requirements of
this subsection. The competitive bidding au-
thority granted by this subsection shall not
apply to licenses or construction permits !a-
sued by the Commission for public safety
radio services or for licenses or construction
permits for new terrestrial digital television
services assigned by the Commission to ex-
isting terrestrial broadcast licensees to re-
place their current television licenses.";
(2) by striking paragraph (2) and renumber-

log paragraphs (3) through 13) as (2) through
(121. respectively; and
(3) by striking "1998" In paragraph (10). as

renumbered, and inserting in lieu thereof

(e) REIMBURSEMENT OF FEDERAL RELOCA-
T:O5 CoST.-Section 113 of the National
Telecommunications and Information Ad-
ministration Act (47 US.C. 93) Is amended
by adding at the end the following new sub-
sections:

I (f) RELOCATION OF FEDERAL GoVERNM-rNT
ST'TIONS.-

"'li LN GENRAL.-In order to expedite the
efflcient use of the electromagnetic spec-
trum and notwithstanding section 33021b) of
title 31, United States Code, any Federal en-
tity which operates a Federal Government
station may accept reimbursement from any
person for the costs incurred by such Federal
entity for any modification, replacement, or
reissuance of equipment, facilities, operating
manuals, regulations, or other expenses in-
curred hy that entity in relocating the oper-
ations of its Federal Government station or
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stations from one or more radio spectrum
frequencies to any other frequency or fre-
quencies. Any such reimbursement shall be
deposited in the account of such Federal en-
tity in the Treasury of the United States,
Funds deposited according to this section
shall be available, without appropriation or
fiscal year limitation, only for the oper-
ations of the Federal entity for which such
funds were deposited under this section.

"(2) PROCESS FOR RELOCATION.-Any person
seeking to relocate a Federal Government
station that has been assigned a frequency
within a band allocated for mixed Federal
and non-Federal use may submit a petition
for such relocation to NTIA. The NTIA shall
limit the Federal Government station's oper-
ating license to secondary status when the
following requirements are met-

"(A) the person seeking relocation of the
Federal Government station has guaranteed
reimbursement through money or in-kind
Payment of all relocation costs incurred by
the Federal entity, including all engineering.
equipment, site acquisition and construc-
tion, and regulatory fee rats;

-(B) the person seeking relocation com-
pletes all activities necessary for implement-
ing the relocation, including construction of
replacement facilities (if necessary and ap-
propriate) and identifying and obtaining on
the Federal entity's behalf new frequencies
for use by the relocated Federal Government
station (where such station is not relocating
to spectrum reserved exclusively for Federal
use): and

-(C) any necessary replacement facilities.
equipment modifications, or other changes
have been implemented and tested to ensure
that the Federal Government station is able
to successfully accomplish its purposes.

"(3) R Tior TO R.CLAiM.-Uf within one year
after the relocation the Federal Government
station demonstrates to the Commission
that the new facilities or spectrum are not
comparable to the facilities or spectrum
from which the Federal Government station
was relocated, the person seeking such relo-
cation must take reasonable stepe to remedy
any defects or reimburse the Federal entity
for the costs of returning the Federal Gov-
ernment station to the spectrum from which
such station was relocated.

"(g) FEDERAL ACTION TO EXPEDITE SPEC-
TRUM TR.ANSFER,.-AnY Federal Government
station which operates on electromagnetic
spectrum that has been identified for
reallocation for mixed Federal and non-Fed-
eral use in the Spectrum Reallocation Final
Report shall, to the maximum extent prac-
ticable through the use of the authority
granted under subsection () and any other
applicable provision of law, take action to
relocate its spectrum use to other fre-
quencies that are reserved for Federal use or
to consolidate its spectrum use with other
Federal Government stations in a manner
that maximizes the spectrum available for
non-Federal use. Notwithstanding the t:me-
table contained in the Spectrum
Reallocation Final Report, the President
shall seek to im-plement the reallocation of
the 1710 to 1755 megahertz frequency band by
January I. 2000. Subsection (cl(4 of this sec-
tion shall not apply to the extent that a non-
Federal user seeks to relocate or relocates a
Federal power agency under subsection (f).

"(hi DEFINiTOS.-For purposes of this sre-
tion-

"i1) FEDERAL EN-tm.-The term 'Federal
entity' means any Department, agency, or
other element of the Federal government
that utilizes radio frequency spectrum in the
conduct of its authorized activities, includ-
ing a Federal power agency.

"(2) SPEcTRUM REALLOCATION FINAL RE-
PORT.-The term 'Spectrum Reallocation
Final Report' means the report submitted by
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the Secretary to the President and Congrens
in compliance with the requirements of sub-
sectli la).".
(d) REALLOCATION OF ADDrrToNAL SPEC-

mUNo.-The Secretary of Commerce shall.
within 9 months after the date of enactment
of this Act, prepare and submit to the Presi-
dent and the Congress a report and timetable
recommending the reallocation of the three
frequency bands (225-400 megahertz, 3625,7W
megahertz, and 5950-5925 megaherts) that
were discussed but not recommended for
reallocation in the Spectrum Reallocation
Final Report under section 113(a) of the Na-
tional Telecommunications and Information
Administration Organization Act. The Sec-
retary shall consult with the Federal Com-
munications Commission and other Federal
agencies in the preparation of the report.
and shall provide notice and an opportunity
for public comment before submitting the re-
port and timetable required by this section.

Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, I un-
derstand the Senator from South Da-
kota, the distinguished chairman.
wishes to offer an amendment to this.
I understand that Suggestion came in
after we originally drafted the amend-
ment I have offered.

I yield to him at this time if he
wants to offer an amendment to my
amendment.
A.MENDMNE2f NO. i7 TO AMENDMENT NO. 12

(Purpose: To provide for broadcast auxiliary
spectrum relocation)

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I
send a second-degree amendment to the
amendment proposed by the Senator
from Alaska to the desk and ask for its
immediate consideration.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.

The legislative clerk read as follows:

The Senator from South Dakota (Mr.
PRESSLER] proposes an amendment num-
bred 1257 to Amendment No. 1256.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
At the end of the matter proposed to be in-

serted, insert the following
(e) BOARDCAST AUXILIART SPECTRUM RELO-

CATION.-
(1) ALLOCATION OF SPECTRUM OR BROAD-

CAST AUXILIARY USES.-Within one year after
the date of enactment of this Act, the Com-
mission shall allocate the i63&-4M05 mega-
hertz band transferred to the Commission
under section 113(b) of the National Tele-
communications and Information Adminis-
tration Organization Act (47 U.S.C. 93=)0)
for broadcast auxiliary uses.
(21 MANDATORY RELOCATiOS OF BROADCAST

AUXILIARY usEs.-Within 7 years after the
date of enactment of this Act. all licensees of
broadcast auxiliary spectrum in the 2025-2075
megahertz band shall relocate into spectrum
allocated by the Commission under pae-
graph (i The Commission shall assiign and
grant licenses for use of the spectrum allo-
cated under paragraph (1)-

(A) In a manner sufficient to permit timely
completion of relocation; and
(B) without using a competitive bidding

process.
(3) ASSIGNING RECOVERED sPEcTRu.--Wilth-

in 5 years after the date of enactment of this
Act, the Commission shall allocate the spec-
trum recovered in the 205-2075 megahertz
band under paragraph (21 for use by new li-
censees for commercial mobile services or
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other similar services after the relocation of
broadcast auxiiiary licenoess, and shall as-
sign such licenses by competitive bidding.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. this
second-degree amendment would add a
new subsection to the underlying
amendment. The new subsection would
direct the FCC to allocate a 50 mega-
hertz block of spectrum in the 4
gigahertz band for use by broadcast
auxiliary services within 1 year of the
enactment of the bill. In-addition, this
amendment would require that all
broadcast auxiliary service licensees
currently using a S0 megahertz block of
spectrum in the 2 gigahertz band relo-
cate their activities to the 4 gigahertz
band within 7 years of the date this bill
is enacted.

Finally. this amendment requires the
FCC to auction the vacated spectrum
in the 2 gigahertz band for use by com-
mercial mobile services like cellular
PCS within 5 years of the date of en-
actment.

By moving broadcast auxiliary serv-
ice licensees, who do not pay the spec-
tsfum they are using, to another less
valuable frequency, we will make
available some very valuable spectrum
for auction.

The Congressional Budget Office esti-
mates that the auction of the 50 mega-
hertz block of 2 gigahertz spectrum
will bring at least S3.8 billion to the
Federal Treasury.

Combined with the underlying
amendment by the Senator from Alas-
ka. this would raise more than $1.1 bil-
lion that is needed to offset the univer-
sal services provisions of this bill.

As the Senator from Alaska last
pointed out-I commend him--this Is a
technical budget problem. The univer-
sal service provisions in this bill actu-
ally saves S3 billion over what would be
paid if the existing system is left un-
changed. However, with these amend-
mente we meet the letter of the Budget
Act.

I urge my colleagues to support the
adoption of my amendment and the un-
derlying amendment by the Senator
from Alaska.

If It is appropriate. I would urge the
adoption-

Mr. KERREY. Reserving the right to
object. Mr. President.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. we
could go into a quorum call or yield to
our colleague from Montana who has
been waiting to speak.

Mr. BURNS addressed the Chair.,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Montana.
-Mr. BURNS. I do not wish to speak

on this amendment. Might I ask a
point of order? Could It be set aside.
and I proceed with my opening state-
ment because no time was given for
opening statements?

Mr. President. I will continue on as if
speaking on this amendment.

This Is sort of a special day to me be-
cause the former chairman of the full
committee, Senator INOUYE. and I.
when I first came here 6 years ago. had
quite a time as we started I think to

react to some of the things happening
in the industry. We thought probably
we were ahead of the curve in setting
some kind of policy that would reflect
the future. We thought we were ahead
of the curve. Now we are behind the
curve because technology as it is being
developed in this area is far outpacing
the regulatory environment in which it
finds itself.

I can remember that day when we
started to make amendments and the
former chairman was very gracious
that day. There were some people
around, and I was just a freshman Sen-
ator offering some ideas that I thought
were important in the telecommuni-
cations industry. understanding that
there have been three inventions which
have happened in my lifetime that
have changed this world forever. It has
changed it so that we cannot go back
and do things the old way anymore.
Those three inventions were the tran-
sistor, the silicon chip and the jet en-
gine. Think what they have done to our
life and our world. We can be anywhere
else in the world, from Washington,
DC, in 12 hours. We can talk and re-
celve and interact both in video and in
voice with anybody anywhere else in
the world in 5 seconds. Sadly, we can
destroy any other society on this Earth
within 20 minutes. That is what these
three inventions have done. They have
tightened down our world where com-
paratively speaking it has been the size
of this building in which we stand down
to the size of a basketball. Now we are
in a global society, a global economy.
and we just cannot go back.

We will amend the Communications
Act of 1934. That is some 60 years ago
before any of these Inventions were
made. So basically what we are doing
is we are driving digital. compressed
digital, vehicles now within a law that
regulates a horse-and-buggy type of
situation. So we are here and starting
out this great debate on changing an
issue that will affect each and every
one of us.

Make no mistake about it. This is a
very. very important piece of legisla-
tion. I want to give kudos to our chair-
man and ranking member and their
staffs because they have spent many
hours in developing this bill with
strong bipartisan support.

This bill was not drafted to satisfy
business plans of major communica-
tions providers. It was drafted to bene-
fit communications users, and commu-
nications users are solidly behind this
bill for a number of reasons. Number
one, they think it will bring down
rates. So do 1. They know it will bring
advanced services. So do I. Perhaps
more importantly, they know it will
bring them more choices in tele-
cornncations.

I recently saw a survey that Illus-
trates why one important group-small
American business owners-want and
need communications reform. In Mon-
tana. over 98 percent of all businesses
are classified as small businesses. The
survey of 4.600 small business owners.
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which was sponsored by the National
Federation of Independent Business.
found that almost two-thirds of the
small business owners surveyed want
to be able to get long-distance tele-
phone service from their local tele-
phone company; and. 54 percent want
to be able to choose local service from
their long-distance company.

A full 86 percent of these small busi-
ness owners want one-stop shopping for
telecommunications services. Two-
thirds of them want to be able to
choose one provider that can give them
both local and long-distance telephone
service presented in either way.

Of course, lower rates are very im-
portant to business owners. We all look
for a way to do things more economi-
cally. to make our business more prof-
itable, to open more economic opportu-
nities and job opportunities for those
folks who live in our local neighbor-
hoods. But breaking down outdated
barriers to competition that are pre-
venting some local telephone compa-
nies from providing long-distance serv-
ice and long-distance companies from
providing local service will also bring
something else that small businesses
want-that is called convenience.
Small businesses do not have the time
nor the resources to juggle separate
vendors with separate marketing ar-
rangements and separate billing for
long-distance and local services, cable
TV teleconferencing and, yes, even
Internet. They want to be able to
choose one reliable and affordable com-
pany that can bring them all of these
services; and when they have the tele-
communications problem they want to
be able to get on the phone and call one
company that is qualified to handle
every aspect of their communications
needs and their networks.

At first, deregulation will create
competition by allowing companies to
cross over and compete in new business
areas. If we do this right, however.
very soon the gray lines that now sepa-
rate telecommunications businesses
will be gone. There will be seamless
networks of vertically integrated com-
munIcations providers competing head
to head, tooth and nail to win the con-
sumers' communications dollar. Those
dollars are very big dollars. As a result.
small businesses will be able to choose
one company that can provide all their
communications services--or they will
be able to continue buying their tele-
communications services piecemeal
from multiple providers if they so
choose. Either way, their decision will
be based on who has the most afford-
able and most advanced services.

A full 92 percent of the small busi-
nesses owners questioned in this small
business survey said that the telephone
is central to their business. I do not
doubt this. I know plenty of small busi-
nesses throughout my home state of
Montana that rely heavily on the tele-
phone to keep their business--mom and
pop catalog shops that sell Montana
buckskin jackets to the rest of the
country or small cattle ranches that
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use cable TV and telecommunications
to get future prices and negotiate with
the slaughterhouses. And I do not know
many small businesses today that func-
tion well without a personal computer
and a fax machine.

How many people looked at a fax ma-
chine 10 years ago and said, "Who in
the world would ever want to use one
of those things?" I will bet you cannot
walk into an office and many homes
that do not have a fax machine today.

Technology is truly a thrilling thing
as it propels us towards the next cen-
tury. This bill will give small business
that one-stop shopping that they want.

So we have a chance to bury out-
dated restrictions that were created for
another era more than 60 years ago, re-
strictions that draw arbitrary lines be-
tween telecommunications providers
that Just do not make sense anymore.
A lot of these anticompetitive. bureau-
cratic rules are only good to preserve
market share for established providers.
But protecting markets and maintain-
ing the status quo is not going to help
bring lower rates and advanced services
to small businesses and consumers in
Montana or anywhere else,

I fought very hard to ensure that
small business participated in the in-
formation age. Whether it is small
newspapers, small cable operators we
have In Montana, or the small business
of radio, these businesses are the back-
bone of communications in Montana.

I have sought to include non-
discrimination safeguards for small
newspapers so that small information
providers, especially in rural areas,
will be able to purchase certain ele-
ments of a common carrier service of-
fering on the smallest per unit basis
that is technically feasible.

In addition, small cable operators,
when freed from regulatory restraints
in past legislation, will provide perhaps
our best opportunity for telecommuni-
cations services in many of our Na-
tion's rural areas.

They all the time talk about the in-
formation highway, that glass high-
way. Everybody says: When are you
going to build it? I am not real sure
that it is not already there.

It is already there. All we have to do
is take off some restrictions so that it
can be used. And there is a ramp on it
and there is a ramp off of it. That Is
what we have to make sure of in this
legislation.

Finally, I had deep concerns that one
of the Nation's most important tele-
communications small business indus-
tries, radlo-I am familiar with radio-
was being passed over in the effort to
deregulate information providers.
Radio ownership decisions need to be
made by operators and investors, not
the Federal Government. That is why
we need to eliminate the remaining
cape on national and local radio owner-
ship.

Nationally, there are more than
11.000 radio stations providing service
to every city, town, and rural commu-
nity in the United States. Presently.
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no one can control more than 40 sta-
tions, 20 AM and 20 FM stations. Clear-
ly, the radio market is so incredibly
vast and diverse that there will be no
possibility that any one entity could
control enough stations to be able to
exert any market power over either ad-
vertisers or radio programmers.

At the local level, while the Federal
Communications Commission several
years ago modified its duopoly rules to
permit limited combinations of sta-
tions in the same service, in the same
market, there are still stringent limits
on the ability of radio operators to
grow in their markets. Further, FCC
rules permit only very restricted or no
combinations in smaller markets.
These restrictions handcuff broad-
casters and prevent them from provid-
ing the best possible service to listen-
ers in all of our States.

So, Mr. President, this will be land-
mark legislation. It is legislation that
we worked on ever since the first day
we stepped into the Senate, because I
happen to believe it is key to distance
learning; it is the key to telemedicine;
it Is key to the future of those States
that are remote and must be in contact
with the rest of the world.

I appreciate the work of my good
friend, the Senator from Alaska, and
how he fights very hard because no one
has cities and towns and villages that
are more remote from the rest of the
world than he has. And he understands
that. Nobody understands that in this
body more than he does. Now, we have
some vastness in Montana but it does
not compare in any way with the State
of Alaska.

So as we move this debate forward, I
hope that we will keep an open mind
and really keep our eye on the ball be-
cause we have within our grasp the
ability now to turn loose a giant in our
economic world and provide services to
people who have never had those serv-
ices before.

Mr. President, I thank you and I
yield the floor.

Mr. HOLLINGS addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from South Carolina.
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, I un-

derstand momentarily my distin-
guished colleague from Nebraska wants
to be heard on the amendment.

I would be prepared, at the conclu-
sion of his remarks, to urge adoption of
the Pressler amendment to the Stevens
amendment and thereupon urge adop-
tion of the Stevens amendment itself.

The Senator from Montana, who is a
professional auctioneer, should under-
stand that the daddy rabbit of
auctioneering is the Senator from
Alaska. He has already made $7 billion
for us, and this amendment here is
going to make up another $7 billion to
get us by a budget point of order.

But let me, In saying that, acknowl-
edge the hard work and leadership that
the Senator from Montana has given.
Since his very initiation on the Com-
merce Committee itself, he has been a
leader; he has been interested; he has
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been contributing; and he has been a
tremendous help in bringing this bill to
the floor.

Mr. BURNS. If the Senator will yield.
I thank the Senator for those kind
words. And if I can possibly get the job
of auctionserng the spectrum, I prob-
ably would vacate this chair which I
am standing in front of.

Mr. HOLLINGS. I am going to lead
on that one myself.

I yield the floor.
Mr. KERREY addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Nebraska.
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President, I have

reviewed the amendment that the dis-
tinguished Senator from Alaska is of-
fering, and as I understand it, what it
does is it offsets an adverse score that
this bill has received from the Congres-
sional Budget Office. CBO has said this
bill, in particular the universal service
fund, is going to cost $7 billion over the
next 5 years. Even though that is $3 bil-
lion less than what the current univer-
sal service fund does. there is the need
to come up with $7 billion to avoid a
budget point of order.

Now, I point out that under the budg-
et resolution that was passed, when
was that. 1 weeks, 2 weeks ago, I be-
lieve that the Commerce Committee is
going to be looking at having to rec-
oncile $=0 billion, $30 billion anyway, so
you are going to have your hands full.
The committee will be trying to come
up with money to try to get within the
recommendations of that budget reso-
lution.

What this amendment does. it comes
up with that $7.1 billion in the follow-
ing fashion. It extends the spectrum
actions that are scheduled to expire in
1998 for another 2 years, generating $4.5
billion according to CBO. and then It
does something that is of particular in-
terest, I believe. Mr. President--and
many people would ordinarily oppose
this but they are not-and that is the
broadcasters have today assigned a 2-
gigahert spectrum in order to do aux-
iliary services. When they are going
out in the field and they are doing
some broadcasting out in the field.
they use that 2-gigahertz spectrum.

This amendment would transfer that
over a 7-year period from 2 gigahertz to
4 gigahertz, and then. that 2-gigahertz
spectrum would be auctioned off, gen-
erating an estimated $3.8 billion over
the 5-year period.

Under normal circumstances, the Na-
tional Association of Broadcasters
would probably oppose this. but there
are other things in this bill that they
like, so they are not going to oppose it.
I believe that the distinguished Sen-
ator from Alaska has made a good
amendment that will in fact cover the
$7.1 billion. And so, therefore, Mr.
President. I will not object to this
being accepted by unanimous consent.

Mr. STEVENS addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Alaska.
Mr. STEVENS. The Senator from Ne-

braska has demonstrated how he is a
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quick study. He is right. I would add
one thing. I think the National Asso-
ciation of Broadcasters are going to
want some additional spectrum beyond
what is in this bill. We will work that
out. But.this has been scored, and we
will work that out with them as we go
forward to make sure that we under-
stand the problem.

The simple problem is that this bill
could not go forward unless we within
its terms meet the scoring problem
that the -Senator from Nebraska has
outlined.

Agaln.'I point out we are not, how-
ever, by this bill spending money for
universal service. But the budget proc-
ess now makes us account for those
moneys we must be paid by the private
sector pursuant to a mandate, and
since we are continuing a mandate,
partially reducing it somewhat for uni-
versal service, it will cost less than the
old universal service, we now must off-
set it.

I think it is responsible on the part
of the Government to do that because
there-is always the possibility some fu-
ture Congress might decide not to man-
date that service but require the Gov-
ernment to pay it.

So we have, in effect, met the chal-
lenge of the Budget Act and. in doing
so, we will actually, within this period,
raise the additional moneys which I be-
lieve will be utilized in offsetting other
budget problems as we go along. I do
not believe that will be required by any
action of the Congress In the future to
charge the cost of universal service to
the taxpayers.

Again. in my judgment, universal
service is required so someone who
comes up to my State who wants to
call home literally can do it, or wants
to bring up a computer and be attached
to data services can make that inter-
section with the telecommunications
system of our country.

I believe sincerely in universal serv-
ices because without the universal
services, the villages and towns of our
rural areas would be still in probably
the early part of the 20th if not the
19th century while we all go into the
21st, If they are not to be left in the po-
sition where they are without employ-
ment because they cannot attach
themselves to this new telecommuni-
cations miracle of the United States.
then I think they will be a burden on
the rest of the country.

My friend George Gilder believes that
in the future, the computer will re-
place, in effect, the networks because
the networks will become. in effect, a
gigantic computer network rather than
just a television network. He tells us
that what is going to happen is that we
are going to have access through the
computer industry to interconnect
•America's schools and colleges in truly
a new worldwide web of glass and air.

If people want to think about it.
there is no way we can afford to have
this bill stopped by a budget point of
order. That is the reason for our
amendments. I join in urging adoption
of these amendment.

Mr. PRESSLER. I urge the adoption
of the amendment.

Mr. HOLLINGS. First, adoption of
the Pressler amendment. If there is no
further debate, I urge the adoption of
the Pressler amendment.

VOTE ON ANDMDMENT NO. 125
The PRESIDING OFFICER. If there

is no further debate, the question oc-
curs on agreeing to the second-degree
amendment No. 1257 offered by the Sen-
ator from South Dakota, Senator
PRESSLER.

The amendment (No. 1257) was agreed
to.

Mr. HOLLINGS. I urge adoption of
the Stevens amendment, as amended
by the Pressler amendment.

VOTE ON AMENDMENT NO. 12

The PRESIDING OFFICER. If there
is no further debate on the Stevens
amendment No. 1256. as amended, the
question is on agreeing to the amend-
ment.

The amendment (No. 1256). as amend-
ed, was agreed to.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, I
move to reconsider the vote by which
the amendment was agreed to.

Mr. STEVENS. I move to lay that
motion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, I wish
to thank the managers of the bill and
those patient with us. "I thought it was
essential first to proceed with these
amendments. Otherwise, we would be
wasting our time if a budget point of
order had the effect of pulling the bill
down. I thank all concerned.

Mr. LOTT. Mr. President. I inquire
what the parliamentary situation is?
Are we back now to making opening
statements at this point?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Opening
statements are appropriate at this
time.

Mr. LOTT. Mr. President, I do want
to rise in support of this legislation
and make an opening statement. I
would like to begin, as others have al-
ready done, by congratulating and
commending the distinguished Senator
from South Dakota for the hard work
that he has put into this legislation. Of
course, many members of the commit-
tee have been working on this legisla-
tion for several months. As the distin-
guished former chairman said earlier.
way back in 1993 there was a lot of
work going on on legislation that led
to this moment.

But I know from personal experience
and observation that the chairman of
the Commerce. Science. and Transpor-
tation Committee, Senator PRESLER,
said immediately after the election in
1994 that this is an issue that is going
to be given high priority, a great deal
of his attention and we were going to
work together to find solutions to the
problems that had prevented its consid-
eration last year and earlier. He made
a commitment also to make It a bipar-
tisan effort. So that is why we are here,
because the chairman of the committee
gave this such high priority and he has
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worked diligently to resolve problems
that bad been delaying this legislation.

I just want to acknowledge that fact
at the very beginning of this debate.
We have a long way to go. but I know
now we have started down the path to-
ward passing this legislation. I think it
is a tremendous undertaking.

This is big legislation. It is impor-
tant legislation. It involves a signifi-
cant part of the overall economy in
this country. It is going to create jobs.
It is going to raise revenue because It
is going to be such a dynamic explosive
field. We are fixing to unleash the
bounds that have been holding back
this competition and advancements
and this development. I think that no
other segment of the economy in the
next 10 years will be more dynamic and
more exciting than that of tele-
communications.

I also want to commend the distin-
guished Senator from South Carolina
who is working at this very moment to
resolve potential problems on this leg-
islation, but Senator HOLLNGS worked
so hard last year to bring about the
passage of the bill through the Com-
merce. Science. and Transportation
Committee. It did not come to consid-
eration. partially because we just ran
out of time.

But Senator HOLLINOS again this
year has shown a commitment to get
legislation developed that we can pass.
He is the major reason we are going to
have bipartisan legislation. We should
have more legislation like this In the
Senate. This is really the first bill of
the year of major import that I believe
will pass by an overwhelming biparti-
san vote. So many of our issues have
been considered in a partisan way, have
been delayed with amendments. We
have had filibusters; 50 amendments on
the budget resolution. But in this case,
we will have a chance to develop a bill
that can be bipartisan and also a bill
that will pass this body first instead of
the other body of Congress. That is no
insignificant accomplishment.

Senator INoUYE certainly has also
been very interested In telecommuni-
cations. He worked on it last year and
has been helpful this year.

The indomitable Senator STEVENS
from Alaska is always there. When the
debate gets hot and heavy. Senator
STEVENS from Alaska will always rise
to the occasion, as he has on this bill.

I have one other recognition before I
get into my comments. I want to rec-
ognize the staff members who have
done great work, hard work. It has
been laborious, tedious, and they have
solved so many problems through the
great efforts of Paddy Link. and my
own staff assistant Chip Pickering.
clearly one of the brightest young men
I have known in my life. We would not
be here without their help.

Let me begin with a quote from testi-
mony before the committee earlier. It
begins with a quote from a Senator
from Washington State, Senator Mag-
nuson, who served with great distinc-
tion on the Commerce, Science, and
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Transportation Committee. He put It
very aptly when he said in this particu-
lar area of legislation "each Industry
seeks a fair advantage over its rivals."

And then quoting the witness that
was before the committee:

Each industry wants prompt relief so that
it can enter the otherm' fields, but at the
samne time wants to avoid the pain of new
competition In Its own field by tactics that
will delay that competition a long as pea-
sible. It is, therefore, up to the Congress to
make the tough calls and, In effect, cut the
Gordian knot.

That is what we are trying to do with
this legislation, cut the Gordian knot
that has held this dynamic field of the
economy back now for several years.

As unbelievable as It sounds, the
Communications Act of 1934 passed In
the era of the Ednl. and it 1o still the
current law of the land. That act now
governs, In fact. constrains the most
dynamic sector of the U.S. economy-
telecommunications. Just as the EdAsel
became a symbol of all that is out-
dated. so is the 1934 Communications
Act. That act is based on old tech-
nology and. consequently, on an out-
dated. rlgd-monopoly-baed-regu-
latory model. Boy, that sounds bad, but
that Is what we have today. It is time
we changed that.

That system cannot accommodate
the rapidly developing capabilities of
new technologies and advanced net-
works. Instead, it acts to restrict com-
petition, Innovation, and investment.

Under that framework. markets are
allocated, not won, by the sweat of
competition. Currently monopolies,
ollgopolles or, at best, limited competi-
tion exist in local long distance and
cable markets. More than 40 of our 50
States prohibit any entrepreneur or
competitor from offering--even offer-
ing-local telephone service.

The 1984 consent decree which broke
up AT&T continues to restrict the Bell
operating companies from offering long
distance or manufacturing.

We should have fixed that long ago.
It would have created jobs and would
have been positive for the economy.

Current law prohibits cable compa-
nies and telephone companies from
competing in each other's markets.
They are willing to do that. They want
to do that. Why should we not let them
do that?

Another 1934 law, the Public Utility
Holding Company Act, PUHCA, pre-
vents registered electric utilities from
using their infrastructure and net-
works to offer telecommunication serv-
ices to the 49 million American homes
that they serve. All of these restric-
tions and regulations and allocations
are truly the equivalent of an "Edsel"
in the space and information age. In
the case of'utilities, they are already
wired, hooked up. They have the capa-
bility to offer all kinds of services. Yet.
they are told. no, you cannot do that.
Why? There is no good explanation or
justification for It--especially if we do
this legislation in a way that is fair,
open, and allows competition for all.
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In stark contrast, the Teleconuni-
cations Competition and Deregulation
Act of 199--this bill-will move tele-
communications Into the 21st century
and will finally leave the era of the
Edsel behind. S. 652 will achieve this
through full competition, open net-
works, and deregulation. That is what
this bill is all about. That Is what we
say we we want. Senators stand up and
say it day in and day out, about all
kinds of situations. Well. in this bill. in
this area, that Is what we would do.

This bill provides a framework where
entrepreneurs and free enterprise will
make the information superhighway a
reality, not just a conversation piece.
As a result, tremendous benefits and
applications will flow to our economy.
to education, and health care. Indus-
tries will benefit from expanding mar-
kete and opportunities, and consumers
will benefit from lower prices in their
local, long distance, manufacturing,
and cable services.

If one hears the protest of the var-
ious industries, it is not because the
bill Is too regulatory; no. just the oppo-
site is true. It is because this bill re-
moves all of the protection and market
allocations that made their respective
businesses safe and secure from the rig-
ors of vigorous competition.

Under S. 652. all State and local bar-
riers to local competition are removed
upon enactment. An immediate process
for removing line of business restric-
tions on the Bells Is put In place. More-
over. the Bell companies are given the
freedom to immediately compete out of
region and provide a broad range of
services and applications known s
Incidentals. These include lucrative
markets in audio, video, cable, cel-
lular. wireless, information services.
and signaling.

The 1934 PUECA Is amended to allow
registered electric utilities to join with
all other utilities in providing tele-
communication services, providing the
consumer with smart homes, as well as
smart highways.

Upon enactment, telephone and cable
companies are allowed to compete.
Current restrictions baring telephone
cable entry are eliminated.

As the telephonelcable restriction is
removed. S. 652, rightfully, loosens and
removes cable regulation. For cable to
convert and compete in the telephone
area. it will be freed from the regu-
latory burdens that limit investment
and capital capability, which has been
a problem In recent years for the cable
industry.

The restrictions placed on broad-
casters, also during a bygone era, be-
fore cable, wireless cable, and advanced
networks, would be reformed.

Ownership restrictions on broadcast
TV are raised. An amendment remov-
ing restrictions on radio ownership will
be adopted, and this is one we have
worked hard on, and we have broad
support now for. The FCC is granted
the authority to allow broadcasters to
move toward advanced, digital TV and
to use excess spectrum, created by
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technological advance, for broad com-
mercial purposes. Broadcast license
procedures are reformed and stream-
lined.

S. 652, again. moving in from the
communications policy of the past.
goes from a protectionist policy to one
appropriate for the global economy and
technology of the 21st century. The bill
promotes investment and growth by
opening U.S. telecommunications mar-
kets on a fair and reciprocal basis.

In short, S. 652 constructs a frame-
work where everybody can compete ev-
erywhere in everything. It limits the
role of Government and increases the
role of the market. It moves from the
monopoly policies of the 1930B to the
market policy of the future.

Toward that end, the removal of all
barriers to and restrictions from com-
petition is extremely important, and it
is the primary objective, and I believe.
the accomplishment of this legislation.
thanks to the efforts of Chairman
PRESSLER and the former chairman,
Senator HOLLINOS of South Carolina.

In addressing the local and long dis-
tance issues, creating an open access
and sound interconnection policy was
the key objective, and it was not easy
to come up with a solution that we
could get most people to be con-
fortable with. It is critical to recognize
the reason why all of these barriers, re-
strictions, and regulations exist in the
first place-the so-called bottleneck.
Opening the local network removes the
bottleneck and ensures that all com-
petitors will have equal and universal
access to all consumers. Such access
guarantees full and, I believe, fair com-
petition.

The open access policy makes it pos-
sible for us to move to full, free-mar-
ket competition in local and long dis-
tance services, avoid antitrust dangers.
and dismantle old regulatory frame-
work.

In fact, the Heritage Foundation
makes the following statement and
points to the open access interconnec-
tion policy:

Policymakers of a more conservative or
free market orientation should not fear
this open access policy. In fact, they should
favor it for three reasons:

First, there Is a rich, common law history
that supports the open access philosophy.

They cite railroad and telegraph pol-
icy in America and common law tradi-
tion dating all the way back to the
Roman Empire.

Second. open access works to eliminate
any unfair competitive advantages accrued
by companies that have benefited from Gov-
ernmentprovlded monopolies.

Third, open access removes the need for
other regulations because the market be-
comes more competitive if everyone is on
equal footing.

It is the only way to address eco-
nomic deregulation where a bottleneck
distribution system exists. It in the
same policy which allows market
forces, instead of regulation, to work
in the case of long distance, railroads,
and In the oil and natural gas pipeline
distribution system.
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It is those examples of deregulation

to which we should look. not to models
of deregulation where no bottleneck
exists, such as airline or trucking.

Open networks will provide small and
mid-sized competitors the opportunity
to flourish alongside telecommuni-
cation giants. In the long distance in-
dustry, similar requirements made it
possible for over 400 small and medium-
sized companies to develop and com-
pete with AT&T over the pat 10 years.

One of the better examples of this is
a former high school basketball coach
from a small town in Mississippi by the
name of Bernie Ebbers. Opening re-
quirements such as interconnection.
equal access, and resale made it pos-
sible for this entrepreneur to build a
small long distance company into the
fourth largest in the country-LDDS.
It is incredible what has been accom-
plished by. this anlltown man by giv-
ing him an opportunity to get in there
and compete, and boy did he ever and is
he having an impact.

Having used the example of a small
long distance entrepreneur, it Is also
important to point out what happened
over the past 10 years to the former
monopolist. AT&T. Although AT&T
lost significant market share, it has
seen the long distance market that it
has greatly expand, and its revenues
continue with strong, healthy growth.

AT&rs current revenues, with 60
percent share in.the long distance mar-
ket. as opposed to what was 100 per-
cent, are now higher than in 1984. The
same dynamic will occur In the local
and other markets. Opportunities and
markets will expand for all partici-
pants, as long as they are effective and
efficient in the competitive environ-
ment.

It is this free market model which
led me to conclude that all of the com-
panies in my State and region and, in
fact. In the country, will benefit from
this legislation. I believe that markets
and opportunities will expand for Bell
South and LDDS. both of which are
very important in my_ State of Mis-
sissippi, and other long distance com-
panies, including electric utilities--
Southern Company and Entergy in my
part of the United States, and cable
companies and broadcasters will have
new opportunities to grow and expand.

A competitive model will create a
bigger pie for all the providers, but
more importantly, it is the consumers
and the overall economy of my region,
and I believe the whole country, that
will beneflt from this legislation.

For consumers and competitors, the
open access requirements will do for
telecommunications what the Inter-
state Highway System has done for the
shipment Of tangible goods and the
movement of people and ensure that all
competitors will have a way to deliver
goods and services to anyone anywhere
on the information superhighway.

Other requirements. such as number
of portability and dialing parity are
Just common sense. procompetitive,
and fair. A consumer does not want to

have to dial more digits or access
codes, and if required to do so. they
will be less likely and probably not
switch to the competitive provider.
History shows that dialing parity in
long distance services and 1-800 service
greatly enhanced competition--or the
lack of dialing parity serves as an ef-
fective barrier to that competition.

Likewise. a small business or residen-
tial consumer will not switch to the
competitor if It meant the loss of his or
her current number. They will not do
it. The disruption to a business or indi-
vidual or family is too great. That is
why we had to deal with this issue in
this legislation, although there was a
lot of opposition to it.

Another key element of S. 652 is
eliminating monopoly-based regula-
tions and putting in place a mechanism
to remove those regulations.

The bill eliminates rate-of-return
regulation, a regulatory model which
cannot logically exist in a competitive
environment created by this legisla-
tion. States are encouraged to move to
more flexible and competitive models.

S. 652 requires the FCC to forbear or
to eliminate any past or current regu-
lation requirement which would no
longer make sense in this market base
of competition. There will be a bian-
nual regulatory review in this legisla-
tion that would recommend the elimi-.
nation, modification, or other needed
regulatory reform in the future.

Mr. President. in closing, I think it is
time to adopt this communications
policy for the future. It provides the
right framework, it removes all bar-
riers and restrictions to free market
competition, innovation, and increased
Investment.

With the passage of this legislation
our economy will grow a lot faster. We
have had tremendous estimates of the
kind of economic impact this legisla-
tion will have in the billions of dollars.
More Jobs will be created, applications
in education and health care will ex-
pand more quickly, and the quality of
life will improve in both rural and
urban areas.

It is time to move beyond the culture
of timidity where the companies and
political leaders, regulators, and the
courts resist needed reform, fear com-
petition. and opt for the security and
inferiority of the status quo.

We know that is what the election
was about last year. change in the sta-
tus quo. Boy, this bill will do that. It is
time to trade in the Edsel and pass
telecommunications legislation that
will move us truly into the future.

I do want to note that I think that
the center that holds this legislation
together is the part that deals with the
entry test. Wherl the local Bell compa-
nies get Into long distance and they get
into the local unbundled market, we
have a delicate balance there.

Are they totally happy? No. they
would like a fair advantage in each
case. but we have been able to cobble
together this important balance, and I
think it is one that we should support.
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I believe that we will be able to get
this legislation through.

In conclusion, Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the RCOOD information specifically
citing the impact that this legislation
can have in my home State of Mis-
sissippi.

There being no objection, the mate-
rial was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

WHAT DOES IT MEAN FOR MISSISSIPPI?
Mississippi Is home to some or the Nation's

new leaders In every segment of tele.
communications.

Mississippi Is prospering and benefitting
from the contributions made by the largest
and fastest growing regional company. Sell
South.

LDDS. a Jackson. MS company. is the
fourth largest long distance company in the
Nation and an expanding international force.
It is a true American success story.

M-TEL. another Jackson based company.
is a dynamic entrepreneurial and leading na-
tional company in wireless paging service.

A dynamic culture of young entrepreneurs
In cellular services is thriving throughout
the State.

Parent companies to Mississippi Power and
Mississippi Power and Light. Estergy and
Southern Company. are pioneer companies
Promoting utility participation in tele-
communications and advanced networks.
They will pave the way for smart homes and
highways in our Stats.

Cable companies of all sizes have deployed
throughout Misslssippi into virtually every
small town.

Wireless cable services have exploded In
both rural and urban areas of my State.

MIssissippi. In cooperation with National
Aeronautical and Space Administration. our
leading educational institutions and South
Central Bell. has deployed an advanced ot-
work which connsolc schools, universities.
Federal facilities, super computers and na-
tional data bases. It is an educational and
high tech model for the future and the Na-
tion.

It is in my home State of Mississippi that
I have seen and experienced the benefit of
the communications revolution. I know what
it means to the economy and quality of life
for my State. It means the creation of high
tech lobs. attracting new industry, and pro-
moting and connecting Mississippi to the Na-
tion's best educational opportuni ties.

As a Senator from a Slate which has be-
come a leading telecommunications center. I
come to this debate with the conviction that
this legislation will serve Mississippi's. the
Nation's. consumers' and competitors' best
interest.

S. 652 promotes and accelerates the corn-
munication revolution by tearing down all
barriers and restrictions preventing the ben-
efits of free market competition.

Mississippi's economy, with telecommuni-
cations serving as a key catalyst. Is growing
and expanding. This legislation will further
fuel Its growth.

Under S. 652, Mississippi companies will
have new opportunities and expanded mar-
kets as well as the challenges of competi-
tion. South central Bell will be able to ex-
pand into long distance. cable, manufactur-
Ing and other services.

LDDS. cable companies. Southern Com-
pany. Entergy. and numerous other comps-
aies will be able. for the first time, to begin
competing for local service and combining
local, long distance and cable services.

With S. 652. Mississippi's TV and radio
broadcasters will see old restrictions re-
moved or raised which have stifled growth
and new business.
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Small cable operators in Mississippi who

have struggled under the regulatory burden
of the 1992 Cable Act, will see regulatory re-
lief. Once again, Msissippi cable operators
will be able to expand and deploy new serv-
ices. regain financial stability and prepare to
compete In new markets.

The competition among all participants
will spur Innovation. products, advanced net-
works and lower prices for the benefit of Mis-
elsuippi's consumers and Industries.

I want Mississippi to continue s a na.
tional leader in telecommunications. S. 652
will help achieve that objective.

For the Nation's future. S. 652 is one of the
most significant pieces of economic legisla-
tion we will consider.

The President's Council of Economic Advi-
soe estimates the telecommunications de-
regulation will create 1.4 million new jobs by
the year 20i.

A study by the WEFA group, funded by the
Bell Companies. projects 3.4 million jobs by
the year 2005 and 0.5 percent greater annual
economic growth over the next 10 years.

In addition, the committee heard testi-
mony that the Pressler bill will lead to an
additional $2 trillion In economic activity.

The communications sector, more than
any other, will shape our future economy as
well s our civic and community life. This
bill is the right policy to maximize the bene-
fite this sector of our economy can deliver.

I urge my colleagues to support this legis-
lation. It is time for Congress. not the courts
or bureaucracies, to establish the commu-
nications policy for the 21st century.

Mr. 1OT. Mr. President. I yield the
floor.

Mr. PRESSLER. I thank the Senator
from Mislsaippi for his terrific con-
tribution. Chip Pickering has been in
every step of the way. This would not
be happening without your great lead-
erhip. I personally thank you very.
very much.

Mr. President. I am sending to the
desk a managers' amendment which I
am cosponsoring with Senator HOt-
LiNos. This amendment, which has
been cleared on'both sides of the aisle.
makes a number of technical and
minor changes in the bill that have
been worked out since the bill was re-
ported by the Commerce Committee.

I ask unanimous consent that when
adopted, the text be treated as original
text for purposes of further amend-
ment.

At this point I would like to send the
managers' amendment to the desk.

Mr. LAUTENBERG. Mr. President,
reserving the right to object. I com-
mend the managers of the bill thus far.
I know they are anxious to conclude a
period of a lot of hard work and having
struggled through many discussions
and agreements to get this behind.

The reason that I raise the possibil-
ity of an objection is because, in the
process of developing the managers'
amendment, it was determined that a
major research company based in New
Jersey but doing work throughout this
country, a company that has offered
many innovative ideas in this period of
new technology in communication,
would be prohibited as a result of the
present managers' statement from en-
gaging in manufacture, even though it
is the public declaration that they in-
tend to be free of the regional Bell
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companies ownership. There they are, a
company trying to engage in a com-
petitive practice.

I had a discussion with two good
friends, Senator HOLLINGS on the
Democratic side and Senator PRESSLER
on the Republican side, to see if there
was any way that we could defer action-
on this tonight so we might discuss the
competitive environment tomorrow
morning.

Apparently, it is the belief of the
managers that this bill has gone
through so much labor and so many
delicate steps that to further delay
that might be injurious to the success,
ultimately, of passing this bill.

So while I will not object, I would
ask the managers whether or not I can
have their support for a discussion of a
proposal to enable the competitive
character of the field to be expanded
although it is lacking in the statement
of the managers.

Mr. PRESSLER. I want to commend
my friend from New Jersey. Senator
LAu'rENBERO. I know he is an experi-
enced businessman. and I know there is
some controversy about Bellcore. It is
my belief that if Bellcore is sold and
out there competing, it should be able
to compete without restriction.

That is based on the information I
have at this moment. I know there is a
great controversy about manufactur-
ing. because about 99 percent of manu-
facturing many new devises is re-
search.

It seems to me that the Senator has
raised a very good point. As I under-
stand It. in the managers' amendment.
we have taken this section out so we
will be able to entertain a colloquy, or
indeed an amendment.

I have begged several Senators to
come tonight to offer amendments. We
have all these strong feelings and we
would like to get a vote on something
tomorrow morning at 9 o'clock. As I
gaze about. I do not see any amend-
ments cropping forth. We welcome
amendments.

I want to thank the Senator from
New Jersey for raising this. because
based on the information I have, I tend
to agree with what I think his position
is. I think he has raised a good point. If
we could still adopt the managers'
amendment, that Is not, as I under-
stand it. in there. We have taken out
anything that there is controversy
about.

Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President. first
let me thank, as our chairman has very
dutifully done, the distinguished pre-
siding officer, the Senator from Mis-
sissippi, Senator LoT', for the 2 years
that we worked on S. 1822. The Senator
has been an outstanding leader on S.
652 and his staff Chip Pickering has
done exceptional bipartisan work. We
never would have gotten this far. this
balance that has been emphasized, had
it not been for Senator LOTS's leader-
ship. I want to thank my distinguished
colleague from New Jersey for his atti-
tude and approach to this. What hap-
pens, I have two lists in my hands. The
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list of possible arendments in my left
hand axe those amendments that are
not agreed to, that we could not get
consent on from the colleagues and the
staffs on all sides. Objections have been
heard. We had a list of those things
that we thought were peripheral mat-
ters like "Replace subsidiary with af-
filiate where it appears," number 2.
-The FCC may modify the modified
final judgment with decrees once they
are transferred to the FCC," and on
down the list. These are things that
both sides have agreed to.

Unfortunately, other distinguished
Members of the Senate, and particu-
larly on our committee of Commerce.
have objected to the provision dealing
with Bellcore. As I understand it, as
the distinguished Senator from New
Jersey points out-they are very com-
petitive. Heavens knows, they produced
the technology. If you had to measure
in percentage of communications, I
would say 90 percent of it has been pro-
duced In the Senator from New Jer-
sey's home State there at Bellcore.

So I am disposed to help in any way
I can the Senator from New Jersey. It
is not within my power to do so be-
cause I have, like I say, in my left hand
those amendments that are not agreed
to. And the Bellcore amendment would
have to be on that particular list.

They are not agreed to. There are at
least three Senators on the committee
who have so notified' us. And if any
Senator notified me right now on any
of the other Items in the managers'
amendment I would object for them if
they could not even be hers. That
would be my duty as a manager of the
bill, because every Senator has to be
respected.

I have the highest respect for the
Senator from New Jersey. I will do ev-
erything possible I can to help him
with his amendment.

Mr. LAUTENBERO. With that state-
ment, if the Senator will yield, Mr.
President, I have no objection to going
forward.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, the several unanimous con-
sent requests are agreed to.

Mr. KERREY. Reserving the right to
object, is this just a unanimous con-
sent to read the amendment?

Mr. HOLLINGS. We have to read the
amendment.

AMENDMENT NO. Me
(Purpose: To make minor, technical. and

other changes in the reported bill)
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

clerk will report.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
The Senator from South Dakota (Mr.

PRESLER] for himself and Mr. HOLLIGS pro-
poses an amendment numbered 1258.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

(The text of the amendment is print-
ed in today's RECORD under "Amend-
mente Submitted.")
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Mr. KERREY. Reserving the right to

object, Mr. President. what are we
doing here?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from South Dakota just asked the
amendments be considered as read.

Mr. PRESSLER. I am asking unani-
mous consent to adopt the managers'
amendments, which I have sent to the
desk, and which have been cleared on
both sides of the aisle.

Mr. HOLLINGS. Is that cleared with
the distinguished Senator?. Mr. KERREY. I have great respect
for the Senators from South Carolina
and South Dakota, but I have not read
the amendment. It was just brought to
me. It is 40-some pages long and I un-
derstand there is lots in it. I cannot. I
object.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Objec-
tion is heard.

Is there debate on the amendment?
Mr. PRESSLER. I suggest the ab-

sence of a quorum.
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President. I ask

unanimous consent to withhold the re-
quest for the quorum call.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection?

The Senator from Nebraska seeks
recognition? The Senator from Ne-
braska.

Mr. KERREY. Mr. President. I know
there is some confusion. I see my frieLd
from South Carolina and South Dakotw
as well. I have a great deal of respect
for them. I take a great deal of interest
in this legislation. They have been
kind to allow a member of my staff to
sit in on lots of the deliberation.

But I want my colleagues to under-
stand there is a lot in this bill that is
not very well understood. I declare
straight out I will not vote for this bill
in Its current form. I am here because
I see great promise In telecommuni-
cations. I see great promise. in fact, in
deregulating the telecommunications
industry and using competition to reg-
ulate as opposed to having Government
mandates and so forth do the job.

But in 1986 I signed a deregulation
bill. I may be, for all I know, the only
Member of Congress who can come to
the floor and say "I signed a deregula-
tion bill for telecommunications." And
I know that deregulation does not
mean competition. You can have de-
regulation and have no competition.

I call upon my colleagues who won-
-der about the impact of their votes.
There Is a great deal of concern about,
for example, the budget resolution we
took up. "Gee, what is this going to do
to me? Is it going to be difficult to ex-
plain at home? There are lote of things
In there that might become unpopular
and am I going to pay for voting yes on
the budget resolution?-

We have lots of issues that are ex-
tremely controversial. This Is a lot
more controversial than meets the eye.
I ask my colleagues who are consider-
ing voting yes for this and want to
move it through quickly to recall what
life was like in 1984 when Mr. Baxter.
from the Department of Justice. signed

a consent decree divesting AT&T of the
Bell operating companies, filing that
decree with the Federal court here in
Washington, DC.

I remember I was Governor of Ne-
braska at the time and I can tell you,
you could have selected a thousand
people at random and asked them this
question: Would you like Congress to
put the Sell companies back together?
Do you like what Baxter and Judge
Greene did?

And of the thousand people I will bet
998 people would have said "Reverse it.
Put it back together. We do not like
the confusion that we have. We do not
like trying to figure out all this stuff."
It was not popular. Do not let anybody
be misled by this. This is going to cre-
ate considerable confusion in the early
years. You are not likely to be greeted
by a round of applause by households,
consumers, who have not been con-
sulted about this legislation.

This Is not a Contract With America.
Most of the things that we have taken
up In this Senate have been carefully
polled and researched to determine
whether or not they are popular. I have
heard, whether it is the balanced budg-
et amendment or the budget resolution
or term limits, all sorts of other
things, people come down to the floor
and say, "In November the people of
the United States of America spoke
and here Is what they meant." I have
heard speaker after speaker say that.
And In many cases I agreed with them,
because I ran In November of 1994.

But I did not have a single citizen,
when I was out campaigning, come up
to me and say:."Boy, make sure when
you go back, If you get reelected, if you
go back and represent us. make sure
you go back there and deregulate the
phone companies. Make sure you go
back there and deregulate the cable in-
dustry. Make sure. Bob, make sure, if
you get back there, get rid of the own-
ership restrictions on television sta-
tions. on radio stations. Because that
is what I want. I am really excited
about all this stuff. I really think there
Is a lot in this for me. That is what I
want. That is the sort of thing I would
like to have you go back there and do."

The American people have not been
polled on this one. The distinguished
majority leader came down and said
there is bipartisan support. It is not a
Democratic issue. It Is not a Repub-
lican issue. He Is quite right. It is not.
This is an issue that has been discussed
at length and I discussed it at length
with many corporations that want to
be deregulated. They want to be de-
regulated. In many cases they are
right.

But if you listen to the rhetoric, just
this far, you would think tiat the cur-
rent regulation is holding back the
telecommunications industry to such
an extent that we have lousy telephone
service, that we have noncompetitive
Industries. You would think America
was somehow backwards compared to
all the rest of the world. That s not
true.

If you look at the OECD examina-
tions of our industries, telecommuni-
cations, Including the telephone com-
panies, are among the most competi-
tive in the world and among the most
productive in the world.

It does not mean, because a company
is regulated, that it is not productive
or that it is not competitive or that
somehow it is going to produce an un-
satisfactory thing for the American
people.

I am telling my colleagues a lot of
people will come down here and say.
"It must be good. There is a lot of bi-
partisan support for it." Walk up to
the desk, check out a lot of these
amendments, see which way people are
voting-this one is going to be remem-
bered. This vote is a big vote. In my
State I have about a million house-
holds. If you talk telecommunications

.to those households they do not talk
faxes. They are not thinking about en-
hanced digital processing and all that
stuff. They are saying, "What is mv
dial tone going to cost me? What is my
cable going to cost me?" That is what
they talk about.

I think we need to come down to thir
floor and ask ourselves a question.
What Is this bill going to do for those
households? What is It going to do for
the consumer? I hear people say it is
going to create lots of new jobs. In the
course of this debate we are going to
come down and examine the question:
Who has been creating the jobs?

(Mr. LOTT assumed the chair).
Mr. KERREY. Where are the Jobs

going? One of the things I hear from
people, an awful lot of telecommuni-
cations Industry people working for the
telecommunications company, is sub-
stantial downsizing. I say, "Do you
want to deregulate? Are you going do
get more jobs?" They say, "I do not
know. You know. It has not been work-
tig too good thus far."

I am down here to talk about what
this is going to do for the many house-
holds, and for the American consumers.
I look forward to the debate. There is
much in this legislation that I support.
I believe in many cases deregulation
will produce a competitive environ-
ment that will benefit the American
consumer, and that will benefit the
American household. But let no one be
mistaken. When we pass this piece of
legislation in the Senate and go to con-
ference with the House, and get final
passage in the early days. do not ex-
pect to have the people who vote for
you say you were right. "Boy, this
thing has really worked." It may take
9 or 10 years. which is what happened
with divestiture. It took us a good 10
years before people began to say, "Wait
a minute. This is working. Competition
is bringing the price down. The quality
is going up. This appears to be in fact
generating something beneficial to
me.".

So I would like to get a little fun-
damental hers. I very often, as I am
sure the distingushed Presiding Offi-
cer does and other Members do. get
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asked. "What is it that you do? What
do you in Washington, DC?" Do I just
come down to the floor and give
speeches? Do I just answer my tele-
phone and answer letters and do con-
stituent service for the people are hav-
ing trouble with the IRS. the EPA. or
various other agencies of the govern-
ment? Yes. I try to explain to them I
am involved with writing laws. That is
what we do here. We write laws; and
that the laws matter. I am not a law-
yer.

I very often wonder whether or not
one of the most important things law-
yers do is write the laws that are so
darned confusing we have to hire them
in order to tell us what is in them. But
the longer I am on the job, the longer
I am on the job of being in politics and
being a politician, the law is becoming
more important to me. I see that they
are alive. They have an impact on peo-
ple, and they make a difference.

This bill has about 144 pages In it.
Every single word is important. Every
single phrase here Is going to affect
something. We all know it. We have
them coming into the office saying we
are concerned about this particular
phrase, we are concerned about this
particular paragraph. I have heard it
already referenced-some of the agree-
ments have been difficult to get. They
have been difficult to get because every
time you do something somebody says.
"'Gee. That is going to affect me in an
adverse way."

The distinguished Senator from Alas-
ka had an amendment earlier that paid
for the cost of the universal service.
and one of the things that he did-I be-
lieve he is quite right--the National
Association of Broadcasters is going to
object. There are going to be people
who say, "I do not like where you got
the money." Everything we do in this
legislation we know affects one inter-
est group or another. But it is also
going to affect more than almost any-
thing we have discussed thus far this
year: Indeed. perhaps for a long. long
time. every single American household.

If you have a telephone in your
home, it is going to affect you. If you
have a cable line running into your
household, this bill is going to affect
you.

I just aid to citizens out there who
are wondering about what the mumbo
jumbo is about. you are going to hear
a lot. You had better pay attention be-
cause. if you have a telephone, and you
if you have a cable line coming into
your household, you had better pay at-
tention to this legislation because it is
going to have a big impact upon you.
You are going to hear a lot of people
coming down saying this is going to be
good for you. You did not ask for it.
You did not say. "By gosh. Let us
change this law." You did not ask for
this thing. But we have figured out this
is going to be good for you. And make
no mistake about it. We have really
paid careful attention to this legisla-
tion. We know exactly what it is going
to do.

Mr. President, I believe that the
American people deserve as a con-
sequence of the impact of this legisla-
tion a good and healthy and lengthy
debate.

I heard the distinguished occupant of
the Chair earlier say he hopes this
thing does not degenerate into a fili-
buster. I do not intend to filibuster this
thing. I point out with great respect to
the Senator from Mississippi that 1822
would have passed last year if it had
not been filibustered and slowed up and
tied up by people who said we do not
want this thing to go. This would have
been law last year I believe. I do not
know if the Senator from South Caro-
lina can confirm that.

I do not want to tie this thing up
with filibusters and delays. I intend.
when there is a manager's amendment
or incidental amendment, to examine
the language because the language is
important. It is going to have an effect
on people.

I say, again for emphasis, that I be-
lieve this vote is going to be a lot more
controversial the further away you get
from it than people suspect today. One
of the things about laws that citizens
need to understand is that very often it
is about power. That is to say, who has
the power?

I joined with. again the distinguished
Senator from South Carolina, In voting
against tort reform bill a little earlier
because in my judgment that was
about power. That was about saying to
the citizens of this country you are
getting swept away saying the trial
lawyers are making life miserable for
you. Just ask yourself this question:
You get hurt out there, you have a
problem out there. Who Is going to help
you? Is congress going to help you? Are
you going to call up your Congressmen
and say. "I am getting abused by the
phone and cable companies. I do not
like what is going on out there. Do you
think Congress is going to rush to your
defense? Do you think it will be pos-
sible for you to get the agencies of the
Federal Government to rally to your
cause? And you probably do not even
have enough money to buy an airplane
ticket to come back here, and if you
came back here you will not know
where to go.

This is about power. And regulations
are in place to protect the interests of
the people. That is what they are there
for. Let us deregulate.

I have a little case going on right
now in Omaha, NE, that illustrates
what I am talking about. We have a
plant in Nebraska which employees a
couple of hundred people. Unfortu-
nately. the company processes lead.
and they put a lot of lead in the air and
water. And it has been determined-
and no one disputes it-that lead dam-
ages newborn babies without dispute.
We do not have leaded gasoline any
longer because we have decided that is
the case. We have a Clean Air Act, we
have a Clean Water Act. This company
has been out of compliance for over 15
years.

Guess how we aen going to resolve it?
Do you think we resolved it because a
U.S. Senator intervened on their be-
half? Do you think the Congress came
to the rescue? Do you think it was the
administrative branch? No, sir. A cou-
ple of citizens filed a suit in court. It
was the judiciary. It was the right of a
citizen to go to court and say, "This
company is not obeying the law of the
land. I am going to insist that they
obey the law of the land."

Mr. President. make no mistake
about it. This piece of legislation Is
about who controls the airways, who
controls your telephone, who controls
the information? It is about power.

I hear a lot of people say, "Well, we
ought to get the government out of
that." Let us have a debate about what
the government should or should not
do on behalf of the citizens. I am pre-
pared to do that. I think it is a healthy
debate. Let us not presume it is quite
so easy as Just saying competition is
the best regulator, which I heard three
or four or five times. Competition does
not give us clean air. Competition does
not give us clean water. Competition
would not likely make every single fac-
tory in the workplace in America safe.
Maybe somebody wants to come down
here and say that is the case.

I get 1,000 Americans who say, "You
tell me." Do you trust the corporation?
You have a corporation out there that
is desperately worried about their
quarterly profits. They are worried
about bottom line. They have the
shareholders Out there to perform for,
and they have to make a decision.
They have 1.000 people working for
them, and have been working for them
let us say 30 years: 30.100 man and
woman hours in that corporation. They
have to make a decision to lay all
thousand of them off. and give them no
fringe benefits, no severance pay. no
retirement. All of those things add cost
to the corporation.

I ask my Americans. Do you trust
that corporation? Do you think that
corporation is going do say "No. I
think it is right and decent; I do not
care what the stock holders say. what
Wall Street says; I am going to ignore
all of those people up in New York
City; I do not care what they say: I am
going to do the right thing: I am going
to give you severance pay. I am going
to provide you with your health care.
and take care of that retirement bene-
fit because I care about you, you are a
human being; I am not going to treat
you like trash?"

I do not believe many Americans are
going to say that is likely to be the
case. If a company is a mom and pop
shop. owned by an individual which
owns 100 percent of the stock, that
might be different. But when that com-
pany CEO worries about the value of
its share, that companies CEO does
things differently. They have to. I do
not say they are doing the wrong thing.
I do not blame them for doing that.
But please do not come and say that
the market Is going to get the job
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done. The market rewards people that
produce. The market rewards a much
different set of values than the values
that I have just described with these
thousand families.

So again . the next thing I say to citi-
zens who are wondering about these 144
pages and all of the amendments that
will be offered, it ie about power and
power over your lives, power to deliver
you information, power to give you a
phone service, power to give you video
Information, power to give you the
things that you say that you want.

For your information, a lot of people
who are coming down here saying get
the government out of that are very
strongly supportive of unfortunately a
title offered by the senior Senator from
Nebraska, title 4. which said we need to
have a lot more government involve-
ment when it comes to regulating.

I understand there is going to be
some amendment to make even tough-
er penalties. That is popular. That one
we all know. People are fed up with ob-
scenity and they are fed up with the
stuff they see on television and they
want us to do something about it. And
title IV attempts to do that. I hope we
are a bit careful, to say the least, with
title IV, but title V is more Govern-
ment, it is not less. Title V is the
statement by Members of Congress
that says the market does not work
when it comes to obscenity.

Do some people want to come here
and tell me it does? Does somebody
want to come down here and say the
market is the best regulator of obscen-.
ity? I do not think so. I do not think
there is going to be a single Member
come down here tand say just let the
market take care of it; we do not care
what kids are getting over the
Internet. We do not care what is com-
ing into homes.

No. In that Instance the market goes
out the window. In that instance we
say TimeiWarner is putting out slime.
We have to regulate them in some fash-
ion.

So. Mr. President, again. I have a
great deal of respect and appreciation
for the managers of this bill. They have
done an awful lot of work on it. I do in-
tend to catefully examine the amend-
ments that are offered. I do believe
that increased competition can be
enormously beneficial. I believe that it
can, properly done, result in lower
prices, higher quality service. peortico-
larly, as I said. if it is done In a fashion
that lets everybody compete.

Again. I do not underestimate the
difficulty of this. I am going to have a
lot of explaining to do to my citizens
to tell them why this is good for them
because in the early days when they
get competition they are going to get
confused. And in the early days they
may even get some price increases.
They may find themselves paying high-
er telephone service. They may find
themselves paying higher cable. We do
not know. We are saying let the mar-
ket set the price, in general, once you
get to the final end of this thing. Let
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the cost determine what people are
going to pay. We have a very small
amount of subsidy in the universal
service fund. We have an education pro-
vision that some people are going to
come down here and try to strike, say-
ing the market ought to have taken
care of that. After having given speech-
es saying this is good for health care,
this is good for education, they do not
even want to have that provision in
this piece of legislation.

I have many problems with this bill.
Mr. President. I do believe the Depart-
ment of Justice needs a role in this. I
do not think consultation is enough. I
would cite as case No. 1 why consulta-
tion is not enough, the very thing that
Members will use when they are saying
that competition works, and that is
Mr. Baxter and Judge Greene getting
together, the Department of Justice
getting together with a Federal judge
and putting together a consent decree.

It was the Department of Justice. It
was the Department of Justice that
gave us the competitive environment.
It was not the Federal Communcations
Commission. I am not calling for in-
creased authority, increased power, but
I want them to do more than consult.
They understand competition. The
Antitrust Division of the Department
of Justice understands where and when
competition is, and they are about the
only ones in this town that. at least by
my measurement, are out there fight-
ing to make sure that that market-
place in fact is working.

I have serious problems saying that
telephone companies can acquire cable
companies inside of their area imme-
diately.

Mr. President. I believe we have to
have two lines coming into the home. I
believe you have to have-if it is going
to be fiber or some kind of combination
of coax and fiber, I do not know what it
is going to be. but I want two lines
coming into my home.

I have heard people talk an awful lot
about competition, and I have heard all
the companies coming in saying they
want a competitive environment. This
is one thing I know. Competition to me
means I have choice. Again, this idea of
choice is a two-edged sword. You are
going to have a lot of households out
there that are not going to be terribly
pleased with this new choice they have,
and they are not going to be terribly
happy when they see what that choice
might do.

We have to be prepared to stay with
this thing. To my mind, choice means
if a company does not give me what I
want. I can take my business some-
place else. Competition means to me I
can go wherever I want and get the
service I want. And I believe in many
ways this bill does just that.

The requirements of unbundling, of
dialing parity, the requirements that
are in this legislation in title I, in my
judgment, provide a good basis for us
to have a competitive environment. Al-
lowing the phone companies to go out
and buy cable inside their own area,
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Mr. President, is going to restrict com-
petition immediately. We are not going
to have the local cable company and
the phone company competing because
the phone company is going to have an
incentive to buy them. If they buy
them. it ends that competition.

I am prepared to hear arguments
about that, but I think allowing this
cable-Bellcore ownership in the local
area does precisely the opposite of
what this bill intends to do.

The other objections and problems
that I have with the bill I will come
later to the floor and try. to address. I
see the Senator from Pennsylvania is
down here. I suspect that he wants to
make a statement. I just wanted to
stand up at this point in time and say
to the Senator from South Dakota and
the Senator from South Carolina I do
not intend to stand down here and stop
this piece of legislation from being en-
acted. But I do intend to stand down
here and examine every amendment
that is proposed and make sure it is an
amendment that I agree to for all the
reasons I cited earlier.

The consumers of this country, the
households of this country have not
been consulted. We are presuming that
it is going to be good'for them because
we have talked to American corpora-
tions and they are saying it is going to
be good for them. They are saying this
is going to be good for consumers. The
corporations are saying it Is going to
be good for those households. They are
saying it is good because they are get-
ting more jobs, higher service, better
quality, and lower prices.

That is what they are saying. It is
not coming from households. This is
not coming from the people of the
United States of America. whether it is
the people of South Dakota. the people
of Nebraska. South Carolina. Mis-
sissippi, or Pennsylvania. We believe
that we have something here that is
going to be good for them, but they
have not come to us and said: Please do
this because we think this needs to be
done.

So I again will have many opportuni-
ties to stand and talk, and I look for-
ward to what I hope will be a straight-
forward and healthy and honest debate.
something that I hope does produce a
final change in the 1934 Communica-
tions Act which I think does need to be
changed. But at the end of the day I
wish to be able to say to the consumers
of Nebraska that this is going to be
good for you. I wish to able to say to
every household in Nebraska you are
going to get benefits from it and these
are the benefits that I believe are going
to occur.

At this stage of the game. Mr. Presi-
dent. I cannot support this legislation
for the reasons cited, and I look for-
ward to engaging in what I said I hope
will be a constructive debate.

Mr. PRESSLER addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from South Dakota.
Mr. PRESSLER. I thank the Senator

from Nebraska for his statement. In
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fact, the other day I cited him. when I tect electric utility ratepayers and PETITIONS AND MEMORIALS
was on a national program of State leg- stockholders from bearing the costs of The following petitions and memori-
islators and they asked, in terms of a diversifIcation by registered holding als were laid before the Senate and
model of a State to deregulate. what companies into telecommunications were referred or ordered to lie on the
might It be. And I suggested the work activities. table as indicated:
of BaB KERREY of Nebraska when he It requires the Federal Communica- POM-146. A petition from a citizen of the
was Governor. I observed his work in tions Commission, the Federal Energy State of Indiana relative to taxes; to the
deregulating telecommunications in Regulatory Commission, and the state Committee on the Judiciary.
that State, and I certainly look for- regulators to monitor the activities POM-147. A resolution adopted by the

Board of Nepresentatives, Otsego County.ward tO his insights, and practices of both the subsidiaries New York relative to local government re-
We have worked on a bipartisan basis and the parent holding companies that sources; to the Committee on the Judiciary.

on this bill. In fact. all the Democrats engage in telecommunications activi- POM-148. A resolution adopted by the
on the Commerce Committee voted for ties in order to ensure that utility con- Council of the City of Alexandria, Virginia
the bill. Senator HOLLINIos did a good sumers pay only what they get. relative to the flag to the Committee on the
Job. I visited with and delivered a copy o Judiciary.of the original draft bill to each of the example, my provision would en- POM-149. A concurrent resolution adopted

Democrats on the Commerce Commit- sure that telecoenmunications-related by the Legislature of the State of Arizona; to
ee. activities are conducted in a separate the Committee on the Judiciary.
Two Republicans on the committee subsidiary of the holding company. It "SENAT CONCURRENT RESOUTION 1015

voted against the bill. Eight Repub- would also provide the States with the "Whereas, the people of the State of Ari-
licans on the committee voted for it. appropriate regulatory. investigatory, nuns believe that state legislatures should be

This is a bipartisan bill. All the Demo- and enforcement authority to protect provided with a method of offering amend-
ments to the Constitution of the United

crat on the committee voted for It. I utility consumers. To this effect. it States: Therefore be it
think that is a very important point, would require the States to approve "Reolved by the Senate of the State of Arn-

THE PUBIC TILITY HOLDING COMIPANY ACT any rate increases by thoae utility one, the House of Repre.entatives concurring:
PROvISIONB companies that have a telecommuni- "I. That the Congress of the United States

Mr. D'AMATO. Mr. President, today I cations subsidiary. As a result, the propose to the people of the United States an
rise to speak about certain provisions States can examine the proposed rate amendment to the Constitution of the Unit-

ed States to amend the Constitution of the
in S. 662, the Telecommunications increase t m s t is justified United States as follows
Competition and Deregulation Act of and that utility customers are not sub- "ARniCLE V-AMENDMENT OF THE
1995. sidizng the holding company's tele- cONsTtoN

This bill contains provisions that communications-related costs. "The Congress, whenever two thirds of
would significantly alter the Public The Banking Committee has con- both Houses shall deem it necessary, shall
Utility Holding Company Act of 1935 suited the SEC as well as industry and propose Amendments to this Constitution,
(PUHCA). The PUHCA was originally consumer representatives in crafting or. on the Application of the Legislatures of
enacted OD yew's ago to simplify the this provision to make sure appro- two thirds of the several States, shall call aenace yConvention for proposing Amendments.
utility holding company structure and priate safeguards will allow the holding which, In either Case, shall be valid to all In-
ensure that consumers were protected companies to diversify without nega- tents and Purpoes. as Part of this Constito-
from unfair rate increases. At that tive consequences to utility customers. tion. when ratified by the Legilatures Of
time, there were many industry abuses We have struck a reasonable balance, three fourths of the several States. or by
involving the pyramida corporate As a conferee on the Telecommuni- Conventions in three fourths thereof, as the
structures of holding companies which cations Competition and Deregulation one or the other Mode of Ratifncation may be
greatly increased the speculative na- Act of 1995, 1 will be in a position to proposed by the Congress; Provided that no

eof securities issuances, led to mar- make certain that this balance is pre- Amendment which may be made prior to thetore of seurities ances, led to cap- aerer Year One thousand eight hundred and eight
ket manipulation, and inflated the cap- served, shall in any Manner affect the first and
ital structure. The abuses in the Indus- At the same time. I would add that fourth Clauses in the Ninth Section of the
try made it nearly impossible for the the Banking Committee intends to ex- first Article; and that no States. without its
States to adequately protect utility amine the continuing need for the Consent shall be deprived of its equal Suf-
ratepayers. Pfrage In the Senate.
Thpe .P C iidPUtCA once the Securities and Ex- "Whenever three-fourths of the legisla-The PUHCA limited the types of change Commission releases its report tures of the States deem it necessary, they

businesses that holding companies and recommendations on repeal or re- shall propose amendments to this Constitu-
could acquire to utility related serv- form of the Act. tion. These proposed amendments are valid
Ices. As reported out of the Commerce I would like to thank Senator PRES for all intents and purses two years after
Committee. Sections 102 and 206 of the these amendments arse submitted to Congress
"Telecommunications Competition and SLEt, Senator LOTT. Senator BUMPERS. unless both Houses of Congress by a two-
Deregulation Act" would permit diver- Senator SARBANES. and their staffs for thirds vote disapprove the proposed amend-
sificatlon of registered holding compa- e. ments within two years after their submis-effication~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ofw reitrdhligcmasion.
nies into the telecommunications busi- "2. That the Secretary of State of the
ness---without SEC approval or any State of Arizona transmit copies of this Con-
other conditions. Allowing holding MESSAGES FROM THE PRESIDENT current Resolution to the President of the
companies to diversify away from their United States the President of the United
traditional core utility operations is a Messages from the President of the States Senate, the Speaker of the United
departure from the basis principles un- United States were communicated to States House of Representatives, the Presi-
derlying the 1935 Act. the Senate by Mr. Thomas, one Of his dent of the Senate and the Speaker of the

Mr. President, my primary concern secretaries. House of Representatives of each state's leg-
with these sections of the "Tele- islature of the United States of America. and

the Arizona Congressional Delegation."
communications Competition and De- POM-lS0. A concurrent resolution adopted
regulation Act" is that losses resulting EXECUTIVE MESSAGES REFERRED by the Legislature of the State of Arizona; to
from the subsidiaries telecommuni- the Committee on the Judiciary.
cations activities could be passed on to As in executive session the Presiding "SENATE CONCURaENT REsOUTION 1006
public utility customers in the form of Officer laid before the Senate messages "Be it resolved by the Senate of the State
higher utility rates, from the President of the United of Arizona. the House of Representatives

I would like to commend Senator States submitting sundry nominations concurring:
PRESSLER and Senator Lorr for includ- which were referred to the Committee "1. The following Declaration of Sov-
Ing my provision-which addresses on Finance. ereignty is adopted:

"Secion :
these concerns-in the manager's (The nominations received today are "A. We. the legislature of the State of Ar-
amendment, My provision puts in place printed at the end of the Senate pro- Eons. hereby reaffirm the sovereignty of the
the proper consumer safeguards to pro- ceedings.) states and of the people.
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'THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS COM-

PETITION AND DEREGULATION
ACT OF I995 COMMUNICATIONS
DECENCY ACT OF 1995

DOLE AMENDMENT NO. 1255
Mr. DOLE proposed an amendment to

the bill (S. 652) to provide for a pro-
competitive, deregulatory national pol-
icy framework designed to accelerate
rapidly private sector deployment of
advanced telecommunications and in-
formation technologies and services to
all Americans by opening all tele-
communications marketa to competi-
tion. and Tor other purposes; as follows:

On page 9. strike lses 4 through 12 and In-
sert the followIng:

(ci) TRANSFER OF MFJ.-Afer the date of
enactment of this Act, the Commisslon shall
administer any provision of the Modllication
of Final Judgment not overridden or super-
seded by this Act. The District Court for the
District of Columbia shall have no further
Jurisdiction over any provision of the Modi-
ncation of Final Judgment administered by
the Commission under this Act or the Com-
munications Act of 1994. The Commission
may, consistent with this Act (and the
amendments made by this Act), modify any
provision of the Modification of Final Judg-
ment that It administers.

(d) oGTE CONSENT DEcREE.--This Act shall
supersede the provisions of the Final Judg-
ment entered in United States v. GTE Corp..
No. 83-1298 (D.C. D.C.) and such Final Judg-
ment shall not be enforced after the effective
date of this Act.
On page 40, line 9. strike "'to enable them"

and insert "which are determined by the
Commission to be essential In order for
Americans".

On page 40. beginning on line I. strike
"Nation. At a minimum, universal service
shall Include any telecommunicatons serv-
Ices that' and Insert "Nation. and which".

On page 70. between lines 21 and 22, Insert
the following:
(ib GREATER DEREGULATION FOR SMALLER

CABLE COMPANIE.--SectiOn 6M (4 U.S.C.
b43) is amended by adding at the end thereof
the following:

"(Ml) SPECIAL RULES FOR SMALL COMPA-
4IES,-
"-ll LN GENERAL.-Subsection Pal. (b). or (c)

does not apply to a small cable operator with
respect to-.
'(A) cable programming services. or
'(B) a basic service tier that was the only

service tier subject to regulation as of De
cember 31. 1994.
in soy franthise area in which that operator
serves 35.100 or fewer subscrihers.

"il DEF.NITION OF SIALL CABLE OPERA-
TR.-For purposes of this subsectlon. the
term 'rall cable operator" means a cable
operator tIt. directly or tlrough an affili-
ate. serves in the aggregate, fewer than I per-
cent of all subscribers In the United States
and does not. directly or through an affill-
ate, own or control a daily newspaper or a
tier I local exchange carrier.".

On page 70. line 22. strike '(b" and inset
"'ic)".

On page 71. line 3. strike "eiN" and insert
"Idi".

On page 79. strike lines 7 through 11 and In-
sert the following:

ill L GEERAL.-The CommIssion shall
modify its rules for multiple ownership set
forth In 47 CFR 73.355 by-
IA) eliminating the restrictions on the

number of television stations owned under
subdivisions (ex 11011, and 0 it): and

NGRESSIONAL RECORD-SENATE
(1) changing the percentage set forth In

subdivision (eli2lilll from 25 percent to 35
percent.

21 RADO OwNERSHIP.-The Commission
shall modify Its rules set forth In 47 CFR
73.35 by eliminating any provision limiting
the number of AM or FM broadcast stations
which may be owned or controlled by one en.
tity either natiuonally or in a particular mar-
ket. The Commission may refuse to approve
the transfer or Issuance of an AM or FM
broadcast license to a particular entity if it
finds that the entity would thereby obtain
an undue concentration of control or would
thereby harm competition. Nothing in this
section shall require or prevent the Commis-
sion from modifying Its rules contained in 47
CFR 73.3355(c) governing the ownership of
both a radio and television broadcast eta'
tions in the same market.

On page 79, line 12, strike (2)" and Insert
"131".

On page 79. line 18. strike "(3)" and Insert
"(4)".

On page 79, line 21. strike "(4)" and Insert
"ill".

On page 79. line 22. strike "modification re-
quired by paragraph (i)" and Insert "modi-
fications required by paragraphs (I) and (2)".

On page 116. between lines 2 and 3. insert
the following

(b) DOMINANT LNTEREXCANGR CARRIE.--
The Coirns lon. within 270 days after the
date of enactment of this Act. shall complete
a proceeding to consider modifying Its roles
for determining which carriers shall be clss-
silted as "dominant canIers" and to consider
excluding all intereachange telecommuni-
cations carriers from some or all of the re-
quiremena assoclated with such clas.iflca

-

tion to the extent that such carriers provide
Interexchangs teleconmunicatons service.

On page 116, line 3. strike "(b)" and Insert
"(c)".

On page 117. line I. strike "(c)" and Insert
"(dl".

On page 117. line 22. strike "G -
TIONS.." and Insert "REGULATIONS, ELIM].
NATION OF UNNECESSARY REGULATIONS
AND FUNCTION".

On page 117. line 23, strike "(a) BIENNIAL
REVIEW-- before "Part".

On page 118, between lines 20 and 21. insert
.the following:

ib) ELIMINATION OF UNNECESARsY COMMiS-
SION REGULATIONS AND FUNtcIONS.

(1) REPEAL SETTING OF DEPRECIATION
RATEs.-The first sentence of section 220(b)
(47 U.S.C. 2=b)1 Is amended by striking
"shall prescribe for such carriers" and in-
serting "may prescribe, for such carriers as
It determines to be appropriate.".

III USE OF INDEPENDENT ALDITOrol.-Section
2201c 147 U.S.C. 220(ci) Is amended by adding
at the end thereof the following: "The Com-
mission may obtain the services of any per-
son licensed to provide public accounting
services under the law of any Stte to assist
wth. or conduct, audits under this section.
While so employed or engaged in ronduo-ing
an audit for the Commission under tai- sec-
tion. any such person shall have the ;swers
granted the Commission under this sub-
section and shall be subject to subsection If)
in the same ranner as If that person were an
employee of the Commilssion-".

13f SIMPLIFICATION OF FEDERAL-STATE CO-
ODINATION PROocEss.--The Commission shall
simplify and expedite the Federal-State co-
ordination process under section 410 of the
Communications Act of 193.

(1) PRIVATIZATION OF SHIP RADIO 1isPEC-
TIOs. Section 3a5 (47 U.SC. 3851 is amended
by adding at the end thereof the following:
"In accordance with such other provisions of

law as apply to governmect contract', the
Commission may enter into contracts with
any person for the purpose oi carrying ot
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such Inspections and certifying compliance
with these requirements, and may. as part of
&MY such contrart, allow any such person to
accept reimbursement from the license hold-
er for travel and expense costs of any em-
Ployse conducting an inspection or cerUln-
cation..
(h) MODIFICAT1ON OF CONoTRUCTION PERMIT

REQUIREMENT.-SectlOn 3191d) 147 U.S.C.
319(dl) Is amended by striking the third san-
tence and Inserting the following: 'The Com-
mission may waive the requirement for a
construction permit with respect to a broad-
casting station In circumstances In which it
deems prior approval to be unnecessary. In
those circumstances, a broadcaster shall file
any related license application within 10
days after completing construction.".
(6) LIMrrATION ON SILENT STATION AUtHOR-

IZ'ATloONs.-Sectlon 312 (47 U.S.C. 312) Is
amended by adding at the end the following:

"(9) If a broadcasting station fails to
transmit broadcast signals for any consecu-
tive 12-month period, then the station lI-
cense granted for the operation of that
broadcast station expires at the end of that
period, notwithstanding any provision, term.
or condition of the license to the contrary.".

(71 EXPEDnTN IUNS'UCrlONAL TELEVISION
UlED SERVICE PROC.eSanas.-The Commission

shall delegate, under section 5(c) of the Com-
munications Act of 1934. the conduct of rou-
tLine inutructional television fixed service
cases to Its staff for consideration and final
action.
(8) DELEGATION OF EQUIPMENrT TESTINO AND

CERIATAION 'T0 PRIVATE LABORATORIS.-
Section 302 (47 U.S.C. 302) is amended by add-
Ing at the end the following:
"(e) The Commission may-
"ill authorize the use of private organiza-

tions for testing and certifying the comphi-
ance of devices or home electronic equip-
ment and systems with regulations promul-
gated under this section;
"'(21 accept as prima facie evidence of such

compliance the certfication hy any such or-
ganinatlon and

"131 establish Such qualifications and
standards as it deems appropriate for such
private organizations. testing, and certifi-
cation.".
(9) MAKINO LICENSE MODIFICATION LNIi-

FORm.-Section 3f (47 US.C. 303(0) is
amended by striking "unle. after a public
bearing." and Inserting "'unless *

'

(10i PERMrr OPrTION OF DOMESTIC SHIP
AND AIRCRAFT' RADIOS WrTHOU-T LICENSE.-Sec-
tion 01t.e) (47 U.S.C. 207,e) Is amerded by
(A) striking "service ard the citizens band

radio service" In paragraph it: and inserting
-service. citizens band radio service, domes-
tic ship radio ser-ice, domes'c airtraft radio
service. and personal radio se..'ce"' and
,B) striking "ervice' and c.t'zens band

radio ervice '"In paroat '3, and inserting
service'. "cftizens bad radio _ervree. "do-

meStic ship radio asrvice'. -estic aircraft
radio service'. and "personal -adio sc':ice" -.

,10 EXPEDITED LICENSNG FCR FI.XE MICRO-
WAVE SER 'ICE.- SectIon 309 b(21 (47 U.SC,
309(b)(2)) is amended by s:::k ng subpara
graph (A) and redesignatirg subparagraphs
(B through (G as (A) through F' . respe-
tively.

(12) ELIMINATE FCC JosD'c-Ds' ONt OVER GOV-
ERNMENTii-OWNED SHIP RP.ADIO STATIONS.-
(A) Section 305 (47 U.S.C. U) is amended

by striking subsection (b) and redesignating
subsections (c) and id as (bi and ci. respec-
tLvely.
(B) Section 32,2) (47 U.S.C. 382(2)1 i0

amended by striking "except a vessel of the
United States Maritime Administration. the
Inland and Coastwise Waterways Service. or
the Panama Canal Company.-.

.131 IODFICATION OF AMATEUR RADIO EXAM-
tNATION PROCEDIM ES.-
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(A) Section 4(fXHXN) (47 U.S.C. 4(fX4XB))

i amended by striking "tranmissions. or in
the preparation or distribution of any publi-
cation used in preparation for obtaining
amateur station operator lIcenses," and in-
serting "transislon".

(5) The Commission shall modify It. rules
governing the amateur radio examination
Process by eliminating burdensome record
maintenance and annual financial certfi-
cation requirements.

(14) ST rAMLINZ NOi-B&OADCAST RADIO LI-
cenR ENtWA..-The Commission shall
modify its rules under section 309 of the
Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 309)
relating to renewal of nonbroadeast radio li-
censes so as to streamline or eliminate com-
parative renewal hearings where such hear-
ings are unnecessary or unduly burdeneome.

On page 117. between lines 21 and 22. insert
the following.

(d R ouLaORy RSLIz.-
(1) STREgMLINED PlOCoUREa FRn ClAZrEa

IN iARORS. CLASSIFICATIONS. nEGULAriONa,
OR PILACrici.-
(A) Section 204(a) (47 U.S.C. 204(a)) is

amended-
(I) by striking 12 months" the first place

It appear. In paragraph (2)A) and Inserting
"6 months";

(ii) by striking "effective., and all that
follows in paragraph (M1A) and inserting "ef-
fective.": and

(fit) by adding at the end thereof the fol-
lowing:
"() A local exchange carrier may file with

the Commission a new or revised charge.
clsasrilcation. regulation. or practice on a
streamlined bals. Any such charge, class-
fication. regulation, or practice shall be
deemed lawful and shall be effective 7 days
(to the cae of a reduction In rate.) or 16
days (in the cse of en Increase in rates)
after the date on which it is filed with the
Commission unlm the Commission takes
action under prgph (1) before the end of
that 7-day or 10-day iperod. as is appro-
priates.".
(B) Section 208(b) (47 U.S.C. 209(b)) Is

amended-
(I) by striking "12 months" the first place

it appears In paragraph (1) and Inserting "5
months ; and

(i) by striking "filed." and all that follows
In paragraph (I) and Inserting "filed.".
(2) EXTsONsr OF im UND S=ecON li4

ARMS anPORcS.-Notwithstanding section
306. the Comnnssion shall permit any local
exchange carrier-

(A) to be exempt from the requirements of
section 214 of the Communications Act of
1994 for the extension of any line; and
(B) to file cost allocation manuals and

ARMIS reports annually, to the extent such
carrier is required to file such manuals w re-
ports..

(3) FORKnSHRAisCE AWlrriil NOT tiN-
rnb.-Nothing In this subsection shall be
construed to limit the authority of the Com-
mission or a State to waive, modify, or fore-
bear from applying any of the requirements
to which reference is made in paragraph (1)
under any other provision of this Act other
law.

On page 110, line 30, strike the cloing
quotation marks nd the second period.

On page 118, between lines 20 and 21. insert
the following:
"(c) CLAS FICATION or CARIERs.-In

classifying carriers according to 47 CFR 32.11
and in establishing reporting requirements
pursuant to 47 CFR part 43 and 47 CFR 64.93
the Commission shall adjust the revenue re-
quirement to account for Inflation as of the
release date of the Commission's Report and
Order in CC Docket No. 91-141. and annually
thereafter. Thin subsection shall take effect
on the date of enactment of the Tel.
communications Act of IM.".

NIGRESSIONAL RECORD-SENATE 87927
On page 119. line 4, strike "may" and insert mixed governmental and non-governmuent

"shall". se. and
On page 120. between lines 3 and 4. insert (M) the final 45 megahertz will be rele-

the following: cated for mixed governmental and non-gov-
"(c END or RBOULATION PROcES.-Any ernrmental use by 204;

telecommunications carier, or clan of ele.- (6) the 165 megahertz of spectrum that are
commnunications carriers. may submit a peti- not yet reallocated. cOmbined with 10 megf.
tion to the Commission requesting that the hers that the Federal Communications
Commisslon exercise the authority granted Commission is currently holding in reserve
under this section with respect to that car- for emerging technologies, are less than the
rier or those carriers, or any service offered bent estimates of projected spectrum needs
by that carrier or carriers. Any such petition in the United States;
shall be deemed granted if the Commlsaion (i) the authority of the Federal Commu.
does not deny the petition for failure to meet nicatlons Commission to assign radio spec-
the requirements for forebearance under sub- trurn frequencies using an auction process
section (a) within 90 days after the Commie- expires on September 30. 1998;
Son receives it, unless the 90-day period Is (8) a significant portion of the reallocated
extended by the Commission. The Commis- spectrum wi1 not yet be assigned to non-
sion may extend the initial 90-day period by governmental user. before that authority ex-
an additional 60 days if the Commission finds plree;
that an extension In necessary to meet the (9) the transfer of Federal governmental
requirements of subsection (a). The Commi- users from certain valuable radio frequencies
Sioe may grant or deny a petition in while or to other reserved frequencies could be expe-
in pert and shall explain Ir decision In writ- dited if Federal governmental users are per-
Ing. mitted to accept reimbursement for reloa-

SPage 120. iine 4. strike "Ic) aninsert tion costs from non-governmental users; and
"(d)". (10) non-goveromental reimbursement of

Federal governmental users relocation costs
would allow the market to determine the

STEVENS AMENDMENT NO. 126 most efficient use of the available spectrum.
Mr. STEVENS proposed an amend- (hI EXTENSION AND EXPANSION OF AUCION

ment to the bill 8. 652, nupa; a fol- AUrrOnrl.-Section 309(j) (47 U.S.C. 309(11)
lows: In amended-

(1) by Striking paragraph (I) and inserting
At the appropriate place in the bill insert In lIeu thereof the following:

the following: "1) O RAL AUTHORrrT.-if mutually ex-
SM . eEMUl AUCfiONS. elusive applications or requests are accepted

(a) FINDmOB.-The Congress finds that- for any Initial license or construction permit
(1) the National Telecommunications and which will Involve a use of the electro-

Information Administration of the Depart- magnetic spectrum, then the Commission
ment of Commerce recently submitted to the Shall grant such license or permit to a quali-
Congress a report entitled "U.S. National fled applicant through a system of competi-
Spectrum Requirements" as required by eec- tive bidding that meets the requirements of
ion 113 of the National Telecommunications this subsection. The competitive bidding ao-
and Information Administration Orgaisa- thority granted by this subsection shall not
tion Act (47 U.S.C. 9R3); apply to licensee or construction permits Is-

(2) based on the best available information sued by the Commission for public safety
the report concludes that an additional 179 radio services or for licenses or construction
megaherta of spectrum will be needed within permit. for now terrestrial digital television
the next ten years to meet the expected de- services assigned by the Commission to ex-
mind for land mobile nd mobile satellite isting terrestrial broadcast licensees to rS-
radio services such as cellular telephone place their current television licenses.-
service, paging services. personal commu- (2) by striking paragraph l2) and renumber.
nication services, and low earth orbiting sat- lng paragraphs (3) through (13) as (2) through
ellite communications systems; (12). respectively; end

(3) a further 85 megahertz of additional (3) by striking "198' In paragraph (iP), as
spectrum, for a total of 264 megaherts, in renumbered, and inserting In lieu thereof
needed if the United States is to fully Imple- -2110".
meet the Intelligent Transportation System () RxiuIM em -rr Or PROXIMAL RMoA-
currently under development by the Depart, 11o COST.-Secton 113 of the National
ment of Transportation; Telecommunications and Information Ad-

(4) as required by Part B of the National ministration Act (47 U.S.C. 992) is amended
Telecommunications and Information Ad- by adding at the end the following new sub-
ministration Organization Act (47 U.S.C. 921 sections:
et seq.) the Federal Oovernment will transfer "MI R Locamox or FnnDzRAL OovEtMmEr-r
235 megahertz of spectrum from exclusive STATION.-
government use to non-goverumental Or "() IN OGNSRAL-In order to expedite the
mixed governmental and non-governmental efficient use of the electromagnetic spec-
use between 1994 and 204; trum and notwithstanding section 330b) of

(5) the Spectrum Reallocation Final Re. title 31. United States Code, any Federal en-
port submitted to Congres s under section 113 tty which operates a Federal Government
of the National Telecomrnunications and In- station may accept reimbursement from any
formation Administration Organization Act person for the coste Incurred by such Federal
by the National Telecommunications and In- entity for any modification, replacement, or
formation Administration states that. of the relssuance of equipment, facilities, operating
35 megahertz of spectrum Identified for manuals. regulations, or other expenses In-

reallocation from governmental to non-gov- curred by that entity In relocating the oper-
ernmental or mixed use.- ations of its Federal Overnment station or

(A) 50 megahertz has already been reallo- stations from one or more radio spectrum
cated for exclusive non-governmental use, frequencles to any other frequency or fr-

(B) 45 megahertz will be reallocated in 199 quencies. Any such reimbursement shall be
for both exclusive non-goverunmental and deposited In the account of such Federal en-
mixed governmental and non-governmental tity in the Treasury of the United States.
use. Funds deposited according to this section

(C) 25 megahertz will be reallocated in 1891 shall be available. without appropriation or
for exclusive nuon-governmental use, fical year limitation, only for the oper-

(D) 7D megahertz will be reallocated in 1999 atlons of the Federal entity for which such
for both exclusive non-governmental and funds were deposited under this section.
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88528
should vote. Other opponents have
threatened to filibuster to prevent a
final vote.

It is time for the Senate to act. By
now it is obvious that Dr. Poster is a
highly principled physician and educa-
tor who has devoted his life and his ca-
reer to the service of others. His record
is outstanding. He has been widely
praised for his contributions to the
quality of health care for his patients.
for his service to his community, and
for his research and teaching and medi-
cine. We do a disservice to Dr. Foster,
the Senate and the Nation as a whole
by prolonging this process.

The Nation has now been without a
Surgeon General for 6 months, and
there is no Justification for further
delay. Only one Issue is holding up this
nomination. Many other issues have
been raised as a smokescreen. but they
are easily dispelled. The real issue de-
laying this nomination is the issue of
abortion. The diehard opponents of a
woman's right to choose are doing all
they can to block this nomination be-
cause Dr. Foster participated in a
small number of abortions during his
38-year career. But Dr. Foster is a baby
doctor, not an abortion doctor. He has
delivered thousands of healthy babies,
often in the most difficult cir-
cumnstances of poverty and neglect. As
one commentator has observed,. "r.
Foster has Saved more babies than Op-
eration Rescue."

In any event, abortion is a legal med-
Ical procedure and a constitutionally
protected right. It is not a disqualifica-
tion for the office of Surgeon General
of the United States. And there is no
Justification for some of our Repub-
lican colleagues to try to make it one.

Dr. Foster is an obstetrician and a
gynecologist, and it is no surprise to
anyone that he has participated in
abortions. Those who have heard Dr.
Foster describe his vision for health
care and have examined his record
know about the lives he has saved, the
hundreds of young doctors he has
trained, his outstanding research on
sickle-cell anemia and infant mortal-
ity. his model program on maternal
and infant care, and his
groundbreaking work to combat teen-
age pregnancy. President George Bush
thought so highly of Dr. Foster's "I
Have a Future Program" in Nashville
that he honored it with the designation
as one of his thousand points of light.

With this nomination, the Nation has
an unprecedented opportunity to deal
more effectively with some of the more
difficult challenges facing us in health
care today and to do it under the lead-
ership of an outstanding physician and
an outstanding human being who has
devoted his life to providing health
care and for opportunity to those who
need the help most.

As Dr. Foster has stated, his first pri-
ority will be to deal with the Nation's
overwhelming problem of teenage preg-
nancy, and he is Just what the doctor
ordered to lead this important battle.

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD-SENATE June 16, 1995
Teenage pregnancy is a crisis of dev- the issues on abortion. That is what

astating proportions. The United behind this delay, and it is wrong.
States has the highest rate of teenage Dr. Foster has appeared before th
pregnancy in the industrial world, conmittee, answered the questions
More than a million U.S. teenagers be- has been reported out. and he is entl
come pregnant every year. and every tled to a vote. Even two members
day the problem gets worse. Dr. Foster our committee who voted in opposito
can be the national spokesman we need indicated that they believe the SenaL
on this issue to educate teenagers ought to vote on this.
about the risks of pregnancy. We have to ask ourselves, how muc

Every day. every week. every month, longer do we have to wait? This is
every year. the number of teenagers timely. important. sensitive position
lost to this epidemic grows further out and this country is being denied tb
of control. With Dr. Foster's leader- leadership of Dr. Foster, and we hay
ship. we have an unparalleled oppor- no adequate explanation about wh
tunity to deal more effectively with that is the case. The nominees are enti
this cruel cycle of teenage pregnancy, tied to be debated and to be reporte
dependency and hopelessness, out and. once reported out, they ar

Dr. Foster's "I Have a Future Pro- entitled to be voted on in the U.S. Sen
gram" has been a beacon of hope to ate.
inner-city teenagers. His program pro- So. Mr. President, I hope that we wil
vides the guidance they need to make have an opportunity the next time th
responsible, sensible decisions about majority is looking around for some
their health and their future and to put thing because we are not ready to dea
themselves on the mead to self-suffi- with the welfare reform iSSues, and w

ciency and productivity and away from are not prepared to deal with som
dependency, violence and poverty. He other issue, that we can move ahead o
has taught them to say no to early sex the Dr. Foster nomination. We ar
and yes to their futures and to their ready to debate it. The committee I
education and to their dreams, ready to debate it. We are entitled. h

Dr. Foster has devoted his life to 9lv- is entitled, and the country is entitle
Ing people a chance, giving women the to have a vote on that nomination, an
chance for healthy babies, giving ha- I hope that it will be very soon.
bies a healthy childhood, giving teen-
agers a chance for successful futures.

Now Dr. Foster deserves a chance of TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPETI-
his own, a chance to be voted on by the TION AND DEREGULATION ACT
entire Senate. I urge the majority lead- s 2=axmA)
er to do the right thing and bring this PAC'CoD Scia 5aA )
nomination up before the Senate and a Mr. PACKWOOD. Section 252(a)(2)(A
vote by the entire Senate. requires a separate subsidiary for al

Mr. President, I beard earlier during information services except those tha
the debate and discussion that we have were being offered before July 24. 1991
legislation before us that is going to be Since that date literally hundreds o
necessary to pass by October. I daresay information services have been initi
that every day that we delay in terms ated and offered, because July 24, 1991
of approving Dr. Foster is a day when is the day before the information erv
this Nation is lacking In the leadership ices line of business restriction wai
of this extraordinary human being who lifted by the MFJ court. This meani
can do something about today's prob- that all of those services have to be
lems, not problems and challenges that shifted to a separate subsidiary on thq
the States are going to face in the fall, date of enactment of this act.
but today's problems, tomorrow's prob- Are there not two problems in yow
lems, on the problems of teenage preg- view: First, the bill does not grand
nancy and the problems of child and father all existing information serv
maternal care, and all the range of ices. Second, it will be impractical fo
public health problems that are across Bell operating companies to transfenthis country. existing information services to a sepa-

That individual ought to be ap- rate subsidiary prior to the date of en
proved. We ought to have a debate. If actment of this act.
the majority leader was looking for Mr. PRESSLER. Yes; I agree. It is
something to do on a Friday, we ought my intention to address these problem
to be debating that today and voting in conference.
on it today, instead of debating the
issue that is going to deny working ROTARY PEACE PROGRAM ON
families income to put bread on the POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT
table.

We can ask what our priorities are. Mr. NUNN. Mr. President, I have re
The majority has selected to debate cently been contacted by Mr. David
Davis-Bacon, not to debate the quali- Stovall, a constituent from Cornelia
fications of Dr. Foster. As much as I GA. In addition to his professions
am sympathetic to where we might be work at Habersharm Bank and his com
in the fall, I am concerned about the munity service with the chamber o
public health conditions of the Amer- commerce and the Georgia Mountaim
ican public today. There is no excuse- Private Industry and Local Coordinat
no excuse whatsoever-not to bring Ing Committee. Mr. Stovall serves in
him up, other than the power of those the Habersham County Rotary Club
who have expressed their views about and as governor of Rotary District 6910
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June 7, 1995
(A) Section 4(fXlHXN) (41 U.S.C. 4(fX4(BI)

I amended by striking -tranmninsileons, or in
the Preparation or distribution of may publi-
cation used in preparation for obtaining
amateur station operator licenses." and in-
serig "transmission ".

(5) The Conun~Islo shall modify its rules
governing the amateur radio examination
process by eliminating burdensome record
maintenance and annual financial certifl-
cation requirements.
* (14) STRIAMLOSU NON-BROADCAST RADIO Li-

C3551 ROrWa8.-The Commission i shall
modify ita rules under section 311 of the
Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 309)
relating to renewns of nonbroadcast radio li-
cnsee so S to streamline or eliminate com-
parative renewal hearings where such bear.
ings are unnecessary or unduly burdensome.

On page 117. between lines 21 and 22. insert
the following.

(d) RZOULATORy Rm.I.-
(1) STREAMLINED PROCEDURES OR CharNtS

CRAMZS. CLASIFICATIONS. REOULATI0N.
OR PRACIICES.-

(A) Section 204(a) (47 U.S.C. 204(a)) Is
amended-

(I) by stlking "12 month
e' 

the first place
it appears in paragraph (2)A) and inserting
"5 months";

(11) by striking "effective." and all that
follows in paragraph (2)A) and Inserting "of-
fcti*es"; and

(li) by:adding at the end thereof the fol-
lowing,

"(3) A local exchange carler may file with
the Commission a new or revised charge.
cl.aiflcation, regulation. or practice on a
Streamlined basi. Any sorb charge, aia-
fication, regulation. or practice shell be
deemed lawful and shall be effective 7 days
(in the case nf a reduction In rates) or 13
days (t the cae of an Increase in rates)
after the date on which It t filed with the
Commission unless the Commission takes
action nder paragraph (I) before the end of
that 7-day or IS-day, period, os to appr-
priate.".

(S) Section 20(b) (41 U.S.C. 28(b)) is
amended-

(I) by striking "11 montha" the first place
it appearl in paragraph (I) and inserting "'
months": and "

(i1) by striking "filed," and all that follows
in paragraph (1) and inserting "filed.".

(2) rTvIuiOi8 OF LINU UiDER SECTION 214;
ARlMoS RxpoW -Notwithstanding section
30. the Commission shall permit any local
exchange carrier-

(A) to be exempt from the requirements of
section 214 of the Communications Act of
1934 for the extension of any line; and

() to file cost allocation manuals and
ARMIS reports annually, to the extent such
carrier Is required to file such manuals or re-
ports.

(3) FORBSASAI&C AUTHORITY NOT LIM-
rruD.-Nothing in this subeection shall be"
Construed to llmit the authority of the Com-
mission or a State to waive, modify, or fore-
bear from applying any of the requirements
to whill .reference to made in paragraph (I
onder any other provision of this Act other
law.

On page 118, line 20, stike the closing
quotation Marks and the second period.

On page 118. between lines 20 and 21. Insert
the following.

"(C) . CLASSIFICATION Or CARisER.-In
classifying carriers According to 47 CFR 32.11
nd in "establishing reporting requirements

p rsuant to 47 CPR part 43 and 47 CPR 64.140,
the Commission shall adjust the revenue me
qulrement. to acount for inflation as of the
release date of the Commilsaon's Report and
Order in CC Docket No. 91-141, and annually
thereafter. This Subsection shall take effect
on the date of enactment of the Tel.-
oommunltations Act of lI".99"
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o page I11. line 4. strike "may" and insert mined governmental and on-governmental

'shall". ase, and
On Mage 1M. between lines 3 and 4, insert (E) the fioal 45 megatherta will be reallo-

the following: cated for mied governmental and non-gov-
"(c) END or REtGATION PRocES..-Any eramental use by 0;4:

telecommunications carrier, or clam of tole- (6) the 165 megahert of spectrum that are
communications carriers. may submit a peti- nOt yet reallocated. oOmbined with 80 mega-
tion to the Commission requesting that the bertz that the Federal Communicatio s
Commission exercise the authority granted Commission Is currently holding In reserve
under this Section with respect to that car- for emerging technologies, are less than the
rier or those carriers, or any service offered best estimates of protected spectrum needs
by that carrier or carriers. Any such petition in the United States:
shall be deemed granted If the Commission (7) the authority of the Federal Comma-
does not deny the petition for failure to meet iCatons Commission to asgn radio spec-
the requirements for forebearanee under sub- tram frequencies using an auction process
section (a) within 90 days after the Commis- expires on September 30. 1 :
Stn recelve, it, unless the 94-day period In (a) a significant portion of the reallocated
extended by the Commission. The Commis- Spectrum will not yet be assigned to non-
Slo may extend the Initial 90-day period by governmental users before that authority ex-
an additional 60 days if the Commission fands pins;
that an extension is necessary to meet the (8) the transfer of Federal governmental
requirement. of subsection (a). The Commie- usere from certain valuable radio frequencies
S01n may grant or deny a petition in while or to other reserved frequencies could be exe-
in part and shell explain Its decislo in writ- dited If Federal governmental users are por-
ing. mitted to Aocept reimbursement for reloci-

On page 120. line 4. strike -(c) and insert tion costs from non-governmental usere; and
"(d)". (10) non-governmental reimbursement of

-'-'I IFederal governmental uer relocation costs
7=woud allow the market to determine the

STEVENS AMENDMENT NO. 1256 most efficient use of the avallable spectrum.
Mr. STEVENS proposed an amend- (h) EXTENS io AND EXPA sO OF Aucnos

ment to the bill S. 62. supra; an fol- ATfHO IT.--Section 3090) (47 U.S.C. 309))
lows: Is amended-

(1) by striking paragraph (1) and insertiag
At the appropriate place in the bill insert in lieu thereof the following:

the following. "( OtI LAL U-Or oOT.-If mutually el-
s .SPErCTRUM AUCTION& clusive applications or requests are accepted

(a) FINnDOS.-The Congress finds that-- for any initial license or construction permit
(I) the National Telecommunications and which will involve a use of the electro-

Information Administration of the Depart- magnetic Spectrum, then the Commission
ment of Commerce recently submitted to the shall grant Such license or permit to a quall-
Congress a report entitled "U.S. National fled applicant through a system of compati-
Spectrum Requirements" as required by eec- tive bidding that meets the requirement. of
tion 113 of the National Telecommunications this Subsection. The competitive bidding au-
and Information Administration Organize- thority granted by this subsection shall not
tion Act (47 U.S.C. 923). apply to licenses or construction permit. Is-

(2) based on the best available information sued by the Commission for public "sty
the report concludes that an additional 179 radio services or for licenses or Construction
megahert& of spectrum will be needed within permits for new terrestrial digital television
the next ten years to meet the expected de- services assigned by the Commission to ex-
mawd for land mobile and mobile satellite Lsting -terrestrial broadcast licensees to re.
radio services euch aS cellular telephone place their current television licensest";
sesvice, paging services, pereonal commu- (2) by striking pamiraph (2) and renumber-
olcation services, and low earth orbiting sat- We Paragraphs (3) through (13) aI (2) through
ellite communications systems: (12). respectively. and

(3) a further 85 megaberts of additional (3) by striking "158" in paragraph (to), as
Spectrum. for a total of 264 megahertz, Is renumbered, and inserting In lien thereof
needed If the United States is to fully Impie- "2".
met the intelligent Trasportation System (c) R gUMgVsnr O F DRAL REaOCA-
currently under development by the Depart- tN COTS.--Section 113 of the National
ment of Transportation: TeleCOmmUnICations and Information Ad-

(4) aS required by Part 1 of the National ministration Act (47 U.S.C. 92) 1 amended
Telecommunications and Information Ad- by adding at the end the following new sub-
ministration Organization Act (47 U.S.C. 921 sectlons:
et seq.) the Federal Goveroment will transfer "(f) RZLOCAI7no Or FDiRAL OovgnMENr
212 megahertz of spectrum from exclusive STTaOKS.- .
government us to non-governmental or "(1) Ie oESRAL--In order to expedite the
mined governmental and non-governmental effi ient hs of the electromagnetio spe-
use between 134 and 2104; trum and notwithstanding section 3302(b) of

(5) the Spectrum Reallocation Final Re- title 31, United States Code, any Federal en-
port submitted to Congress under section 113 City which operates a Pederal Government
of the National Telecommunications and In- Station may accept reimbursement from any
formatin Administration Organization Act pereon for the costs incurred by euch Federal
by the National Telecommunications and In- entity for any modification, replacement, or
formation Administration states that. of the reissuance of equipment, facilities. Operating
235 megahertz of spectrum Identified for manuals. regulations, or other expenses in-
reallocation from governmental to non-gov- curred by that entity In relocating the oper-
eromental or mixed use- ations of It. Federal Oovernment station or
(A) 50 megeherts has already been reallo- stations from one or more radio spectrum

nated for exclusive non-governmentai use. frequencies to any other frequency or fre-
(B) 45 megahertz will be reallocated in 105 quencies. Any such reimbursement shall be

for both exclusive non-goveromental and deposited In the account of sch Federal on-
mixed governmental and non-Iovernmental tity in the Treasury of the United States.
use. • Funds deposited according to this section

(C) 25 megahertz will be reallocated in 187 shall be available. without appropriation or
for exclusive non-governmenral us fiscal year limitation, only for the oper-
S(D) 70 megahertz will be reallocated in 1999 stions of the Federal entity for which such

for both exclusive non-governmental and funds were deposited under this section.
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"(2) PROCZ98 FoR RELOCATM.-Any person meaherts, and -M meghertl) that

seeking to relocate & Federal Government were discuseed but not recommended for
station that has been assigned a frequency reallocation in the spectrum Reallocation
within a band allocated for mixed Federal Final Report under section 113(a) of te Na-
Lnd non-Federal use may submit a petition tional Telecommnlcatons end Information
for such relocation to lfIA. The NTIA shall Administration Organization Act. The Sec-
limit the Federal Government station-s oper- rtary "Il conslt with the Federal Com.
sting license to secondary status when the municatio1n Commisson and other Federal
following requirements are met-- agencies in the preparation of the report,

"(A) the Person seeking relocation of the end shall provide notice and an opportunity
Federal Government station has guaranteed for public comment before submitting tee re-
reimbursement through money or in-kind prt and timetable required by this section.
payment of all relocation coete incurred by
the Federal entity. Including all engineering. ,4
equipment. site acquisition and contru;-PRESSLER A ENDMENT NO. 1257
tion. and regulatory fee costs; Mr. PRESSLER proposed an amend-

"(B) the person seeking relocation com- ment to amendment No. 1256 proposed
pletes all activities necesary for implement- by Mr. STEvzNs to the bill S. 652,
lo the relocation, including construction of
replacement facilities (if necessary and ap- supra; as follows:
propriate) and Identifying and obtaining on At tee end of the matter proposed to be In-
the Federal entlty's behalf new frequencie serted, insert the following: - '
for use by the relocated Federal Government (el BEOADCAsT Am ARY SP c tum RELO -
station (where such station is not relocating CATION.--
to spectrum reserved exclusively for Federal (I) AiLODAT'O OF SP*l'iUM F'OR R OGA-
ose); end - CAST AUIIIAAOY UBES.-WIMln one year after

"(C) any necessary replacement facilities, the date of enactment of this Act, the Com-
equipment modifications, or other changes mission shall allocate the 46W465 mege-
have been implemented and tested to ensure hertz band transferred to the Commission
that the Federal Government station is able under section 113(b) of the National Tele-
to successfully accomplish its P o communications and Information Adminis-

"(3) RlIor to RECLIM.-If within one year tration Organization Act (47 U.S.C. 923(b))
aMer the relocation the Federal Government for broadcast auxilisry nes..
station demonstrates to the Commission (2) MANDATORY RElOCATION OF SROADCAST
that the new facilities or spectrum are oot AUXILIARy Us.S-Wlthin 7 years after the
comparable to the facilities or spectrum date of enactment of this Act, all licenses of
from which the Federal Government station broadcast auxiliary spectrum in the 2825-2075
was relocated, the person seeking such rein- megahertz band shall relocate into spectrum
cation must take reasonable steps to remedy allocated by the Commission under pare-
any defects or reimburse the Federal entity graph (1). The Commission shall asign and
for the costs of returning the Federal Goy- grant licenses for ese of the spectrum ain-
erement station to the spectrum from which cated under paragraph (1)-
such station was relocated. (A) in a manner sufflcient to permit timely

"(g) FECERAL ACTION TO EXPRgrrE SpEc- completion of relocation; and
T'UM ThANSOER.-Any Federal Government (B) without using a competitive bidding
station which operates on electromagnetic process.
spectrum that has been identified for (3) ASIONING RECOVERED sPECTUIi.-With-
reallocation for mixed Federal and non-Fed- in 5 years after the date of enactment of this
eral one in the Spectrum Reailocation Final Act, the Commission shall allocate the spec-
Report shl. to the maximum extent prac- trums recovered In the 2025-2075 megahertz
ticable through, the use of the authority band under paragraph (2) for use by new Ii-
granted under subsection (ff and asy other censees for conmercial mobile services or
applicable provision'of law, take action to other similar services after the relocation of
relocate its spectrum use to other fire- broadcast asuiliary licenses, and shall assign
quencies that are reserved for Federal use or such licenses by competitive bidding. "-
to consolidate its spectrum use with other -
Federal Government stations 1 a manner PRESSLER (AND HOLLINGS)
that maximizes the spectrum available for AMENDMENT NO, 1258
non-Federal use. Notwithstanding the time-
table contained . in the Spectrum Mr. PRESSLER (for himself and Mr.
Reallocation Final Report, the President HOLLINGS) proposed an amendment to
shall seek to implement the reallocation of the bill S. 652, supra; as follows:
the 1710 to 1755 megahertz frequency band by On page 2. in the item relating to section
January 1. 2000. Subsection (c)(4) of this sec- 102 In the table of contents strike "subsidl-
tion shall not apply to the extent that a non- sry" and Insert "affiliate".
Federal user seeks to relocate or relocates a On page 2. after the item relating to see-
Federal power agency under subsection (f). tion 106 in the table of contents. Insert the

"h) DFINMrlo.s.-For purpoes of this sec- following:tine--olong

"(I FMEPAL t'ry.-The term 'Federal SEC. 107. Coordination for tele-
entity' means any Department, agency, or communications network-level
other element of the Federal government tnteroperabllity ...........................
that utilizes radio frequency spectrum in the On page 2. after the Item relating to see-
conduct of its authorized activities. includ- ton 225 in the table of contents, insert the
ing a Federal power agency, following:
"(2) SPECTRUM R EAL ,OCATION FI1AL Rg- SEC. 228. Nonapplicabllty Of riodi-

PORT.-The term 'Spectrum Realincation fication of Final Judgment ..........
Final Report' means the report Submitted by Os Page 3. after the item relting to sec.
the Secretary to the President and Congres on
in compliance with the requirements of sub- 3ll In the table of Contente. Insert the
section (l.". following.

(d) REALOCATION oF ADDIloNAL SRC- Sec. 312. Direct Broadcast Satellite...
TRUM.-The Secretary of Commerce shall. On page 9, line a, after "Act." insert -The
within 9 months after the date of enactment Commission may modify any provision of the
of this Act, prepare and submit to the Presi- GTE Consent Decree or the Modification of
dent and the Congress a report and timetable Final Judgment that It administe.".
recommending the reallocation of the three On page 9. line 16, strike 'Commission' and
frequency bands (225-400 megahertz, 3625-X50 Insert "Commisslon".

June 7, 1995
On page 9. line 19. strike 'MIodiflcatlon of

Final Judgment' and insert "IModification of
Final Judgment". ' ,

On page 11 beginning on line 4. strike
"those companies" and insert "any com-

On page II. line 6, strike "Judgment," and
Insert "Judgnnt to the extent Duch c -
paty provides telephone exchange service or
exchange access service.".

On page 12. line.S. insert "directly" after
"available".

On page 12, beginning with "The term" on
line 5. strike through line 8.

On page 12, line 13, insert "only" after
"haty',

On page 12, line 15. after "services" Insert
"for voice, data. image, g1raphics or video
that it does not own, Contmol, or select, ex-
cept that the Commission shall continue to
determine whether the provision of fixed and
mobile satellite service shall be treated an
common carrinage".

On page 14, between lines 10 and II, insert
the following.

"(tt) 'LATA' means a local access and
transport area as defined in United States v.
Western Electric Co., 50 F. Supp. 9W8 (U.S.
District Court, District of Columbia) and
subsequent Judicial orders relating thereto.
except that, With respect to commercial mo-
bile services, the term 'LATA' means the ge-
ogrphic &rea defined or sed by the Com-
mission in isning licenses for such serv-
Ines".

os page 16, line 17. strike "software):" and
insert "software, to the extent defined in Im-
plementing regulations by the Cominls
stoo);".

On pege 17, line 12, strike "carrier:" and In-
sert "carrier at Just and reasonable rates:"

On page 1, Jim 4. -strike "of such serv-
ices," and insert "of providing those services
to that carrier,"

On page 19, line S. strike "services;" and
insert "services in accordance with section
21ff(dX5);".

On page 21, beginning on line. 7, strike
"within 15 days after the State receives" and
insert "at the sane time as it submits".

On page 21, line 17, strike "notify" and In-
sert "provide a copy of the petition and any
documentation to".

On page 2!, beginning in line 17, strike "Of
lie petition".

On page 23. line 2,. insert "feasible" after
"technically".

On page 28. line 5, strike the closing
quotation marks and the second period.

On page 28. between lines 5 and S. insert
the followin-.

"(]) REVIEw OF INTERONNTION STAND.
AuDS.-Begining 3 years after the dat6 of
enactment of the Telecommunications Act
of 195 and every 3 years thereafter. the Coin
mission shall review the standards and re-
quirements for Interconnectlon established
under subsection (b). The Commission shall
complete each such review within 18 days
and may modify or waive any requirements
or standards established under subsection (b)
if it determines that the modification or
waiver meets the requirements of section
20.".

On page 28. line 2D. strike "UIDIARY"
and insert "AFFILIATE".

On page 28. line 21. strike "sunsinoy"
and insert "AFFUIATS".

On page 28, beginning on line 24. stike "Ite
subsidiaries and affiliates) which provides
telephone exchange service" and Insert "any
a iate) which is a local exchange carrier
tiat in subject to the requirements of section
251(a)".

On page 29, line 2, strike "a subsidlary"
and insert "one or mere affiliates".

On page 29, line 3, strike "'is" and Insert
'are".
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"(2) PROCESS POR M5OCATiON.-Any person megahertz, and 5900M megahert) that

seeking to relocate a Federal Government were discussed but not recommended for
station that has been assigned a frequency reallocation in the Spectrum Reallocation
within a band allocated for mixed Federal Flal Report under section 113(a) of the Na-
and non-Federal use may submit a petition tional Teleormuonlcatlons aud Information
for Such relocation to NTIA. The NTIA shall Admlnistzration Organ ation Act. The See-
limit the Federal Goverument station's oper- retary shall consult with the Federal Coin-
sting license to secondary status when the munications Commisslon and other Federal
following requirements era met- agencies In the preparation of the report,

"(A) the person seeking relocation of the and shall provide notice and mu opportunity
Federal Government station has guaranteed for public comment before submitting the re-
reimbursement through money or In-kind port and timetable required by this section.
payment of all relocation costs inurred by
the Federal entity, including all engineering. PRESSLER AM3WDM:ENT NO. 1257
equipment, site acquisition and construe-
tion. and regulatory fee Costs: Mr. PRESSLER proposed an amend-

"(BM the person seeking relocation com- sent to amendment No. 1256 proposed
plates all activities necessary for implement- by Mr. STEVENS to the bill S. 652,
lag the relocation, including construction of supra; n foliows:
replacement facilities (If necessary and ap-
propriate) and Identifying and obtaalng en At the end of the matter proposed to be in-
the Federal entity's behalf new frequencies serted. insert the following. "
for use by the relocated Federal Government (0) BROADCAST AUXIARy SPEc'RUM RELO-
station (where such station is not relocating CAT0N.-
to spectrum reserved exclusively for Federal (1) ALLOCeATION O sPieum FOR BROAD-
use); and CAST AUXILIARY USES.-Wltin one year after

"(C) any necessary replacement facilities, the date of enactment of this Act, the Com-
equipment modifications, or other changes mission shall allocate the 465-4685 megs-
have been implemented and tested to ensure hertz band transferred to. the Commission
that the Federal Government station is able under section 113(b) of the National Tel-
to successfully accomplish its purposes. communications and Information Admins-

"(3) RIGHT1 To nEmcAfl.-If within one year tration Organlzation. Act (41 U.S.C. 923(b))
after the relocation the Federal Government for broadcast auxiliary Uses.
station demonstrates to the Commission (2) MANDATORY RELOCATION OF BROADCAST
that the new facilities or spectrum e not AUILIARY Uss.-Wlthin 7 years after the
comparable to the facilities or spectrum date of enactment of this Act, all licenses of
from which the Federal Government station broadcast auxliaery spectrum in the 2025-2W75
was relocated, the person seeking such rein- megahertz band shall relocate into spectrum
cation must take reasonable stepe to remedy allocatad by the Commission Under pars-
any defects or reimburse the Federal entity graph (1). The Commission shall assign and
for the costs of returning the Federal Gov- grant licenses for use of the spectrum allo-
emnent station to the spectrum from which cated under paragraph (I)-
such station was relocated. (A) in a manner sufficient to permit timely

-(g) FEDERAL ACTION TO EXPEDITE SPEr- completion of relocation; and
TRis TMSAysR-Any Federal Government (B) without Using a competitive bidding
station which operates on electromagnetic Process.
Spectrum that has been identified for (3) ASSONO RsCOVERED 8PECTRl .- With-
reallocation for mixed Federal and eon-Fed- in 5 years after the date of enactnent of this
era] use in the Spectrum Reallocation Final Act, the Commission shall allocate the spec-
Report shall, to the maximum extent pra- trum recovered in the 2025-2075 megahertz
ticable through the use of the authority hand under paragraph (2) for use by new li-
granted under subsection (f) and any other censees for commercial mobile services or
applicable provision of law, take action to other similar services after the relocation of
relocate its spectrum use to other fre- broadcast auxiliary licenses, and shall assign
quencles that are reserved for Federal use or such licenses by competitive bidding.
to consoUdate Its spectrum use with other
Federal Government stations in a manner -PRESSLER (AND HOLLINGS)
that maximizes the spectrum available for AE NDME NT NO. I2=
non-Federal use. Notwithstanding the time-
table contained . In the Spectrum Mr. PRESSLER (for Limself and Mr.
Reallocation Final Report, the President HOLLINOS) proposed an amendment to
shall seek to implement the reallocation of the bill S. 652, supra; as follows:
the 1710 to 1755 megahertz frequency band by On page 2. in the item relating to nection
January 1. 2007. Subsection (n)(4) of thin eec- 102 In the table of contents, strike "subsidi-
tion shall not apply to the extent that a nou- ary" and Insert "affiliate".
Federal user seeks to relocate or relocates . On page 2. after the item relating to sec-
Federal power agency under subsection (f). tion 106 in the table of contents. insert the

(h) DEFINeMONS.-For purposes of this sec- following:
lion-

"(1) FEDERAL ENTY.-The term 'Federal Sc. la7. Coordination for tele-
entity' means any Depertment, agency, or communications network-level
other element of the Federal government Interoperability ...........................
that utilizes radio frequency spectrum in the On page 2. after the Item relating to nec-
conduct of its authorized activities, includ- tion 225 in the table of contents, insert the
ins a Federal power agency, following:

"(2) SPECTRUM REJLOCATION FINAL RE- SEC. 229. Nonapplicability of Modi-
pORT.-The term 'Spectrum Reallocatio flcation of Final Judgment ..........
Final Report' means the report submitted by On pae 3, after the item relating to eec-
the Secretary to the President and Congress tion 311 in the table of contents, insert the
In compliance with the requirements of sub- following-
section (a).".

(d) REAiLOCATION Or ADDITIONAL SPm- Sec. 312. Direct Broadcast Satellite
TRum.-The Secretary of Commerce shall. On pegs 9. line S. after "Act." Insert "The
within 9 months after the date of enactment Commission may modify any provision of the
of this Act. prepare and submit to the Presi- GTE Consent Decree or the modification of
dent and the Congress a report and timetable Final Judgment that it admininsters.".
recommending the reallocation of the three On page 9, line 16, strike 'Commission' and
frequency bands (225-4"0 megahertz. 3625-360 insert "Commission".

June 7, 1995
On page 9. line 19. strike 'Modification of

Final Judgment' and Insert "Modification of
Final Judgment". '

On pae 11 beginning on line 4. strike
"those companies" and insert "any con-
peny".

On page 11, line 6, strike "Judgment." and
Insert "Judgment to the extent Such cos-
pany provides telephone exchange service or
exchange access service,".

On page 12, line.3, insert "directly" after
"available".

On page 12, beginning with "The term" on
line S, strike through line 8.

On page 12, line 13. insert "only" after
"shall".

On page 12, line 15. after "services" Insert
"for voice, data. image. graphic$. or video
that it does not own. control, or select, ex-
cept that the Commission shall continue to
detarmilne whether ths provision of fixed and
mobile Satellite service shall be treated as
common carriage"..

On pae 14, between.lines 10 and 11. insert
the following,

"(tt) 'LATA' means a local access and
transport area u defined In United States v.
Western Electric Co., 569 F. Sup 990 (U.S.
District Court, District of Columbia) and
subsequent judicial orders relating thereto,
except that, with respect to commercial mo-
bile services. the term 'LATA' means the ge-
ograpbc areas defilned or used by the Com-
mission in issuing licenses for such serv-
ices.".
On page 16, lUne 17. strike "software);" and

Insert "software, to the extent defined in Im-
plementing regulations by the Commis-
sion):".

On page 17. line 12. strike "carrier;" and in-
sert "carder at just and resonable rates;"
On page 19, Line 4. strike "of such serv-

iees." and Insert "of providing those services
to that carrier,".

On page 19. line 6, strike "services;" and
insert "services in accordance with section
214(d)(5);".

On page 21, beginning on line 7, strike
"within 15 days alfter the State receives" and
Insert "at the same time - it submits".

On page 21. line 17. strike "notify" and in-
sert "provide a copy of the petition and any
documentation to".

On page 21, beginning In line 17, strike "of
Its petition".
On page 23. line 23, insert "feaslble" after

"technically".
On page 28. line 5. strike the closing

quotation marks and the second period.
On page 28. between lines 5 and 6. Insert

the following:
"(1) REVIEW OF ITERCONNECrIoN STAND-

ARDs.-Beglnuning 3 yeam after the date of
enactment of the Telecommunications Act
of 1995 and every 3 years thereafter, the Com-
mission shall review the standards and re-
quirements for Interconnection established
under subsection (b). The Commission shall
complete each such review within 180 days
and may modify or walve any requirements
or standards established under subsection ib)
if It determines that the modification or
walver meets the requirements of section
261.".
On page 8. line 20, strike "SUBSIDIARY"

and insert "AFFILIATE".
On page 28, line 21. strike "SUBSIDIARY"

and insert "AFFILATZ".
On page 28. beginning on line 24, strike "ita

subsidiaries and affiliates) which provides
telephone exchange service" and insert "any
affiliate) which In a local exchange carrier
that is subject to the requirements of section
251(a)".

On page 29. line 2, strike "a subsidiary"
and insert "one or more affiliates".

On pae 29. lies 3, strike "is" and insert
"are".
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On page 29. line 4. strike "provides tele-

phone exchange Service" and insert "Is sub-
lect to the requirements of section 2M(a)".

On rage 29. line & strike "meets" and in-
sert "meet".

On page 3, beginning in line 8, strike
"SUB'SIDIA'y" and Insert "AFrILLT".

On page 29. line 10. strike "subsidiary" and
insert "affiliate".

On pagoe 30. line 4, ntrlke "subsidiary" and
insert "affiat".

On page 30. beginning on line 10. strike a
subsidiary and any other subsidiary or affili-
ate of such company;" and Insert "an affili-
ate:".

On age 3. beginning on line 14. strike "a
subsidiary or any other subsidiary or affill-
ate of such company:" and Insert "an affli-
ate;'.

On page 30. beginning on line 19, strike
"entity that provides telephone exchange
service".

On page 3D. beginning on line 22. strike "a
subsidiary and any Other subsidiary or affili-
ate of such company" and Insert "an affiil-
ate".

On page 31. line 2. strike "subsidiary" and
insert "affiliate".

On Page 31. beginning on line 3. strike
"company. and any other subsidiary or affill-
ate of such".

On page 31. line 6. strike "pany. Its subsidi-
aries or affillates." and insert "pany or affli-
ilate'-.

On page 31. beginning on line 11, strike
"company. Its subsidiaries or affillates." and
Insert "company or affiliate".

On page 31. line 15. strike "tions; and" and
Insert "tions. unbundied to the smallest ele-
ment that is technically feasible and eco-
nomically reasonable to provide, and at just
and reasonable rates that are not higher on
a per-unit basis than those charged for such
services to any affiliate of such company;
and".

On page 31. beginning on line 16. strike "a
subsidiary" and insert "an amlte".

On page 31, line 2. strike "subsidiary" and
insert "affiliate".
.On rage 32. line 2. strike "I subsidiary"

and insert "an affiliate".
On pace 32. line 19. strike "or its affil-

ates".
On rage 33. line I. strike "subsidiary" and

insert "affiliate".
On Page 3. line 5. strike "and".
On Page 3. line 6. strike "subsidiary" and

Insert "aitllate".
On Page 3, line I1. strike "service." and

insert "service; and".
On page 33. between lines 11 and 12. insert

the following:
"16) may provide any interLATA or

intraLATA facilities or services to Its
itTrLATA affiliate if such services or facili-
ties are made available to all carriers at the
ease rates and on the esi termns and condi-

On pa 3. line 15, strike "subsidiary or".
On pace 33. beginning on line 3. strike

"subsidiaries and".
On re 34. line I. insert "with any affil-

ated entity required by this section or with
any unaffiliated entity" after "shared".

On rage 34. between lines 19 and 30. insert
the following.

"I3) SBSCRIBERn LIST INFORMATION.-For
purposes of this subsection. the term 'cus-
temer proprietary information' does not in-
clude subscriber list Information.

O Pags 3. line 7. strike "subsidiary." and
insert "affiliate.".

On Pae 35. line 10. strike "subsidiary" and
insert "affiliate".

On page 35. line 19. strike "subsidiary" and
Insert "affilate".

On page 35. line 24. after the period Insert
closing quotation marks and another period.
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On page 3. Str ike lines I through 9.
On page 35. line 14. strike "subsidiary" and

Insert "affiliate".
On page 40. line 15. after the period insert
'The Commission may establish a different

definition of universal service for schools, If-
braries, and hospitals for purposes of section
264.".

On page 41. strike lines I through 5.
On page 41. line 6. strike "e)" and insert

"(d)".
On page 41. line 12. strike "if)" and insert

On page 41. line 21. Strike "ig)" and Insert
"if)".

On page 42. line 5. strike "maintenance
and" and insert "provision. maintenance.
and".

On rage 42, line 7. strike "(h)" and Insert
"(61'.

On page 42, le 9. strike "consumers" and
insert "customers".

On page 42. line II. strike "consumers" and
insert "customers".

On page 42. line 12. strike "i1)" and Insert
'(hi".

On page 42. beginning with 'lelecommuni-
cations" on line 13. strike through the period
on line 15 and insert "Telecornrmunications
carriers may not use noncompetitive serv-
ices to nubidie competitive Services,".

On page 42. beginning on line 2 strike
"(and may. in the public interest, bear less
than a reasonable share or no share)".

On pme 42. line 3. strike "(J)" and insert
1I)".

On page 47. line 3. strike "fine" and insert
"sum".

On page 47. line 5. strike "establishing'"
and insert "determining".

On page 48. line 7. strike "fine of' and in-
sert 'sum Of up to".

On page 48. between lines 17 and 18. insert
the following:
(c) TRANsITION RULK-A rural telephone

company is eligible to receive universal serv-
ice support payments under section 253(e) of
the Communications Act of 1934 as If such
company were an essential telecommunl-
cations carrier until such time as the Coin'
mission, with respect to interstate services.
or a State, with respect to intrastate sev'
Ices. designates an essential telecommuni-
cations carrier or carriers for the area served
by such company under section 214 of that
Act.

On page 49. line 17. strike "basis." and in-
sert "basis within 130 days after the applica-
tion is filed.".

On page 51, line 4. insert "and provides uni-
veresal service by means of its own facilities"
after "214(d)".

On page 54. line 21. before "Local" insert
"STTE AiD"

On page 54. line 22, before "local" insert
"State or".

On page 53. line 9. strk "immediately"
and Insert "promptiy

'
.

On page 56. line 3. strike "title; and " in-
sert "title for the provision of telecommuni-
cations services; and". , -

On page W. line 5, strike "affiliate." and
Insert "affilate for the provision of tele-
communications services.".
On page 57. beginning with line 8. strike

through line 16 on page 6&
On Page 64. line I, Insert "that it owns.

controls, or selects" before "directly",
On page 64. line 13. insert "video program-

ming provided by others" after "carries".
On page 64. line 14. Insert "that it owns.

controls. or select&" before "over".
On Page 64. line 15. strike "subsidiary" and

insert "affilate".
On Mage 64. strike lines 2 through 24 and

insert the following:
"(11) the carrier does not use Its tele-

cOenmunictions Services to subsidize its
provision of video programming.
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On page 65. strike lines I thL.OUgh 6. and in-

sert the following:
"B) To the extent that a Bell operating

company provides cable service as a cable
operator. It shall provide such service
through an affiliate that meets the require-
mento of section 2521a). (b), and (d) and the
Bell operating company's telephone ex-
change services and exchange access services
shall meet the requirements of subparagraph
(A)lil) and section 252(c); except that. to the
extent the Bell operating company provides
cable Service utllling its own telephone ex-
change facilities. section 2-52c) shall not re-
quire the Bell operating company to make
video programming services capacity avail-
able on a non-discriminatory to other video
programmIng services providers basis.

On page 65. line 8. strike "subsidiary" and
insert 'affliate'.

On page 65. line 18. after the period insert
the following: -'Nothing in this Act precudes
a video programming provider making use of
a common carrier video platform from being
treated as an operator of a cable system for
purposes of section IlII of title 17, United
States Code.".

On page 65. line 25, Insert "common car-
rler" before "video".

On page 66, line I. strike "the video" and
insert "'that".

On page 6. line 6. Insert -common carrier"
before "video".

On page 66. line 6. after the period insert
the following: "If the area covered by the
common carrier video platform includes
more than one franchising area, then the
Commission shall determine the number of
channels allocated to public, educational.
and governmental entities that may be eligi-
ble for such rates for that platform.".

On page 67. line 1, Insert "local" before
"broadcast".

On page 67. line 2. Insert "identified under
section 614" after "stations".

On page 68, beginning on line II. strike
"consistent with the other provisions of title
VI of the Communications Act of 1934 (47
U.S.C. 521 et seq.)".

On page 69, between lines 19 and 20. insert
the following:

(a) CHANGE IN DErINMION OF CABLE SYs-
TEM.-Section 602(7) (47 U.S.C. 522(7)) to
amended by striking out "(B) a facility that
serves only subscribers In I or morm multiple
unit dwellings under common ownership,
control. or management, unless such facility
or facilities uses any public right-of-way;"
and inserting "() a facility that serves sub-
scribers without using any public right-of-
way;"

On pan 69, line 30. Strike "(a)" and insert
"(b)".

On Page 70. line 22. strike "(b)" and Insert
"(el".

On Page 71. between lines 2 and 3, Insert
the following

(d) PROoRAM AccEs.-Section 628 (47
U.S.C. 63) Is amended-

(1) by striking subsection (c)(5); and
() by adding at the end the following new

subsections:
"(JI COMMOs CARRIoRS.-Any provision

that applies to a cable operator under this
section shall apply to a telecommunications
carrier that provides video programming di-
rectly to subsirlbers. Any such provision
that applies to a satellite cable program-
ming vendor in which a cable operator has
an attributable interest shall apply to any
satellite cable programming vendor in which
such common carrier has an attributable In-
terest.

"(k) SUNSLT.-Thls section and the regula-
tions required under this section shall cease
to be effective on October 5. 20.".

)el ExPEDrrcD DI)clnON-MAKINO FOR MAN-
KET DETERMLNATIONS UNDER SECTION 614.-
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(1) 1N OGNSAL--etion 614(hXIXCXiv) (47

U.S.C. 614(hXIXC(vli)) is amended to read as
follows:
"(Ivl Within 13D days after the date on

which a request is filed under this subpara-
graph. the Comminsion shall grant or deny
the request,".

(2) APPLICATION TO PENDINO ReQUETSM.-
The amendment made by paragraph (ll shall
apply to-

(A) any request Pending under section
614(hXIXC) of the Communications Act of
1934 147 U.S.C. 61(hX(IXC)) on the date of en-
actmont of this Act: and
(BI) any request filed under that section

after that date.
On page 71. line S, strike "c)" and insert

'if)".
On page 71. beginning with line 7 strike

through line 3 on page 73 and insert the fol-
iowing.

Section 224 (47 U.S.C. 224) Is amended--
(1) by inserting the following after sub-

section (1)(4):
"(5) The term 'telecommunications carrier'

shall have the meaning given such term in
subsection 3inn) of this Act. except that. for
purposes of this section, the term shall not
include any person classified by the Commis-
sion as a dominant provider of telecommuni-
cations services a of January i, 1N.":
(2) by inserting after "conditions" in sub-

section (cl() a comma and the following: "or
access to poles. ducts, conduits, and rights-
of-way as provided in subsection (f),";
(3) by inserting after subsection (d)(2) the

following:
"(3) This subsection ohall apply to the rate

for any pole attachment used by a cable tele-
vision system Solely to provide cable service.
Until the effective date of the regulations re-
quired under eubsection (e), this subsection
shall also apply to the pole attachment rates
for cable television systems (or for any tele-
communications carrier that was not e party
to any pole attachment agreement prior to
the date of enactment of the Telecommuni-
cations Act of 1995) to provide any tele-
communications service or any other service
subject to the jurisdiction of the Commis-
sion.'*; and
(4) by adding at the end thereof the follow-

ing:
"(e(l) The Commission shall. no later than

2 years after the date of enactment of the
Telecommunications Act of 1995. prescribe
regulations in accordance with this sub-
section to govern the charges for pole at-
tachments by telecommunications carriers.
Such regulations shall ensure that utilities
charge just and reasonable and non-discrimi-
natory rates for pole attachments.
-(2) A Utility shall apportion the cost of

providing space on a pole, duct, conduit, or
right-of-way other than the usable space
among entities so that such apportionment
equals the sum of-
"(A) two-thirds of the cost of providing

space other than the usable space that would
be allocated to such entity under an equal
apportionment of such costs among all at-
tachment, plus

'(Bi th. percentage of usable space re-
quired by each such entity multiplied by the
costs of space other than the usable epace; -
but In no event shall such proportion exceed
the amount that would be allocated to such
entity under an equal apportionment of such
costs among all attachments.

"(3) A utility shall apportion the cost of
providing usable space among all entities aC-
cording to the percentage of usable space re-
quired for each entity. Costs shaili be appor-
tioned between the usable space and the
space on a pole. duct, conduit, or right-of-
way other than the usable space on a propor-
tionate basis.
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"(4) The regulations required under para-

graph (1) shall become effective 5 years after
the date of enactment of the Telecommuni-
ations Act of 1M. Any Increase in the rates

for pole attachments that result from the
adoption of the regulations required by this
subsection shall be phased in equal annual
Increments over a period of 5 years beginning
on the effective date of such regulations.
"(f)l) A utility shall provide a cable tele-

vision system or any telecommunications
carrier with nondiscriminatory access to any
pole. duct, conduit, or rlght-of-way owned or
controlled by it.

"(2) Notwithstanding paragraph (1). a util-
ity providing electric service may deny a
cable television system or telecommuni-
cations carrier access to its poles, ducts.
condunts, or rights-of-way, on a non-die-
criminatory basis where there is insufficient
capacity and for reasons of safety, reliabil-
ity. and generally applicable engineering
purposes.
"(g) A utiulty that engages in the provision

of telecommunications services shall impute
to its costs of providing such services (and
charge any affiliate. subsidiary, or associate
company engaged In the provision of such
Services) an amount equal to the pole attach-
ment rate for which such company would be
liable under this section.".

On page 73, line 12, strike "holding".
On page 74, beginning on line e. strike "en-

gaged In any activity described in paragraph
()".

On page 774. line S. strike 'to that Act."
and insert "to.".

On page 74. line 9, strike "review any such
activity," and insert "review. Say activity
described In paragraph ii).",

On page 74, beginning with line 13, strike
through line 12 on page 76 and Insert the fol-
lowing:
(3) APPLICABilTy OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS

RcULATnON.-Nothing in this section shall
affect the authority of the Federal Commu-
nications Commission under the Commu-
nications Act of 1934. or the authority of
State commissions under State laws con-
cerning the provision of telecommunications
services, to regulate the activities of an as-
soclate company engaged in notivitis de-
scribed in paragraph (1).

(b) POHBISrrioN OF CROuS-SUSIDZATIN.-
Nothing in the Public Utility Holding Com-
pany Act of 1935 shall preclude the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission or a State
commission from exercising its Jurisdiction
under otherwise applicable law to determine
whether a public utility company may re-
cover in rates the costs of any activity de-
Scribed in subsection (aOl) which is per-
formed by an associate company regardless
of whether such costs are incurred through
the direct or indirect purchase of goods and
services from such associate company.

Wd ASSUMPTION OF LIABILrrS.--Any public
utility company that Is an assOciate com-
pany of a registered holding company and
that Is subject to the jurisdiction of a State
commission with respect to its retail electric
or gas rates shall not issue any security for
the purpose of financing the acquIsition.
ownership, or operation of an associate com-
piny engaged In activities described in sub-
section (a)1) without the prior approval of
the State commission. Any public utility
company that is an associate company of a
registered holding company and that is sub-
ject to the jurisdiction of a State commis-
sion with respect to its retail electric or gas
rates shall not assume any obligation or li-
ability as guarantor, endorser, surety, or
otherwise by the public utility in respect of
any security of an asociate company en-
gaged in activities described In subsection
(allI) without the prior approval of the Sen-
ate commlssion.
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(dl PLING OnR MORTAOO UTRIITY AS-

Se.-Any public utility Company that Is an
associate company of a registered holding
company and that is subject to the Juradic-
tiOn of a State commission with respect to
its retail elctric or gas rates shall not
pledge, mortgage, or otherwise use u collat-
eral any utility assets of the public utility or
utility assets of any subsidiary company
thereof fur the benefit of an associate com-
pany engaged in activities described In sub-
section (aXl) without the prior approval of
the State commission.

(6) BOOKS AND RcORDas.-An asesociate
company engaged In activities described in
subsection (aXI) which is an associate com-
pany of a registered holding company shall
maintain books, records, and account sepa-
rate from the registered holding company
which identify all transactions with the reg-
istered holding company and its other asso-
clate companies, and provide acces to
books, records, and accounts to State com-
missions and the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission under the name terms of access.
disclosure, and procedures as provided in sec-
tion 221(g) of the Federal Power Act.

(f) INDEPENDENT AUDIT AUTHocrrY FOR
STATE COM5ICRIONe.-

(1) STATE MAY ORDER AUDITr.-Any State
commission with Jurisdiction over a public
utility company that-

(A) is an associate company of a registered
holding company, and

(B) transaCts business, directly or Indi-
rectly, with a subsidiary company, affiliate.
or associate company of that holding com-
pany engaged in any activity described in
subpection (a)(I).

may order an independent audit to be per-
formed, no more frequently than on an an-
nual basis, of all matters deemed relevant by
the selected auditor that reasonably relate
to retail rates; provided such matters relate,
directly or Indirectly, to transactlons or
transfers between the public utility company
subject to its jurisdiction and the subsidiary
company, affiliate, or asociate company en-
gaged in that activity.

(2) SELCTOs OF Funs TO CONDUCT AUDiT.-
(A) If a State commission orders an audit

in accordance with paragraph (1), the public
utility company and the State commission
shall Jointly select within SO days a fIrm to
perform the audit. The firm selected to per-
form the audit shall possess demonstrated
qualifications relating to:

(I) competency, including adequate tech-
nical training and professional proficiency in
each 'discipline necessary to carry out the
audit, and

il) independence and objectivity, including
that the firm be free from personal or exter-
nal Impairments to independence, and should
assume an Independent position with the
State commission and auditee, making cer-
tain that the audit is based upon an impar-
tial consideration of all pertinent facts and
responsible opinions.

(B) The public utility company and the
company engaged in activities under sub-
section (alll shall cooperate fully with all
reasonable requests necessary to perform the
audit and the public utility company shall
bear all costs of having the audit performed.
The reasonable costs of such audits shall be
included in rates.

(3) AVAILABtrY OF AUDITOR'S REPORT.-
The auditor's report shall be provided to the
State commission within 6 months after the
selection of the auditor, and provided to the
public utility company 60 days thereafter.

(g) EQUIRED NOTICES.--
(I) AFvILIATE CO57'tACT.-A State com-

mission may order any public utility com-
Deny that Is an ausociate company Of a reg-
istered holding company and that Is subject
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to the jurisd:ction of the State commission
to provide quarterly reports listing any con-
ractse. leases. transfers, or other trans-

actions with an associate company engaged
in activities described in subsection (aill).

42) ACQUISrIOtN OF AN lNE~fRESTl- IN ASSOCI-
ATE COMPANIES.-Within 10 days after the ac-
quisition by a registered holding company of
as interest in an associate company that
will engage In activities described in sub-
section la)ll, any public utility company
that Is an associate company of such com-
pany shall notify each State. commission
having Jurisdiction over the retail rates of
Ouch public utility company of such acquisi-
tion. In the notice an officer on behalf of the
public utility company shall attest that.
based on then current information, such ac-
quisition anI related financing will not ma-
terally impair the ability of such public
utility company to meet its public service
responsibility. including Its ability to raise
necessary capital.

(hi DEFlarrlONS-Any term used in this
section that is defined In the Public Utility
Holding Company Act of 1935 (15 U.S.C. 79a et
seq.) has the same meaning as it has in that
Act. The terms "telecomsenunications serv-
ice" and "Information service" shall have
the sane meanings as those terms have in
the Communications Act of 1934. .
() IMPLMEN.rATION .- Not later than 1 year

after the date of enactment of this Act, the
Federal Communications Commission shall
promulgate such regulations as may be nec-
essary to Implement this section.
(J) EFP' e'rlv DATE.-This section takes ef-

fect on the date of enactment of this Act.
On page 78. line 14, insert 'all or after

.that".
On page 78. beginning on line 15. strike

"service which is intended for and available
to the general public" and Insert -services".

On page 78. line 17. strike "is" and insert"are".
On page 78. line 19. strike sn-ay" and Insert

"shall".
On p 980 beginning on line 11. strike

"comment (and a hearing on the record if it
finds that there are credible allegations of
serious violations by the licensee of this Act
or the CommIssion's rules or regulations)."
and Insert "comment,-.

On page 81. line 11. after "determines" in-
sert a comma and 'after notice and oppor-
tnnity for a hearing,".

On page 8, between lines 4 and S. insert
the foiiowinnr.

13 The amendments made by this sub-
section apply to applications filed after May
31. 1995.
On page 84. line 15, Insert "at just and rea-

soable rates" before "where".
On page 87, line 22. strike "of such serv-

ices," and insert "of providing thoese services
to that carrier".

On page 07. line 24. strike "services." and
insert "services in accordance with section
214(dX5).".

On page 80, line 4. strike "area." and Insert
"area where that company Is the dominant
provider of wireline telephone exchange sero-
Ice or exchange access service,".

On page 88, line 5. after "'market" Insert
"in such telephone exchange area".

On page 98. line 6. strike "or exchange ac-
cess service'.

On page 88. line 7. strike "interexchange"
and insert "interLATA".

On page 88. line 16. strike "sobidlary or".
On page 91. line 22. strike "anUlSIO'R;"

and Insert "AOFILIATE:'.
On page 91 line 24, strike "SUBSIDIARY;"

and insert "AFFIATE:".
On page 9. line 6. strike "'subsidiary or".
On page 9. line 13. strike "A" and Insert

"Effective on the date of enactment of the
Telecommunications Act of 1995. a".

On pazu 3. i:re 14. strike "subs:dlary or".
On page 93. str:5.e lines 18 and 19 and insert

"nservice."

On page 93. line 21. strike "A" and insert
"Effective on the date of ensctmert of the
Telecommunications Act of 1995. a".

On page 93. line 22, insert "or Its affiliate"
before "may".

On page 93, line 23. strike "to the purposes
of- and insert 'to-'.

On page 94, line 10. strike "or".
On page 94. line 15. after the comma insert

"'or".
On page 94. between lines 15 and 16. insert

the following:
"(lvi providing alarm monitoring serv-

ices,".
On page 97. line 11, after "audio." insert

'alarm monitoring services.".
On page 97. beginning with line 23. strike

through line 2 on page 99.
On page 98. line 3. strike '"(21" and insert

On page 98. line 8. strike '"(3)" and insert
- "li)".

On page 98. line 12. strike the closing
quotation marks and the second period.

On page 98, between lines 12 and 13. insert
the following:

"(g) CERTAIN SERVICE APPLICATIONS TREAT-
ED An te-itEOION SERVICE APPLICATIONS.-For
purposes of this section. a Bell operating
company application to provide 800 service.
private line service, or their equivalents
that--

"(1) terminate in an area where the Bell
operatlng company Is the dominant provider
of wireline telephone exchange service or ex-
change access service, and"(2) allow the called party to determine
the tnterLATA carrier,
shall be considered an In-region service sub-
Ject to the requirements of subsection (c)
and not of subsection Id).".

On page 98. beginning with line 13. strike
through line 2 on page 99 and insert the fol-
lowinr'

(b) LONG DISTANCE ACCESS FOR COMMERCIAL
MOBILE SERVICES.-

(I) IN OENcAL.-Notwithstanding any re-
striction or obligation Imposed pursuant to
the Modification of final Judgment or other
consent decree or proposed consent decree
prior to the date of enactment of this Act, a
person engaged in the provision of commer-
cial mobile services (s defined in section
332(d)l) of the Communications Act of 1934).
insofar as such person is so engaged shall
not be required by court order or otherwise
to provide equal access to interchange tele-
communications carriers, except as provided
by this section. Such a person shall ensure
that Its subscribers can obtain unblocked ac-
ces to the provider of Interchange services
of the subscriber's choice through the use of
an interexchange carrier identification code
assigned to such provider, except that the re-
quiremente for unblocking shall not apply to
mobile satellite services unless the Commis-
sion finds it to be in the public interest.

(2) EQUAL ACCESS REQUIREMENT CONDI-
TIONS.-The Commission may only require a
person engaged in the provision of commer-
cial mobile services to provide equal access
to Interexchange carriers If-

(A) such person. Insofar as such person is
so engaged. is subject to the Interconnection
obligations Of section 5l(a) of the Commu-
nications Act of 1934. and

(B) the Commission finds that such re,
quirement Is in the public interest.

On page 99. line 23. strike "thereunder."
and insert a comma and "except that neither
a Bell operating company nor any of its Af-
filliates may engage in such manufacturinr
in conjunction with a Bell operating com-
pany not so affiliated or any of its affili.
ate..".
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On page 99. beginnrv en line 25. sz-ike

'Upon the enactment of the Teleconin.uni.
cations Act of 1995." and insert "Upon adop-
tion of rules by the Commission under sec-
tion 252.".

On page 110, line 8, Strike "'SnlI'lIARY:
and insert "AFFILIATE:".

On page 100. line 15. "Sub idiary" and in-
sert 'affiliate".

On page 100. beginning on line 22. strike
"subsidiary" and insert "affiliate".

On page 101. line 2. strike "subsidiary"' and
insert "affiliate".

On page 101. line 6. strike "subsidiary" and
insert "affiliate".

On page 101. strike lines 15 and 16 and in-
sert the following:

"(21 NONDISCRIMINATION STANDARDS~."
On page 101. line 25, after 'controls" insert

a comma and "or on which is acting on Its
behalf or on behalf of its affiliate.".

On page 102. between lines 5 and 6. insert
the following:
"(C) A Bell operating company shall, con-

sistent with the antitrust laws. engage in
joint network planning and design with local
exchange carriers operating in the Same area
of interest. No participant in such planning
shall be allowed to delay the Introduction of
new technology or the deployment of facili-
ties to provide telecommunications services.
and agreement with such other carriers shall
not be required as a prerequisite for such in-
troduction or deployment. A Bell operating
company shall provide, to Other local ex-
change carriers operating in the same area of
interest, timely information on the planned
deployment of telecommunications equip.
ment. including software integral to such
telecommunications equipment and upgrades
of that software.

On page 102. line 6. strike "(C)" and insert
"(D)".

On page 102. line 5. strike "subsidiary" and
insert "affiliate".

On page 102. line 12. strike "(D)" and insert
"(Ei".

On page 102. line 19, strike "subsidlarie
or".

On page 103, line 4. strike "section." and
insert "section. and otherwise to prevent dis-
crimination and cross-subsidication in a Bell
operating company's dealings with Its affili-
ate and with third parties.".

On page 103, line 15. strike "csARIES" and
Insert "PARTIES".

On page 103. line 16. strike "local exchange
carrier" and insert "party".

On page 103. line 18, strike "subsidiary or'.
On page 104. beginning on llneI. strike

'local exchange carrier" and Insert "party".
On page 4, strike lines 4 through 19. and in-

sert the following:
'(g) APPLICATION TO BELL COMMUNICATIONS

RESEARCH.-
"(I) Ln GENERAL.-Nothing in this section-
"(A) provides any authority for Bell Com-

munications Research. or any successor en-
tity, to manufacture or provide tele-
communications equipment or to manufac-
ture customer premises equipment: or
•"(Bl prohibit Bell Communications le-

search, or any successor entity, from engag-
In in any activity in which it is lawfully en-
gaged on the date of enactment of the Tele-
communications Act of 1995. including pro-
viding a centralized organization for the pro-
vision of engineering. administratlive. and
other services (Including serving as a single
point of contact for ccrdlnotion of the Bell
operating companies to meet national secu-
nty and emergency pirepredness require.
ments.

On page 105. line 12. striie '.v b.idliary or".
On pace 105. beginninz on line !3. strike

"'company. -ubsidiary. or affiliatc' aJ i in-
sert "Corpany or atfiiate

On page 106, line 22. strike "subsid:ary"
and insert "affiliate".
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On pe 107. beginning with "service" on

line 5. strike through line 6 and insert the
following: "service suspended if its right to
provide that service Is conditioned upon its
meeting those obligations.'"

On pegs 107, line 11. strike "this section"
and insert "section 251 or 255".

On page 100. line 23. strike "subsidiary or".
On page 110. line 2. strike "subsidiaries

and".
On page 110. beginning on line 15. strike

"subsidiaries and".
On page 110. line 21. strike "subsidiaries

or".
On page 111, line 17. strike "*punish" and

Insert "to impose sanctions on".
On page 111, line 20. strike "subsidi-

a.ry or".
On page II. line 24. insert "or an effiliate"

after "company".
On page 112. line 1. strike 'December 31.

1994." and insert "June 1. 1995,".
On page 112. line 4. strike "subsidiary or".
On page 112. beginning with "services," on.

line 8 strike through line 10 and insert "serv-
Ices.".

On page 113. between lines 3 and 4. insert.
the following:
SSC. 211. NONAPLICABnULTr OF MODIFICATION

O FINAL JUDGMENT.
Notwithstanding any other provision of

law or of any judicial order, no person shall
be subject to the provisions of the Modiica-
tion of Final Judgment solely by reason of
having acquired commercial mobile service
or private mobile service assets or oper-
ations previously owned by a Bell operating
company or an affilliate of a Bell operating
company.

On page 113, line 19, strike "residential".
On page I1. line 23. strike "Where only a

single carrier provides a service" and Insert
"Until sufficient competition exists."

On page 117. line 8. strike "upon request."
and insert "requesting such information for
the purpose of publishing directories in any
format.".

On page 11, between lines 21 and 22. insert
the followJng:
(d) ConcIDErriALrr.-A telecommuni-

cations carrier has a duty to protect the con-
fidentiality of proprietary information of.
and relating to. other common carriers and
customers, including common carriers resell-
ing the telecommunications services pro-
vided by a telecommunications carrier. A
telecommunications carrier that receives
such information from another carrier for
purposes of provisioning, billing, or facilitat-
ing the reSale of its service shall use such In-
formation only for such purpose, and shall
not use such information for its own market-
ing efforts. Nothing in this subsection pro-
hibits a carrier from using customer Infor-
mation obtained from its customers, either
directly or indirectly through its agents-

ill to provide, market, or bill for its serv-
Ices; or
(2) to perform credit evaluations on exist-

Ing or potential customere.
On page 119. line 3. strike. "The" and in-

sert "Notwithstanding section 52i(c)l)(A) of
this Act. the".

On page 119. line 16, strike "eram" and In-
sert "ers or the preservation and advance-
ment of universal services;".

On page 121. line 23. strike "10401" and in-
sert "14101".

On page 124, line 10, insert "or created"
after "designated".

On page 124. line 16. strike "shall be as-
signed" and insert "shall be permitted to
use' .

On page 124, line 21, insert "as determined
by the Commission" after "basis".

On page 126, line 8, insert "the Commis-
sion." before "the National".
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On page 126. line 9, insert a comma after

"Administration".
On page 128, strike lines 3 through 24.
On page 129. line 1, slke "(h)" and insert

"(61".

On page 129. line 6. strike "6" and insert
"16".

On page 125. beginning on line 7. strike
"undertake" and Insert "commence".

On page 132, beginning on line 5. strike
"designated as an essential telecommuni-
cations carrier under section 214(d)".

On page 132 line 14, after "areas." Insert
"A telecommunicatons carrier providing
service pursuant to this paragraph shall be
entitled to have an amount equal to the dif-
ference, if any, between the price for services
provided to health care providers for rural
areas and the price for similar services pro-
vided to other customers In comparable
urban areas treated as a service obligation
described in section =5(d) that is considered
as part of its obligation to contribute to un-
versal service under section 253(c).".

On page 132. strike lines 15 through 23 and
Insert the following:
"(2) Educational Providers and Libraries.-

All telecommunications carriers serving a
geographic area shall, upon a bona fide re-
quest provide to elementary schools. second-
ary schools and libraries universal services
(as defined in Section 233) that permit such
schools and lihraries to provide or receive
telecommunications services for educational
purpo ss at rates less than the amounts
chs rged for Similar services to other parties.
The discount shall be an amount that the
Commission and the States determine Is ap-
propriate and necessary to ensure affordable
access to and use of such telecommuni-
cations by such entities. A telecommuni-
cations carrier providing service pursuant to
this paragraph shall be entitled to have an
amount equal to the amount of the discount.
treated as a service obligation described In
section 23(d) that is considered as part of its
obligation to contribute to universal service
under section 253(c)."

On page 133. beginning with "shall" on line
1, strike through line 6 and insert the follow-
ing: "shall. for essential telecommunications
carriers providing service pursuant to sub-
section (a), include the amount of the sup-
port payments reasonably necessary to allow
such carrier to provide such service to such
users under section 253."

On page 135. line 8. strike the closing
quotation marks and the second period.

On pe 135, between lines 8 and 9. Insert
the followlng,

"(e) TERMs AND CoienoNs.-Tele-
communications services and network cpac-
ity provided under this section may not be
sold. resold, or otherwise transferred in con-
sideration for money or any other thing of
value.".

On page 136, after line 21, insert the follow-
ing:
SEC. s1l DERECTf nRO cAD r AT UTi.LrM
(a) DBS SIONA. SEcURrrY.-Section

705e)(4) (47 U.S.C. 0(e)(4)) is amended by In-
serting "satellite delivered video or audio
programming intended for direct receipt by
subscribers in their residences or in their
commercial or business premises," after
"programming.".

(b) FCC JUsRiDICTIoN OvEs D[PcrT-TO-
HOME SATEIrrE SERvICES.-Section 33 (47
U.S.C. 3M) Is aended by adding at the end
thereof the following new subsection:
"(v) Have exclusive jurisdiction to regulate

the provision of direct-to-home satellite
services. For purposes of this subsection, the
term 'direct-to-home Satellite services'
means the distribution or broadcasting of
programming or services by Satellite di-
rectly to the subscriber's premises without
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the use of ground receiving or distribution
equlpment. except at the subscriber's prem.
ises. or used in the initial uplink process to
the direct-to-home satellite.".

AUTHORITY FOR COMMITTEES TO
MEET

COMMITTEr ON ARMED SERVICES
Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that the Commit-
tee on Armed Services be authorized to
meet at 10 a.m. on Wednesday. June 7.
1995, in open session, to receive testi-
mony an the situation in Bosnia.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
COMMrrrrz ON B.ANKIN. HOUSINO. AND 115

Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the Conucit-
tee on Banking. Housing, and Urban
Affairs be authorized to meet during
the session of the Senate on Wednes-
day. June 7. 1995, to conduct a hearing
on pending noninations.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without.
objection, it is so ordered.

COMMTrEE ON FANCE
Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that the Finance
Committee be permitted to meet
Wednesday, June 7. 1995. beginning at
9:30 a.m. in room SD-215, to conduct a
hearing on small business Issues, in-
cluding estate tax proposals and
expensing of business equipment pro-
posals.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it Is so ordered.

OOserrrnE ON FOREIGN REIA7ONS
Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that the Commit-
tee on Foreign Relations be authorized
to meet during the sessinn of the Sen-
ate on Wednesday. June 7. 1995. at 10
a.m.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

COMMrOO ON oOVERNMENrAL A.FFAIRS
Mr. HATCH. Mr. President. I ask

unanimous consent on behalf of the
Governmental Affairs Committee to
meet on Wednesday. June 7. at 10 a.m.
for a hearing on the subject: Duplica-
tion. Overlap and Fragmentation in
Government Programs.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is sno ordered.

SLscT coMerrerE oN o ."rtOnC
Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that the Select
Committee on Intelligence be author-
ized to meet during the Session of the
Senate on Wednesday. June 7. 1995. at 2
p.m. to hold a closed hearing on intel-
ligence matters.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. It is so ordered.

SuBsoerrroE 0 OVr SIlnIr AND
IVSTIOA71ONS

Mr. HATCH. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that the Sub-
committee on Oversight and Investiga-
tions of the Committee on Energy and
Natural Resources be granted permis-
sion to meet during the session of the
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A resolution (S. Res. 130). providing for no-

tification to the President of the United
States of the election of Secretary of the
Senate.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the immediate consider-
ation of the resolution?

There being no objection, the resolu-
tion Is considered and agreed to.

The resolution (S. Res. 130) was
agreed to. as follows:

Resoved. That the President of the United
States be notified of the election of the Hon-
orable Kelly D. Johnston. of Oklahoma, as
Secretary of the Senate.

PROVIDING FOR NOTIFICATION TO
THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES OF THE ELECTION OF
SECRETARY OF THE SENATE

Mr. NICKLES. Mr. President. I send a
resolution to the desk notifying the
House of Representatives of the elec-
tion of Kelly Johnston as Secretary of
the Senate and ask for its immediate
consideration.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The reso-
lution will be stated by title.

The legislative clerk read as follows:
A resolution (B. Re. 131). providing for no-

tification to the House of Representatives of
the election of Secretary of the Senate.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the immediate consider-
ation of the resolution?

There being no objection, the resolu-
tion is considered and agreed to.

The resolution (S. Rea, 131) was
agreed to, as follows:

esolved. That the House of Repreentsa-
tiees be notified of the election of the Honor-
able Kelly D. Johnston. of Oklahoma, as Sec-
retary of the Senate.

Mr. NICKLES. I again thank my col-
leagues. I thank Senator DOLE for an
outstanding selection. I know Senator
INHOFE. Senator DOLE, Inyself, Senator
Lar, and Senator TinRmoND are all
very proud to have Kelly Johnston be
the next Secretary of the Senate.

Mr. THURMOND addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from South Carolina.
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President. I

just want to take this opportunity to
commend Sheila Burke for the great
job she has done and the service she
has rendered to this Senate and to this
country. She is a lady of ability, integ-
rity, and dedication. We have been very
fortunate to have her to serve as she
has done so faithfully.

I also would like to congratulate
Kelly Johnston for assuming the
secretaryship of this Senate. This is a
very important position. It involves
many activities that concern all of us,
and I am sure. since he is going to run
the service, It will be efficient. capable,
and helpful to this country.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Mississippi.

Mr. LOTT. Mr. President, I would
'like to join the others this morning in
congratulating Kelly Johnston upon
his selection to be the Secretary of the
Senate. I. too, have known Kelly for
several years. I have known him to be
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always very efficient and very effective
in whatever he has done. His work with
the Republican Party in the past, but
particularly his work at the policy
committee, has been exceptional.

The papers, the studies, the analyses,
the statistics that we receive from the
policy corruittee-under the chair-
manship of DON NICmItS. but under the
stewardship, also, of Kelly Johnston as
executive director of the policy com-
mittee-has been outstanding. I always
look forward to receiving those docu-
ments. In fact, I have one of their very
good pieces right here before me this
morning on the telecommunications
bill.

He has done outstanding work. I
think his ability to get along with peo-
ple and his knowledge of the Senate
will serve us all very well. I congratu-
late him and his family for the fine
work he has done and look forward to
working with him in the future.

I yield the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from South Carolina.
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President. let

me also join in the welcoming of Kelly
Johnston as our new Secretary of the
Senate. He has done Outstanding work
for the Senator from Oklahoma, and we
are pleased at his appointment.

I particularly wanted to emphasize
the admiration that we have all had for
the job done by Sheila Burke. I had the
utmost confidence in the former Sec-
retary. Joe Stewart. He had been
around this body 40-some years. I will
never forget, recently, as we talked, he
was commenting on the outstanding
job being done by Sheila Burke. HP said
she was the most efficient Secretary
that we had ever had in there. I am
sorry to see her not continue, but I un-
derstand that Kelly Johnston will be
well able. after a short time, to per-
form equally well.

So I both welcome Mr. Johnston and
I lament the lose of Sheila Burke. but
she will be continuing to work with us,
I am sure.

I yield the floor.
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, may

I Just say a word about Sheila Burke
and Kelly Johnston? I would like to
join in praise. Sheila Burke has been
absolutely amazing. She is somebody
we can go to and get something done
right away. She will always have the
answer. I join in the congratulations to
Kelly Johnston and I look forward to
working with him.

TRIBUTE TO GEN. CORDON R. SUIL-
LIVAN. CHIEF OF STAFF, U.S.
ARMY
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President. I

rise today to recognize one of our coun-
try's finest soldiers. Gen. Gordon R.
Sullivan, the Chief of Staff of the
Army, who is retiring after a distin-
guished 38-year career.

General Sullivan began his service in
1959 when he was commissioned a sec-
ond lieutenant of armor upon gradua-
tion from Norwich University. He com-
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minded troops at every level from pla-
toon to division, including the let In-
fantry Division, and served two tours
of duty in Vietnam. He also spent an
extensive amount of time overseas.
serving four tours in Euorpe and one in
Korea. -

General Sullivan held a number of in-
creasingly important duty positions at
the corps. NATO, and Department of
the Army levels. He influenced a gen-
eration of leaders at the Command and
General Staff College, where he served
as the Deputy Commandant. Through-
out his career he exemplified selfless
devotion to duty and totally commit-
ted leadership.

I believe history will show that Gen-
eral Sullivan led the Army through one
of its most challenging periods with ex-
ceptional skill, courage, and wisdom.
Most importantly, he preserved the
Army and its high standards of excel-
lence during the turbulent post-cold-
war drawdown, and positioned the
Army for the future. He is widely and
rightly acknowledged as a visionary
thinker, both within military and pri-
vate industry circles. The Army of the
21st century will regard General Sulli-
van as the bold. courageous architect
of a preeminent military force which is
able to apply technology to maximum
advantage.

Mr, President. our Nation owes Gen-
eral Sullivan its deepest appreciation
for his truly distinguished service. I
wish him and his wife, Gay, continued
success and happiness In .all future en-
deavors.

RESERVATION OF LEADER TIME
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under

the previous order, the leadership time
is reserved.

THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS COM-
PETITION AND DEREGULATION
ACT
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under

the previous order, the Senate will re-
sums consideration of S. 652, which the
clerk will report.

The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:

A bill (S. 652) to provide for a Dro-competi-
tive. deregulatory national policy frame-
work designed to accelerate rapidly private
sector deployment of advanced telecommuni-
cations and Information technologile a"d
services to all Americans by Opening all tele-
coomunications markete to competition.
and for other purposes.

Pending.
Dole amendment No. 1255, to provide addi-

tional deregulation of telecommunications
services. including rural and small cable TV
systems.

Pressler-Hollngs amendment No. 1258, to
make certain technical corrections.

The Senate resumed consideration of
the bill.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
seeks time?

The Senator from South Dakota.
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. we

are resuming consideration of the tele-
communications bill. We had opening
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statements last night and we urged
Senators to bring amendments to the
floor. We eagerly are awaiting the
many amendments because we only
have a certain amount of time and we
are urging all offices and all Senators
who have amendments to bring them
to the floor. We are ready to go. as we
have emphasized in our opening speech-
es last night.

Let me just reiterate, I think the
movement of this bill is very impor-
tant to America. It will create an ex-
ploelon of new jobe, of new devices, and
of new activities. I know there are a
variety of amendments. We have wel-
comed them. I am prepared to yield the
floor to any other Senator who han
statements at this time.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
seeks recognition?

The Senator from Nebraska.
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President. I rez

state at the beginning what I said last
evening; that Is, I believe the distin-
guished chairman. the Senator from
South Dakota. and the distinguished
ranking member, the Senator from
South Carolina. have done an awful lot
of work on this, a lot of good work. I
appreciate the work they have done.
They allowed me to be Involved In
many of these steps.

But I say for emphasis, I cannot sup-
port this bill. I do not believe it pro-
vides the kind of protection for con-
sumers that needs to be provided. I be-
lieve many of the statements that have
been nude thus far overestimate the
impact upon the economy and under-
estimate the disruption that will occur
to households throughout this country.

No Member should doubt this. Any
Member who doubts the impact of this
legislation should go back and read
clippings from 1984, when William Bax-
ter and Judge Greene signed a cbnaent
decree, or when the U.S. Government
and AT&T signed a consent decree In
Judge Greene's court. Talk to consum-
ere and talk to households and citizens
In 1984 and 1985, and you will find an
awful lot of those folks will say, "Why
don't you put the phone company back
together?"

I believe that action was good. That
action was taken by the Antitrust Di-
vision of the Department of Justice. I
say that for emphasis. Justice is given
a consultative role in this legislation.
But they were the prime mover in
breaking up the monopoly that many
people cite as the reason for wanting to
go even further today.

Second, you will hear people come to
the floor and say and act as if somehow
the regulations are really tying up
American business. I intend to come to
the floor and bring profit and loss
statements and to bring economic
analysis.

Where do you go in this world to find
better phone service? Where do you go
in this world to find better cable?
Where do you go in this world to find
businesses doing better than American
businesses in telecommunications? It
may be in fact it is true that our regu-
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lations need to be changed. But please
let us not come down here and act ans if
we have these corporations all hand-
cuffed an if they are not making any
money, sort of hamstrung and cannot
move and cannot reach the customers
they want to reach to generate the rev-
enue they are trying to generate.

This piece of legislation will touch
roughly half of the U.S. companies in
America and every single American
household. Citizens who wonder how it
is going to affect them need to pay
careful attention to the 146 pages of
legislation that Is before this body
today. The law matters. The law deter-
mines how people behave. This law gov-
erns the behavior of American corpora-
tions In nine basic communicatlons in-
dustries. If you are a household or a
citizen who is affected by the broadcast
industry, this legislation affects you
because this legislation affects the
broadcast industry. If you are a home
or a citizen who has cable coming Into
your household, this affects you. This
legislation affects the regulations gov-
erning the cable industries of America
and the telephone coming into your
household.

This 146 pages In S. 652 affects you
because this deregulates the telephone
industries in America In a very dra-
matic and I believe generally construc-
tive fashion. If you are a person who
goes to the movies, or you are a person
who buys CD-ROM's or buys records of
any kind, this affects you because it af-
fects Hollywood. and it affects the
music recording business. It is written
into this law.

If you have a newspaper coming into
your household, or you subscribe to
magazines or electronic publishing of
any kind, it affects you because this
legislation affects American publishers
as well. If you buy a computer or use a
computer in the workplace, it affects
you again. If you purchase consumer
electronics or are a consumer of wire-
less services or satellite services, all
the nine basic communications indus-
tries, all growing relatively rapidly, all
affect each and every single American
citizen in their homes and in their
workplace.

Let no Member of this Senate under-
estimate the impact of this legislation.
We had a great debate over the budget
resolution. I know from my own per-
sonal experience with that legislation
that there was a great deal of concern.
Gosh. what if you vote for it, is it going
to be a problem? Are people going to
get angry with you? There are changes
in Medicare, and cuts in programs. Are
people going to get unhappy because
we finally are asking them to pay the
bills of the Government? The answer is
probably yes. Probably they are going
to get a little bit upset.

This piece of legislation is more dra-
matic than the budget resolution. This
piece of legislation affects Americans
far more intimately than that budget
resolution. There is not an American
citizen that will not be affected by this
piece of legislation.

last night on the floor of &he Soaze
the distinguished Senator from South
Dakota said:

The recent hearing pocess which isferand
the Commvece Committee and led to te d.
velopment of 8. 652 began In February 1L
In 1904 and IM, the Commerce Committee
held 14 days of hearings on telsoommunt-
sations reform The committee heard from
10 witoesm during this Proces. 7le over-
whelming messas we received was that
Americans want urgent action to open up
our Nation's telecommunications market.

Mr. President. I challenge that state-
ment. I challenge the statement that
we can conclude from the hearing proc-
es that "Americans want urgent ac-
tion to open up our Nation's tele-
communIcations market."

Tell me who it wae that in a town
hall meeting stood up and said. "Sen-
ator GREO, would you go to Congress
and make eure you get down there and
change the laws to help our tele-
communications market?" Where do
we have polling data that shows what
the people of South Dakota or Ne-
braska or.South Dakota or New Hamp-
shire or elsewhere say about this par-
ticular piece of legislation? Were they
heard in the hearing procession?

If you look, in fact, at the hearings
held on this bill, on January 9, 1996. the
committee had their first hearing.
They heard from the distinguished-ma-
Jority leader, the Senator from Kansas,
Senator DOLs. They heard from the
chairman of the House full Committee
on Commerce. Congressman BLILEY.
They heard from the chairman of the
Subcommittee on Telecommuni-
cations, JACK FIELDS. That was panel
No. 1.

Then on the 2d of March. the com-
mittee held another hearing. They
heard from Anne Bingaman. who is the
Chief of the Antitrust Division at the
Department of Justice. They heard
from Larry Irving. Assistant Secretary
of the National Telecommuncations In-
formation Administration in the De-
partment of Commerce. which is being
proposed to be abolished, an interest-
ing witness; Kenneth Gordon. rep-
resenting NARUC. a State regulatory
agency. That is panel No. 2 on the 2d of
March.

Also. on the 2d of March another
panel. Peter Huber. senior fellow from
the Manhattan Institute: George Gild-
er. senior fellow from the Discovery In-
stitute; Clay Whitehead with Clay
Whitehead & Associates; Henry Geller
from the Markle Foundation; John
Mayo, professor at the University of
Tennessee: Lee Selwyn. professor of ec-
onomics and technology.

Then on the 21st of March the com-
mittee met again. This is the third
hearing on this particular piece of leg-
islation. On that day there were three
panels.

Panel No. 1: Decker Anstrom with
the National Cable Association; Rich-
ard Cutler. Satellite Cable Services;
Gerald Hassell. Bank of New York: Roy
Neel, U.S. Telephone Association;
Bradley Stillman, Consumer Federa-
tion of America.
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Then the second panel: U. Bertram

Mllis. Ellis Communications. Inc.; Ed-
ward Fritts, National Association of
Broadcasters; Preston Padden, Fox
Network; Jim Waterbury of NBC Affli-
ates.

Panel No. 3: Scott Harris from the
FC. not on behalf of the FCC but his
own personal testimony; and ElI Noam.
Communications Institute for
Teleinformation. That was the third
set of hearings.

On the 23d of March, the full comntit-
tee had their markup, and the bill was
reported out 11 to 2.

I would like to put on my glasses and
read the small print of some of the
things that were said in these hearings.
Just again, the Idea here is I am re-
spectfully challenging what I think is a
very important statement, a very Im-
portant statement that lots of others
are going to make as well; that is. that
the overwhelming message we received
was that Americans "want urgent ac-
tion to open up our Nation's tele-
communications market." Keep that in
mind.

What do the households In your State
want? What do the citisens of your
State want? What do the people who
elected you and sent you here to the

.U.S. Congress want? What do they
want?

Let us see what they wanted as we
look at the hearings that were held.
They said: First, there were the three
Members of Congress.

Senator Dole advocated quick passage of
telecommunications legislation. He noted
that rural Americans are concerned about
teleconmunications legislation. as It offers
tremendous opertonities for economic
growth. He testified that legislation should
underscore competition and deregulation.
not reregulation.

Chairman Bliley stated that the goals of
teleoonmuoications legislation should be to:
one. encourage a competitive marketplace;
two, not grant special Government privi-
leges; three, return telecommunications pol-
icy to Congress; four. create Incentives for
tsleoommunications Infrastructure invest-
ment, Including open ompetition for
consumer hardware; and, five, remove regu-
istory barriers to competition.

Chairman Fields stated telecommuni-
cations reform is a key component of the
legislative agenda of 104th Congress. le
chastised those who speculated that Con-
grew will be unable to pass telecommuni-
cations legislation this year. He asserted
that the telecommunications industry is in a
critical stage of development, and that Con-
gres must provide guidance.

I did not hear any of those three wit-
nesses come and say "Americans want
urgent action to open up the tele-
communications market." They are
talking about American corporations.
They are talking about American In-
dustry and advising them that they
want to do things that they are cur-
rently unable to do because the regula-
tions say they are prohibited from
doing it. That Is what this bill is about,
businesses that want to do something
that they are currently not allowed to
do. That is what it Is all about--change
in the law. All of these various busi-
nesses do something that they cur-

rently cannot do. In many case. I sup-
port it. But I am not getting calls from
people at home saying. "Gee, Bob. I
hope you are really getting there be-
cause we want to make sure that our
Naton's telecommunications marketa
get opened, there Is a very urgent need
to do It."

Listen to Panel No. 1, second hearing:
Anne Bingaman testified that the adminis-

tration favors legislation that is comprehen-
lve and national in scope, opens the BOC

local monopoly, end provides for Inter-
connection at all point.

She claims that local loop competition will
bring consumers the Same benefits that long
distance competition brought consumers
when the Justice Department broke up
AT&r.

I believe that Anne Bingama is
right, but I caution my colleagues it
took 7 or 8 years before the consumers
gave you a round of applause. There
was a long period of time after 1984
when people, at least in my State, were
saying what in the Lord's name is
going on here? All of a sudden I cannot
get a phone into my house; I have to go
to a different provider, I have competi-
tion; I have choice. What the heck is
going on? What was wrong with what
they had? they were saying to me. I
said, well, stay with this thing. It is
going to work. We are going to open up
the long distance market. We are going
to have competition- It is going to be
good. Trust me. I trust it Is going to be
good.

And it has worked. It was not coming
from home. Mr. President. It was not
coming from households and citizens
who said. Gee. Governor. would you
write a letter to the Justice Depart-
ment, old Bill Baxter back there, and
see if he can get together with AT&T
and file a document down in Judge
Greene's court because we would really
like to see the RBOC's spun off, and all
that sort of thing.

It has worked. Anne Bingaman Is cor-
rect that it worked. But It took years
before we understood that citizens
began to see the benefits.

Larry Irving agreed that opening tele-
communications markete will promote com-
petition, lower prices, and increase consumer
choice. He stated that the government must
maintain Its commitment to universal ser-
Ice. He stated the administration's concern
that private negotiations may not be the
beet way to open the local loop to competi-
tion. He also asserted that a date certain for
elI mination of the MFJ restrictons will hurt
efforts to negotiate Interconnection agree-
ment with Sell operating companies.

Kenneth Gordon stated the State regu-
lators. Including these in Massachusetts.
were once a barrier to competition, but are
now at the forefront of promoting competi-
tion. He said that States must also retain
control of universal service.

And he goes on to make some other
additional comments.

But these three witnesses are begin-
ning to talk about the consumers.
They are beginning to talk about the
impact upon the American people.
They are beginning to express, particu-
larly the last witness. LArry Irving,
they are beginning to express concern

for what happens when dregualation
and competition come in. But, again,
no overwhelming testimony here. None
of them comes in and says we have to
do this because the Americas people
are banging down our doors and urging
us to do this; no statement that has
the overwhelming support of the Amer-
ican people; merely saying that we
think It is right to deregulate; We
think It will. be good to deregulate; we
think this will be good for the people.

Now, how many of us understand the
1994 election? A lot of us here have
heard people come down to the floor
and say it was this, that, and the other
thing. I agree with an awful lot of it.
Most of us understand one of the things
that was going on in 1994, people said
we do not think you people in Congres
understand. We do not have any power.
We are disenfranchised. We do not feel
a part of this process.

Mr. President, they have not been a
part of this process. In my Judgment.
This io about power. Corporations
should do things they currently cannot
do. They are telling us it is going to be
good for the American people. They are
telling us It is going to be good for con-
sumers. They are telling us it is going
to be good for Jobe. They are telling us
it is going to be good for the people. It
is not the people telling us it is going
to be good for them, Mr. President.

Then on that same date, on the sec-
ond i el Peter Huber noted that a
date certain for entry is necessary be-
cause the FCC and the Department of
Justice are very slow to act. And this
is a very important issue. We have to
get the witnesses coming in and saying
that the FCC is a terrible regulatory
body and they are very slow. This is all
language to give you the impression
that somehow American communIca-
tions businesses are burdened down by
these nasty bureaucrats over at FCC.
Peter Huber said he advocated swift en-
actment of legislation with a date cer-
tain for entry into restricted lines of
business.

Then George Gilder, the greatest ad-
vocate of deregulation of all, also advo-
cated swift congressional action.
claiming that telecommunications de-
regulation could result In a 32 trillion
increase in the net worth of U.S. com-
panies.

He said the U.S. needs en integrated
broadband network with no distinction be-
tween long haul. short haul, and local serv-
Iee.

Clay Whitehead comes in and says:

Congress should not try to come in and
chart the future of the telecommunications
industry but should try to enable it. He also
advocated a time certain for entry into re-
stricted lines of business.

Then Henry Geller comes in. He
agrees with the previous speakers that
Congress should act soon.

He said that a time certin approach would
work for the "letting in" process, allowing
competition In the local loop, as well as the
"letting out" process.

Geller advocated that the FC should
allow Users of Spectrum the fiexibillty to
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provide any service. an long as it does sot
interfere with other Ilceonsees.

John Mayo tes-ifed that the spread of
competition in other markets over the last
decade supports the opening of the local
loop. He said that the interLATA tele-
communlcations competition has been a suc-
ces and Congrse should follow the sane
model for local exchange competition.

Lee Selwyn aserted that there will be no
true competition in the local loop onless all
participente are required to take similar
risks. Selwyn also testified that premature
entry by the Bell operating companies Into
long distance could delay the growth of com-
petition for local service.

I frankly do not know who all these
individuals are. I do not know whether
they are consultants for one company
or another. I suspect that all of them
have a fairly defined sense of view, de-
fined either by the companies or en-
couraged by the companies as a result
of previously reached conclusions.

Again, I do not hear individuals com-
Ing in and saying, do you know what It
is like out in the households today try-
ing to get cable service, trying to keep
phone service? Do you know what con-
sumers are saying out there today?. Do
you know what individuals axe saying
when all of these entities have
dowsised over the last 4 or 5 years?
Any expression of concern for what
technology does to families on the un-
derside of that two-edged sword? Any
expression of concern from any of these
highfalutin individuals that are paid a
lot of money to provide us with their
advice about what is going on out there
in America?

No, just swift action, by God. Let us
get the laws out of the way, get rid of
the regulations. Let these companies
do whatever they see fit, whatever they
decide is best for the bottom line.
Whatever they decide is best for the
shareowners will in the end be better
for their customers.

Then on March 21. Mr. President.
three panels come before the commit-
tee. This is getting a little lengthy. I
do not think I will read every single
one of these.

Decker Anstrom, from the cable in-
dustry, they support telecommuni-
cations legislation because the cable
industry is ready to compete.

Roy Neel agreed with Anstrom. He is
with the U.S. Telephone Association.
He agrees that cable regulation repeal
would allow for investments incentive.

Richard Cutler testified that the 1992 Cable
Act had a devastating effect on small cable
operators.

Bradley Stillman said that the 1992 Cable
Act resulted in lower programming and
equipment prices for consumers.

Weighing in that in fact the Cable
Act of 1992 did work.

Gerald Hssell stated that tree competi-
tion will only develop if both cable and tele-
phone survive and flourish.

I happen to agree with that. I think
if we are to have competition at the
local loop, we have got to make sure
we have two lines coming in.

One of my problems with this legisla-
tion is It allows acquisition of cable in
the area by the telephone company.

You folks out there right now in your
households, you have a cable line com-
lng in; you have a phone line coming
in. You may not have both for long.
You may have one line and only one
opportunity to choose. That Is not my
idea of competition.

Panel No. 2.
Bertram Ellis testified that the local own-

ership restrictions no longer serve the public
interest. He mid that allowing local multiple
ownership will permit new stations to get os
the air that would not otherwise be able to
survive. He also stated that local marketing
agreerentt-Joint venture between broad-
casters-.

Et cetera, et cetera. Open It all up.
Let us get rid of the restrictions. I do
not care if they own 50 percent of the
market, 100 percent of the market. I do
not care who controls. Just let the flow
of the cap determine the public inter-
est.

There is no public interest here in-
volved any longer. We do not care who
controls the Information, who controls
the stakes, who controls the radio, the
newspaper.

Mr. President, again. as I said at the
start, this is about information. It is
about communication. And it does
matter who controls it. It does matter
If we have one single individual con-
trolling a significant portion of the
local market, controlling our access to
information. It does matter. There Is a
consumer interest.

I am an advocate of deregulating the
telecommunications industry. I do not
know that I am, but I may be the only
Member of Congress who can stand
here and say that I signed a bill in 1966
that deregulated the telecommuni-
cations industry in Nebraska, that re-
moved the requirement of them to go
to the local public service commission
for rate increases because I thought,
and believe still, it would free up cap-
ital and they were In fact just spending
a lot of money on lawyers and not real-
ly serving the public's interest requir-
ing the companies to come forward. So
I am an advocate of deregulation. But
I also believe there are times when we
need to declare and protect the public
interest. And I do not believe in many
cases this piece of legislation does
that. I have already heard people come
to the floor and say the best regulator
Is competition.

That is not true, Mr. President. If
you want to get goods and services de-
livered in the most efficient fashion.
competition does that. That is true. If
you are trying to get goods and serv-
ices at the highest quality and lowest
price, competition Is the best way to
get the job done.

However. competition is not the best
regulator. The only time we should be
regulating is when we say we have the
public Interest in doing this. There is
no other way of getting it done. The
market i not going to be able to ac-
complish it. We agree there Is going to
be cost on businesses to do it. We be-
lieve it is a reasonable cost. We meas-
ure the cost. We assess the cost. We do

not go blindly and say there' is no cost
to this deal. We understand the costs
going in. But we say the public interest
is so great that we believe It is nec-
essary to do that. That Is the purpose
of regulation. Competition is not the
best regulator. It is the beet way to get
goods and services delivered In a highly
efficient fashion. But competition, un-
less you believe, unless you are pre-
pared to come down to the floor and
say American public corporations per-
forming for their shareownere and
American CEO's performing for their
shareowners. worrying about what the
analysts are going to say on Wall
Street about the value of their stock.
facing a decision of laying off 1,01( peo-
ple that would improve the value of
their stock--and make no mistake
about it, analysts love cold blooded
CEO's. You read it in the paper all the
time.

Some CEO just takes over a com-
pany, reduces the force by 20 percent.
What do the analysts say? "Buy the
stock; this guy is doing the right
thing." So they are rewarding the
dowsizing. they are rewarding the
cutting of the employee base.

Does it improve the productivity of
the company?. Absolutely. Does it
make the company more competitive?
Absolutely. Make no mistake. it has a
devastating impact upon those fami-
lies, upon those individuals who work
for the company.

We do not find, I think, any evidence
that CEO's are heartless, but when
they are out there trying to perform
for their share owners, they are not
trying to satisfy some Public interest.
they are trying to satisfy the interest
of people who own shares in their
stock.

On that same day. Preston Padden
advocated deregulation; Jim Water-
bury said retain some ownership rules;
on panel three they had Scott Harris
testifying on behalf of himself, not the
FCC. and Eli Noam. an expert In tele-
communications. The two individuals
debated a section of our telecommun-
cations law called 310(b), which is for-
eign ownership. That Is enough. That
should give people some sense of what
went on.

There were three hearings-three
hearings, Mr. President. Three hear-
inge that were held. four If you include
the statemente made by the majority
leader, the chairman of the House Com-
merce Committee. and the chairman of
the Subcommittee on Telecommuni-
cations. There were three total hear-
ings. and I do not believe that the sum
and substance of those hearings justi-
flea the conclusion that the American
people overwhelmingly back this par-
ticular piece of legislation.

Mr. President. I was on a trip this
past week. a trip with the Intelligence
Committee on narcotics. We went to
Colombia, Peru, and Bolivia. One of the
places I went was down in the Amazon
River Basin on the Ucayali River. I
went to church on Sunday. to mas ac-
tually, more appropriately, a Catholic
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church in Pucallpa, Peru. It just hap-
pened that Sunday was celebration of
Pentecost. Being a good Christian man.
I go to church regularly, but I must
confess. I did not remember all the de-
tails of what Pentecost meant. I lis-
tened carefully. Just by coincidence.
the service, the Pentecost is about
communication. The prayer of Pente-
cost Is that we appeal to the Holy Spir-
it to come and fill our hearts with his
love. That is the appeal.

The priest that Sunday said to the
congregation that the tongue is the
most powerful organ in the human
body. that it delivers the word and a
word can unite us. it can divide us, It
can cause us to love one another, it can
cause us to hate one another. The word
coming from God can change our life.
The word coming from human beings
can Inform us, change us and can cause
us to reach all kinds of conclusions.

That is what this debate Is about, Mr.
President. You can turn on the news
tonight, you can pick up the newspaper
In the morning, and you watch and
read what is going on. These people
have the control over what they are
going to put on the air, what they are
going to put n the newspaper, what
they are going to have in the form of
serving up Information to you and me.
It Is about power. Mr. President, power
to do what they want to do.

Again, I am not against deregulation.
I am not against changing the 1934
Communications Act, but this piece of
legislation is being driven by a desire
of corporations to do things that they
currently are not allowed to do.

I also brought down here this morn.
Ing some additional things. I do not
know if the managers want to speak. I
will be glad to yield or keep going and
read some things that.the press has
said about this whole process.

I am not an apologist of the press.
Sometimes they get It right, some-
times they get It wrong. Form your
own impression. This is people observ-
Ing this whole process, and this is what
they say about It. Let us see if you
hear anything about the American peo-
ple coming here in airplanes and buses
and demonstrating out front with plac-
ards, "Deregulate the telecommuni-
cations industry."

Here is one from Ken Auletta, "Pay
Per Views." in the New Yorker. June 6.
1995. Mr. Auletta says:

The hubris was visible at the House Com-
merce Committee briefings, on January 19th
and 20th. Held in the Cannon Office Building,
they were closed to the press and to the
Democrats. At dinner the first night. Ging-
rich was the featured speaker, and he took
the occasion to attack the media as too neg-
ative and too biased, and even unethical.
After the speech. Time-Warner's CEO. Gerald
Levin. roem and gentiy rebuked Oingrich for
being too general in his remarks. Surely
Gingrich did not mean to tar all journalists
with the same brush-to lump. say, Time in
with the more sensationalist tabloid press?
"I hope you don't mean all of us." Levin con-
cluded. "Yes. I do," Gingrich Is reported to
have replied. "Time is killing us." And, ac-
cording to several accounts, he went on to
say that he had been particularly Incensed

by Time's account of his mother's Interview
with Connie Chung. of CBS...

(Olthers found it chilling that the Speaker
would press the CEO's to have their journal-
Istic troops hold their ire. "We're at greater
risk now of that kind of pressure having an

The interviewee went on to say:

"Traditlonally, there has been a seraratio
between new, and corporate functions. Given
the consolidation, you may have more in-
Stance where the top business euecutives.
who have many corporate policy objectivea.
may find it tempting to impose control over
their news divisions to advance corporate ob-
Jectives."...

Another observation Is from '"he
Mass-Media Gold Rush," Christian
Science Monitor, Jerry Landay, report-
Ing June 2. 1995:

The players are limited to the cash-rich:
The regional phone companies. networks and
cable companies, and conglomerates such as
Time-Warner. Smaller ownership groups.
such as local television stations, are dis-
Crossed. They expect the balance of power to
swing to the Cash-rich networks, which will
gobble up many of them...

It goes on to say:
To influence the House legislation, legions

of lobbyists swept across Capitol hill. with
bags of campaign cash. Over the past 2 years
the communications industry has handed out
some S13 million. Republican lawmaker. lit-
erally invited Industry executives to tell
them what they wanted. They're getting
most of It,

The next one in from Congressional
Quarterly Weekly. The headline Is:
"GOP Dealing Wins the Votes for De-
regulatory Bill."

After doling out legislative plume to
broadcasters, phone companies and Carriers,
top RepublInns on the House Commerce
Committee won bipartisan backing for a bill
to promote competition and deregulation In
the tele 0o munlcatios Industry. The com-
mittee's leaders--Chairnan Thomas J. Bli-
ley. Jr., R-VA, and Telecommunications and
Finance Subcommittee Chairman Jack
Fields. R-Texss--engegd in a lengthy give-
and-teke with committee members and tele-
phone company lobbyists over the bill's rules
for competition in local and long-distance
phone markets ....

The Intra-industry hore trading left
consumer advocates feeling frustrated and
Ignored on the sidelines.... The biggest win-
ners at the markup were broadcast net-
works, media conglomerates and cable com-
panies.

The next one is from the New York
Times. Edmund L. Andrews. Headline:
"House Panel Acts to Loosen Limits on
Media Industry." Dateline, May 26,
1995:

Roiling over the protests of several Demo-
crate, the House Commerce Committee voted
today to kill most cable television Ric reg-
ulation and Hit scores of restrictions on the
number of television, radio and other media
properties a single company may own....

ABC. NBC and CBS and other iargs broad-
casters like the Westinghouse Electric Com-
pany, the Tribune Company and Ronald 0.
Perelman's New World Communications
Group all lobbied for eharply increasing the
number of television and radio stations a
company could own nationwide ...

But industry lobbyists have seldom met
more receptive lawmaker.. Committee Re-
publicans have held numerous meetings with
Industry executives since January. some be-
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hind closed door., at which they Implored
companies to offer as many suggestions as
possible about the ways Congress could help
them.

Next,. an article that appeared in the
Washington Post. a longer article that
I will take pieces from, written by Mr.
Mike Mills on the 23d of April, 1996:

The Bells-the folks who bring you local
phone servlce-lke to play political
hardball, and they have been remarkably
succesful at It. This year, the Bells stand a
very good chance of winning most of the
prize they've sought for the last decade:
Freedom from U.S. District Judge Harold H.
Greene.... If they get what they want, the
Bells can claim a place among history's most
powerful Capitol Hill lobbyists ranking
them emt the oil Industries of the 1970's and
the steel rust of the turn of the con-

All that lobbying costs money. According
to the Federal Communications Commission.
the Bells' Individual phone companies spent
S54 million on State and Federal lobbying ex-
penses in 19 and Hi million is 12. Bell
lobbyists themselve say their annual budget
for influencing Congress has been 120 million
a year In recent years. but has dropped to
half of that this year....

It goes on and on:
"Right now, the door. to the candy stores

are wide open." said Brian Moir, who heads
a coalition of business telephone users flght
Ing the Bells..

These are the customers, Mr. Presi-
dent, make no mistake about it. These
business users are the customers.
These are not the companies providing
the service. These are people using the
service. This man says, ". . . the doors
to the candy store are wide open."

It continues:.
The Bells figure, "Why focus on one thing?

Just go in with a fronticader." They're cov-
ering the waterfront. And why not? Moir es-
timates that If States' regulatory powers are
limited, the Pressler bill will rise the typi-
cal Sell resldential telephone bill by $3 to S8
a month. For the companies, that would
raise It at least 94 billion over 4 years.

An editorial in the Baltimore Sun
called "Communicating Again," April
3. 1995:

Still. there are hundreds of billions of dol-
lam at stake, and the lobbying is as fierce as
Washington has seen t many years. Though
the rivals like to make their cases in terms
of what's best for the consumer, the quarrel
is really over who gets a head start In cap-
toting market share.

No one can deny that that is true.
Edmund L. Andrews. "Big guns lobby

for long-distance; Insiders are trying to
influence bill," Raleigh News & Ob-
server. March 28. 1995:

With so much at stake, and so little to pin
on labels of right and wrong, the various fac-
tions are seeking a personal edge by throw-
Ing into the fray as many people with friends
in high places as possible. All of which made
telecommunications as much of a bonanza
for lobbyists this year as health care was
last year. "Everybody in this town who has
a pulse has been hired by the long-distance
coalition or the Bell operating companies,"
said Michael Oxley. R-Ohio, a member of the
Commerce Comnittee. "It's lust aoas-
Ing ..

Michael Rose with the Pittburgh
Post-Oazette, January 20. 1996. Head-
line: "Gingrich Defends Book Deal;
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GOP Beats Murdoch." I am sorry I don't you have a meeting and ask peo-
brought in all this. This article is talk- pie driving automobiles what they
Ing about this bill: think about that? Maybe we can

Besides Murdoch, there were 10 other ex- change the rules and regulations to ac-
ecutivees at the Capitol session. including commodate them as well."
Toa rhy owapitl Ci B; Rb- Mr. President. I will wrap this up by
Korn of Group W: and John Curley of quoting from an article, I believe it
Gannett, Oingrich was to address a private was David Sanger of the New York
dinner lest night for the conmnlcatlonS Times. The article describes the con-
firm chiefs in the Cannon House Office Build- flict between the United States of
lg.... America and the Japanese over auto-

Gingrich maid the meeting yesterday was mobiles. It wan assessing the impact of.
Clsed because "we want their advice 01 how I think, the correct decision by the
the United States can be the most cometi- Trade Representative to say to the
tive country is the world, and we would just
as soon not have them give advice with the Japanese, "It is time to open up your
Japanese and Europeans listening."' market and let our parts, in particular.

I do not believe it Is the Japanese be sold and loosen the restrictions so

and the Europeans they were trying to we can begin to sell automobiles in
kee ou tJapan." It was trying to measure the

keeP Out r bimpact. It Interviewed a man who was
OOP organier seught to keep the meet- the trade minister from Indonesia, I be-

isa eecret. seluding notice of the event
from the official daily calendar. But word lieve.
leaked out from the executives, prompting You know. we are worried about
protests from consumer advocates and from Japan and the United States. They are
the committee's former Democratic chair- the big ones. They are the big ele-
man, Rep. John Dingell of Michigan. now the
ranking minority member. phante in this Jungle. And they have a

saying in Asia. They say that when the
The iast one is a piece that appeared elephants fight, the grass gets tram-

in the Washington Post, again Mike pled. But even worse, they said. Is
Mills: when the elephants make love. That is

Consumner advocates yesterday protested what we have here. Mr. President. We

plans by House Republicans to hold 2 days of have a real iovefest going on.

private meetings with top communications
executives that will feature a dinner with Corporations have basically all
House Speaker Newt Giongrich.... signed off on this deal. They have had

Media will not be present so Members and the Opportunity to look at the lan-
chiefexecutive officers of various companies. guage. They have had the opportunity

. . have honest and Informative discus- to examine the details, and they are
Bo. It insaying it looks pretty good to them. I
Boy, if that is not a keyword to tell- say it is time for us to come to the

hog you to hang on to your bilfold floor to debate this. I hope we are, in
have not heard one, fact, able to enact legislation. I intend

"What policies can the Congress promote and expect to support it. I cannot sup-
or repeal that would help your company to port it in Its current form, but I want
be more competitive and successful domeeti- the American consumer to be heard on
cally?" the letter asked. "And. second, what the floor of the Senate. I want the in-
obstacles does your company face when try-
Ing to do business abra"' teresta of American households to be

I do not mind in general saying to considered and the interests of the av-
any company in America, Is there any erage American citizen to be consid-an copany din mec, shee ny- ered when this piece of legislation.
doin g we ar oiing we d n owith reg- which is important, is being debated.

ulations or rules that do not make any I yield the floor.
sense at all? Lord knows, we have lots Mr. DORGAN. What is the pending
of things we do to small business and business?
big business alike that add no value at
all to the public interest, that you The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

really cannot defend it all, have been pending measure is amendment No.

around a long time, and you scratch 1258 offered by the managers of the bill.

your head trying to figure out why Mr. DORGAN-. This is the managers'
they are even there, amendment.

But that is not this invitation. This The PRESIDING OFFICER! Is there
does not say after you established what further debate on that amendment?
the public interest is, is there anything
here you would like to get out of the Mr. HOLLINGS. We can go right

way that makes no sense at all; is ahead with the Senator's amendment.

there any nonsensical regulation? This Mr. PRESSLER. If it has not been
did not add any qualifier in the public laid aside, and if it is proper at this
interest, point, we will lay that amendment

This merely says is there anything aside so that the Senator from North
out there adding cost to your business Dakota can offer his amendment.
that you would like to get rid of? It I ask unanimous consent that the
would be like me saying, "I would like managers' amendment be laid aside.
to drive about 90 miles an hour. would
that be OK? Can you get the law of Ne- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
braska to let me drive my automobile objection, it is so ordered.
90 miles an hour? I find that a major * The Senator from North Dakota is
Inconvenience. I like to drive fast. Why recognized.
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(Purpose: To require certain criteria upon
the designation of an additional Essential
Telecommunications Carrier)

Mr. DOROAN. Mr. President. I send
an amendment to the desk and ask for
its immediate consideration.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
KYL). The clerk will report.

The legislative clerk read as follows:
The Senator from North Dakota [Mr. DOR-

OA] proposes an amendment numbered lB5.
The amendment is as follows:
On Une 24 of page 44, strike the word

"may" and insert in lieu thereof "shall".
Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President. in the

telecommunications bill there is a pro-
vision with respect to universal service
that describes certain conditions in
which the State designates additional
essential telecommunications carriers
that may Impose certain requirements.
I think it is sufficiently important to
say the State shall impose those re-
quirements. I would like to explain
why this is important to me and why I
think it is important to rural America.

Before I do, let me comment on a
couple of broader points about this leg-
islation. Clearly, there would never be
a circumstance where legislation af-
fecting the telecommunications Indus-
try would be moving through the Con-
gress without their being an intense in-
terest by the telecommunications in-
dustry. The fact is that without con-
gressional involvement In trying to set
some new rules for competition, the in-
dustry itself is out creating the rules.

That is why universal service legisla-
tion is necessary. We must establish
some guidelines about where we move
in the future and what is in the public
interest as we do that.

I come from a rural State. I know
there are a lot of people in this Cham-
ber who worship at the altar of com-
petition and the free market. That Is
wonderful. But, I have seen deregula-
tion. I have seen the mania for deregu-
lation that does preserve for some peo-
ple in this country wonderful new op-
portunities of choice and lower prices:
Example: Airline deregulation. There
was a move In this country and In
these Chambers for airline deregula-
tion. saying this will be the nirvana. If
we get airline deregulation, Americans
are going to be better served with more
choices, more flights, lower prices, bet-
ter service.

Well, that is fine. That has happened
for some Americans but not for all
Americans. Deregulation in the airline
Industry has had an enormously impor-
tant impact if you live in Chicago or
Los Angeles. If you want to fly from
Chicago to Los Angeles you check the
official airline guide and find out what
flights are offered. You have a broad
range of choices, a vast array of car-
riers competing in a market that is
densely populated, where they have an
opportunity to make big money. In
this market, there is intense competi-
tion for the consumers dollar In both
choice and price.

But I bet if you go to the rural re-
gions of Nebraska. and I know If you go
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to the rural regions of North Dakota
and ask consumers, what has airline
deregulation done to their lives, they
will not give you a similar story. They
will not tell you that airline deregula-
tion has been good. providing more
choices and lower fares. That has not
been the case.

In fact. airline deregulation has
largely, in my judgment, hurt consum-
ers in rural America. We have fewer
choices at higher prices as a result of
deregulation.

For that reason, when we talk about
deregulation and setting the forces of
competition loose in order to better
serve consumers, we need to under-
stand how it works. Competition works
in some cases to an advantage of cer-
tain consumers. In other cases, it does
not.

That is why when the telecommuni-
cations legislation was crafted I was
very concerned about something called
the universal service fund. For those
who don't know, I want to explain what
the universal service fund is.

It probably stands to reason that it is
presumably less expensive to put tele-
phone service into New York City when
you spread the fixed costs of the tele-
phone service over millions of tele-
phone instruments; less expensive to do
it there than to go into a small town of
300 people that is 50 to 100 miles from
the nearest population center. How will
you decide how to spread the fixed
costs of telephone service over 300 peo-
ple? The fact is, you have a higher cost
of telephone service in rural areas of
our country.

We have always understood, however.
that a telephone in Grenora, ND, is Just
as important as a telephone in New
York City, because if you don't have
the telephone in Grenora, the person in
New York City cannot call them. and
vice versa.

The universal service nature of com-
munications is critical. The presence of
one telephone instrument makes the
other telephone instrument. no matter
where it is in this country, more valu-
able.

That is why we have, as a country.
decided that an objective of universal
service makes good sense. We have gen-
erally tried to move in that direction
to see that we use a universal service
fund to even out the costs and the price
to the consumer.

Therefore, even in the higher cost
areas, the lower populated, more rural
areas, we are able to bring the cost
down to the consumer with a universal
service fund by moving money into
those areas to try to help keep prices
down for the consumer. Therefore, con-
sumers will be able to afford this serv-
ice and we will have a more universal
nature of that service.

Well, in this legislation. Mr. Presi-
dent. we understood that there will be
substantial competition in many areas
of telecommunications. Take my home
county of Hettinger County, ND, a very
small county. several thousand people,
about three towns, the largest of which
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is 1,200 or 1.400 people, no one will be
rushing in to provide local telephone
service in Hettinger County.

This is not a case where you fir.e the
gun and at the starting line you have
eight contestants lined up to find out
who can win the commercial battle to
serve the telephone needs of that small
rural county. You might, however.
have someone decide to come in and
serve one little town in that county,
because maybe it would be worthwhile
to serve that little town, but only that
town.

If they bring telephone needs to that
town and take the business away from
the existing service carrier, the rest of
the services would be far too expensive
and the whole system collapses.

For that reason, in this legislation
we described a condition in which, if
someone comes in and decides to serve
in one of those areas, one of the condi-
tions is that they would have to serve
the entire area. They would be required
to serve the entire area as a condition
of receiving these support payments
from the universal service fund.

Then the bill also said that in des-
ignating an additional essential tele-
communications carrier to come in and
compete in a rural area, aside from re-
quiring they have to serve the entire
area, they cannot come in and cherry-
pick and pick one little piece out.

Aside from that. the bill said that
the States may require there be a des-
ignation; that the designation would
be: First, in the public interest; second.
encourage development of advanced
telecommunications services, and
third, protect public safety and wel-
fare.

My universal service amendment
very simply says that provision of law
shall be changed from "may" to
"shall." In other words, the States
shall require that there be a dem-
onstration of those three approaches.

I think it is very important that
those who live in rural America, who
are not going to bear the benefit of the
fruits of competition, are given protec-
tion.

That is the purpose of my offering a
universal service amendment. This
amendment is supported by the Na-
tional Telephone Cooperative Associa-
tion, National Rural Telecom Associa-
tion, the USTA, Organization for Pro-
tection and Advancement of Small
Telephonp Companies.

They understand, like I understand,
that the chant of competition is not a
chant that will be heard in the rural
reaches of our country. We are simply
not going to see company after com-
pany line up to compete for local serv-
ice in many rural areas.

If that does not happen, and it will
not. we need to make certain that the
kind of telephone service that exists in
rural counties will be the kind of tele-
phone service that brings them the
same opportunity as others in the
country will be provided.

We should make sure that we have a
buildout of the infrastructure, so this
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Information highway has on rsmim and

off rampe-ye, even in rural counties
of our country.

If we, in the end of this process, fin-
ish the building out of an infrastruc.
ture in telecommunications by having
a continued. incessant wave of mergers
and consolidations into behemoth com-
panies that are trying to fight to serve
where the dollars are, big population
centers, affluent neighborhoods, but
decide to leave the rural areas of the
country without the build-out of the
infrastructure and without the oppor-
tunities that they should have, we will.
in my Judgment, have failed.

Mr. President, while I am on my feet
I would like to comment on a couple of
other points In this legislation. I sup-
ported the legislation coming out of
the Commerce Committee and lndi-
cated then that I had some difficulties
with several provisions in it.

One concern I have deals with the
provision in the legislation on the sub-

ject of ownership restrictions.
It is interesting that we have in this

bill the inertia to try to provide more
competition, and then we. in this at-
tempt to say to those who want to own
more and more television stations, yes,
we will lift the barrier here. we will
change the rules so that you can come

in and consolidate and buy and own
more television stations.

That does not make sense to me.
That is moving in the opposite direc-
tion. The telecommunications bill is
about competition. I do not think we
should say it is fine with us if one

group or consortium decides to buy
more and more television stations and
we lift the ownership limit from 25 to
30 percent-some say to 50 percent-of
the audience share. I think that flies
exactly in the opposite direction of
competition.

Consolidation is the opposite of com-
petition. I intend to offer an amend-
ment on this and hope we will preserve
the opportunity to decide what is in

the public interest with the Federal
Communications Commission. Instead
of having an artificial Judgment in this
bill that says let us lift the restrictions
and allow people to come in and buy
more and more television stations into
some sort of ownership group. I do not
think that comports at all with the no-
tion of competition. I am going to offer
an amendment on that at some point.

I would like to talk also about the
issue of the role of the Justice Depart-
ment. I know Senator STROM THUR-
MOND and others are interested in this
subject. I intend to offer an amend-
ment on the subject of the role of the
Justice Department in this bill. The
question of when the regional Bell
Companies are free to engage in com-
petition for long distance relates to
when there is competition in the local
service area in the local exchange.
When will the Bell Service Companies
open themselves to local competition?
When they do. when there is true local
competition, then they have a right
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and ought to be able to compete in the
long distance markets.

The problem is that in the tele-
,:orrmunlations bill. the role of the
Justice Department-which ought to
be the location of where the judgments
about whether or not there is competi-
tion in the local exchanges--is ren-
dered a consultative role. The Justice
Department is defanged here, and I do
not think that ought to be the role of
the Justice Department. Again, I think
this flies in the face of all of the discus-
sions I heard about the virtues of com-
petition. If we are talking about com-
petition being virtuous, then let us
make sure competition exists before we
release the Bell Companies to engage
in competition with the long distance
Industry.

How do you best determine competi-
tion exists? With the mechanism we
have always used to determine it. The
antitrust judgments and evaluations
by the Justice Department. It does no
service, in my judgment, to the Amer-
ican people to decide to take out the
traditional role of the Justice Depart-
ment in preserving and protecting the
interests of competition with respect
to this issue when the Bell Companies
will be set loose to engage in competi-
tion in the long distance business. So I
also intend to offer an amendment on
that issue.'That Is a critically impor-
tant issue.

In conclusion. I think there is much
in the telecommunications bill that is
useful, valuable and will provide guid-
ance to the direction of the tele-
communications industry and its serv-
ice to the American people, but this
legislation is not perfect. This legisla-
tion has some problems. I pointed that
Out when I supported It out of the Com-
merce Committee.

I have a great friend on the floor,
Senator HOLLINOS, the ranking member
on the Commerce Committee, who I
think is one of the best on tele-
communications issues. I have been
pleased to work with Senator PRES-
SLER, who I think has done a remark-
able job In bringing this bill to the
floor as well. But let us not say. "Now,
gee, this bill came from high on stone
tablets and cannot be changed. We can-
not accept any changes here." I think
universal service is one amendment we
can accept, but there are going to be
some big changes proposed, some of
which will have merit.

You can say, "This bill is carefully
balanced on the scale. We read the
meter with expertise and just cannot
make changes." It is like the argument
of a loose thread on a $20 suit. You pull
the thread and the arms fall off. We
have people coming here and saying If
this amendment is agreed to. the coali-
tion breaks apart, the balance of the
bill somehow is skewed, and the bill
will fail.

We must. in the Intervening days as
we debate this legislation, take a hard
look at a whole range of Issues. The
Justice Department role, yes. I have
not mentioned the foreign ownership

Issue, bub that Is also of concern to me.
The concentration of ownership in this
country of television stations, as an ex-
ample. Those are all issues I think are
of great concern and we ought to weigh
carefully.

I hope the Chair and the ranking
member on this legislation will enter-
tain constructive and useful proposals
to strengthen and improve this legisla-
tion in the public interest of this coun-
try.

Mr. President, I have sent the amend-
ment to the desk. I believe this amend-
ment may be acceptable. In any event.
at this point, I yield the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from South Carolina.

Mr. HOLLINGS. Right to the point.
Mr. President. the distinguished Sen-
ator from North Dakota has a good
amendment. I should make a couple of
comments, though, with reference to
his references and those of my friend.
the distinguished Senator from Ne-
braska. who has been very
participatory, and a cosponsor of the
legislative reform in communications
reform.
With respect to the general picture

here on communications, the Senator
from North Dakota is right. We do
think this is balanced, that it cannot
be balanced any more. that this bill did
come down from on high and we are
not going to accept any amendments.

That is out of the whole cloth. I
learned long ago I could not pass a
communications bill by itself, that the
Democrats could not pass a commu-
nications bill by Itself and the Repub-
licans could not pass a communica-
tions bill by Itself. We really have to
work this out in a bipartisan fashion.
Senator PRESSLER has given us the
necessary leadership and I am commit-
ted to working with him in a biparti-
san fashion. That maybe I have created
an atmosphere where there will be no
amendments and we know it. the oppo-
site is the case. We are begging Sen-
ators to come, as we begged the Sen-
ator from North Dakota to hasten on
and present that amendment.

A word should be said about the in-
dustry and the service that we have be-
cause comments have been made about
all of these entities involved, and there
are 30-some. People should understand.
We have the long distance industry,
the cable industry, the wireless cable.
the regional Bell Operating Companies.
the independent telephone companies,
the rural telephone companies, news-
paper industry, electronic publishing
industry, the satellite industry, the
disabled groups, the broadcast indus-
try. electric utilities, computer indus-
try, consumer groups, burglar alarm
industry, telemessage industry, pay
phone Industry, directory publishing
industry, software industry, manufac-
turers, retail manufacturers, direct
broadcast satellite industry, cellular
Industry, PCS. States, public service
committees, commissions, the cities,
the Federal Communications Commis-
sion, the Clinton administration, the
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Department of Justice. the Secretary
of Eilucation--all the public entities.

Communications is a very splendid
thing. With respect to not wanting to
open up all the markets. I had a good
friend who took a poll with what you
call a peet review group, testing thing.
what do they call that thing when they
get them all together?

Mr. DORGAN. A focus group.
Mr. HOLLINGS. A focus group.

Thank you, Senator.
They had a focus group in Maryland

last week and 90 percent of them have
never heard of the Contract With
America. That is all I heard about
since January. In fact. it started in No-
vember. I think. But they still had not
heard of the contract. You can bet your
boots the Senator from Nebraska is
right; people are not storming the
doors for a communications bill. In
fact, with all of these entities calling
on the Senators and having to make up
their minds, yes or no. the Senators
from the South say let that commu-
nications bill go, let us not call it up
now, let us delay it. we did last year
because there are so many tough deci-
sions to be made. But on the informa-
tion superhighway. Congress and Gov-
ernment are squatting right in the
middle of the road and the technology
is rushing past it.

The information superhighway is
there. We have been a hindrance. obsta-
cle to it. and what we are trying in this
balanced approach and bipartisan aP-
proach Is to remove the obstacle of
Government, with the view of the Sen-
ator from North Dakota that universal
service continue. He is right on target.
I have been very much concerned hav-
Ing experienced the airline deregula-
tion. So we want to make certain that
they can come in and render this serv-
ice. In that light, our communications
system has been the best in the world.
Yes. The Bell Operating Companies. be-
cause these parties are so competi-
tlive-I have not necessarily been in
love with either side because it is
hard-they are really individually com-
petitive. But after all, AT&T. long dis-
tance. has to file tariffs. They are con-
trolled by the public. and operate in
the interest of the public convenience
and necessity. Every one of the Bell
Companies have to respond, not just to
the FCC but to the individual public
service commissions. They operate on
the basis of public convenience and ne-
cessity. They have a monopoly, yes.
but their profits are controlled, and ev-
erything else.

If there is anything operating as a
large corporate entity in the interest
of the public, it has been the Bell Oper-
ating Companies. They have been most
responsive. We have as a result the fin-
est communications system in the
world. Let us malntain it. On universal
service, let us extend it. Let us not be
in any way doubtful about it because
the lead-in word that goes into this
particular requirement about another
universal service carrier is "shall."
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The language reads, "If the commis-
sion with respect to interstate services
designates more than one common car-
rier as an essential telecommuni-
cations carrier, such carrier shall
meet"-"shall" meet. That is the law
as we now propose it. But later on we
say the State "may" check off these
things that are highly important. The
truth is they "shall." And I hope we
can accept the amendment of the Sen-
ator from North Dakota and show that
we did not think the bill came down
from on high.

Let us hear from the chairman.
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, we

accept the amendment of the Senator
from North Dakota on this side of the
aisle. I want to commend him for his
work on this subject. He is a friend of
mine, and an outstanding leader in this
area. Let me say that this subject of
serving the smaller cities and rural
areas is very important. I have spoken
frequently on that in our committee.

We are prepared to accept this
amendment. We urge other Senators
with amendments to bring them to the
floor. We are ready to go here on the
floor.

Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President. will
the Senator yield at that point?

Mr. PRESSLER. Yes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Alaska.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, I know

that the Senator represents areas simi-
lar to mine, the author of the amend-
ment. I know that he wants the States
to have powers and to change the word
"may" to "shall," as a mandate to the
State. What worries me about the Sen-
ator's amendment is not that it is say-
ing that the States shall require a find-
ing by the authorized agency, but that
States. may require additional consid-
erations to be met. Thq word "may" in
this bill right now gives the State the
authority to determine what findings
shall be made by its designated agency.
By turning this to "shall" I wonder If
we are limiting the States' discretion
in terms of the findings that shall be
made by a designated agency before it
permits an additional carrier.

Mr. President, I do not want to argue
it now. I agree with the manager of the
bill to take the amendment. But I do
want the Senator to know, my good
friend, Senator DOROAN. that I want to
look at this in conference. I believe
this section Is going to have to be re-
vised in conference anyway. It is in a
different form than the House bill, as I
understand It. But I do think that we
should not mandate States as to what
their findings must be before they can
deal with additional carriers. I believe
that smaller States in particular would
prefer to have more flexibility.

I am just wondering out loud if the
Senator's amendment is fixing this so
that the Stats has no alternative once
it makes those findings to permit the
additional carrier, and what the impact
of the Federal law will have on the
State should the State legislature at-
tempt to state that its agency must
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make additional or alternative findings
in -hii regaMLr.

Ai..z=. i -onferre-l th the mnagers
of ,e bL. I thLnk we Lrnderstand
where the Senator is coming from. We
wam- the States to have authority. But
I really think he is confining the au-
thority by changing it to "shall." But
I do believe the States might want to-
any State-might want to have other
standards other than those stated in
this bill. I wonder if the Senator might
hare es look at that.

Mr. DORGAN. If I might respond. I
too respect the point raised by the Sen-
ator from Alaska. My Intention would
not be to prohibit States from adding
adLtional requirements. My intention
is that this would represent a set of re-
quirements a a minimum that we
should expect to be met. But to the ex-
tent a State would wish to add addi-
tional requirements, I do not believe
that would be prohibited with this Ian-
guage. This language establishes the
rni-mum requirements that must be
me:. That is the purpoee of the univer-
sal service amendment.

Nx. STEVENS. Mr. President, as I
sta:ed- I am not going to ask for a roil-
ca vote. I am not going to object to
the change. But I do think that when
we g to conference we are going to
have to figure Out how we give States
greater flexibility. I do not think we
ought to have a mandate that indicates
that the States must find Federal re-
quirements are met before it can des-
ignate an additional essential tele-
communications carrier, In that It can-
not add any additional State require-
meets, or it cannot reduce these des-
ignated findings and subetitute others
that might be more applicable to its
sitnaton with regard to size and com-
pet:ion and whatever else that might
be izvolved.

It does seem to me that we ought to
be very careful about delineating to a
State what findings it muast make with
regard to the designation of common
carriers as essential telecommuni-
nations carriers. We are basically talk-
ing about the findings that are nec-
essary to deal with universal service.
The concept of that was really bor-
rowed fom the essential. air service ap-
proach, and the way it is done actually,
as : pointed out to the Senator from
Netraska last night. reduces the costs
of =ve al service about $3 billion a
yeax. Those services are provided by
those who are users of this national
sys:em. This allows the States to des-
ignate additional carriers. I would not
wart the restrictions that are applied
in this bill to lead to a lack of flexibil-
ity as far as the States are concerned
to designate additional carriers in cir-
curtstances which might be unique.

I could go on at length about some of
our unique situations. I do think we
ouglt to have flexibility for the State
to mianage it. provided that we under-
stand that the impact of the multiple
essential carriers is going to be that
there be a change in the concept of unl-
versal service.
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The Senator's amendment deals with

universal service concepts as modified
in this bill, and I would like to see the
States have as much flexibility as pos-
sible, keeping in mind that there is a
built-in limitation in the Senator's
amendment that will reduce the avail-
ability of universal service In rural
States.

I hope that the Senator understands
what I am trying to say. I agree to ac-
cept the amendment, but I do think we
have to find some way as we go further
to say that this does not prevent the
State from modifying these findings in
the event its legislature determines
that other standards are more adapt-
able to its circumstances with regard
to the providing of universal service
within its boundaries.

Mr. DORGAN. If the Senator will
yield for one additional point, Mr.
President, I understand what the Sen-
ator is saying, and I do not want to
prevent anything being done to respond
to peculiar or unique circumstances or
when a State determines that some-
thing else might be necessary with re-
spect to these kinds of requirements. It
is not my intention to interrupt or to
prevent that.

I do think, however, when we are
talking about the use of the universal
service fund, the requirement that this
result in the build-out of the tele-
communications infrastructure even to
rural areas, boy, I think that ought to
be a national requirement.

Those of us who come from rural
areas want to say if you are going to
certify a new essential telecommuni-
cations area in an area that would be
eligible for universal service funds, we
want that certification to be based on
a couple of themes that they think are
important, one of which is this ought
to result in the build-out of the infra-
structure in rural areas. We know that
build-out will occur in urban areas be-
cause that is where the money is. and
we are just saying we want that same
opportunity to exist in rural areas.

But I am not suggesting that these
three tests be limited. I think that
States may well find they have unique
circumstances and want to add addi-
tional tests or additional requirements,
and I do not In any way want to pre-
vent that. So I will look forward to
working with the Senator from Alaska
as we go to conference on this legisla-
tion.

Mr. STEVENS addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Alaska.
Mr. STEVENS. I tried to go into this

a little bit last night, and I do not
know whether this is the time now, but
I just point out to my friend that the
April Issue of the bulletin known as
Personal Communications contains an
article that mentions Donald Cox, who
is the former Bellcore wireless leader
who is now at Stanford. He has cal-
culated that digital-based station tech-
nologies will lower capital costs for
wireless customers to $14 compared to
the current cellular cost of S5,55.
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What it really means is we have the
possibility of moving into a new do-
main as far as digital radio is con-
cerned that will deal with tele-
communications competing with tele-
phone companies. One of the things in
this amendment is that we will now re-
quire that the State must find that
there will not be a significant adverse
impact on users of telecommunications
services or on the provisions of univer-
sal service.

I question whether at the time of the
transition into these new technologies
a State should have to make findings
that are based upon the use of the old
technology. That is one of the prob-
lemns. If you lock a State into findings,
I think you may hamper the transition
to less costly services and, of course,
that is where I am coming from. That
is why I support this bill. I think it
will lower the cost ultimately of serv-
ice to rural areas by bringing in addi-
tional providers of service. It should
not be tied to the old wire services that
we have relied upon in the past.

Mr. President. I do not have any op-
position to the suggestion that we
adopt the Senator'Pmendment, but I
do want to serve notice that in con-
ference, I may wish, because of the
amendment, to modify the whole sec-
tion.

Mr. KERREY addressed the Chair.
The • PRESIDING OFFICER (Mrs.

Htrrc=soN). The Senator from Ne-
braska.

Mr. KERREY. Madam President. I
have no objections to this amendment.
I would like to point out, the distin-
guished Senator from North Dakota, as
well as the chairman and ranking
member and the distinguished Senator
from Alaska and others, worked very
hard to try to craft this particular title
and this particular section of title I so
as to make certain that areas that are
not likely to benefit from competition
will continue to be served with the
same high quality service that they are
currently receiving.

This particular provision is a rec-
ognition, and I think most do recog-
nize, that competition all by itself will
not work and that we do have to allow
competition to determine many things.
But this particular section I think has
been very carefully put together, and it
indicates how an essential carrier is
designated. It describes the obligations
of that particular carrier. It describes
how we set up a multiple essential car-
rier. It describes resale enforcement
and interchange of principles.

Madam President. earlier when I
made a statement, my staff tells me
that I made a mistake at the begin-
ning. If I did. I apologize. I was pulling
a quote from the chairman, and I do
not know If I said Senator HOLLINOS or
Senator PRSLg, but it was the
chairman's quote last night, and I do
not again mean to be intentionally
confrontational when I say that state-
ment that says, "The overwhelming
message we received was that Ameri-
cans want urgent action to open up our

Nation's telecommunications mar-
kets." what we are doing, in fact, Is
what the distinguished Senator from
North Dakota described and the Sen-
ator from South . Carolina. Senator
HOLLINS, described as well. We are
trying, with this law, to work our way
into a competitive environment and
create a structure that will enable
competition to occur in a fashion that
is minimally disruptive, but it will be
disruptive.

Title I describes not just the transi-
tion to competition in the universal
service, but It lays out all the various
interconnection requirements. It de-
scribes separate subsidiary safeguard
requirements. That is a structure that
is offered as a protection. I believe the
Senator from South Carolina in par-
ticular has been concerned about that.
It describes foreign investment and
ownership reform, and infrastructure
sharing. Title I describes the removal
of restrictions to competition, de-
scribes how that is going to occur, how
we remove entry barriers.

There is limitation on local and
State taxation of satellite services. I
might point out that for those con-
cerned about putting a mandate upon
the State. indeed, we are intervening
with the State regulatory mechanism.
This legislation intervenes and says-
and I know the Senator from Alaska
understands that we are intervening.
and we are saying you cannot do rate-
based rate of return regulation; you are
going to go to price caps. You have a
range of motion under price caps.

But we all need to understand what
price caps do. It essentially moves us
in a direction where the market will
determine what the price is going to
be. It is a much different kind of regu-
latory scheme than we have right now.
There are many States, I guess 10 or so.
on a price cap system of regulation.
This would take the other 40 along. I
do not object to that. I think it is a
fair and reasonable thing to do. But it
is a relatively dramatic action to come
to the State level and say that we are
going to require you to regulate in this
fashion, and we say there is a limita-
tion on how you can tax your satellite
services, and so forth.

Title I. as we'remove the restrictions
to competition, does lots of other
things that I will look forward to de-
scribing at a later date.

Madam President. as I said. I do not
object at all to the change asked for in
this amendment.

Mr. PRESSLER. I urge adoption of
the amendment. Madam President.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
further debate on the amendment? If
not, the question is on agreeing to the
amendment.

So the amendment iNo. 1259) was
agreed to.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I
move to reconsider the vote.

Mr. HOLLINGS. I move to lay that
motion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
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Mr. DORGA.N. Mr. President, today

the Senate begins consideration of
comprehensive telecommunications
legislation, S. 652. the Telecommuni.
cations Competition and Deregulation
Act of 199. This legislation has been
incubating in the Congress for a num-
ber of years and throughout the past
few years, the Senate has appeared to
be on the brink of passing this land-
mark legislation that would reform
which Is arguably the most dynamic
and fast growing Industry in our econ-
omy-telecommunications.

The underlying agenda of this legis-
lation is to promote competition in all
areas of telecommunications. We al-
ready have a competitive long distance
industry and there is some competition
In cellular service throughout the
country. Clearly. telecommunications
competition has had a positive impact.
Since the AT&T breakup in 1982, com-
petition In the long distance industry
has lead a reduction in long distance
prices and it has spawned the deploy-
ment of four nationwide fiber optic
networks--the backbone of the Infor-
mation superhighway.

This legislation attempts to promote
competition in other areas of tele-
communications, such as in the local
exchange and in cable. As a general
proposition. I support this notion of
promoting competition. I think com-
petition will lead to lower prices and
greater availability of telecommuni-
cations services. However, Congress
must proceed in caution as we break
down barriers and ease regulation.

First. a one-size-fits-all approach to
competition in the local exchange may
have destructive implications. In large.
high-volume urban markets, competi-
tion will certainly be positive. How-
ever. in smaller, rural markets, com-
petition may result in high prices and
other problems. The fact is that some
markets; namely, high-cost rural
areas, competition may not serve the
public interest. If left to market forces
alone, mank small rural markets would
be left without service.

That is why the protection of univer-
sal service is the most important provi-
sion in this legislation. S. 652 contains
provisions that make it clear that uni-
versal service must be maintained and
that citizens in rural areas deserve the
same benefits and access to high qual-
ity telecommunications services as ev-
eryone else.. This legislation also con-
tains provisions that will ensure that
competition in rural areas will be de-
ployed carefully and thoughtfully, en-
suring that competition benefits con-
sumers rather than hurts them. Under
this legislation, States will retain the
authority to control the introduction
of competition in rural areas and, with
the FCC. retain the responsibility to
ensure that competition is promoted In
a manner that will advance the avail-
ability of high quality telecommuni-
cations services in rural areas.
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My second concern Is that in our

drive to deregulate and eliminate bar-
riers. that competition may be im-
peded. Currently. there are over 500
long-distance carriers that offer serv-
ice nationwide. Virtually every Amer-
ican has a competitive choice as to
what carrier they want to use for long
distance services. Long distance rates
have reduced by over 40 percent in the
past 10 years because of competition.
The same choice does not avail itself to
consumers with respect to local ex-
change service.

The second danger we confront in
passing this legislation is that we
could impede competition where it cur-
rently exists. Under S. 652, the regional
Bell operating companies tRBOC's]
would be permitted to reenter the long
distance market. In the early 1960's,
the old Bell system was divested be-
cause the monopoly in the local ex-
change seriously impeded competition
for long distance services. After nearly
14 years of separation from the long
distance market, the RIBOC local net-
works want to compete for long dis-
tance services. This legislation. will
permit that.

The question is not whether or not
the RBOC's should be permitted into
long distance. The question is under
what conditions. Unfortunately, this
bill Is flawed in that it does not provide
for an adequate role for the Justice De-
partment to determine that RBOC
entry Into long distance services will
not harm what is already a success-
fully competitive market.

I intend to offer an amendment to
this legislation that will provide for a
role for the Justice Department. It
seems to me that given the history of
the AT&T breakup and the threat that
the local exchange monopolies could
use their power to impede competition.
the Justice Department must ensure
that the appropriate conditions are
present before the RBOC's can be per-
mitted to offer long distance services.

In addition, I will offer an amend-
ment that will improve the universal
service provisions in the bill. Under the
bill as reported by the Senate Com-
merce Committee, only "essential tele-
communications carriers" [ETC's]
would be eligible to receive universal
service support. The reason is that
ETC's would be required to take on the
same universal service obligations as
the incumbent carriers. I believe that
this condition is imperative to ensure
that universal service Is maintained in
rural areas.

However, the bill falls short in ensur-
ing that when a State designates an ad-
ditional ETC for qualification for uni-
versal service support, that the best in-
terests of rural consumers are para-
mount. Under my amendment, States
would be required to ensure that the
designation of an additional ETC In a
market, that such designation: (a) pro-
tects the public interest: (h) promotes
the deployment of advanced tele-
communications infrastructure; and (c)
protects public safety and welfare.
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Finally, I have two other amend-
ments that I intend to offer. I intend to
offer an amendment that will strike
the bill's provisions dealing with the
liberalization of broadcast ownership
rules and require, instead, the FCC to
review and modify broadcast ownership
rules on a case-by-case basis. Under my
amendment, the FCC would review and
modify broadcast ownership rules in
such a way as to ensure that broad-
casters can compete fairly with other
media sources while at the same time
protecting localism and diversity of
voices in each local market.

Under the bill in its present form, the
national television ownership limits
would be Increased from the current 25
percent viewership cap to 35 percent
with permission to increase beyond
that amount later. It seems to me that
encouraging further concentration in
the national media is not a desirable
goal and it is my hope that we can cor-
rect this provision in this legislation.

Mr. President. the goals of this legis-
lation are laudable. However, I believe
that certain changes are necessary and
I intend to work with my colleagues to
improve the bill and move this impor-
tant legislation forward.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question occurs on the managers'
amendment.

Mr. PRESSLER. I move to lay the
managers' amendment aside so our
friend from Arizona may offer his
amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Arizona is recognized.

Mr. McCAIN. Madam President. may
I inquire as to the parliamentary situa-
tion? The pending business is the man-
agers' package of amendments?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
managers' amendment has Just been
laid aside.

Mr. McCAIN. I thank the Chair.
Madam President. I will make some
comments and remarks concerning this
legislation, and then, if the parliamen-
tary situation allows it. I will begin of-
fering amendments.

I note the presence of my colleague
from Alaska, who has agreed that we
would take up one of my amendments
as soon as possible, and I will be as
brief as possible. But I am sure my
friend from Alaska understands this is
a very complex Issue and one which
probably, in my view, will have more
impact on America than any other
piece of legislation that we will con-
sider not only this year but for several
years.

Some estimates are that health care
reform would have as little as one-
third the impact financially on Amer-
ica as this legislation does.

There is no doubt that there are tens
of billions of dollars at stake. I person-
ally. Madam President, have never seen
an issue in my now 9 years as a Mem-
ber of this body have such intense and
continued and high-priced lobbying. We
have as head of one lobbying group a
former majority leader of the Senate.
We have names who are well known to
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all of us in Wasehingtn. I doubt if there
is a single lobbying group inside the
beltway that has not had a contract at
one time or another to lobby on this
issue. All of that is not by accident. In
fact, Madam President, it is because
the stakes are enormously high here.
One phrase, one comma, one or two
words in the appropriate place has
enormous and significant impact.

So I think this issue should be well
debated. I think that there are oppos-
Ing views as to what this legislation
does, but let us not have any doubt
about the impact of this legislation on
the very future of our Nation. This is
all about information and how Ameri-
cans will acquire that information and
how Americans will pay for it and who
will be eligible for it and who will not
and to what degree we will regulate
this industry or deregulate this indus-
try.

I wanted to start out by applauding
the efforts of the chairman of the com-
mittee. Senator PREeSL&a, who has
worked on this issue not only as chair-
man of the committee but for many
years. I have had the privilege and op-
portunity of work-g with him. He has
done an outstanding job. I know of no
other committee chairman who has
spent as much time on this Issue as
Chairman PRESSL9R has. I am very ap-
preciative of the work he and his staff
have done. There are many aspects of
this legislation which I think are not
only excellent measures but very Im-
portant ones and will contribute to the
deregulation of this industry.

I also would like to recognize the ef-
forts of the distinguished ranking mi-
nority member of the committee. Sen-
ator HOLLINGS. who also has been in-
volved in this issue for many years. I
respect his indepth knowledge of the
issue. He and I have had disagreements
about the philosophy of regulation or
deregulation, but there are no personal
differences that we have. I not only re-
spect but admire his advocacy of what
he feels is the best type of legislation
for us to pursue.

I understand the disappointment that
the Senator from South Carolina felt
last year when he had worked so very
hard for this legislation and had it sty-
ried at the very end of the session.

Before I go into details. Madam
President, let me just state my fun-
damental philosophy and why these
amendments that I will be proposing
today flow from them. We need to have
a deregulated industry. In the past, we
have deregulated the airline industry,
the trucking industry, the railroad in-
dustry in America. and there is very
little doubt in my mind that world
events, as well as national events, indi-
cate very clearly and very strongly
that the free enterprise system. unfet-
tered by Government interference and
regulation, not only prospers best but
provides the best services for the citi-
zens of any nation, including this one.

The people will come to this floor
and argue that the airline industry is
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in bad shape, that they have lost bil-
lions of dollars. and same of the great
names In the airlines industry, like
Eastern Airlines and Pan Am. have dis-
appeared from the scene. But the fact
is my constituents can fly from one
place to another in this country more
easily and at a lower cost than they
could in 1974 when the airline industry
was deregulated.

I will freely admit that I do not ride
in the comfort that I used to. In fact,
when the four CEO's testified before
the Aviation Subcommittee the week
before last, I wanted to relate that two
mornings previously I had flown from
Phoenix. AZ. The airline, which will re-
main unnamed, advertised a breakfast.
And that breakfast turned out to be a
banana and a bagel, I think that some-
thing has to be changed at least in
their description of what breakfast is.

At the same time, I paid far less than
I would have In 1974. 21 years ago, for
that airline ticket. If I had chosen to.
although I would not have. and paid a
significant additional amount of
money and rode in first class. I prob-
ably would have gotten more than a
banana and a bagel. But we have de-
regulated those industries, and we have
found that the less regulation and in-
terference that exists in those indus-
tries, the better off we are.

Madam President, there are those
that will argue this is a deregulatory
bill. It is advertised as that. I do not
deny that. And I think some aspects
are deregulatory in nature. Let me just
quote from the report itself, which in-
dicates that there is a $7 billion in-
crease in revenues that will be re-
quired. and a $1.5 million per-State ad-
ditional cost will be required to imple-
ment this law. And perhaps as compel-
ling as anything else, $82 million will
be required in additional funding for
the Federal Communicatiorls Commis-
sion. -CBO estimates the tele-
communications firms would have to
pay an additional $7 billion over the
next 5 years to comply with universal
servios requirements of the bill and be-
lieves that these amounts should be in-
cluded as revenues in the Federal budg-
et." The managers have accounted for
that with spectrum auction, is my un-
derstanding.

"CBO estimates that enacting S. 652
would increase the spending require-
ment for the FCC by about $81 million
over the 1996-2010 period."

Madam President, how can you have
a bill that is deregulatory that is going
to cost us an additional $81 million
over a 5-year period in order to deregu-
late the industry? I do not think so. In
fact. Madam President. there are addi-
tional-at least according to this
morning's Wall Street Journal. there
are 80 new regulatory functions for the
FCC. all designed, of course, to ensure
fairness and competition. Eighty new
regulatory functions for the FCC. And.
of course, the most egregious of which,
in my view. is the so-called public in-
terest aspect of the bill, which, frank-
ly, places an enormous amount of
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power and authority in the hands of
the FCC.

Let me make it clear for the RECORD
that this legislation is a substantial
improvement over S. 182 from the 103d
Congress. With all due respect, I havc.
to say that any legislation that adver-
tises Itself as deregulatory and has a
requirement for domestic content in it,
which, according to the U.S. Trade
Representative. was a direct violation
of NAFTA and GATr. of course, it is an
insult to one's Intelligence to call it
deregulatory. So at least we got rid of
the so-called domestic content aspect
of it. And we have made other substan-
tial improvements In this bill.

Let me note that it is an improve-
ment. but it does little in the way of
fundamental deregulation. Why is it
that every time I talk to someone in
this industry-and there are many-
they say. "I am in 'favor of total de-
regulation, but * *. There is always a
"but." And guess what? They have to
have some kind of special dispensation
for their industry to make sure that
they have a level playing field. Appar-
ently, the only way you get a level
playing field is to have some kind of
special deal for this or that segment of
the industry.

As the Heritage Foundation noted in
its report card on S. 652,

Unfortunately. while a modest improve-
ment on current law misses the opportunity
to benefit consumers by opening the indus-
try to real competition. if this legislation
becomes law, as structured today. consumers
will not be able to losk forward to serious
telecommunications deregulation or com-
petitien Is the ebort-tern.

The Heritage Foundation graded S.
652, unfortunately, albeit accurately-
the bill scored an overall grade of a C-
minus. It is my understanding that the
managers axe offering amendments
that will raise that grade somewhat. I
applaud their efforts. Senator PACK-
WOOD and I are also offering amend-
ments which will raise the grade of the
bill and will result In substantially bet-
ter. more deregulatory, more pro-
consumer legislation.

As I said before, Madam President.
we will have one opportunity this dec-
ade to substantially reform the tele-
communications Industry. I think we
are all in agreement that if we do not
pass this bill within a relatively short
period of time the legislation will prob-
ably not be reconsidered until at least
2 years from now. And, of course, we do
not want that to happen.

I urge my colleagues to remember
that on November 8. the American peo-
ple demanded a change-less Govern-
ment and more freedom to innovate
and compete. S. 652, like last year's
bill. is based on the belief that all the
woes of the communication industry
could be solved by the glory of in-
creased regulation. History tells us
that regulation binds and restricts In-
dustry growth and innovation and
transfers decisionmaking from entre-
preneurs and thus customers to bu-
reaucrats. These regulatory shackles
do little to benefit the public.
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Madam President. in free Markets.

less Government usually means more
innovation, more entrepreneurial op-
portunities, more competition, and
more benefits for consumers. This
point was made exceedingly clear by
the Wall Street Journal when it stated
on April 8. 1994,

It is truly humorous for politicians to
think they can somehow fine-tune or stage-
manage the rapidly developing world of ad-
vanced technologies that Includes emerging
financial and corporate structure, entire ar-
mies of engineers and software wizards. The
people who will actually bring this exciting
future to life are put in lead shoes when the
FCC and the Congress micrmanages.

Madam President. one of the argu-
ments that will be made today by my
friend from Alaska is that this is a In-
terim bill, that this is one step on the
path toward total deregulation. My re-
sponse to that is that I would have to
be convinced as to where that Is needed
and why. I note that my friend from
South Carolina is smiling at me. I un-
derstand that, since we have a fun-
damental philosophical disagreement.
The Senator from South Carolina. I be-
lieve, did not support airline deregula-
tion or trucking deregulation, and does
not probably support the kind of de-
regulation that I am in favor of. We
have a fundamental philosophical dif-
ference In the role of Government and
whether the Government should regu-
late the market or let the free market
play. I have heard many times my
friend from South Carolina talk and
how he laments that there is no longer
the direct flights to Charleston, SC. I
lament that. too. There is not nearly
the comfort or the conveniens there
used to be. But the fact is-and I have
provided the facts many times--that
the people of South Carolina can get
back and forth from Charleston, and
most any other part of South Carolina
less expensively and more conveniently
than they ever had in the past, under
Government deregulation. We used to
have. under airline regulation, a spe-
cial flight that went from here to a cer-
tain destination because there was a
certain Senator who was a chairman of
a committee. That flight used to be
mostly empty. but that flight stayed in
existence at least as long as that was
the case.

It is important to note that without
any regulations the television manu-
facturing industry has managed to
achieve a very high penetration rate
for televisions in this country, even
higher than that of telephones. We
must ask the fundamental question:
Why do more American homes have TV
sets than have telephones? Whatever
the answer, the facts demonstrate that
an industry can achieve virtual univer-
sal penetration without Government-
imposed regulation.

Madam President. I want to high-
light some of the problems I see with
this legislation. First and foremost, it
is not deregulatory. According to esti-
mates published by the FCC itself, this
bill will require it to take over 60 new
regulatory or administrative actions.
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This bill also expands the current

telecommunications service subsidies
scheme. As the Heritage Foundation
notes,

Instead of attempting to reform or elimi-
sate this destructive Subldy system. the
Pressler bill actually expands ite Scope. For
example, the bill maintains current price
controls. continuss Inefficient rate avers-
ing. and expands the telecommunications en-
titlements.

The Heritage Foundation continues:
The continuation of the failed subsidy poli-

cles of the Pest, combined with an expaodlng
definition of universal service, mandated
under the bill. places at risk almost every-
thing else the bill hopes to accomplish. Once
personal computers, online service, set top
boxes, and other future technologies become
part of A package of mandated benefits, to
which every American must have accees, it
Is likely thes technologies will be regulated
and thus made les competitive. Further, ac.
cording to CBO. enacting & 652 would In-
crease spending requirements for the FCC by
about l1 million over the period from IMS to
the year 20.

I wish the managers would explain to
me, how do you deregulate and in-
crease the cost to the enforcing agency
of the enforcement of regulations? Is it
to help them make a transition? Or is
it, In reality, to enforce the additional
80 new regulations that are a part of
this bill? I do not think any American
would believe that a bill Is truly de-
regulatory if it costs 281 million, pay-
able to the regulators, to enforce.

On this point, I want to again quote
the Heritage Foundation.

The bill does not contain any serious dis-
cusion of the future of the Federal Commu-
nications Commiseion. Pollcymakers appear
unconcerned with the role the agency plays
In the deregulatory proces. and apparently
do not realize it was part of the problem
they hope to correct.

I am going to--I hope. before we fin-
ish this bill-look at what the Federal
Communications Commission has done
when we have given them a b'oad char-
ter, such as determining what is in the
public Interest. I will tell you what the
record shows-that is, that they have
never really been able to determine
what is in the public interest, and if
they have, their conclusion has been
more regulation.

That is not a criticism of the FCC.
That is the nature of bureaucracies.
the nature of regulatory bodies when
you set them up. How should we expect
anything else? That is their business.

The Congress should follow the model
established by the congressional Demo-
crate in the Carter administration in
the late 1970's when they led the battle
to deregulate the airlines. From the
start, the future of the Civil Aero-
nautics Board. which regulated the air-
line industry, was on the table. It was
well understood by most in Congress-
that deregulating the airlines would
mean eliminating the CAB. A few years
later, the CAB was abolished.

Just the opposite occurs in this bill.
The bill actually expands the ability
and policymaking ability of the FCC.
As noted by the CBO, as I said, it will
cost an additional $81 million over the
next 8 years.
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I want to enumerate some of the
other problems in this bill. I mentioned
it before, and I will mention It again.
because it is really a very crucial item.
The FCC administered public interest
tests, which allowed the FCC to use
subjective criteria in determining
whether an RBOC can compete in other
lines of business. The public interest
test gives the FCC policymaking au-
thority. The FCC's authority and
power should be lessened, not en-
hanced. The public interest test allows
the FCC to establish policy and control
private companies and whole indus-
tries. Such ill-defined discretionary
power would prevent full competition
in the communications industry for
years, if not decades. It should be
eliminated, or at least amended so that
compliance with the competitive
checklist Is deemed to be in compli-
ance with the public interest test.

The Snowe-Rockefeller public users
language in the bill should be stricken.
The bill mandates at -cost tele-
communication rates for schools, any
medical facility. or libraries.

First, in my view, the Congress
should not be establishing specific
rates for specific groups. Such deci-
sions should be made by the free mar-
ket or, at a minimum, on the State
level.

Second. many political causes that
operate out of such entities, such as
proabortion operations, would be given
a federally mandated benefit that oth-
ers in society would not be able to re-
ceive. The provision should be elimi-
nated.

Mr. President, if we are interested in
making sure that low-income individ-
uals have access to a telephone, we
have a proposal that simply is to pro-
vide vouchers for those who need It.

It seems to me that to provide vouch-
ers to those who are low income. Amer-
icans who need a telephone service or
anything else should be the recipients
directly of the ability to purchase that
service. When we go through other bu-
reaucracies, other industries, what we
do is increase the cost. Obviously, we
distort the entire situation.

I intend to offer an amendment that
would establish the voucher program in
lieu of the urban rural subsidy scheme
that currently exists. The current sys-
tem and that envisioned under S. 652
seeks to ensure that Americans receive
telecommunication services at similar
rates, by giving the corporations that
offer such services a subsidy. Instead of
giving Subsidies often to well-to-do
people, we should be giving the funds
directly to the needy consumer. I In-
tend to discuss this issue more fully
when I offer the amendment.

Last, we must closely examine the
universal service fund mechanism in
the bill. I have serious concerns about
the potential of this legislation, as
drafted, to create a new telecommuni-
cations entitlement program.

Furthermore. I am very concerned
that the Budget Committee has not
dealt sufficiently with the budgetary
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Impact of this legislation. CBO has
stated that the bill contains a Govern-
ment mandate that will force tele-
communications firms to have to pay
an additional V? billion over the next 5
years to comply with the universal
service requirements of the bill. CBO
believes that these accounts should be
included as revenues in the Federal
budget.

Mr. President, the budgetary rmi-
fications of this bill cannot and should
not be ignored. As CBO noted, the costs
associated with S. 652 fall within the
budget function 370. As such. they
would increase direct budget authority
in function 370 by 7 billion.

Additionally, proponents claim that
the new Federal tax contained In this
bill should not be counted on the budg-
et but. instead. be considered off budg-
et, since it is budgetarily neutral. That
simply is not correct.

CBO states that receipts generated
by this bill would be on budget, and I
believe they are correct. Regardless of
how the money is used, it should be
counted In the budget.

There are those who argue that this
bill seaves consumers money. I wish
that could be proven, but it cannot. In
fact, the opposite appears to be true.

First, some have estimated that the
current telecommunications subsidy
scheme totals $10 billion, and since this
bill streamlines and makes explicit
some subsidies, that this bill results in
33 billion in savings. That is not an ac-
curate statement.

How much money totals in the sub-
sidy scheme is not accurately known.
Some state $10 billion: others claim the
number is much closer to S20 billion.
' The reality Is that the bulk of all

this money is currently controlled by
the States and Is inherent in the rate
scheme. In this bill. we are effectively
federalizing $7 billion of the 120 billion.
Is money saved by such action? I do
not know.

I do know that CBO claims that it
will cost $81 million to implement this
bill on the Federal level and $1.25 mil-
lion per year per State to implement
this measure. I do know that the Fed-
eral Government does not have an Out-
standing reputation for efficiency and
cost savings.

I also know that It is impossible to
estimate the future costs of this legis-
lation. The evolving definition of uni-
versal service contained in the bill will
allow the FCC to expand service. Any
such expansion of service will cost
money.

The State of Colorado, for example,
by the end of this year. will finally im-
plement a single-party dialing scheme
throughout the State. Doing so is good
for the people of Colorado. But I will
want to note that doing so costs
money. It is not done for free.

Additionally. I am very concerned
about the future costs of the public
user section of this bill. When we sub-
sidize telephone service for all schools,
libraries, and medical facilities, there
are costs in doing so. Those costs must
be borne by someone.
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'The bill allows the FCC and a Fed-

VOa-State joint board to determine
wat services qualify s universal serv-
ice. These services are what this new
Federal telecomnmuunications tax will
pay for.
I want to emphasize after this bill

pases. the FCC. not the Congress. will
be determlning how high this new tele-
communications tax will rise. Let me
repeat this: After this bill is signed
into law, the FCC will be determining
how much is paid into the universal
service fund. That is wrong, and the
impacts are staggering.

Additionally, CBO estimates that the
cost of the bill to State and local gov-
ernments will be substantial. The j0BO
report states:

Implementing the provisions of S. 652
would result in Increased costs to most
States The bill would require States to pro-
mulgate regulations, direct various audits of
Bell companies. and to participate in various
joint Federal-State boards.
CBO states, based on information

from the National Association of Regu-
latory Utility Commissioners' esti-
mates, that States will incur cceta ap-
proaching S1h million over the next 5-
year period.

Again. I ask the question: What kind
of deregulatory bill costs the Federal
Government extra to implement and
the State governments extra money to
implement? It does not make sense.

Mr. President. we are moving this
bill forward without fully understand-
ing its impact. in my view. on the in-
dustry and the economy as a whole,
and most importantly, the consumer.
I have been assured, Mr. President

that we will fix many of the bill's prob-
lems in conference. I have seen too
many things happen in conference be-
hind closed doors. I think there is no
time. when special interests have more
impact in a conference behind closed
doors. I have no confidence that this
will be "fixed" in conference.

In closing, Mr. President, I hope we
can improve the bill. Deregulation will
result in winners and losers in the com-
munications industry. That is the un-
fortunate reality. But consumers will
be the biggest winners. They will have
increased options and lower prices.

The bill we pass should result in that
goal becoming a reality. If the bill can-
not do that, then we should amend it.
If that is not possible, we should start
again.

Mr. President, this morning in the
Wall Street Journal, there is an article
called "Locals' Access," and It begins
with a quote that says "It's an inside-
the-beltway game. a wise guy's game."
a quote from Larry Irving, of the Com-
merce Department.

Mr. President. the article goes on to
say:
[From the Wall Street Journal. June 8. iM5]

LOCALS' ACCESS
It's a harsh verdict. but after watching the

House Commerce Committee approve a mis-
shapen teiecommunications bill. we reinc-
tany have to agree with Mr. Irving's asess-
ment. The once-grand enterprise of opening
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the Information Highway has become a wise
guy's game.

The recent commIttee markup eas pecked
with lobbyists, many of whom pld $ 1.0X for
their seats by hiring a student to welt In line
for three days to reserve a spot. The bill that
emerged from this familiar Beltway bog was
dripping with new restrictions on compet-
tion-all of course in the name of "deregula-
tion." This is what happens when Repub.
licans forget the November election and
start behaving like the locals.

The GOP decline on this Issue was put In
stark relief with the release of a study on
telecom deregulation last week by the
Progress & Freedom Foundation. The report,
prepared by a distinguished group of echolars
and welcomed by Speaker Newt Gingrich.
sets a truly radical agenda: Abolish the FCC
and replace it with a smaller executive
branch agency. Get rid of the current regu-
latory hodgepodge. leaving In place only the
Justice Department's antitrust functions.
Get the government out of the spectrum
business by creating "property rights" on
the I-Way. Shrink subsidies for the officially
protected groups down to the smallest pos-
sihle level.

This vision, which combines Republican
principles with the realities of the Mst cen-
tury marketplace. is what the GOP should be
doing-but isn't. Oh sure. Congressman Jack
Fields and Senator Larry Pressler-the chief
architects of the Republican approach-have
promised that abolishing the FCC will be the
next item on their agenda. Bot after a bruis
Ing, months-long battle over this telecom
bill. Congress is hardly likely to revisit the
subject anytime soon.

The Fields and Pressler legislation comes
to the Senate floor this weak, and far from
phasing out the FCC. it gives the agency
some 0 new regulatory function-ail de-
signed. of course, to ensure "competition"
and "fairnew." By taking this approach, Re-
publicas have aligned themselves with the
Clintonltes' French Bureaucrat worldview
and against the real entrepreneurs.

In fairness. it must be said that the Repub-
licans' failure of political vision is matched
and made possible by that of Industry. Over
and over. telecom CEOs have told us that all
they want to do Is compete without govern-
ment interference. But when confronted with
a wide'open legislative process. the tempta-
tion seems irresistible to seek provisions
burdening competitors.

Mr. President, having been lobbied by
representatives of the telecommuni-
cations industry. I can attest to that
for a fact.

The problem here is a familiar one-the
telecom companies lean too heavily on their
"insider" Washington representatives, whose
skill is chiseling arcane special provisions
out of an arcane process. These people are
part of the reason the public is cynical about
Washington. The CEOs know what's right.
but are given to believe it's never attainable.
Consider "universal service."

Numerous telecom CEOs have told us how
awful this entitlement is: It distorts market
signals, It offers huge subsidies to recipients
who aren't means-tested. It costs the econ-
omy billions. But every CEO hastily adds: Of
course, we can't oppose universal service: re-
member the political realities.

In short, the imagination that builds such
remarkable private networks and products
stops at the Capitol steps. Nobody is making
the case to the public against universal serv-
ice. Where are the TV commercials pointing
out that Harry & Louise would be forced to
subsidize telephone service to their rich
neighbor's summer home? Instead industry
lobbyists and Republicans have quietly unit-
ed behind a new universal service entitle-
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ment. whose cost. by CBO estimates. would
be 57 billion.

It would be a tragedy if this approach be-
comes law-for all concerned. The telecom
industry, which now represents One-seventh
of the economy, wouldn't create the 2.1 ml-
lion new lobe that Mal deregulatio would
bring by the year 2000. The Republican Party
would le its mantle as the party of new
ideas tarnished. And the American people
would be delayed In resiving the benefits of
foll competiton-everything from new Cable
channels to interactive television to services
not yet imagined.

Newt Gingrich and Bob Dole have to get
Involved to prevent their polltcal managers
from blowing this chance to dereguate
America's fastest growing industry. The
leadership should declare: Enough com-
promises, already. Let's get back to first
principles, with the Progress & Freedom
Foundation report an excellent place to re-
discover them.

I want to read a letter I received yes-
terday from the Citizens for a Scund
Economy.
Daa SeNATOR MCCAIN: I am writing on be-

half of Citizens for a sound Economy (CSE)
to express our support for the amendments
you intend to offer during floor debate on S.
652. the Telecommunications Competition
and Deregulation Act of 195. We corunend
your efforts to improve the legislation by
streamlining regulatory review processes
and taking steps to rein In the current uni.
versai service system.
8. = a reported hy the Commerce Com-

mittee. eUminates or reduces a number of
regulatory hurdles to telecommunicatios
competition. cable rate regulation. and
broadcast ownership restrictions. It provides
spectrum flexibility for broadcasters. It als
eliminates some rate of return regulation,
and provides transition mechansms to com-
petitive pricing. a periodic review of regula-
tions, and authority for regulatory forbear-
ance.

Given the outdated regulatory scheme cur-
rently used to regulate the telecommuni-
cations Industry, this legislation is a step
forward. While we strongly urge adoption of
he amendments discussed below, which

would strengthen the bill, CSE believes the
Senate should pass S. 652 even if these
amendments fall.

"Public interest" review. S. 652 would con-
dition a Bell's entry Into the long-distance
market upon a showing that the company
had undertaken specified steps (a "check-
list") to open Its local network to competi-
tion. Even after the Bell company complies
with the checklist; however. the pCC would
have to determine whether Bell entry is con-
sistent with the public interest.

CSE supports your amendment to deem the
public interest standard to be met when a
Bell company has met the requlrement
specified in the checklist. The requirement
of an FCC "public interest" determination in
addition to the checklist requirements is un-
necessary and will result only in delay in
bringing additional long distance competi-
tion to consumers. Moreover. this "public in-
terest" requirement is ill-defined and thus
invites virtually endless litigation over
whether Bell entry is in the public interest.
Unlike the public interest test, the checklist
is objective, and conditioning long-distance
entry solely on meeting its requirements
provides Some certainty in the proces. Oh-
jective criteria also reduce the temptation of
existing providers to use regulatory proc-
emes to protect their market.

Universal service amendments. 8. 652 takes
some steps toward making universe service
subsidies explicit, which CBE strongly sup-
ports. We also support your amendments to
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prevent potential unchecked expansion of
the current flawed system.

First. S. 652 mandates COst-based rates for
schools, libraries, and medical facilities.
This provision should be stricken, as your
amendment proposes. The federal govern-
ment should not favor particular entities to
receive preferential rates. If local or state
ratepayer wish to subeldize these entities.
that determination can be made at the local
or state level. Moreover. the community-
user provision raises difficult questions. For
example, is a parochial school entitled to the
discounts? Should Americans who oppose
abortion be required to eubeidise the tele-
communications services provided to an
abortion clinic? Giving such benefits to cer-
tain institutions in society ralses questions
of fairness and touches upon constitutional
Issues. Therefore, OSE support. elimination
of this provision,

SecOnd, 5. 82 defines universal services as
an "evolving level" of services that includes,
at a minimum, services subscribed to by a
substantial majority of residential cus-
tomers. Your amendment would narrow this
definition to exclude entertainment services
and teleconmnunications equipment. There in
simply no Justification to require consumers
to subsldize saess to Interactive video
games or the purehase of computers.

Finally. CSE supports your amendment to
require congressional notification of the
amount of universal service contributions
and of any increases. This is essential to fes-
ter congressional oversight of a potentially
fast-growing entitlement. It also will facili-
cat. accountability to consumers who are
paying for universal service support in their
telephone bills,

In conclusion. CBE support. your amend-
ments to further streamline the regulatory
structure governing the telecommunications
industry. In addition, while we recognize
that S. 652 is not perfect, we urge the Senate
to act on the bill.

Mr. President. the Heritage Founda-
tion also wrote a memorandum to me
and to Senator PACKWOOD, and I ask
unanimous consent their letter be
printed in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD. as follows:

Tax HErTAOn FouNDA-ON,
Washington. DC, June 6. 1995.

Re Improving S. 652

Hon. JOHN MCCAiN.
HOn. BOB PACKWOOD

I am writing on behalf of the Heritage
Foundation concerning S. 052. The Tele-
communications Competition and Deregula-
tion Act of 1995. which the Senate is sched-
uled to begin debate on as early as Wednes-
day morning. While the bill makes consider-
able strides toward the liberalization of the
telecommunications market, the legislation
is also riddled with much unnecessary regu-
lation and new mandates. Federal Commu-
nications Commis ion (FCC) Chairman Reed
Hundt made this clear when he announced
recently that the agency "will need substan-
tial resources" to implement the legislation.
'We'll need economists., statisticians, and
business school graduates," Sundt went on
to say.

Although this may be the type of deregula-
tion FCC bureaucrats like. it Is falls well
short of what most expert. and consumere
would view as true deregulation. I fact. a re-
cent scoring of S. 652 by the Congressional
Budget Office revealed the bill would require
approximately $60 million in additional FCC
spending over the 1996-20M period.

Realizing the need for a more deregulatory
approach, you plan to introduce a package of
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amendments on the Senate floor that will
correct much of the bill's overly regulatory
emphasis. Only by including amendments
ucb as these can the Senate assure S. 652
will be deregulatory in both rhetoric and re-
ality.

Cutting out the regulatory fat. Although
S.08 makes some important Improvements
over current law, most expert. agree too
much regulatory fat has been added to the
bones of the bill. Whether it was added to ap-
pease special industry interest. or particular
legislators makes little difference-the fact
remains that the bill contains dozens of new
rule-making powers and open-ended man-
dates for the FCC.

Your amendments would correct many of
these flaws by offering language that would
do the following.

Eliminate lengthy potential delays that
would result from a "public interest" test on
Baby Bell entry into new markets by de-
manding that the FCC allow such firms to
enter new market. once they have satisfied a
pre-determined checklist of requirements.

End numerous unnecessary common car-
rier regulations by requiring mandatory FCC
forbearance when market. are deemed com-
petitive.

Sunset transitional regulations to ensure
rules do not become permanent fixtures.

Eliminate price controls and expensive
mandates on carriers that serve rural health
care providers, schools, and libraries.

Narrowly define universal service as basic
phone service and create a more efficient,
pro-competitive delivery mechanism.

Adopting these provisions would improve
markedly the deregulatory scope of the bill.
In fact, comparing a report card of the rel-
event section of S. 052 that your amend-
ment. focus on, Illustrates the magnitude of
this improvement. (See Table 1).

A REPORT CARD ON TH PRESSLR PLAN FOR TELECOM
(S. 652) WITH1 AND WITHOUT PACKOOO-McCAN
AMENDufMES

Easesat Is W5,5W sos- A-

D-t.1s sid msssis s

Many of the amendments that Commerce
Committee Chairman Larry Pressler (R-SD)
plans to offer as part of a "manager's" pack-
age could also broaden the deregulatory na-
ture of the bill. Specifically, if the Chairman
offer amendments further scaling back
cable rate regulation, adding more substan-
tial broadcast deregulation, vacating the
GTE consent decree, eliminating asymmet-
rical regulations on AT&T. as well as lan-
guage broadening the scope of the spectrum
auctioning authority of the FCC, then this
bill overall would score a solid "B". But,
again, this would be the case only if all the
free-market oriented amendment. being pro-
posed are adopted.

Although the adoption of these amend-
ment. would clearly improve the scores S.
652 receives, to obtain perfect marks the
Senate would need to include language that:
unconditionally eliminated all barriers to
entry in every segment of the market after
one year; completely devolved all authority
for the delivery of universal service to the
states; repealed all cable regulations and
created a clear and unconstrained legal envl-
ronment for the delivery of video services;
privatized completely the radio spectrum by
creating property rights in wireless spec-
trum holdings: unconditionally repealed all
protectionist foreign ownership barriers;
eliminated entire bureaus and departnents
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at the FCC; and made explicit mention of the
preeminence of the let Amendment In the
emerging telecommunications legal environ-
ment.

However. Inevitable political trade-offs and
compromises Probably diminish the chances
such comprehensive reform language could
be inserted Into the bill so late In the legisla-
tive process. In addition, certain issues such
as continued downsizlng of the FCC bureauc-
racy and the privatization of the radio epec.
trum could be handled in seprate bills later
this session.
Last chance till 1907. If the S. 652 fails to

pass the Senate. in all likelihood there is lit-
tie chance legislation would resurface until
the next Congressional session In 1997. Such
deregulatory delay would cast both the in.
dustry and consumers billions of dollars in
lost economic output, higher prices., and
foregbne lob opportunities.

However, the overly regulatory baggage at-
teched to S. 652 would also impose sgnfi-
cant coste on the industry and consumers
and, therefore, should be removed if Congress
desres a rapid and unfettered transition to
free markets. The Packwood-McCaln amend-
mente would strip out such elements of the
bill and facilitate such a beneficial t-ansi-
tion. If coupled with deregulatory language
found In Senator Presler's amendment
package. S. 652 could then be considered
truly deregulatory" in both rhetoric and re-
all ty.

Mr. McCAIN. I will quote from the
memorandum from the Heritage Foun-
dation. It says:

While the bill makes considerable strides
toward the liberalization of the tele-
communications market, the legislation is
alo riddled with much unnecessary regula-
tion and new mandates. Federal Communica-
tions Commission (FCC) Chairman Reed
Hundt made this clear when he announced
recently that the agency "will need eubstan-
tial resources" to implement the legislation.
"We'll need economists. statisticians, and
business school graduates," Hundt went on
to ay.

Although this may be the type of deregula-
tion FCC bureaucrats like, it is falls well
short of what most exDert and consumers
would view as true deregulation. In fact, a
recent scoring of S. 652 by the Congressional
Budget Office revealed the bill would require
approximately $0 million in additional FCC
spending over the 1996-2 0 period.

Your amendments would correct many of
these flaws by offering language that would
do the following*

Eliminate lengthy potential delays that
would result from a "public Interest" test on
Baby Bell entry into new markets by de-
manding that the FCC allow iuch firms to
enter new markets once they have satisfied a
pre-determined checklist of requirements.

End numerous unnecessary common car-
rier regulations by requiring mandatory FCC
forbearance when markets ae deemed com-
petitive.

Sunset transitional regulations to ensure
rules do not become permanent fixtures.

Eliminate price controls and expensive
mandates on carriers that seree rural health
care providers, schools, and libraries.

Narrowly define universal service as basic
phone service and create a more efficient,
procompetitive delivery mechanism. It
shows increases in grade with this amend-
ment.

The Heritage Foundation concludes
by saying:

If the S. 652 fails to pass the Senate. In all
likelihood there is littie chance legislation
would resurface until the next Congressional
session In 1997. Such deregulatory delay
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would cost both the Industry and consumers
billions of dollars In lost economic output.
higher prices. and foregone lob Opportuni.
ties.

However. the overly regulatory baggage at-
tached to S. 652 would also Impose signifi-
can

t 
costs on the industry and consumers

and, therefore, should be removed If Congress
desires a rapid and unfettered transition to
free markets. The Packwood-McCaln amend-
mente would strip out such elements of the
bill and facilitate such a beneficial transi-
tion. If Coupled with deregulatory language
found in Senator Pressler's amendment
package, S. 652 could then be considered
truly "deregulatory" in both rhetoric and re-
ality.

That is what I am hoping we can add
here.

AMENDM f NO. 120
iPurpose: To require Congressional notifica-

Lion before the imposition or increase of
universal service Contributions)
Mr. MCCAIN. Mr. President, I send an

amendment to the desk and ask for its
immediate consideration.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
DaWINB). The clerk will report.

The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:

The Senator from Arizona [Mr. MCCAIN]
proposes an amendment numbered 1260.

Mr. McCAIN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
On page 42. strike out line 23 and all that

follows through pas 43, line 2. and Insert in
lieu thereof the following:
"'M CONORSSONAL NOIFICATION OF UNI-

vusAL Sntvics CoNTRBurioNs.-The Com-
mission may not take action to impose uni-
vernal service contributions under subsection
(c). or take action to increase the amount of
such contributions. until-

"Ii) the Commission submits to the Com-
mitten on Commerce, Science. and Transpor-
tation of the Senate and the Committee on
Commerce of the House of Reprefntatives a
report on the contributions, or Increase in
such contributions. to be imposed; and
"(2) a period of 12D days has elapsed after

the date of the submittal of the report.
"'(k) EF'Ec'rvz DAT.-This section takes

effect on the date Of the enactment of the
Telecommunications Act of 15. except for
subsections (c). (e). (0, (g). and (M. which
shall take effect one year after the date of
the enactment of that Act.".

Mr. McCAIN. Mr. President. this
amendment would mandate that the
Congress be notified in advance of any
action taken by the Federal Commu-
nications Commission that would re-
sult in increased receipts to the Gov-
ernment. In other words, increasing
taxes. There is a substantial debate
about whether this bill mandates taxes
or not. I believe it does. I believe this
bill should be blue slipped by the House
of Representatives due to the fact that
the Constitution mandates that all tax
bills originate in the House.

According to.CBO:
CBO estimates that telecommunications

firms would have to pay an additional $7 bil-
lion over the next 5 years to comply with the
universal Service requirement of the bill
and believes that these amounts should be
included as revenues in the Federal budget.
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What may be a receipt to many here

is a tax to many in Arizona. We can de-
bate semantics for some time, whether
a receipt is a tax or not. I do not intend
to do so. But to my constituents. Gov-
ernment-mandated collection of reve-
nues. which we then spend, in my view
and their view is a tax.

It is true many of the costs that CEO
calculated in this bill currently exist.
They are part of a large telecommuni-
cations subsidy scheme controlled by
the States. That does not changb the
fact that we are now federalizing that
money into some that constitutes a
tax.

I am very concerned about this new
tax. As I noted, the Constitution states
that all revenue measures originate in
the House. I have contacted the House
Parliamentarian regarding this matter.
and it is my understanding thaM they
are very concerned about precisely this
issue. After all the hard work of the
chairman and ranking member of the
Commerce Committee-and they have
worked very hard -n this matter-I
fear it ma.y be for very little due to the
tax problem.

Further, under provisions of this bill.
not the House nor the Senate but the
FCC will have the ability to originate
or increase taxes, federally mandated
taxes to be paid by companies. Either
way. I believe that is an abrogation of
congressional duty.

Under the evolving definition of uni-
versal service contained in the bill. the
FCC In conjunction with a Federal-
State joint board can at any time
change the definition of universal serv-
ice. Although I applaud the committee
for accepting the suggestion I made for
tightening the bill's definition of uni-
versal service. I remain concerned.
However, the definition is changed. The
FCC in the future could mandate call
waiting, three-way calling, and any
other number of services that no one
has yet thought of for all Americans.
Such services do not come for free.
They come with a substantial cost.

The bill allows the FCC to force all
telecommunications companies to pay
into the universal service fund an
amount necessary to subsidize such
services. And, yes, these costs, the
costs of paying federally mandated ac-
cess. will be passed on to the consumer.
When American companies are taxed.
when American consumers are taxed,
when anyone is taxed in this country.
the Congress-not an executive branch
agency--should be making these deci-
sions.

Because of the structure of the bill it
is not possible to allow the Congress to
veto FCC authority we give them. Such
a legislative veto bill violates the
Chadha decision. This amendment,
however, does mandate that the FCC
notify the Congress of its intent to
raise the fees that it charges commu-
nications companies. Thq Congress
could then act to stop the FCC. We

-could choose to do anything. But it Is
imperative that we know of such

.changes and have time to act.
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I understand that some will state

that any such changes promulgated by
the FCC would appear In the Federal
Register, and. therefore, the notifica-
tion requirements mandated by this
amendment are not needed. I disagree.
We should not allow tax-for-fee in-
creases to occur merely after notifiea-
tion In the Federal Register. Direct no-
tification is appropriate. Congressional
committees should concur. That Is ex-
actly what this amendment does.

I ask that it to be adopted.
Mr. President, I believe that the

managers of the bill are receptive to
this amendment. I would ask for the
yeas and nays. But I am not sure it is
necessary to do so.

Mr. PRESSLER. We will accept this
amendment. We commend the Senator
from Arizona for his support.

Mr. STEVENS addressed the Chair.
.The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Alaska.
Mr. STEVENS. I join In recommend-

ing that it be accepted. But I want to
point out some things to my friend
from Arizona.

I. too. have no objection to this con-
cept of notification of increased re-
quirements for the requirement to re-
port if there is going to be increased
cost for universal service and if there is
going to be an increase in the universal
service contributions.

I point out In the first instance that
I believe the House is operating under
a misinterpretation of this bill. If we
do not enact this bill. the cost of the
universal service under existing law
will be about $10 billion. If we do enact
it, it will be more than $3 billion less.
I do not understand why the House in-
dicated it would have an objection to a
bill that would reduce the existing cost
of universal service. Because of the
change in this system the Congres-
sional Budget Office has indicated that
even though private contributions do
not come through the Treasury, and
private expenses do not come through
the Treasury, as I said before since it is
a mandate, it would be included in the
budget process. But I have every reason
to believe, and I do believe, that the
cost of these systems will decline dra-
matically in the period ahead, and it is
because primarily of this bill opening
the door to telecommunications com-
petition.

Again, I want to quote my friend
George Gilder who indicated that "the
computer industry will double its cost
effectiveness every 1 months. The
wireless conversions of digital elec-
tronice and spectronics will allow the
industry to escape its copper cage and
achieve at least a tenfold drop in the
real price of telephonic service in the
next 7 years."

I believe, and everything I have read
comes to the same conclusion, with
more competition and the addition of
the new technology, tumbling as it is,
we should see an ever-decreasing cost
of telecommunications services. We
have modified this bill so that it re-
flects the approach of the essential air
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service. It is not a universal service
concept as exists under existing law. It
is certainly not a tax. There is no way
that this could be determined a tax. It
is continuing the process that the in-
dustry itself started in the Interstate
rate pool. The interstate rate pool to
my knowledge has never been included
in the budget process. But because now
we are limiting it. the Congressional
Budget Office has decided that it ought
to be referred to in the budget process.

Again, Mr. President. that is merely
taking Into account the money that
customers pay and then having that
money paid out pursuant to the provi-
sions of the bill. But it is not paid to
the Government. Surely it is stretch-
ing the Budget Act, as I have said be-
fore.

But I do want to say to my friend
from Arizona, Mr. President, I made
some comments about the long state-
ment my friend made before. Let me
say this at the very outset. The inten-
tion of this bill Is to take the regula-
tion of the telecommunications service
away from the courts. What we have
done is restored the States rights and
we have reestablished oversight in the
FCC. If you want to look at the cost of
the courts over the last 10 years under
the modified final judgement and add
It to what we have put out for the Jus-
tice Department antitrust operation in
that time, we are reducing the cost to
the Government of the administration
of the telecommunications law because
the courts will not have jurisdiction
over these cases that they have had be-
fore under the modified final Judgment.

I do believe that we have a series of
matters we ought to discuss. But I cer-
tainly want to compliment the Senator
from Arizona In terms of his approach
of pushing further and further for de-
regulation. But the deregulation comes
about as we increase cometition. If we
just deregulate the monopolies In their
own areas, we will not end up with a
kind of telecommunications competi-
tion that will bring about this constant
reduction in costs because of the en-
trance into this telecommunications
area of these new technologies.

Above all, I urge Members of the Sen-
ate to look at the studies that have
been made about what is going to hap-
pen as we do In fact bring in the new
technologies and allow them to com-
pete. We are really not going to be
talking about telephones. My friend
from Arizona said we ought to have
telephone service for these people.
Telephone service in the future is going
to be like giving people vouchers to
ride in an Edsel. We are not talking
about telephone service anymore. We
are talking about telecommunications
connections which will enable people in
rural America to have computer serv-
ices just like everyone else. As George
Gider points Out, the computer is
going to be so pervasive that It will be
the means of communication for most
Americans by the turn of the century.
It will not be telephones. There will be
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what amounts to phone connections in
the computers.

By the way. the cost of the comput-
ers themselves is coming down at such
a great rate. The cost of the base sta-
tions that will implement the inter-
connections are coming down. If we
have the ability to use the broadband
radio the way It has been described and
use it for interconnections, I tell my
friend from Arizona the report from
the FCC, if anything I would modify it
and say let us know the extent to
which the costs are being reduced as
well as increased because the progress
Is going to be In reduction, just as this
bill reduces it by almost 30 percent just
by the changes we have made. The
communications industry itself in 7
years is going to reduce that tenfold.

I do not believe that we should op-
pose an amendment which would re-
quire a report from the FCC of in-
creases in universal service contribu-
tions.

Mr. KERREY addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Nebraska.
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President, I do not

know whether or not this might be the
appropriate time for us to have a roll-
call vote on the amendment of the Sen-
ator from Arizona.

Prior to making some comments
about that amendment, I point out to
my colleagues that many of the things
that the Senator from Arizona said In
his statement I said last night and
again today. It might surprise some to
hear me say this. but I. in fact, might
embrace a lot of the things that the
Senator from Arizona is trying to pro-
pose. I do think if you are going to
move to a competitive environment
the quicker you can get there the bet-
ter off in many ways, and that to hold
this thing back might make it difficult
for us to get consumers to understand
how it is we are going to adjust be-
cause there is going to be substantial
adjustment to the changes we are pro-
posing in a regulatory structure.

I must say again, as I have said a
number of times, I am not getting a lot
of complaints from citizens saying.
"Gee. I do not like the way this is
thing is working." I do not get a lot of
people coming to me talking about en-
hanced services and all of that. I do not
hear people say the current regulation
makes it difficult for technology to be
deployed. And I happen to be a rel-
atively high-end consumer. I must tell
you I have not been struggling to get
existing technology, and hearing the
companies say that it is not cost-effec-
tive. We are not going to provide you
the kind of services that existing tech-
nology allows under variety.

It really is not that the regulation
prevents them from doing It. They just
are not doing it. So In a competitive
environment, If they do not provide it
to me, I will go someplace else. I will
get somebody else to provide the serv-
ice for me.

As I see this legislation it is attempt-
ing to move us to a point where I at the
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local level-and I know competitlonA
by the way. Let me stop here a ilttl
bit and define it. Competition for me
means I choose. If I do not like what
you are giving me. I will go someplace
else. In my particular business, if my
customers do not like what I put on
the table in front of them. they have a
lot of choices, lots of places they can
go. To me. the idea of competition is
not AT&T competing with MCI or Bell
Atlantic competing with CTI and all
that sort of stuff. Those are big compa-
nies coming into a competitive envi-
ronment.

What I think of competition Is poten-
tially a whole generation of entre-
preneurs who are not here lobbying, by
the way, that are not talking to us,
that are not asking for anything. In
fact, if you look at the jobs created In
the State of Nebraska in technology,
they are created by businesses that
have not even contacted my office.
They are created by people who are not
even aware of S. 652. When I am at
home on the weekend, and I say what
do you think about S. 652, is it going to
help or hurt? They say what the heck
is that? I have to ship it to them and
show them what it is all about.

The new entrepreneurs that are com-
Ing in for services with the ones that
are likely to have customers are say-
Ing, boy. this Is working; this is ter-
rific.

I say, as I envision competition,
there are four big areas where people
are going to be able to compete, if we
transition this thing properly. One is
people are going to come in and say to
me as a consumer you do not have to
buy dial tone separately; you do not
have to buy video separately; you do
not have to buy all your information
separately.

I have about S70 or S80 for local and
long-distance telephone service. I have
about $40 or so for cable-I do not know
the exact dollar amount--and about 130
for other sort of published accounts,
published documents. newspapers, and
magazines that are coming in. I have
$150 a month. If we deregulate prop-
erly, entrepreneurs coming knocking
on my door or contacting me through
E-mal or however they want to get to
me say, BOB, you are spending 150
bucks a month, we can do It for 189.95,
and we can give it to you in a different
form, faster, clearer, and better than
what you are getting right now.

In that kind of an environment-in-
stead of buying dial tone separately,
cable separately, and all these other
sorts of services separately, I buy them
in a package--I believe the consumers
will be excited about it, because I be-
lieve-price will go down and quality
will go up.

Second, we are going to have com-
petition in switching. By that I mean
people say. well, gee, the phone is the
one that is doing all the switching. It
is not true. There are a lot of entre-
preneurs coming online today that are
doing switching, that have the tech-
nology, that have the gear. that have
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the hardware, the software in a remote
location and they are swiching long-
distance calls, and they can do it
cheaper and do It faster and beter.

There is going to be competiton in
switching. You have this idea that you
have somebody down in an office still
sort of either doing it manually or
digitally, moving these packets about.
Well, that can be done in lots of dif-
ferent locations in lots of different
ways and there is going to be oonpeti-
tion. the second area of switching. of
getting whatever informalon you got,
whatever bundle of goods and services
you want to move from point A to
point B. They are going to get those
bundles wherever you want and re-
trieve whatever you desire to retrieve
in a most competitive fashim

Third. there is going to be competi-
tion in content, if we do it right, if we
do not yield to people who say. as the
Senator from Arizona was saying. I
really like competition but could you
just kind of protect me a little while
until I figure out how I am guing to
compete with somebody who has 2 peo-
ple working in his office Intead of
2,0f0. How do I compete against an en-
trepreneur that understands that he
has to keep his salary down and his
fringe benefits down and other sorts of
things down in order to be able to com-
pete.

The fourth area Is there s going to
be a tremendous amount of psU-
tion in a whole range of services. As I
said. I consider myself relatively high
in. but this stuff still confuses me an
awful lot, and I am going to be paying
people to tell me how to connect this
hardware with that hard-are and how
to get on this network and that net-
work. how to make it work inside my
office or make it work inside my
home--all kinds of questios that I am
going to have on all kinds of new serv-
Ices. There will not be one company
that comes when you have a problem in
your home to call up asd say, gee. I
have a question here. And the company
says, well. I can get to you next Thure-
day or next Friday or. gee. we do not
really get into that kind of thing. Bow
We are not involved with that kind of
thing.

That whole world, if we write the
language of this law correctly, can cre-
ate a competitive environment that I
think will benefit consumers and I
think prices will go down and quality
will go up.

So I share many of the concerns the
Senator from Arizona raised and I de-
clare It right up front. It may be there
Is potential for compromise where it
may not be so obvious that there is po-
tential for compromise between myself
and the Senator from Arizona and the
Senator from Oregon. who have an
amendment. Unfortunately. I hae not
seen that one. We are talking about
this one smaller amendment that deals
with the universal service fund. and I
would like to talk about that now.

The universal service fund that we
have right now is rather complicated. I

will not even pretend to deem be it to
you because _fL'ny I do not under-
stan it- Bu I do .=dertmand one thing,
and that is that we do have subsidies
going cn to people who are not using
them quite right. Sometimes it s used
to keep the wice of residential service
artificially tow. You can go to some
places in Aeca today, they are pay-
ing S6. S. = for basic residential serv-
ice where you go to a city with no unti-
versel service fund where they are pay-
ing 14. The hne rates are substan-
tially lower and the technology has not
been upgraded.

In many ces the universal service
fund is not being used In a fishion that
you think of when you hear It de-
scribed. You say. well. gee. I need the
universal service fond because I have
people out ther who cannot afford it.
Well. that Is terrific; if they cannot af-
ford it. let O help them get It. The
idea of a voucher may have merit. In
fact, it may have merit to go in that
direction rather than having this very.
very difficult to administer thing and
very difcult for us to understand from
our vantage point. In fact, there are an
awful lot of uas who. up until the last 2
or 3 yeams We not even aware that
there was a wiversal fund being ad-
ministered and checks written and r-
distributed out throughout the coun-
try. and they come and tell us such
things as the entire State of Georgia as
I understand it I a universal service
food I do not know if that is true or
not, but I Was told recently that is the

Well I mean that just Indicates how
difficult i- is to sit here in Washington.
DC. with a good idea in mind, little
people ca.not afford to buy the local or
realdentiU: servce. maki sure they
are able to buy the product. It is a ter-
rifically good jea to help somebody be
able to commr=icate out of their home
that otherwise might not be able to
communicate. Bt It is difficult for us
with that good Idea to put it in prac-
tice. And I thfi if we were to have a
lengthy debate about how the current
universal service fund operates it
might inform an awful lot of us as to
why this syster needs to be changed.
We are bssicaZy accepting the status
quo. and I dec are and disclose. I par-
ticipated with the farm team as we
tried to keep this universal service
Idea alive.

As the Senator from Arizona cited.
some corporate entity that he dis-
cussed ths lssue with. they said, well,
we do noi like it. but you know the
politice of It; we have to keep it In
place, and we sort of presumed the
same thing.

it may be there is the mobility of al-
tering the way we operate that univer-
sal service fund but let us presume for
the moment that we are going to keep
the uiversa s evice fund the way it is.
As I said. I am open to suggestions of
ways to do it differently. Presuming
that is the cam. if you look at the lan-
gusge of this hill, what it is attempting
to do-and I now turn to my friend
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from Arizona because I really have a
Question as to how he sees this thing
working. The idea that we have in sub-
section (c) on page 40 of the act. which
is referenced in this amendment, Is
that if you are going to have a univer-
ald service fund. I mean if that is the
Idea that we are going to keep this uni-
versal service fund concept alive and
use that method of funding, what is
going to happen is you are going to get
new telecommunications companies
coming Into the arena.

The Idea is they should make a con-
tribution as well; that It should not be
just the phone comparies or should not
just be the existing entities that are
making a contribution to the universal
service fund; that, in fact, it should be
everyone who is now providing these
new information services should be
making a contribution.

As I see this--maybe the Senator
from Alaska, who understands this
well, can comment-as I see what this
does. It actually provides an oppor-
tunity for a reduction in the assess-
ment that the established carriers are
paying into a universal service fund be-
cause it broadens the base of contribu-
tion. That is the Idea of subsection (c).
I do not have strong feelings against
this amendment. I do not mind having
the FCC notify. I think It makes genu-
inely good sense. It was blank on my
copy of the amendment. As I under-
stand It. It is 120 days. The Senator
from Arizona in his amendment is say-
ing from the time notification of the
committee occurs and the time the as-
sessment can occur there will be a 120-
day period lapse?

Mr. McCAIN. The Senator is correct.
Mr. KERREY. Will the Senator from

Alaska comment? Am I right, are we
not trying in subsection (c) to say we
are broadening the contribution base?
If I had new companies coming on-line
providing service at the local level,
they should make a fair share con-
tribution to the universal service fund?
As I say, I am not trying to oppose this
amendment. I want to make sure we do
not get something in here that ends up
coming back to haunt us.

We are trying to actually broaden
the base of the universal service fund
contribution which should for tele-
phone ratepayers result in a reduction
of the levy that they currently have for
a universal service fund payment.

Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President. if the
Senator will yield to allow me to an-
swer that question, that is the intent
of the bill. When new providers of serv-
ice enter Into competition, they will
contribute to the fund as those who are
currently providing the service. So it
will broaden the contribution to the
fund.

The courts have held that the cur-
rent universal service system is not a
tax. I do not view this as a tax. I view
It as one of the requirements to enter
the system In a competitive spirit. I
think CO itself did not say it was a
tax but said It had to be taken into ac-
count in the budget process.
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What we are saying is those who pro-

vide the services will contribute to the
fund. It will broaden the base, as the
Senator indicated.

I accept the Senator's amendment. If

nothing else, it will give Congress no-
tice every year how the cost of this
system is going down by virtue of what
we have done.

Mr. KERREY. I would, in fact. love
to have the FCC provide In notification
some explanation of how this fund
works. I would not mind that at all, if
I could understand the thing once and
for all.

The question I have is really the 120-
day period. Notification is not a prob-
lem for me. The question is, does this
delay? Would this have the impact, do
you believe, of delaying an opportunity
for reducing the levy on other carriers?

Mr. McCAIN. I say to my friend from
Nebraska. If he will yield, it is only if
there Is an indication of an increase
would the 150-day prior notification-

Mr. KERREY. The language'of the
amendment says "may not take action
to impose universal service contribu-
tions under subsection (c), or take ac-
tion to increase the amount of such
contributions, until-".

Subsection (c) is an attempt to
broaden the base of contributions, to
get new providers of services who are
currently not contributing to the uni-
versal service fund to make a contribu-
tion to the universal service fund.

My concern is that if that is what we
are trying to do, we could delay the ac-
tual reduction that is currently being
imposed on other carriers. I do not
know if that is right or not. I just raise
the question.

Mr. McCAIN. Mr. President, I will
say to my friend from Nebraska, that
is not the Intent of the legislation. I
can see how It would possibly belnter-
preted that way. But what we were try-
Ing to say is they may change the for-
mula, which would not have an imme-
diate impact, but then would have an
impact later on.

That is why the first part df it says
"may not take action to impose uni-
versal service contributions." In other
words, the Imnmediate impact may not
be an increase in rates but the long-
term Impact would be. As I say. I will
glad to modify the amendment in such
a fashion that if there is a rate reduc-
tion, which would be contemplated in
any event, this would not apply.

I ask unanimous consent to modify
the amendment to reflect the colloquy
just discussed between myself and the
Senator from Nebraska. We will write
It up.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Chair advises the Senator he can mod-
ify his amendment, but the Chair will
need the modification. The Chair does
not have the modification.

Mr. McCAIN. With the indulgence of
the Chair, we will have It in approxi-
mately I minute. In the meantime, I
suggest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.
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The legislative clerk proceeded to

call the roll.
Mr. McCAIN. Mr. President. I ask

unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

AMENDMEN'r 4O. 10, AS MODIFIRD

Mr. McCAIN. Mr. President, I send a
modification to the desk and ask for
the appropriate portion to be read by
the clerk. It is a new paragraph.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.

The legislative clerk read as follows:

On page 2. after line 6 of the amendment.
add the following: (3) The provisions of this
paragraph shall not apply to any action
taken that would reduce csta to carriers or
consumers.

The amendment, as modified, is as
follows:

On page 42. strike out line 23 and all that
follows through page 43. line 2. and insert in
lieu thereof the following;

-(j) CONGRESSIONAL NOTIFICATION OF UNI-
VERSAL SERVICE CoereunsTiOss-The Com-
mission may not take action to impose nol-
versal service contributions Under subsection
(e), or take action to Increase the amount of
such contributions. until-

'(1) the Commission submits to the Com-
mittee en Commerce. Science, and Transpor-
tation of the Senate and the Committee on
Commerce of the House of Representatives a
report on the contributions, or Increase in
such contributions, to be imposed; and

"(2) a period of 120 days has elapsed after
the date of the submXlttal of the report.

"(3) The provisions of this paregraph shall
not apply to any action taken that would re-
duce costs to carriers or consumers.

"(k) EFFECTIvE DATE.-Thls section takes
effect on the date of the enactment of the
Telecommunications Act of 195. except for
Subsections (c), (e), (f). (), and (). which
shall take effect one year after the date of
the enactment of that Act.".

Mr. McCAIN. Mr. President. I hope
that will satisfy the Senator from Ne-
braska.

Mr. KERREY. It most assuredly does.
I appreciate the change made, and I be-
lieve It Is an improvement. I have no
objection to the amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the amend-
ment, as modified.

So the amendment (No. 1260), as
modified, was agreed to.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, I
move to reconsider the vote by which
the amendment was agreed to.

Mr. HOLLIINGS. I move to lay that
motion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

AMENDMENT NO. IMI

(Purpose: To prevent exceslve FCC
regulatory activities)

Mr. McCAIN. Mr. President, I send an
amendment to the desk and ask for its
immediate consideration.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.

The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:

The Senator from Arizona [Mr. McCAo].
for himself. Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. CRAIO, Mr.
KYL. Mr. GRAMM. Mr. ABRAHAM, and Mr.
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BuRse, proposes an amendment numbered
1261.

Mr. McCAIN. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that the reading of
the amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
On page 9D. line 6. after "necesslty.", in-

sert: "Pull implementation of the checklist
found In subsection ib2) shall be deemed In
full satisfaction of the public Interest, con-
venience, and necessity requirement of this
subparagraph."

Mr. McCAIN. Mr. President, I uhsder-
stand that my colleague from Alaska
has a very important commitment. He
wanted this amendment raised at this
time. I am more than happy to do so. I
understand that it is a very important
one, in his view. As always, I look for-
ward to vigorous discussion of this
amendment.

Mr. President. this amendment would
clarify the role of the FCC regarding
public Interest tests contained in the
bill. It is supported by Senators PACK-
WOOD, CRAIG, ABRAHAM, KYL, and
GRAMM and a letter supporting this
amendment was signed by Senators
PACKWOOD. MCCAIN, CRAIG, BURNS, KYL.
GRAMM, BATCH, THOMAS, and BREAUX.

As S. 652 is currently drafted, it con-
tains two substantial hurdles for a re-
gional Bell operating company before
the company can fully compete in any
marketplace. I believe the consumer
would be better off if such hurdles did
not exist and companies were allowed
to compete at a date certain.

I understand that some believe there
is a need for a competitive checklist.
Originally, the approach that others
and myself favored allowed competi-
tion at a date certain. It was my under-
standing, in dealing with my col-
leagues on this issue. that the com-
promise would be a checklist that the
regional Bell operating companies
would have to comply with.

During the compromise, obviously,
that changed. And so in addition to the
checklist, we went back and placed
judgment of this in the hands of the
FCC in the form of public interest.

Entrepreneurs, not the Congress, nor
the FCC, should make these kinds of
decisions, in my view. Neither I nor
anyone else in the Senate wants the
FCC to act contrary to public interest.
My concern is that different individ-
uals will have different interpretations
of what Is in the public interest. I
strongly believe that our interpreta-
tion and that of the commissioner of
the FCC would be different.

A finding of public Interest is an ill-
defined, arbitrary standard which im-
plies almost limitless policymaking
authority to the FCC. The public inter-
est test gives the FCC policymaking
authority. The purpose of this bill
should be to lessen the FCC's author-
ity, not to enhance it. The public inter-
est test allows the FCC to act to estab-
lish a policy and control private com-
panies and whole Industries. I believe
that It can prevent full competition for
a very long period of time.
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The bill States that the FCC must

find that allowing a Bell company into
other areas of business is "'consistent
with the public interest, convenience
and necessity.'"

Mr. President, this amendment would
not radically change this bill. It pre-
serves the competitive checklist that
everybody agrees will ensure that local
markets are open. Competition is in
the public interest. I do not think we
need the FCC to tell us that. The
amendment will pare down the bu-
reaucracy envisioned by the bill. As
FCC Commissioner Hunt stated, "The
FCC will need substantial resources to
implement this legislation. We will
need economists, statisticians, and
business school graduates."

I do not know how much of the addi-
tional S81 million that will have to be
spent by the FCC in order to imple-
ment this spending legislation would
entail In determining what is in the
public interest. But I would imagine
that, given my knowledge of the nature
of bureaucracies, it would consume a
very large amount of money. And as
the Commissioner of the FCC himself
has stated. "We will need economists,
statisticians and business school grad-
uates..

I am sure business schools around the
country are pleased to note that there
will be new job openings. However, I
would like to see that employment in
the private sector rather than on the
taxpayers' payroll.

Mr. President. I ask unanimous con-
sent that Senator BUlNS be added as an
original cosponsor to the pending
amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. McCAIN. Finally, I know that
this Issue Is a contentious one. I also
understand that there is substantial
and significant obpoesltion to this
amendment. But the whole thrust of
this amendment, in my view. is to ac-
celerate what is the stated goal of the
legislation, which is a deregulatory cli-
mate, and one which has less and less
Government interference and regula-
tion, rather than a continuum, where a
somewhat amorphous definition of pub-
lc interest which is defined not by
those who are competing, not by con-
sumers or the Members of this body.
but an unelected bureaucracy.

I yield the floor.
Mr. STEVENS. First let me thank

my friend from Arizona for his cour-
tesy. I understand Senator PACKWOOD
and others wish to speak on this mat-
ter. I have a long-standing appoint-
ment that I think is very important to
the national defense. I do wish to make
that appointment. I am pleased that we
can take up this amendment now.

I would like to set the stage a little
bit for the amendment, because I think
Members may not understand the con-
text of the Senator from Arizona's
amendment.

This bill adds a new section. section
7A to the Communications Act of 1934.
This will set forth the process for the

entry of regional Bell companies into
long-distance services. This is the pro-
vision that brings to a close the re-
strictios of the modification of final
judgment.

This section has been the most con-
trovereal section in this bill. It has
been the subject of intense negotiation
between all segmenta of the industry.
As the Senator from Arizona men-
tioned. there are some people that have
been involved in it for a long. long
time. that are coming back to talk to
us about it. Members of the Senate
have been involved now for well over 2
years in the whole negotiation of this
section. It goes back to the days when
the Senator from South Carolina was
chairman.

By necessity, the language in this
bill represents a compromise between a
series of competing vewpointa.

Under the language of the bill, a re-
gional Sell company may provide long-
distance service when the FCC deter-
mines that the Sell company has fully
implemented a specific checklist,
which Is found in the bill. which the
Senator from Arizona mentioned; that
the Bell company hs complied with
the separate subsidiary requirements;
and the approval is consistent with the
.public interest, convenience and neces-
sity. It is this last concept that the
Senator from Arizona wishes to
change.
• This determination by the FCC must

be made on the basis of the record as a
whole, after a public hearing and con-
sultation with the Attorney General.
and is subject to the substantial evi-
dence standard of review by the courts.

Let me point out that, although CBO
has scored that this bill will cost, I
think, $61 million over a 5-year pe-
riod-more than the current FCC re-
quirements-it does not score the de-
crease in costa of the involvement by
the Attorney General or the involve-
ment by the courts. So this is one of
the penalties of the system that we op-
erate under. But it is not a significant
amount when one looks at the total
amount of revenue being brought in
now by the FCC under the spectrum
auction concept that I authored, which
will reach S10 billion in the near future.
I think that the $61 million over a 5-
year period, compared to the billions of
dollars they will bring In--and more
will come in under this bill than if the
bill is not enacted. But we do not score
that under the budget process. Mr.
President. So it is a very difficult thing
to handle.

Some argue that the three-pronged
test Is too difficult-that there should
be no discretion left to the FCC to con-
sider the public interest. Others
argue--I am sure you are going to hear
this--that it Is too weak, and that an
independent review and approval by
the Department of Justice is necessary
to protect the public interest.

In other words, I think you are going
to have an amendment come in here
that is the opposite of what Senator
McCAIN wishes--to delete the FCC's in-
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volvement-to one that says the FCC's
requirement is not enough, that we
must also have the Attorney General
involved to protect the public interest.

In my Judgment, this compromise wc
have worked out is Just right. The FCC
has a long history of considering public
interest, convenience, and necessity.
That was the bedrock principle of the
L934 Communications Act

In order to transition to this new era
and take the courts out--because under
the modified final judgment, the courts
have been determining communica-
tions policy through administrative
hearings under court Jurisdiction. In
order to take them out, the parties in-
volved wanted to be assured that, at
least for this transition period, the
oversight role of the FCC would be re-
stored. And the determination by the
FCC in this case is subject to a height-
ened standard of review.

Now, mind you. we have not just put
it back to the way it was before the
modified final judgment. It is no longer
a case of the FCC not being arbitrary
and capricious, which is the standard
under a long series of precedence in the
courts; the FCC must have substantial
evidence on the record as a whole to
support a decision to either grant or
deny a request by a Bell company to
enter a long-distance market.

In other words, in this compromise.
the PCC comes back, the matter is
taken from the courts, it comes back
to the FCC. but under a standard that
was stronger than it was before the
FCC's jurisdiction was removed to the
courts under the modified final judg-
ment.

That evidence must support any de-
termination by the FCC that the ap-
proval is not in the public interest. just
as it must support any decision that
the approval is in the public interest.
To make any finding under this provi-
Sion, the FCC must have substantial
evidence. That means there will be an
opportunity for all to be heard. That
may be what has caused the $1 million
over 5 years increase in costa to the
FCC.

This is a heightened standard of re-
view, and It is a double-edged sword
that will accomplish one of the main
goals of the bill, and that is to end the
rule of the courts over telecommuni-
cations policy in this country.

I think that the substantial evidence
standard will prevent abuse by the FCC
of the public interest review, just as it
will help protect the FCC decision in
the grant of approval from a suit by
competitors.

If the Renats takes out the public in-
terest test and asks the FCC to base
their decision only on the statutory
checklist, I think that would invite
abuse. Instead of considering the
checklist on the merits and addressing
any policy concerns in the public inter-
est portion of the review, the FCC
would have no alternative but to try to
manipulate the checklist if they feel
the application should be denied on
policy grounds.
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Likewise. I think the courts would

have an incentive to question the fact-"inding process used by the FCC in
making the determination solely on
-he basis of a checklist.

Now. I do believe if the court wants
to find the process inadequate, we
would be right back where we are now
with the courts taking jurisdiction
once again over the decisions and af-
fect the telecommunications policy of
the country.

The checklist contains 14 technical
:'equirements for interconnection and
unbundling of the Bells' local exchange
networks. However. the list is not self-
explanatory or self-implementing. One
.3f the requirements is there must be
the capability to exchange tele-
communications between customers of
,he Bell company and an Interconnect-
:ng carrier.

Now. I believe the reading of the
checklist itself shows where the FCC is
going to be involved in discretion in
some way. The Senator from Arizona
; trgues that the checklist is all that is
needed and it should be straight-
forward for the FCC to implement.
Paragraph 4 of subsection (b) of this
bill specifically prohibits the FCC from
limiting or expanding the terms of the
checklist.

But the trouble is, how will the FCC
decide that the capability to exchange
communications exists? If we have just
:he checklist and the FCC decides that
the capability to exchange communica-
tions efficiently does not yet exist,
then it would be off to the courts
again, because obviously no person
that seeks approval of the FCC is going
to take that denial without going to
court. As a matter of fact. no protester
is going to take the denial without
going to court. I say it should only go
.o court with the increased standsrd
that exists under this bill.

If it goes to court, the court will de-
cide if the broad terms of the checklist
have been met. They will second-guess
the FCC in endless arguments over
what the FCC based its decision on.

Our provision is clear, and will pre-
vent abuse by both the FCC and the
courts.

One of the reasons the FCC must be
involved is to ensure that there is a
concept of understanding of what is the
public convenience and necessity,
whether or not anyone is going to be
harmed by the availability of the new
service. and under what conditions
::hose people are going to be harmed.

Now. we are going into a whole new
concept of how rates are computed. We
are going into a whole new concept of
how service is provided. I believe that
he gatekeeper in this process, in this

period we are in now. must be the FCC,
but under the standards we have agreed
to now. which are higher standards
han the FCC has had before and cer-

tainly higher than even the courts
have followed under the period of the
nodifled final judgment.

In other words. I tell my friend, we
!c have the occasion of being opposed
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here on the floor quite often. I under-
stand what the Senator wants to do,
but again I am hopeful that we succeed
in not making the changes that the
Senator from Arizona wants at this
time because I think without this bill
the final step of the Integration of
Alaska and Hawaii with the rest of the
United States will not come about.
Without this bill we will not have the
stimulus, the development of this com-
petition between the regional Bells and
the long distance carriers, between the
Bells themselves, and even more than
that. between providers of new commu-
nication, through new technological
systems that I think will ultimately
lower the cost for everybody.

Let me, in closing, say this to my
friend from Arizona: One of the things
that has gotten me involved in this
over the years is that when I came to
the Senate, on every advertisement
concerning phone service was a little
tag line at the bottom of the television
or on the radio announcement saying
"Not applicable to Hawaii and Alas-

My friend Senator INOUYE and I. serv-
ing on the Commerce Committee.
started what we called rate integration
from the offshore States. That led,
really, into a whole concept of what
that meant, why we had higher costs to
start with and how we could bring
about a reduction in the costs of com-
munications to our States and at the
same time an increased amount of
service.

Actually when I came to the Senate,
the Army was running the telephone
service for Alaska. Alaska communica-
tion service was an Army concept. We
brought about the sale of that to a pri-
vate carrier, and part of that sale was
a commitment that telephone service
would be expanded rapidly within the
State of Alaska. That has been done--
but not totally even yet.

One of the reasons I am deeply in-
volved in this. I say to my friend from
Arizona, is I still believe that the proc-
ess we are going through is decreasing
the cost. I think we can show that the
whole process, even of rate integration
that Senator INOUYE and I instituted.
brought about a reexamination of the
interstate rate pool, a determination
that. yes, it could be expanded to Alas
ka and Hawaii. It was expanded to Ha-
waii first, and it is still being expanded
to Alaska.

As that came about, the contribu-
tions from individual consumers rate
pool has declined in the past. It will
continue to decline now. It was a pri-
vate mechanism, integration of the
telephone service. It continues to be a
private mechanism under this bill. But
with the competition that this bill now
Will bring in to the providers of tele-
phone service per se. communication
service will come through satellite
service, like DBS: it will come to us
through radio service; through fiber
optic cable, in one instance; through
the old links that are there, the sys-
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tems that have existed even before we
became a State.

What I am saying is that the net im-
pact of this bill will be the completion.
really, of the process that Senator
LOUYE and I started in trying to inte-
grate Alaska and Hawaii totally into
the telephone system of the United
States. .

When this bill passes, there will be no
distinction between the service to any
portion of the country. We will have
the concepts of telecommunication and
the freedom to enter and compete, to
bring new telecommunication systems
into the arena, and to have the ability
to compete with existing carriers, ex-
isting carriers whose costs of installa-
tion may have been a magnitude of 10
for 100 times what the new service will
be.

My request to the Senate is that the
amendment of the Senator from Ari-
zona be defeated. Again, I hope th
time comes when we are both in the
Senate when we can join together and
say we passed through this interim pe-
riod and it is time to totally deregulate
telecommunications of this country.

I think we will live to see that day.
I do not think It is here now. I do not
think it will even come about without
this bill, because without this bill w6
are still under the courts. This Is the
bill that takes back to the legislative
process the regulation of the tele-
communications industry in the United
States.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from South Carolina..

Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President. the
distinguished Senator from Arizona al-
lowed that he and I had different phi-
losophies. He is right. But let me talk
about different facts, which brings
about a confidence in this particular
Senator's philosophy.

As the Senator from Arizona was
talking about the improvements of de-
regulation in the airlines we went out
and doublechecked. If you want a
round trip ticket on USAlr, Charleston.
SC, to Washington. it is $28. But if you
want to go 500 miles further, right
across Charleston to Miami and back
to Washington. it is only $658. Miami Is
1.000 miles away. Charleston is a half-
way point at 500 miles. So what you
have in essence-and this is the fact.
not the philosophy, and it is a very un-
derstandable one-you go an additional
1,000 miles just for $30.

It is what you call economies of dis-
tance in the airline industry. Fearing
this. listening to certain experts at the
time-Senator Howard Cannon, of Ne-
vada. was the chairman of the Com-
merce Committee. I was engaged then
in a communications bill. I was chair-
man of the Subcommittee on Commu-
nications and I could not make all the
hearings and check. I said. "Be sure
the small- and medium-size towns are
protected."

He said. "Oh,, yes. we have the pro-
tection. We have the protection. Do not
worry. This is going to work in the
public interest."
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And the opposite, of course. has been

the fact. The fact is, yes. I had three
airline routes coming up. three direct
to Washington and three going back
with National Airlines. I now have only
one. For a time I had none. We worried
about 'National Airlines continuing.
They sold out to Pan Am. National is
gone. We wondered about Pan Am's
survival. Pan Am is gone. We wondered
about Piedmont and Piedmont is gone.
Air Florida crashed out here. And the
very rights. the slots that the distin-
guished Senator from Arizona and I de-
bate. were sold off by Air Florida. and
we lost those landing rights that had
been premised and founded on public
convenience and necessity.

What has happened, in the transpor-
tation industry, both by truck and air-
lines and otherwise, is the public con-
venience and necessity-the commu-
nities got the airports and facilities
and developed them. They enticed an
airline to come along with them to
Washington. They had hearings before
the old Civil Aeronautics Board. And
on the basis of public convenience and
necessity, proper service at an afford-
able price. they were awarded the
routes and the carriage and everybody
was making money, holding fire. The
equipment was sound. They were com-
peting. And everyone was happy until
someone came to town with this virus
to get rid of the Government, deregu-
late, deregulate. deregulate.

So what has happened is exactly
what we feared. I voted for airline de-
regulation. so I am a born-again regu-
lator. I learned anew there is no edu-
cation in the second kick of a mule. I
can tell you here and now. I have
learned the hard way. trusting going
with the amendment of the Senator
from Arizona in doing away with con-
venience and necessity of the public.
Because we go right immediately to
what has occurred. What hss'occurred.
the fact is that all of the American air-
lines are on the ropes. And who is tak-
ing over? The regulated ones. KLM is
coming over and coming in and saving
Northwest. British Air is saving USAir.
Those are all the regulated airlines in
Europe are taking over the so-called
deregulated where we are running
around like ninnies: Deregulate, de-
regulate, market forces, market forces.

It is just like this silly trade crowd
running around hollers about free
trade. Free trade, free trade-there is
no such thing as free trade. The Japa-
nese mercantilist, protectionist system
is taking us over.

I was talking last night with the dis-
tinguished Senator from New Jersey.
He was talking about Bellcore and the
research. Do not worry about Bellcors.
The Japanese are right next door. hir-
ing the same research scientists from
Belcore like gangbusters. They do not
have to move. They are In the same
homes. Their children go to the same
schools. And they aem taking It over.

We are against Industrial policy. We
run around saying we cannot have In-
dustrial policy. We have the Japanese

Industrial policy here. That is what we
have. How much do you think it costs
for that Lexu? S55.000. How much does
it cost back in Tokyo? It costs S85.000.
And that Is why I oppose the amend-
ment of the Senator from Arizona. be-
cause the size, the financial size can
take over here.

How are you going to regulate? We
are not against size in the Bell Compa-
nies, but they built themselves up into
the largest financilly-wealthy-sized
company that you can find in this
country. On cash flow. the average, for
example, AT&T, is 19 percent cash flow
margin. The cash flow margin of a Bell
Company Is 46 percent. Why do you
think the Bell companies are not all in
with zeal for a communications bill?
Who wants to get out of a cash flow
margin of 46 percent to get Into a busi-
ness that Is 19 percent? Come on. So. if
one is going to occur, they want to
make darned sure that it occurs very,
very gradually.

The amendment of the Senator from
Arizona is that if you take off this con-
venience and necessity, then they can
get down this checklist they have
about the unbundling. interconnection,
dial parity-go right on down the
checklist. But using their size they
come like Japan. They will have loss
leaders, as we call it.

I practiced law in the antitrust
courts for a large grocery chain, the
Piggly-Wiggly. In South Carolina. We
got up to 120-some stores. They said we
had a loss leader for a half-gallon of
milk. We proved otherwise. but I had to
go all the way to the Supreme Court to
prove It. So we know about Robinson-
Patman. We know about Sherman. We
know about the Clayton Act.

But the public convenience and ne-
cessity goes to the philosophy and dif-
ference. The distinguished Senator
from Arizona. when he says politics
and politicians take over-I think It
was Ellhu Root--I hate to quote a Re-
publican-but Elihu Root. the Repub-
lican Secretary of State for Teddy Roo-
sevelt. who said that politics was the
practical art of self government, and
someone has to attend to it if we are
going to have it. And going along talk-
ing he concluded with a very cogent ob-
servation: "The principal ground for
reproach against any American citizen
should be that he is not a politician."
In representative America we all
count. In this particular body that is
what we are here for. We are represent-
ing the public convenience and neces-
sity.

I know one way we can agree. The
Senator from Arizona and I will agree
we have the best communications sys-
tem in the world. He nods.

"Let the record show, if your Honor
please, that the witness nodded."

Now, Mr. President. I have the Com-
munications Act of 1934 in my band
and I can read from it, I understand the
Senator from Alaska has other com-
mitments.

But I have it documented. Reading
here again, as the Senator from Ar-
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zons ws speaking. it appears 73
,Imes.- the "public interest" and "con-
.enlence." In title I of the 1934 act it
appears five times: in title i1 )f the act.
eight times; In title HI of the 1934 act.
43 times: in title IV. one time: in title
V. zero times, but in title VI. 12 times;
in title VII four times. Seventy-three
times back in 1934 when they believed
In Government. when the Government
at that time was taking this "market
forces, market forces." throwing us
into the depths of the Depression. The
Government saved us. and got us out of
the Depression and saved this great
United States of America. The minds of
.he rep'eentatives of the people here
In this Congress were thinking right.
They were thinking the public interest.
public convenience and necessity-73
times.

So it Is that as we come here the net-
works all came to Washington-ABC,
NBC, CBS, and the rest. And on the
basis of public convenience and neces-
sity were licensed to use the public
spectrum. The public convenience and
necessity has gone along all the way,
and we cannot do away with it. We are
never going to pass a communications
bill in this Congress. I am convinced,
with these kind of market forces--"de-
regulate, deregulate, market forces
controlling." On the contrary, we want
to get out of the way of the tech-
nology. A new technology could come
in that we do not know about.

The Senator from Alaska is reading
very interesting articles which are
being written in these various maga-
tines, and communications editorials.
Yes. There could be a takeover by com-
puterization from telephones. What
will happen there about the public con-
venience and necessity? It will not be a
checklist down there for computers. We
have the unbundling and all the check-
lists. But there still has to be that
FCC, the public airwaves, the public
being protected and particularly for
universal service.

So we are very supportive, very
strongly of the philosophy that the
market.forces are best. We have found
that there are many instances, particu-
larly in public transportation, public
health, public safety, and public com-
munications that, as I said on yester-
day or last evening when we opened up,
the one Industry. the communications
industry, was the one that came and
begged for regulation. They were not
begging for market forces. They tried
it on for size.

I will go back two sentences. Our
friend David Samnoff was on top of that
Wanamaker Building at the sinking of
the Titanic. He picked up the actual
radio signal, directed some of the res-
cues, picked up the names of survivors,
stayed on station there for some 72
hours. And everyone got themselves a
wireless. By 1924, everybody had a wire-
less. So nobody had a wireless because
they just Jammed the airwaves. So
they came to Herbert Hoover, Sec-
retary of Commerce. And they said.
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"Mr. Secretary, for Heaven's sake. reg-
ulate us." The market force of the peo-
ple's spectrum up here Is jammed. No
one can get no one. As a result, we
passed the 1927 act. and then the form-
ative act, of course, In 194.

So we wanted to take hold or our
senses here in the National Govern-
ment as we try to get ourselves out as
a roadblock to the information super-
highway, because the technology is on
course, and the superhighway is al-
ready being developed. We in Congress
can go home and adjourn for 10 years.
They are going to get it. But whether
they are going to get it in a mor3polis-
tic fashion, and whether co, cerned
about the rural areas, about the less-
populated areas. concerned about the
general public convenience and neces-
sity against monopolistic practices and
prices, they can come in.

I can tell you right now. If I ran one
of those Bell companies, you would just
deregulate everything. I would go down
the checklist, and if you did not have
this public convenience and necessity
provision in here, I lost leave of you. I
would price it below cost. Just go like
they are pricing this Lexus. I got a
Toyota Cressida. I just checked the
price of that--S21,8 0 in downtown
Washington; $31,800 in Tokyo. Look at
Business Week at the end of the year.
Last year. they took over-in spite of
Detroit's comeback, having a quality
product, and making big profits-the
Japanese took over 1.2 percent addi-
tional of U.S. market at a loss of $2.5
billion.

You give me one of these Bell compa-
iles and the checklist, and I got it. I
can comply with it. But I can put you
out of business unless you have public
convenience and necessity. This is
what the Bell companies want so they
can run amuck.

The other one is going to come with
the Department of Justice. My senior
colleague is going to come with it.
That is the long-distance crowd. So
they can muck it up over there at the
Justice Department.

So you have the Bell companies
wanting a little. And we have the long-
distance crowd wanting a little favor
over here. We have not tried to light
them. For what? The public conven-
ience and necessity.
Several Senators addressed the

Chair.
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that a time be set
for a vote on this at 2:15 and that the
time from now until then be equally di-
vided between the Senator from Ari-
zons and myself. I would like to vote at
1:30. There is a Senator at the White
House. another Senator wants to speak
at 2 and cannot; no amendments, and
an up-and-down vote, at 2:15.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection?

Mr. McCAN. Mr. President, very
briefly. I always appreciate the edu-
cational experience of listening to the
Senator from South Carolina on a
broad variety of issues. Including the
airlines.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the
Senator reserve the right to object?

Mr. McCAIN. No.
Mr. PRESSLER. I would like to lay

aside my request until we hear from
the leader. And then the Senator will
yield to me to ask unanimous consent.

The PRESIDLNG OFFICER. Is the re-
quest withdrawn?

Mr. PRESSLER. Yes, temporarily.
Mr. McCAIN. If there is anyone who

would ever be interested, I would enjoy
a long, extended public debate on the
issue of airline deregulation, although
that Is not the issue before the Senate
today. I felt compelled to call the trav-
el organization here in the Senate. And
the Senator from South Carolina might
be interested in knowing that there are
six USAir flights between Dulles and
Charleston, and three United Airlines
flights between Dulles and Charleston,
and many of those seats are available
for $249. I will find out and submit for
the RECORD what exactly that cost was
in 1974 before the deregulation of the
airlines.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that a vote occur
on this amendment, and no further
amendments, up or down. at 2:15. and
that the time between now and then be
equally divided between the Senator
from Arizona and myself, and that all
Senators be on notice that the vote
will occur at 2:15. I think we have ac-
commodated everybody. We have to
move this bill forward.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection?

Mr. HOLLINGS. I have to momentar-
ily object, Mr. President.

Mr. McCAIN. I informed the Senator
from Alaska that one of the Senators
requested that we hold it until 2:15.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Objec-
tion is heard.

Mr. CRAIG addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Idaho.
Mr. CRAIG. Mr. President. I am

pleased to join my colleagues, Senators
MCCAIN and PACKWOOD. in offering this
amendment to define the public inter-
est test.

As currently written. S. 652 gives the
Federal Communications Commission
in my opinion exceptionally broad dis-
cretion in defining a Bell company's
fitness to provide interLATA long dis-
tance services.

The bill authorizes the FCC to block,
if you will, the Bell companies from of-
fering interLATA services if it deems
that their entry into the long-distance
business is not "in the public inter-
est"-even after full compliance with a
comprehensive interconnection and
unbundling checklist, which is now in-
cluded in S. 652.

The current language in the bill gives
the FCC an open field to interpret the
public interest standard any way it
wishes. The FCC could, for example, de-
cide that a market share test is re-
quired before Bell company entry into
long distance on the grounds that the
test Is in the public interest.
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A market share test In my opinion is

anticompetitive and will only serve to
prolong long-distance competltion. It
would put the fate of the Bell compa-
nies' long-distance plans in the hands
of their competitors. And in a market
environment, it is always amazing to
me that somehow Federal regulations
would allow that kind of thing to hap-
pen. Potential competitors could
choose to delay their own entry .into
the local phone market in order to pro-
long the entry of one of the Bell com-
panies into the InterLATA market.

In order to avoid the potential abuse
of the public interest standard, it
should at a minimum state that any
kind of market share test be barred
from the FCC's consideration of this
standard.

Mr. President. of particular concern
is the extraordinary time and resources
it takes for the FCC to make a public
interest determination. The FCC's typ-
ical review process includes hearings
and rulemakings and comments ad re-
plies and painstaking analyses. The
committee report on S. 652 states that
the public interest test for all Bell
company provisions of long distance
service must be based on substantial
evidence on the record as a whole.

The report goes even further than the
current FCC public interest standard
by requiring the applications of height-
ened judicial scrutiny of the substan-
tial evidence standard as opposed to
the lesser arbitrary and capricious
standard. In other words, in a bill that
is deregulatory in some areas, Mr.
President. this appears to be a bill that
in this area is even more regulatory.
And that is, of course, exactly why this
amendment is now in this Chamber.

In an industry where new tech-
nologies are evolving at a record pace.
this regulatory bureaucracy is counter-
productive and it unnecessarily, in my
opinion, delays delivery of beneficial
services to the customers. And I would
suggest, Mr. President, we are in the
Chamber today debating a new world
for the consuming public and not a new
world for the companies involved, if
that, of course, is the intent of S. 652.

A case in point is the history of cel-
lular phone technology. Back in the
1970's, AT&T asked the FCC to allocate
spectrum for the development of cel-
lular services, Because of all of the en-
compassing nature of the public inter-
est test, it took a decade-let me re-
peat. it took a decade-for the FCC to
determine how best to allocate the
spectrum.

Now, that is a 10-year delay in the
ability of a communications tech-
nology that has become one of the fast-
est growing consumer products in
America's history. Of course, we know,
since the day we entered the cellular
world, we have seen more growth in 10
years and more productivity and more
jobs than the bureaucratic nightmare
of the 10 years it took to open up the
marketplace.

Another example of how time con-
suming and labor intensive the public
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interest test can be is to look at video,
the concern over video dial tone. The
Commission first addressed the Idea of
additional cable TV competition from
television companies in early 1991. It
has taken more than 4 years for the
FCC to create a general framework for
video dial tone, and with each succes-
sive ruling more and more constraints
have been placed on telephone compa-
nies wishing to offer cable TV services.

That is not the way to foster com-
petition. And it Is not giving consum-
ers the additional cable choices they
have all asked for and they think in a
free market they ought to be able to
receive. In effect, the FCC 4-year delay
has prevented robust competition in
the cable industry. I would argue that
this is hardly in the public interest and
yet. In this legislation, that kind of bu-
reaucracy would largely still exist and
might even be enhanced over current
law.

Cable industry competition would
have been far preferable to the stifling
regulations that have been imposed
under the 1992 Cable Act. My last ex-
ample concerns the Commission ruling
in the mid-190's allowing telephone
companies to provide new services like
voice mail that enhanced basic tele-
phone service. In other words, some
people would ask you today: What did
we do before voice mail? Well. I will
tell you what we did. We had a great.
complicated process in many of our of-
floes just to get communications
through to the individual, and where
you did not have the ability to hire the
person to take the phone call, often
your phone went unanswered or a call
went unreturned. Today. we know
voice mail works marvelously well.

Boise. my State capital, was among
the first US West cities 'to offer voice
mail service, and the service is now
available from telephone companies
across the Nation. It is clear to me
that services like voice mail provide
real benefits to consumers and to busi-
nesses yet, even after a decade, the
public interest sue is still unresolved.

The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals
has twice questioned the FCC's public
interest determination when It allowed
telephone companies to offer new serv-
ices to consumers. Because of the legal
situation surrounding these FCC orders
issued nearly a decade ago, phone com-
panies are currently offering voice
mall and other services under, believe
it or not, a special waiver-not a stand-
ard rule of the marketplace, but a spe-
cial exception or a special waiver.

Mr. President. with the heightened
public interest standard included In S.
652 a decade-long wait for cellular
service or resolution of voice mail Is-
sues. believe it or not. could take even
longer while the consuming public be-
lves that now to be a standard of the
industry.

Before closing, Mr. President. I would
like to Share a few quotes from a
March 8, 1995, paper on 8. 652 entitled
"Deregulating Telecommunications."

written by Thomas Hazlett from the
University of California. Davis.

In this article, he reviews the public
interest standard.

While he praises the deregulatory
provisions included In the bill. and
there are some and they deserve to be
recognised, he qualifies that praise by
stating that the bill, through the inclu-
sion of the public interest test, "fails
to move us beyond the highly regu-
latory paradigm under which we live
today." Hazlett argues that S. 652 re-
rains the source of all anticonsumer
policies since the 1934 act that we are
now changing under this legislation.
the public Interest test. He states this:

This Is not a proconsumer standard. This
fundamental defect is further revealed in the
bill's (four] announced objectives: Nowhere
is consumer protection listed an a goal of
this legislation.
. Mr. President, let me repeat that. In
a bill that is argued to be positive for
consumers, nowhere in this bill Is
consumer protection listed as a goal of
the legislation. I think this is wrong.
and Mr. Hazlett says he believes it Is
wrong, also.

Indeed, the very first aom of this or any
telecontmunlcations policy should be:
"'Lower prices. improved choice, and better.
more Inovative services for onsuner.'"
The elaring omlssion of this geal is far more
than a systemic problem.

Mr. President, Mr. Hazlett goes on to
discuss the origins and purpose of the
public interest standard at its Incep-
tion in the 1927 Radio Act, and the sub-
sequent 1934 Cable Act, which we are
now amending today. This standard
was included at the behest of Incum-
bent radio broadcasters:

The industry liked it because It would
allow Ooversment a legal basis for denying
licensee to newcomers. Senator C.C. Dill. the
author of both the 1927 and the 1934 acts,
liked it because It would not only allow the
industry what it wanted, it would give pol-
icymakere such an himself political discre-
tion to shape the marketplace.

Let me repeat that. It would allow
public pollcyrnakers political discre-
tion to shape a marketplace; In other
words, a political free marketplace and
not the marketplace that creates the
kind of competition that is self-regu-
lating at best.

This was terribly Important to the Senator
at the time, Dill wrote later, because estab-
lished principles of law were already shaping
spectrum access rights as private property.

In other words, Mr. President. the
public Interest test was the regulatory
means by which the policymaker-that
is us-not the marketplace and cer-
tainly not the consumers, could con-
trol the development of technology in
the market. And we know that has
never worked. The explosion of service
and the quality of service that the
American consumer now expects in
telecommunications has only been cre-
ated in the last decade as we move to-
ward a more deregulated environment.

This was hardly a competitive cri-
teria, and let me suggest that in this
legislation, that test will stifle the
kind of competitive environment that
we want to create.
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One last point I would like to share

from this article brings us to our cur-
rent situation. Mr. Hazlett argues, and
I would agree, that even after years of
use of public-interest standard, we still
do not know what it means.

In 1993. FCC Commissioner Duggan
lahed out at Commission critics who
claimed this. saying it was not Impe.
sible to define public interest, and that
the Commission would proceed to do
so. That was 1993.

William Mayton wrote n interesting
article in the Emory Law Journal in
L98 which pointed out how curious a
standard the public-interest standard
is by defining whatever a Government
agency does in the public interest is
the public-interest standard.

I find that fascinating, and yet the
FCC today still struggles in its ability
to define and to appropriately an-
nounce to the polioymaker and to the
consuming public. In short. Mr. Presi-
dent, anything could be deemed either
in or against the public interest, and
unless you treat It in the marketplace
where the public ultimately makes the
decision, then the public interest Is in
the eye and in the mind of the Commis-
sioner or the pollcymaker. and that Is
not necessarily, and in almost all in-
stances has never been. in the public
interest.

Therefore. It is a standard that has
no standard. This is the most subjec-
tive test possible, and I would argue
that it will not. in effect, serve the in-
terests of the American people.

Congress should clearly define the
parameters of the publlo-interest
standard and outline the factors that
should be weighed In the making of the
determination.

I submit that the competitive Inter-
connection and unbundlig checklist is
in the public Interest and fully meets
the standard, and that should be the
only provision in this law as an amend-
ment to the 1934 act that frees the mar-
ketplace and determines the public In-
terest. That is why I am in strong sup-
port of this legislation.

Mr. PRESSLER. Will my friend yield
for a unanimous-consent request?

Mr. CRAIG. I yield back the remain-
der of my time.

Mr. PRESSLER. The Senator need
not do that.

Mr. CRAIG. I am through.
Mr. PRESSLER. We finally, after

much negotiation, arrived at the time
of 2:10 for the vote on this amendment.
I shall move to table at that time. I
ask unanimous consent that we vote at
2:10 this afternoon.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
ABRAHAM). Is there objection?

Mr. CRAIG. Mr. President, I reserve
the right to object.

Mr. BURNS addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there

an objection?
Mr. CRAIG. I object.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Objec-

tion is heard.
Mr. BURNS. Mr. President, if the

Senator from Idaho does not have the
floor at this time---
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Mr. CRAIG. I do not.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Idaho has yielded the floor.
The Senator from Montana.

Mr. BURNS. I thank the Chair. I will
not be long, but I want to agree with
my friend from Idaho in one respect.
Public Interest is kind of like art or
beauty: It is in the eye of the beholder.

When we talk about putting up dif-
ferent barriers, we are really saying
that it is going to be a select few who
will decide who gets in the business
and who does not. where I think most
of us believe that the marketplace
should dictate that, because from that
comes perfection, and from that comes
a very competitive medicine: Lower
rates for everybody who wants to use
that service.

There are those who serve in this
body and those who will serve without
this body that can take a public service
interest before the FCC and completely
delay the advancement of any kind of
technology or any kind of deployment
of any kind of services in the tele-
communications industry by just a de-
laying tactic that would prevent any
kind of progress to be made In that
area.

Whenever we start talking about this
industry, what are we referring to? The
Senator from Nebraska (Mr. KERSSEY]
was saying there is no public clamor
for change in this area, but there is a
clamor to allow new technologies to be
introduced, to do more things with the
tools that we have now. That is what it
Is all about. We talk about great dis-
tances, and we talk about remote areas
and new services that will be provided
to our rural areas and our remote
areas. We are trying to dictate tech-
nology such as digital, digital compres-
sion. and all of those kinds of new tech-
nologies, trying to deploy it under an
act that was written some 60 "years ago
and that has served this industry very
well. by the way. But we are talking
about the nineties-and-beyond tech-
nology. In other words, we are trying
to do something in the nineties with a
horse-and-buggy kind of regulatory en-
vironment that does not serve either
one very well.

Unnecessary delay will hinder job
creation because it will prevent open-
ings of communications markets to
competition simultaneously. One has
to have incentives in order to progress
In this industry or In any other indus-
try. If there is no competition at home.
there is no competition internationally
because this Is where we hone our
skills.

This amendment only helps to clarify
and define the public interest. It is like
I said. there are many definitions of
public interest. That is why I support
this amendment. It will do things not
only in this industry but other indus-
tries and send a strong signal that we
are a strong country within and with-
out in. the competitive marketplace.
especially in new technologies and the
deployment of those new technologies.

This bill already removes all legal
barriers, as well as mandates the Bell

companies fully comply with the re-
quirements concerning Interconnec-
tion, unbundling. resale. portability.
and dialing parity. In other words, we
have already gone through this busi-
ness of interoperability of competition
on the same lines. And that. too, has to
be confronted in this bill.

So I rise in support of this amend-
ment and just believe that it has to be
done in order to make this bill In final
passage truly a procompetitive and
proconsumer piece of legislation.

Mr. President. I thank you, and I
yield the floor.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, the
public interest, convenience, and ne-
cessity standard is the bedrock of the
Communications Act of 1934 and the
foundation of all common carrier regu-
lation. I am surprised that this stand-
ard has come under attack.

WHERE "PLrBLIC iSNrEREST" ORIGiNATrD

The public-interest standard has been
part of English common law since the
17th century. In a treatise on seaports
by Lord Hale. this fundamental con-
cept was stated: When private property
"is affected with a public interest, it
ceases to be subject only to private
control."

This public-interest concept is the
basis for the government's authority to
regulate commerce, in general, and
common carriers, in particular. The
public-interest standard has been a cor-
nerstone of U.S. common carrier law
for more than a century.

The U.S. Supreme Court applied the
public-interest concept to American
commerce for the first time in 1876. In
Munn versus Illnois, the Supreme
Court considered the possible constitu-
tional limits upon govermment regula-
tion of business. In Munn. the Court re-
lied on Lord Hale's statement regard.
ing public Interest. The Supreme Court
added that this principle "has been ac-
cepted without objection as an essen-
tial element in the law of private prop-
erty ever since." Two hundred years of
English common law supported this
precedent.

The 19th century U.S. Supreme Court
summarized the common law public n-
terest test as follows:

Property does become ciothed with a pu.
lie interest when used in a manner rn make
it of public consequence, and affect the com
munity at large. When. therefore, one de.
votes his property to a use in which the pub-
lic has an interest. he in effect, grants to the
public an interest in that use. and musL subi
mit to be controlled by the public for the
common good, to the extent of the Interest
he has thus crested.

The public interest is fundamentai to
the law of common carriage. The Su
preme Court in Munn noted that this
common-law principle was the source
of "the power to regulate the charges
of common carriers" because "common
carriers exercise a sort of public office.
and have duties to perform in which
the public is interested."

The Communication Act's public In-
terest, convenience, and necessity
standard grew out of this common-law

notion of property that is "clothed
with a public interest" and therefore
subject to control "by the public for
the cormon good."

The public-interest standard was
first codified in the Transportation Act
of 1920. which extended Federal regula-
tion of railroads. The public-interest
standard governed the grant of licenses
under the Radio Act of 1927. the fore-
runner of the Communications Act's
broadcast and spectrum licensing pro-
visions.

The phrases 'public interest" and
"public interest, convenience and ne-
cessity" appear throughout the Com-
munications Act of 1934 as the ultimate
yardstick by which all of the FCC's dif-
ferent regulatory functions and respon-
sibilities are to be guided. For exam-
ple, the public-interest standard spe-
cifically applies to the physical con-
nections between carriers (section
20hb)); the acquisition or construction
of new lines (section 214): the imposi-
tion of accounting rules on telephone
companies (section 220(h)): the review
of consolidations and transactions con-
cerning telephone companies (section
22bIl)l; and the grant, renewal, and

transfer of licenses to use the electro-
magnetic spectrum.

Thirty-two States and the District of
Columbia have public-interest stand-
ards in their communications statutes
similar to the standard in the Commu-
nicationa Act.

PUtBLIC INTEREST AND S.
Despite the fundamental nature of

the public-interest standard to commu-
nications regulation, questions have
been raised about the Inclusion of the
public-interest standard in relation to
the competitive checklist in S. 652.
Critics say the publlc-interest standard
will frustrate the Bell companies' abil-
ity to enter the interLATA market.
The fear appears to be that the FCC
will use the public-interest standard to
keep the Bell companies Out of the
interLATA market even though they
have. in fact, opened their markets to
competition by complying with the
checklist.

PBLIC ITEREST HiS LMrr
These critics assume the FCC's dis-

cretisn is unrestrained. This is not the
case. The FCC's functions and powers
aie not open-ended. The Cummunica-
tuons Act specifies in some detail the
kinds of regulatory tasks authorized or
required under the act. In addition, the
act specifies procedures to be followed
in performing these functions. Such de-
lineations of authority and responsibil-
ity define the context in which the
public-interest standard shall be ap-
plied. By specifying procedures, the act
sets further boundaries on the FCC's
regulatory authority.

S. 652 is no different. The bill would
require the FCC to make two findings
before granting a Bell company's appli-
cation to provIde interLATA tele-
communlcations service: First, that
the Bell operating company has fully
implemented the competitive checklist
in new section 255(b)(2); second, that
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the InterLATA services will be pro-
vided through a separate aflliate that
meets the requirements of new section
2. In addition, the Commission must

determine that the requested authority
is consistent with the public interest
convenience, and necessity.

Opponents of the public-interest
standard in section 256 argue that a
Bell company could fully implement
the checklist, meet the separate affili-
ate standards, and be arbitrarily denied
authority to provide interI.ATA serv-
ice by the FCC. This simply is not the
Caw.

The FCC's public-interest review is
constrained by the statute providing
the agency's authority. For example,
the FCC is specifically prohibited from
limiting or extending the terms used in
the competitive checklist. In addition,
the procedures established in S. 652 en-
sure that the FCC cannot arbitrarily
deny Bell company entry into new
markets.

TH TRUT OF PUBLiC nI'rsSe'T IN S. G.
In S. 6532, Congress directs the FCC to

look at three things: the implementa-
tion of the checklist, separate affiliate
compliance, and consistency with the
public Interest. The FCC's written de-
termination of whether to grant the
Bell company's request must be based
on subetantial evidence on the record
as a whole. A reviewing court would
look at the entire hearing record. If the
FCC would find that a Bell company
meets the checklist and separate aluli-
ate requirements, but denies entry
besed on the public Interest, the agen-
cy's reasoning must withstand this
heightened judicial scrutiny. Those
who oppose public-interest review
would ask us to sanction action that
the FCC afflrmatively finds to be in-
consistent with the public Interest.
How could this be good public policy?

Mr. President. on earlier points, I
will point out that the Citizens for a
Bound Economy has endorsed the bill
that is before us. It has endorsed some
of the amendments, but also the entire
bill.

This bill is much more deregulatory
than any we have had before us. It is
not a perfect bill. But it will be a great
step toward deregulation and a pro-
market competition.

Let me also say that we will be re-
ducing the costs of the Justice Depart-
ment administration. It seems for some
reason the Justice Department wants
to stay in the regulation business. The
Justice Department Is to enforce cer-
tain antitrust standards and to carry
out certain other functions.

In our bill, the FCC refers their deci-
sion to the Attorney General and the
Attorney General can make a rec-
ommendation as to whether to use the
8(c) test or whether to use the Clayton
standard test, or indeed whether to use
the public interest standard, or any
other standard that he deems nec-
emry. So we still have involved con-
sultaton with the Justice Department
in our bill.

NGRESSIONAL RECORD- SENATE
There are many other points to be

made here regarding this bill. But I be-
lieve we have completed debate on this
amendment.

I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

clerk will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk pro-

ceeded to call the roll.
Mr. CRAIG. Mr. President. I ask

unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. President. I ask unanimous con-
sent that the McCain amendment vote
occur at 2:10, and the time between
now and 2:10 be equally divided in the
usual form. and no amendments be in
order. I further ask unanimous consent
to table the McCain amendment at 2:10.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. THOMAS. Mr. President. I
strongly support the amendment of-
fered by my colleagues-Senators
MCCAIN, PACKWOOD, CRAIG, and oth-
ere-to clarify the public interest
standard in the bill.

This public interest test will cer-
tainly cause unnecessary delays in the
deregulation of the telecommuni-
cations Industry. The public interest is
a vague and subjective standard. A de-
regulatory bill, as this bill is supposed
to be, should establish clear and objec-
tive criteria to open the industry to
competition. This bill does not. Instead
it dictates that a few folks at the Fed-
eral Communications Commission
[FCC) will decide when true competi-
tion begins on the information super-
highway.

The FCC's regulatory track record is
horrendous. In addition, allowing the
FCC to interpret what is in the public
interest introduces a perverse incen-
tive for FCC offcials to slow down de-
regulation. Increased competition de-
creases the agency's workload and di-
minishes its need for existence. At a
time when we are downsizing Govern-
ment, we ought not to be expanding
the role of the FCC. The bottomllne is
that FCC officials cannot create com-
petition with bureaucratic entry tests.

By delaying true competition, this
bill hurts consumers. According to sev-
eral studies, this delay could result in
billions in lost economic output and
millions of new jobs. With such severe
economic costs, it makes little sense to
delay competition with this public in-
terest standard. 'Quick deregulation
will ensure that all companies face the
most ruthless regulator of all-the
American consumer.

This amendment puts all parties on
equal footing-the Bells can offer long.
distance services when long distance
companies can offer local telephone
service-no sooner, no later.

Mr. President, the bottomine is that
competition is in the public interest. It
expands consumer options, lowers
prices, creates new jobs and increases
our international competitiveness. I
urge my colleagues to join me in sup-
porting this proconsumer amendment.
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Mr. CRAIG. Mr. President, after

many years of failed attempts, this
Congress will have the overdue oppor-
tunity to reform the 1934 Communica-
tions Act. Senator Pasessim, the
chairman of the Commerce. Science.
and Transportation Committee, is to
be commended for his efforts to get
legislation Passed out of the committee
and onto the floor of the Senate.

Mr. President, the Telecommuni-
cations Competition and Deregulation
Act of 1995, S. 652. is & very comprehen-
sive bill covering all areas of the tele-
communications industry. S. 6 t is a
vast improvement over the status quo.

However, it could be made more de-
regulatory, better enhancing competi-
tion in the marketplace. Therefore, I
bope that the final bill passed by the
Senate will incorporate a number of de-
regulatory amendments.

As I mentioned, this is a very com-
prehensive bill, so I will limit my re-
marks at this time, to more general is-
sues of concern and interest. First, and
foremost, it is important that we do
not lose sight of the ultimate goal of
reforming the 1934 act which should be
to establish a national policy frame-
work that will accelerate the private
sector deployment of advanced tele-
communications and information tech-
nologies and services to all Americans
by opening all telecommunications
markets to competition.

In addition, working toward that
goal should spur economic growth, cre-
ate jobs. increase productivity, and
provide better services at a lower cost
to consumers.

Passing legislation that will open
competition in this 3250 billion indus-
try will have broad-reaching effects.

It is Important that we seize this op-
portunity to limit the Government's
role in this vibrant sector of our econ-
omy.

Last year we debated health Care-
that is. impact. It is not often that the
Congress has an opportunity to write
telecommunications legislation. There-
fore, It is important that we pas legie-
lation that Is clear, forward-looking,
and does not perpetuate regulations
that outlive their usefulness or create
monopolies.

It is my position that the best way to
achieve this is to move toward a com-
petitive system by removing barriers
to access in the various sectors of In-
dustry. Let me emphasize this point.
because I think it reflects some of the
differences of opinion on how to get to
competition, competition will exist
when all barriers to market access
have been removed.

To deregulate through regulation re-
minds me a little of the term Widely
referred to in last year's health care
debate, "Managed Competition." I am
very concerned that efforts to control
deregulation through regulation will
put the Government in the position of
determining the winners and losers in
the marketplace.

This is not a role for the Government
to play. As a conservative, and one who
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strongly believes in limited Govern-
ment. I am very concerned about the
powers delegated to the FCC in S. 652.
which could allow unnecessary delays
in fully opening the telecommuni-
cations market.

In short. S. 652. as I read it,
deregulates through regulation. It
gives an inch with new competitive
freedoms--then takes a mile with new
layers of regulatory conditions and
market entry barriers. It is my hope
that we can preserve the pro-competi-
tive aspects of S. 652 and clarify those
sections that unnecessarily restrict
competition.

With that in mind. there are several
amendments that I will be supporting
during debate on this bill, which will
promote deregulation and competition.

First and foremost, we must ensure
that the bill provides for the elimi-
nation of obsolete regulations, once
certain competitive conditions are
met. In order to achieve those competi-
tive conditions, there should be clear,
reasonable and objective requirements
or conditions that will remove access
barriers that currently protect monop-
olies.

Having said that, once those barriers
protecting monopolies are removed, a
competitive marketplace is established
and there should be open competition.
More specifically, if a market is con-
testable, regulators should not inter-
fere with natural competitive forces.

Competition will provide the lowest
price, the best delivery of new services,
and infrastructure investment-not
regulators.

Mr. President. I think it is important
to emphasize that this is not just an in-
dustry bill. This legislation has the po-
tential of creating thousands of new
jobs and enhancing access to a wide
array of communication and' informa-
tion services to all Americans, but es-
pecially folks who live in rural or re-
mote communities.

According to a recent study by the
WEFA group, which is an econometic
forecasting agency, competition In the
telecommunications industry will dra-
matically benefit the American econ-
only.

The WEFA study concluded that de-
laying competition just 3 years will re-
sult in a loss of 1.5 million new U.S.
jobs, and $137 billion in real gross do-
mestic product by the year 2000.

Conversely, the study found that the
immediate and simultaneous opening
of all telecommunications markets
would create 2.1 million new jobs by
the turn of the century. and about 3.4
million over the next 10 years.

The study also shows that during the
next decade, full competition in tele-
communications would increase GDP
by $298 billion: save consumers nearly
S550 billion through lower rates and
fees for services; and increase the aver-
age household's annual disposable in-
come by 8860.

In Idaho alone, thousands of jobs
would be created with simultaneous
and immediate competition. According
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to the WEFA study. Idahoans would
benefit from the creation of 7,400 new
Jobs by the year 2000.

In addition to the issue of job cre-
ation. rural States have a great deal at
risk if we do not pass legislation to de-
regulate telecommunications.

There are many examples in my
home State of Idaho that demonstrate
how current regulations reduce cus-
tomer choice, restrict growth and ac-
cess to new technologies.

In March 1994, U.S. West Commu-
nications was forced to cancel two new
information services in Idaho. Never-
Busy fax and Broadcast fax, due to the
MFJ requirement that equipment pro-
viding the services must be located in
each LATA. Because of population den-
sity. there were not enough customers
to support the cost of maintaining the
necessary equipment in the Boise
LATA.

Technically, one piece of equipment
can serve several States, but the law
requires the extra expense of replicat-
ing equipment in each LATA just to
meet outdated regulations that are not
consistent with market demands.

In addition, Boise was selected by
U.S. West to be one of the first areas In
the company to be wired for broadband
service, giving residential and business
customers access to voice, video, ahd
data over a single line. Due to the long
timeframe associated with the FCC ap-
proval process and limitations of cur-
rent MFJ regulations, the project has
been delayed indefinitely.

In 1988. the Idaho Legislature ap-
proved one of the first modified regula-
tion structures in the country.

All services except local exchange
services with five or fewer lines were
completely deregulated. As a result of
opening the marketplace, over 150 com-
panies now provide long-distance call-
lag within the State.

The total volume of calling has in-
creased by 60 percent and the long-dis-
tance market share of U.S. West has
declined by over 15 percent. The end re-
sult has been a reduction in both the
prices paid by the long-distance car-
riers to gain access to the network and
the price paid by the consumer for
services. This. in spite of the fact that
local exchange services were still per-
ceived to be what some would term as
a "monopoly" service. Opening Idaho's
market has enhanced competition and
improved prices for consumers.

In both an article and an editorial,
the Idaho Statesman outline how busi-
nesses in Idaho were able to save mil-
lions of dollars through increased pro-
ductivity and improved services be-
cause of the infrastructure and services
offered by the local telephone company
as a result of the modified regulation
made possible by legislation I have de-
scribed.

The Statesman recognizes the value
of a competitive communications mar-
ketplace, and has been proactive in its
editorials in encouraging an open tele-
communications industry.

Mr. President. I would like to take a
few moments to discuss some concerns
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on the need for deregulation on the
cable industry. Let me begin by saying
that I opposed the Cable Act of 1992,
and voted against passage of the bill.

Since the enactment of S. 12. I have
received numerous complaints from
fellow Idahoans who felt that the
changes resulting from S. 12 worsened
rather than improved their cable serv-
ice and cost. In addition, a number of
very small independent cable systems
in Idaho have been in jeopardy of clo-
sure because of the astronomical costs
associated with implementing the act.

A rural community hardly benefits.
if it loses access to cable services be-
cause the local small business that pro-
vides the service cannot handle the
burden of Federal regulations. Quite
the opposite is true.

Competition. not regulation, will en-
courage growth and innovation in the
cable industry, as well as other areas of
telecommunications, while giving the
consumers the benefit of competitive
prices.

As I mentioned before, Mr. President
a central goal of S. 652 is to create a
competitive market for telecommun-
cations services. Cable companies are
one of the most likely competitors to
local telephone monopolies. Cable com-
panies will require billions of dollars in
investment to develop their infrastruc-
tures in order to be competitive provid-
er.

The Federal regulation of cable tele-
vision has restricted the cable indus-
try's access to capital, made investors
concerned about future investments in
the cable industry, and reduced the
ability of cable companies to invest in
technology and programming.

Mr. President. rate regulation will
not maintain low rates and quality
services in the cable industry. Com-
petition will.

New entrants in the marketplace
such as direct broadcast satellite [DBS]
and telco-dellvered video programming
will provide competitive pressures to
keep rates down.

In short. Mr. President, deregulation
of the cable industry is essential for a
competitive telecommunications mar-
ket--and it is necessary as an element
of S. 652, and the competitive model en-
visioned in the bill.

It is my preferred position that S. 652
should completely repeal the Cable
Act. However, I am very supportive of
efforts to repeal rate regulation for
premium tiers, and complete relief of
rate regulation for small cable compa-
nies. who have been hit so severely by
the 1992 Cable Act.

Before closing, Mr. President. I would
like to take a moment to share some
interesting letters I have received from
various. groups outside the tele-
communications industry. First and
foremost. I was very interested as a
member of the Senate Veterans affairs
Committee to see the great interest
veterans service organizations have in
seeing a deregulatory bill passed.

In a letter form James J. Kenney, the
national executive director of
AMVETS. he states the following: _
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America's veteras nad their familles have

a real stake in the debate in Congres over
competition In telecommunications.

We know that full cometition-now-
meuas milliors of sew jobs spread through-
out every section of our economy. A recent
study by the WEFA group calculated that 1.4
million new jobe would be produced over the
next ten years if all telecommunications
companies were allowed to compete right
away. These jobs ans desperantely needed for
the estimated 2i0.OW men and women who
are being discharged every year due to
downsizing of the military ....

Veterans want Congress to be on our side
in this fight-to stand up for us-for new Jobe
and lower prices. We don't want to have to
wait for the benefits of new competi-
tion....

On behalf of AMVETS and all of America's
veterans. I urge you to move forward quickly
in ssuring that 8. 652 will be a tele-
communications reform bill that will allow
immediate and simultaneous competition in
the marketplace.

Mr. President, I intend to stand up
for our veterans, and other of our citi-
sens. I think this letter shows just how
Important this bill is to all Americans
and the benefits that we can all enjoy
f om a robust and competitive tele-
communications market.

Another interesting letter on this
legislation, written by former Surgeon
General C. Everett Koop. M.D. and
-Jane Preston. M.D.. and president of
the American Telemedicine Associa-
tion. also urges the Congress to "Pass
telecommunications reform legislation
that opens up fUll competition in both
local and long distance communica-
tions without delay."

Their interest in 5. 612 is the poten-
tial advances it can bring to the medi-
cal field through greater access to
telemedicine.

As a member of the Senate/House ad
hoc Committee on Telemedicine and
Informates. I agree with the interests
outlined in this letteK.

One of the single largest obetacles to the
Deployment of Telemedical services LATA
boundaries. Many of thoese involved in the
field of telemedicine see LATA boundaries as
"toll booths on the Ilformation highway."
The existence of LATA boundaries, (and ac-
comanying high rates for long distance
services) was not a problem in the early
stages of telemedicine research and dem-
onstration project .... However. with the
development of telemedicine projects as on-
going, financially viable operations and with
the steady increase In telemedical inter-
actions, the cost of log distance services
has become a major program. Therefore, we
ask you to eliminate this barrier by liftleg
existing restrictions and allowing all compa-
ies to compete immediately for local and

long distance servlces.

The letter goes on to describe the
many health care uses of the tie-
communications infrastructure such as
the training and education of health
care professionals, consultation, and
diagnostics, in addition to all the ad-
ministrative functions that use the
system. This is especially important to
the future of the delivery of health
care in remote and rural communities.

Mr. President, I don't support the un-
necessary Government regulation of
private industry. Some will argue that

the regulations incorporated in a. 612
are not only necessary, but they are
the only way we can reach a competi-
tive marketplace. I disagree. There will
be a number of amendments offered to
curb the regulations that remaln in
this bill. With these clarifications and
Improvements. I am confident that S.
652 will positively change the tele-
communications landscape for the bet-
terment of American consumers and
the national economy. I hope my col-
leagues will join me in support of those
amendments.
. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who

yields time?
If neither side yields time, time will

be charged equally against both sides.
The Senator from Idaho.
Mr. GRAIG. Mr. President, I suggest

the absence of a quorum. I ask that no
time elapse equally.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered. The clerk
will call the roll.

The assistant legislative clerk pro-
ceeded to call the roll.

Mr. LOPTT. Mr. President. I ask unan-
imous consent that the order for the
quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. LOTT'. Mr. President. may I in-
quire about the time arrangement at
this point?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. At this
point we have a vote on the McCain
amendment set for 2:.0. At this point,
there are remaining 2 minutes 3 sec-
onds on Senator PRESSLER'S time for
discussion on that amendment, and 20
minutes remaining on Senator
McCaln'e amendment.

Mr. LOTT. Let me ask it this way. Is
there time in here that I may use that
is not designated on one side or the
other?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. It would
take unanimous consent to proceed in
that fashion. But the effect would be
potentially delaying the vote if the ad-
vocates and proponents of the amend-
ment were to withhold this time.

Mr. LOTTI. Mr. President, I ask unan-
imous consent that I be allowed to
speak against the amendment for the
next 5 minutes.

Mr. STEVENS. Reserving the right
to object, I shall not object, so long as
it comes off both sides. I understand
that is agreeable to Senator MCCAIM.
We still want the vote at 2:10.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. There
are only 2 minutes left of Senator
MCCAiN's time. If that were to be
equally divided, it would exhaust all
the time he has left plus additional
time.

Mr. STEVENS. Senator PR8SSLER
has 2 minutes.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. I believe
Senator MOCAIN has 2 minutes because
the last speaker spoke, I thought, in
support of the amendment.

Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, as I
understand it. consistent with Senator
MCCAMn's desire, just take the time and
allow the Senator to speak.
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Mr. LOri'. Mr. President 1 Shi, we

all understand that. I wil1 be brief. I
want to be recognized briefly to epea
against this amendment. I think what
we have here is a classic case of the de-
feat of the good in pursuit of the per-
fect. Perhaps this legislation Is not
perfect, but it has been worked out
very laboriously in a bipartisan way. It
may not be totally perfectly deregula-
tory. I am sure it would be wonderful If
we could eliminate the FCC. A lot of us
would like to see no need for the FCC.
But we are going from what has been a
monopolistic system, an antiquated
system, to a new. dynamic., open. more
competitive, and much less regulatory
system. This language, the public In-
terest standard, that is included in the
bill is a very Important part of the
core. It was a part, an important part.
of putting together the agreement on
the entry test. In my opinion, It is sort
of part of the checklist. Once the Bell
companies meet the checklist, there is
this one additional thing, the public in-
terest question. I think it is important
to make sure that we have a fair and
level playing field. This is part of that
effort to make sure that we have done
it right.

Our purpoe here is to have more
competition and less regulation. But I
do not believe it is going to be con-
structive at this point if we take that
public interest language out of there.

So I urge my colleagues, if we are
going to keep this compromise agree-
ment together, we need to leave this
language in there.

I urge the defeat of the McCain
amendment.

I yield the floor.
Mr. MCCAIN addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Arizona.
Mr. McCAlN. How much time re-

maine?-
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Eighteen

minutes forty seconds.
Mr. McCAIN. Mr. President, I yield

myself such time as I may consume.
I really am .struck by the comments

of the Senator from Mississippi be-
cause It is exactly what is in this edi-
torial of the Wall Street Journal. It Is
not a good idea to have the public in-
terest provision in the bill, but let us
do it because we have a compromise
here. Let us make a bad deal, but it is
a deal. I cannot tell my colleague from
Mississippi how deeply I am dis-
appointed in his position on this issue.

I had many conversations with him
when we were talking about a checklist
and how a checklist would satisfy the
concerns of those who were in opposi-
tion to this legislation. Now. obvi-
ously. that was not enough. But we are
going to make a deal. et us change
the debate around here. Instead of de-
bating a piece of legislation, let us
make a deal. The fact is the public in-
terest aspect being added onto a check-
list negates the entire checklist. What
in the world is the need to have a
checklist to say we comply with the
checklist and then send it over to the
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FCC to decide what the amorphous po-
sition of the public interest is? The
reason we will not do away with the
checklist is we went down this road of
concession after concession. We de-
cided first that we will not have a
checklist, then whether we needed a
checklist. Then that was not sufficient
to get enough support, so we added the
public interest clause. So we end up
with a meaningless checklist.

What in the world is the sense of hav-
ing a checklist then after the checklist
has been complied with? OK, it has
been complied with. but it is up to you.
FCC. What relevance does a checklist
have?

Mr. President, I continue to be dis-
appointed at what the Wall Street
Journal describes as the "problem here
is a familiar one." Companies lean too
heavily on their insider Washington
representatives whose skill is chiseling
arcane special provisions out of an ar-
cane process. These people are part of
the reason the public is cynical about
Washington. The CEO's know what Is
right, but they are given to believe it is
never attainable considering universal
service.

Mr. President, I am aware that this
amendment will probably not be
passed. But this is a clear example of
what is wrong with the way we do busi-
ness here in Washington. In the face of
principle, we now comprornise, and in-
stead of doing so, let us have a bad
deal, but it is better than no deal at
all. I do not agree with that. I believe
that we do a great disservice to the
people whom we represent in the name
of deregulation to add 80. according to
the Wall Street Journal. 80 new regu-
latory functions, all designed, of
course, to ensure competition and fair-
ness.

Part I of those 80 new regulatory
functions-part of the $81 million that
the FCC is going to need to enforce this
deregulation, and, of course, in the
words of the Commissioner of the Fed-
eral Communications Commission.
they will need accountants, statisti-
cians and business school graduates. So
let us call this what it is--a plus to
some special interests and perhaps
some improvement in the status quo
but certainly not deregulatory legisla-
tion.

I reserve the remainder of my time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who

yields time?
Mr. STEVENS. I yield such time as is

remaining to the Senator from Ne-
braska.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Nebraska.

Mr. KERREY. Mr. President, I thank
the Senator from Alaska.

I rise in opposition to the amend-
ment. The most difficult thing to have
happen in the law that we are delib-
erating here is the competition at the
local level. That is the most perplexing
and most difficult part of all. By com-
petition, I do not mean competition for
phone service. I do not mean competi-
tion for cable service. I do not mean
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competition for information businesses
that want to preserve this kind of line
of business distinction. I mean com-
petition to package information serv-
ices, not coming from the big guys that
we talk to all the time in this town.
but from that new entrepreneur that
hires their lawyers at $50 an hour. not
by the dump truck load, who need to
make certain they will have an oppor-
tunity to compete.

This checklist, such as it is, I do not
know if the checklist is going to work.
There are 14 things on the checklist.
Take a look at it. You tell me. One of
the problems that I have in this whole
mechanism is that it says the FCC is
supposed to determine whether or not
we have competition. How do I deter-
mine? Well, I have a checklist.

Then I have one final test that, by
the way. has been litigated many,
many times over the course of time.
The Supreme Court has spoken many
times on this issue. They understand
the intent with a lot more clarity than
meets the eye in this area. This is an
effort to make certain that in fact we
do get competition at the local level. I
assure my colleagues, if we do not get
competition at the local level, our con-
sumers, our citizens, households are
not going to be happy because their
rates will not come down for overall in-
formation services. Their quality will
not go up. Only in the competitive en-
vironment will that happen. Only if the
provider of services knows that the
customer can walk and go someplace
else is there going to be a competitive
environment, and only if the law en-
courages and allows new entrepreneurs
and startup companies, as I believe the
language in this bill allows, and that
the amendment will strike.

Mr. President, I yield the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who

yields time?
Mr. McCAIN. Mr. President, I yield

my remaining time to the Senator
from Oregon.

Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, I
thank my good friend from Arizona. I
apologize for being late. The Finance
Committee met from 9:30 until about
quarter of 1. I have just gotten here
now.

I realize the time constraints we are
under, and I am not going to make a
lot of long opening comments. This
amendment is a simple amendment. No
matter how anybody cuts it and at-
tempts to parcel the bill, there are two
competitive tests in this. I am going to
refer to them as section A and section
B, and they are genuinely competitive.
objective tests. But then there is a con-
junction at the end of the second sec-
tion. We get into this public interest.
It reads, "And if the Commission deter-
mines that requested authorization is
consistent with the public interest,
convenience and necessity," and what
not.

What that means is that if any appli-
cant meets the first two, which are ob-
jective and measurable, they still have
to get over the hurdle of the third test,
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which is the public interest test. That
is amorphous. That is anything the
Federal Communication wants it to be.
It is an unneeded test. It is going to be
a test that is going to tie up every ap-
plicant not for weeks, not for months.
but for Years as we go through not
some kind of an objective what is the
public interest but on every single ap-
plication to extend service to consum-
ers, every single application to get
more competition into the communica-
tions field, every one of those is going
to have to pas a subjective public in-
terest test, because I can assure the
Presiding Officer and I can assure this
Chamber that anybody who opposes
one of your competitors getting into
your business is going to say it is not
in the public interest and you are going
to have to prove that it is in the public
interest.

And here is where I wish to complain
about established bureaucracy gen-
erally, and I do not mean it critically.
but I do mean it in the sense that there
is a great tendency of any regulatory
body to like what Is. And there is a tri-
angle between applicants and regu-
lators and employees who used to be
with the regulators, who now represent
the applicants and who will also be rep-
resenting the opponents of the appli-
cants. And there will be a cozy tend-
ency not to want to expand.

I am Just going to give 3 minutes of
history here on deregulation efforts I
have seen since I have been on the
Commerce Committee. I have been on
it now since 1977. and I have been
through every single deregulatory
phase that we have had. Airlines in
1978-no one in the airline industry ex-
cept United Airlines, to their credit, fa-
vored deregulating the airlines, nor did
any of the unions that worked for the
airlines want deregulation. In 1980.
truck deregulation was opposed by the
American Trucking Association and
the Teamsters Union and not very en-
thusiastically looked at by the Inter-
state Commerce Commission, which
then regulated trucking. We deregu-
lated trucking by and large in 1980, and
the Interstate Commerce Commission
has shrunk from about, as I recall, 2,20D
employees in 1981 down to around 500 or
600 now. My hunch is that the life of
the Interstate Commerce Commission
is not long in being. But because we de-
regulated, they shrunk down.

Now, what is the one thing that we
left unregulated-I should not say we--
that was left unregulated. When AT&T
agreed with the antitrust division for
the modified final judgment in 1982, the
one thing that is not part of that judg-
ment was cellular phones. Why?. Be-
cause nobody cared. In 1982, you had
100.000 cellular phone customers. Do
you know what the historical analogy
is?

It is England and France after World
War I, when they decided to divide up
the Turkish territories, Turkey being
an ally with Germany in World War I,
and they lost. Turkey had control of
the entire Middle East. England and
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France divided It up. England took Is-
real. Jordan. and Iraq: France took
what became Lebanon and Syria. No-
body wanted Saudi Arabla-n-othing
but a desert. So it was left to drift on
Its own. No one knew there was any oil.
I am sure Britain and France would
have Carved It up also if they thought
they wanted it.

Nobody cared about cellular phones
In 192, so with 100,00 then, 25 million
now. and 28.000 new customers a day,
we will be at about 12D million cellular
phone users by the year 2D00. There ar
only 150 million telephone subecribers
now. The reason this service is grow-
ing-and is it competitive? Read the
advertisements. Hear the television.
Listen to the radio. Competitive? Are
the prices coming down? Is it big com-
petitor after big competitor about
some interesting small-niche competi-
tors that understand this business, and
because they ane small and often per-
sonally held. they can beat AT&T or
MCI or Bell Atlantic? That never would
have happened had they been Included
in the modified final judgment.

I can see exactly what to to happen if
we do not get rid of this public interest
part of this bill. In is ioing to come a
smart Young engineer who worked for
AT&T until he or she was 38 and de-
cided to leave and form a little niche'
company of their own, and they are
going to want to get into Bell Atlan-
tic's territory. We think this is Bell
versus AT&T. They are going to want
to get into that territory, Ad they are
going to make an application. And
they are going to be kept out, or Bell
Atlantic is going to be kept out if they
want to get into AT&'sr territory be-
cause they do not meet the public in-
terest test.

Mr. President. of all of the areas of
business In this country that no longer
need regulation, communications is it.
The argument is made that we are op-
erating under an act that was passed in
134. That is true. If we pans this act
today, this takes us up to about 1864,
1874 at moat.

Mr. President. we are not 5 to 10
years from the day that wired systems
are going to be irrelevant. We are going
to go back to broadband broadcasting
where your computers are going to be
hooked up by radio waves or the equiv-
alent rather than wires, and we are
going to have more spectrum than we
know what to do with. And we are
going to be hobbled because this bill
will not give the freedom to competi-
tors that is necessary, and the public
interest test will do more to stop that
freedom of competition than any other
single thing.

I hope very much the Senate will
adopt this amendment. This amend-
ment by itself will do more to make
sure that we have the equivalent of the
kind of competition we have seen in
cellular in the last 10 years than any
other single thing this Senate will con-
sider.

I thank the Chair.
Mr. MCCAIN addressed the Chair.
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GRAes). The Senator from Arizona.
Mr. MCCAIN. I ask unanimous con-

sent that Senator THOMAS be added as
a cosponsor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I
move to table.

Mr. HOL.LINGS. I move to table.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the

Senator from Arizona yield back his
time?

The Senator yields back his time.
Mr. PRESSLER. I ask for the yeas

and nays.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a

sufficient second?
There is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

question now is on agreeing to the mo-
tion to table the amendment. The yeas
and nays have been ordered. The clerk
will call the roll.

Mr. LOT'. I announce that the Sen-
ator from Mississippi (Mr. COCHRAN] is
necessarily absent.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are there
any other Senators in the Chamber
who desire to vote?

The result was announced-yeas 68,
nays 31. as follows:
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NOT VOTING-i

So the motion to table the amend-
ment (No. 1261) was agreed to.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I
move to reconsider the vote.

Mr. HOLLINGS. I move to lay that
motion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

PaVU-GlB Or T5 FLOR
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I ask

unanimous consent that Roeanne

IT S 1
Beckerle be permttM pivllqaof the
floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that Ertca Gum, an
intern in my office, be permitted paivi-
lege of the floor during the remaining
debate of this iuo.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

AMENDMENT NO. IZU
Mr. McCAIN. Mr. President, I send an

amendment to the desk and ask for its
immediate consideration.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, the pending amendment is
set aside.

The clerk will report.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Arizona [Mr. MCCAIl

proposes an emendment numbered 1.
The amendment is as follows:
Stlks Section 310 of the Act and renumber"

the subsequent Sections "sapWopriate.
Mr. MoCAIN. Mr. President, this

amendment would strike the provisions
In the bill that force private companies
to give preferential rates to certain
other entities.

Specifically, the bill mandates that
any health care facility, library, or
school receive telephone service at
cost. In other words, the telephone
company must offer such service at re-
duced rates

We all support helping education.
furthering the ability of all individuald
to have access to libraries, and helping
people get medical help.

Mr. President. I am very concerned
that the provisions of this bill go too
far. Rural health providers will be pro-
vided with these low, preferential
rates. I question whether such action
will help low Income rural Americans
receive health care or will It help
wealthy doctors become even wealthier
when their telephone bills are reduced.

I question whether such an across-
the-board mandate for schools to re-
ceive preferential rates is really nec-
essary for wealthy suburban schools?

And for all of these provisions. I
must question does anyone truly know
the cost involved here?

For the following reasons, the public
users section of' this bill should be
struck.

First, these provisions amount to an
unfunded mandate. Earlier this year we
passed legislation to discourage us
from passing unfunded mandates on to
companies. Make no mistake, this is an
unfunded mandate.

Second. many States are already giv-
ing some entities preferential rates.
There is no reason we should federalize
a legitimate function of the States.

Third, if we are to pess such a provi-
sion, at a minimum, it must be means
tested. There is no reason to give pref-
erential rates to individuals who do not
need them.

Fourth, we do not have an accurate
assessment of how much this entitle-
ment will cost.
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Last these provisions contain huge

loopholes that many will exploit. Will
abortion clinics apply for preferential
rates as medical facilities? Will law
firms with legal libraries seek pref-
erential rates? These terms are not
precisely defined in the bill and are
open to exploitation.

Mr. President, as an example of what
would be provided, it says In the bill on
page 134, paragraph 3:

Health Care Provider. The term health
care provider" means poet-secondary edu-
cational institutions. teaching hospitals. and
medical schools.

After reading through the bill lan-
guage and also after consultation with
staff. I am told that the term "elemen-
tary school" means a nonprofit institu-
tional day or residential school that
provides elementary education as de-
termined under State law.

Does that mean a nonprofit private
school falls under this? Does it mean.
as I said before, that clinics that per-
form abortions are a medical facility?
Does it, under the term "secondary
school," mean a nonprofit institutional
day or residential school that provides
secondary education, as determined
under State law, except that such term
does not include any education beyond
grade 12?

Does this mean private schools? I
know that some private schools such as
private parochial schools are not very
wealthy. I also know that we all know
there are certain private schools that
are extremely well off.

Mr. President, I just think this Is a
wrong Idea. It passed by a vote of 10 to
8 In the committee without a large
amount of debate.

I hope we can strike this from the
bill. I have no idea how much this
would cost. I believe that we have spo-
ken very loudly and clearly that un-
funded mandates are something that
we are rejecting. I urge the adoption of
this amendment.

Mr. President. I ask for the yeas and
nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
suffilcient second?

There is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. BRYAN. Mr. President. I ask

unanimous consent that we might re-
turn to morning business for 3 minutes.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. BRYAN. Mr. President, I thank
the Chair and the distinguished man-
agers of the bill.

TRIBUTE TO CAPTAIN O'GRADY
Mr. BRYAN. Mr. President, the na-

tion sighed with relief this morning as
we heard reports that Air Force Capt.
Scott F. O'Grady. the United States
pilot downed by a Serbian surface-to-
air missile, had been found in good
health, and was resting comfortably on
a United States aircraft carrier.

Yesterday. in the Senate Armed
Services Committee, Secretary of De-
fense Perry and Chairman of the Joint
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Chiefs of Staff. General Shalikashvili.
gave a presentation on United States
policy, towards Bosnia. As was clear
from this hearing, there is little agree-
ment on what United Staten policy
should be towards this war-tom region.
and many deeply troubling questions
continue to surface regarding the depth
of United States involvement In
Bosnia, and the need for a strong and
coherent United States and NATO pol-
icy.

But today. I would like to focus on a
good news story, and extend com-
mendations to Captain O'Grady and
the American military personnel who
were involved In his remarkable recov-
ery.

Although details of the rescue effort
are still being released, it is clear that
many American military personnel put
themselves at great risk In the all-out
attempt to locate Captain O'Grady and
safely bring him out of Bosnia.

The ability of Captain O'Grady to
evade capture by the Bosnian Serbs for
nearly 6 days in heavily wooded areas
is a great tribute not only to the cour-
age and survival skills of Captain
O'Grady, but also to the outstanding
training he has received as a U.S. Air
Force pilot.

Equally outstanding was the courage
and competence of the marines who
went into Bosnia under extremely dan-
gerous conditions. Early reports indi-
cate two CH-3 Sea Stallion helicopters
under attack by both Serbian surface-
to-air missiles and small arms fire
were able to land within 50 meters of
where Captain O'Grady was concealed.
The commander of these marines. Col.
Martin Berndt, reached out, grabbed
the young pilot, and took off in a mat-
ter of seconds.

Finally. many American pilots risked
their lives during the past 6 days, fly-
ing through a highly sophisticated
Serb integrated air defense system in
an attempt to pinpoint the location of
Captain O'Grady. Many of these flights
were extremely hazardous routes In
and out of thunderstorms. During the
actual rescue mission, additional
American pilots covered the Marine
helicopters with fighter and electronic
monitoring aircraft.

Mr. President, the training, com-
petence and experience that led to the
spectacular success of this rescue mis-
s1on gives credit to the outstanding job
done by Secretary of Defense Perry and
General Shalikashvill, as well as Adm.
Leighton Smith. the NATO commander
for Southern Europe. But our highest
tribute should go to the courageous
young men who were on the ground in
Bosnia or flying low overhead. They
have demonstrated the best of our U.S.
Armed Forces, and the quality of the
young men and women we have defend-
Ing our national security. And a special
tribute must go to the remarkable
young man, Captain O'Grady, whose
actions and courage serve as an exam-
pie for us all.

Mr, President, I yield the floor.
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Mrs. MURRAY. Mr. President. I want
to join the President, my House and
Senate colleagues, and the American
People in expressing my deep relief at
the safe return of Air Force Capt. Scott
O'Grady. who was shot down over
Bosnia 6 days ago while on a NATO
mission.

It is a tribute to Captain O'Grady and
the Air Force that trained him that he
was able to survive for so long under
such difficult circumstances. And cer-
tainly we must all loudly applaud the
brave marines who put their own lives
on thy line and rescued him under the
most treacherous circumstances,
braving both missile and small-arms
fire during their 5-hour rescue mission,
to pull one of their own to safety.

Captain O'Grady's family has no
doubt had a week of anguish and hope,
and I celebrate with them this wonder-
ful news and the remarkable strength
and courage of Captain O'Grady and
the marines who come to his rescue.

Scott O'Grady, who Is from Spokane,
WA, is an inspiration to citizens across
my State and this nation, and I am
proud to join the many many voices
today that are celebrating his safe re-
turn.

THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS COM-
PETITION AND DEREGULATION
ACT
The Senate continued with the con-

sideration of the bill.
aN0oXFO'r NO. 120

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
further debate on amendment No. 126?

The Senator from South Carolina
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President. as we

know, the distinguished Senator from
West Virginia, Senator ROCKEFELLER.
on the Commerce Committee. has been
the lead Senator on our side, and the
distinguished Senator from Maine,
Senator SNOWE. on the majority side of
the Commerce Committee with respect
to the public entities. They did not re-
alize this amendment was coming up
and they are on their way to the floor.

My friend from Arizona got some
quick figures and questioned the fig-
ures I had given relative to the air
fares. So let me once again state that
the USAIr fare from National to
Charleston round trip is S628. United
from Dulles round trip to Charleston is
$28. There is a Continental flight at
$808 round trip from National.

With respect to USAir going down to
Miami, we talked about flying 500
miles further and of course the 500
miles coming back, 1,000-mile dif-
ference. There is a USAIr 108 round
trip to National. and if you walk up to
the counter, there is a special of $478
for the 10 seats available that the clerk
at the counter can give at that reduced
rate.
Perhaps that is what was the case

with respect to the quoted figure of
going from Dulles to Charleston. D.C.
to Charleston. the $249 fare round
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trip-that was the 32-day advance, non-
refundable fare under USAir.

In my investigation, though, it did
prove salutary that I round out the
Government fare to fly out from Wash-
Ington to Charleston is S192. but the
Government fare all the way out to
Phoenix is S1M. So we found out. in the
airline industry, who the chairman is
of the subcommittee on air travel.

I am going to get my office to call
and see if I cannot persuade the Sen-
ator from Arizona to get me a little bit
better consideration on this Govern-
ment rate. They go 1.000 miles further.
I say to the senior Senator. the Presi-
dent pro tempore of the Senate. 1.00.
miles further and they get it $47 cheap-
er than you and me.

The PRESIDING OFFIC.t The Sen-
ator from Arizona.

Mr. McCAIN. Mr. President. I thank
the Senator from South Carolina for
his additional information. The fact is.
there are still one-way tickets avail-
able for 14M. And the fact is. the num-
bar of departures from Washington.
D.C.. to South Carolina since deregula-
tion has gone up 16 percent. The num-
ber of available seats since deregula-
tion from Washington. D.C.. to South
Carolina has gone up 50 percent since
deregulation. The President's Council
of Economic Advisers has said that
consumers have saved 8100 billion since
the airline industry deregulated.

I would also point out to the Senator
from South Carolina, who is so enam-
ored of the trip from Washington. D.C.,
to Phoenix. if I choose to leave from
National Airport there is no direct
flight. It haa to stop someplace in be-
tween because of the arbitrary barrier
to the markets imposed by the so-
called perimeter rule, which was Im-
posed by the former Speaker of the
other body. Mr. Wrigbt, which happens
to reach the western edge of the
tarmac at Dallas-Fort Worth Airport.

So, as one who commutes back and
forth every weekend and has done so,
now-this is the 13th Year--I can assure
the Senator from South Carolina I am
in favor of far more deregulation. What
the Senator from South Carolina calls
distance market is what is called the
free market. It is called supply and de-
mand. When there are enough people
who utilize a service the price of that
service goes down.

It is a strange thing we find out when
the free market works. If enough peo-
ple want to use a certain service. and
the cost of that service is divided up
amongst more people, then the cost
goes down. I am sure the Senator from
South Carolina can appreciate that
phenomenon. It has happened in the
airline industry and the trucking in-
dustry and every other industry that
we have deregulated. I am very sorry
we are not going to see that in the tele-
communications industry, because we
have basically a bill that is more
reregulatory than deregulatory.

But as I said earlier. I look forward
to the opportunity of extended debate
on the issue of airline deregulation

with my friend from South Carolina.
who obviously feels very strongly on
the Issue and has a lot of knowledge
and experience. But I would remind
him, the issue before us today Is tele-
communications deregulation. al-
though I always enjoy a spirited ex-
change with my dear friend from South
Carolina.

I thank him and yield the floor.
The PRtESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from South Carolina.
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President.

quickly because the Senator fMrom West
Virginia is here. the number of flights
has gone up in the context of the popu-
lation and travel. It certainly has not
gone up in the context of service and
price.

With respect -to the service, now.
those direct flights that I had are gone.
I know it. I know it severely. I spend
more time In Charlotte. NC, than I do
In my hometown of Charleston.

I told Harvey Gantt, when he was
mayor, I was going to run against him
and run for mayor of Charlotte because
I am beginning to know more people in
Charlotte than I do In Charleston. With
respect to price, obviously some time
back. it was a round trip. 864. That is
what I used to pay. It is now up to S628.
Inflation could quadruple the price but
not go all the way up to S.

The price has gone up and I am subsi-
dizing those long hauls. Eighty-flive
percent of the medium- and small-size
towns in West Virginia and in South
Carolina are subsidizing the long hauls
out to the west coast and Phoenix. Los
Angeles and the rest. because the air-
lines make money on those things. Be-
cause that is where, under the economy
of distance and the airline fuel costs
and the crew and everything else, non-
stop, they can make the money. And
we have to subsidize it.

The service has gone down, and the
airlines are broke, and the Europeans
are taking them over and we are
thanking them for taking them over.

I yield the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER, The Sen-

ator from West Virginia.
Mr. ROCKEFF.LLER. Mr. President.

there are times when I wish I had never
offered an amendment in the Corn-
merce Committee having to do with pe-
rimeters for flights, 1,250 miles, be-
cause the doing of that and the win-
nIng of that in the Commerce Commit-
tee has. I think, fundamentally an-
gered my very good friend, the distin-
guished Senator from Arizona. I think
it has caused a whole series of things
to happen as a result. The hearing with
respect to United Airlines. a hearing
with respect to-well, no other hear-
Ings, but then I think this amendment.
I think he was very deeply disturbed by
that.

I just want to say one thing. As I
walked in the door over there I heard
him mention that $100 billion had been
saved in terms of cost of deregulation
of airlines. I want to inform the Sen-
ator from Arizona that--aur, a lot of
that must have been saved in West Vir-
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rnia. Became yn do net et to West
Virginia now by jet airplane. Yes, there
are one or two. Corporations have
theirs. But when I go it is by propeller.
I remember when we had American and
Eastern and United, and they came in
regularly Into our airport. That wa
years and years ago.

Within two or three months of de-
regulation it was gone. I am talking
about this amendment when I am talk-
ing about airlines: that is what hap-
pens when the free market is allowed
to entirely set what the rules of the
game will be.

West Virginia has suffered substan-
tially. West Virginia has suffered M.
foundy because of deregulation of air-
lines which is glorified by the Senator
from Arizona and which is very deeply
hurtful to the livelihoods of the people
of the State of West Virginia who have
to move to other States, often, because
there is not enough work because busi-
nesses have to be able to count on reli-
able air service and they do not want It
to be some small propeller plane where
your chin is restInff on your knees-as
is the case in the seated position of the
Junior Senator from Wet Virginia.

It is incredibly important, not Just to
West Virginia but to every single State
that has any Pert of it which is rural,
that the amendment of the Senator
from Arizona be defeated and be de-
featod soundly. We are dealing with
some very, very fundamental principles
ha.

For example, as we bulld on this in-
formation superhighway we must in-
clde an on-ramp for studenta and
adults to ensure that every American
has the opportunity to plug in and be
part of this technology.

The bill before us, ably shepherded
through by Senator HOLINOS and Sen-
ator PPt388L, includes this amend-
ment. I think this amendment--I said
this a couple of times in the last few
days--I think it is so important that
this language stay that schools, ele-
mentary schools, secondary schools, no
matter where they are, be included as
part of the Information process, that
they be wired up, that public libraries
be Included as part of this process.
which in many cases in rural areas and
other areas they may not be and will
not be. because, like airline deregula-
tion, you go where the population is.

And. terribly Important particularly
for rural areas, that the telemedicine
be available through rural health cen-
ters and through rural hospitals. And
they will not be if the amendment of
the Senator from Arizona prevails.
They will not be because the market
will not allocate the resources to make
that available. I am an certain of that
a I am of having to take a propeller
airplane whenever I go to West Vir-
ginia. In fact, the only time that I do
not take a propeller airplane when I go
to West Virginia is if I go to Pittsburgh
first. And the principle is exactly the
same. The market will seek out where
It Is profitable to io an they are de-
regulated, a we will do and we will do
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with my full support In this bill. but
where It is not profitable for them to
go they will not go.

I want every Senator from every one
of the 50 States--I do not care If it is
New York State. which is thought of as
being urban but has an enormous rural
section, that people who live in Bing-
hamton. NY. or Oneida or other places
outeide of that, they are not gping to
get service. Their elementary and sec-
ondary schools, their rural hospitals.
their rural health clinics are not going
to get service. They are not going to be
wired up. They are not going to be part
of this Information highway. It is not
going to happen because the market
will make other choices.

As a result of that, I have said what
I think Is probably a hyperbole in lis-
tening to myself say it. but I find be-
lieving myself saying it so compelling
that I need to say it on the floor of the
Senate, that If this language is allowed
to stay in the bill and. thus, if the
amendment of the Senator from Ari-
sona Is defeated, this Senator as an in-
dividual junior Senator from West Vir-
ginia will probably have done more in
one series of paragraphs of sentences In
a bill to help his State than anything
he has done In his public career.

I feel so strongly about that amend-
ment. The amendment to strike this
language is so wrong. It Is so wrong for
rural America. It is so wrong for places
that cannot defend themselves. It is so
wrong for choices that will be made by
the marketplace to avoid elementary
schools, secondary schools, libraries,
rural health clinics, and rural hos-
pitals. If you are not there with the
technology. you might as well not be
there.

If you are a kid, if we want to create
in this country a first-tier and a sec-
ond-tier society-and I am not talking
about rich and poor in financial terms.
I am talking about even more impor-
tant terms: that is, having a future. If
you want to have a two-class society in
this country, those who know and
those who do not. then you vote with
the Senator from Arizona because that
Is what you will have. You will have
people that go on-line, with America-
On-Line, that can search and have
their home pager and do all kinds of
things. and they will make 15 percent
more in salaries than people that do
not have those abilities; probably 30
percent more.

I remind you that in the computer
business, the .productivity, the tech-
nology. has been doubling for the last
30 years every 18 months.

So what are these rural schools, what
are these rural hospitals to do when
they are not wired up? I cannot imag-
ine anything that affects the future of
this Senator's State. of the State of
the Senator from North Dakota or the
Senator from Nebraska in a more fun-
damental way In terms of its young
people finding a chance to take their
place in America as citizens with possi-
bilities and pride and confidence than
how this amendment is disposed of.

NGRSSIONAL RECORD-SENA
Senator PRESSLER and Senator HIo-

LINe0 have worked together and have
kept this as a part of the bill. They de-
serve praise for that.

I want to share one story. Then I will
sit down and yield to the others. I will
have more to say about my home State
of West Virginia and this amendment.
which I feel Is Just--I feel so strongly
that it has to be defeated for the sake
not Just of my State. but of every
State. the rural and the out-of-the-way
parts of every State. Let me share one
story about West Virginia. It has to do
with the West Virginia Library Com-
mission. which is a very aggressive
group. They have very aggressively
worked for years to develop the net-
work, and they recently won a Federal
grant to provide computers for over 150
libraries in our State.

Our State commission is currently
investing in that equipment and train-
ing for every library to be linked to the
Internet. But each library must pay for
Its own telecommunication link. and
they cannot. My wife Sharon and I
have our farm In Pocahontas County.
That is one of those little public librar-
les--when I was a Governor I was
there--a little octagonal building that
uses solar ray because they cannot af-
ford the fuel. And it is interesting to
use solar panels in that part of the
State because the sun does not shine
that often. It rains 46 inches every of
year. There is no way they can possibly
match.

So that is taking the students of Po-
cahontas County, WV, and condemning
them to second-class citizenship in
terms of going into a library or the
adults who want to improve themselves
through library services. They are
struggling financially. They cannot
match. They cannot pay what they
would be required to pay.

We have something In this law called
-public interest." If there is ever a
case of public interest, It is that people
who axe born in poor circumstances, in
rich circumstances, in rural areas, in
urban areas, or somewhere in between
on either of those fronts have an equal
chance in terms of the education sys-
tem and the computer system and the
health system of this country.

No, we did not pass health care last
year. Maybe we bit off too much. But
here is something we can bite off which
will really help. It Is called
telemedicine. It will only affect those
parts of the State which are rural, and
they will never get it unless the
amendment of the Senator from Ari-
zona is defeated and defeated soundly.

Our part of the bill on this is not in-
tended to give something away for
nothing. It merely assures financially
strapped public institutions like librar-
ie and schools will get affordable rates
for access.

There are many others who want to
speak. I will speak more on this sub-
ject. But I say again that the defeat of
this amendment. I think, Is central to
the bill. I think it is central to the fu-
ture of the young people and adults of
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my State. I have rarely felt so strongly
about anything In my public life.

I yield the floor.
Mr. ASHCROFT addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Missouri.
Mr. ASHCROFT. Mr. President, I rise

in support of the amendment.
Some provisions of the legislation I

believe are not necessary would pro-
mote bureaucratic intervention and
intermeddling in the system. I believe
the provisions of the legislation which
will provide for subsidies and will pro-
vide for special privileges for certain
entitles Is unnecessary.

I believe that the suggestion that
this is similar to the airline industry is
misleading and counterproductive. The
truth of the matter is that technology
is going to change dramatically the
impact of distances as it relates to the
transmission of data and information.
If you are bouncing information off the
satellite, it does not matter whether
you are in a rural area or in an urban
area. It does not matter whether you
are In a remote area or an approximate
area. They are all equally accessible In
that respect.

So to speak about the airline Indus-
try and the amount of traffic that is
generated to one area, and that that
traffic somehow does not justify a
lower cost to that area like it does an-
other area ignores the fact that the
transmission of data. especially the
wireless transmission of data, simply
really does not have costs related to
the location of the receiver of the data.

The data can be transmitted or re-
ceived via satellite regardless of the lo-
cation. So I do not think it is particu-
larly instructive to try to get bogged
down in the debate over airline deregu-
lation here. We are talking about a dif-
ferent technology. And arguments
which are locked into the technology
of the past are based on ideas like the
airline technology and what it takes to
transmit a passenger instead of trans-
mitting data. those are misleading ar-
guments.

The provision which is. I think, noble
in its objective to try to help us have
educational institutions with good ac-
cess and health institutions with good
access would require a costly account-
ing procedure and intermeddling by
governmental entitles to try to deter-
mine what would be "reasonable rates"
or what would be "incremental costs."

If we say that elementary schools,
secondary schools, libraries-and, inci-
dentally, that is not public libraries in
the legislation. The word "libraries" is
used without reference to whether It is
public or private--if we say that they
are entitled to special rates for the
transmission of data or communica-
tions which they would choose to
transmit or provide, it seems to me
that we have set up a provision which
requires governmental rate setting.
governmental cost accounting, and
massive and significant intervention of
the Government In this process. And if
those rates are established by the Gov-
ernment at less than the full cost of
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the proceeding, that means everyone
else who uses the system Is going to be
subsidizing the overall cost of these in-
stitutions and these entities.

Much has been made of the rural set-
ting and the fact that it mlght be a lot
more expensive according to some that
in order to have provision of tele-
ommunications to rural settings-
Mr. PRESSLER. If my friend will

yield for a unanimous-consent request.
it will take 30 seconds.

Mr. ASHCROFr. I will be happy to
yield.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. there
ha been agreement on both sides for a
vote on the McCain amendment at 3:30
today and that the time between now
and then be equally divided-I do not
intend to use mine; I will give it to
anyone who wants it-in the usual
form with no amendments in order to
the amendment.

Mr. KEItE.tY. Reserving the right to
object.

Ms. SNOWE. Reserving the right to
object.

The PRES1DING OFFICER. There
was no unanimous-consent request
made at this point. There was an expla-
nation.

Mr. PRESSLER. I ask unanimous
consent that the vote occur on the
MoCain amendment at 3:30 today.

Mr. ROCKEFELLER. Reserving the
right to object.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection?

Mr. KERREY. I object.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Objec-

tion to heard.
Mr. ASHCROFT addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Missouri.
Mr. ASHCROFT. I thank the Chair.
In order for some groups to have a

specially reduced rate of services.
other groups will have to pay and sub-
sidise that rate for e'rvice. Now.
whether those services are laudable or
important or necessary or would not
otherwise be available is debatable.
There seems to be the thought that a
lot of rural hospitals exist now without
telecommunications access. I have
been to many rural hospitals during
the last year. I actually worked in sev-
erl rural hospitals. They all have a
number of the kinds of transmission
devices that were very importat to
transmitting and receiving the kinds of
things that would be involved in tele-
communications. All of them had cable
television, coaxial access, and the like.

The point I would make here is that
on page 132 of the bill. at lines 19
through 22. it provides that the rates
would be affordable and not higher
than incremental costs.

This places the Government in a po-
sition of having to try to ascertain
what affordable rates are, having argu-
menta about what incremental costs
are, and injects the Government back
in the process of regulation at the
micro level. I think It is counter-
productive. I pointed out that it not
only applies to schools, elementary and
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secondary. but it applies to libraries.
and It do" not mean that it Is only
public libraries. The statute just says
"libraries."

I wonder If you might literally have
a library that became an electronic li-
brary. It could be commercial in nature
but it could provide information on the
telecommunications highways but de-
mand the right to do so at subsidized
rates merely because It is mentioned in
this section.

It occurs to me that the promise of
telecommunications deregulation
means that access to new service, both
digital and wireless, is going to be
available to individuals around the
country and institutions around the
country. It also occurs to me that as
that access is available and becomes
cheaper as a result of the proliferation
of services-end it I estimated that
our costs in telecommunications will
go down very substantially--a bureauo-
racy to start setting rates and to regu-
late the rates and to provide special
subsidies for one part of our society as
opposed to another is not only unneces-
sary but is counterproductive.
So I stand-in support of the fact that

the marketplace will do a good job of
providing service. And I just elevate for
your. consideration something of what
has happened in terms of cliular
phones. Some have indicated that be-
cause there are rural areas there would
not be cellular phones. My State,
which has substantial rural area, Is
covered with cellular phones. Virtually
every part of the State is accessible to
them. And I was charmed the other
day. when meeting with some cellular
phone operators, to find that one of the
rural cellular operators izludes in the
package that is offered free long-dli-
tance phones so that if you pay for
time on your cellular telephone, you
can call anywhere you want to in the
United States of America at the same
rate you can call the next phone.

This Ia sort of the prejudice that
they are alleging, I suppose, Is going
to ruin us If we do not have this
micromanagement in' the telecom-
munications industry.

That is not prejudice at all. That is
just the fact that entrepreneurs are at
work in rural America as well as they
are in urban America. and as a matter
of fact In rural America sometimes
telecommunications services are sub-
stantially enhanced and can even be at
a competitive advantage, comparably
stronger, offered with a more attrac-
tive array of advantages and features.
than they would in the urban setting.

It is with that In mind I think this
amendment is well taken, that I think
it is unnecessary to set rates and to
have micromanagement and special
privileges and subsidies built into this
bill at a time when telecommuni-
cations is going to be more and more
available an a result of teohnology.
when the rates will be going down as a
result of a proliferation of providers
and services. And for us to single out a
few groups, some of them inordinately
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narrow. perhaps providing additionsl
advantages to public schools as op-
posed to private schools, some of them
inordinately broad. providing thin sub-
sidy to all libraries, however they may
be defined or constituted. it seems to
me this section would be a section
without which we could do well. And
for that reason I support the amend-
ment as proposed by the Senator from
Arizona.

Mr. DORGAN addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.

COAT9). The Senator from North Da-
kota.

Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President. I grew
up in North Dakota, in a town of about
300 people. I graduated in a high school
clas of 9. It is always interesting to
come to the Senate floor and listen to
flks who talk to us about the market-
place and competition and the advan-
tages of this fre market systemn a the
allocator of goods and services. Frank-
IF, in my hometown. a small town 50 to
60 miles from the nearest big town.
which was 12.000 people, we did not re-
ocive a lot of the marketplace advan-
tages that big cities have. And we did
not complain a lot about it. We had a
lot of other advantages living in a
mal town. We did not have a theater
in Regent. ND. I guess you have a thea-
ter in big towns.

I do not come to the floor of the Sen-
ate suggesting somehow from a public
policy standpoint we need to have the-
stern in my hometown or in small
towns in order to enjoy the arts. We
missed out on & lot of the advantages
that the market system binge to big
communities because the market sys-
tem works in search of revenue and in-
come and profits.

The market system works when com-
petition is developed around a cir-
cumstance where competitors can pro-
vide a service or sell a product and
make money. Where are they going to
do that? They are going to do that
where people live because the more
people, the bigger the market, the
more potential for profit.

That is the way the market system
works. We understand that. All of us
have likely studied Adam Smith, who
talked about the cloak of the invisible
hand in the market place. Adam Smith
would be rolling over in his grave these
days because he preached these things
before there was the modern conven-
ience of the corporation -the artificial
person that is born, lives, and never
dies. Adam Smith actually talked
about the marketplace and the cloak of
the invisible hand when we had people
who participated in the marketplace
who lived and then died.

But. In today's marketplace, the cor-
porations dominate and they do not
die.

It is a different life and a different
time. So Adam Smith. I suppose, would
adapt.

It is useful, I think, to talk about
this issue of deregulation and the issue
of airlines, even on this amendment.
The Senator from South Carolina was.
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I think, still addressing the core sub-
ject when he talked about deregulation
of airlines on this amendment, because
this amendment really provides an op-
portunity for people to see competing
visions of what we ought to be doing.

Some stand up and say, "It doesn't
matter what it is." It does not matter
if it is communications, health care.
transportation. It does not matter
what it is, let the market system de-
cide who gets served, when they get
served, and how they get served.

I am glad we had folks in Congress
who did not believe that back in the
thirties when they decided how to
move some electricity around to pro-
vide advantages in this country and no-
body in the world wanted to serve the
farms in rural America because it was
too expensive. If you had one customer
for every 2 miles. you axe not going to
run a line out there and try to serve a
farm because it is not profitable. The
result, if you lived out in the country.
is you did not turn on a light switch
because you did not have electricity.

Congress said there are some things
universal in nature, some things every-
body ought to enjoy the advantage of
In this country. Electricity was one. So
enough people In Congress felt dif-
ferently than those who propose this
amendment, and said, "Well, we under-
stand the marketplace, we understand
competition, but we understand also
there are some universal needs one of
which is electricity." Therefore, they
constructed an REA Program and
brought electricity to farms, elec-
trifled rural America. and unleashed
productivity never dreamed of before.

That would never have happened if
we worshiped at the altar of the mar-
ketplace and said rural America will
get electricity as soon as the utility
companies decide to run a line out
there. When will that be? Never.

The Senator from South Carolina. as
he stood and spoke about this amend-
ment, talked about airline deregula-
tion. Airline deregulation had at its
roots the notion of let the marketplace
decide who gets air service, at what
price, and what convenience in this
country.

We know what has happened with
airline deregulation despite all the lit-
tle statistics and charts people keep
bringing to my attention. If you live in
rural America and you access airline
service, you have less choice and high-
er prices. It Is a plain fact. If you live
in Chicago, God bless you, then you
have more choice and lower prices.
That is just the way it works. There is
no denying it. All the data in the world
demonstrate that is the case.

"Oh." some will say, "gee. there are
more little flights here and there."
Yes, there are little propeller airplanes
running around. The fact is the minute
a regional jet carrier tries to start out.
one of the large carriers tries to squash
them like a bug and do it successfully.
I think it is interesting what is hap-
pening In the airline industry is the big
have gotten bigger, the big carriers
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have gotten much, much bigger by
merging and absorbing little carriers.

Those on the other side of the als'e
who preach competition and who talk
about the virtues of the marketplace
never stand up and say. "Walt a see-
ond. when the big get bigger and you
concentrate more power in the hands of
the few. you have less competition.- In
other words, those who bring these
amendments to the Senate floor talk
about the virtues of the marketplace,
preach about competition but they do
not practice it. If they practiced com-
petition, they would care about ending
up with only four or five very large alr-
lines who have absorbed all the re-
gional carriers. You do not hear that.
You never hear from the folks who talk
about competition, what we need to do
to keep competitive and what we need
to do to fight monopolistic tendencies.

In the airline deregulation issue, it
was decided that the Department of
Transportation shall make judgments
about whether a merger is in the public
interest or not, and the Justice Depart-
ment shall be consulted.

Mr. President. do you know what has
happened? What has happened is a
merger is proposed by a large carrier
buying up a smaller carrier and it goes
to the Department of Transportation.
The Department of Transportation
raises its hands and says. "Hosanna,
this is just fine. we have no problem."
The Department of Justice says, "No.
this is not in the public interest," but
the Department of Transportation ap-
proves it anyway.

That brings me to the telecommuni-
cations bill. We have the same prob-
lem. They sy. "Let's defang the De-
partment of ustlice and let the Federal
Communications Commission decide
when the regional Bells should be al-
lowed to enter Into long distance. What
is the competitive test. when does com-
petition exist and when does it not, re-
garding local and long distance serv-
ices."

Same old thing. We apparently have
not learned with respect to airline de-
regulation and giving the Department
of Transportation the authority and
rendering the Department of Justice to
a consultative role.

Some of us will offer amendments on
the role of the Justice Department.
which I hope the Senate will accept. If
we are going to stand here preaching
competition on the floor of the Senate,
let us all practice the virtues of com-
petition. Let us nurture the benefits of
competition by deciding that we want
competition in a real way to exist in
this country.

I do not understand sometimes those
who say there is no other interest we
have except having the marketplace
and the potential profits dictate who
gets what in this country. There are
apparently no other influences or in-
terests they have in terms of what ad-
vantages Americans should enjoy, what
kind of things are universal In nature-
transportation, communications, and
others.
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I recall a book written by Upton Sin-

clair an a result of research he did at
the turn of the century. I do not want
to ruin anybody's dinner. but Upton
Sinclair Is the person who toured the
meat packing plants and discovered the
scandal of the rats in the meat packing
plants. Producers put arsenic on slices
of bread and placed them around the
,meat packing plant so the rate would
eat the arsenic and die. The rats died
and they shove the bread and the rate
in the hole with the meat, and they
produce the mystery sausage. That is
what America was sating.

Upton Sinclair said this Is what is
going on. Then America rose up and
said, "We don't want to eat that." The
barons of industry producing meat
laced with rat poisons and rate appar-
ently going down the same chutes were
pursuing profits but not very inter-
ested in the health of our country.

So Congress said maybe we ought to
Inspect meat. Maybe those folks who
say the free-market system should not
be interrupted are prepared at this
point to say, "Let's not inspect meat
because we are inconveniencing the
folks who run the meat packing
plants." Maybe we should not inspect
airlines for safety because we incon-
venience the airlines.

I have heard some disciples-not any-
body in the Congress-but I have heard
the free market advocates and some of
the theorists suggest if people are put-
ting out bad infant formula, babies will
die and people will realize that the
company is selling bad infant formula.
Pretty soon, consumers will not buy
any more infant formula and the com-
pany will go bankrupt. So the penalty
for killing babies is bankruptcy.

Maybe the same theory is on airline
safety. You do not have a Government
role on airline safety. If the airline is
not safe, if they do not have their own
internal safety mechanism, planes
crash and people will say. "We won't
fly that airline anymore, and, there-
fore, the market system Is a self-regu-
latory system, so we do not want to
worry about airline safety," they
would say. "We don't have to worry
about meat Inspettlon," they would
say. "Those are all inconveniences to
the market system. Let's let the in-
come stream of the market system and
competitive forces determine who does
what in this country."

I have taken a long tour to get back
to the central point, I recognize that.
This is a perfect place for us to talk
about the differences between us and
them, and by them I am talking about
those who stand and say there Is not a
public good that is involved here when
you single out libraries or hospitals in
rural areas with respect to rates
charged and the buildup of infrastruc-
ture of the actual communications in-
dustry. They say, "No, that's meddling,
that's tinkering." We have heard all
these voices before. They say the mar-
ket system will work. and if the mar-
ket system does not get these services
to those rural areas, to those hospitals,
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to those schools, those libraries, then
tough luck. It was not meant to be.

I would appreciate It, If anybody Is
keeping score. If they would put me
down as a meddler, at least a tinkerer.
Maybe someone who believes that It Is
worthy as we build up the infrostruc-
ture of telecommunications to have
some on-ramps and some off-ramps.
yes. even in the smallest portions of
this country, even in rural towns, even
at small libraries, even in rural hcs-
pitals. If we do not believe that, as far
as I am concerned. I do not want to
participate in building it. Is that self-
ish? Probably. But I come from a part
of the country where they crossed with
wagon trains, years and years ago. to
get where they were going, and they
understood back' then the concept of
moving together. You did not move
wagon trains ahead unless all the wag-
ons were ready. You do not move ahead
by leaving some behind. That is part of
the focus of this debate, I believe.

This can be a remarkable oppor-
tunity for our country by seeing the
explosion, the breathtaking new tech-
nology in telecommunications that im-
proves our lives. But it can also be the
development of a system of commu-
nications, producing services and prod-
ucts that leaves out a significant por-
tIon of our population If it is not done
properly.

I hope that as we go through this de-
bate, we will expose over and over
again the basic conflict between the
two theories expressed on this floor-
one by some who say let the market
system allocate and decide and do not
meddle and worry about whether folks
In the rural areas are beneficiaries of
this breathtaking new technology. And
others of us say. no, this is something
of a more universal need and a more
universal nature, and we want all of
America to benefit from it.

That is what this amendment is
about. I suppose, and why I oppose it. I
think it contravenes that basic need
that we have in this country to make
sure all Americans benefit from the po-
tential good that comes from this new
telecommunications Industry.

So. Mr. President. I would like to
make one additional point. I know that
the chairman of the committee and the
ranking member are very anxious to
move forward. We have a vote ordered
now or one that Is about to be ordered.
Is there a vote pending at this point?

Mr. PPESSLER. No. We are working
on an agreement.

Mr. DORGAN. I understood earlier
this week that the antiterrorism legis-
lation should be moved quickly, and I
cooperated with that. It was important
to do that. The majority leader was ab-
solutely correct. But I do not think
there Is a compelling need to suggest
that we ought to be dealing with hun-
dreds of billions of dollars in American
industry and the rules for the tele-
communications Industry and be wor-
rying about whether we get 20 or 30
minutes to fully debate something that
is going to have a profound impact on
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our country. Let us take some time'on
these amendments and explore them
thoroughly, and let us have good de-
bate and substantial debate, and then
let us make Judgments.

But there Is no reason, in my judg-
ment. to believe that we have to finish
this bill by 6 o'clock tonight or 9
o'clock tonight or 10 o'clock tomorrow.
This bill ought to take whatever time
it needs for us to devote our best ener-
gies and intellect to make sure this is
the right thing for our country.

Mr. President, I yield the floor.
Ms. SNOWE addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.

COvEDRLL). The Senator from Maine.
Ms. SNOWE. Mr. President. I rise In

very strong opposition to the amend-
ment that has been offered by Senator
MCCAMl. It certainly is disturbing to
think that some Members in this body
cannot accept a provision that will pro-
vide affordable access to rural schools.
libraries, and health care providers.
given that we have become part of the
information age. and this issue Is abso-
lutely critical to our Nation's future.

The Senator from Arizona has offered
an amendment that will strike the pro-
vision that was offered by Senator
ROCICEPELLR.- Senator ExoN. Senator
KEY. and myself In the Commerce
Committee which requires tele-
communications carriers, upon a bona
fide request, to provide important tele-
communications services to schools
and libraries and rural health care pro-
viders.

This principle of affordable access is
not a new concept. The universal serv-
ice concept has been embodied in our
national telecommunications policy
since 1934, to ensure that all parts of
America had access to the telephone. It
was Important to ensure that all Amer-
icans had access to the essential serv-
ice at the time. telephone service.

But universal service needs to be up-
dated, and in fact, the bill recognizes
that universal service Is an evolving
concept. The bill presently ensures uni-
versal service for telemedicine, and
educational services, which I believe
will make a dfference. not only for
America and Its ability to compete
with other countries, but also for Indi-
viduals in preparing themselves for the
work force of tomorrow, which we
know will be constantly changing. And
ensuring that our Nation's children
gain access to the Important tech-
nologies of the future will make a sig-
niflcant difference in the standard of
living they and their families will
enjoy for years to come. That is what
this amendment Is all about.

The Senator from Arizona, Senator
MCCAM. is offering an amendment to
strike this langusge. His amendment
will result in a nation of technology
haves and have-nots, and that is not an
outcome that I am willing to accept.

I do not believe that we In Congress
should pass a new telecommunications
policy-I might add, the first revision
of the Communications Act since 1934-
which divides our Nation between the
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telocommunicatiows hares and the
have-nots. Many of the telecommunl-
cations providers are going to reap
enormous gains from this legislaton.
Most will. and some will not. But the
point 1s, in deregulating the tele-
communications Industry, we must
make sure that we do not deny Iipor-
tent areas of our country affordable so-
ce to telecommunications services.

We know the densely populated
urban areas will benefit from deregula-
tion. They will have the benefit of all
of the advances in technology for today
and tomorrow and thereafter. But what
about the rural areas? We know now
that telecommunications services are
far more expensive in rural area than
they are In urban areas, for example.
access to Internet cors more in rural
areas because the Internet nodes of so-
cem often are not In local calling
areas, meaning that rural consumers
must pay toll rates.

What is going to happen now? If we
do not guarantee some affordable so-
cees to telecommunications services In
rural schools, libraries, and health care
centers, where are they going to be to-
morrow? Where-will our Nation be? It
is in our national interest to ensure
that these areas are part of the infor-
mation superhighway.

If we want young people to be famil-
iar with technology and to have it be-
come second nature to them, to under-
stand that It is their future. I cannot
understand why we would support Sen-
ator MCAIl's amendment, which
would take out the one provision that
provides enormous public gain for all of
America.

Look at telemedioine. It is the here
and now and it is the wave of the t-
ture. I have talked to many rural
health care centers in my State of
Maine. They need affordable access to
telemedicine. They need the help so
that they can provide the same kind of
services and health care for their rural
constituents as enjoyed by residents of
more densely populated areas.

I received a letter recently from
Eastern Maine Health Care Services,
which Is located in a rural area of the
State. They write:

in the past several months, a network of
hospitals have begun to sollaborate in oar
region of Maine. One of the outstanding Is-
sunes within that group is the need to use
telemedicine as a tool for providing costf-
fective quality health care from the smallest
to the largest towns is our region.
Telemedlelne in oUr region is defined as the
trans msion of dat -voice. image, and
video-over distance. We have come aross
many obstacles in this endeavor, but one of
the greatest obstacles Is the transmlsslon of
these media over the present teleommunil-
cations lines at an affordable cast. Many of
the hospitals and health centers In our ears-
Ice area have extremely limited funda.

I thank the Senator, the chairman of
our committee. Mr. P~tR5sLB. for In-
cluding important refinements to this
language in the managers' amendment.
I know that there are some, such as the
sponsor of the amendment to strike
this language, who believe that the
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marketplace should be free of regula-
tions and that somehow, someway. af-
fordable telecommunirations will be
available for everybody at affordable
rates.

Other Senators have mentioned here
on the floor today. as an example of de-
regulation and the impact that It has
had on many rural Darts of our coun-
try, the impact of airline deregulation.
I can certainly speak firsthand to that,
as far as how it has affected the State
of Maine. It certainly has denied us the
kind of airline service I would have
thought might have developed from de-
regulation, and it simply has not hap-
Vened.

Many of the areas that at one time
had the benefits of airline service--and
I might add Jet service-do not even
have the benefits of commercial airline
service.

Our largest city in the State of
Maine, Portland, ME, is losing jet serv-
ins as a result of deregulation. That is
occurring this year.

Since we have had deregulation-this
is about 17 years ago -the situation
has gotten worse. It has not improved
in the rural areas of our country. That
is a fact.

I can speak to it firsthand because I
use those airlines every week. We have
commuter services. We do not have jet
service for the most part, anymore, in
the State of Maine. Most of the areas.
like Presque Isle and Portland, that
used to have jet service do not have the
benefits of commercial airline service.

So that is why I cannot understand
why we want to apply the same notion
here when it comes to telecommuni-
cation services. What will happen to
the rural area? Who will make sure
that our schools, libraries and health
care centers are going to have the ben-
efits of our national infortation infra-
structure, if we do not provide for that
in this leglation?

House Speaker NEW GINGRICH said
"If our country doesn't figure out a
way to bring the information age to
the country's poor, we are buying our-
selves a 21st century of enormous do-
mestic pain." He said, "Somehow there
has to be a missionary spirit In Amer-
ica that says to the poor kid, the
Internet is for you. the information Is
for you."

Well, that Is exactly right. But I
think that we have an obligation as a
Nation to ensure that our young people
have affordable access to this kind of
service.

The National Center for Education
Statistics reports--and I think it is in-
teresting to note these statistics be-
cause I think It proves the point-that
35 percent of public schools have access
to the Internet, but only 3 percent of
all instructional rooms, classrooms,
labs. and media centers in public
schools are connected to the Internet.

Of the 35 percent of the schools with
access, 36 percent cited telecommuni-
cation rates as a barrier to maximizing
the use of their telecommunication ca-
pabilities.
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Some would suggest that the Snowe-

Rockefeller-Kerrey amendment is
opening a Pandora's box, a new array
of entitlements for schools, libraries
and hospitals. No, it is not.

As I said earlier in my remarks, uni-
versal service provisions for residential
consumers existed in the bill prior to
the adoption of this amendment, to
this legislation, in the committee.

Those provisions guaranteed access
to essential telecommunication serv-
ices for residential consumers. Our
amendment simply provides that assur-
ance for key institutions in rural
areas. Our objective is to ensure that
rural areas are on an equal footing in
terms of schools, libraries, and health
care facilities in urban areas.

I should also mention the fact that
we have worked with some of the Bell
telephone companies to address their
concerns. We made some changes in the
language, to address their concerns
about incremental costs language. The
revised language ensures affordable ac-
cess to educational services for schools
and libraries, and discounts will be de-
termined, as for residential consumers,
by the joint board in conjunction with
the FCC and the states. The discount
must be an amount necessary to ensure
affordable access to use the tele-
cornmunications services for edu-
cational services.

Some have suggested that these dis-
counts would be wasted on some com-
munitles with poor schools, low lit-
eracy rates, high levels of unemploy-
ment. or other social problems. I dis-
agree. This language will open doors,
not close them. Those communities
stand to gain enormously from the
telecommunication network. It will
open up a whole new world to these
communities. Senator McCAIN'S
amendment will deny those gains, ben-
efits, and opportunities for troubled
areas.

We do not know what the future will
be all about. We do not have a crystal
ball. We do know, however, that tech-
nology and the information age is
going to be verd much part of our fu-
ture, I think in ways which we cannot
now fully anticipate or appreciate even
today.

This is the first time we have ad-
dressed telecommunication policies, I
mentioned, since 1934. There probably
will be years and decades before we
come back to this issue as a Nation and
as an institution.

How can we seek to deprive some
areas of the country of the knowledge
that they need in order to thrive and to
develop, and to be productive for the
future, for their future and this coun-
try's future?

Knowledge is power. To cut some
areas off from the information super-
highway is not only denying them the
future that they deserve, but it is de-
nying the kind of future this country
deserves, because their future is going
to affect America's future.

I hope that the Senate will reject
this amendment of Senator MCCAIN to
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strike out our universal service lan-
guage, which, I might add, is not a new
concept. In fact. it Is interesting to
note that the Commerce Committee in
the last Congress approved a bill by a
vote of 18 to 2 which contained adopted
similar language on this very issue, ex'
tending the universal service concept
to these key institutions, schools, li-
braries and rural health care facilities.
Last year's bill went even further than
this year's bill-it contained universal
service discounts for museums and zoos
and so on.

We narrowed our language to ensure
that we were just addressing the needs
of key entities that are so important to
the development of this Nation.

Funding Is a major.barrier to access,
it i the one that is most often cited in
the acquisition of users of advanced
telecommunications in public schools.

Smaller schools, with enrollments of
less than 300. ae less likely to be on
the Internet than schools with larger
enrollment sizes. Only 30 percent of the
small schools reported having Internet
access, while 58 percent of schools with
enrollments of 1,000 or more reported
having internet access.

So we know that there is a gap be-
tween the high expectations of an In-
creasingly technologically-driven soi-
ety and the Inability of moat schools.
particularly rural schools, to prepare
students adequately for the high-tech-
nology future.

Almost 90 percent of K through 12
classrooms lack even basic access to
telephone service. Telephone lines are
used to hook up modems to the
Internet. When classrooms do have
phone lines, schools are typically
charged at the corporate rate for serv-
Ice. Schools and libraries In rural areas
often pay more for access to informa-
tion services because the information
service providers are not located in the
local calling regions, meaning they
have to make long-distance calls.

A recent study conducted by the U.S.
National Commission on Libraries and
Information Science found that 21 per-
cent of public libraries had internet
connections. Only 12.8 percent provide
public access terminals. Internet con-
nections were 77 percent for public li-
braries serving a population base of
more than I million, but declined to
13.3 percent for libraries serving fewer
than 5,000. Maine, I might add. has a
population of 1.2 million. The largest
city representing Maine has no more
than 80,000 people.

I hope that Members of this body
would understand the importance and
the value of maintaining the language
that we have included In this legisla-
tion. It is so important to our future
and to our children's future. It is fun-
da.mental that we, as a Nation, assure
that all areas in America have access
to essential telecommunication serv-
ices for the future.

I. for one, will not vote to deprive
schools and libraries and hospitals of
the affordable telecommunication serv-
ices that they need and require.
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I hope that Members of this body will

vote to defeat Senator MCCAN'S
amendment. His amendment will go a
long ways toward denying the impor-
tsnt opportunities that we should af-
ford our young people. No matter
where they live in America. everyone
should be entitled to have access to the
information superhighway which will
be so much a part of our future. So I
urge Members of this body to defeat
the McCain amendment.

I yield the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

Chair recognizes the Senator from New
Mexico.

Mr. BINGAMAN. Mr. President. I
want to speak just briefly on this
amendment that Senator MCCAMl has
offered to strike out section 310 of the
telecommunications bill and indicate
my strong opposition to that effort.
The provision which he is intending to
strike was added by the Senator from
Maine in the committee markup with
the help of the Senator from West Vir-
ginia and I know with the urging of the
Senators from Nebraska and others. I
think the provision that was adopted
in committee is an excellent provision
and one we need to keep in the bill.

I became Interested In this set of is-
sues because of the needs In my own
State of New Mexico to provide tele-
communications services to rural
schools in particular, but also to rural
hospitals and to rural libraries. In our
State. we have one model program
which came to my attention several
years ago, and that is at the Clovis
Community College on the east side of
New Mexico. It s a 2-year school. They
began a pilot project several years ago
to provide instruction from that com-
munity college into nine of our rural
high schools in that part of the State.
We still have. today, in this school
year which is just now ending, classes
taught at the community college that
students in those small, rural high
schools are able to access in their own
classrooms. That has been a very suc-
cessful project and It is a model for
what we ought to be doing throughout
my State and throughout this entire
country.

However, we are not able to do it
throughout my State and throughout
this entire country because of the enor-
mous cost of taking advantage of tele-
communications services. What is
needed is special provisions, special
rates so that educational services can
be provided to schools at reasonable
cost; and can be provided to rural hos-
pitals and rural libraries at reasonable
cost.

I am persuaded that technology can
either be a great boon to mankind and
to the people In this country in coming
years. or it can prove to be a great di-
vider of our people. Either it will help
us all to pull ourselves up and realize
the opportunity that is present in this
country, or it will further divide the
rich from the poor, the urban from the
rural, the "haves" from the "have
note."
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The provision that the Senator from

Maine proposed In committee, which is
now in the bill and which we need to
keep in the bill, goes a long way to-
ward helping us ensure that technology
brings us together instead of dividing
us. I do think it is essential that we
take some action In this area as a pub-
lic policy matter. You cannot leave ev-
erything up to the free market system.

I heard the Senator from North Da-
kota speaking. Senator DOROAN. earlier
this afternoon. He was pointing out
that left to its own devices, the free
market system will provide techno-
logical opportunity and new tech-
nology and benefits to those who can
pay the bill. We want that to happen.
But we also want some access to that
technology for those who may not be
able to pay as much and that is what
this provision is intended to do.

There is another example in my
State which I Just would allude to be-
cause it is a very small example but
perhap one that people can under-
stand. There is a small community in
New Mexico called Santa Rosa, which
is east of Albuquerque on our Inter-
state 40. That is the community that
you have to go to if you live in Guada-
lope County and you want to go to high
school. You have to travel to Santa
Rosa.

North of Santa Rosa about 60 miles is
the much smaller community of Anton
Chico. If you live in Anton Chico you
have school right there up through the
elementary level, and then you have to
get on a bus and travel 60 miles each
way to go to high school.

What the school district there in
Guadalupe County has done very effec-
tively, is use telecommunications to
provide instruction from the Santa
Rosa schools to a classroom in Anton
Chico, for those students who wish to
continue past the eighth grade and
take instruction in the ninth grade
without having to travel all the way to
Santa Rosa.

This has allowed them to keep stu-
dents in that school for that extra
year. and in many cases keep those
students involved in education long
enough that they will stay in school
through twelfth grade.

This is dealing with a very. very real
problem we have in New Mexico of stu-
dents dropping out. They drop out for a
variety of reasons, but one of the rea-
sons that students drop out in some of
the rural parts of our State is because
of the physical problems of getting to
the high school that they need to at-
tend each day.

Modern telecommunications services
can help us to solve this problem. One
of the great opportunities that we have
as a country, as we try to Improve our
educational system, is to take proper
advantage of new technology to keep
students interested, to help students
raise the standards that they are
achieving in school, and to eliminate
the difference that exists between the
quality of instruction in urban schools
and that of rural schools.

SWN
in order that technology is bcomsful

or is able to help us in this regard, we
need to deal with the problem of the
cost of using that technology. This pro-
vision allows that. I hope very much
we will keep It in the bill. It is one of
the better provisions in this tele-
communications bill and I think it
would be a very sad day if the Senate
were to agree to strike this Part of the
bill.

I compliment the Senator from
Maine. the Senator from West Virginia.
the Senators from Nebraska. and oth-
ers who have worked hard to get this
provision in the committee-reported
bill. I urge my colleagues to keep it In
there and to defeat the McCain amend-
ment when It comes to a vote.

Mr. President, I yield the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

Chair recognizes the Senator from
West Virginia.

Mr. ROCKEFELLER. Mr. President. I
want to try to give a sense of a little
bit of the overview of this. and do it
within a relatively short amount of
time. I want to also say that there
have been some very constructive con-
versations that have been taking place.
which reflect themselves in the man-
agers' amendment.

For example, there was a very con-
structive conversation yesterday after-
noon Involving the Senator from
Maine, the Senator frdin Nebraska.
Senator KERnKr, myself, and others
with. for example. Bell Atlantic. which
represents my State, Ameritech.
NYNEX. We were able to reach accom-
modation In a very constructive. posi-
tive way, in ways which are reflected
in the managers' amendment. So I do
not want people to think this is kind of
a pitched battle only. There have been
some people who have been trying to
do some good work on this, on both the
corporate and senatorial side.

I have to say we have heard some ab-
solutely amazing statements from the
Senator from Arizona and some of his
allies. Make no mistake about what
they are trying to do. They are trying
to say to all of these telecommuni-
cations giants: Go ahead and charge ex-
orbitant rates on the backs of Ameri-
ca's schools and libraries and rural
health institutions, and keep those
community Institutions off the ramps
of learning and telemediclne. Or go
ahead. in the alternative, and milk
schools and libraries for as much
money as you can get.

I can fly. under airline deregulation.
from Huntington, WV. to Washington,
DC. In 1 hour. But it is cheaper to fly
from Washington, DC. to Los Angeles. I
think you understand the point. Where
people think they can put it to you and
they are in a profitmaking business
and they do not have a sense of cor-
porate responsibility or a broader pic-
tore, as some that I have mentioned do
have. they will do it. And they have
done it. And it hurts.

We should reject that kind of think-
ing out of hand In this Chamber. Pri-
vate telecommunications companies
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are being given an open ticket in this munities can take advantage of the ex- Mr. President. I do not want anybody
bill to get into new businesses. exciting citing range of technologies that are in to be at all unclear about this. One of
businesses. Important businesses, mak- fact the new roads, the new interstates. the things that we have learned in the
Ing all kinds of profits and reaping In- to education and lifesaving medical in- Commerce Committee and in our own
credible dividends. And I do not object formation. conversations is, if we think the world
to that. I do not object to that. I think I applaud the Senator from Maine. has begun to change in terms of tele-
what we are looking at is an extraor- OLYMPIA SN0WE, for her work in incor- communications up until this point, we
dinary excitement. porating this provision into the tele- have not seen anything yet. Remem-

I had dinner with the President of a communications bill. It is her amend- ber. I said a moment ago that every 18
computer company last night-with six ment. Together we presented this Idea months the capacity of computers has
of them. in fact. He said within a very to our colleagues in the Commerce doubled for the last 30 years. That is
few years any citizen of the world will Committee, and her commitment to going to speed up. So what we are talk-
be able to talk with any other citizen this idea helped win the day when we ing about now is going to be far greater
of the world directly, through e-mail or had the vote on our provision. Both in the future. Therefore, what we de-
some such. based upon the name of the Senators from Nebraska, Senators prive people of now will hurt much
person, the service that the person pro- KMEgY and EXON. have been stalwart more in the future than we can pos-
vides, be it a business or a location, partners in this work. This provision, "sibly inagine.
There will be worldwide direct person- section 3010 of the bill, is a major rea- Our provision In the bill says to these
to-person communication In as fast a son to enact telecommunications re- institutions that they will have their
time and with as much clarity as you form. Looking at it from my State's place on the modern roads of tale-
pick up your local telephone to dial perspective, it is the major reason. communnications--schools. libraries.
your mother-in-law. This is a historic chance to ensure that rural health clinics, and hospitals.

All we are doing in our provision Is schools, libraries, and rural health care We intend to open the new worlds of
to say. In return for this explosion of providers will acquire affordable access knowledge and learning and education
excitement and opportunity and prof- to advanced communications services, to all Americans, rich and poor. rural
its, which create, indeed, more oppor- not only now but in the futurer, and all and urban. Browsing a Presidential li-
tunity for all of that growth, for all Of kinds of possibilities that we can only brary, reviewing the collections of the
those profint that you will now be able begin to Imagine today. Smithsonian. studying science or find-
to get your hands on. make sure that The telecommunlations bill before ing new information on the treatment
you bring libreries, schools, and hoa- us. carefully crafted by Senators HOL-' of an Illness are becoming available to
pitals along with you. That is called a Z ;eS and PRMSLEM, presents us with all Americans through new tech-fair deal.

Mr. President. let us be clear about an Opportunity that will not come nologies in their homes or at theirwhat the Senator from Arizona abotr again. It is time to unleash an industry schools, libraries and rural hospitals.lg to do also with this amendment into the realm of competition, Innova- And our provision, the one that theThis tmeodmoant strikes a dagger int. tion. Job creation, product creation and Senator from Arizona wants to strike,

the heart of Main Street U.S.A. Just profit. But in return. Mr. President. we is designed to make sure that these

about every Issue associated with the should make sure that the most basic links do get made to our children andtelecomniucations Industy sounds institutions of our community and our citizens.incredibly complicated and confusins society can hitch a ride onto this great Mr. President, our provision is tar-As soon as you start talking about it' journey. geted. It promises affordable rates tothe Jargon and the terms are from i Once a few of the kinks and other institutions that are the heart and soul
world of their own-cyberspace parts of this bill ar worked out-by of the communities of the United

internet. on-line, you name it. that I mean things that are being States of America, and we all know it.
The Snowe-Rockefeller-Exon-Kerrey worked on by the leadership as I talk- Our provision deals with the new reali-

amendment in this bill-and the one the passage of this bill will be good ties and opportunities that face schools
that the Senator from Arizona wants news for business, good news for work- and libraries and rural health institu-
to strip from this bill-has -an ex- ers and consumers, and good news for tions in the towns and States that we
tremely simple, basic mission. It is the our country as a whole. And it will be all represent-every single one of us-
way to make absolutely sure that great news for our basic institutions, rural or urban.
America's schools, elementary and see- the institutions through which all of us We hear a lot about the explosion of
ondary, libraries and rural health care have to pass in order to achieve adult- computers in America's homes. But let
institutions are part of this informa- hood--schools, libraries, in this case us keep in mind that a lot of families
tdon superhighway that is unfolding be- rural health facilities--because they cannot afford their own computers and
lore our eyes. I do not think anyone is know they will not be left behind. If equipment for their children.
confused about what we mean when we the McCain amendment pases, they They cannot afford that. This Sen-
say that schools, libraries, and rural will be left behind. If it is defeated, ator can. Some other Senators here
hospitals should be one of this coun- those schools, libraries, and rural can. Most people cannot. We axe talk-
try's and this body's highest priorities, health facilities will not be left behind, ing, Mr. President. about thousands of
Without a doubt, I can say that is how The Senator from Arizona thinks dollars that many. many families in
rhe people of West Virginia feel-that this is a part of the bill that can be am- my State of West Virginia and else-
our schools, our libraries, and our rural putated or weakened. If that is what he where simply do not have for this kind
hospitals and clinics are a lifeline that thinks, let me be very. very clear about of purchase. The Presiding Officer may
we hold most dear. And that is true for what that means to schools, libraries, be aware that in 1994. for the first time.
all States, and rural health institutions. You are the purchase of personal computers

The provision in this bill. and the one telling the organizations that are the surpassed the sale of television sets in
oeing attacked by the McCain amend- bedrock of America that they will just this country. The Presiding Officer
ment. which we hope loses, designates have to stay on the back roads of com- may be aware that those who are on
these vital Institutions-again, munications. The organizations with Internet are now 30 million, and that
wchoois, libraries, rural health facill- the big money and clout can speed that number is growing at 10 percent
ties. and hoeptals--as community their way onto that information super- per month, but it is not growing in
users and then requires communica- highway as fast as they want. But the Welch, WV. It is not growing in
tions companies to charge this cat- institutions that educate our children Alderson. WV, and it Is not growing in
egory of community user affordable and our adults, that serve Americans the Presiding Officer's rural areas and
rates for universal service. Through with the keys to knowledge, that treat some of his urban areas because the
this part of the bill. we guarantee that and cre the people of rural commu- people do not have the capacity to get
America's children and library users nities will have to settle for the back on line to join up with that informa-
and health care providers in rural com- road. tion highway.
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Schools and libraries are the institu-

tions that serve our communities and
that serve our children, no matter
what. That is why we want to make
sure that these institutions can count
on affordable rates to get on line. to
tap Into telecommunications services
and to bring in the learning and the in-
formation from distant places for our
children and adults and other users to
learn from.

No matter where one lives, we want
every citizen to have a chance to go to
the local library and visit a world of in-
formation available as a result of these
new technologies.

I am very sorry to hear some talk of
different ways to achieve our basic
goal. Let us face It. Some communica-
tions companies do not want to be
forced to offer rates to even the most
basic institutions serving our commu-
nities. But let me be clear. Our ap-
proach is the simplest way to achieve
the simplest goal I believe that all of
us support--affordable access to com-
munications that these community in-
stitutions in fact do need. The Snows-
Rockefeller-Exon-Kerrey part of this
bill provides the way to ensure that el-
ementary and secondary schools and li-
braries have access to essential univer-
sa telecommunications services, which
will be defined. incidentally, by the
universal service board described in
this bill, at rates that are affordable.
The affordable rate will be determined
by the FCC and the State commission.
depending upon whether you are talk-
ing interstate or intrastate.

What does this mean for thousands of
elementary and secondary schools in
America? A 1995 study by the National
Center for Education Statistics discov-
ered, to my shock, that only 3 percent
of classrooms in public schools In
America were connected to something
called Internet, whicA is the whole fu-
ture, a large part of the future--only 3
percent. Why? One reason has to be the
lack of funds to even buy the equip-
ment.

But another reason, which becomes
more serious as schools do scrape to-
gether the money for the one-time ex-
pense of buying equipment, Is their in-
ability to pay excessive rates to hook
into those services. It is one thing to
have the computer on the table or the
desk. It is another to have that hooked
up to the wall and then through that
wall to the other wall. That Is expen-
sive.

Look at the study of the U.S. Na-
tional Commission on Librarls. They
found that 21 percent of public libraries
are connected to the Internet. And I
thought that was pretty good news.
But that figure then suddenly drops to
13 percent when It comes to public li-
braries in rural areas and small com-
munities.

Why does it drop? Because there are
libraries that do not have the money
and will not have the money to pay
commercial rates to be on-line. And
therefore you just count them out of it.
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I described In Pocahontas County-
and I see my senior colleague from
West Virginia here-the small, octago-
nal librarythat was barely sraped to-
gether. the only library in the county.
It is one of the largest counties east of
the Mississippi and it has about 7.000
people in it. And we scraped together
the money to put that octagonal build-
log up. all made of wood and put solar
panels on the outside because fuel is
expensive.

Now, of course, there is a problem: it
rains 45 inches every year In Poca-
hontas County so the solar panels do
not work, so they have to spend money
on fuel. But that Is typical of a rural
community, of a library trying to
make it. And then you ask them on top
of that to have to pay money to hook
up to these information systems. It
cannot work and it will not work. and
it is not fair to those people. Why is
somebody born in a big city any better
than somebody born in a small rural
area? The answer is he or she is not.
But I refuse to be a part of creating a
two-tier society. We appear to be on
our way to doing that in other ways. I
do not want it to be done in terms of
the ability to learn and to grow.

In West Virginia, our schoole are de-
termined, by hook or crook, to get
computers into every one of our 900 ele-
mentary and secondary schools because
our Governor has made it a priority
and so has our Bell Atlantic company.
They have made a special project of
West Virginia. Classrooms in 50 dif-
ferent places already can connect to
Internet. But this is not the way most
of it works. Mr. President. This is a
special set of circumstances.

Let us be clear. If the schools of West
Virginia cannot count on affordable
rates-and that is what this part of the
bill is about-many of them are never
going to be a part of the world that
telecommunications offers regardless
of what they have.

Teachers in West Virginia cannot
wait to use these computers, Mr. Presi-
dent, and their links to distant places.
They are excited about it. It trans-
forms them as it tmnsforms us as we
get into the business of learning com-
puters. They want to get into libraries.
They want to get into colleges, to
courses on every topic imaginable, to
art collections, to whatever for their
students. They have come before the
Commerce Committee and boasted
about what they can do for their chil-
dren in'schools when they have com-
puters.

Think of what this means for chil-
dren of small schools in remote towns
in West Virginia or South Dakota or
Alaska or South Carolina or Maine.
Through their computers. students c~n
take a language class that is being
given in Texas, visit a museum's col-
lection on Fifth Avenue in New York.
communicate with a computer pen pal
in Asia or Russia or South America.
and explore the Jungles and the rivers
and the plains of distant places to
learn about science and biology and ha-
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tore. Extraordinary opportmalia U it
will be Provided for them.

Most classrooms in America still
look the same as they did 0 years ago
when we wrote the first telecommuni-
cations act. They have chalk and
blackboards, desks and chairs. Yet.
with the tools of our modern-day of-
fice. how can we possibly expect our
children to become productive, in-
formed. innovative contributors to the
economy out there, beyond the schools.
when they learn with a blackboard and
they do not have a computer? It will
not work. If our children are to use
technology thoughtfully and appro-
priately, they must have access to It in
their formative years.

Our bill also has a special provision
to guarantee access to the health care
providers in rural communities. like
rural hospitals and clinics, by promis-
ing them universal telecommuni-
cations services at rates reasonably
comparable to the rates charged urban
health care providers, language care-
fully worked out.

Why do we single out our health care
providers in rural areas? Why do we do
that? Because their remoteness makes
it far more likely that they cannot af-
ford the cost of telecommunications
that are now being used to save lives
and help train health care professionals
and provide other critical services.
Most of this is known as telemedicine.
It Is the wave of the future. It is what
Is going to hold down the cost of health
care.

My own home State of West Virginia
Is a pioneer, as Senator BYRD well
knows, in the frontier of telemedicine.
Our mountaineer doctor television pro-
gram that we are struggling as best as
we can to make work has created a
network using interactive video and
other telecommunications services
that hooks up two of our academic
health centers to our lare teaching
hospitals, two veterans hospitals-two
veterans hospitals are involved in
this--and six hospitals in rural areas,
all hooked up and linked together
through this network. Senior medical
professors and practitioners are guid-
ing and training physicians at hos-
pitals hundreds of miles away.

Just about a week ago, a resident in
one of West Virginia's rural hospitals
was confronted with a broken neck. He
had never treated this resident, obvi-
ously, and had never treated a broken
neck before. Thanks to that mountain-
eer doctor program, called
telemedicine. the chief of emergency
medicine at West Virginia University
helped that resident through the steps
of stabilizing that patient and prepar-
Ing a transfer of that patient to a more
sophisticated medical facility.

Through this telecommunications
network, West Virginia's chief of neu-
rology helped a medical student and
primary care doctor in a Grant County
hospital determine if a Medicare pa-
tient was suffering from LoU Gehrig's
disease. This consultation by inter-
active video saved that patient a brutal
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140-mile trip, allowed him to remain
comfortable in his own community's
rural hospital, and saved Medicare
about $2.500 in extra costs. Examples
like this go on and on and on just in
West Virginia.

I know from listening to statements
made by Majority Leader DOLE, by the
chairman of our committee, Senator
PiwasLER. and my good friend, the
Senator from Montana. Senator BuRNs,
that they are among many In this body
who know all too well what
telemedicine means to their States.
Talk about being rural, you better talk
about Montana, as well as West Vir-
ginia and Maine.

Again, the Snowe-Rockefeller part of
this bill simply ensures that these In-
stitutions can count on affordable
rates to take advantage of
telemedicine and other unfolding com-
munications technologies. Affordable
telemedicine will allow patients in
rural America to receive in their own
communities the care they need. They
will not have to suffer the costs and
the hardship of travel, and they will be
able to receive care at their local hos-
pital, thus helping to preserve that
hnospita.The Snows-Rockefeller language is

an economic development tool and it is
an empowerment vehicle. It ensures
that our children will become produc-
tive members in a world that is grow-
ing more technological and competi-
tive every single hour. It ensures that
our citizens In rural America will be
able to stay in their communities and
receive quality health care. It ensures
that we will not create Information
haves and have-note in our country.

I will close, Mr. President. and I
apologize to my colleagues for the
length of what I have said, but I want-
ed to lay this out. One of'our col-
leagues who to opposed to this bill and
who supports the McCain amendment,
which I hope will be defeated or tabled,
said on this floor earlier that rural hos-
pit4ls and rural clinics already have
access to affordable rates. That is abso-
lutely without any merit or basis in
truth whatsoever. The lack of adequate
telecommunications infrastructure is a
major barrier to the development of
telemedicine and those systems in our
rural communities.

Let not that statement get by. Rural
areas have the equivalent of a dirt road
when It comes to telecommunications.
When Texas implemented one of the
very first telemedicine projects in the
country, they found that people still
had party lines In west Texas--party
lines. They had to install dedicated T-
I lines at very significant costs because
T-1 lines are powerful Instruments.
Basic startup costs are coming down.
but according to all the experts In this
field, transmission costs must be low-
ered to make telemedicine economi-
cally feasible.

The small rural hospital in West Vir-
ginia was told that it would cost $4.300
a mooth to hook up with a major, larg-
er hospital for administrative and qual-
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ity assurance support. They decided
they could not afford the technology,
and so they did not do it. And there
you have it.

The University of Arizona. not a
small rural hospital. established the
Arizona International telemedicine
Internetwork in 1993. They used

straight telephone lines and they used
compression to transmit static images.
They say cost is a barrier to upgrading.
According to them, their carrier-in
this case U.S. West-has been inflexible
in making any sort of cost concessions.

Mr. President, I have said what I
want. There are many others on the
floor who want to speak. I was deter
mined to try and give a broad overlay
Of what the Hollings-Pressler bill does,
and I have done my best to do so.

I yield the floor.
Mr. ROBB addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Virginia Is recognized.
Mr. ROBB. Mr. President. I rise

today in support of the language that
was passed by the committee, which
my friend, the Senator from Arizona. is
proposing that we strike. I would like
to speak to that part of the bill that
makes advanced telecommunications
more affordable to public schools and
libraries.

During the consideration of the tele-
communications bill last year. I of-
fered legislation very similar to the
language that we are considering
today, to ensure that every school and
classroom in the United States has ac-
cess to telecommunications and infor-
mation technologies. I proposed an
educational telecommunications and
technology fund to support elementary
and secondary school access to the in-
formation superhighway.

Regrettably, last year's tele-
communications bill was not taken up
by the full Senate before adjournment.
The provision in the bill before us, in-
troduced by Senators SNowE. RoCig-
PELLER, and KERREY of Nebraska. will
make advanced telecommunications
connections more affordable for
schools and libraries. Specifically, the
provision allows elementary and sec-
ondary schools, as well as libraries, to
receive telecommunications services
for educational purposes at an afford-
able rate.

Currently. schools all over the coun-
try, including those in my own State of
Virginia, are forced to pay business
rates for access to the Information su-
perhighway. That means that schools
are subsidizing residential customers.
Without more affordable rates, schools.
by the thousands, will not have ade-
quate, and. in some cases, not have any
access to the Internet. As a result, too
many American children will be left by
the wayside.

For those of our colleagues that have
any doubts about the value of elec-
tronic communications in the class-
room, I challenge them to sit down at
a computer with Internet access and
surf. They will be visiting one of the
most up-to-date and fastest growing ll-
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brares in the world. You can chat with
experts from across the globe. You can
set up the video link with teachers at
distant schools using a small camera
costing as little as 310D. You can share
data or results in a joint research ef-
fort spanning continents. You can take
an electronic tour of the White House,
or visit the so-called web page of a
Member of Congress. I have such a
page. and many of our colleagues have
those. Mr. President. You can even see
images of molecules or galaxies. The
possibilities are endless.

In discussions with school admins-
trator, it becomes clear that students
are fascinated by the Internet. Stu-
dents that might otherwise be Indiffer-
ent are eagerly pursuing new subjects
and sharing their newfound knowledge
with the global community of students.

Simply put. Mr. President, the child
with access will be at a distinct advan-
tage and better prepared for future em-
ployment. And those without access
are simply going to be left behind.

We cannot afford to let our school
systems slip behind those of our lead-
ing competitors when the technology is
at our flngertips--the technology that
was pioneered here in the United
States.

Mr. President. I urge our colleagues
to support the most cost-effective edu-
cation we can offer our Nation's chil-
dren. I urge my colleagues to support
the Snowe-Rockefeller-Kerrey provi-
s1on and oppose the amendment offered
by my friend from Arizona.

Mr. President, I yield the floor.
Mr. McCAIN addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Arizona is recognized.
Mr. McCAIN. Mr. President, I see my

friend from West Virginia, Senator
BYRD, on the floor. I will be brief, I say
to my colleague. I know he has been
waiting for some time.

I just have a couple of comments to
make. Our States have done a lot in
this area. I know that, for example,
some of the States In the South have
done things.

This describes that in the State of
Alabama, there is pending approval
within the next few days where the
Educational Network Service will offer
DS-I and 5S-KBP service for any edu-
cational institution at a discount rate.

In Florida. there is legislation wait-
ing signature, where the LEC's are re-
quired to provide advanced cormu-
nication services to eligible facilities,
including public universities, commu-
nity colleges, area technical centers.
public schools, libraries, and teaching
hospitals.

In Georgia. the Public Service Com-
mission approved the Southern Bell re-
duced rate telephone service for
schools, called the Classroom Commu-
nication Service.

In the State of Kentucky. the State
government provides high-volume dis-
count access to schools, hospitals, It-
braries, and government agencies.

In Louisiana, all schools in Orleans
Parish receive an additional 33-pereent
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discount, and public and parochial
schools Pay residential rates as op-
posed to business rates.

Mississippi has two special pricing
arrangements targeted toward edu-
cation in the clasroom communica-
tions services, distance learning, and
transport services.

South Carolina hs somewhat the
same thing.

Tennessee has in-clasroom computer
access service, distance learning, video
transport service. at cetera.

Mr. President. the fact Is that nearly
every State In America has some kind
of accommodation for this. I am appre-
ciative of the fact that the Senator
from West Virginia may not Share my
view about the role of the Federal Gov-
ernment versus the role of the State
government. but the fact is that the
State governments, who I think are
much better attuned and much more
cognizant of the needs of their respec-
tive States, ar doing these kinds of
things. To my view. this is vitiating
the requirement for, again, another un-
funded mandate, which this is.

Mr. President, I heard the Senator
from West Virginia, who makes some
very emotional arguments that there
are some libraries that will never be
able to afford a computer, or some hoe-
pitals. Who are they, Mr. President? So
to cure the problem we are just going
to give a blanket agreement to
wealthy, private schools, wealthy hoe-
pitals. wealthy libraries. There is no
means testing. If the Senator from
West Virginia and the Senator from
Maine had. In any way, brought in
some kind of provision for means test-
Ing as to who needs it and who does not
before we proposed this unfunded man-
date, I would have been much more
open to some compromise or agree-
ment on it. I am sorry that virtually
all schools, all hospitals.and libraries
are going to receive this.

Mr. President, I think we are being a
little discriminating In our morality
here. I would like to see the Disabled
American Veterans have this same
kind of facility. They are people who
have fought and served and sacrificed.
Do they deserve something? I do not
see them included. What about the Vet-
erans of Foreign Ware and the Salva-
tion Army? They are organizations I
have admired enormously. They get all
of their funds from contributions, at
least about 95 percent of them.

What is it that makes us discriml-
nate with these Institutions and not
with others? I understand that-and I
was not told this directly by the Sen-
ator from Maine-she Intends to make
a motion to table this amendment. If
this amendment is tabled, then I may
have an amendment expanding this to
other needy and deserving Americans.
and groupe of Americans that also may
be as equally as deserving as private
schools are, for example, or as wealthy
hospitals are. or the Getty Library.

So I think that the flaw here. Mr.
President. is who are we really trying
to help, and who are we not? It seems
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to me that there are many who are de-
serving of our help who are not In-
cluded in here, and there are many who
arm not who are included. I would like
to see us be much more discriminating.

I believe the whole thrust of the
American people is that they believe
local government is best. I would like
to see the States be able to continue
what they are doing and tailor what 1o
best for their respective communities
and localities and counties and cities
and towns, rather than the Congrpas
acting In a far more sweeping and all-
encompassing fashion.

Mr. President, I yield the floor.
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President. I thank

the Chair.
I rise In strong support for the provi-

sion authored by my distinguished col-
league from the State of West Virginia.
Mr. ROCxxyuLm. I oppose the attempt
to remove it from the bill.

It has long been an axiom in the de-
velopment of America that rural Amer-
ica be provided basic telephone serv-
ices, under the concept of universal
service. Universal service Is. again, a
central part of the bill before us. Mr.
ROCxLPMLx's amendment, together
with the distinguished Senator from
Maine. Ms. SNowF, attempts to ensure
that our schools, our libraries. our
health care facilities have access to the
best that Is available across our coun-
try for the well being of our children.
our elderly. our rural dwellers at af-
fordable rates. This amendment allows
a child in Seckley, WV. to access the
Library of Congress to enhance his edu-
cation. allows the provision of medi-
cine from the best facilities In America
to be available to health care providers
in communities which cannot afford to
have all facilities available at their fin-
gertpe. It is a mechanism to enhance
standards throughout the country. It is
a force enhancer, a multiplier, an ad-
vanced bootstrap for rural America at
reasonable cost.

I have, for the last several years, sup-
ported funding for medical doctor's tel-
evision, so that experts in universities
can conference with doctors in rural re-
mote areas so that they have the best
that medicine has to offer in the State.
The Rockefeller provision extends this
concept for all citizens to have access
to the best that Is available across the
country. This ie the fruit of the techno-
logical and telecommunication revolu-
tion that is meaningful, that makes
sense. and will build human capabili-
ties and infrastructure in our land.

I commend my colleague for this pro-
vision. It is a builder of communities
throughout our land, a benefit that our
technological progress gives us as a so-
ciety. I support the provision, and urge
my colleagues to defeat the amend-
ment.

I yield the floor.
Ms. SNOWE. Mr. President. I just

want to address a couple of points that
have been raised by Senator McCAIN
because I think it is important to ad-
dress his comments with respect to
what would be provided, and to whom.
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under t~e managfers amendment that
was incorporated In the legislation
which Senator McCAIN seeks to strike.

I cannot think what would be more
in the public's interest than schools. i-
braries, and hospitals. As I said earlier.
in the last Congress. the Committee,
on a nearly unanimous vote, sought to
provide universal service to soes,
aquariums. and museums. We do not
Include those entities under this lan-
guage because we think we should
strictly limit it to very essential Insti-
tutons, schools. libraries. and rural
hospitals.

Universal service happens to be a na-
tional priority. That is what this issue
Is all about. Senator MOCAm said leave
it to the States. States are Involved. In
the sense that there is a joint board in
this legislation that will help deter-
mine the rates for the communities
under the universal service provision.

But this happens to be a national pri-
ority. a national issue, and it is too im-
portant just to leave It to the States
on an ad hoc basis and say whatever
happens, happens. The States are oer-
tainly doing their best. They under-
stand the importance of this issue, and
have been very innovative and progres-
sive. But they cannot do it alone. Pres-
ently, there Is a disparity between the
States.

We all recognize how important the
information age is to the future of this
country and to individuals and to fazni-
lies. It is so important, and therefore I
think It requires a national policy and
should be established as a national pri-
ority. Certainly, universal service can
be supplemented by the States.' The
fact is. they cannot do it alone.

This is a major telecommunications
policy. If that was not the case, we
would not be here discussing today the
amendment before the Senate.

But it is an important telecommuni-
cations policy. It is essential that we
establish some parameters to universal
service. There may be a day when It
will not be required. But right now. we
need a transition with respect to tele-
communications. That is why the uni-
versal service language becomes an im-
perative.

We have to recognize the changes
that have evolved and will continue to
evolve over time. We have to antici-
pate the needs of America. I cannot
think of entities with a greater need to
affordable telecommunications services
than schools, libraries, and rural hos-
pitals. I never would have expected
anybody to have questioned that.

The language in the bill extends the
idea, included in the Communications
Act of 1934, of universal service. That Is
all we are saying, with the language In
the bill. sponsored by myself and Sen-
ator ROACKEFELLER and Senator KERREY
and Senator EXON and adopted by com-
mittee. The language simply extends
universal service to schools, libraries,
and rural hospitals.

Under the language, essential tele-
communication providers will get re-
imbursement. They can recoup the
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discounts given to these public entities
from the universal service fund.

In the care of schools and libraries.
the discount Is an amount necessary to
ensure affordable accesS to tele-
communications services for edu-
cational purposes. This is a modifica-
tion we made in the managers' amend-
ment that was offered last night.

By changing the basis for the dis-
count from incremental cost to an
amount necessary to ensure an afford-
able rate, the Federal-State joint board
in conjunction' with the FCC and the
States have some flexibility to target
discounte based on a community's abil-
ity to pay.

The discounts will not be indiscrimil-
nate, as the Senator from Arizona sug-
gested in his previous remarks. There
will be some parameters, because we do
not have an unlimited fund.

There have been a number of letters
from supporters of the language in the
bill that various Senators have re-
ceived. I would like to quote from a
couple of them. I think it gives every-
one an idea of the importance of this
issue. One letter that I will quote from
Is from an education technology spe-
cialist,

She writes to one Senator, and I re-
ceived a copy of this letter:

Two key issues for rural States like ours
are affordable and equitable acess, Coot is
the barrier cited. A recent survey shows only
3 percent of the Nation's classrooms have ac-
cess to Internet or use information services
for instructional servlce. Preferential rates
for school and libraries at cost would be a
step toward eliminating this barrier. As a
Nation and a a State, we must recognize the
need for improvement in our educational
system and seine the opportunities offered by
technology and telecommunications. The
dream of acess, equity, and excellence for
all Americans for life means acting now to
ensure these essential elemente for better
education, bound in decisions currently
under consideration. We urge you to make
certain the voices of K through 12 educators
are heard and their needs addressed in the
drafting and passage of this legislation.

In another letter:
I hope that Members of Congress will stop

and consider the Impact that schools and li-
braries had upon their lives. Then, if they
will project what these entities can provide
when they are equipped with appropriate
connectivity, we can begin to understand the
quality of true education our young people
will possess that will equip them for bright
futures. With your help. thousands of young
lives will be able to experience the rush that
comes with free exploration of knowledge
sources.

And then we received a list of dif-
ferent associations that are supporting
this legislation, again, I think, express-
ing the thought that this legislation
and this provision is so important to
the future of this country. The organi-
zations are part of a coalition support-
ing affordable telecommunications ac-
cess for our Nation's schools and li-
braries, and there are a number of dif-
ferent associations. I am not going to
read them all, but I ask unanimous
consent to have them printed in the
RECORD. Mr. President-
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There being no objection, the mate-

rial was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD. Ks follows:
STPORT AFFORDAZLE TEt1ECOMMUNICATIONS

ACCESS. FOR OLR NATON'S 0CHOO AND Li-
BRAIES
Supported by a coalition Including:
American Association of Community Col-

leges.
American Association of School Admlnls-

trators.
American Association of School Librar-

lans, a division of the American Library As-
sociation.

American Council on Education.
American Federation of Teachers.
American Library Association.
American Psychological Association.
Association for Advancement of Comput-

ing in Education.
Association for Educational Conmmunica-

tions and Technology.
Association for Supervision and Curricu-

lum Development.
Center for Media Education.
Coalition of Adult Education Organlna-

tions.
Consortium for School Networking.
Council for Americ" Private Education.
Council for Educational Development and

Research.
Council of Chief State School Officers.
Council of the Great City Schools.
Council of Urban Boards of Education.
Educational Testing Service.
Instructional Telecormunications Coun-

cil.
International Society for Technology In

Education.
International Telecomputing Consortium.
National Association for Family and Com-

munity Education.
National Association of Elementary School

Principals.
National Association of Secondary School

Principals.
National Association of State Boards of

Education.
National Education Association.
National School Boards Association.
Organizations Concerned about Rural Edu-

cation.
Public Broadcasting Service.
Software Publishers Association.
The Global Village Schools Institute.
The National PTA.
Triangle Coalition for Science and Tech-

nology Ecucation.
United States Distance Learning Associa-

tion.
Ms. SNOWE. For example, the Amer-

ican Association of Community Col-
leges, the American Association of
School Admninistrators. American As-
Sociation of School Librarians. Amer-
ican Council on Education. American
Federation of Teachers, American Li-
brary Association, the American Psy-
chological Association, the Council of
Urban Boards of Education, the Edu-
cational Testing Service, the National
Association for Family and Commu-
nity Education. National Association
of Elementary School Principals, the
National Association of Secondary
School Principals. the National Asso-
ciation of State Boards of Education.
the National Education Association.
the National School Boards Associa-
tion. the National PTA. the United
States Distance Learning Association.

That gives you an idea of the cross-
section of organizations and associa-
tions across America that support this
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language. Even I was surprised at the
extent to which the language that we
incorporated in this legislation re-
ceived such strong and widespread sup-
port.

The FCC Chair. Reed Hundt, recently
stated:

There are thousands of buildings in this
country with millions of people in them who
have no telephones, no cable television, and
no reasonable prospect of broadband serv-
ices. They are called schools.

This all goes to show how important
this issue is. I hope that Members of
this Senate will oppose the McCain
amendment and will continue to sup-
port the provision that is incorporated
in the managers' amendment and in
the underlying legislation that was
supported by members of the Com-
merce Committee-not a unanimous
vote but a broad vote--because this is
so important to the future of this coun-
try.

Mr. President, I move to table the
McCain amendment. Mr. President. I
ask for the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. IS there a
sufficient second?

There Is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

clerk will call the roll.
Several Senators addressed the

Chair.
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, I

wanted to suggest the absence of a
quorum. The distinguished Senator
from Nebraska who cosponsored the
amendment has not had a chance to be
heard.

I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

clerk will call the roll to ascertain the
presence of a quorum.

The legislative clerk proceeded to
call the roll.

Ms. SNOWE. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection.

Mr. PRESSLER. Reserving the right
to object. I will not object.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. You can-
not reserve the right to object to call-
ing off the quorum.

Mr. PRESSLER. I withdraw my re-
quest.

Ms. SNOWE. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent to withdraw my ta-
bling motion and to vitiate the yeas
and nays.

Mr. PRESSLER. Reserving the right
to object, and I will not object. Sen-
ators are doing different things. We are
trying to give a little advanced notice
when these votes will occur. I am not
trying to cut anybody off or anything
of that sort. I am wondering if we could
vote-I ask the Senator from Nebraska
when he would suggest we have a vote.

Mr. KERREY. I appreciate that.
What I would propose is that I make
my statement. We have been led to be-
lieve there are a couple of other people
who would like to speak. but if they do
not make it down to the floor by that
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time, we might be able to set a time
relatively quickly after I gt done
talking. I Just do not know whether
there will be other Members actually
getting down. having said they are
coming.

Senator MCCAJN asked earlier. I said
It could be 6 or it could be 8. I think we
pretty well heard most of the argu-
ments on this particular proposal.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the request of the Senator
from Maine to vitiate the yeas and
nays and withdraw her motion to
table?

Hearing none, It ie so ordered.
The Senator from South Dakota.
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I ask

unanimous consent for an agreement
to vote at 5:15. Or would that be ob-
jected to?

Mr. KERREY. I object to that.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Objec-

tion ie heard.
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President. I say

to-
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the

Senator from Nebraska seek the floor?
Mr. KERREY addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Nebraska.
Mr. KERREY. You run a tight ship,

Mr. President.
I say to the Senator from South Da-

kota. I am not trying to unreasonably
object. I am uncertain as to how much
longer is a reasonable time.

I myself would be surprised if I am
going to talk for 3D minutes, and if no
one comes down here at that particular
time, between now and the time that I
stop I think we can put a time on this
pretty quickly.

Mr. President. again I hope col-
leagues understand that this bill is
being asked for largely by American
companies and corporations that would
like to do things, lines of business they
currently cannot do. I hAve heard col-
leagues after I have said that say, no,
we have lots of people in our State who
really understand and would like to
have this.

That may be the case indeed. On this
particular section there are quite a few
people who understand the potential
and positive impacts. Indeed, I would
argue that-erhaps somebody has a
countervailing argument-but I would
argue, of all the sections. this section
has more Americans excited about
what might happen if this proposal
were to become law. There has been
more straight grassroots citizen sup-
port for this section of the bill than
any other section of the bill.

We have heard from companies, we
have heard from a whole range of peo-
ple. The Senator from Arizona raises
some valid and interesting points. I do
not dispute all the points he raised.

But one of the points that Is raised.
dealing with K-12 education, where we
have the largest amount of support.
the distinguished Senator from Maine
earlier read off a list of organizations
that are in support. I will not go
through all these again: American As-
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soclation of School Administrators, the
American Federation of Teachers. the
National Education Association. school
boards, and other people who under-
stand that, if you leave the status quo
in place, these schools are going to get
further and further behind. That really
is a given. It is not going to go away.

When the distinguished Senator from
Arizona comes and says there is lots of
progress being made out there, it is
true there Is progress being made. But
colleagues should not be taken In by
that argument because this law takes
away the incentives that schools have
used to get State public service com-
missions to negotiate for them. That is
what has been going on.

What has been going on in Georgia
and other States is that they have ne-
gotiated and given the regional Bell
operating company the right to price
differently in exchange for connecting
the schools. They did not do it for elee-
mosynary reasons or as a consequence
of saying we can give away a little of
our cash flow. They did it to get some-
thing in return.

Mr. President. this legislation goes
into every State public service com-
mission, and says you shall allow price
cap regulation. There is no more incen-
tive for an RBOC to negotiate the sort
of things we have seen happen in State
after State after State.

So understand that the reason that
section 310 is needed in this legisla-
tion-and it is contained significantly,
I point out to colleagues, in the title
HI portion that calls for the end to reg-
ulation-is because in other sections of
the bill, we take away the very incen-
tives that have been used .to get the
progress that we have been seeing in
other States.

So do not come to the mistaken con-
clusion that if this title is stricken you
are going to continue to see the kinds
of progress that we have seen in States.
You will not see it. It will stop.

I would like to make a point and talk
a little about why we need this. Again,
I understand there are lots of other
areas of concern-libraries. hospitals,
and so forth. My No. 1. 2. and 3 concern
is the educational environment. The
question is why is it important? Is
there a sense of urgency attached? Is
there any reason for us to be excited
about this? Is there any reason to be-
lieve that the promise of this tech-
nology will be different than the prom-
ise that lots of us heard 40 years ago
when people were saying we are going
to put this television set in your home.
They bring a television set into your
room, into your home. Television was
going to be a great learning tech-
nology. We are going to learn more.
That was the idea. in some cases, with
children's educational television, we
have seen some improvement in test
scores. But for many of us adults. we
hold I think the correct conclusion
that television has produced a distrac-
tion, larger and larger volumes of time
being consumed with young people
watching television, not doing home-
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work. not doing the work required in
school, and as a consequence, people
say maybe this technology is just an-
other one of those items, Just another
promise to do something, another easy
solution to the difficult work of edu-
cation.

Mr. President. this technology is dif-
ferent. Computer technology Is much
different than we have seen in other
educational applications. in other tech-
nology applications. We can cite re-
search. You can use anecdotes. You can
talk about any measurement you want
out in your local community. But com-
puter technology, particularly when it
is network and particularly when there
Is access to a database outside of the
school, particularly when the network
concludes a connection between the
home and the school itself, there are
advances In mathematics, impressively
so. There are advances in reading, al-
most counterintuitive for those of us
who have seen this technology. How
can you possibly learn to read and
write better? But there are improve-
ments in test scores in both areas when
the technology is available to young
people.

The fact of the matter is this tech-
nology does offer substantial hope to
do something for public education that
a lot of us have begun to believe-we
are wondering whether anything is
going to work. We are wondering
whether anything is in fact going to do
something to turn around what we see
as decline in test scores in many sig-
nificant areas.

I note that the National Assessment
of Educational Performance not long
ago said that high school seniors, a full
third, cannot read at the basic level;
that approximately a third can read at
the proficiency level or above, down 10
percent from 2 years ago. You cannot
graduate from high school anymore-
and half of our young people will grad-
uate and go right into the work force
and are not able to read and write, and
do multistep mathematics, to be able
to think in creative, in complex ways,
and expect to earn very much in the
workplace. It may have been true when
most of us went to high school and
graduated that you could do that, but
not anymore. Today you have to know
more. You use that computer in the
workplace, and you have to know a lot
more besides the sorts of things that
were required when I got out of high
school in 1961.

Mr. President. there is an urgency at-
tached to this section. That is what I
am trying to describe to my colleagues.
Not only is there a demand for it. Not
only in this case do we have people in
the community saying: Senator

.KEasy, this is one where I know it is
going to help. I am not certain about
all the rest, and I am a little bit nerv-
ous about what is going to rate tele-
phone or cable. I do not know about all
this promise about new jobs. I have
some stats I am going to talk about
later when I talk about this promise of
employment. An awful lot of people
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were turned out onto the bricks as a
consequence of technology. They get a
little nervous when I tell them there
are going to be a lot of jobs. They do
not know about all of that. They say to
me, I know because I have seen com-
puter technology work in my home. I
have seen it work in the school. I know
it can work. We are trying to network
it inside our school buildings. We are
trying to make progress there.

What are we up against? We are up
against a number of things. The people
are saying to me and with schools that
I have worked, that the principle
among those things is that if you want
to fund It. you have to fund it out of
property or sales and income taxes.

I am going to get to a subject that
will probably put my colleagues to
sleep because I talk about it perhaps
too much; that is. how we fund not just
education, but how we fund other
things that we try. other services that
we try to provide to our people. In the
State of Nebraska. we have about
275,000 people in the K through 12 envi-
ronment. We have 275.000 people over
the age of 65. We spend 11.3 billion on
that K through 12 environment, and
34.5 billion on people over 65. Now, the
source of revenue for retirement and
health care is payroll taxes. It is rel-
atively easy to get that from people in
the work force; apparently about 16
percent of total wages. The source of
revenue for the schools is property,
sales, and income tax.

The incremental cost expenditures
from the schools will be S50 million
against the $1.3 billion base. On that
retirement and health care data, the
differential is going to be close to S500
million. The reason the cost increase is
so low is that the people at the local
level are saying: We are fed up with
property tax increases, and we are not
very excited about saleg and income
tax increases, either. And our schools
get squeezed.

I had a rather unpleasant encounter
with an educational organization that
said this is not going to be a big deal
because it is only going to address the
cost to the schools, about 16 percent,
and phone activity is not a problem,
and affordable dial tone Is not a prob-
lem. It is a problem. It is true that
States have been able to negotiate with
the public service commissions. But
that only affects interLATA costs. It
does not affect long distance calls, and
it does not let these kids get on line
and access databases in long distance
education. It does not provide the kind
of high-speed activity these schools
need.

We are not asking for a bailout.
Schools are still going to have to put a
ton of money in software, a ton of
money in hardware. They are going to
still have to make a good-faith effort
and contribution in order to make this
work. This is not a subsidy that is un-
reasonable. It is a subsidy that is not
only quite reasonable but it is a sav-
ings. If we do not provide it, we are
going to lose a tremendous opportunity
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to bring education technology to our
children and give them. I think, a
learning tool that can enable them to
increase math, increase reading, in-
crease verbal scores. I have seen it
work. I have looked, as I said. at re-
search data. I have seen anecdotal evi-
dence, as well. It in fact gets the job
done.

Mr. President. one of the arguments
again that we hear a lot, or at least I
have heard a lot-I am not sure how
much it applies to this particular
amendment: perhaps it does, perhaps it
does not; I believe it does--is that we
are giving special attention to a par-
ticular group of people, and that they
do not deserve the special attention. I
am not really talking about the com-
ments of the Senator from Arizona. I
heard comments made by others. Why
would we want to single out one par-
ticular group? We have 100.000 school
buildings in the public school system,
16,000 school districts out there, 45 mil-
lion students, government-run oper-
ations, pure and simple, and we have to
figure out some way to help them out.

But what very often is annoying to
me is the argument--and I have heard
it from the business sector, mostly: it
is made by businesses who have been
given special protection, who have been
given a monopoly franchise. and now
are complaining when we give some-
body else special attention. It is not
like the RBOC. It is not a mom-and-pop
started in Charleston. SC. This is a reg-
ulated monopoly. It is not like they
started from scratch or something. It
is with tremendous cash flow, and tre-
mendous resources.

I am prepared to let them compete. I
am prepared to provide deregulation to
them so they can get out there and go
head to head. I think there will be ben-
efits from it.

But please spare me when it comes to
trying to help 45 million school chil-
dren with this argument that I am giv-
ing them special attention. For god's
sake. You would not even exist were it
not for a franchise granted to you by
the people of the United States of
America. At least, that is how I see it.
I would be very interested to hear, and
I asked earlier If the Senator from
South Carolina would be willing to give
his own description of that.

It seems to me that when a regional
Bell operating company-I have good
friends, at least I used to have good
friends in that particular sector-when
they come and say why would you want
to provide special attention to these
schools like this, It seems to me that I
am deserving of saying to them. well,
did we not give you a special franchise?
Did we not give you a special right to
do business in a monopoly way? And
did we not keep all the internet com-
petition away so that you could do all
this stuff over the years?

Am I missing something, I ask my
friend from South Carolina?

Mr. HOLLINGS. If the distinguished
Senator will yield. I think he is right
on target with respect to the regional
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Bell operating companies. They are not
just a guaranteed monopoly but a guar-
anteed return on investment.

But they used to have a percentage
return of profit, and they did not like
that because they found, quite to the
point, if they could get what they said.
pay caps, the actual size and operation
growing, minimizing, of course, the
general cost of operation, and super-

.impose on that downsizing, which is
firing, to me, the employees-and ev-
erybody thinks this is a wonderful
thing, that everybody is downsizing,
but that is what they are doing, and so
they are increasing their return on In-
vestment but more particularly what
they call the operating cash flow mar-
gin. That is the principal measure of
the financial worth of a company by
Wall Street and the financial commu-
nity.

Specifically. I say to the Senator. I
have a chart-I swore I was not going
to use charts, but I am going to have to
get this one blown up for the Senator
because I have the operating cash flow
margin by industries from computers
to chemicals, household products.
autos, trucks, alcoholic beverages.
long-distance companies, the soft drink
industry, semiconductors, railroads.
drug industry, electric utilities, petro-
leum-producing corporations, and, of
course, the regional Bell operating
companies.

This is a small sort of chart. We will
have it enlarged. But you can see right
at the bottom edge, in the lowest so-
called operating cash flow margin of
10.3 percent is computers. Come right
on up midway. 19 percent for the long-
distance companies, and for the re-
gional Bell operating companies it is 46
percent. It is above all the others.

If you want to get to the actual re-
turn, you would find in Standard &
Poor's in a composite of the top 1,000
corporations in America, their average
would be 10.4 percent, but the regional
Bell operating companies is 16.6 per-
cent.

Now, if you want to go then up to
their cash flow margin, as they call it,
that would be 46 percent rather than
the average of 34.1. If you go up to the
actual operating income margin, it is
26 percent with the U.S. average of 10
percent.

But they tell me in the financial
community, if the Senator will give me
just a second more. it is not only the 46
percent, but we had it in those hear-
ings that the RBOC's had a cash flow of
about 15.5 billion. They paid some $600
million in taxes. Mr. President. I think
the distinguished Presiding Officer was
there when this was brought out. Of
the 15.5 billion in cash flow, $600 mil-
lion was in taxes, $1.6 billion was paid
to keep Wall Street happy-that was
the dividends-which left them 11.7 bil-
lion to invest.

Excuse me. That $1.7 billion they re-
invested in upgrading the equipment
and optic fibers and everything else of
that kind. It left them S1.6 billion in
their back pocket so they could walk
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into any bank: I have £1.6 billion in my
back pocket, and I would like to make
a loan.

Well. heavens above, what financial
power. And they wanted to know a lit-
tle while ago why we had to have the
public interest test included in this
thing. With that $1.6 billion in their
back pocket, they are already into New
Zealand. They are putting in commu-
nication links between Moscow and
Tokyo. That is these telecommuni-
cations companies. They are In Hun-
gary.

I landed last year, I say to the Sen-
ator. in Buenos Aires. and the Ambas-
sador came out and met me in the car.
As we were driving into town-this is
Ambassador Cheek, an Arkansas na-
tive-he turned to me, and he said:
Well. our section is doing good.

I said, how is that?
He said Bell South here operates-I

think they have about 14 to 16 million
in Buenos Aires. and Bell South runs
the local telephone, and they are get-
ting a tremendous return on their in-
vestment. I know they are into Mexico
and everything else.

I commend them. I do not know of a
better operating company in my own
sort of hometown. Bell South and
Southern Bell. But they should not
come here-and I do not think, frankly,
these companies are coming.

I find it. I say to the Senator. as a re-
sult more or less of pollster politics.
You go to run for Congress and the
Senate. and the first thing you do is
you get a poll and the poll gete you five
to seven hot-button items. Crime. ev-
erybody is against crime. Taxes, every-
body is against taxes. Jobs, everybody
is for Jobs. It is a jambalaya of the
same nonsense, where you have the
contract.

One thing, this communications bill.
you know what, is not in the contract.
And you know why? Because this com-
munications bill is going to do some-
thing. You can take that 10-point con-
tract, it is all process. It is all proce-
dure. It is all pap. It is all line-item
veto. term limits, paper skuffling or
whatever-unfunded mandates, bal-
anced budget constitutional amend-
ment. It is all process, making sure
you do not do anything but what the
pollster tells you to hit and identify.
Do not ever be for or against. Identify
with the problems but do nothing
about them.

Here we are trying to do something
about them and you know what they
come up with? They take the very re-
sponsibility they have fundamentally
for education, for the schools, for the
libraries, for the nonprofit health care,
community health service, rural health
centers and everything else and talk
against them. using expressions like
"mIcromanagement, meddling, bu-
reaucracy" and everything else, like
somehow something was wrong with
that.

I thought that is what we were here
for. If we are not here for the commu-
nity health centers, who is? If we are
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not here for the schools, where are
they going-all private schools with
vouchers and people with money run-
ning around butting into each other?
We are going the way of England. We
are getting two levels of society now.
Those with jobs are making 20 percent
less today than what they were making
20 years ago.

And the census figures. I say to the
Senator-I will yield right now-will
show that in the age group 17 to 24. 73
percent of that age group cannot find a
Job or they cannot find a Job outside of
poverty. And here the people's rep-
resentatives are coming here and talk-
ing against the people's institutions
because the pollsters tell them to do
that. It is a sort of an ideological bent:
Get rid of the REA, a magnificent en-
tity: get rid of public communications
that is doing some good. And they tell
you, yes, you know, public broadcast-
ing-sure, it can make a profit. We can
sell those VHF channels like
gangbusters, and they can put on some
more of the giggle shows or whatever
you call them. You turn them on and
there is some little wise kid about this
high and the grownups tottering
around, the wise kid makes the smart
remark and everybody goes "hee-hee-
hee" and that is all you get' unless you
have public television.

So I think that the distinguished
Senator is getting right to one of the
most valuable discourses I have seen
because you have seen the rural Sen-
ators come with the metropolitan
areas saying since we have the satellite
and you can beam down into the rural
area as well as down into the urbanized
megacity you do not need these
things-you do not need schools; you
do not need hospitals; you do not need
libraries anymore. And if you do. let
the market forces operate them.

Mr. KERREY. I appreciate that. In
fact, I am sure people will be inter-
ested-and I believe there is a lot of
promise of jobs. by the way, in chang-
Ing our regulation and going more to
competition.

But do not count on the Jobs coming
from the companies that are typically
coming up here on Capitol Hill urging
us to do one thing or another. I have
some interesting facts in that regard.

Regional Bell operating companies in
1984 In the United States of America
employed 56,561 people. In 1993, that
was down to 395,659. They dropped over
160,000 employees in that period-
160.00 employees in approximately 10
years. The LEC's/ndependents went
from 180.000 down to 140,000. So now
you are down 200,000 employees over
that period of time.

The cellular industries everybody
talks about really added a whole bunch
of employees. They have added 40,000.
So now you are back to a net loss of
160 600. So you hear from the RBOC's.
LEC's and you hear from cellulars.
They are talking about Jobs saved. I
am down 160,000 thus far. Are you going
to keep going in that direction and
give me more of the same?
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The broadcast industry has gone

from 170.000 down to 150.000. so another
20.000. Now I am up to 180.000 jobs. I bet
you an awful lot of those people did not
get jobs that paid the same as they pre-
viously had.

In cable television, you see Increased
employment in cable television. 67,000
or so up to about 109,000. So you are
still about 150.000 Jobs or so down.

We have the computer industry that
we talk about an awful lot, a surprising
number. I heard-I cannot remember
who it was--a colleague come down and
talked about we ought to do it like the
computer industry has done. For your
information, the computer industry in
1985 employed 542.000 Americans. Guess
how many employees in 19939 400,000
employees, down 150,000. When you are
at home in your hometown meetings
and they say to you. "Senator, what is
this telecommunications deregulation
bill going to do for me?" and you say,
"Jobs." you better be prepared to say
where those Jobs are going to come
from. You better be prepared to answer
that person who says, "Thus far, tech-
nology has not been all that kind. I
used to make $40,000 a year and now I
am down to $15,000. How is that work-
Ing for me?"

I hope that this particular attempt
to strike this section will be rejected.

As I said earlier, the reasons I would
cite are the following: One, it is about
the only hope we have, I believe, of im-
proving the quality of education both
In the home and in the school. It is
working. It is working out there.

Secondly. if you believe that the
progress that is being made out there
in the States right now is exciting. un-
derstand that the language in other
sections of the bill takes away the in-
centives the RBOC's have had to do
those things. It truly does. There is no
disputing that. In every single State-
every single State-where this kind of
effort has been made. it has been made
in exchange for regulatory relief, par-
ticularly going from rate-based rate of
return to price caps. The premier ex-
ample is In the State of Georgia. but it
Is not alone.

Finally, Mr. President. this well-
meaning attempt to strike this section
should be tabled because this Is one of
the few pieces of this legislation where,
indeed, we are hearing from our citi-
zens, where, indeed, we are hearing
from mothers and dads and the PTA,
the PTO that are coming to us and say-
ing, "This one is going to work. We're
trying to figure out how to make com-
puters work in our school. We are up
against the property tax lid, we are up
against sales and income. We are try-
ing to figure out how to do it, and this
is going to give us a little help."

Do not believe it is a giveaway. These
schools are going to make a zlrainta-
nance effort on top of that. They have
to. They have to spend a lot of money
on software and hardware. This is just
a little bit of help asked for by the
companies that, indeed, can afford to
do it given what this legislation allows
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them to do. given what this legislation
provides for them.

Mr. President, I yield the floor.
Several Senators addressed the

Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.

[NHOFE). The Senator from South Caro-
lina.

Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President. one
note on commending our distinguished
colleagues. The Senator from Maine.
the Senator from West Virginia, and
the Senator from Nebraska have Joined
together on this amendment and given
leadership.

It should be noted that when we
started, easily 4 years ago, the then
distinguished Senator from Tennessee,
AL GORE. was the one who paraphrased
the "information superhighway." Part
and parcel of his drive for the informa-
tion superhighway was just this: edu-
cation, hospitals, libraries, public enti-
ties and public Interest groups that we
had even expanded in the original
treatment some 4 years ago in our
Committee of Commerce. Vice Presi-
dent AL GORE has to be credited with
this part of the information super-
highway.

We had at our hearings this year the
Secretary of Education. Secretary
Riley. come forward and testify on this
particular score outlining the various
uses and needs of this particular con-
sideration by the public to go ahead
and take entities that ass on a non-
profit baals--public schools are not for
profit, not-for-profit hospitals, librar-
ies and otherwise-and give them con-
sideration, which is just like the uni-
versal service fund, to get the commu-
nications facilities out into the rural
or sparsely settled areas.

So I commend Senator SNows. Sen-
ator ROCKEFELLER. and Senator
KERREY. but I particularly wanted the
record to show that the-Vice President
of the United States has been the lead-
er on this information superhighway,
and particularly the educational,
health and library facilities to be af-
forded these particular services at a re-
duced rate.

I yield the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Vermont.
Mr. JEFFORDS. Mr. President, I rise

in opposition to the McCain amend-
ment. I want to commend the previous
speakers who have emphasized very
eloquently what this will do for the
critical areas, especially of education. I
am. as my colleagues know, the chair-
man of the Senate Subcommittee on
Education. I have just completed a
number of trips around this country
visiting the schools in the urban areas
of this Nation, from Baltimore to New
York to Detroit to Washington. DC. as
well as Los Angeles and San Diego. I
have also examined the statistics of
where our schools are at this particular
point in our history when it is so essen-
tial and so important that we improve
our educational system to be competi-
tive in the world that awaits us out
there and the markets that are nec-

essary for thin Nation to expand its
economy.

The number one problem we see is
the ability of our schools to be able to
take advantage of the wonders that can
come about through the information
age. As I talk with them and travel
with them, there is no question but
that one of the most critical and im-
portant barriers they have to being
able to participate in a meaningful way
by the utilization of computer tech-
nology to provide the education
through the software that would be
made available and the opportunities
that come through that is the inability
to have affordable telephone commu-
nications. Without that. there is no
hope that they will be able to make the
kind of leap that we have asked them
to make, for. as you iow, we have
passed Goals 20W. strongly indicating
that we must by that time Improve
substantially the education of our
young people.

I have been through my charts. I
have gone through them many times.
and I will many more times, to try to
let everybody know the serious prob-
lems we are having.

First. I pointed out over and over
again, when you compare our young
people in the younger groups with com-
petitor nations across this world, those
nations which we would be competing
with and gradually losing our competi-
tive edge, we are isat--last--In math
and science among 14 of those nations.

Most probably, the most devastating
statistic that we have facing us is the
knowledge that 55 percent of our young
people now that go through the school
system come out functionally illit-
erate, because if you are not going to
college, we do not worry about you.
They are going to be the skilled work
force of tomorrow in America. But if
we do not furnish them the tools in
schools and are not able to provide the
kind of software that is out there and
the ability to bring them up to speed
on skills and on education, math. read-
ing and all, we will not make it.

This Is the best and biggest step for-
ward we can make. by ensuring that
there will be access to telephone lines.

Let me give you an example of how
bad off it is. About 3 percent of our
schools in this Nation right now have
access to internet or outside commu-
nications for the utilization of the in-
formation age. When I go around to
cities. I say. "I want to see your best
and your worst." I have seen the best.
and I have seen what they can do with
the information age. I have seen so
many young people sitting there with
eyes lit up and looking at fantastic
software and learning well above the
capacity that we have ever had before.

Do you know how many of those
schools there are in this Nation?
Maybe 1 percent. Then I said. "I want
to go to the worst that you have." I re-
member very vividly in the city of New
York going down to a school on the
lower east side. We went in there, and
I think it was an old factory building.

There were six floors that you have to
walk up and down. I said. 'Let me see
what you have to offer your young peo-
ple." She showed me four computers. I
said. "How old are these?" She said. "'I
think they were from the 1970's." I
asked, -'What kind of software do you
have?" She said, "Let me show you." It
was something I had seen back in the
rnid-1970's. But she said, "I am excited.
We just got a grant for S250 to upgrade
our software."

Well, anybody that knows anything
about computers and software knows
what you are going to get for S250 is
not going to do much for anybody. I
saw similar things in Los Angeles and
San Diego. I saw the best and the
worst.

This one provision in the bill will do
as much as we can do for education as
anything else-the dimensions of what
it will cost in these schools to be able
to bring the communications in with-
out this kind of help is devastating.
For instance, there is $300 million in
backlog of repairs and renovations
needed In the city of Washington in
order to upgrade structure to do the
things that are needed to be done. It is
$110 billion nationwide. But if you can
afford to get the phone lines in and
give them a reasonable rate, then we
have an opportunity to take advantage
of that tremendous software that is out
there. I have seen systems which are
imaginative and wonderful. But it will
not work unless there is access to it.
The only way we can start making that
acces--and we need to worry about the
ability to have power to run thsse and
other things that go along with it. But
if do you not have the phone access,
you will not get there.

So I urge very strongly, if you be-
lieve as I do that education is so criti-
cal and important to the future of this
Nation, the one best thing you can do
right now is to vote against the
McCain amendment and make sure the
provisions are in here to assist our
country, to be able to elevate our edu-
cational system on a fast track instead
of the slow, slow snailpace process we
are undergoing now.

I yield the floor.
Mr. BURNS addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Montana is recognized.
Mr. BURNS. Mr. President, I rise in

support of the McCain amendment. I
guess when I first came to the Senate
and I took a look at my State-long
distances, sparsely populated-nobody
has made more speeches on education,
telemedicine, and all of those good
things that can happen through wide-
band. broadband telecommunications.

Once we start down the road of pref-
erential treatment, there is no end to
it. and that technology will not be de-
ployed at any price. That Is the reason
that we are doing this piece of legisla-
tion, to give some people incentive to
deploy new technologies. If there is a
way that we can serve education and
telemedicine in rural areas, it will be
done. It is being done in my State. For
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the first time, we have school boards
that are setting aside money now for
equipment and software and, yes.
charges in order to accommodate It. to
give some people incentive to deploy it.

What this does as a result is create a
whole new class of preferential tele-
communications service entitlements
for a diversity of groups. I have no dis-
agreement with my colleague with re-
gard to the contribution which ad-
vanced telecommunications can make
to society. especially in rural America.
My home State of Montana is one of
those rural areas in the country. I have
worked very hard to make sure that we
have this new technology. But we have
to find ways to be entrepreneurial and
allow some competition into it to
make it work. You know what? It
works in an area where telephone com-
panies and those companies that work
outside of the regulatory environ-
ment-country telephones. REA'a, peo-
ple who have an interest in community
that makes it available to their schools
because they know what the invest-
ment is in that school and what it is
worth to that community.

They can do that because they do not
have to go to a PUC and explain why
they are doing it for a school or why
they are doing it for a rural hospital.
The RBOC's are inside that regulatory,
and what we are trying to do is relieve
ourselves of them so they can do some
special things. This new technology is
not going to go Out there, and we are
not going to tell Government to force
it out there. It is not going to make it
friendlier or cheaper for preferential
users.

When the heavy hand of Government
reaches Out to mandate that business
prevent preferential rates to certain
groups, business is not going to be the
one who pays. You know who will pay
for it? Consumers pay for it. That is
what we have lost here a. little bit
-that the paying public of every tele-
phone will pay for this preferential
treatment. You can almost call that
double taxation, because they are also
paying school taxes and also probably
to some of the hospitals for some of the
work they are doing there. We just
tend to forget. Make no mistake about
it. businesses will pas along such costs
to consumers through higher rates-
the same consumers that will be look-
Ing for lower costs and more services
once this legislation passes.

So philosophically, section 310 takes
a mandated approach that moves ex-
actly in the opposite direction from the
entire legislation, and it is an approach
that is really tough to support. It de-
fies logic on preferential treatment.
YOU Just cannot simply ignore the fu-
tre impact this will have on the con-

mimers in Montana, and they will come
at a higher cost-a higher cost-if this
legislation passes with this section In-

.. :Whenever there are a lot of people

"0o want to get into that universal

iprvlre and they want to use it for
Irmseives, keeping in mind that the

integrity of universal service is in
question now because of preferential
treatment, the Senator from Nebraska
is 90 percent right. He understands
what it did for Nebraska. I understand
what it is doing in Montana. But it
takes dollars in order to get that tech-
nology out there. If the Federal Gov-
ernment wants to step up to the plate
and get some money Out there, that is
fine and dandy. I would support some
of that for infrastructure inside the
schools.

But we are going in exactly the
wrong direction. It is a great thought.
It has probably broad support because
you always find more people who want
something for nothing than you do peo-
ple who want nothing for something.
And that is just exactly the wrong di-
rection. The marketplace is already
moving in the right direction. It does
not need this legislation In some areas
to provide more service and more tech-
nology. But that progress could be sty-
mied through mandates from this Gov-
ernment and-probably the Wall Street
Journal was right this morning-plac-
ing more mandates. Every time we
have a mandate, somebody pays. And it
will be the consumers of this country
who will pay for it, because this does
not get out there for nothing.

I think it is a wrong approach. I say
to my colleagues, if they are serious
about building a national health and
education infrastructure through tele-
communications, this is the wrong di-
rection to go, because with competi-
tion in the marketplace we will find
somebody that will provide the services
a little bit cheaper maybe than the
next guy to do business in an area
where there Is a high volume of busi-
ness as there is in education and health
care provision in rural areas.

I ask my colleagues to support the
McCain amendment.

I yield the floor.
Mr. KERREY. Before the Senator

from Montana leaves. I appreciate the
statement. I must say, Mr. President, I
appreciate very much that Senator
from Montana IncIided a couple sec-
tions of language in this legislation on
my behalf. section 304. It does deal
with education. We added elementary
and secondary schools for advanced
telecommunications incentives. That
is the connection. That is the fiber
that would go to the school. It does not
cover affordable rates and does not get
some of the other things section 10
does, but last year when S. 1822 passed,
the vote was 18-2. The Senator from
Oregon, Senator PACKWOOD, and the
Senator from Arizona. Senator
MCCAjN. voted against it, but last year
section 104 that the Senator from Mon-
tana supported did provide preferential
rates:

Section 104 says the purpose of this
provision-a new provision of the 1934
act to provide for public access actu-
ally much broader than what 310 does:
disseminate noncommercial, edu-
cational, cultural, civic, and chari-
table, so the public has access to tele-
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oommuniatious Uetwagt--gih d,
of this ro elon is to ousre taI t]ema
entities may be able to obtain, at pref-
erential rates, advance services and
functionalities for all their commu-
nication needs.

The chairman of the committee
voted for it last year-last year's rank-
Ing member, this year's chairman. All
members of the committee. not just
Republicans. but all members of the
committee, voted for that last year
with the exception of the Senator from
Arizona and the Senator from Oregon.

I know there is a good explanation as
to what happened between last year
and this, but last year, preferential
rates were part of the bill. and this
year they are some kind of a slippery
slope.

Mr. BURNS. To reply to the Senator
from Nebraska, had It been part of this
bill out of committee-that is the only
place I voted for, was out of commit-
tee. I would probably have voted for it
again to get it out of the committee to
get it to come to the floor of the U.S.
Senate in order to move this legisla-
tion along.

Mr. KERREY. The Senator has in-
cluded S. 1822, some special comimente
that indicate which provisions of S.
1822 he did not particularly like, and I
have read that and I do not find any ob-
jection to providing the preferential
rates to the various institutions.

My focus is the K-through-12 institu-
tions.

Mr. BURNS. I say to the Senator
that was a year ago, and I would have
voted to get it out of committee.

Once we look at who will pay for It
and who will pick it up, somewhere in
this mix we have lest the consumer.
That is where It is going to come. It
will come In the form of higher rates
for everybody.

I say if we do not do that, then the
deployment of the technology will be
slowe to happen. That is where I am
coink from.

Mr. KERREY. Those Members con-
cerned about higher rates, I point out
that the managers' amendment, that I
am quite sure will be accepted. has
some changes that allows for universal
funding to be used to provide these
preferential rates, which avoids the ne-
cessity for any kind of concern for rate
increase.

Again, I close briefly, the Senator
from Maine was kind earlier to vitiate
a tabling motion. I am prepared to end
this In this debate.

I say in" summary, for me, we are
making progress out there right now in
States precisely because we have an op-
portunity to negotiate with telephone
companies because they are trying to
move from a rate-based system of regu-
lation to a price cap system. This legis-
lation takes away that leverage by say-
Ing that all States will move to price
cap regulation. The progress we see
being made out there will stop.

This piece of legislation with section
310 Intact, this particular section in-
tact, will give every single Member
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who votes to retain this section in
there. I guarantee. an awful lot of
pride. I promise, from personal experi-
ence and visiting schools that are using
computer technology, those schools
that use this provision-and they will.
there will be very few schools that do
not find themselves saying this is a
way to leverage the purchase of com-
puters, the purchase of software, to
begin to use the technology for math
scores, reading scores, and writing
scores--all the things that have been
frustrating, as citizens, will allow
Members to get quite excited.

I hope that Members will not support
this well-intentioned motion to strike
the section and allow section 310 to re-
main in S. 652. 1 yield the floor.

Ms. SNOWE. Mr. President. just a
few final points that I think are impor-
tant to make in response to one of the
previous speakers. Senator BtRs.

First of all, the language that has
been incorporated In the legislation be-
fore the Senate that was offered by
Senator ROCKEFELLER, Senator
KERREY. Senator EXON. and myself in
committee extended the already exist-
ing universal service provisions within
the legislation. Universal service has
been a fundamental part of our tele-
communication policy, and rightly
continues to be part of our tele-
communication policy before this Sen-
ate.

We extended the provisions to in-
clude schools, libraries, and hospitals
because we think it is In the public In-
terest. It is in our national interest.

Furthermore, I think it is important
to note that this ultimately will save
money. When we talk about the de-
regulation of the telecommunication
industry, which is what this legislation
is all about, many providers will reap
enormous benefits as a result of the
goal of this legislation. We want to
make sure that the rural areas also
reap benefits, that they are not re-
moved from affordable access to the
technological growth and development
of the information superhighway. It
will save money through telemedicine.
Making sure schools have access will
ultimately increase the economic
growth of this country. This language
is a wise investment that will ulti-
mately save money.

In talking to rural health care cen-
ters and hospitals, they point out that
through telemnedicine they could com-
municate with some of the specialists,
without transporting the patient or
going to another hospital in order to
get those services. They can do it
through telemedicine.

Access may be there to some citizens,
in a limited fashion in some rural
health care centers, as Senator BURNS
mentions. It is not pervasive, and cer-
tainly not in my State.

Without this language in the bill.
then rural areas will not reap the full
benefits of the information age because
it will be more economically feasible
for carriers to provide those services in
densely populated areas, in urban
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areas-not in the rural areas of our
country.

We have to ensure that there is a
minimal threshold of affordable access
to telecommunications services to our
schools and our libraries and rural hos-
pitals. We cannot make it more basic
than that.

Finally, I would like to note that
three of the Bell telephone companies
support our provisions. We refined our
language to conform to some of their
concerns. NYNEX, Ameritech, and Bell
Atlantic do not oppose these provi-
sions.

I hope Members of this body will de-
feat the McCain amendment, which
would strike the language that we have
incorporated in the legislation before
the Senate. I move to table the McCaln
amendment, and I ask for the yeas and
nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second?

There is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

clerk will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk called

the roll.
Mr. LO'TT. I announce that the Sen-

ator from New York [Mr. D'AMATO].
the Senator from North Carolina [Mr.
HELMs). the Senator from Alaska [Mr.
MUtKOwsKI], the Senator from Ala-
bama [Mr. SHELBY], and the Senator
from Alaska (Mr. STEVENS] are nec-
essarily absent.

Mr. FORD. I announce that the Sen-
ator from Delaware (Mr. BIDEN] is nec-
essarily absent.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. BEN-
Nlrr). Are there any other Senators in
the Chamber desiring to vote?

The result was announced-yeas 58,
nays 36, as follows:

[Rollcall Vote No. 244 Leg.)
YEAS-58

A5.5.

a-

Boxer
Brey
Brey-

Byrd
Camphell
chofee
cochro
Cohen
Conra~d
Dabbhle

Dodd
Domentci
Dorga

Ab-hunfAxhcron
Sennett
Browi

SeWS?

Coxts
Cnverdell
crtig
Dote
Faircloth

Gorton

too
Feintoid
Fei,.en
Ford
Glenn
Oroboo
Harkin
Hatneld
Holl IMP
Inouye
Jeffords
Johnston

Keoredy

Kerry
Kohi

L.-hy
toeso

NAYS-32

Orley
Orem
Hatch
Heflil
Hutchison

Kid
Lou "
Loga-

treserno
Mkkullki
Miosley-Bm e
Stovoib..Morneor

No-n
Pell
Pryor
Reld
Robb
Rockefeller

Simon
lsiop.s

Specter
Thor-a
TWo...Welintonle

Ma~k

McConnell
Nickles
P5ckwod
Prler
Roth
S~orro
Smith

Thumpoo
Thurmond
ware
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NOT VOTING.--

Bild- Belms Shelby
SDAmt M-rkswsl stoe.n

So the motion to lay on the table the
amendment (No. 1262) was agreed to.

Mr. FORD. Mr. President. I move to
reconsider the vote.

Mr. INOUYE. I move to lay that mo-
tion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

Mr. JEFFORDS. Mr. President, I
note that a quorum is not present.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator suggests the absence of a quorum.
The clerk will call the roll.

The legislative clerk proceeded to
call the roll.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, I
hope Senators will bring up their
amendments. We are ready for amend-
ments. As far as I am concerned. I
would like to go deep into the night,
but maybe others disagree.

I have been trying all afternoon to
get the voting speeded up. We are ready
for the next amendment, as far as I am
concerned. I do not know if anybody
has an amendment ready. And I have
been seeking time agreements. But we
can really move much faster. We could
theoretically finish this bill tonight if
we really get going. So I would appre-
ciate Members' support in moving this
forward. We are ready for amendments.
Senator HOLLINGS and I ready for any
amendments.

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I have
talked with both managers of the bill
to see what we could do to accommo-
date our colleagues who have commit-
ments for the next couple of hours. But
then you have colleagues who have
commitments tomorrow morning. I am
not certain we can accommodate ev-
erybody. But the key is to get an
amendment laid down that will take a
couple of hours.

I think the Senator from South Caro-
lina may be prepared to offer his
amendment.

Mr. THURMOND. Not yet.
Mr. DOLE. He is in doubt.
There is the managers' amendment

that still has not been adopted, and the
amendment by this Senator, and then
the amendment by Senator DASCHLE.

Mr. HOLLINGS. We are trying to
work those out. We will work those out
if we can get another amendment up
and relieve our colleagues here.

Mr. DOLE. I have given a copy of my
amendment to Senator KERREY because
I know his concern with the bill. If we
need to furnish any additional informa-
tion. we will be happy to do so. But we
do need to get an amendment here.

Do we have a list of amendments?
Mr. PRESSLER. If the leader will

yield, we invite any amendments. But
we are prepared to go to third reading
very soon if Members do not bring up
their amendments.
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Mr. DOLE. As I understand. the Sen-
atot from Maine. Mr. COHM, is pre-
pared to offer an amendment which
will take approximately 1U hours. I am
not sure how much the people in oppo-
sition might want.

Mr. PRESSLER. As I understand.
Senator THulonD will have an
amendment and Senator DORGAN.
Those are the only outstanding amend-
ments that I know of.

Will someone correct me if that is
not true?

We have the Cohen amendment and
we have the Thurmond amendment and
the Dorgan amendment coming up.
That is all that I know of.

Mr. DOLE. The Senator from Maine
is prepared to enter Into a time agree-
ment of I hour and 30 minutes equally
divided, if that is all right with the
Senator from South Carolina.

Mr. HOLLINOS. Yes.
Mr. DOLE. May we make that re-

quest?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there

objection?
Mr. KERREY. Reserving the right to

object, Mr. President, I suggest the ab-
sence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.

The legislative clerk proceeded to
call the roll.

Mr. KERREY. Mr. President. I ask
unaImous consent that the order for
the quorum call,be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.

Mr. KERREY. Mr. President. I have
no objection to the unanimous consent
to set a time for this debate.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
further objection?

Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. COHEN. Mr. President. reserving

the right to object--
Mr. DOLE. No second-degree amend-

ments in order.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Maine.
Mr. KERREY. Mr. Presldent. may we

have order in the Chamber?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Maine.
Mr. COHEN. Mr. President. as I un-

deretand it, we have agreed to an hour
and a half equally divided, expecting a
vote no later than-I would say what-
& quarter of 8?

Mr. PRESSLER. That is correct.
Mr. COHEN. If it can occur sooner,

can Senators be on notice that if time
is yielded back we will vote prior to
that time?

Mr. PRESSLER. For the convenience
of Members. perhaps we can agree it
will be an hour and a half. It does not
make any difference to me. I am for
voting as soon as possible.

Mr. COHEN. A 7:30 vote.
Mr. PRESSLER. And we will divide

the time equally.
Mr. COHEN. I ask unanimous consent

that there be no second-degree amend-
ments.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it iS so ordered.

AMV MUI? NO. 130
(Purpce: To provide for the competitive

availability of addressable converter boxes)
Mr. COHEN. Mr. President. I send an

amendment to the desk and ask for its
Immediate consideration.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.

The legislative clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Maine (Mr. COHEN). for

himself and Ms. SNOWS. propoe-. an amend-
ment numbered 1253.

Mr. COHEN. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that the reading of
the amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. It is so ordered.

The amendment is an follows:
On page 8. between lines 12 and 13. insert

the following:
(15) When devices for achieving access to

telecommunications systems have been
available directly to consumers on a com-
petitive basis. consumers have enjoyed ex-
panded choice, lower prices, and increased
innovation.

(16) When recognizing the legitimate inter-
est of multichannel video programming dis-
tributors to ensure the delivery of services
to authorized recipients only, addressable
converter boxes should be available to con-
sumers on a competitive basis. The private
sector has the expertise to develop and adopt
standards that will ensure competition of
these devices. When the private sector fails
to develop and adopt such standards, the
Federal government may play a role by tak-
ing transitional actions to ensure competi-
tion.

On ge 92. between lines 4 and S. insert
the following:
EC . couP!ThVE AVA1 OfIor OF CON-

Part III of title VI (47 U S.C. 521 et seq.) is
amended by inserting after section B4A the
following:
-Bzc. 04s. cosss'wrlz AvAnsoiLfry or coN.

VNma BOXE.
(a) AVAiLustLrrY.-The Commission shall.

after notice and opportunity for public com-
ment. adopt regulations to ensure the com-
petitive availability of addressable converter
boxes to subscribers of services of multi-
channel video programming distributors
from manufacturers, retailers, and other
vendors that are not telecommunications
carriers and not affiliated with providers of
telecommunications service. Such regula-
tions shall take into account-

"Ill the needs of owners and distributors of
video programming and information services
to ensure system and signal security and
prevent theft of the programming or serv-
ices: and

"12) the need to ensure the further deploy-
ment of new technology relating to con-
verter boxes.

-(b) TERMINAtiON OF REoULATiONs.-The
regulations adopted pursuant to this section
shall provide for the termination of such reg-
ulations when the Commission determines
that there exists a competitive market for
multichannel video programming services
and addressable converter boxes among man-
ufacturers. retailers., and other vendors that
are not telecommunications carriers and not
affiliated with providers of telecomniuni-
cations service.".

Mr. COHEN. Mr. President. I rise this
evening, along with Senator SNOWS, to
offer an amendment that is a pro-
consumer amendment. It is a pro-com-
petition amendment that is focused on
one narrow area of telecommuni-
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cations that I truly believe needs more
competition.

Basically, what we have is a sItua-
tion in which cable companies will
offer their cable service and offer the
so-called set-top boxes, a cable box es-
sentially, that you'need to rent In
order to carry the cable signal.

Obviously, cable companies are In the
business to sell their signals and their
programming, and they want to pro-
tect the Integrity of that signal and
that programming. I think that is not
an unreasonable request. It is one that
we ought to protect.

The difficulty, however. is that there
is little, if any, competition in the set-
top box market. As a matter of fact.
what you have is an essential monop-
oly that has been granted to the cable
companies.

We had a situation In Maine a short
time ago where one company Increased
the monthly charge by almost S3. just
for the privilege of renting a box in
order to carry signals that subscribers
were already carrying. A furor erupted
over that.

There is no real way to deal with this
situation other than Introducing com-
petition. What I am seeking to do by
this amendment is to allow the FCC
the authority to call upon the private
sector to develop a standard that would
say, "Here is the technology whereby
we can protect our signals but also
allow for competition in the manufac-
ture and distribution of these set-top
boxes."

If we go back historically, we look at
what happened tb telephone companies.
Decades ago. telephone companies
would say, "You have to rent our tele-
phone. If you don't rent our telephone,
you don't get any telephone service."

Of course, times have changed. We
now can walk into Circuit City. Radio
Shack, Best Buy, or any of the
supermalls, and we can find 2D or 30 dif-
ferent types of telephones. The signal
has been protected. We can plug the
telephone into the wall. We still have
to pay the Bell companies. AT&T. MCI
or whoever is carrying the signal. Sut
the signal is protected.

As a result of competition, we have a
wide variety of choices in other mar-
kete-VCR's, television sets. comput-
ore, video game players, and stereo sys-
tems. In these markets, we have com-
petition. What this amendment seeks
to do is introduce competition into the
set-top box market.

Mr. President, I really believe that
those who are opposed to this amend-
ment--I have seen a letter circulated-
argue that somehow this amendment
represents more regulation. Those who
argue against this amendment are for
monopoly, not for more competition.

What we seek to do is to allow the
FCC to call upon the private sector to
develop the standards, and those would
come-they should come-in a reason-
ably short period of time. We can do it
today with analog technology. I am
told that digital technology is moving
along very rapidly. For example, one
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could take a credit card, or something
that looks like a credit card, and the
cable company that is sending the sig-
nal would have their code on that card.
You could not receive the program-
ming without inserting that card into
the set-top box.

That Is something that is not too far
away on the horizon. It may not even
be necessary to have a set-top box the
way technology is running today. But
even If we are dealing with analog
technology. competition can exist in
the manufacture and distribution of
the boxes, just as we have competition
In the manufacture and distribution of
telephones today.

So for those reasons, I am submitting
the legislation. I am hoping that the
Members of the Senate will agree that
If we are trying to stimulate more
competition, give consumers more
choices at lower prices-which, after
all, Is the goal of this legislation-then
It should be accepted.

I understand there are several States
where these set-top boxes are manufac-
tured, and the manufacturers like
being able to go to the cable companies
and say, "'Here, buy our box." If I were
they, I would enjoy that as well.

But if we are really talking about
competition and giving consumers
greater choices and lower prices, there
is absolutely no reason why this
amendment should not be accepted by
the overwhelming majority of those
people who are supporting deregula-
tion, who are supporting this tele-
communications revolution, and who
want to see more competition.

With that in mind, Mr. President.
there may be others on our side. I know
Senator Snowe is here, and she is a
chief cosponsor of the legislation. It is
something that Is long overdue. The
problem we have today is there is no
free market. f we were back 30 years
ago in the telephone industry, we
would still have the old black phone
and still be paying rent to AT&T. If we
had this Information superhighway, we
would say basically you cannot own a
car, you have to rent one of our cars.

What this amendment says is we are
going to give the consumer the oppor-
tunity to buy set-top boxes from any
source they choose and, at the same
time, allow for the protection of the
signal by the cable company that is
sending it forth. I believe this rep-
resents a reasonable approach.

By the way, there were questions
raised about my earlier legislation (S.
664) on this issue. Was I really trying to
bring in the computer industry? The
answer is no. Was I trying to bring in
the cellular phone industry? Again. the
answer is no. To address the concerns
of these industries, our current amend-
ment focuses on the lack of a competi-
tive market for cable boxes. We have
excluded cellular telephone commu-
nications. We have excluded anything
relating to computers. The legislation
is designed solely for set-top boxes. We
have no desire or intent to regulate
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cellular phone or other telecommuni-
cations markets.

I urge those who are now advocating
competition in order to give consumers
lower prices and more choice to sup-
port the amendment.

I reserve the remainder of my time.
Ms. SNOWE addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Maine.
Ms. SNOWE. Mr. President. I rise in

strong support of the amendment of-
fered by my distinguished colleague
from Maine, Senator COHEN, and I join
in cosponsorship of this legislation to
ensure that set-top boxes are competi-
tively available. I commend him for of-
fering this legislation because I think
in the context of the legislation before
us today, this becomes a very impor-
tant issue.

Currently, as Senator COHEN has
noted, consumers have absolutely no
choice with respect to set-top boxes.
They are forced to rent them from
cable companies, often as a require-
ment to receiving cable signals.

This issue was highlighted recently
when a cable operator in Maine
planned to scramble signals and re-
quire their customers to rent set-top
boxes at a predetermined price.

This obviously did not go over very
well because it did not offer a choice to
the consumers. Rather, they were re-
quired to rent set-top boxes for an ad-
ditiona fee added to their cable costs
in order to unscramble the cable sig-
nai.

Fortunately, the issue was resolved,
but I think it underscores an impor-
tant point, the need to ensure that con-
sumers seeking to access cable services
have options. This amendment would
allow consumers to purchase the set-
top box from a local retail store, or to
lease or purchase a box from their
cable provider. They would be able to
choose boxes that will work with their
own television set and continue receiv-
ing the cable programming channels to
which they have subscribed.

When set-top boxes are available in a
competitive market, consumers will
benefit from lower prices, increased
flexibility, and a higher quality prod-
uct. Competition will ensure techno-
logical innovation in set-top boxes, as
companies compete to provide a better
product at lower prices.

I recognize that as companies try to
provide consumers with new and
changing technological features, there
are bound to be growing pains. In the
case of the State of Maine cable pro-
vider, the requirement to rent set-top
boxes was intended to provide consum-
ers with added flexibility through ad-
dressable programming-but instead it
limited consumer choices because it re-
quired them to rent the set-top boxes
and bear the additional cost, even if
they wanted to receive the same serv-
ices. I do not think that is a mandate,
nor is it a price, that consumers should
be forced to bear. I think certainly we
should encourage competition, and I
think this amendment does this.
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This amendment requires the FCC to

as.sure that set-top boxes used by con-
sumers to access cable programming
are available in a competitive market.
This amendment also continues to rec-
ognize the legitimate interest of cable
operators in ensuring the delivery of
cable services only to those consumers
which have paid for them.

Present technology, however, can en-
sure the integrity and safety of cable
operators' signals without requiring
delivery of set-top boxes only through
the cable company.

In fact, the Electronic Industries As-
sociation has developed a draft stand-
ard for security cards, similar to credit
cards, that could be inserted into set-
top boxes by cable companies to pro-
tect their system, while allowing con-
sumers to use a commercially-sold set-
top box.

I think It is important to mention
this issue because I know that cable
companies were concerned about pro-
viding safeguards for their own signals.
And this legislation provides for that.
takes that into account. Under the
amendment the FCC has the respon-
sibility and obligation to consider the
legitimate needs of owners and dis-
tributors of cable programming to en-
sure system and signal security, and to
prevent theft of progranming or serv-
ices.

It is interesting to look back on tele-
phones prior to the deregulatory envi-
ronment, specifically, think back to
1978-to give an example of how much
costs have dramatically changed in
telephone services, back in 1978, It cost
$8.10 a month to rent a touch-tone tele-
phone from AT&T-a noncompetitive
rental that would cost about 318.60 in
1994 dollars, plus the touch-tone and
extension fees. As you know, the AT&T
monopoly was broken up back in 1984.
With that decision, the non-competi-
tive telephone rental market was con-
cluded.

In today's competitive market, a
'imilar phone can be purchased for less
than twenty dollars--about the same
cost as a monthly rental from AT&T
would have cost in today's dollars. In
1983. it cost 33.03 to rent a standard
black telephone-S4.63 in 1994 dollars.
Later that same year. when AT&T cus-
tomers were allowed to buy the phones
already in their homes, the very same
phone could be purchased for S19.95.

We have learned that competition did
not threaten the security of the phone
networks, and consumers benefited
from technological innovations, lower
prices, and expanded choice. So I think
that a "yes" vote on Senator COHEN's
amendment will bring competition to
the market for set-top boxes, I think.
benefiting consumers all across Amer-
ica. I think the case has been made ab-
solutely clear. I urge a "yes" vote for
consumer choice and improved com-
petition.

I yield the floor. Mr. President.
Mr. PRESSLER addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from South Dakota is recognized.
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Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I

must rise in opposition to this amend-
ment. But I do want to praise Senator
COHEN, Senator SNOWE, and others who
have worked on this, and who have
done a good job of trying to find a solu-
tion.

I know that the intention of the
amendment Is to permit unbundling of
cable boxes so that vendors other than
cable companies can offer them.

While it Is a good concept, the
amendment is faulty.

Consumers should be able to obtain
their set top boxes from vendors other
than their cable provider. However,
urging the FCC to step in to find a so-
lution may not be the right way to pro-
ceed.

This amendment is drafted in such a
way that I cannot Imagine the FCC re-
acting in sny other way but to try to
issue standards governing set top
boxes.

Standards should be set by industry.
And. I understand that there has been
difficulty in getting cooperation from
industry in establishing standards. A
uniform standard would make it easy
for vendors and manufacturers who
wish to get into the business. However.
there is no uniform standard among
the nation's cable operators.

Cable is going to have to change.
Competition will force change. DBS
has licensed several satellite dish pro-
viders. and the cost of DES will con-
tinue to decline. The percentage of
DBS will Increase, and cable will have
to compete to keep its customers.

There simply is no need for Congress
to mandate further FCC studies or reg-
ulations on the subject of set-top
boxes. The proposed amendment on set-
top boxes is not sound for a number of
reasons, including: The retail sale of
cable descramblers could Increase cable
theft; Increased cable theft will raise
costs for cable systems and customers;
widespread cable theft will surely dis-
courage increased investment in cable
programming and cable distribution fa-
cilities.

The proposed amendment is premised
on the following four myths:

Myth 1: Cable boxes are no longer
necessary to secure video program-
ming.

Myth 2 The use of new digital tech-
nologies with replaceable "smart
cards" will solve cable's security con-
cerns.

Myth 3: Cable boxes are like tele-
phones.

Myth 4: Retail availability of cable
boxes will reduce prices to consumers.

Decoder boxes in homes are the only
viable form of security for video serv-
ice. While there are other ways to se-
cure a program service, all of the
known techniques have problems that
make them useful only in limited cir-
cumstances. For example, negative
traps cannot be used with multiple pay
services without interfering with the
signal quality of other programs deliv-
ered. Interdiction technology is costly
and not totally reliable.
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Since cable theft raises the cost of

doing business for cable systems and,
ultimately, cable consumers, product
security is essential to the economic
well-being of cable operators, cable
consumers, and program networks. In
addition, product security is vital for
continued investment in cable pro-
grasnming and cable distribution sys-
tems.

Theft of cable service is a multi-bil-
lion dollar problem today. The retail
sale of cable descramblers and would
Increase cable signal theft signifi-
cantly. A person with a desire to mod-
ify cable boxes would be able to pur-
chase any number of them at retail.
modify them to Illegally receive
encrypted services, and then resell
them to others at whatever cost the
market would bear.

Signals protected by digital tech-
niques are not immune to attack. The
security of other television services
that have depended on digital tech-
niques and smart cards have been
quickly compromised. Indeed. such se-
curity systems used by program pro-
viders in Europe were broken within
months of their deployment.

Proponents of set-top box legislation
argue that even If system security is
breached, the smart card can be
changed. The problem for both consum-
ers and cable operators is the expense
of such a scheme: Smart cards cost 330-
S40 apiece. Sending out new cards to all
customers every time signal security is
breached would become a prohibitive
recurring cost.

Telephone architecture and cable ar-
chitecture are radically different. The
telephone instrument itself does not
grant consumers access to the services
being sold by the telephone company.
The telephone set is merely the instru-
ment that consumers need to use the
network. Access to telephone services
is provided by a line that connects con-
sumers to the telephone company's
central office. In order to prevent con-
sumers from using a service, such as
dial tone, the telephone industry phys-
ically disconnects the consumer's wire
at the -entral office. Copsumers cannot
steal the service.

Cable companies, however, must pro-
tect their services at the consumer's
home, since the signals of all program
services are present at all times in the
cable system's distribution system.

Cable operators scramble or encrypt
program signals to prevent their unau-
thorized reception. Access to the
encrypted product which is present in
every home is given only to consumers
who have purchased it by providing a
set-top box containing the appropriate
descrambling circuitry.

Even telephone companies entering
the video-delivery business have recog-
nized that the most efficient way to de-
liver a video to consumers is to rep-
licate cable television architecture,
and they are deploying that approach
in their new distribution networks.

Current law requires cable operators
to provide decoders and descramblers
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to consumers at cost. . US doe" not
change existing law. The retail cost of
a descrambler is 10 times higher than
the annual rental fee consumers now
pay.

Cable companies deploy new set-top
technology every 5 to 7 years. This ob-
solescence cost is far less for a
consumer paying an annual rental fee
based on actual cost than for consum-
ers at retail.

Cable companies utlUze different
scrambling technologies from market
to market, requiring cable boxes to be
franchise specific. Consumers moving
from one franchise area to another pay
far less by renting their set-top equip-
ment than by purchasing new boxes at
retail.

For all the reasons I have mentioned.
we do not need to place yet another re-
quirement on this Industry, particu-
larly one which harms both paying cus-
tomers and cable operators.

Therefore, I oppose the amendment.
Mr. COHEN. Mr. President, let me

take this opportunity to add a few
comments.

First, let me add my distinguished
colleague, Senator THURMOND. as a CO-
sponsor to the amendment.

Let me try to respond briefly to the
comments that have been made. It
seems to me these are the very same
arguments that AT&T made 30 years
ago: "If you do not allow us to Control
the phone, we will lose our signal. We
will have people who will be getting ac-
cese to our telephone service without
paying for it."

The objective of this amendment is
to make sure the FCC calls upon the
private sector to develop the standard
that will protect the cable signal. I do
not want to see the cable companies
lose the benefit of programming and
the costs of doing business by having
people engage in thievery. What we
want to do is make sure that they are,
in fact. protected. That is precisely the
wording and the Intent of the language
of the amendment.

The Senator from South Dakota said
competition will force change. But that
is the problem. There is no competition
in the set-top box market; there is a
monopoly. We want to have competi-
tion. We want to force change. We want
to have 10 different types of boxes or
whatever other devices might be devel-
oped in the future, and not grant a mo-
nopoly to any one of the cable compa-
nies.

Yes, competition does force change.
We have seen it in virtually every as-
pect of our lives, from the telephones,
the VCR. to the computers, to every-
thing. We go to Circuit City. Radio
Shack, any of these major malls, and
we see an absolute abundance of elec-
tronic devices by virtue of having a
free market.

There is no free market today with
set-top boxes. Take, for example, one
cable company in Arlington. VA. Here
is what they say in their "Policies and
Procedures":

Plue remember.., that channel selector
boxues with descranibling capability can only
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be obtained from Cable TV Arlington. In
fact. ehould you see advertisements for cable
equipment that have descramblers In them
ise-called "pirate boxes" or "black boxes-)
you should unierstan'l these devices are t~e-
gal tO sell or to use, unless authorized by
CTA iCable TV Arlington]. Because or the
need to protect our scrambled services. Cable
TV Arlington will not authorize the use of
any dencrambler not provided by CTA. CTA
does not recommend purchasing channel se-
lector boxes from other sources.

Companies say "Rent our boxes."
People cannot buy them.

If you have more competition, you
obviously will have greater consumer
choice. You will have more manufac-
turers. You will have diversity. You
will have quality, as well.

Our amendment has a security provi-
sion. and for those who are concerned
about whether the FCC is now going to
interject Itself and take over. we have
also added a sunset provision. I do not
want to see the FCC have long-range
regulatory authority. But we are talk-
ing about breaking up the monopoly by
saying the FCC Shall go to the private
sector, give them enough time to de-
velop a standard, and if they do not de-
velop a standard. propose a temporary
standard. And it Is temporary under
this legislation as drafted.

Who supports this. Mr. President?
Well. I have a letter here from the In-
formation Technology Industry Coun-
cil (1T17. I will have it printed for the
RECORD.

We also have the support of the Cel-
lular Telecommunications Industry As-
sociation [CTIA]. They were originally
concerned with the bundling provision
in my earlier legislation. Because of
this concern. I deleted the bundling
prevision in the amendment. So they
are now in support and do not oppose
the amendment.

Who Is opposed to it? Obviously, the
cable companies are opposed to it.
They are the ones who are saying no;
we like having this monopoly. We want
to control the boxes. We want to rent
them. We do not have to worry about
competition. ,We do not have to worry
about it at all.

The companies, obviously, who man-
ufacture the boxes like going to a cou-
ple of cable companies and saying,
"Here 15 our product." They do not
want to be forced to engage in competi-
tion for the manufacture of these de-
vices. be they boxes or some other type
of device that the future will show us.

I think we have also addressed the
issue of security. We have addressed
the issue of limited FCC regulatory
power by saying it is only temporary.
The core of this amendment is more
competition, lower prices, better qual-
ity, and more choice.

Mr. President, I make these com-
ments on behalf of many of my col-
leagues who have served on the Judici-
ary Committee, an well. Perhaps they
will be coming to the floor before de-
bate is concluded.

The notion that somehow we have to
be concerned that if we allow any com-
petition, this will actually increase the
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theft of cable signals. I think is pre-
cisely the same argument that was
made by the telephone industry 30
yearn ago.

I think we have come a long way
since then by virtue of competition.
The consumer certainly has benefited.
I think that this is precisely what
needs to be done with this area of tele-
communications that is now controlled
by monopolies.

I reserve the balance of my time.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-

sent to have printed in the RECORD the
material previously mentioned.

There being no objection, the mate-
rial was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD. an follows:

INFORMA77ON TECHNOLOGY
INDUSTRY COUNCIL.

June 8. 1995.
Hon. WILLIAM S. COHEN.
U.S. Senate.
Wasigton, (DC 20510.

DEAR BILL: ITI. the Information Tech-
nology industry Council. supports your
amendment to S. 652 that would enhance the
competitive availability of equlpnent used
to access multlchannel video programming
services. Competitive markets for these de-
vices. like the one in which the computer in-
dustry has thrived, will benefit consumers
and industry alike.

TI represents the leading U.S. providers of
information technology products and serv-
ices. Our members had worldwide revenue of
S221 billion in 1994 and employ more than one
million people in the United States. It Is our
member companies that are providing much
of the hardware, software, and services that
are making the 'information superhighway"
a reality.

We have been working with Kelly Metcalf
of your staff over the last several weeks and
believe that, as modified, the proposed
amendment will improve consumer choice
and stimulate competition and innovation in
the market for the converter boxes and other
devices that consumers will use to access
video and other services provided by video
programmers. This will ensure that consum-
era of multichannel video services-whether
provided by cable systems, direct broadcast
satellite, video dialtone networks, or other
meanos-will be able to purchase equipment
necessary to receive programming and serv-
ices separately from the video services. This
will allow independent manufacturers and
retailers, who have no relationship to the
service provider, to offer such equipment di-
rectly to consumers.

We appreciate your leadership and your
willingness to work with us to address our
concerns on earlier versions of the amend-
ment.

Sincerely.
RHrr DAWSON.

Presdent.

CE LLULAR TELECOMMUNICATIONS
INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION.

Wshiogton. DC, June 8,1995.
lon. WILLIAM S. COHEN.
U.S. Senator.
Wuhiigton, DC.

DEA SENATOR COHEN: The wireless indus-
try, through CTIA. has worked closely with
you and your very capable professional staff
regarding concerns of the commercial mobile
service industry about restrictions and regu-
lations being considered which would affect
the lndustry's competitive and highly di-
verse marketing and distribution channels
for mobile telecommunications equipment
and services.
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We are pleased that the amendment which

you have offered does not affect the commer-
cial mcbit radio sereices equipment market.
nor Impose additional regulatory restric.
tions which would slow or deter the current
abilly of existing and new CMRS competi-
LOr. as well as retailers and manufacturers.
to aggressively market mobile equipment
and services to consumers from numerous
outlets, including national, regional and
local retailers, specialty stores and dealer
stores.

The wireless industry appreciates the con-
cerns that you have expressed about some
aspects of the telecommunications equip-
ment marketplace and we thank you for oar-
rowing the scope of your amendment to ad-
dress these legitimate concerns.

Very ruly yours.
THOMAS E. WHEELER,

PIesulentCEO.
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President. I would

like 10 minutes to speak in favor of the
Cohen amendment.

Mr. COHEN. I yield 10 minutes to the
Senator from Nebraska.

Mr. KERREY. Mr. President, I have
viewed the amendment and the com-
pany documents and listened to the
Senator from Maine. I must say. he is
entirely consistent with what this leg-
islation. at its best, proves in a couple
of ways. We will have the opportunity
to discuss and debate this later.

It says that if consumers have a com-
petitive choice-and by that, I mean
that If I do not like what I got, I go
someplace else.

The distinguished occupant of the
chair has been in business and under-
stands what choice is. If you have a
product that your customer wants to
buy, your customer buys it. If you do
not, if the price or quality is wrong, he
goes somewhere else. And in that kind
of environment it tends to focus the
mind- It tends to say to you. "I better
figure it out and give that customer
the right price."

The customer says to me, "I do not
like black. I like blue, and if you do
not give me blue, I will go down the
road here where they are manufactur-
ing it in blue." That is the kind of
competitive choice that produces the
kind of quality and the kind of choices
that in fact we have seen in other sec-
tors of our economy and that we are
trying to do with this particular piece
of legislation.

I understand the opposition to it. I
understand certain sectors of the in-
dustry are worried about what is going
to happen in a competitive environ-
ment. But let us not say to our citi-
zens. as we are going through this de-
bate an we are. that we are going to try
to use competition to give you some-
thing that you currently do not have
right now and then kind of pull back,
which is what we would do if we do not
accept this amendment, in my judg-
ment.

I understand there are some concerns
about what sort of impact this might
have upon rural cable or smaller cable
operators. I am prepared to surface
that kind of concern. We just did that,
in fact, with the Snowe-Rockefeller
amendment in education.
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If you have a particular problem

where somebody is not able to survive.
if you can make a good case where
there ought to be some direct subsidy
to enable them to survive. let us do it.
But let us not take the entire sector.
this piece of the electronics market.
and shut down development of it.
which in my judgment we are about to
do unless we allow competitive choice
to occur as we again are trying to
produce a piece of legislation that pre-
tends to be in favor of competition as a
way to make the U.S. economy and
this sector of our economy not only
more productive but satisfy the needs
of the consumers at the other end.

As I said in some earlier comments--
and I will try not to run beyond my 10
minutes; you can hammer me down
when I have gotten to the end point--
on previous occasions, this piece of leg-
islation we are considering. S. 652, is
not a small bill. It is a big bill. It is
going to have a major impact.on every
household in America.

From my experience with the divesti-
ture in 1984, I remember for the first 2
or 3 years people were not happy. They
were upset. They did not like all the
choice. They were confused about it.
We have to make sure, if there Is a phi-
losophy here that we believe will
produce lower prices and higher qual-
ity, we have to be sure we will stick
with it. But if we do not stick with it,
what is going to happen is you are
going to continue to have artificial
separations that make it dificult for
those entrepreneurs to come to our
households and say, "I am prepared to
sell you a packaged service. Here is my
price and what I will give you. And if
you do not like it. there are lots of
other people who will come here and
try to nail down your business."

That is the environment we are try-
ing to create, and if we do not create
it, consumers will say to us, our citi-
sens will say to us as consumers, that
we have gotten a good deal out of this
thing. It has been good for us.

If we preserve any sort of monopoly
out of concern. "I am not sure what is
going to happen here, maybe I better
hedge my bet a little bit," it seems to
me we are going to find ourselves won-
derIng why we supported this legisla-
tion.

I make It clear, even with this
amendment adopted. I need to have
some additional changes in this before
this bill is going to get my support.
But this particular amendment is en-
tirely consistent with what I think this
legislation needs to do before we enact
it.

Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President. I join as
a cosponsor of this amendment and
commend my colleagues for their lead-
ership. Just last year. Senator Tihm-
MONO and I proposed an amendment
along the same lines to promote
consumer availability of converter
boxes. We were delighted when our col-
leagues from Maine took up the fight
and previously noted our support when
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they appeared before the Antitrust
Subcommittee earlier this year.

This amendment seeks to encourage
consumer options and competition. It
uses regulatory authority only as a
last resort when competition is not
working, when consumer choice is not
available, and where the private sector
and the -marketplace fail to develop
standards that ensure competition. It
is. of course, our hope that this regu-
latory authority never need be exer-
cised.

Mr. HELMS. Mr. President, the pend-
ing amendment requires the Federal
Government to jump in and set stand-
ards for technology and this will have
a chilling effect on new technologies.
Not only that it will compromise the
security devices used in cable TV that
enable parente to protect their children
from indecent and violent program-
ming on television. Allowing the FCC
to set standards for technologies will
have an adverse impact on new tech-
nologies being developed. •

Mr. President. in order to protect
their services. cable television opera-
tors have used increasingly sophisti-
cated and cost-effective methods to se-
cure that signals against theft. Current
technology does this by including the
security devices in a converter placed
on or near the television set.

Security for these programs is essen-
tial for paxente who wish to protect
their children from the deluge of vio-
lent and explicitly sexual material so
regrettably abundant on many cable
channels. If the FCC. for whatever rea-
son, sets a weak or easily compromised
standard, it will be much easier for our
children to gsan access to trashy and
violent programming.

Let me state for the record a few ex-
amples of the type programs to which
children may gain access: HBO's pro-
gram (called "Real Sex") in which a
former porn state describes sexual acts
and how men can dress like women:
and the Playboy Channel. the X-rated
movies on pay-per-view channels, and
the violent R-rated movies.

Concerns over the lack of security
are very real: the cable television in-
dustry is already experiencing a sig-
nificant level of theft of service-ap-
proaching 15 percent in the largest sys-
tems. This cost cable operators and
owners of intellectual property an esti-
mated $4.7 billion per year. Satellite
television was victim to theft of serv-
ice rates in the late 1980's which ap-
proached 65 percent of the market.

This amendment would turn over to
Federal bureaucrats the responsibility
for making the determination as to
how much security is adequate. That
determination will be binding on own-
ers of Intellectual property and net-
work providers. This obviously is unac-
ceptable.

The Federal Government should not
be charged with setting the standards
for technology. Standard setting for
technology belongs in the hands of
those in the private sector who have
the expertise and the incentive to pro-
tect intellectual property.
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standard actually facilities theft by
giving criminals a single target; it also
stifles the necessary innovation for se-
curity to stay ahead of high-tech-
nology hackers.

Mr. President. I am unalterably per-
suaded that property owners, and those
acting for them. should have the right
and responsibility to determine the
level and method of security appro-
priate for their needs. That is clearly
an economic business decision -not a
matter for bureaucrats determination.

We must let new technologies de-
velop to preserve security, experience
the development of increased retail
availability of equipment and avoid the
consequences of the law of unintended
results that usually accompenies regu-
lation.

The Cohen amendment should be re-
Jected.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from South Dakota.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I
wonder if the Senator from Maine
would allow us. within the unanimous
consent agreement, to go to the man-
agers' amendment that we have worked
Out and we wish to have agreed to. We
are not going to change anything here.
This will take about 5 minutes at the
most.

Mr. COHEN. I have no objection.
Mr. PRESSLER. For the information

of everybody, we will stick with the
7:30 vote. There is no change. There are
more amendments to this and other
speakers are welcome to come to the
floor.

Mr. FORD. Mr. President could the
Senator refrain for Just a moment?

It is all right. Mr. President.
Mr. COHEN. I assume it will take

about 5 minutes after the time?
Mr. PRESSLER. Yes. It will take no

more than 5 minutes.
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President. this

is a managers' amendment. We worked
it out on both sides and we think this
Is a good use of time. We have been
looking for the opportunity. We cleared
it with those Senators. I yield.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to set aside the
Cohen amendment for no more than 5
minutes.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

MODIFICATION TO AMENDMENT NO. In.
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I call

for the regular order with respect to
amendment No. 1258. This is a modi-
fication of the managers' amendment.

I send to the desk a modification of
our amendment, the amendment of
Senator HOLLINGS and I. and Ask the
amendment be modified accordingly.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment is so modified.

The modification is as follows:
On page 7 of the amendment. beginning

with line 22. strike through line 4 on page 8
of the amendment and insert the following:

,I) REGISTERED PUBLIC yrLITY HOLDINo
COMPANT,-A reelstered company may pro-
vide telecommunications services only
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through a separate subsidiary company that
is not . public utility company.

'(1 Oe UTILIT COMPA IF.-Each State
shall determine whether a holding company
subject to Its Jurisdiction-

"(A) that in not a reglistered holding com-
pany, and

"(B) that provides teleconmunications
service,
is required to provide that service through a
separate subsidiary company.

"(3) SAVINGS PROVI ION.-Nothlng In this
Subsection or the Telecomniruicatlons Act
of 196 prohibits a public utility company
from engaging in any activity In which it is
legally engaged on the date of enactment of
the Telecommunications Act of 195; pro-
vided It compiles with the terms of any ap-
plicable authorizations.

"(4) DYSI'ONS.-For purposes of this sub-
section, the terms 'public utility company,
'aseociate company'. 'holding company'.

Subsidiary company'. 'registered holding
company', and 'State commission' have the
Same meaning as they have in section 2 of
the Public Utility Holding Company Act of

On page 8 of the amendment, between lines
5 and S. insert the following:.

On page 96. line 13. strike "within 9
months" and insert "not later than one
year". "

On page 18 of the amendment, between
lines 10 and 11. insert the following:.

On page 74. line 1, strike "(2) SEC JURISDIC-
TION LIMITED.-" and insert "(2) REMOVAL OF
SIC JUR1DICr1ON.--".

On pasge 18 of the amendment line 12, be-
fore the period insert the following: "and in-
sert -to grant any authorisation'".

On Page 19 of the amendment, between
lines 17 and 18. Insert the following:

On page 74, Una 12. strlke "contracte." and
insert "contacts., and any authority over
audit. or access to books and records.".

On page 19 of the amendment, between
lines 3 and 4, insert the following:

(4) COMMISSION RULS.-The Commission
shall consider and adopt, as necessary, rIles
to protect the customers of a public utility
company that Is a subsidiary company of a
registered holding company against poten-
tial detriment from the telecommunications
activities of any other subsidiary of such
registered holding company.

On page 22 of the amendment, beginning
with "The" on line 23. strike through line 24.

On page 13 of the amendment strike lines
14 through 17 and Insert the following:. "Is
amended by adding at the end the follow-
lng:"

On page 13 of the amendment. line 25. in-
sert closing quotation marks and a period at
the end.

On page 14 of the amendment, strike lines
I through 3.

On page 9 of the amendment. line 24, strike
"120 days" and insert "180 days".

On page 7 of the amendment, line 9, before
the period insert "SO long as the costs are
appropriately allocated".

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. these
modifications represent minor and
technical changes in the public utility
company provisions, preserve current
law regarding the sunset provision of
section 628 of the Communications Act
of 1934. and extend the period for cer-
tain market opportunity determina-
tions from 120 days to 180 days.

Mr. President, following the remarks
of my colleague, I urge the adoption of
the amendment.

Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, it has
been cleared on this side. I join the
Senator from South Dakota.
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THE PRESIDING OFFICER. If there

be no further debate, the question is on
agreeing to the amendment.

The amendment (No. 12568), as modi-
fled. was agreed to.

Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, I
move to reconsider the vote.

Mr. PRESSLER. I move to lay that
motion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent the amendments
included in the managers' amendment
be treated as original text for purposes
of further amendment during the con-
sideration of the bill.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. KERREY. This manager's
amendment allows the FCC to modify
those provisions of the modified final
Judgment (MFJ) that are not over-
ridden or superseded by the bill. Does
this provision of the Manager's amend-
ment allow the FCC to change the pro-
isions regarding the entry of the Bell

operating companies into long distance
or manufacturing?

Mr. PRESSLER. No. The amendment
is Intended, to allow the FCC to modify
those provisions of the MFJ that this
legislation would not modify or super-
sede.

Mr. KERREY. The manager's amend-
ment changes the definition of "tele-
communications service" by deleting a
sentence concerning the transmission
of Information services and cable serv-
ices. My question is whether the del.-
tion of this sentence will affect the
scope of many of the bill's substantive
provisions.

For example, section 254(a) preempts
State entry restrictions on the provi-
sion of "telecommunications services."
Does the new definition mean that
States would be allowed to restrict
entry into the business of transporting
information services?

Section 254(b) ensures that States
can preserve universal service for
"telecommunications services." Does
the new definition mean that States
could not preserve universal service for
the transmission of any information
services?

The bill provides detailed require-
ments that must be satisfied before the
Bell companies may offer interLATA
"telecommunications services." Does
the deletion of that sentence mean
that the Bell companies may provide
interLATA transmission of informa-
tion services without complying with
the requirements of this legislation?

Mr. PRESSLER. The answer to each
of those questions is "no".

The deletion of this sentence Is intended to
clarify that the carriers of broadcast and
cable services are not intended to be clasal-
fled as common carriers under the Cominu.
nication Act to the extent they provide
broadcast services or cable services.

AM.NDMLNT NO. I=
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, I now

move to go back to the Cohen amend-
ment. I say to Senators, a vote has
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been set for 7:30. Any Senators wishing
to speak on this amendment or on the
bill. I invite them to the floor, if that
is agreeable with the Senator from
Maine.

I do have some closing, about 5 min-
utes of closing remarks on the Cohen
amendment, but I will hold those over
for a bit.

Mr. FORD addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Kentucky.
Mr. FORD. Who controls the time in

opposition?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from South Dakota,
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, I

yield as much time as the Senator from
Kentucky wishes.

Mr. FORD. I do not want very much.
I rise more in being inquisitive here
rather than being in oppoeltion to the
amendment.

I understand what my friend from
Nebraska says about competition. You
come in the front door with a piece of
equipment and you offer it for a cer-
tain price and if that is a little too
high, there is always somebody else
who will knock on the door and sell
you something different.

Not many people go out in rural
areas and drive 5 miles from customer
to customer. They like to stay In town
where you have houses and lots and
there are 15 customers on one block
rather tha two customers in 15 miles.

My rural cable people are very con-
cerned about this particular amend-
ment, and I will tell you why. One.
they are not sure what this will do to
the small cable operator who would
have maybe 250 or S0 customers,
maybe 1,000. In a rural area. Will they
be able to accommodate? Can they get
the accommodation? Will they be able
to carry things that will not be un-
scrambled through the boxes? Of
course, our friend who promotes this
amendment says everything is pro-
tected; there are temporary rules.
Temporary rules that go into perma-
nent rules? How soon will that be done?
I have a lot of concern for the little
people, particularly in rural areas.

There must be something special
from all these technology groups. They
must make the boxes and they want to
manufacture them and sell them. I do
not blame them.

I hate for me to be the vehicle to help
them. sell their products. I think they
ought to be competitive, and if they
have a better product, they can sell to
the cable companies, if that is what is
In it. But I am going to be concerned
about my rural area and, somehow, I
think if we could have a short study
period here. perhaps we could elimi-
nate their fears. Because, if the small
rural cable operator cannot make it
and then he has a financial problem
and he is being pressured by the larger
cable companies to buy him out, we
find there will be less and less competi-
tion in the cable community than
there is now Out there. And the strug-
gling small cable operator, I think, is
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getting In trouble more and more all
the time. They are not concerned; they
are frightened.

They are not concerned; they are
frightened. When you talk to them
about having to borrow money to en-
large to try to keep up with the new
technology and with the new rules, all
of that. it becomes almost unbearable
weight; to hire lawyers, to do all thee
things, and the expense is Just almost
unbearable weight.

I hope that Senators will look at this
and have a study. I do not want a long
study. I Just want somebody to look at
it and to convince the small cable oper-
ators that this is a good thing for
them, that they win not be hurt. that
they will be able to have-not many
small communities have Radio Shacks.
They may have a Wal-Mart about 15 or
20 miles away they can drive to, but
they are not going to have a Radio
Shack or Electric Avenue or all of
these things right close by.

So, Mr. President. I am expressing
some frustration as it relates to what
we do to the small operator, the small
entrepreneur. Let us put his life Into
It. And he is still struggling to be in
competition with the major that is
knocking on his door every day saying,
"You cannot make it fellow. Let us
take it over."

I would want the Senator from
Maine. if he could-he is a smart indi-
vidual and is a good word merchant,-if
there might be some way that we could
have a short period of study that would
maybe just apply to small cable opera-
tors and not major ones. I hear they
are going to have a credit card. Just
stick it in the box, punch It, and you
get your program. Not many out in the
rural areas are going to have a box you
can put a credit card in, punch it. pull
it out, and you will get certain pro-
grams. It will be very difficult for them
to do.

I am here trying'to protect the small
operator in my rural constituency, and
I hope I will not have to oppose this
amendment. I hope we can have some
sort of a study as it relates to really
finding out whether all of these things
are possible, all of these things are do-
able, this competition is going to be
out there, and that everything is going
to be great. If you can convince my
small operators or me. I would be more
than willing to be an advocate of this
amendment. But I was always brought
up believing when in doubt, do not. I
am in doubt about what this does to
my small cable operators.

Mr. President, I hope that we will
give serious consideration to a study. I
do not want a long one. but at least a
period of time to be sure that my small
cable operators will not be damaged in
their operation and that their financial
future will not be jeopardized because
of this.

To go back to Abraham Lincoln, who
said. "When progress is made somebody
gets hurt." That Is when Abraham Ln-
coin was defending the railroads
against the barge and ferry operators
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when trying to build a bridge across
the Missouri River. The railroad won
and it hurt the ferry operators and the
barge opera~ors. So Mr. Lincoln said,
"When progress is made somebody gets
hurt."

I am trying to prevent the hurt here.
I have not been convinced that this
will not hurt my small operators.

I yield the floor. I thank the Senator
for giving the time.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I
think the goal of the Senator from
Maine Is very laudable, and I also be-
lieve we have to jog a little the cable
industry to set a standard because they
have been very slow to do so. I think
the cable Industry needs to get the
message that we want better action
from them In setting the standards.
But when I get to boiling down to my
concern about this amendment, it is
that it says, "The commission shall.
after notice and opportunity for public
comment, adopt regulations to ensure
the competitive availability of - - *
convertible boxes, subscribers, and
services' of multi-channel video pro-
grams and distributors from manufac-
turers." et cetera. The part that wor-
ries me is that the "commission shall
adopt regulations."

I am concerned that this might lock
technology in. I fear it may be likely
that the industry will not adopt a com-
mon standard in a timely fashion, thus
involving potential standard setting by
the FCC. The standards created by &
Government entity may result in tech-
nology being locked in place which
could. result in stifling innovation. If
the computer Industry had been sub-
ject to a similar legislative mandate
when interoperability was a real prob-
lem for early users of personal comput-
era, I doubt our industry would be as
competitive as it Is today. After all.
what is the top box but a small com-
puter. If we have a standard developed
by the FCC for these boxes, I think we
will not have the future improvements
and innovations that could occur if we
simply leave the standard setting to
the industry.

I cite the innovatlons that we have
had in computers where there has not
been a standard set by Government and
innovation has gone forward very
quickly. On the other hand. I would
jawbone the cable industry very much
to set a private standard so there could
be more competitors.

Mr. President, this concludes my re-
marks on this particular amendment. I
am sure there are other speakers. We
have from now until 7:30, depending on
Senators coming to the floor, but we
are open for opening statements or
statements on this or any other part of
the bill.

Ield the floor.TePRESIDING OFFICER. Who

yields time?
Mr. PRESSLER. I note the absence

of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

clerk will call the roll.
The bill clerk proceeded to call the

roll.
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Mr. KRRLOY. Mr. Pre ont. I Ask

unanimous consent that ithe order for
the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. It is so ordered.

Mr. KERREY. Mr. President. the
Senator from North Carolina is getting
ready to speak.

I yield the floor.
Mr. FAIRCLOTH addressed the

Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from North Carolina.
Mr. FAIRCLOTH. Thank you. Mr.

President.
Mr. President, in the June 2. 1995 edi-

tion of the Washington Times. there
appeared a front page article which was
another reminder of the serious prob-
lem of theft of intellectual property.
The article makes reference to the ex-
traordinary efforts to which signal
thieves have gone to steal program-
Ming carried by cable television sys-
tems, such as movies and special pro-
gran They obtain cable television
converters, normally through illegal
means, modify them to compromise
the security, and then sell them to ei-
ther knowing or unwitting consumers
so that they can steal the program-
ming.

Indeed, In a recent article reported in
the February 3D, 1995 edition of Multi-
Channel News that these signal thieves
are increasingly resorting to armed
robbery to obtain these boxes.

Mr. President, as both articles point
out, this theft is a crime. It is viewed
very seriously by Federal law enforce-
ment officials because. left unchecked.
such theft could undermine our na-
tional telecommunications networks.
Let us not forget that. In the late
1990's. theft of satellite service almost
destroyed that industry.

Mr. President. given the high value
placed on this equipment by these
thieves. I am very concerned about the
amendment offered by the distin-
guished Senator from Maine. to make
such equipment available at retall.
Aside from the fact that the proposal
would put the FCC right in the middle
of setting standards and designing
equipment for advanced digital tech-
nologies, this proposal fsils to ade-
quately address the problem of these
signal thieves.

The current situation is that the lim-
Ited numbers of warehouses where
these cable television security boxes
are kept are a major target for these
signal thieves. Here you have a situa-
tion where the equipment Is considered
so valuable that signal thieves are
risking armed robbery to obtain It. Can
you imagine how much worse the situ-
ation would become if that equipment
were widely available at retail? Under
these circumstances, it would become
virtually impossible to keep it out of
the hands of signal thieves.

Let us not forget that these thieves
are not stealing these security boxes so
that they can display them on their
fireplace mantles. They are using them
to steal programming The more easily
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they can be obtained, particularly in
quantities, the faeter and cheaper It is
for these signal thieves to mass
produce modified boxes to steal pro-
gramming.

Mr. President, I sympathize with the
goal of the Cohen amendment. But I
think that the approach taken is fa-
tally flawed. It rests on the assumption
that the Government can know that
some security technique, like smart
cards, can be used to facilitate retail
sale. I do not know that to be true. Not
even the experts at the FCC can know
that to be true.

Yet the principle which underlies the
amendment is that the Government
can and will make the determination
as to how much security is adequate.
That determination will become bind-
ing on owners of intellectual property
and network providers. This is not ac-
ceptable.

I believe that property owners and
those acting for them should have the
right to determine the level and meth-
od of security appropriate for their
needs. That is an appropriate, eco-
nomic business decision and not a mat-
ter for Government determination.

Moreover, it is entirely consistent
with the deregulatory goals of this leg-
islation that the chairman has consist-
ently and clearly advocated during the
debate on the underlying legislation
and this amendment in particular.

This amendment is not proconsumer
but it is proregulation. Therefore. I
strongly urge that the pending amend-
ment be defeated.

Mr. President, I yield the floor.
Mr. KEtREY addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.

SANTORUM). The Senator from Ne-
braska,

Mr. COHEN. Mr. President. how
much time remains?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Fifteen
minutes. The other side has 13 minutes
54 seconds.

Mr. COHEN. This side has?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Fifteen

minutes.
Mr. COHEN. How much time does the

Senator need?
Mr. KERREY. I was actually going to

ask the managers-I do not know-if
the opponents to this amendment were
going to use all 13 minutes?

Mr. HOLLINGS. No. The opponents
have used time. Go right ahead.

Mr. KERREY. Did the Senator want
to respond?

Mr. COHEN. I am just curious; the
Senator is going to speak for the
amendment or against It?

Mr. KERREY. I am still speaking for
the amendment.

Mr. COHEN. All right. The Senator
wants me to give him some time then.

Mr. KERREY. I wish to speak more
generally about the bill.

Mr. HOLLINGS. I yield sufficient
time to the Senator from Nebraska.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Nebraska.

Mr. KERREY. I thank very much the
Senator from South Carolina.
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Mr. President. this amendment is im-

portant, but I say to the Senators who
will be perhaps watching, or the staffe
who will be over the next 30 minutes
trying to figure Out OK. what is going
to happen next? Where are we in this
piece of legislation? Remember, there
are 9 sectors of the telecommuni-
cations Industry, all directed to ap-
proximately 100 million American
households. That is where they do busi-
ness. They are selling to commercial
customers as well, but they are focused
on those households, and that is where
we are going to hear whether this legis-
lation is successful or not. That is
where, a year from now, a year and a
half. 2 years from now, you are going
to hear people say, you know, this real-
ly did work. You were telling us It was
going to work. It did work.

Nine sectors. I will run through them
briefly again. Broadcasting is the big
one, cable is one, telephone is one. Hol-
lywood and music recording-that is
music and the images-publishing is
one, computers is one. consumer lsec-
tronica, which is the subject of this
Particular amendment, wireless is one.
and satellite is one.

All nine of them. Mr. President. rep-
resent hundreds of billions of dollars'
worth of sales into the American
household on a constant basis. They
are making Judgments about what to
purchase and what to buy. What has
happened is that the technology has
changed so that it is possible now for
people to buy in a package, and what
we are trying to do is give them real
competitive choice.

It is going to be traumatic. What we
need to do is to say what is more Im-
portant to us, the trauma faced by
those consumers, those citizens in the
households, or the trauma of husl-
nesses as they face competition for the
first time in their business lives?

Mr. President, not only does this
amendment need to be adopted, but we
need to change the underlying bill so
that the Department of Justice, which
has been the prime mover in this--I
know that many of my colleagues on
the other side of the aisle think the De-
partment of Justice should be left out.
with just a consultant role, if nec-
essary. I really urge you to think about
that. That is going to be the next order
of business. The DOJ, the Department
of Justice, is the one that started this
in motion in 1948, in a consent decree,
with the Department of Justice action
against AT&T. That is what produced
the competitive environment in long
distance.

If you hook the Department of Jus-
tice of that Republican administration
to another Republican administration
to a Democrat administration, they
have consistently been the best advo-
cates in this Nation's Capital for com-
petition. They are the ones that said:
Look. I know you want to own all the
market. I understand what you are try-
ing to do. But you cannot. We have to
keep this competitive because not only
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will consumers benefit, but the econ-
omy will benefit as well.

I understand people said oh. no. that
is not going to work. I have talked to
the companies about this. I know why
they do not like it.

The Department of Justice needs to
be more than Just a consultant in this
thing. Otherwise, I tell you, Mr. Presi-
dent, my colleagues. I think you are
going to regret this vote. You are not
going to get the kind of vigorous com-
petition that is needed in all of these
sectors, in a package fashion, that is
going to have our consumers say I was
paying 3120 a month for all of my infor-
mation. all these things taken to-
gether, all nine of them, and now I am
paying 380. This is terrific. This is
working.

Disregard. if possible, the companes
that are coming in and saying, gee. I do
not want to do it that way because this
is going to be a better way.

Think about those consumers in the
households. Think about those individ-
ual families in the households. This
amendment is going to look a lot bet-
ter, the DOJ role is going to look a lot
better under those circumstances.

I suggest. Mr. President, that an-
other particular portion of this legisla-
tion that says a local telephone com-
pony c6n buy a local cable company.
we cannot allow that in the local area.
because then you are only going to get
One line to 75 percent of the homes.

So I hope s we go through this thing
colleagues will see that there is an in-
tent with this legislation to produce a
competitive environment about which.
if we do it. the citizens we represent
will say this did work; we are glad you
provided that for us.

It is not completely unregulated. It
is not completely unfettered competi-
tion. The structure here that we are
trying to produce allows competition
to satisfy not just a public interest
that we understand Is still present but
also a consumer interest.

So once again I understand very
much the concern raised by the distin-
guished Senator from Kentucky and
perhaps there is some accommodation
that can be made in the area of a
study. I do not know. I certainly would
not necessarily object to that, if the
distinguished Senator from Maine
could work it out. But I think we have
to really make sure we understand that
if competition is something we are
going to use to reduce prices and in-
crease quality, then we have to turn
back some folks who are going to be
coming to us, and I really think the
toughest one of all is going to be the
Department of Justice role. And I un-
derstand people are digging in on it,
but I hope you do not dig in too much
because you are the one who is going to
have to live by this vote. You are the
one who is going to have to explain
whether this works or not.

I would not be on the floor all day
today and last night not feeling very
strongly as I do. Unless we get this
thing right, we are going to live to re-
gret it.
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Mr. FORD. WIll the Senator yield for

a question?
Mr. KERREY. I will be pleased to

yield.
Mr. FORD. After this amendment

passes, how long does the Senator
think it would take the companies to
gO to China and have these boxes made
for practically nothing and come back
over here and flood the area with
them?

Mr. KERREY. There is no question
the distinguished Senator from Ken-
tucky is raising a very legitimate con-
cern. When we lift the restrictions on
manufacturing in general, which we
are doing in here-and we heard earlier
the distinguished Senator from Arizona
coming down and saying that we fi-
nally got out of this domestic content
stuff in there. That was there out of a
concern we try to keep some of this
manufacturing business in the United
States. There is no question that Is a
legitimate concern.

Mr. FORD. Not only. would I say to
my friend, is my concern for the small
cable operator. I would encourage
those who are promoting this amend-
ment to give us an opportunity to
study it. All of a sudden we get this
amendment out on the floor and people
have an opportunity maybe to study it
for a short period of time. Competition
is great, but competition putting out a
lot of cable operators, small entre-
preneurs struggling for a long time.
does not set very well with me. and I
am sure it does not set very well with'
the Senator from Nebraska.

Mr. KERREY. I am not the sponsor of
the amendment. The distinguished
Senator from Maine is. However, he
would decide in that regard. I certainly
would have no objection to what the
Senator proposes.

I yield the floor.
Mr. COHEN addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Maine.
Mr. COHEN. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that Senator
HU4CMInoN and Senator LRASY be added
as csponsors.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. COHEN. Mr. President, I will re-
spond briefly to the comments of the
Senator from Kentucky.

He mentioned that he is from a rural
State. So am 1. I do not know what the
population of his State is, but we have
little over 1 million people in the State
of Maine. I used to be the mayor of the
third largest city in Maine--38,00 peo-
ple. So we have a rural population in
my State as well.

I doubt very much whether there are
many States-no matter how rural-
that do not have a Radio Shack or a
Wal-Mart or a Sam's or some other
major type of outlet in their States.
That really is not the issue. If you live
in a rural area and you do not have a
Wal-Mart, Sam's. Circuit City, or
Radio Shack, what you do is just keep
renting your box from your cable com-
Pany.
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That is all you have to do. You have

a choice. You do not have to buy any-
thing. You can continue to pay the
rent for the box. Your small cable com-
pany rents the box to you. and you con-
tinue to pay the rent. If you get un-
happy with it, you may decide you
want to make the trip 12 miles to buy
another converter box.

What I am saying is consumers can-
not take that signal of the cable com-
pany and steal that signal by virtue of
having access to the box. That was the
purpose of having the private sector de-
velop a standard whereby cable opera-
tors protect their signal.

What the FCC does is turn to the pri-
vate sector, Just as they did with the
phone Jack. The standard for the tele-
phone Jack was developed by the pri-
vate Industry.

That is what we are talking about
here. If you are talking about theft.
what do we tell Hewlett-Packard.
Compa. or IBM or any of the other
major computer developers and manu-
facturers today? You know something,
we have a big problem-hacking. We
have hackers all over the country, all
over the world. They can get into the
computers at the Pentagon.

The Senator from South Carolina
knows about this. All the people who
are here, the Senator from Kentucky
and all of you, have had access to infor-
mation. They can gain access to the
computers in the Pentagon.

What do we do? Shut down the com-
puters? We said. "No. let's do better.
We have to develop better standards for
protecting the signals, protecting the
technology." That is what is going on
in the private sector today. We all have
been briefed on what is going on In the
private sector, the kind of standards
designed to prevent hackers from get-
ting access.

What is the largest growing market
today? The direct satellite television.
Do you think people are putting mil-
lions or billions of dollars initddevelop-
log direct satellite television if they
are worried that they cannot protect
their signals?

That is what is going on. The indus-
try will develop the equipment to pro-
tect the signals. Why are you going to
give cable companies, not mom-and-
pop cable companies, major cable com-
panies the opportunity to run a monop-
oly? For the small rural State that
may have only one cable company and
no marte where consumers can go to
purchase a set-top box, there will be no
problem. Consumers will just keep
renting that same box.

Mr. President. the Senator from
South Dakota said that what we really
have to do is jawbone the industry. The
difficulty is the jawbone is not con-
nected to the hip bone. They are not
walking, they are not running, they are
not doing anything.

What they are doing is holding on to
a monopoly, and they are saying.
"Take our box or don't get any signal.
period." What we are saying Is here is
an Opportunity to put competition into
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the business so that People have a
choice with lower prices and the cable
company Still protects Its signal.

Mr. President, that is why the
Consumer Federation of America and
the Consumers Union endorse this par-
ticular amendment. It is why IMl sup-
ports the amendment. They also sup-
port it because they see this as an op-
portunity to get more competition in
the field that we are supposed to be
trying to get competition In-tele-
communications.

I want to say to the Senator from
Kentucky, I represent a small State,
too. I have small cable companies.
They are not particularly concerned
they are going to be put out of busi-
ness. Their signal is protected--maybe
not well enough from somebody steal-
ing the boxes. But the private sector
will develop a standard to protect the
signals.

The FCC can adopt the standard. as
they have with the telephone Jack, to
allow any individual to go into any
store-rural, urban, big mall, little
shop--to buy. a telephone, to buy a
VCR, to buy a computer, to buy an or-
ganizer. A standard ought to apply to
the set-top box as well. That is what
this amendment is designed to do, to
allow the private sector to get into the
business of lowering the prices for con-
sumers so they do not have the
consumer at the mercy of the cable op-
erator saying. '"rake this box or else
you get no signal. Rent this box or rent
this telephone: you can't buy your
own...

What we are saying is let us give the
consumer a choice to buy a set-top box
or rent one. whether you live in an
urban or rural State. I reserve the re-
mainder of my time.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from South Dakota.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, we
have approximately 15 minutes until
the next rollcall vote. I believe all
speakers have concluded. I urge Sen-
ators who wish to make statements on
the bill to come to the floor.

Mr. FORD. Mr. President. will the
distinguished Senator from Maine an-
swer a question for me, Just one?

Mr. COHEN. If I can.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who

yields time to the Senator from Ken-
tucky?

Mr. PRESSLER. I yield time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from South Dakota yields time to
the Senator from Kentucky.

Mr. FORD. Am I correct in that If the
television set is cable ready, you do not
need the box?

Mr. COHEN. That is correct.
Mr. FORD. So most television sets

are becoming cable ready. They may
not go up to 98-they may be 60-some-
odd, most of them. So, technically, the
box Is not used on a cable-ready tele-
vision.

Mr. COHEN. Right. Many, many
homes, as you know, in the rural areas
do not necessarily have the cable-ready
type of television.
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Mr. FORD. As I recall, and the Sen-

ator might agree with me. we would
allow only one charge under the cable
bill. no matter how many TV sets you
might have in your home. They used to
charge you for each one, now they
charge for one.

Mr. COHEN. I correct myself. You
may still need a set-top box, even
though you have a cable-ready tele-
vision set. That is what happened In
southern Maine recently where a major
company as a matter of fact, said.
"This box you have to rent. Even
though you are currently getting our
aignal, this Is something we are going
to now prepare for the future in terms
of interactive television and you must
now rent this box. in order to get the
sitnl you were getting previously
through your television sets."

Mr. FORD. I wanted to clear up one
thing with my friend from Maine. Time
Warner withdrew that. and they no
longer do that.

Mr. COHEN. They withdrew it only
after great protest was raised, pre-
cisely the problem when you have a
company who can come In and say,
"The signal you are getting now you
have to pay more for it. Now it is
roughly S3 more and you are going to
get just precisely the same thing you
were getting before."

Mr. FORD. That is no longer being
done.

Mr. COHEN. It does not prevent any
other company In any other State from
doing precisely the same thing.

Mr. FORD. I understand that, Mr.
President. and I say to my friend, with
cable ready. I do not believe you need
the box. I think he agrees with me that
basically that Is true.

Mr. COHEN. No, because the--
Mr. FORD. I am not sure the cable

company can still scramble on a cable-
ready. You cannot get UBO-lt Is
scrambled-unless you pay for it and
then they release that. The box Is al-
most a moot question In some respects.
But I still have the same concern I had
earlier about the small cable operator.

You have a rural State: I have a rural
State. I remember the satellite dishes
we put up, about 33,000 apiece, and then
you had to go to the cable company
and get It turned on. There are a lot of
things going on. But progress has been
made.

Now FCC is not going to help build
anything. They are not going to man-
date anything, I understand, but you
are going to set standards. I agree with
the chairman. when you set standards.
you limit the technology in a great
many places, because as long as they
meet the standards, they do not have
to be competitive.

We have 8 or 9 minutes we can have
some debate with. But It Is awfully
hard for me to agree that the box is a
problem, except in cases where the tel-
evision set is not cable-ready. I believe
what the Senator from North Carolina
said a few minutes ago-it is setting up
for a lot of theft as It relates to Intel-
lectual property.
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I hope this amendment will be de-
feated. But better than that. I wish the
Senator from Maine would let us study
it and convince us and be sure whe he
comes forward with this. that we all
understand It. It Could be a 3-month
study. 6-month study, a I-year study.
or whatever It might be. so that we can
come back and that study will be avail-
able. and then we can go forward with
legislation and we can probably give
better Instructions to the FCC.

I thank the Senator for his courtesy.
Mr. COHEN. I thank the Senator for

raising the issue. It highlights the na-
ture of the problem whereby one com-
pany can suddenly come in and decide
It wants to give you a different type of
service and you must rent this box in
order to get what you are already pay-
Ing for. Sure, there was an outcry. an
outrage expressed by consumers. They
were told to relax, this is for the fu-
ture. We are preparing you for Inter-
active television. They got interactive
alright with the consuming public, and
they were forced to take it down.

The FCC is not In the business to try
and stifle developments. As a matter of
fact, can we argue today that as a re-
suit of the standards developed by the
private sector and incorporated by the
FCC. that technology has been stifled
in the telephone industry? I do not
think so.

We are seeing tremendous progress
being made. I point out to the Senator
from Kentucky that while some people
might get hurt, a whole lot of people
get helped when you make progress. We
are trying to help millions of people in
this country acquire the technology
cheaper and with greater choice. and
hopefully with greater quality. That is
the purpose of the amendment. So the
telephone Industry is a good example of
what can take place with the set-top
box market.

I might point out that on page three
of the amendment, it indicates. "Such
regulations shall take into account the
needs of owners and distributors of
video programming and information
services to ensure system and signal
security and prevent theft of the pro-
gramning or services; and, secondly.
the need to ensure the further deploy-
ment of new technology relating to
converter boxes."

I say to those who are arguing thAt
this is being raised to stifle tech-
nology, it is just the opposite. Those
against this amendment want to stifle
competition. Those who vote for this
amendment will vote for the Consumer
Federation of America and the Con-
sumers Union.

When the vote comes at 7:30, those
people here that are concerned about
getting more choice to the public, get-
ting better quality, and getting more
competition will vote to support the
amendment.

I reserve the remainder of my time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who

yields time?
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I sug-

gest the absence of a quorum.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

clerk will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk pro-

ceeded to call the roll.
Mr. COHEN. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. COHEN. Mr. President, just be-
fore our time expires, I want to indi-
cate that this amendment certainly is
not a partisan issue, as you can see
from the debate that has taken place,
with the Senator from Nebraska join-
ing the Senator from Maine, and others
who have expressed support for this
amendment.

I also point out that in the other
body. Congressman BLILEY. the chair-
man of the House Commerce Commit-
tee. and also Congressman MARKEy, the
ranking member on the House Tele-
communications Subcommittee, have
endorsed the legislation and, in fact.
have reported it Out of the committee.
So the legislation is bipartisan in the
House. I hope the bipartisan support
for this amendment will be reflected in
the vote here this evening.

I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

clerk will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk pro-

ceeded to call the roll.
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, an up
or down vote has been agreed to.

I ask for the yeas and nays.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a

sufficient second?
There Is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays are ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

question is on agreeing to amendment
No. 1263 offered by the Senator from
Maine (Mr. COHEN].

The yeas and nays have been ordered.
The clerk will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk called

the roll.
Mr. MACK (when his name was

called). Present.
Mr. LOTT. I announce that the Sen-

ator from Texas [Mr. GRAMM], the Sen-
ator from Arizona [Mr. MCCAIN], the
Senator from Alabama (Mr. SHLBY].
and the Senator from Arkansas [Mr.
STEVENS] are necessarily absent.

Mr. FORD. I announce that the Sen-
ator from Delaware (Mr. BIDE] is nec-
essarily absent.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are there
any other Senators in the Chamber de-
siring to vote?

The result was announced-yeas 30,
nays 64, as follows:

[Rolleali Vote No. 245 Leg.l
YEAS--30

A.ht C .!ee Orwh
Bo= Cohen 11"eld
Bradey Feingold Hatchison
B5oPe Feitn Jeffo
arm 01e 00b.
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So the amendment (No. 1283) was re-
jected.

Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, I
move to reconsider the vote by which
the motion was rejected.

Mr. PRESSLER. I move to lay that
motion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table wan
agreed to,

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. Preaident. I
hope the Senator from North Dakota
will bring his amendment forth.

Mr. DORGAN addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from North Dakota.
Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President. my on-

deretanding is the pending business is
the Dole amendment. I ask unanimous
consent that the Dole amendment be
set aside so that I might offer an
amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? Without objection, it is so
ordered.

AMENDMINT NO. 124
(Purpoee: To require Departuent of Justice

approval for Beglonal Bell Operating Com-
pany entry Into long distance services)
Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, I send

an amendment to the desk and ask for
Its immediate consideration.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.

The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:

The Senator from North Dakota (Mr. DOB-
SANl. for himself. Mr. SaoN. Mr. Knsy.
Mr. REID. and Mr. LEAKT. proposes an
amendment numbered 1254.

The amendment is as follows:
On page M. line 2, beginnIng with the

word "after", delete all that follows through
the words "servioes" on line 2. page 83 and
insert therein the following: "to the extent
approved by the Commission and the Attor-
neI naki line I. after the word "Com-

mission", add the words "and Attorney Gen-
oral".

- On page 9. beginning with the word "be-
fore" on Une 9. strike all that follows
through lie is.
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on page W. Lim 10. replace *"()1* with

iC)'; alter the word "Commiss on" on line
17. add tie words "or Attorney General": and
a.ter the word "Co'.nlisslon" On line 19. add
the words "'and AtOrmey General".

On Page 90. after lIne 13, add the following
paragraphs:

"(4) Dl'RN SAT ItoN BY ATTORNEY 0101-
KRAL.-

"(A) DirrilatlafloN.-Not later than 90
days after receiving an application made
under paragraph (Ii. the Attorney General
shall issue a written determination with re-
epect to the authorization for which a Bell
operating Company or Its subsidiary or affili-
ate has applied. In making such determina-
tion, the Attorney General shall review the
whole record.

"I(1) A'PPROVAL.-Tbe Attorney General
*hall approve the authorisation requested in
any application submitted under paragraph
(1) only to the extent that the Attorney Gen-
eral finds that there Is no subetantia] poesi-
billty that ouch soerpany or its subsidiaries
or Its afflliates could use monopoly power In
a telephone exchange or exchange acoess
service market to impede competition In the
InterLATA telecommunications service mar-
ket such company or Its subsidiary or affIll-
ate seeks to enter. The Attorney General
shall deny the remainder of the requested
authorization."

"(C) PIUBLicATON.-Not later than 10 days
after issuing a determination under para.
graph (4). the Attorney General shall publish
the determination In the Federal Register."

On page 91. line 1. after the word "Commis-
Sion" add the words "or the Attorney Gen-
eral".

AMENDMENT NO. ten TO AMEDMenT NO. 12H
(Purpose: To provide for the review by the

Attorney General of the United States of
the entry of the Bell operating companles
into lnterexchange telecommunications
and manufacturing markets)
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President. I

send an amendment to the desk and
ask for its immediate consideration.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.

The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:

The Senator from South Carolina (Mr.
'HURIOD. for himself. Mr. D'ANATO and
Mr. DEWen,. proposes an amendment num-
bered 125 to amendment No. 1254.

Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that reading of
the amendment be diipeased with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. It is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
On page 82, lne 23, striks "after" and all

that follows through "services." on page 93,
line 2. and insert In lieu thereof "to the ex-
tent approved by the Commission and the
Attorney General of the United States.".

On page , lne I. insert "'and the Attor-
ney General" after "Commislion".

On page 89. line 3. insert "and Attorney
General" after "Commission".

On page 8. line 6. strike shall" and insert
"and the Attorney General shall each".

On page 89. line 9. strike "'Before" and all
that follows through page 89. line 15.

On page 89, line 1K. Insert .'By cOMMISION"
after "APPROVAL".

On page 90. between lines 9 and 10. insert
the following-

"(C) APPROVAL BY ATOR EY ORNERAL.-
The Attorney General may only approve the
authorization requested In an application
submitted nnder paragraph (1) if the Attor-
ney General finds that the effect of such an-
thorisation will not substantially lessen
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Oem2stitino. or tend to ersete a mInooy is
any line of eornmsroe t any esac of s
country. The Attorney General may approve
all or part Of the request. If the Attorney
General does not approve an application
under this eubparagraph, the Attorney Gon-
eral shall state the basis for the denial of the
application.".

On page 90. l105 InM strike "shall" and In-
eart In lieu thereof "and the Attorney Gen-
eral shall each".

On page 0. line 17, Insert "or the Attorney
General" after "Commission".

On page 90. line 19. Insert "and the Attor-
ney General" after "Commission".

On page 91. line 1. Insert "or the Attorney
General" before "for judicial review".
on ge 99. line 15. strike out "Commirslon

authorizes" and Insert in lieu thereof "Com-
mission and the Attorney General author-
Ine".

On Mae U9. line 18. Insert "and the Attor-
ney General" after "Commialon".

On page U. line 6. after "necessity". Insert:
"in making Its determination whether the
requested authorization Is consistent with
the public interest, convenience. and neces-
elty, the Commission shall not consider the
effect of such authorization on competition
in any market for which authorization Is
sought."

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from North Dakota.

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President. will the
Senator yield?

Mr. DORGAN. I am happy to yield.
Mr. DOLE. Is there a time agreement

on this amendment?
Mr. HOLLINGS. Not yet, no.
Mr. DOLE. Would there be a possibil-

ity of having a time agreement?
Mr. DORGAN. I would not agree to a

time agreement at this point. This Is
one of these major Issues on this bill. I
think that we have an amendment in
the second degree. I think this will
have to be explored at some length.

Mr. HOLLINGS. Could we agree to
debate it tonight and vote first thing
tomor'ow?

Mr. DORGAN. I would not agree to
that time agreement.

Mr. PRESSLER. If my colleague will
yield, if we could debate all this
evening, and have a vote at 9 in the
morning, would that be agreeable?

Mr. DORGAN. My point is, I do not
want to agree to a time agreement on
these issues. We have two amendments
on the Department of Justice's role
here. This is I think one of the central
issues in this bill. If you are suggesting
that we ought to now. in the next few
bours, debate when a number of Mem-
bers will probably not be here and have
a vote in the morning, I do not think
that there is an urgency on this bill to
move to a vote on one of the central is-
sues in this bill by 9 o'clock in the
morning. So I would not agree to a
time agreement at this point.

Mr. PRESSLER. If my colleague will
yield, we could debate until midnight
or beyond, and Members who wish to
speak could speak tonight and vote at
9 in the morning. Everybody could
speak who wants to speak this evening.

Mr. DORGAN. I would respond that I
do not at this point propose to accept
a time agreement. I think what we
ought to do is have the debate and see
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which of our colleagues wish to weigh
in on these issues. This is, as I said, one
of the central issues in this bill. I think
at least from my observations there
are many Members on both sides who
will want to be heard, and many of
them want to be heard at some length
on these two amendments. I think it is
premature to be seeking a time agree-
ment.

Mr. DOLE. Will the Senator yield?
But we are prepared to debate it at
some length tonight; is that correct?

Mr. DORGAN. Oh, yes.
Mr. DOLE. There will be no more

votes tonight. We will try to see what
happens in the next couple of hours. It
is a very important amendment, and it
is central to the debate. I do not have
any quarrel with the amendment of the
Senator from North Dakota nor the
Senator from South Carolina. I am not
trying to crowd anyone. I want my
other colleagues to know what they
can expect.

So I think it is safe to say, if it is all
right with the Democratic leader, there
will be no more votes tonight. We will
take another look at It at 10 o'clock,
11, whatever, whoever is still here.

Mr. DORGAN addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from North Dakota has the floor.
Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, as

Members know, I offered the amend-
ment and the amendment has been sec-
ond-degreed by an amendment offered
by Senator TIRMOND, and we will, I
expect. debate the merits of both
amendments at this point.

As I indicated to the majority leader.
this is. I think, one of the central is-
sues in the telecommunications bill
that the Senate must consider.

When I spoke this afternoon on this
legislation. I talked about the breath-
taking changes in our country espe-
cially In the area of telecommuni-
cations, technology, the building of the
information superhighway. I also
talked about what telecommunications
technology means to the people in this
country and our future.

I must say that the people in the Dri-
vate sector in our country have been
Investing money, and taking risks. I
commend them for that. The risk-tak-
ing entrepreneurs, I think have
brought enormous fruits of accomplish-
ment to our country. Their advances In
technology will improve life in our
country in many, many ways. It cre-
ates Jobs; it provides entertainment. It
does many, many things that are im-
portant for our country.

The question of how we develop the
information superhighway, who bene-
fits from it and what are the rules in a
competitive economy we are now con-
fronting.

The industry. dealing with 1930's laws
that were originally established in
telecommunications, has been out de-
veloping its own course largely because
there have not been guidelines estab-
lished by Congress. The Senator from
South Dakota and the Senator from
South Carolina now bring to the floor a
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piece of legislation that says let us up-
date the 1930s laws and let us talk
about the guidelines. what are the con-
ditions of competition. And this legis-
lation. I think. has a lot to commend it
to the Members of the Senate.

So I have supported the legislation
out of the Commerce Committee but
have indicated that I feel there are
some problems with the legislation.
one of which is the role of the Justice
Department in establishing the criteria
for when competition exists with re-
spect to local service carriers and when
those local service carriers, namely,
the regional Bells, tan go out and en-
gage in long distance competition.

The Commerce Committee passed a
telecommunications bill last year, and
a bill was passed by the entire House of
Representatives, that included provi-
sions with respect to the tests that
should be met before the Bell systems
should go out and begin to compete in
long distance.

That test was very simple. It's called
the VIII(c) test. VIII(c) provides a test
for the Department of Justice to per-
form ite assigned and accustomed role
to determine when there is competition
in local service and when then the Bell
systems will be allowed to go out and
compete in long distance service.

VIf(c) existed last year in the tele-
communications bill that was passed in
the House and the Senate Commerce
Committee. All of a sudden this year
that test vanishes. That's why I pro-
pose in my amendment to establish the
VII(c) test.

Some say, gee, that is a radical re-
quirement, an VIII(c) test for the Jus-
tice Department. So radical, It is ex-
actly what the House passed last year.
so radical It is exactly what the Senate
Commerce Committee passed last year.
It is not radical at all. It is exactly
what the Justice Department role
should be in evaluating when sufficient
competition exists in the local ex-
changes so that the Sell systems will
be free to engage in long distance serv-
ices.

I wish to remind my colleagues of the
experience we have had with airline de-
regulation. When we deregulated the
airlines we said that the role of deter-
mining when sufficient competition ex-
isted and whether mergers should be
allowed will be assumed by the Depart-
ment of Transportation. The Depart-
ment of Justice shall have a consult-
ative role.

What has happened as a result of
that? Well, you have all seen what has
happened. We have seen the large air-
lines in this country grow larger
through acquisition and merger. They
have bought up the regional carriers.
So now we have fewer airlines and big-
ger airlines; in other words, less com-
petition.

It is interesting to me that when we
have seen some of these mergers pro-
posed, the Department of Trnspor-
tation consults with the Department of
Justice, and the Department of Justice
says, well, we do not think this merger
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would be in the country's interest from
a competitive standpoint: we think it
would diminish competition. And then
the Department of Transportation
says, we do not care abouL that: we are
going to allow the merger to occur
anyway.

That is a sample of what happens
when you take the Justice Department
out of the decision making in these
areas.

Now, we have, over a long period of
time in this country, established the
Justice Department as the referee in
the issue of where and when sufficient
competition exists with respect to
questions like this. But this bill comes
to the floor and says well, now, let us
see if we can do something different.
Let us take the Justice Department;
let us clip their wings. Let us defang
the Justice Department with respect to
its ability to make judgments about
what is in the public interest and what
is not in the public interest in this par-
ticular area.

I listened intently about the subject
of competition. Members of the Senate
have come to the floor of the Senate
and talked about the market system
and competition. I think the market
system is a wonderful thing, and it has
brought this country enormous bene-
fits. It is the way this country has be-
come as strong as it is--market sys-
tem. free and open competition.

But if you believe in the market sys-
tem and competition, then you have to.
in my judgment, stand up for these
kinds of issues. You have to stand up
for the role of the Justice Department
to investigate and evaluate what rep-
resents antitrust, what kinds of condi-
tions must we Insist upon to ensure
competition, because if you are not
standing up for those kinds of things
that ensure competition, in my judg-
ment you are no friend of the market-
place. You are no friend of free mar-
kets. That is the reason I offer this
amendment to the Senate tonight.

This amendment utilizes the stand-
ard that is found In section VIf(c) of
the modified final judgment with
which most of us are familiar. This
amendment requires the Bell systems
to show there is no substantial possi-
bility that it could use its monopoly
power to impede competition in the
long distance market.

The standard I propose is well under-
stood. It has been applied by the De-
partment of Justice and the courts
since 1982. The standard protects com-
petition in long distance services by
limiting the entry to cases where local
monopolies have ceased to exist or the
potential for abuse of power in local
markets is absent.

Now, under the bill as reported, as I
have indicated, the Bell systems need
only apply to the FCC to enter long
distance services, and the FCC would
use what is called a public interest
standard and determine that the Bell
systems have completed the competi-
tive checklist. They might ask the Jus-
tice Department in a consultative role
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st it will not matter, because the FCC which is now the backbone of the infor- I

b, make the Judgment. mation superhighway, last

Well, the problem with that is this. If we do not Include in the tele- this
The FCC Is a regulatory agency and communications legislation the kind of Pres
the Department of Justice Is the agen- amendment I am proposing, the role 1994

cy that has had over time and does that would traditionally have been the LINO
have the capability of evaluating the role for the Department of Justice will ard
issue of competition, become the burden of enforcement for TI

The Department of Justice is the the FCC. The FCC, I think, clearly is test
agency with the expertise in protecting ill-equipped to adequately serve that ailo
and promoting competition in tele- function. sere

communications markets. It was the In 1987, the GAO reported that at Its

Department of Justice that Inves- existing staff level, the FCC would be ter
tigated and Sued to break up the Bell able to audit carrier cost allocations in coal
system monopoly, which resulted in order to protect ratepayers from cross- corn
making the long distance and manufac- subsidisation only once every 16 years.
turing markets competitive, and then only on the major carriers. VI

All of us understand what has re- A 1993 GAO report found that as of whe
suited from that. Those areas of the 1992. the FCC staff of 14 auditors could, Con
telecommunications system that are on average, cover the highest priority T1
competitive, namely, now long dia- audit areas once every 11 years and all Gul
tane and manufacturing-and let me audit areas once every 18 years. The Mar
say, especially long distance-those GAO concluded in that February 1993 TI
areas have produced enormous rewards report that at the current staffing coin
for the consumers: lower prices and level, the FCC cannot. in the GAO's the]
substantial changes In Opportunity for words, "provide positive assurance that tea.
choice. You can go to any one of hun- ratepayers are protected from cross- won
dreds of long distance carriers these subsidization." W
days and find a wide vkriety of choices The only way. in my judgment. to as- CE(
at competitive prices, prices much, sure that true competition Is existing Dat
much lower than consumers paid when at the local level-and when that exists A.
the old monopoly system existed, we free the Bell systems to cornpete in ciph

I have Indicated that we have seen the long distance area-but the only ket
what has happened with respect to an- way to assure that true competition flal
other deregulation model, airlines. exists is to look at the actual market- test
When the airlne deregulatin occurred place facts, and the place to do thatbu

too
and the opportunity to Judge the com- the proper place to do that is in the De- thor
petitiveness of certain future struc- partment of Justice, CIO
tures was given not to the Department I mentioned earlier that last year the pow
of Justice, but instead to the Depart- very test that I am proposing today for itls
ment of Transportation, we understand this legislation was in the bill passed A
what happened. The consumer, in my by the House of Representatives. That the
Judgment, has been shortchanged, bill passed in the U.S. House with 420 In
Mergers that should not have been al- votes. The Senate Commerce Commit- an
lowed which the Department of Justice tee pased legislation by an 18-to-2 mez
said were anti-competitive were al- vote. and it included what I now pro- dilt
lowed by the Department of Transpor- pose we add to this legislation. So it Mi,
ration, will be interesting to hear the cries of the

If we do not change this bill, If we do those who come to the floor and say. to
not impose this VII1(c) test, in my "Gee. this is way out of bounds, this is the
Judgment, we will be left in the same really radical stuff you are proposing." tho
position with respect to telecommunl- I want to hear the wailing of those who sub
cations as we have been with the air- oppose this and ask them if what the mel
Unes. and It will not be a friendly posi- House of Representatives did with 420 con
tion for the American consumer, votes last year or what the Senate '

The fact is the Department of Justice Commerce Committee did by an 18-to- sta
has promoted competition in the tele- 2 vote last year was truly radical, or tua
communications industry under both has somehow the public interest stand- Am
Republican and Democratic adminis- ard changed in 12 months? And if so. ices
trations. The AT&T investigation what is that change? Did the election I
began under the Nixon administration, last year tell us that the Department An
The suit was filed under the Ford ad- of Justice had to have Its wings clipped me,
ministration. It was pursued through with the question of whether or not Div
the Carter administration, and it was there is competition before we decide is i
settled during the Reagan administra- to change the circumstances under the
tion. On a bipartisan basis, the Depart- which the Bell systems can compete for T
ment of Justice, I think, has stood up long distance? I do not think so. is
for the interests of the American I think the American people expect floc
consumer, attempting to require and and the American people would require it I
impose a competitive test. us to believe that competition is fair at t

You have heard in discussion on the competition and that true competition W
floor of the Senate that the breakup of exists before we decide to allow the wit
the Bell system meant that long dis- Bell systems to get involved in long doll
tance telephone rates have dropped 66 distance and potentially create monop- see
percent and the long distance competi- olistic conditions in a segment of the dos
tore have constructed four nationwide industry that Is now highly competi- dis
fiber optic networks In this country, tive. car
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want to read some comments about
year's test, which I now propose in

year's bill. James Cullen. the
Ident of Bell Atlantic, March 8.

wrote a letter to Senator Hot,
is. and he said this about the stand-
I am now proposing:
.a section VM(c) standard is the eorrect
for whether a Beli company should be

wed to provide Interstate long distance
lees. Under this test the restrlctions Un-
8 on a Bell company shall be removed

a a showing by the petitioning BOC that
s no subtantial possibility that it

d use its monopoly power to Impede
petition in the Market it ska tO enter.

uMen also confirmed that the
(c) test was the appropriate test
n he testified before the Senate
unerce Committee on May 12. 1994.

e CEO of Pacific Telesis, Sam
on. wrote to Senator HOLINOS on
uh 16. 1994. stating this:
e VI11(c) test-the ability to impede
petition in the market we're entering.
long distance market--is the appropriate

A teat based on local competition lust
't work.

ill1am Weiss, then chairman and
of Ameritech, wrote to Senator

Lforth saying:
entry test. based on antitrust vrin-

es. must focus on conditions in the mar-
one is seeking to enter. The modified
SJudgment (MFJ) provides just such a

." " The MFJ provides that the line of
ness restrictions, including the long dia-
ae prohibition, shall be removed when
o is no substantial possibility that a re-
&1 company could use Its monoPoly
Sr to Impede competition Is the market
eks to enter.
gain, that is from William Weis.
n chairman and CEO of Ameritech.

fact, Ameritech recentiy reached
agreement with the Justice Depart-
at to conduct a trial to offer long
tance service from Grand Rapids,
and Chicago. IL. Under that trial,
Department of Justice would have

evaluate competitive conditions In
marketplace to determine that

se conditions ensure there is "no
stantial possibility that commence-
at of the experiment could impede
npetition in interLATA service."
hat trial not only uses the VnII(c)
ndard. but it also requires that an-
I competition exists prior to
eritech offering long distance serv-

had the opportunity to visit with
ne Bingaman at the Justice Depart-
nt. who is in charge of the Antitrust
sion. about this very agreement. It

nteresting that this agreement uses
VIliic) test.

here are plenty of claims and there
a great deal of discussion on the
or about this issue, largely because
a an issue that is very controversial
his point.
'e have a bill before us that deals
h literally hundreds of billions of
lare of revenue to very important
ments of our economy, and the in-
try's breakdown between the long
tance industry, the local service

ers. I understand why they would
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Use some of these things in their own
self-interest. I am not interested in
their self-interest at this point. I want
the telecommunications industry to do
well. and I want them to do well espe-
cially for our country.

My interest, however. on the floor of
the Senate is the public Interest. The
question is not what benefits them.
The question is what benefits the
American citizens in the longrun?
What benefits our country? What ad-
vances our country's economic inter-
eats, our public interests?

I think If we evaluate that. we will
understand that imposing a require-
ment that competition exist at the
local level before we unharness in the
modified final Judgment the Bell eye-
tems to go compete in the long dis-
tance system Is in the beat public in-
terest. I know some make the case that
Is not necessary; the FCC can do It.
Some make the case that the Justice
Department role should not be such a
strong role. But they do that, in my
Judgment, because they represent--or
they argue the interests of an $80 to

100 billion enterprise out there, the
enterprise of local service carriers who
want to do something and are pre-
vented from doing it now and who want
to be able to unharness themselves
with the least possible difficulties. I do
not want to put up roadblocks. If they
want to compete in long distance, they
have every right to do it. as long as
they are allowing competition in the
local exchanges.

The question is. how can you dem-
onstrate that? All of us understand
that it is easy to decide to say you are
now allowing local competition. It is
easy to create conditions in which you
try to demonstrate that is the case, but
even as you create conditions to dem-
onstrate that s the case, you can sud-
denly create other conditions to make
it more difficult. Everyone understands
that. That Is the danger and the di-
lemma.

We are interested in this 8(o) test. In
true competition. We are not inter-
ested in theory. We are Interested in
when true competition exists in the
local exchanges, because when it ex-
lets. then there is no disagreement on
the floor of the Senate about whether
the Bells ought to be able to involve
themselves in long distance service. Of
course, they should.

But the question Is when it exists,
and who should be the arbiter of that?
Those who argue for a weaker standard
in the Department of Justice, in my
judgment, are making a very serious
mistake. It is a mistake that was not
made In the last session by the House
of Representatives or by the Commerce
Department. But something has
changed. I do not think it is the facts.
I think the political dynamic has
changed in some way. and I hope that
the public interest need prevails on
this issue.

The public interest need, in my Judg-
ment. Is to have the U.S. Justice De-
partment play the role they have al-
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ways played on behalf of the American
citizens-to make sure there Is robust,
healthy competition. When it exists,
then we unleash the opportunities for
those who now have monopolistic
power to get involved In the long dis-
tance service. But until it exists. they
should not be allowed to do so. Until
the Justice Department-the Depart-
ment with the experience, background
and knowledge to make that Judg-
ment-is given full opportunity to do
so by amending this portion of the bill,
I think the American people will be
shortchanged. I hope that we will, at
this point, reject the second-degree
amendment when we get around to vot-
ing and that we will adopt the 8(c)
standard. I expect there will be a lot of
discussion between us in the interven-
ing hours today, tomorrow, Monday, or
whenever we vote on these Issues. I
think this will be one of the most im-
portant issues that we resolve on the
floor of the Senate as we seek to ad-
vance legislation establishing new
rules for the 1.990's and into the next
century in the telecommunications in-
dustry.

Let me finish with one additional
statement about this issue, and then I
want to speak to other areas at some
point later in the debate. There is
ample discussion on the floor of the
Senate about the fruits of competition
in these areas. I come from a part of
the country where I swear that there
will not be much competition. A coun-
ty of roughly 3,000 people is not going
to attract a lot of competitors. A
hometown of 30 people is not going to
be the cause of fierce competition be-
tween eight carriers who want to serve
these 80 people. That is not the way
competition works. Competition exists
in a free market to maximize profits in
areas where you yield maximum re-
turns. That is in the affluent neighbor-
hoods of America, in the population
centers of America. That was true
under deregulation of the airlines, and
it will be true under deregulation of
the telecommunications industry.,

That is why another part of this bill
that I care very much about are the
protections in this bill for rural Amer-
ica-not protections against competi-
tion, but protections to make sure we
have the same benefits and opportuni-
ties in rural America for the build-out
of the infrastructure of this tele-
communications revolution, as we will
see in Chicago, Los Angeles, New York,
and elsewhere. Our citizens are no less
worthy of the opportunities that are
brought to them by this industry than
citizens who live in the biggest cities
of our country.

I think once we establish the public
interest tests of this legislation, we
must do it not only with respect to the
role of the Department of Justice.
which is important, but also with re-
spect to the Issue of universal service
and with respect to the issue of con-
centration of ownership in broadcast
facilities. I think If we address those
properly, and if we do our jobs the way
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I think people expect us to. I think we
will have produced a good bill-good
for this country, good for all citizens of
this country regardless of where they
live.

With that. Mr. President. I yield the
floor.

Mr. THURMOND addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from South Carolina is recognized.
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I

rise today with Senators D'AMATO and
DEWDnM to offer an amendment to en-
sure that fundamental antitrust prin-
ciples will be applied by the Antitrust
Division of the Department of Justice
to determine when the Bell Operating
Companies should be allowed into the
long distance and manufacturing mar-
kets. My amendment establishes a
legal standard to be applied by the Jon-
ties Department based on section 7 of
the Clayton Act. which the Congress
passed In 1914. Under this standard, the
Bell companies would be permitted to
enter into long distance and manofac-
turing unless the effect of entry would
"substantially lessen competition, or
tend to create a monopoly."

Section 7 of the Clayton Act is the
well-establIshed and well-known stand-
ard used nationwide to determine
whether mergers and joint ventures-
which affect the economic course of
our country-are pro-competitive or
not. Indeed, we rely on this Clayton
section ? standard even in areas of a-
tional security, as in the recent merger
of defense giants Lockheed and Martin
Maxietta. In the same way, this anti-
trust standard should be used to deter-
mine whether competition and consum-
ers will be served by Bell company
entry into new markets.

As chairman of the Judiciary Com-
mittee's Antitrust, Business Rights,
and Competition Subcommittee, I
firmly believe that we must rely on the
longstanding bipartisan principles of
antitrust law in order to move s
quickly as possible toward competition
in all segments of the telecommuni-
cations industry, and away from regu-
lation. Applying antitrust concepts is
vital to ensure that free market prin-
ciples will work to spur competition
and reduce government involvement in
the industry.

The standard for permitting Bell
company expansion from their local ex-
change markets into long distance and
manufacturing may well be the most
important antitrust question in this
legislation. This issue results from the
1982 antitrust settlement which divided
the single Bell system monopoly into
the seven regional Bell companies, and
limited the lines of business they could
pursue. The debate centers on whether
those seven Bell companies should be
allowed into long distance and manu-
facturing markets while maintaining
their current market position in local
telephone service. The concern is that
despite detailed rules, the Bell compa-
nies may be able to use their market
power in local telephone service to
harm competition in the long distance
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r-n d  manufacturing markets where
competition already exists.

it is generally desirable to have as
many Competitors as possible in each
market. I want to make clear that the
Bell companles certainly should be al-
lowed to enter long distance and manu-
flcturing under appropriate cir-
cumstances. The question is merely
when. But the Bell companies should
not be allowed to enter without consid-
eration of whether their entry will
harm competition. S. 652 does not re-
Quire antitrust analysis on this point
and provides only a minimal consulting
role for the Department of Justice.

As drafted, S. 662 allows the Bell
companies to get into the long distance
and manufacturing markets if they
meet a checklist and the FCC finds
that entry is in the public Interest. The
checklist is intended to permit other
omnies to enter the Bell companies'

local exchange markets and compete
with the Bells. But the checklist does
not require that anyone actually com-
pete with the local exchange monopoly.
Moreover. B. 652 appears to require
only a single interconnection agree-
ment between a Bell company and a po-
tential competitor-no matter how
small-before the Bell company can
seek to enter long distance.

Mr. President. I am not confident
that this checklist will be adequate to
take the place of thorough antitrust
analysis. It would be unwise to. ignore
antitrust analysis. It would be unwise
to ignore antitrust principles and risk
harm to the substantial competition
which has developed in telecommuni-
cations markets over the last dozen
years through the application of anti-
trust principles.

The Clayton section 7 standard in my
amendment is much more moderate
than the so-called -8-C" test from the
Modification of Final Judgment which
broke up the Bell system monopoly. It
is my belief, as one long interested In
competition and our antitrust laws.
that the language from Clayton section
7 is the best standard to employ. This
standard permits the flexible analysis
needed to determine when the Bell
companies should be allowed to enter
Into long distance and manufacturing
markets.

The Clayton section 7 test would per-
mit Bell company entry Into long dis-
tance and manufacturing unless entry
would substantially lessen competi-
tion. Clearly. we should not permit
entry which would not only lessen
competition, but would substantially
lessen competition. The Clayton sec-
tion 7 standard Is well understood and
can be fairly applied to ensure ongoing
competition in telecommunication
markets. The Clayton standard has
been applied in each merger in the tele-
communication industry, including
several large recent ones. This stand-
ard provides the proper incentives to
the Bell companies to encourage them
to open local monopolies to competi-
tion, rather than meeting the minimal
requirements of a checklist.
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LAt me make very clear that this

Clayton section 7 standard does not
necessarily require the Bell companies
to lose any market share or even face
actual competition in their local ex-
change markets. The Bell companies
often assert that their entry Into long
distance and manufacturing would ben-
efit competition. If thi is true, they
could enter those markets promptly
under a Clayton section 7 standard, be-
cause competition would not be sub-
stantially lessened.

Although the Bell companies may
not support this standard. it is note-
worthy that in the past Bell companies
were less critical of the more stringent
B-C test. In fact, there was agreement
among Bell companies concerning the
8-C test in the last Congress when ne-
gotiating over telecommunications leg-
islation. If the higher standard of the
8-C test was acceptable last year, the
familiar Clayton section 7 standard
should be considered far more reason-
able.

If this antitrust analysis is to be un-
dertaken, as I and many other Mem-
bers believe it should, the Antitrust Di-
vision of the Department of Justice has
the necessary background and exper-
tise to conduct the analysis. The Jus-
tice Department has some 50 attorneys
and other professionals with antitrust
expertise in the telecommunications
area. The Justice Department was re-
sponsible for the breakup of the Bell
system monopoly which has resulted in
significantly greater competition, and
has been continually involved in the
industry since that time.

It would be redundant and inefficient
to ignore the proven track record and
expertise of the Justice Department
and begin to develop such know-how in
another agency. The Federal Commu-
nications Commission does not have
expertise In antitrust law, and history
shows that it is not desirable to at-
tempt to develop antitrust expertise
across a range of Federal agencies. For
example, it is now recognized that the
Department of Transportation did not
give adequate weight to antitrust prin-
ciples when it conducted its own anti-
trust analysis of airline mergers. Al-
though the Justice Department had a
consulting role. the Transportation De-
partment disregarded the important
antitrust expertise of the Justice De-
partment, and approved deals which
have resulted in excessive concentra-
tion in the airline industry, and higher
prices for consumers. It is vital that we
avoid this mistake here.

Mr. President. these antitrust issues
in the telecommunications legislation
affect a huge sector of our economy,
and impact every consumer and busi-
ness in our Nation. The hearing by the
Antitrust, Business Rights, and Com-
petition Subcommittee, which I
chaired last month, confirmed the im-
portance of ensuring that S. 652 em-
braces antitrust principles which are
adequate to encourage competition and
benefit consumers. These principles
have been tested and refined by more
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than 1W yar or antitrust siudyih ,A
experience in our Nation.

The purpose of the antitrust laws is
not to favor one group over another.
but to apply objective principles to en-
courage competition for the benefit of
consumers. When antitrust principles
are observed, competition is maximized
resulting in lower prices, better serv-
ices and products, and more innovation
for the benefit of consumers and our
Nation. If antitrust principles are ig-
nored, however, competition is likely
to suffer and concentration of market
power in a few companies may lead to
harm to consumers, lees innovation.
and the end of our country's leadership
In telecommunications.
. Finally, I would note that despite the
current claims by some, this important
issue of Bell company entry generally
has not been partisan in the past. In
addition to the concerns of Democratic
Members and the current Adminlstra-
tion. Republicans have long been cham-
pions of applying our antitrust laws in
the telecommunications field. In fact.
the break up of the Bell system monop-
oly resulted from the antitrust Inves-
tigation by the Justice Department
begun during the Nixon Administra-
tion, from antitrust litigation brought
by the Justice Department during the
Ford Administration, and from the set-
tlement by Assistant Attorney General
William Baxter during the Reagan Ad-
ministration. In fact. Mr. Baxter wrote
to me last month on this subject, en-
couraging an ongoing role for the De-
partment of Justice in determining
when the Bell companies should get
into other lines of business, which I in-
cluded in my Antitrust Subcommittee
hearing record. The current antitrust
head at the Department of Justice as-
serts that same position.

For all of these reasons, I urge my
colleagues to support this amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from South Dakota.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I
think we have come to a key part of
this debate. As I see it. we are trying to
decide whether or not the Department
of Justice should have a regulatory
role in this whole matter.

Under the bill brought to the floor by
Senator HOLLINOS and me and others,
and by the Commerce Committee,
there is a checklist test at the FCC and
there Is a public interest test at the
FCC. There is also required that the
Attorney General be consulted. And he
might make a recommendation based
on the 8(c) test. or he might make a
recommendation based on the Clayton
Act, or he might make a recommenda-
tion on public interest standards.

The Justice Department is not sup-
posed to be a regulatory agency. Its du-
ties are in the antitrust area. If we
adopt either of these amendments, we
are basically continuing to employ
about 200 people over at Justice who
are regulators and not people who in-
terpret antitrust law. We are making
the Department of Justice into a regu-
latory agency when it is supposed to be
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dealing with interpretations of anti-
trust law.

What has happened under Judge
Greene's order, partially out of neces-
sity, is that the Justice Department
began hiring whole legions of people

r there to administer the consent
. For example, the Ameritech

waiver has been cited. The Ameritech
company in the Chicago area has been,
quite rightly, allowed to do some
things by the Department of Justice
under Judge Greene's consent decree.
And quite appropriately, because Con-
gress has not acted.

That Is one thing about this bill. We
are at least trying to get Congress to
do this instead of the court. But If we
allow the Justice Department to begin
regulating, it will be like in the
Ameritech decision. I am not saying
the Ameritech decision is wrong, but it
shows how the Justice Department
likes to use ite people as regulators.

That Ameriech waiver, the proposed
waiver, creates a highly regulatory
process under which Ameritech may be
able to obtain temporary interLATA
authority, but only on a resale basis
and only for calls originating from the
Illinois portion of the Chicago LATA
and the Grand Rapids LATA in Michl-
gan, areas that serve only 1.2 percent
of the aresa's population.

But the point is, the chief regulator
in this process Is the Department of
Justice. the same Department that has
frequently taken from 3 to 5 years to
process waivers under the existing de-
cree. So this means we are probably
adding 3 to 5 years of regulation if we
adopt the amendment by my friend
from North Dakota. This is more Gov-
ernment regulation. This is supposed
to be a deregulatory bill. We are sup-
posed to be deregulating Wer, but we
are adding another formal layer of reg-
ulation.

We have already pointed out that the
Ameritech decision Is illustrative of
the regulatory function of the Depart-
ment of Justice. And they want to keep
these people employed over there. They
want to keep on being regulators. They
want to be something other than what
they are constitutionally created to be.
After this bill Dases, the Department
of Justice will not have to carry out
that role. That will save the taxpayers
a lot of money: moreover, it will lessen
regulation. Indeed, I would like some-
day to see the FCC substantially re-
duced.

But under this amendment we are
not only keeping the FCC using both
the checklist and the public interest
standard, we are also going a step fur-
ther and saying after they get through
we are going to send it over to Justice
and do the same thing all over again
with another set of regulators. That
will take 3 to 5 years, I do not care how
you slice it, because that is the way it
has been in the past and that is the
way the Department of Justice func-
tions. Anything that goes over there, it
will take 3 to 5 years to get a decision

out and there is ample evidence to 11-
lustrate that.

The point I made about Ameritech is
that It shows the Department of Jus-
tice likes even to write telephone
books over there. That Is not the busi-
ness they are supposed to be In. They
are in the business of antitrust and the
big picture of law.

The Dorgan amendment would give
the Department a separate, independ-
ent clearance In addition to the FCC's
clearance for determining whether the
Bell operating companies have com-
piled with the checklist for opening
their networks to their new competi-
tors.

Providing this authority to the Jus-
tice Department is unprecedented. The
Antitrust Division of the Justice De-
partment has never had decialonmak-
lg authority over regulated industries
or any industry. Justice was given a
role under the modified final judgment,
the consent decree which governed the
breakup of AT&T. One of the key rea-
sons for passing telecommunications
legislation is once and for all to stab-
lish national policy, thus phasing out
the MFJ.

How is the modified final judgment
administered today?. The U.S. district
court retains jurisdiction over those
companies that were party to the MFJ.
The court then asked the Justice De-
partment Antitrust Division to assume
postdecree duties. The Antitrust Divi-
sion provides Judge Harold Greene of
the district court with recommenda-
tions regarding waivers and other mat-
ters regarding the administration of
the MFJ.

Does the Antitrust Division have de-
cision authority over the MFJ? No.
The U.S. district court. In the person of
Judge Greene, has sole decisionmaking
authority over the adininistration of
the MFJ. The Antitrust Division at
Justice essentially acts as Judge
Greene's staff attorneys. Obviously.
those several hundred attorneys in Jus-
tice want to keep their jobs, and the
Justice Department wants to keep that
bureaucracy going.

Let us review the kind of job that has
been done there by those regulators in
the Justice Department. First of all.
the Justice Department has not con-
ducted triennial reviews effectively, or
every 3 years, as it is supposed to.
When the MFJ was instituted. Justice
said it would conduct reviews every 3
years. known as the Triennial Review,
to make recommendations to the court
regarding the continued need for re-
strictions implemented under the MFJ.
The Triennial Reviews were to provide
parties to the MFJ with a "bench-
mark" by which to gain relief.

Since 1982. only one Triennial Review
has been conducted.

Waiver requests: Justice is slow-
very. very slow. Bell operating compa-
nies are required under the MFJ to ob-
tain DOJ review of waiver requests be-
fore filing with the district court.

In 1984, Justice disposed of 23 waiver
requests with the average age of waiv-

ere pending at Justice being 2 months.
In 1994. Justice disposed of 10 waiver
requests with the average age of the 30
waivers pending at DOJ at the end of
the year being approximately 30
months. That Is, people had to wait 30
months for a decision.

Justice review of the waiver requet
takes almost as much time for each
waiver as the time that was intended
to elapse between the Triennial Re-
views, which have not been done. One
may think that many Df these waiver
requests must be controversial because
they take so long for Justice to make
a decision. This Is not the case. In fact,
the district court has approved about
96 percent of the waiver requests filed
before it.

So I say we should say no to a co-
equal Justice role in regulation.

The Justice track record in fulfilling
its obligations under the MFJ Is poor.
Why would Congress wish to give the
Department an unprecedented role that
they do not have under the existing
MFJ?

S. 652 gives Justice a role but instead
of reporting to Judge Greene with its
recommendations, the Justice Depart-
ment would make its recommendations
to the FCC, the proper authority.

There is no reason why two federal
entities should have independent au-
thority over determining whether the
very clear congressional policy has
been met.
TS U.s. nEPAR'UR~r oF JUSTcZ SHOULD Nor

OONTROL HILL no. 5f'Y orO NXW LONG DIs-
rANCa
The U.S. Department of Justice is

asking that It be given a "decision-
making" role in the process of review-
ing applications for Bell Co. entry into
long distance telephone service. A
grant of such authority to Justice is
unprecedented. It goes far beyond the
historical responsibility of Justice, is a
significant expansion of the Depart-
ment's current authority under the
MFJ; and raises constitutional ques-
tions of due process and separation of
powers.

First, assigning a decisionmakng
role to Justice is unprecedented.

The Antitrust Division of the U.S.
Department of Justice has one duty: to
enforce the antitrust laws, primarily
the Sherman and the Clayton Acts.

It has never had a decisionmaking
role in connection with regulated in-
dustries. The Department has always
been required to initiate a lawsuit in
the event it concluded that the anti-
trust laws had been violated. It has no
power to disapprove transactions or
issue orders on its own. While the U.S.
district court has used the Department
of Justice to review requests for waiv-
ers of the MFJ, the Department has no
independent decisionmaking authority.
That authority remains with the
courts.

Second. decisionmaking authority
should reside in the agency of exper-
tise.
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In transportation enery. financial

services. and other regulated bout-
oseses. Congress has delegated decl-
sionmaking authority for approval of
transactions that could have oompeti-
tive implications with the agency of
expertise, and typically has directed
the agency to consider factors broader
than simply the impact upon competi-
tion In making Its determinations.
This approach has worked well. It con-
r aste with the role Justice seeks with

regard to telephony.
Third. assigning a decislonmaking

role to Justice establishes a dangerous
precedent that could be expanded to
other industries.

Telecommunications is not the only
industrial sector to have a specific
group of Justice Department Antitrust
Division lawyers devoted to examina-
tion of Its discrete competitive issues
and market structure. The Antitrust
Division has a Transportation, Energy
and Agriculture Section, a Computers
and Finance Section, a Foreign Com-
merce Section. and a Professions and
Intellectual Property Section. The size
of the staff devoted to some of these
sections is roughly equivalent to that
devoted to telecommunications.

If the Department has special exper-
tise in telecommunications such that
it should be given a declsionmaking
role in the regulatory process, does It
not also have special expertise in other
fields as well? Today's computer. finan-
clal services, transportation, energy
and telecommunications industries are
far too complex, and too important to
our nation's economy, to elevate anti-
trust policy above all other consider-
ations in regulatory decisions.

Fourth, the Justice Department pro-
posal raises constitutional questions of
due process and separation of powers
by failing to define an appeals process
or an appropriate standard of review
for agency determinations.

The Justice Department, in request-
ing a decislonmaking role in reviewing
Bell Co. applications for entry into
long distance telephone service, seeks
to assume for Itself the role currently
performed by U.S. District Judge Har-
old Greene. They want to keep on
doing things the way they are but they
are going to replace Judge Greene with
themselves, unnecessarily so. It does so
without defining by whom or under
what standards its actions should be
reviewed. Typically, as a prosecutorial
law enforcement agency, actions by the
Department of Justice have largely
been free of Judicial review. In this
case, the Department also seeks a deci-
sionmaking role. As a decisionmaker.
would the Antitrust Division's deter-
minations be subject to the procedural
protections and administrative due
process safeguards of the Administra-
tive Procedure Act? What does this do
to the Department's ability to function
as a prosecutorial agency? Should one
agency be both prosecutor and tribu-
nal?

Congress should reject the Idea of
giving the Justice Department a del-
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elonmaking role In reviewing Bell Co.
applications to enter the long distance
telephone business. It Is bad policy. bad
procedure, and bad precedent.

D0J IN THU PROSLUM. NOT T" T115RT
STANDARD rOR TH RBOC

The Sherman and Clayton Acts give
the Justice Department ample author-
ity to assure the RBOC's comply with
the antitrust laws as they enter the
long-distance business.

I think those two acts, the Sherman
and Clayton standards, have come to
be known as very good standards. They
are under the Justice Department's le-
gitimate role.

The Justice Department has never
had a decislonmaking role in connec-
tion with regulated Industries, or any
other industry. The decislon making
role should reside In the FCC: the agen-
cy with the regulatory expertise.

The Issue centers around the way the
Justice Department administers its
current responsibility under the MFJ
and the length of time the Department
takes to reach its decisions, not what.
if any, standard should be applied to
RBOC entry Into the long distance
business.

The Department has consistently In-
terpreted section VII C of the MFJ to
mean there must be actual and demon-
strable competition, when in fact the
section only requires that the entity
entering a market not have the "sub-
stantial possibility that It could use Its
monopoly power to impede competi-
tion."

The Justice Department has been on-
able to loosen Its grip on the reins of
regulation, nor handle issues in a time-
ly fashion. In 1984 the average age of
pending waivers was two months. In
1993. the average age of pending waiv-
ers was 3 years.

The Department of Justice has one
duty: to enforce the antitrust laws. It
should not be allowed to become the
police officer. judge, and Jury for the
telecommunications industry.

So. Mr. President. In summary and in
conclusion. let me say to my col-
leagues that we have worked out a bi-
partisan bill in the Commerce Commit-
tee. All Democrats voted for it and two
Republicans voted against, and all the
other Republicans voted for it in the
committee. It is a carefully crafted bill
that would be deregulatory yet would
protect the public Interest and the tax-
payers. In that bill we set the standard.
We are trying to get everybody into ev-
erybody else's business. We are trying
to break up the economic apartheid.
We are trying to encourage small busi-
ness entry.

If we can pass this bill, it will be like
the gun going off in the Oklahoma land
rush because investors and consumers
and entrepreneurs will have a road map
to take us into the wireless age.

This Is a transitional bill, as I see it.
If we add another layer of regulation
on this bill, if we add the Department
of Justice doing the same thing the
FCC is doing, then we are merely add-
ing another 3 to 5 years to any decl-
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sions. The Justie Deparmenit Just
does not move very fast We would be
giving to the Justice Department.
which Is supposed to interpret the
Sherman and Clayton Acts, a regu-
latory role. I know there an about M
lawyers over there in Justice who have
been carrying out Judge Ofte's or-
ders. They are Judge Greene's attor-
neys. That Is because Congrem failed
to act.

I am not criticizing Judge Greene. I
am not criticiing those attorneys. But
in S. 652 we have set up a system and
a process that is very fair. There is the
competitive checklist, and the FCC can
use the public interest standard. The
public interest issue was voted on
today In this body. We have tried to
work these things out.

I know there is a great nervousnes
between the long distance companis
and the regional Belle. But we have
reached a balance. These amendments
would throw that balance off. But
worse, they would disserve the public
because the public wants lower cost
telephones and lower cost cable rates.
They are getting, in this amendment,
more regulations, more delays. There
would be more delays in developing
new devices.

The cellular phone was Invented in
the late fifties. But because of Govern-
ment regulation, we did not 'really see
much of them until about 198. Then
the cellular phones came onto the mar-
ket without much regulation. Now the
price is coming down, and more and
more people are buying them. Still, it
took 40 years because of Government
regulation.

That is what this amendment is
about. This amendment Is for mare
Government regulation. We need to be
deregulators. We need to be procom-
petitive.

This is a very important amendment.
I urge that we vote this amendment
down, the underlying amendment, and
any second-degree amendment, because
this goes to the very heart of the de-
bate In the Senate tonight. It Is de-
regulation. We go on and on with lay-
ers of people to approve things going
from one agency to another to another
to another. We go on and on asking
people to walt 3 to 5 years. We have
people in the Justice Department who
want to oversee the writing of yellow
pages in telephone books. They are
supposed to be interpreting the Sher-
man and Clayton antitrust acts. That
is what the Justice Department is for.
The FCC has another role.

I urge when we come to this that we
vote it down. It is a very regulatory
amendment.

I yield the floor.
Mr. HOLINGS addressed the Cbur.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from South Carolina.
Mr. HOLLINGS. Could I Just yield

momentarily? I think the Senator from
North Dakota has an amendment of
clarification to his amendment.

AMENDMENEr NO. 124. AS MODIFIED
Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President. I send a

modification to my amendment to the
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desk, and I might tell the Senate the
modiflcation Ls to form only. not to
substance. And I ask the modification
be accepted.

The PRESMI40 OFFICER. The
amendment is so modified.

The amendment (No. 1264). as modi-
fied. is as follows:

On page 82. line 23. beginning with the
word "after". delete all that follows through
page 91. line 25. and Insert the following:

"to the extent approved by the Cosmls-
slon and the Attorney General".
"in accordance with the provisions of sub-
section (c);
"(2) InterLATA telecommunications ser -

lees originating is any area where that corn-
panty is not the dominant provider of
wlrellne telephone exchange service or ex-
change access service in accordance with the
provisions of subsection (dl; and
"(3) InterLATA services that are incidental

services In accordance with the provisions of
sueection (e).
"(b) SPECIFIC INTERLATA INTERCONNECTION

REpUoEMENTS.-
"(1) IN GENERAL.-A Bell operating corn-

pany may lovide InterLATA services in ac-
cordance with this section Only If that com-
pany has reached an Interconnection sgree-
ment under section 251 and that agreement
provides, at a minimum, for interconnection
that meets the competitive checklist re-
quirementa of paragraph (2).
"(2) COMPETITIVE CECKLIST.-Interconnec-

tion provided by a Bell operating company to
other telecommunications carriers under
section 21 shall include:
"'(A) Nondiscriminatory access on an

unbundled basts to the network functions
and services of the Bell operating company's
telecommunications network that is at least
equal in type, quality, and price to the ac-
cess the Bell operating company affords to
Itself or any other entity.
"(B) The capability to exchange tele-

communications between customers of the
Bell operating company and the tele-
communications carrier seeking inter-
connection.
"(C) Nondiscriminatory access to the

poles. ducts, conduits, and, rights-of-way
owned or controlled by the Bell operating
company at just and reasonable rates. where
it has the legal authority to permit such ac-
cess.

"(DI Local Imp transmission from the
central office to the customer's premises.
unbundled from local switching or other
services.

"(E Local transport from the trunk side of
a wireline local exchange carrier switch
unbundled from switching or other services.
"(F) Local switching unbundled from

transport, local loop transmission. or other
services.

":Gfl Nondiscriminatory access to-
"i) 911 and E911 services;
"(ii directory assistance services to allow

the other carrier's customers to obtain tele-
phone numbers; and

"ili ) operator call completion services.
.IH) White pages directory listings for cus-

tomers of the other carrier's telephone ex-
change service.

"Il1 Until the date by which neutral tele-
phone number administration guidelines,
plan. or rules are established, nondiscrim-
lnatry access to telephone numbers for us-
signment to the other carrier's telephone ex-
change service customers. After that date,
compliance with such guidelines. plan. or
ruies.

,"(J) Nondiscriminatory access to
databases and associated signaling. Includ-
ing sigoaling links, signaling service control
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points, and signaling service transfer points.
necessary for call rout!ng and completion.

'(K) Until the date by which the C.'-mnis-
lion de~ermlnes that final telecomrni.
cations number portability Is techically
feasible and must be made available. interir
telecommunlcations number portability
through remote call forwarding. direct In-
ward dialing trunks, or other comparable ar-
rangements, with as little impairment of
functioning, quality, reliability. and conven-
ience as possible. After that date. full com-
pliance with final telecommunications num-
ber portability.

"(L) Nondiscriminatory access to whatever
services or Information may be necessary to
allow the requesting carrier to Implement
local dialing parity in a manner that permits
consumere to be able to dial the same num-
ber of digits when using any telecommuni.
Cations carrier providing telephone exchange
service or exchange access service.
"(M) Reciprocal compensation arrangse-

ments on a nondiscriminatory basis for the
origination and termination of telecommuni-
cations.

"(N) Telecommunications services and net-
work functions provided on an unbundied
basis without any conditions or restrictions
on the resale or sharing of those services or
functions, including both origination and
termination or telecommunications services.
other than reasonable conditions required by
the Commission or a State. For purposes of
this subparagraph, it is not an unreasonable
condition for the Commission or a State to
limit the resale--
"(i) of services included in the definition of

universal service to a telecommunications
carrier who intends to resell that service to
a category of customers different from the
category of customers being offered that un-
versal service by such carrier if the Commie-
slon or Stats orders a carrier to provide the
same service to different categories of cus-
tomers at different prcas necessary to pro-
mote universal service; or
"(iS) of subsidized universal service in a

manner that allows companies to charge an-
other carrier rates which reflect the actual
cost of providing those services to that car-
rier, exclusive of any universal service sup-
port received for providing such services in
accordance with section 214(d)(5)

"(3) JOINT MARKETING OF LOCAL AND LONG
nisTaJ cE eERvics,-Until a Bell operating
company is authorized to provide interLATA
services in a telephone exchange "area where
that company is the dominant provider of
wireline telephone exchange service or ex-
change access service.", a telecommuol-
cations carrier may not jointly market in
such telephone exchange area telephone ex-
change service purchased from such company
with InterLATA services offered by that
telecommunications carrier.
"(4) COMMISSION MAY NOT EXPAND COMPETI-

TIVE cHEcc IST.-The Commission may not.
by rule or otherwise, limit or extend the
terms used in the competitive checklist.

"(C) IN-REGIoN SERVICES.-
"ll) APPLICATiON.-Upon the enactment of

the Telecommunications Act of 1995. a Bell
operating company or Its affiliate may apply
to the Commission and Attorney General for
authorization notwithstanding the Modifica-
tion of Final Judgment to provide
interLATA telecommunications service orig-
inating in any area where such Bell operat-
Ing company Is the dominant provider of
wirellne telephone exchange service or ex-
change access service. The application shall
describe with particularity the nature and
scope of the activity and of each product
market or service market, and each geo-
graphic market for which authorization Is
sought.

"(2) DhrERdIRATION BY COMMISION.-

Jiuie 8, 1995
"(A) DrrEMINATION.-Not later than 90

days after receiving an application under
paragraph I). the Commission shall issue a
written determination, on the record after a
hearing and opportunity for comment, grant-
ing or denying the application in whole or in
P&rt

"(B) APROVAL.-The Commisaon may
only approve the authorization requested in
an application submitted under paragraph (1)
if it finds that-

"i) the petitioning Bell operating com-
pany has fully implemented the competitive
checklist found In subsection (b)(2); and

"(it) the requested authority will be car-
ried out In accordance with the requirements
of section 2
and if the Commission determines that the
requested authorization i consistent with
the public interest, convenience, and neces-
sity. If the Commission does not approve an
application under this subparagraph, it shall
state the btsis for its denial of the applica-
tion.

"(C) PUBLICATIoK.-Not later than 10 days
after issuing a determin.lon under para-
graph (2), the Comlo" shall pohlish in
the Federal Register a brief description of
the determination.

"(4) DETRMhIiNATION BY ATTORNEY nEN-
cOAL-

"(A) DETERsINATION.-Not later than 90
days after receiving an application made
under paragraph (1). the Attorney General
shall issue a writen determination with re-
spect to the authorization for which a Bell
operating company or its subeidiary or affili-
ate has applied. In making such determina-
tion. the Attorney General shal review the
whole record.

"(B) APPROVAL.-The Attorney General
shall approve the authorization requested in
any application submitted under paragraph
(i1 only to the extent that the Attorney Gen-
eral finds that there is no subetantial possl-
bility that such company or Its subsidiaries
or its affiliates could use monopoly power in
a telephone exchange or exchange access
service market to impede competition in the
IntrLATA telecommunications service mar-
ket such company or its subsidiary or affili-
ate seeks to enter. The Attorney General
shall deny the remainder of the requested
authorization."

"(C) PUBLICATION.-Not later than 10 days
after issuing a determination under pera-
graph (4). tire Attorney General shall publish
the determination in the Federal Register."

"(4) JUDICIAL REVIn.-
"(A) COMMENCEMENT OF AcrON.-Not later

than 45 days after a determination by the
Commission or Attorney General is pub-
lised under paragraph (3). the Bell operat-

ing company or its subsidiary or affiliate
that applied to the Commission and Attor-
ney General under paragraph (]). or any per-
son who would be threatened with lose or
damage as a result of the determination re-
garding such company's engaging in the ac-
tivity described in its application, may com-
mence an action in any United States Court
of Appeals against the Commission or the
Attorney General for judicial review of the
determination regarding the application.

"(B) JUDGMENT.--
"(il The Court shall enter a judgment after

reviewing the determination in accordance
with section 708 of title 5 of the United
States Code.

"(it) A Judgment-
"(I) affirming any part of the determina-

tion that approves granting all or part of the
requested authorization, or

'i-() reversing any part of the determina-
tion that denies all or part of the requested
authorization, shall describe with particular-
ity the nature and scope of the activity, and
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other than InterLATA services * " -.

Mr. HOLfINGS. Mr. President. I am
probably a good witness to settle this
case because much of what has been re-
ferred to Is what we did last year and
the year before.

As the Clinton administration came
to office, we had the original hearing. I
remember It well. Secretary Brown of
Commerce appeared. He asked for the
Department of Justice. I cros-exam-
ined him very thoroughly on that be-
cause what we were trying to do was
deregulate, what we were trying to do
is sort of give us the term in the mar-
ket. one-stop shopping. And if there
were any inadequacies in the adminis-
trative body, namely the Federal Com-
munications Commission. it was In-
cumbent on me. I felt, as a Senator to
make sure those Inadequacies were
considered. I felt the administration
felt very. very strongly about this. And
what you do in Government In the art
of the possible is you get a bill.

So while I really wanted to have the
one-stop shopping. I went along with
the majority vote overwhelmingly as
has been referred to. We had an 18 to 2
vote, and that kind of thing.

We.had the Bell companies, the Sen-
ator from North Dakota is quite cor-
rect. reading the 8(c) test that is a part
of his amendment, and the amendment.
of course, of the distinguished senior
colleague of mine from South Carolina.
Senator THURMOND. is whether or not
it wil substantially lessen competi-
tion. One is the no substantial possibil-
Ity to use monopoly power to impede
competition. That is once competition
has already ensued. • The Dorgan
amendment.

The Thurmond amendment is to the
effect of reviewing ahead of time a
merger, for example, to see whether it
would substantially lessen competi-
tion.

We begin with the fundamental that
to monopolize trade is a felony, and
these communications people are not
criminals--not yet, in any event, and
they do not belong in the Justice De-
partment unless they violate the law.

So looking at the majority vote in
the art of the possible in getting a good
communications bill passed. I was very
careful.

Number one. if all the colleagues
would turn to page 8, 1 think it is. of S.
6M and you look down starting at line
20, section 7, "Effect on other law." I
read this simple line:

Except as provided In subsections (h) and
(C)--

which have to do with the MFJ and
the GTE consent decrees-

Except as provided in subsections (b) and
(). nothing In this act shall be construed to
modify, impair, or supersede the applicabil-
Ity of any antiu ust law. '
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So let us clear the air. S. 02 as
antitrust, keep all your experts do all
your reviews: study all your studies;
make all your motions.

How many years does It take? They
are so proud: Well. the Justice Depart-
ment is the one that broke up the
AT&T. Well. If they walt for them to
break up the next monopoly in a simi-
lar fashion, we will all be term limited.
Even the senior Senator might not be
here. I do not know. It will be long
enough. I can tell you that.

So let us get right down to it. 'The
Antitrust Division has Its responsibil-
itles under Section 7 of Clayton. It has
Ito responsibility with respect to the
Sherman Act, whether any violations
are there because that Is how they
moved with respect to AT&T.

The thrust here is by the long dis-
tans crowd to get some more bureauc-
racy.

That stated it in a line.
Just like my friends, the Bell crowd.

wanted to do away with the public
trust, this long distance crowd wants
to bureaucratize the entire thing like
the end of the world is going to happen
if you do not have the Justice Depart-
ment bureaucracy and minions study-
Ing. moving, motioning, hearing, and
everything else.

I graduated from law school I had a
colleague I think who joined the Lou-
isiana land case down there. Like the
Georgia Pacific. they had the Loulsi-
ana pulp and paper case. It was a long
-well. 13 years later, under the fees he
got. he was retired down in FloridaL
And I always regretted that I went to
trying cases in my hometown and did
not get connected up with one of those
rich antitrust motions.

We are all spoiled. You have a won-
derful Assistant Attorney General in
charge of the Antitrust Division. Ms.
Anne Bingaman. who has done an out-
standing job with respect, for example.
to the Microsoft case and engineering
the Ameritech consent decree. You
have a wonderful set of facts there
where they were all petitioning and
Joining in. They were not enjoining.
They were not motioning to estop.
They were not appealing. And they
were not gettiug clarifications and ev-
erything else, all these other motions
that can be made under antitrust with
findings and what have you.

This was already under the Depart-
ment of Justice consent decree, the
MFJ consent decree whereby they
could come in and motion the judge
and agree on a limited market that was
outlined, and you did not have to go
into the regular antitrust bureaucracy
and ritual that takes years on end.
which they have already put in the
Record, fortunately. for me.

The Senator from North Dakota
talked about starting with President
Nixon. President Ford, President
Carter. and then finally under Presi-
dent Reagan. So there Is a strong feel-
Ing here that we tried to simplify as
much as possible this proceeding.

And under the amendment of the
Senator from North Dakota about the
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4Ko) test, no one knows It better thn I
because I did cite thoe letters and on-
derstanding and everything elso of that
kind. Because of the way 1822 was
drafted year before last, it had actual
and demonstrable competition. That
just threw everything into the fan, and
before I could get around and explain
anything to the colleagues and every-
thing else what we were trying to do.
they just had a mindset that the chair-
man of the Commerce Committee was
off on a toot and a little mixed up and
it was not going to go anywhere. I had
to agree with them: I was not going to
go anywhere. So we sat down and over
a 2-year period, meeting every Friday
with all the Bell companies, and meet-
ing every Tuesday morning with all of
the long distance companies and the
other long distance competitors in
there, we then started spelling out as
best we could that checklist of what
actual and demonstrable competition
would encompass. So we spell this out
dutifully.

I wish to read that to you because I
wish to show you what actual and de-
monstrable, what 8(c) is. The idea is
that we have disregarded the admon-,
tion that there be no substantial possi-
bility of using monopoly power to im-
pede competition.

Well. how do you determine that?
You determine that best by making a
checklist of the unbundling, of the
local exchange, the interconnection
after it Is unbundied. You get the dial
parity; You set up a separate subsidi-
ary and all the other particular items
listed.

I have a wonderful group here that is
very familiar with the bill. They know
how exactly to turn to the page and
section so I can read it to you. But
while they search for it, which is very
difficult to find, what we did is we duti-
fully spelled out the 8(c) test, which Is
the amendment of the Senator from
North Dakota, and thereupon put in
the bill Itself, which, again I think, Is
on page 89. Understand. we had not dis-
regarded actual and demonstrable com-
petition. On page 16. line IM

(b) Mwom STAsnDn.-An interconnec-
tion agreement entered into under this sec
tion shall, if requested by a telecom ruei-
cations carrier requesting interconnection.
provide for-

(1) nondiscriminatory access on an
unbundled basis to the network functions
and services of the local enchange carrier's
telecommunlcations network software to the
extent defined in the implementing regula-
tions by the Conmision.

(2) nondiscriminatory access on an
unbundled basis to any of the local exchange
carrier's telecommunications facilities and
information, including databases and signal-
Ing. necessary to the transmision and rout-
ing of any telephone exchange service or ex-
change access service and the interoper.
ability of both carrier's networks:

(3) interconnection to the local exchang
carrier's telecommunications facilities and
services at any technically fesible paint
within the carrier's network;

(4) Interconnection that is at least equal In
type and quality to and offered at a price no
higher than that provided by the local *I-
change carrier to itself or to any subsidiary.
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affiliate. or any other party to which the
carrier provide! nterconsectlon

(5) nondisc, rinatory access to the poles.
ducts. conduits and rights-of-way owned or
'ontrolled by the local exchange carrier at

just and reasonable rates:
(6) the local exchange carrier to take what-

ever action under its control Is necessary, as
soon as Is technically feasible, to provide
telecommunications number portability and
local dialing parity In a manner that.
(A) Permits consumers to be able to dial

the same number of digits when using any
talecommunications carrier providing tele-
phone exchange service or exchange access
service in the market served by the local ex-
change carrier

(B) permits all such carriers to have non-
discriminatory access to telephone numbers.
operator services, directory assistance, and
directory listing with no unreaseonable dial-
lg delays; and
(C) provides for a reasonable allocation of

costs among the parties to the agreement.
(7) telecommunications services and net-

work functions of the local exchange carrier
to be avallable-

AMENDMEN'T NO. 125, AS MODIFIED
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I

send a modification of my amendment
to the desk.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment will be so modified.

The amendment (No. 1265). as mod-
fied, is as follows:

Strike all after the first word of the pend-
ing amendment and insert the followinr.
(2) Section 30(d) (47 U.S.C. 309(d)) is

amended by Inserting "(or subsection (i) in
the case of renewal of any broadcast station
license)" after "with subsection (a)" each
place it appears.
SUBrlTlE -TERMINATION OF MODIFICATloN

OF FINAL JUDOMEn'T
SI 01. REMOVAL OF LONG DISTANC REBSIC-

TIONKt

(a) IN GENERAL-Part I1 of title El (47
U.S.C. 251 et seq.). as added by this Act, Is
amended by inserting after section 254 the
following new Section:
-SZs. RfSZCIRH5ANS TLECOMMNS-

CATIONS SERVICE&
'(a) IN GENERAL.-Notwithstanding any re-

striction or obligation imposed before the
date of enactment of the Telecommun-
cations Act of 1995 under section 11() of the
Modification of Final Judgment. a Bell oper-
sting company, that meets the requirements
of this section may provide-
"(1) InterLATA telecommunications serv-

ices originating in any region in which it Is
the dominant provider of wirelne telephone
exchange service or exchange access service
to the extent approved by the Commission
and the Attorney General of the United
States, in accordance with the provisions of
subsection (c);

12) interLATA telecommunlications serv-
ices originating In any area where that com-
pany is not the dominant provider of
wireline telephone exchange service or ex-
chance access service in accordance with the
provisions of subsection (d); and

"(3) InterLATA services that amu incidental
services In accordance with the provisions of
subsection (e).
"(b) SPECIFIC INTERLATA INTERCONNECTION

REQUIREMENTS.-
"(I) IN OENERAL.-A Bell operating com-

pany may provide interLATA services in ac-
cordance with this action only if that COrm-
pony has reached an Interconnection agree-
ment under section 251 and that agreement
provides, at a minimum, for Interconnection
that meets the competitive checklist re-
quirements of paragraph (2).

'%2) COMPErMvE CHEMLIST.-InterConnec-
tion proilded by a Bell operating company to
other telecomrmunications carriers under
section 251 shall include:

-'A) Nondiscriminatory access on an
unbundled basis to the network functions
and services of the Bell operating company's
telecommunications network that is at least
equal In type, quality, and price to the ac-
cess the Bell operating company affords to
itself or any other entity.

"(B) The capability to exchange tele-
communications between customers of the
Bell operating company and the tele-
communications carrier seeking Inter-
connection.

"(C) Nondiscriminatory access to the
poles, ducts, conduits, and rights-of-way
owned or controlled by the Bell operating
company at just and reasonable rates where
it has the legal authority to permit such ac-
cess.

"(D) Local Iop transmission from the
central office to the customer's premises,
unbundled from local switching or other
services.

"(E) Local transport from the trunk side of
a wireline local exchange carrier switch
unbunded from switching or other services.

"(F) Local switching unbundled from
transport local loop tran mlsion, or other
services.

"(G) Nondiscriminatory access to-
"(i) 911 and Egll services;
"(i) directory assistance services to allow

the other carrier's customers to obtain tele-
phone numbers: and

"(ill) operator call completion services.
"(Hi White pages directory listings for cus-

tomers of the other carrier's telephone ex-
change service.

"(I) Until the date by which neutral tele-
phone number administration guidelines.
plan, or roles ae established, nondlscrim-
inatory access to telephone numbers for as-
signment to the other carrier's telephone ex-
change service customers. After that date.
compliance with such guidelines, plan, or
rules.

"Ij) Nondiscriminatory access to
databases and associated signaling. includ-
Ing signaling links, signaling service control
points, and signaling service transfer points.
necessary for call routing and completion.

"(K) Until the date by which the Commis-
slon determines that final teleconmuni-
cations number portability is technically
feasible and must be made available, interim
telecommunications number portability
through remote call forwarding, direct in-
ward dialing trunks, or other comparable ar-
rangements, with as little impairment of
functioning, quality, reliability, and conven-
ience as possible. After that date, full com-
pliance with final telecommunudcations num-
ber portability.

"IL) Nondiscriminatory access to whatever
services or information may be necessary to
allow the requesting carrier to Implement
local dialing parity in a manner that permits
consumers to be ableto dial the same num-
ber of digits when using any telecommuni-
cations carrier providing telephone exchange
service or exchange access service.

"(M) Reciprocal compensation arrange-
ments on a nondiscriminatory basis for the
origination and termination of telecommuni-
cations.

"(N) Telecommunications services and net-
work functions provided on an unbundied
bas without any conditions or restrictions
on the resale or sharing of those services or
functions, including both origination and
termination of telecommunications services,
other than reasonable conditions required by
the Commission or a State. For purposes of
this subparagraph, it is not an unreasonable
condition for the Commission or a State to
limit the resle-
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"iI) of services Included in the definition of

universal service to a telecomrmunications
carrier who Intends to resell that service to
a category of customers being offered that
universal service by such carrier if the Com-
mission or State Orders a carrier to provide
the same service to different categories of
customers at different prices necessary to
promote universal service: or

"(iii of subsidixed universal service In a
manner that allows companies to charge an-
other carrier rates which reflect the actual
cost of providing those services to that car-
rier. exclusive of any universal service sup-
port received for providing such services in
accordance with section 214(d)(5).

"(3) JOINT MARKETING OF LOCAL AND LONO
DISrANCE SaVIcim.-Until a Bell operating
company is authorized to provide intarLATA
services in a telephone exchange "area where
that company is the dominat provider of
wireline telephone exchange service or ex-
change access service." a telecomimuni-
cations carrier may not jointly market tele-
phone exchange service in such telephone ex-
change area purchased from such company
with interLATA services offered by that
telecommunications carrier.

"(0) COMMISSION MAY NOT EXPAND COMPETI-
TM CHECKiT.-The Commission may not.
by rule or otherwise. limit or extend the
terms used in the competitive checklisL

"10 IN-REGION SERVICES.-
"ii) APPLICATION.-Upn the enactment of

the Telecommunications Act of lINS, a Bell
operating company or its affiliate may apply
to the Commission and the Attorney General
for authorization notwithstanding the Modi-
ficaties of Final Judgment to provide
interLATA telecomnmunicaOn0s service orig-
inating in any area where such Bell operat-
ing company is the dominant provider of
wireilne telephone exchange service or ex-
chasge acces service. The application shall
describe with particularity the nature and
scope of the activity and of each product
market Or service market, and each gee-
graphic market for which authorization Is
Sought.

"(2) DETERMINATION BY COMMISSION AND AT-
TORNRT OENERAL.-

"IA) DETE r INAT]ON.-Not later than 90
days after receiving an application under
paragraph (1). the Commission and the At-
torney General Shall each issue a written de-
tere ination, on the record after a hearing
and opportunity for comment, granting or
denying the application In whole or In part.

"(B) APPROVAL BY COolstOis,-ON-The Com-
mission may only approve the authorization
requested in an application submitted under
paragraph (1) if it finds that--

"ill the petitioning Bell operating com-
pany has fully implemented the competitive
checklist found in subsection (b)(2): and

"(li) the requested authority will be car-
ried out In accordance with the requirements
of section 252,
and if the Commission deterninee that the
requested authorization is consistent with
the public interest, convenience, and neces-
sity. In making its determination whether
the requested authorization is consistent
with the pohilc Interest convenience, and ne-
cessity, the Commission shall tot consider
the antitrust effects of such authorization in
any market for which authorization is
Sought. If the Commission does not approve
an application unlder this subparagraph, it
shall state the basis for its denial of the ap-
plication.

"(C) APPROVAL BY ATTORNEY OENERAL.-
The Attorney General may only approve the
authorization requested in an applicatin
esbmitted under paragraph (I) if the Attor-
ney General finds that the effect of such an-
thorization will not substantially lessn
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competiton. or tend to create a monopoly In
any line of commerce in any section of the
country. The Attorney General may approve
el or part of the request If the Attorney
General does not approve an application
under this subparagraph, the Attorney rtn-
oral shall state the basis for the denial of the
applicatlon.".

•(3) PBUCATON.--NOt later than 10 days
after Issulng a determination under per-
graph (2). the Commission and the Attorney
General shall each publish In the Federal
Register a brief description of the deter.
mination.
"(4) JUDICIAL arEvi.-
"(A) 0osisscin cassE-r or AcTION-Not later

thn 45 days after a determloation by the
Commission or the Attorney General is pub-
lished under Paragraph (3). the Bell operat-
Ing company or ite subsidlary or affiliate
that applied to the Commlisson and the At-
torney General under paragraph (1). or any
person who would be threatened with loon or
darae an a result of the determination re-
garding such company's engSagng In the ac-
tivity described In Its application. may com-
mence an action In any United Staten Court
of Appeals against the Commission or the
Attorney General for judicial review of the
determination regarding the application.

-(B) JUDGMOs4T.-
"(l) The Court shall enter a judgment after

reviewing the determination In accordance
with section 706 of title 5 of the United
States Code.
"(l) A Judgment-
"(I) affirming any part of the determina-

tion that approves granting all or part of the
requested authorization. or

'(I) reversing any part of the determina.
tion that denies all or part of the requested
authorization.
ehall describe-with particularity the nature
and scope of the activity, and of each prod-
uct market or service market, and each Eo-
graphic market, to which the affirmance or
reversal Applies.

"(3) REnQUIREMENTS RAsTING TO SEPARATE
AFnOItrn: sFAtGUARD; AND InrnALATA TOLL
0I.i00i PA ITT.-

-(A) SEPARATE ATI"AAT SAFEGUARe.DS-
Other than interLATA services au-".

&MURN0WNT sO. tisM. AS MOOIFIED
Mr. HOLLIIGS. I thank the distin-

gulshed Senator.
(7) telecommunicatiops services and net-

work functions of the local echange carrier
to be available to the teleounulcations
terrier without any unreasonable conditions
on the resale or sharing of those nervices or
functions. including the origination, trans-
port, and termination of such telecommuni-
catlons services, other than reasonable con-
ditionS required by a State; and for the pur-
poses of this paragraph . It is not an unre&-
sonahle condition for a State to limit the re-
sale-
(A) of services Included-

I could keep on reading. I hope the
colleagues will refer right on past page
19.

How this was developed Is powerfully
interesting, Mr. President, because we
had the lawyers. I said earlier today
60.000 lawyers are licensed to practice
before the District of Columbia bar,
59,000 of them are communications law-
yers. and they have all been meeting
here for the last 2 years. They know
every little motion.,every little twist,
every little word, every little turn.
This is nothing about the Depart-

ment of Justice, All of this has to be
done by the Federal Communicationn
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Commission. Talk about expertise.
How high and mighty and what a great
aura of austerity and other things we
have to have here for the Department
of Justice. The Department of Justice
looks out at the market and finds out
If there is any unreasonable monopolis-
tic practices in restraint of trade. They
have a very broad thing. They do not
look at any of these things. They
would not be equipped to and would not
know.

When you get through having done
all of this, which really ends up into
actual and demonstrable competition.
which ends up actually being the 8(c)
test under the modified final judgment,
when you have done all of that, there Is
one other catchall, and. that was re-
ferred to earlier today In an over-
whelming vote of the public interest
standard. That In why you had It. Mr.
President. For everybody's understand-
Ing, if you wanted to know why they
were fighting to get rid of the public
Interest etandard, we had the catchall
in there that the public interest stand-
ard had to be adhered to. and that was
measured by the Federal Communica-
tions Commission.

Here Is how that reads:
If the commission determines the re-

quested authorization Is consistent with the
public interest convenience and ecesity...

Now that is a tremendous body of law
under the present and continuing to be
1934 Communications Act. Oh, it would
be great to come and have the Preseler
Act, the Hollings Act. We could go
down in history.

But there is a tremendous body of
law under the 1934 Communications
Act, and if we started anew with an en-
tirely new communications act for our
own egos around here, then we would
have really messed up 60 years of law
and decisions, ree adJudicata. under-
standings, and we would have caused
tremendous mischief. We would not
have deregulated anybody. We would
have thrown the Information super-
highway into the ditch.

So what we did Is refer back to that
where It is referred as a public interest
matter 73 times under the original 1934
act.

The Commission. after doing all of
that, has at its hand a duty affirma-
tively-you are talking about affirma-
tive action In Washington these days.
The affirmative action imposed upon
the Federal Communications Commis-
sion is found on page 89 where the
"Commlssion shall consult with the
Attorney General regarding the appli-
cation. In consulting with the Commis-
sion under this subparagraph, the At-
torney General may apply any appro-
priate standard."

Then if the colleagues would turn to
page 43 of the committee report:

Within 90 days of receiving an application.
the FCC must issue a written determination.
after notice and opportunity for a hearing on
the record, granting or denying the applis.
tion in whole or in part. The FCC Is required
to consult with the Attorney General regard-
lng the application during that 90-day pW-
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riod. The Attorney Goneral may analyse a
Bell operating c nany applcation under
any legal stalndrd (including the Clayton
Act. Sherman Act, other antitrust laws. sc-
tison sc of the modified final judgment, Rob-
inson-Patinas Act or any other antitrust
standard).

I can tell you. Mr. President. that
you cannot do a better Job than that. I
have no misgivings for the wonderful
vote on the good bill, I8M. We were
ready, willing and able to pass it as it
was. I was passing it the best way we
could. But on second thought, looking
at the votes, the support, the deter-
mination of the colleagues--and that Is
what we all said in the very beginning.
that this Is a good balance, we do not
disregard the public on a fundamental
here. What we do-and It is well to be
argued-o that we consider the public.
If you go down all the particular things
required, plus the public interest
standard, If you go Into the Attorney
General coming In. you know that Is
going to raise a question if the Attor-
ney General sees any substantial possi-
bility of monopoly power being used to
Impede competition or the other Clay-
ton 7 act substantially lessening com-
petition.

Either way. or any other way, under
the Sherman Act, the Attorney Gen-
eral has an affirmative duty to advise.
and that is right quick like. because
they have to do it under a stated time
here in our act. I do not know how to
more deliberately go about the particu-
lar granting of licensing and opening
up of markets, allowing the Bell oper-
ating compwales into long distance and
the long distance into the Bell operat,
Ing companies and to let competition
ensue.

So both of these amendments-the
amendment of the distinguished Sen-
ator from South Carolina to the second
degree under the Clayton 7 test is cared
for under this S. 652. The 8(c) test of no
substantial possibility, of impeding
competition, is taken care of here. And
over and above It all, it is stated clear
on page 8 of the particular bill that all
standards can be used by the Attorney
General. The Attorney General has its
duties. They are generally criminal du-
ties, and we should not have our won-
derful carriers, whether they be Bell
operating companies, long distance
companies, or any other telecommuni-
cations carriers, even calling over
there and trying to find a Justice de-
partment lawyer, rather than a Federal
Communication Commission lawyer. It
is like ailments physically, when you
have to get a speclnI doctor. Well, you
need a special lawyer for that. Once he
gets Into that and they get the billable
hours and the motions and clarifica-
tions and everything else. you can for-
get about your communications com-
pany. It has gone down the tubes finan-
cially. We put it in there to make sure
that the Antitrust Division of the Unit-
ed States Justice Department is not
Impeded in any fashion.

"Nothing in thin act shall be con-
strued to modify, impair, or superesede
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the applicability of any add antltrust
law.**

Now, why do we have these amend-
menta? The long distance crowd are
wonderful people. I have been working
with them, and I have been working
with the Bell companies. We all say
that everybody has to get together and
we have to get this bill passed. We have
to do it in a bipartisan fashion. It is in-
cumbent on this Senator's Judgment
here at this particular time that this Is
far and away the best approach.

So I support our distinguished chair-
man here in his S. 652, to eliminate the
direct hearing process, and everything
else, of going first to one department of
Government and after you get through
with that department of Government.
come down over to the next depart-
ment of Government, and then go
through all of that list of things that I
have listed down there and expect to
get anything done.

We are trying to get-one-stop shop-
ping here. There is no reason other
than, yes, if you get a violator, and if
you get a violator with all of this kileg
light of attention being given to com-
munications and the responsibilities to
the FCC and the experts they are going
to have to hire. They have already
made $7 billion for us this year with
auctions. So there is no shortage of
money at the FCC.

We have to make sure we have the
Federal Communications Commission's
appropriations in our subcommittee of
appropriations, and we are going to
provide a very outstanding staff, be-
cause we want to facilitate. We do not
want the FCC coming back and saying
we are overwhelmed and we cannot
possibly get it out and we cannot do
this and that. Temporarily, for 2. 3
years, sitting down and promulgating
all of the rules, entertaining all of the
petitions and what have you, there is
going to be a plethora of legal proceed-
ings looking at both the 8(c) tests and
section 7 of the Clayton Act, and all
other measures with respect to trying
to open up and make sure that on the
one hand there Is competition, and on
the other hand that any present mo-
nopoly power is not used to impede
that competition. I do not know how
you can get it done any better than
that.

This amendment would really just
formalize both things constituting a
requirement to get the lawyers and go
up and go through one and go through
the other, where these two can really
communicate. not only by phone--om-
munications, that is--but they can
send a letter and give a formal opinion,
and everything else like that. and you
can bet your boots that the Federal
Communications Commission is not
going to disregard the advice of that
Attorney General if it is a strong show-
Ing in its opinion that there is some-
substantial possibility of impeding
competition, or that it lessens substan-
tially competition.

No FCC is going to get by with that.
That appeal will go up, and the order
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would not go anywhere before It would
be appealed up and probably set aside.
because then it would have one division
of the Government against the other
division.

We have smoothed it out and stream-
lined it. We have cout out the bureauc-
racy. and yet. we have had every par-
ticular safeguard that you can imag-
ine. that the lawyers could think of
that Is in here. to make sure that it
works and works properly for the pub-
lic interest.

I yield the floor.
Mr. KERREY. Well, I must say, Mr.

President, I rise with some trepidation.
The distinguished Senator from South
Carolina has made a very impressive
legal case as to why the language in
the bill, as it is written, is satisfactory
and the distinguished Senator "from
South Dakota, prior to him. laid out a
number of reasons why the amendment
offered by the Senator from North Da-
kota is wrong.

I say to my Colleagues that I do not
come here representing the long dis-
tance companies or any other compa-
niso. I come here representing the con-
sumers, first of Nebraska. and then of
the United States of America. And I
hear in the arguments offered here
that, first of all, this would be an un-
precedented thing for the Justice De-
partment to do. Well, if it is our fear of
breaking precedent that is the problem
with this amendment, then we should
not enact this legislation. This legisla-
tion is unprecedented, is it not?

I ask the distinguished Senator from
South Dakota. is this legislation not
itself unprecedented? Has the Congress
of the United States of America ever
considered a law that would take such
a substantially regulated monopoly
with such size and move it into a com-
petitive environment? When have we
done this before, of this size and mag-
nitude?

Mr. HOLLINGS. If the Senator will
yield. AT&T.

Mr. KERREY. The AT&T divestiture
was done by the Department of Justice,
not the Congress.

Mr. HOLLINGS. It took 10 years. We
do not want to do that.

Mr. KERREY. My point here is. to
say that what we are asking for with
this amendment is unprecedented leads
me to the question, is this legislation
itself not unprecedented? Is not what
Congress is considering with S. 652 un-
precedented? I do not come to the floor
and say let us not do S. 652 because it
is unprecedented. I understand it is un-
precedented. We are in unchartered wa-
ters. We have not done this before.

Mr. PRESSLER. Will my friend
yield?

Mr. KERREY. I yield.
Mr. PRESSLER. We are in unchart-

ered waters In the sense that already
the Department of Justice is running
an industry, so to speak. That is with-
out precedent in terms of Judge
Greene's order, which I think was nec-
essary, because Congress did not do its
duty. Congress is.now doing its duty or
trying to in this bill.
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Mr. KERREY. The Senator is saying

that the Congress. the fact that we had
divestiture of AT&T in 1985 was the
failure of the U.S. Congress?

Mr. PRESSLER. In part. yes. The
Congress should have acted.

Mr. KERREY. Mr. President. I ask
the Senator from South Dakota what
would he propose Congress do?

Mr. PRESSLER. Congress has been
paralyzed and unable to make tele-
communications policy because there
are so many people in telecommuni-
cations who can checkmate the deci-
sion: So as telecommunications was
modernixing, the Congress was not re-
acting, and the pressure built up to the
point that Judge Greene made the deci-
sion that he did.

Mr. HOLLINGS. Will the Senator
yield?

Mr. KERREY. Pleased to yield.
Mr. HOLLINGS. We had 10 years of

hearings, John Pastore of Rhode Island
was chairman of the subcommittee,
and in the late 1960's and all the way
through the entire 1970's we had hear-
ings.

I got a nice compliment from Judge
Greene. Minority opinions that we put
in the committee reports, after all of
our hearings, trying to break up AT&T.
Congress was trying to do it because
there were 12 orders that were made by
the Federal Communications Commis-
sion. but they, AT&T. was so legally
powerful that they had each of the 12
orders into some legal snarl of one kind
or another, whereby none of the orders
were enforceable. They could not get
anything done. and we could not de-
regulate.

That is why they were accelerating
the particular antitrust proceedings.
Congress was unable to act. I am a wit-
ness to that because I served on that
subcommittee and went to hearings ad
nauseam, trying to do it. and we make
up the reports and everything else, Fi-
nally, it had to be done by the Justice
Department.

It is just like the Senate passing dif-
ferent bills. We tried during the 1980's
to take this from Judge Greene and put
it back into the FCC and got nowhere.
We had the manufacturing bill pass by
74 votes--bipartisan in the Senate. It
got blocked over on the House side.

Every time we turned and tried at
the congressional level we failed. Now
we are about to succeed, I think, and I
am confident we have the support of
the distinguished Senator from Ne-
braska.

Mr. KERREY. I will stipulate that I
agree that Congress failed in not being
able to resolve the various conflicts
and pass legislation to break up AT&T
in the 1980's and come up with C legis-
lative solution.

A failure of the Reagan administra-
tion. as well, not to be able to exercise
sufficient leadership. I stipulate here
on the floor tonight that it was a fail-
ure of the Reagan administration, a
failure of the U.S. Senate in the 180's,
and a failure of the United States
House of Representatives to be able to
get this job done.
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ISe that a fair stpulation? Am I ex-
esilg something with which the p

senatOr from Sout~h Dakota would di- d

PRESSLER. Would my friend a
yield? t

Mr. KERREY. I yield.
Mr. PRESSLEIt. I am not trying to I

score debate points. but In part, it was
a failure of everyone and previous Con- 0
greases and administrations to tackle
the difficult problem we were trying to
tackle.

I am not putting anybody down. This
bill has been worked on by many Sen-
ators, and the Senator from South
Carolina has shown great courage. His
speech was one of the great speeches
that I have heard in the Senate.

I would say to my good friend from
Nebraska. may I ask a question: Is
there any other precedent, Is there any
other industry that has been taken
over by the Justice Department and
regulated and run as Judge Greene's
decree did? Is not that unprecedented?

Mr..KERREY. Absolutely is.
Is there any situation. Senator.

where governmental entity has pro-
duced so much good? Is there? Tell me
the bad things that have happened
since the consent decree was filed.

Mr. PRESSLER. Well. I would have
supported the concept of a consent de-
cree.

I think we have reached a point
where Congress should take back its
rightful role. I think that Judge
Greene probably would say that. I have
not met him. I would love to meet him
some day, because he is one of the
great people In American history in
terms of what he has done. An indus-
trial reconstruction that is bigger than
any In history.

I always tell studente when I give
speeches in my State of South Dakota.
If they want to influence public policy.
they should become a journalist or
Federal Judge first, if they really want
to have sweeping affecte. I cite Judge
Greene as an example.

But if I may say so. we are sort of de-
bating the chicken and the egg.

Mr. KERREY. It is not the chicken
and the egg.

Mr. PRESSLER. We have a situation
that I think we have the responsibility
to act.

Mr. KERREY. If Congress did it in
1985. they could not have done it as
well as the Department of Justice. The
regional Bell companies at the time of
the filing of the consent decree object
to restrictions placed on them on man-
ufacturing, on services, and they ob-
jected because they wanted to get into
all the things.

The consent decree said we will have
competition. It said we will move from
a monopoly to competition.

This Is the agency of the government
that has enabled us to do that. The
U.S. Department of Justice has done it.
That is what I see. I see them as an

agency that has produced competition.
in an unprecedented time, once before.
and now in another unprecedented
time.
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In my judgment. we need them not .to

roduce duplication, not to produce a
uplicative process. I is a parallel
rocess. Do you not go to one agency
nd then to another. I tend to walk
hrough. as I see. the process.

I feel odd arguing, because in S. 1822
ast year. we had all this pretty well
ettled. Last year's legislation came
ut with a 18-2 margin. I believe, beas-
ally, that did what the Dorgan amend-
ment Is now asking for.

I point out, as well. one of the state-
mente that was made here that this
hing could drag on a long. long time.
Well, the amendment tends to deal

with that. I point out to my colleagues
that there is a determination, a proc-
ess. that says that the Attorney Gen-
eral, not later than 30 days after re-
ceiving an application, shall issue a
written determination. There is a time
certain in here of the 90 days.

Now, maybe 90 days is too long.
Maybe it ought to be somewhat short-
er. There is an attempt made here not
to lengthen the process. Indeed, I be-
lieve very strongly that the law as It is
written without this amendment is an
invitation for lengthy litigation.

But most importantly. Mr. President.
my fear with this, and It is a sincerely
based fear. I do not come here pulling
for the long distance companies, or rep-
resent one interest or another.

I come many times in this debate to
say this: We are going to vote on this
in final passage some time in the next
year. We will have a vote on final pas-
sage.

Members need to understand that
they will be held accountable for that
vote. Who will hold them accountable?
Who will say, "You cast the right
vote." In the early difficult days, it
will be the companies who have taker
an interest. It will be the corporationg
that have been In town talking to Sen.
ators. day in and day out since thi
committee began its work in the earlS
part of this year. and since the com
mittee started its work last year. Th
companies that have been in town say
ing "We like this provision, we don'i
like this provision." all the delicat4
balance that has been referenced. Ei
ther get a pat on the back, or a wave
or some smaller number of fingers di
rected in your direction.

I urge my colleagues to understan(
that the much more important test o
whether or not this piece of legislatioi
is going to be something Senators a,
either proud of. or for the rest of you
political career-perhaps shortened b:
this vote-Senators are explaining wh:

they thought it would do somethin
else.

This piece of legislation either pro
duces lower prices and higher qualit:
to 100 million residential users of infor
mation services from 9 basic Industrie4
or anybody that votes "aye" on thi
thing has a lot of trouble.

I do not care what AT&T says. I d
not care what the RBOC says. I do no
care what the cable companies say o
the broadcast people say, or anybod
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else says. Out In that hallway or in
your office or through the mailbox or
through E mail or any other kind of
communication, they may tell Sen-
ators they are doing the right thing.
but the real test is going to come a
year from now. 2 years from now. 3
years from now when this rubber be-
gins to meet the road.

The question then will be. what do
the consumers say?. What do the citi-
zens say? Dare I mention it. what do
the voters say. who have not asked for
this piece of legislation?

I say now for the 8th or 9th or 10th
time. this is not something that has
been driven by town hall meetings.
This Is not on talk radio. This Is not
something that is coming as a part of
the Contract With America. No one has
polled this. No one has reached out and
said, we will do focus groups and find
out what is going on here. This Is being
driven by legitimate corporations with
a sincere desire to do something that
current law says they cannot do.

So we are trying to do something
that is unprecedented- unprecedented
to take a large sector of our economy
and move it from a monopoly status
Into a competitive environment.

And if we only worry about whether
or not the existing corporations are
going to be able to get what they want,
in my judgment, not only would the
consumers be unhappy, because they do
not get the competitive choice they
need. In my Judgment, as well. all the
promises of jobs we are talking about
all the time, are not going to be ful-
filled. Because, rest assured, when jobs
are created they are going to be cre-
ated by companes .that do not even

t exist today. New entries, like we saw
t with Microsoft. new entries like we saw
i with Intel-we are going to see new en-
i tries that are going to be creating the
- jobs of tomorrow. And. unless this leg-

islation permite, with no reservations,
competition at the local level. it Is un-

- likely that either the consumers of the
United States of America, or those peo-
ple in America who are trying to find
jobs. are going to be terribly happy
with the product.

I am going to go down a few things I
have heard said here this evening. I do

- not know how much longer I will talk.
I will talk a while. We are going to

I come back in tomorrow and have plen-
f ty of time to go through some addi-
n tional matters. Let me go through

some of the things that were ref-
r erenced.
f I have heard it said this Is more regu-
y lation and more delay. I am prepared

to argue and present it is not. I am pre-
pared to argue In fact that the existing

- legislation, unless it is changed by the
Y Dorgan amendment, is going to be

more regulation and more delay.
I have heard it said the Department

a of Justice Is going to take on legions of
new employees. It is not true. Indeed.

o the much more likely possibility is it
t will be the FCC that has to take on le-
r gions of new employees because they
y are not used to doing this kind of work.
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It is much more likely that the pleth-
ora of applications that come the
FCC's way is going to produce an in-
crease in that bureaucracy and not an
Increase in the DepaLrtment of Justice.

I have heard It said. and I referenced
it earlier, this Is going to create dupli-
cation. It is not. It Is a concurrent
process, a simultaneous process of ap-
plication. The FCC does the work it is
supposed to do. The Department of Jus-
tice does the work it is supposed to do.
There is not an overlapping of permit
requirement here. One agency has one
responsibility: another has another re-
sponsibility. There Is a time certain, as
I Indicated already in the amendment.

In my judgment we have made an ef-
fort with this amendment to try to
take into account the concerns that
people have. Are we going to have more
regulation? Is this going to create du-
plication? Is this going to mean more
paperwork and delay? It will not mean
more of any of those things. It will
mean less.

I have heard it said, as I indicated
earlier, that this is an unprecedented
intrusion by the Department of Justice
into 4n Industry. Mr. President. this
whole venture Is unprecedented. I hope
colleagues understand that. It is an un-
precedented action. It Is an unprece-
dented bipartisan action, and I trust
and hope this amendment will become
an unprecedented bipartisan action as
well. because, unless we improve this
legislation with this change, those who
vote "yes" on this bill, I believe sin-
cerely and genuinely, will regret hay-
iag done so.

Mr. President. I hear that this is a
dangerous precedent.

Mr. PRESSLER. I am sorry. I have
the example. If the Senator will yield,
that he asked for earlier.

Mr. HOLLINGS. If the Senator will
yield, what we have. I say to the distin-
guished Senator. is the minority lead-
er's amendment. When we called up the
bill we put in the majority leader's
amendment. We did not have a oppor-
tunity to put in the minority leader's.
and we wanted to print it in the
RECORD so the Members could read it.

Will Senator temporarily yield?
Mr. KERREY. I will.
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent the pending amend-
ment be set aside so I may send an
amendment to the desk on behalf of
myself and the Democratic leader, Sen-
ator DASCHLE.

Without objection. it is so ordered.
AMENDMENT NO. 1.5

(Purpose: To clarify the requirements a Bell
operating company must satisfy before
being permitted to offer long distance serv-
Ices, and for other purposes)
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President. I send

an amend~ient to the desk and ask for
Its Immediate consideration.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.

The oslstant legislative clerk read
as follows:

The Senator from South Carolina (Mr.
HOLLINOS). for himself and Mr. DASCiHLE, pro-
poses an amendment numbered 1266.

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD-SENATE
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that reading of the
amendmen: be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

The amendnent is as follows:
On page 53. after lice .5, insert the follow-

low.
S. 157. COORDINATION R TZLEcoAGMgN11-

CATIONS NETWFOSK.IZVEL INFTB.

(a) IN GNERAL.-To promote nondiscrim-
Inatory access to telecommunications net-
works by the broadcast number of users and
vendors of communications products and
services through-
(I) coordinated telecommunlcations net-

work planning and design by common car-
riers and other providers of telecomrnmuni-
cations services, and
(20 Interconnection of telecommunications

networks, and of devices with such networks.
to ensure the ability of usere and Informs.
tion providers to seamlesely and trans-
parently transmit and receive information
between and across telecommunications net-
works,
the Commission may participate, In a man-
ner consistent with Its authority and prac-
tice prior to the date of enactment of this
Act. in the development by appropriate vol-
untary industry standard-setting organiza-
tions to promote telecommunications net-
work-level interoperabllity.
(b) DEFINITION OF T'I C cOMMUNICATIONs

NerWOuK-EEL N'rEROPIcRARILrY.-As used
in this section. the term "telecosununi-
cations network-level interoperablilty"
means the ability of 2 or more telecommuni-
cations networks to communicate and Inter-
act In concert with each other to exchange
Information without degeneration.
(c) CommIbsION's AurroamY NOT Los-

rrcn.-Nothing in this section shall be con-
strued as limiting the existing authority of
the Commission.

On page 68. line l. strIke the Closing
quotation marks and the second period.

On page 6, between lines 13 and 14, Insert
the following:
"(6) ACQUISITIONS: JOINT VENTURES; PART-

NERS) : JOINT USE OF FACILITrESa
"(A) LOCAL EXCHANGE CARRIERS.-No local

exchange carrier or any affiliate of such car-
rier owned by, operated by, controlled by. or
under common control with such carrier
may purchase or otherwise acquire more
than a 10 percent financial Interest, or any
management interest, In any cable operator
providing cable service within the local ex-
change carrier's telephone service area.

"(B1 CABLE OPERARTnS.-No cable opera-
tore or affiliate of a cable operator that Is
owned by. operated by, controlled by. or
under common ownership with such cable op-
erater may purchase or otherwise acquire.
directly or indirectly, more than a 10 percent
financial Interest. or any management Inter-
est, in any local exchange carrier providing
telephone exchange service within such cable
operator's franchise area.

"(C) JOINT VENT'RE.-A local exchange car-
rier and a cable operator whose telephone
service area and cable franchise area, respec-
tively, are In the Same market may not
enter Into any Joint venture or partnership
to provide video programming directly to
subscribers or to provide telecommuni-
cations services within such market.

"(D) ExcEPTioN.n-Notwithstanding sub-
paragraphs (A), (B), and (Ci of this pare.
graph, a local exchange carrier (with respect-
to a cable system located in its telephone
service area) and a cable operator (with re-
spect to the facilities of a local exchange
carrer used to provide telephone exchange
service In Its cable franchise area) may Oh-
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tain a controlling Interest Is, menagement
Interest in. or enter Into a Joint venture or
partnership with such system or facilities to
the extent that such system or facIlitles
only serve incorporated or unIncorporated
places or territories that-

have fewer than 50.00) Inhabitants: and
"il) are outsIde an urbanized area, as de-

fined by the Bureau of the Census.
"(E) WAivE-The Commission may waive

the restrictions of subparagraph (A), (B), or
(C) only If the Commission determines that,
because of the nature of the market Served
by the affected cable system or facilities
used to provide telephone exchange service-

"il) the incumbent cable operator or local
exchange carrier would be subjected to
undue eonomlc distress by the enforcement
of such provisions.

"(ii) the system of facilities would not be
economically viable if such provisions were
enforced. or

"'(IIt) the antlcompetitive effects of the
proposed transaction are clearly outweighed
in the public interest by the probable effect
of the transaction In meeting the conven-
ience and needs of the community to be
served.

"(F) JOINT usE.-Notwithstanding subpara-
graphs (A), (B). (C). a telecommunications
carrier may obtain within such carrier's
telephone service area, with the concurrence
of the cable operator on the rates. terms, and
conditions. the use of that portion of the
transmission facilities of such a cable Sye-
tem extending from the last mulltuser ter-
minal to the premises of the end user in e.-
cess of the capacity that the cable operator
uses to provide lte own cable services. A
cable operator that provides accees to such
portion of Its transmission facilities to one
telecommunications carrier shall provide
nondiscriminatory access to such portion of
its transnission facilities to any other tele-
communications carrier requesting such a-

"(0) SAVINOS CLAUSE.-Nothing In this
paragraph affects the authority of a local
franchising authority (in the case of the pur-
chase or acquisition of a cable operator, or a
Joint venture to provide cable service) or a
State Commission (in the case of the acquisi-
tion of a local exchange carrier, or a joint
venture to provide telephone exchange serv-
Ice) to approve or disapprove a purchase. ac-
quisition, or Joint venture.".

On page 70. line 7. strike "services." and
insert "services provided by cable systems
other than small cable systems, determined
on a Per-channel basis as of June 1. 196. and
redetermlned, and adjusted if necessary.
every 2 years thereafter.".

On page 70. line 21. strike "area." and in-
sert "area, but only if the video program-
Ming services offered by the carrier in that
area are comparable to the video program-
ming services provided by the unaffiliated
cable operator In that ares.".

On page 79. before line 12. insert the follow-
ing:

(3) LOCAL MARKMMTNO AOREMFn'r.-NothIng
in this Act shall be construed to prohibit the
continuation or renewal of any television
local marketing agreement that Is in effect
on the date of enactment of this Act and
that is In compliance with the Commissoon's
regulations.

On page 88, line 4. strike "area." and Insert
S'area or until 36 months have passed since
the enactment of the Telecommunications
Act of 1995* whichever is earlier,".

On page 8. line 5. after *carrier" insert
"that serves greater than 5 percent of the na-
tion's resubcribed access lines".

Mr. HOLLINOS. I thank the distin-
guished Senator from Nebraska for al-
lowing us'to do that. This will have
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pinted In the RECORD. now. this Par-

ticulr amendment, for the colleagues.
nsENDMEwT NO. 134. AS NODlfKD AND
AgENDNTw NO0. 130, AS I400IFERD

Mr. KERREY. Mr. President, let me

go through a few more things here. I
appreciate that. I have only a few

things
Mr. PRESSLER. Will my friend

yield? This is a fascinating dialog for
me. I am not in any way trying to one-
up or anything. But in the early 1990's
both AT&T and IBM were in the Jus-
tice Department with big lawsuits
against them. And on the same day,
January 8, 1982. the Federal Govern-

ment chose two different destinies for
those mammoth companies.

It is my contention that, had we done
with AT&T then what we are trying to
do now, that is broken up the monop-
oly by requiring them to unbundie and
interconnect and allow competition-
in any event the computer industry
went the other way. The computer in-
dustry-It is true there are winners and
losers. It is true IBM has had problems
and had spinoffs. But the computer in-
dustry, in terms of service to the
American people, and dropping costs,
moved forward much faster. In fact.
there is a chart here that. had the tele-
communications industry moved for-
ward in competition as much as IBM in
the computer area, the cost of tele-
phones today would be about a fifth
what they are, because the innovation
and the competition, reduction in costs
was much greater In the computer in-
dustry.

So the Justice Department on the
same day in 1982 sent the two indus-
tries on two different paths. They did
that with AT&T because Congress had
failed to act. We failed to do then what
we are trying to do now, that is open
up access, provide intercoknection and
unbundling to provide competition.
And we would have had much more In-
novation in the telecommunications
area, if you compare the two indus-
tries.

Mr. KERREY. I say to the Senator
from South Dakota, had we done that,
had we tried to follow the model of
IBM. we would have had to do a num-
ber of other things. We would have had
to say there is no public purpose in
having universal service to all Ameri-
cams.

Mr. PRESSLER. I am not talking
about IBM, I am talking about the
computer industry. I am talking about
the computer industry.

Mr. KERREY. But AT&T and IBM
are wholly different cases. IBM is a
company that manufactured hardware
and software for the consumer and
business industry. There is no public
purpose there, in saying we have to
make sure every single American
household has a computer. Whereas
AT&T was a monopoly created with
the 1934 Communications Act. with a
franchise and a specific instructions to
achieve universal service for all Ameri-
cans.

So, in the one case-
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Mr. PRESSLER. If my friend will
yield. I am talking about the computer
industry, the competitiveness that is
in Lt. It has been far more innovative
than the telecommunications area. I
know the two companies are different.
I am not just talking about IBM. It has
been replaced-there have been all
those things that have happened: Intel,
Apple. and all sorts of things. I could
go through them.

But a comparison of the two tech-
nologies, how they have progressed-
compare the computer area to tele-
communications, you would find that
today a telephone call would be only a
few cents. If it had advanced as much
as the reduction in cost of personal
computers. My friend asked for an ex-
ample. That is an example.

But. in 1982. what the Congress
should have been doing-

Mr. KERREY. I ask my friend from
South Dakota. does he think it would
have cost a couple of cents in Rapid
City, SD?

Mr. PRESSLER. Personal computers
cost much, much less in Rapid City.

Mr. KERREY. If we had taken the
IBM track in 1984, does the Senator
think it would have cost a couple of
cents for phone service in South Da-
kota? I do not think so.

Mr. P tESSLER. Personal computers
cost much less in South Dakota than
they would otherwise. You can argue
this thing circuitously. You might
have Innovations. In the computer area
there are so many innovations. We may
have had telecommunications innova-
tions that we have not had. You cannot
argue this perfectly.

But there is probably no part of
American industry that has had more
innovation and competition than the
computer Industry, and people in Rapid
City, SD. can buy personal computers
at a fraction of the cost, and they are
much more advanced than they would
have been had the Justice Department
gone the other way.

Mr. KERREY. The point In fact is the
Justice Department put the pressure
on IBM. caused IBM to spin off two rel-
atively insignificant, at the time, In-
ventions. One wa-

Mr. PRESSLER. I am talking about
the computer.

Mr. KERREY. The Department of
Justice had a very constructive impact
on IBM and on the U.S. economy. They
had them spin off a couple of little
things. One was an operating system
called MS-DOS. And a couple of guys,
high school or college dropouts up in
Seattle. they built Microsoft. And Intel
was the second company that got spun
off, because the Department of Justice
said we have a monopoly here. It is un-
acceptable.

You are going to control too much of
the economy. We are going to require
some action. I understand you are
using an example. I find the example
difficult frankly on two grounds: One.
in the case of IBM. you are dealing
with a company that is different than
AT&T. AT&T is a licensed monopoly
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by law created as a monopoly. 'lb
question is how do -you go from that
monopoly to something you now want,
to become a competitive industry?

That Is what I find most remarkable
about the objection to this amend-
ment-that if you are looking for a
Federal agency with experience taking
a monopoly situation to a competitive
situation, why in heaven's name would
we not go to the Department of Justice
that has the most experience doing it
and the most successful experience
doing it? They have the track record.
They have the personnel. Tell me
where the FCC was in all of this. De-
scribe to me the FCC's role either in
IBM or in AT&T in a transition from
monopoly to competition.

Mr. PRESSLER. If my colleague will
yield again, I am talking not speclil-
cally about IBM. But I am talking
about the direction the computer In-
dustry took. AT&T was a Government
monopoly. But my argument Is that if
we had done what we are trying to do
in this bill-that is, require them to
unbundle and interconnect, to allow for
local competition, allow people to have
access locally as this bill does. the
whole telephone communication Indus-
try might be much more innovative
today than It is.

Mr. KERREY. I hear that. But one of
the reasons Congress did not do that
was when you get right down to it. it is
difficult for us to say to a company you
have to be competitive.

I say to my friend from South Da-
kota that when the Cohen amendment
came up earlier we were on the oppo-
site sides of that issue. The Cohen
amendment said we are going to take
the set-top box industry and allow it to
develop In a competitive fashion. There
were concerns from smaller cable oper-
ators that it could result in some hard-
ship to them. It could result in some
problems for them. I understand. I
think it is very difficult for the U.S.
Congress to take a position to say to
any industry that we are going to re-
quire you to go from a situation where
you are not competitive, where you
have been given Government protec-
tion of some kind, and in this particu-
lar case it is the telephone industry,
given a franchise, given protective sta-
tus, protected from competition, we
are trying to figure out how to protect
them from that protected status to a
competitive environment, and the only
Federal agency in town, in the people's
capital in Washington. DC with the ex-
perience of having done it is the U.S.
Department of Justice is given a con-
sultative role. "Oh, what do you think
of this transition. Mr. Department of
Justice?"

It seems to me. odd. I do not under-
stand. I understand why the people who
are going from a monopoly to a com-
petitive environment oppose this. I un-
derstand why they are nervous about It
because they saw how effective the De-
partment of Justice was the previous
time they did it. They saw how rigor-
ous the Department of Justice was in
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making sure that there was competi-
tion.

Mr. PRESSLER. If the Senator will
yield, it Is not true that if we allow the
FCC to set the standard for anything, a
Government standard, there is very lit-
tle room for innovation, for new inven-
tions. for the type of things that have
happened in the competitive world.
There are some winners and some los-
ers.

But my point about computers is
that every 18 months things become
virtually obsolete because there is so
much competition. There are so many
things going on. The average consumer
has benefited from all this competi-
tion. They can own a personal com-
puter. and the prices are going down
and capacity has gone up enormously.
Had we had the Government standards
we would not have seen that type of in-
novation.

That is the point I am trying to
make.

Mr. KERREY. We are not proposing a
Government standard with this amend-
ment. I do not believe. Maybe I mis-
understand the amendment of the Sen-
ator from North Dakota. I do not be-
lieve so. I do not believe we are propos-
ing that. I do not know if the Senator
from South Dakota is familiar with it.
I suspect the Senator is since he has
been inundated with all of this stuff in-
volved in this piece of legislation.
There is an issue of Interoperability.

I introduced an tnteroperability bill a
month or so ago, and immediately was
approached by some people in the pri-
vate sector who said that if the Gov-
ernment comes in and sets a legal de
Jure standard, what that does is it in-
hibits the development of the de facto
standards, and I yielded to that argu-
ment. Indeed, I do not want the Gov-
ernment to establish in technology
with the de Jure standard that makes it
difficult for the companies to go to the
marketplace and say we are going to
give what the marketplace wants and
after we have given you what you want
that becomes the standard, that be-
comes the new standard. I do not want
to inhibit that at all.

What I am concerned about, again I
say for my colleagues, I am concerned
about that the consumer who will not
benefit unless there is competition so
rigorous that I can take my business
someplace else if I do not like what is
being offered either in the way of price
or service, not in independent lines of
business, not in cable, not in dial tone.
not in tech. But if they want to come
in and sell it to me all put together for
a lower price than I am currently pay-
ing. that is where I am going to get in-
novation and reduction in the cost of
my current household information
services. I am not going to get it if you
preserve out of concern for what the
Department of Justice is going to do, if
you preserve a line of business differen-
tial in some artificial fashion. I think
that is what this legislation does un-
less we get the Department of Justice
with a role. an active role.
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I mean I am willing to consider any
suggestions on what to do. to reduce
any potential duplication, overlap. I
am willing to consider any suggestions
to make sure we shorten the time. We
do not want to stretch it out. The idea
is do what Justice did in 1984. You go
into court. If you get the parties in
hand. you write up a memorandum.
You get in this case a consent decree.
You walk into the Judge at a Federal
court, and you file it. All parties agree.
You do not have litigation afterwards.

You do not have any dispute to tie
this thing up for a long time and trag-
ically prevent the very competition
that we are trying to see. I hope my
colleagues understand that. If this
thing is litigated, if I as an owner in a
monopoly fashion have the right to de-
liver information services at the local
level, and can tie this thing up in court
for a long enough time to prevent that
innovation from occurring, it is pre-
vented permanently for the very reason
that the Senator from South Dakota
said, because innovation only lasts a
little while and then it is obsolete.

So I understand this delicate balance.
I truly do. The distinguished chairman
and the ranking Member have worked
so hard on it. I understand that maybe
it could all come apart if this amend-
ment is agreed to. Members say. "Oh,
my gosh. We settled that in committee.
We cannot now take it up again."

I hope that we get some reconsider-
ation of that conclusion. If I am wrong.
if I have reached a conclusion because
I have myself diagnosed the scene and
do not understand what is going on,
come and tell me. I am prepared to
admit. If I see that Incorrectly I have
assessed on behalf of consumers and
people making certain this legislation
does set off some innovation that re-
sults in new and higher paying jobs for
the people of the United States of
America. I do not believe that this is a
precedent that we should fear. Indeed. I
believe it is a precedent that we should
seek based upon the success of having
done it once before.

I heard one of the comments here
this evening. Well. if the Justice De-
partment has specialized expertise,
then maybe we would ask them to do
this. It does have specialized expertise.
That is precisely the point. It has spe-
cialized expertise. Let us define what
we want the Justice Department to do
based upon that specialized expertise
and have the FCC do what it does well,
based upon its specialized expertise.
And in that kind of a situation, Mr.
President. we must be able to come to
an agreement on how to make certain
that we do not end up with overlap and
duplication and a long regulatory proc-
ess that makes it difficult not Just for
the RBOC's to get into long distance.
but far greater concern for all of us
who want to make sure that our vote
turns out right, and that consumers
end up with lower prices and higher
quality service as a consequence.

Mr. President. I really could talk a
bit longer. I do not know what the die-
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tinguished Senator from South takota
has in mind for the evening. It looks
like there is a shortage here of red-
blooded American men and women, un-
fortunately, elected to this great body
that want to talk on this wonderful
issue.

Mr. PRESSLER. I do not see col-
leagues nor the Chamber filled with
people listening to my words.

But, in very good spirit. I say to my
friend from Nebraska. I have worked
with him on his interoperability
amendment. In fact, we accepted it.
But only after insisting that a private
standard be set. My understanding is
then the Senator's original proposal
had a Government standard set.

Mr. KERREY. It had a voluntary
Government standard, and I was will-
ing to make changes and make certain
that it did not become a rigid Govern-
ment standard, this is true.

Mr. PRESSLER. I do not care to de-
bate it.

Mr. KERREY. Network and network
interoperability.

Mr. PRESSLER. I welcome it and
pleased to accept it, and It dem-
onstrates that we are working to-
gether.

I have said about all I am going to
say today, but I do have some remarks
for the leader at the appropriate time.

Mr. KERREY. I will Just take a few
minutes and conclude for this evening-

The distinguished ranking member
went through the 14 part checklist and
said that among other things this
checklist-for my colleagues who are
wondering, this is in section 221. It ac-
tually becomes section 255 of the com-
munications act.

This checklist says this is what a
Bell operating company, your local
telephone company from whom you
purchase your telephone service, this is
what they have to do in order to be
able to provide long distance. That is,
they have to do all these things and
present that to the FCC. And when
they do that and meet one higher test,
one additional test, public interest
test, then they are allowed to get into
long distance.

Now, the idea here is that that 14
part checklist substitutes for meeting
a test called no substantial possibility
of interfering with demonstrable com-
petition. or some such thing as that.
The idea is that this 14 part checklist
is all we need to have in order to make
certain that we have competition.

Now. the phone companies In their
defense are a bit frustrated with all
this because they say oh. my gosh. I
have this 14 part checklist and now you
want me to satisfy the Department of
Justice. I want them to have a role in
this thing as well. That is too much.
Mr. President. I actually think that

in these negotiations we sometimes
sort of seize onto something and begin
to feel as if it has to be this way and
there is no better way. I say to the
phone companies, you would be far bet-
ter off if your interest is getting com-
petition without litigating it, you
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old be far better off with both of

-e"Lhse things. You have a checklist. I
know exactly what it is you have to do.
We have gone through that exercise.
We have said that is what you have to
do to get into long distance. You
present that to the FCC. You go
through the process as Justice simulta-
neous with that and then there is no
dispute. There Is nobody that can say
to you you have not satisfied what Is
required to make sure there is local
competition, and for us in the Congress
no risk that we will not have that com-
petition, and It is the biggest risk in
this whole deal. Fail to get that com-
petition at the local level and most as-
suredly regret will come to your mind
sometime in the not too distant future.

I am going to Just make one last
comment and then wrap this up. One
last thing that was said was there is a
lot of money over at FCC from the auc-
tions. As I understand it. in fact I know
it to be the case, that auction money Is
hardly available if you ae going to add
staff over at the FCC in order to be
able to handle the increased caseload.
and there is going to be increased case-
load. There is going to be increased
pressure upon the FCC. They are going
to have to hire new people. They do not
have this expertise over there right
now. They are going to have to hire at
the FCC In order to be able to handle.
these applications. In order to be able
to make those determinations. We are
going to have to build what does not
exist today in a Federal agency that
previously has not had this kind of re-
sponsibility. And you are going to have
to find an offset in some fashion in
order to be able to get the job done,
whereas, as I see it anyway, at the De-
partment of Justice we already have
those folks on the Job.

Mr. President, once again I say I
hope that in the process of debating
this. this will in the end lead to a piece
of legislation I am able to enthusiasti-
cally support based upon my con-
fidence that this Is going to be good for
the American consumer, this Is going
to be good for American workers that
are hoping that this country will cre-
ate more high paying jobs, that this
will be good for American citizens who
increasingly are dependent upon infor-
mation In order to do a good job in
their schools, to do a good job In their
businesses, to do a good job in their op-
erating rooms and various other places
where Americans either work or play.

I appreciate the tolerance and the as-
sistanoe of the distinguished chairman
of this committee and the ranking
member who has already left.

Mr. President. I yield the floor.
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. if I

may commend my friend from Ne-
braska because I think our discussion
has stimulated at least me to think a
bit about where we are historically as
we conclude this debate this evening.

First of all, it is stimulating in the
sense to think If we can find a way to
help people have more products avail-
able at a lower cost that are useful to

NGRESSIONAL RECORD- SENATE
them In their lives, we are doing more
for them than if we were to give them
Government aid. There is a proper role
for Government in our society. But It
is my strongest feeling that if we can
find ways through competition in the
free enterprise system that people can
have products at a lower price in abun-
dance and innovations we are actually
doing more for them frequently than if
we give them grants or aid.

For example, let us talk about senior
citizens. I am a champion of senior
citizens. We deregulated natural gas
prices in the 1970's, and I remember I
was over in the House of Representa-
tives, and we were struggling with that
issue. And people said, If you deregu-
late natural gas the prices are going to
skyrocket and companies are going to
gouge everybody. In fact. the, prices
came down and they have stayed down.
If you want to do a senior citizen a
favor, you can help the cost of heating
their home stay low. You can help the
cost of their goods to be lower through
competition.

Usually we think of helping senior
citizens by giving them more money or
spending taxpayers' money, and in
some cases that Is accurate. But you
can also help senior citizens by provid-
ing them low cost fuel and low cost
natural gas. And that has been done
through deregulated natural gas prices.

And I also say that to a lot of people
in the United States the Innovations
that have occurred in the computer In-
dustry-true, there have been some
winners and losers among the 'compa-
nies, but the fact is that people have
lower cost personal computers avail-
able today through competition. And
we never could have achieved that
through Government regulations or
Government standards. Indeed. every
18 months there Is a complete turn-
over.

I also serve on the Finance Commit-
tee, and the people in the computer
area in Silicon Valley would like an 18-
month depreciation schedule because
their products are obsolete after 18
months. That is because there is so
much competition and there Is not a
Government standard holding them
back. The American free enterprise
system allows that type of Innovation.
Every 18 months the old computer is
obsolete, and we are moving forward
and people are able to buy personal
computers at a low cost. That Is a serv-
Ice to people much more so than If we
had a huge Government agency regu-
lating and setting standards.

I would say that through this bill if
we can increase competition and if
through this bill we can bring Innova-
tion. we will see the sane kind of ex-
plosion of new devices and investment
and services for telecommunications at
a lower cost to consumers, just as we
have seen in other areas of competi-
tion. But we do not have that so long
as we have the Justice Department and
the FCC running things with Govern-
ment regulation and Government
standards.

88017
Now. also let me say what wIJI hap-

pen if we do not pass this bill.
It is tough to pass this bill because

different groups have checkmates and
the White House has been opposing this
bill-though they will aot say they will
veto it. But I am very sad about this
opposition, because if we do not pask
this bill, we will be failing again as a
Congress to do what we are supposed to
do.

Had Congress. before 1982. required
AT&T to unbundle and Interconnect so
they could have competition in the
local markets, we would not be here
today. We would have had an explosion
of new devices in telecommunications.
more than we have had. We would have
lower costs. There is no reason the cost .
of long distance calls needs to cost
what they do. Consumers should be
paying a fourth of what they are Pay-
ing for local and long distance service,
based on what has happened to prices
in the computer area.

We are trying to do what we were
supposed to do In 1982 in this bill, and
we are trying to get this thing to-
gether. Yet people come to the floor
with more regulatory amendments.
This amendment that is before us now
to put on the Department of Justice
another layer of regulation Is going to
delay, delay, delay. What if computers
and innovation In computers had to go
through the Department of Justice? It
takes 3 to 5 years for them to respond
even to petitions that are routine. Why
do we want more regulations?

If we do not pass this bill, we will be
failing again. People say, "Well, if we
don't pass this bill. we'll get another
bill." No. we will not. We are coming
Into a Presidential election, and It will
be over to 1997 and that Is 2 more years
of innovation and lower prices for the
American people lost.

I say to the White House. I find it
very odd that the White House is op-
posing this bill, because they will not
say they will veto It. I went over three
times to see AL GOE. to get him to
lead this movement, because It Is ev-
erything he says he believes In. It Is
reinventing, privatizing, all of those
things: it is the information highway.

I have been amazed that the White
House has not supported this. They will
not say they are going to veto it.

Every Democrat on the Commerce
Committee voted for this bill. The
Democrats in the Senate have been at
the forefront of helping us to deregu-
late and move forward In telecommuni-
cations.

I know there have not been very
many bipartisan bills that have passed
this Senate. and I will not put this on
a partisan basis. I would give as much
credit to Senator HoLLIOS as to some
of the Republican people and Demo-
cratic people that have served for
years. But here we have a chance to de-
regulate an Industry, to get everybody
into everybody else's business. If we
slip and fall, this thing will go over to
1997. and then we will start again, I
suppose, because we are not going to
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have a major telecommunications re-
form bill in a Presidential election
year.

I have also said that I hope that this
bill passes both Houses by the Fourth
of July. I hoped it would be signed by
the President by the Fourth of July.
That was my original goal.

The Senate has moved on a biparti-
san basis in an amazingly coordinated
way. We had meeting after meeting
every night .with Democrats and Re-
publicans. We met Saturdays and Sun-
days, Democrats and Republicans.
shoulder to shoulder, to finally get a
telecommunications bill. We passed it
through the Senate Commerce Com-
mittee when people said it could not be

- passed. It is on the Senate floor.
This is early June. This is one of the

most complicated bills here, and it will
affect a third of the American econ-
omy. It affects every home in America.
And I think it is time for the White
House to join us. They are opposing
this bill. I think it is time for the
Consumer Federation of America to
join us. I hope NEwr GINoRICH gives
this bill an early slot over there be-
cause it is very important. It is a bi-
partisan bill that will create jobs, and
it will create the kind of jobs we want
in this country.

Right now, a lot of our telecommuni-
cations industry is forced to invest
overseas because they are prohibited
from doing certain things here. Our re-
gional Bells cannot manufacture, they
cannot do this. and they cannot do
that. So one of my friends in my life.
Dick Callahan, for example, president
of U.S. West International, is over in
London. He Is originally from Sioux
Falls. He is not in Denver and Sioux
Falls investing, he Is over in London
investing U.S. money in things that
the telecbmmunications companies can
do there that they cannot do here. I
would rather have the Dick Callahans
of this world creating jobs in the Unit-
ed States.

Also, this bill Is a modernizing bill.
We are losing Jobs in some of our aging
industries, very frankly. We read every
day about how a certain mature indus-
try is laying off people. I recently
toured the Caterpillar plants in Peoria,
IL, and I saw the difference in the as-
sembly line where the modernized part
is. where they turn out 51 engines a
day, versus the old part, where they
turn out 13 engines a day. They make
51 engines with fewer people.

But those people will need new jobs
in new Industries, and this bill does
that. Everybody should understand
that. This is a jobs bill, but It is not a
jobs bill through Government. it is a
jobs bill through free enterprise. If we
are going to do something for people.
we provide them more services at a
cheaper level, just as with deregulating
natural gas. We helped every senior cit-
izen, probably more than we did with
the COLA on Social Security, by pro-
viding them with a cheap form of fuel
to heat their home. And that is what
this bill is.

I could go an at great length. But I
would ,:ke to ,.nclude the debate
today byi saying I think we have made
good progress on this bill. This is a bill
that some of the private newsletters
said only had a 10 percent chance in
January. They said it had a 30 percent
chance in April. But I think we are
right on the cusp. We have to make
progress with this bill. If we do not, we
will be failing the American people and
we will be failing the creation of a lot
of jobs. new kinds of jobs, and we will
be having our brightest people going
overseas investing our telecommuni-
cations capital, as is happening.

Mr. CAMPBELL. Mr. President. I rise
today to support the Telecommuni-
cations Competition and Deregulation
Act of 1266-S. 652.

S. 652 will open telecommunications
markets to competition which will
benefit consumers and the American
economy. It will give America the free-
dom we need to remain the world's
leader in telecommunications, infor-
mation and computer technology in
the 21st century. Keeping this edge will
enhance our competitiveness, spur do-
mestic economic growth and job cre-
ation, and. most importantly, provide a
better quality of life for our citizens.

Mr. President, I want to make sure
that these same benefits flow into the
educational system and into our class-
rooms, libraries and hospitals.

The communications revolution is

leaving our schools behind. As access
to telecommunications technology and
information increases across the coun-
try. our classrooms are cut off from the
information revolution. The National
Center for Education Statistics reports
that overall, 35 percent of public
schools have access to the Internet but
only 3 percent of classrooms in public
schools are networked. Smaller schools
in rural areas are even less likely to be
on the Internet than schools with larg-
er enrollment sizes.

Mr. President. I live in a small rural
town in Colorado where many schools
lack even basic phone lines. I have
seen, first-hand, how many rural areas
were left unserved and were dependent
on the Federal Government to finance
cooperatives to bring basic telephone
service to rural communities. Schools
and libraries in rural Colorado and in
rural America cannot afford to be left
unserved and kept out of the informa-
tion revolution.

The Snowe-Rockefeller provision in
S. 652 ensures that rural communities
and high cost areas have access to com-
munications and information tech-
nology. This provision builds on the
overall universal service provision in
S. 652 and adds the important compo-
nent of providing schools, libraries and
hospitals with affordable access to the
Information Superhighway. In my
view, it is essential to rural commu-
nities to keep this provision in the bill.
Otherwise. rural areas will not benefit
from technological advances in com-
munications.

There is a growing understanding
that technology can have a significant
positive impact on teaching and learn-
ing and can serve as a means for
achieving edacations excellence. For
example, a computer network con-
nected to the classroom means that
every teacher and student has access to
the world's greatest libraries. New
technologies and tools such as e-mail
and the World Wide Web will give
schools greater access to text, audio
and video-on-demand. Through tele-
communications, students and teachers
will gain access to significantly great-
er amounts of information than would
otherwise be available.

Teachers could be far more produc-
tive and innovative if they had access
to new ideas and technologies through
computer networks. Studies show pro-
ductivity increases of as much as 30
percent when teachers are connected to
the Information Superhighway. In es-
sence, teachers would be able to ex-
change lesson plans, get tips from their
colleagues, or obtain access to the Li-
brary of Congress or the National Ar-
chives for teaching materials. In rural
areas, students can access information
through distance learning programs
where information and instruction is
exchanged by two-way videos.

There are many exciting techno-
logical opportunities available for our
schools and libraries across the coun-
try. Yet, teachers simply do not have
adequate tools to use the resources of
the information revolution. Most
teachers have not had adequate train-
ing to prepare them to use technology
effectively in teaching. According to
survey data from the National Edu-
cation Association, an estimated 56
percent of all public school teachers
feel they need training to use personal
computers adequately in their classes
and 72 percent need training in the use
of on-line databases.

Technology can even draw parents
into the education process. Many par-
ents do not understand how technology
filters into the education process, and
they do not understand its significance
in their children's schooling. However,
parents can have access to simple
voice-mail technology and can call into
a mailbox to find out the homework as-
signment or information about a class
trip. In the future. classroom networks
could eventually extend to the home
and thereby fulfill what educators say
is their biggest unmet need: lengthen-
Ing the learning day and involving the
parents.

Mr. President, all of the Nation's
children deserve to be exposed to the
best possible education, not just those
who live in affluent areas. But, without
a national commitment to providing
affordable access to these emerging
technologies in schools and libraries in
rural areas, our Nation will fall far
short In preparing all its citizens for
the 21st century.

S8018 June 8, 1995
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What we are saying is those who pro- The legislative clerk proceeded to BURNs. proposes an amendment numbered

vide the services will contribute to the call the roll. 1261.
fund. It will broaden the base. as the Mr. McCAIN. Mr. President, I ask Mr. McCAIN. Mr. President, I ask
Senator indicated, unanimous consent that the order for unanimous consent that the reading of

I accept the Senator's amendment. If the quorum call be rescinded, the amendment be dispensed with.
nothing else, it will give Congress no- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
tice every year how the cost of this objection, it is so ordered, objection, it is so ordered.

system is going down by virtue of what A MNDMENT NO. 12m. AS MoDrIo The amendment is as follows:Mr.MCCOn mae 90. line 6. after "'necessity.", In-
we have done. ''Mr. McCAIN. Mr. President. I send a ser: "Full implementaton of the checklist

Mr. KERREY. I would, in fact, love modification to the desk and ask for found in subsection (b)(2)shall be deemed in
to have the FCC provide in notification the appropriate portion to be read by full Satisfaction of the public interest. con-

some explanation of how this fund the clerk. It is a new paragraph. venience, and necessity requirement of this
works. I would not mind that at all, if The PRESIDING OFFICER. The subparagraph."
I could understand the thing once and clerk will report. Mr. McCAIN. Mr. President. I uhder-
for all. The legislative clerk read as follows: stand that my colleague from Alaska

The question I have is really the 120- On page 2. after line 6 of the sinendment. has a very important commitment. He
day period. Notification is not a prob- add the following: (3) The provisions of this wanted this amendment raised at this
lem for me. The question is. does this paragraph shall not apply to any action time. I am more than happy to do so. I
delay? Would this have the impact, do taken that would reduce costs to carriers or understand that it is a very important
you believe, of delaying an opportunity consumers. one, in his view. As always. I look for-
for reducing the levy on other carriers? The amendment, as modified, is as ward to vigorous discussion of this

Mr. McCAIN. I say to my friend from follows* amendment.
Nebraska, if he will yield, it is only if On page 42, strike out line 23 and all that Mr. President, this amendment would
there is an indication of an increase follows through page 43. line 2. and Inswrt in clarify the role of the FCC regarding
would the 120-day prior notification- lieu thereof the following; public interest tests contained in the

Mr. KERREY. The language of the "() CONGRESSIONAL NOTIFICATION OF imIN- bill. It is supported by Senators PACK-
amendment says "may not take action VEasL SERVICE CONTRIBUTIONS.-he Corn- in supote By Sntr ad
to impose 'universal service contribu- mission may not take action to impose unt- WOOD. CRA. ABRAHAM, Em. and
tions under subsection (c). or take ac- vernal service contributions under subsection GRAMM and a letter supporting this

(c), or take action to Increase the amount of amendment was signed by Senators
tion to increase the amount of such such contributions. until- PACKWOOD, MCCAIN, CRAIo, BURNS, KYL,
contributions, until-". "i) the Commission submita to the Con- GRAMM, BATCH, THOMAS, and BREAUX.

Subsection (c) is an attempt to mittea on Commerce. Science, and Transpor- As S. 652 is currently drafted, it con-
broaden the base of contributions, to taton of the Senate and the Committee on tains two substantial hurdles for a re-
get new providers of services who are Commerce of the House of Representatives a glonal Bell operating company before
currently not contributing to the uni- report on the contributions, or increase In the company can fully compete in any
vernal service fund to make a contribu- such contributions, to be imposed; and marketplace. I believe the consumer
tion to the universal service fnd. "(2) a period of 120 days has elapsed after

the date of the sbmlttal of the report. would be better off if such hurdles did
My concern is that if that is what we "(3) The provisions of this paragraph shall not exist and companies were allowed

are trying to do, we could delay the ac- not apply to any action taken that would re- to compete at a date certain.
tual reduction that is currently being duce costs to carriers or consumers. I understand that some believe there
imposed on other carriers. I do not "(k) EFFECVE DATm-Thle Section takes is a need for a competitive checklist.
know if that is right or not. I just raise effect on the date of the enatobent of the Originally, the approach that others
the question. Telecommunications Act of 195. except for and myself favored allowed competi-

Mr. McCAIN. Mr. President. I will subsections (c). (el. (. (ig). and i. which tion at a date certain. It was my under-
say to my friend from Nebraska, that shall take effect one year after the date of standing, in dealing with my col-
Is not the intent of the legislation. I the eactment of that Act.". leagues on this issue, that the com-
can see how it would possibly be inter- Mr. McCAIN. Mr. President, I hope promise would be a checklist that the
preted that way. But what we were try- that will satisfy the Senator from Ne- regional Bell operating companies
log to say is they may change the for- braska. would have to comply with.
mula, which would not have an Imme- Mr. KERREY. It most assuredly does. During the compromise, obviously,
diate impact, but then would have an I appreciate the change made, and I be- that changed. And so in addition to the
impact later on. lieve it is an improvement. I have no checklist, we went back and placed

That is why the first part of it says objection to the amendment. judgment of this in the hands of the
'may not take action to impose uni- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The FCC in the form of public interest.

vernal service contributions.~ In other question is on agreeing to the amend- Entrepreneurs, not the Congress. nor

words, the immediate impact may not ment. as modified, the FCC, should make these kinds of

be an increase in rates but the long- So the amendment (No. 1260). as decisions. in my view. Neither I nor

term impact would be. As I say, I will modified, was agreed to. anyone else in the Senate wants the

glad to modify the amendment in such Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I FCC to act contrary to public interest.

a fashion that if there is a rate reduc- move to reconsider the vote by which My concern is that different individ-

tion. which would be contemplated in the amendment was agreed to. uals will have different interpretations

any event, this would not apply. Mr. HOLLINGS. I move to lay that of what is in the public interest. I

I ask unanlmous consent to modify motion on the table, strongly believe that our interpreta-

the amendment to reflect the colloquy The motion to lay on the table was tion and that of the conmnissioner of

just discussed between myself and the agreed to. ...J the FCC would be different.
Senator from Nebraska. We will write .MESDMEN'T NO. 1 5 A finding of public interest is an ill-

it up. (Purpose: To prevent excessive FCC defined. arbitrary standard which im-
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The regulatory activities) plies almost limitless policymaking

Chair advises the Senator he can mod- Mr. McCAIN. Mr. President, I send an authority to the FCC. The public inter-

ify his amendment, but the Chair will amendment to the desk and ask for its ent test gives the FCC policymaking

need the modification. The Chair does immediate consideration, authority. The purpose of this bill

not have the modification. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The should be to lessen the FCC's author-

Nir. McCAIN. With the indulgence of clerk will report. Ity. not to enhance it. The public inter-

the Chair, we will have it in aplroxi- The assistant legislative clerk read est test alrows the FCC to act to estab-

mately 1 minute. In the meantime, I as follows: lish a policy and control private com-

suggest the absence of a quorum. The Senator from Arizona [Mr. McCAiNI, panies and whole industries. I believe
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The for himself, Mr. PACKWOOD, Mr. CRAIG, Mr. that it can prevent full competition for

clerk will call the roll. EYL. Mr. G.1,51. Mr. ASRAHAM. and Mr. a very long period of time.
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desk, and I might tell the Senate the points. and signaling service transfer points. "(A) DitirEamniATION.-NOt later than 90

modification is to form only, not to necessary for call routing and completion. days after receiving an application under

substance. And I ask the modification "(K) Until the date by which the Comris paragraph (1). the Commisslon shall iose a
b on deternines that final telecosmnnl. written determination. on the record after a

be accepted. cations number portability is technically bearing and opportunity for omment, grant-
Te pRESIDING OIFICER. The feasible and must be made available. interim ing or denying the application in whole or In

.. amendment is so modified. telecommunications number portability part.
The amendment (No. 1264). as modi- through remote call forwarding, direct in- "(a) APpROVAL.-The Comnmisslon may

fled, is as follows: ward dialing trunks. or other comparable ar- only approve the authorization requested in
On page 82. line 23. beginning with the rangementa, with as little impairment of an application submitted under paragraph (1)

word "after", delete all that follows through functioning. quality. reliability, and conven- if it finds that-
page 91. line 25. and insert the following: ience as possible. After that date, full com. "(I) the petitioning Bell operating com-

"to the extent approved by the Commie- pliance with final telecommunications num- pany has fully implemented the competitive
slon and the Attorney General". ber portability. checklist found in subsection (b)(2); and
"In accordance with the proviclons of suh- "(L) Nondiscriminatory access to whatever "(ii) the requested authority will be car-

coance w hServices or information may be necessary to fled out in accordance with the requirements"(21 intarLATA te(e)om;unications sere- allow the requesting carrier to implement of section 252.
Ices originating in any area where that com- local dialing perty to a manner that permts and if the Commission determines that the
pany Is not the dominant provider of num- requested authorization is Consistent with
wireline telephone exchange service or ex- ber of digits when using any telecommuni- the public interest, convenience, and cces-
change access service in accordance with the cations carrier providing telephone exchange clty. If the Commcission does not approve an
povisions of subsection (d): and service or exchange access service. application under this subparagraph, it shall

"(iionterLATA services that ar Incidental "(M) Reciprocal Compensation arrange- state the basis for its denial of the applica-
servce In accordance with the provisions of ments on a nondiscriminatory basis for the tion

rvicesin (a).or torigination and termination of telecommuni- on.
subsection (s. ct"C) PutioNs-Not later than.15 days

'(h) SpECIrIc INTERLATA lITERofNNECTION "(N) 'eiecommunioationc services and net- after issuing a determinauJls under pars-

" E .- A Be operingcorn-work functions provided on an unbundled graph (2), the Commissiod hall publish In
INo GENERAL.A Bell operating tom- basls without any conditions or restrictions the Federal Register a brief description of

pany may Drovide InterLATA services in at- on the resale or sharing of those services or the determination.
cordance with this section only if that com- functions including both origination and "(4) DETERMINATION BY ATTORNEY GEN-

pany has reached an interconnection i-es- . termination of telecommunications cervices. A
ment under section 251 and that agreement other than reasonable conditions required by days after ceoiing an application made
provides, at a minimum, for Interconnection the Commission or a State. For purposes of d er receiving an A tlon me
that meets the competitive checklist re- this subparagraph. it is not an unreasonable under paragraph i1, the Attorney General
quiremente of paragraph (2). condition for the Commission or a State to h wi

"(2) COMPMiTrVE CHECKLIST.-Interonnet - spoct to the authorization for which a Bell

tin provided by a Bell Operating company to "(l) of services included in the definition of operating company or its subsidiary or affill-

other telecommunications carriers under universal service to a telecommunications ate has applied. In making such determina-

section 251 shall Include: carrier who intends to resell that service to tin. the Attorney General shall review the

"(A) Nondiscriminatory access on an a category of customers different from the whole record.

unbundied basis to the network functions category of customers being offered that un.- "(B) APPROVAL.-The Attorney General

and services of the Bell operating company's vercal service by such carrier if the CO"mi- shall approve the authorication requested In

telecommunications network that Is at least sion or State orders a carrier to provide the any application submitted under paragrnph

equal in type, quality, and price to the at- same service to different categories of cus- (1) only to the extent that the Attorney Gen-

ces the Bell operating company affords to tomern at different prices necessary o p ra finds that there is no substantial poi-

Itself or any ot'her entity, mote universal service; or

"(B) The capability to exchange tale- "(i1 of subsidized universal service in a or its affiliates could use monopoly power in

communications between customers of the manner that allows companies to charge an- a telephone exchange or exchange acess

Bell operating company and the tale- other carrier rates which reflect the actual service market to impede competition in the

communications carrier seeking inter- cost of providing those services to that car- interLATA telecommunicatins service mar-

connectionc tier exclusive of any universal service sup- hat such company or its subsidiary or alill-

"(C) Nondiscriminatory aesms to the port received for providing such services in ate secks to enter. The Attorney General

poles. ducts, conduits, and rights-of-way accordance with section 214(d)(5) shalI deny the remainder of the requested

owned or controlled by the Bell operating "13) JOINT MARKETINO OF LOCAL AseD LONG authorization."

company at just and reasonable rates where DISTANCE sERVICES.-Until a Bell operating "(C) PU LICATION.-Not later than i0 days

it has the legal authority to permit such ac- company Is authorized to provide interLATA after issuing a determination under pars-

cess. services in a telephone exchange "area where graph (4). tire Attorney General shall publish

"(D) Local Imp transmission from the that company is the dominant provider of the determination in the Federal Register."

central office to the customer's premises, wireline telephone exchange service or ex- "(4) JUDICIAlL REVIEW.-

unbundied from local switching or other change access servlce.", a telecommuni- "(A) COMMENCEMENT or ACfION.-Not later

services. cations carrier may not jointly market in than 45 days after a determination by the

'(El Local transport from the trunk side of such telephone exchange area telephone ex- Commission or Attorney General Is pub-

a wireline local exchange carrier switch change service purchased from such company lished under paragraph (3), the Bell. operst-

unbundied from switching or other services, with interLATA services offered by that ing company or its subsidiary or affiliate

"(F) Local switching unbundled from telecommunications carrier, that applied to the Commission and Attor-

transport, local loop transmission. or other "(4) COuMMISSION MAY NOT EXPAND CVMPETI- ney General under paragraph (I), or any per-

Services. TIVE CHECKLIST.-The Commission may not, son who would be threatened with loss or

itG) Nondiscriminatory access to- by rule or otherwise, limit or extend the damage as a result of the determination re-
. il 911 and E91l services; terms Used in the competitive checklist garding such company's engaging In the ac-

"(li) directory assistance services to allow I IN-REGION SERVICES.- tivity described in ito application. may coin-

the other carrier's customers to obtain tele- "i APPLICATION.-UPOn the enactment of mence an action in any United States Court

phone numbers; and the Telecommunications Act of 1995. a Bell of Appeals against the Commission or the

"(liili operator call completion services. operating company or Its affiliate may apply Attorney General for Judicial review of the
".,H) White pages directory listings for cue- to the Commission and Attorney General for determination regarding the application.

towers of the other carrier's telephone ex- authorization notwithstanding the Modifica- (BJUD
GM

ENT.-

change service, tie of Final Judgment to provide i) The Court shall enter a judgment after

"(i) Until the date by which neutral tale- InterLATA telecommunications service orig- reviewing the determination in accordance

phone number administration guidelines, inating in any area where such Bell operat- with section 706 of title 5 of the United

plan, or rules are established, nondlscrim- ing company is the dominant provider of Staten Code.

inatory access to telephone numbers for as- wireline telephone exchange service or ex- "(il A judgment-

signment to the other carrier's telephone ex- change access service. The application shall 'i) affirming any part of the determina-

change service customers. After that date. describe with particularity the nature and tion that approves granting all or part of the

compliance with such guidelines, plan, or scope of the activity and of each product requested authorization. or

rules, market or service market, and each gen- -(I) reversing any part of the determina-

"iJ) Nondiscriminatory access to graphic market for which authorization is Lion that denies all or part of the requested

databases and associated signaling, Includ- sought, authorizatlon, shall describe with particular-

ing signaling links, signaling Service control "(2) DETERMINATION BY COMMISSION.- ity the nature and sope of the activity, and
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of each product market or service market.
and each genographic market, to which the
s611nance or reversal applIfes.

1($ Ra)aUmesrIEM RELATING TO SEPARATE
AFFILIATE: SAFEOUARDS; AND Nr RALATA TOLL

IALINO PARITY.-
"(A) SEPARATE ATIUIATe SAFEOUARDS.-

Other than ilnterLATA services * .
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, I am

probably a good witness to settle this
case because much of what has been re-
ferred to is what we did last year and
the year before.

As the Clinton administration came
to office, we had the original hearing. I
remember it well. Secretary Brown of
Commerce appeared. He asked for the
Department of Justice. I cross-exam-
ined him very thoroughly on that be-
cause what we were trying to do was
deregulate, what we were trying to do
is sort of give us the term in the mar-
ket. one-stop shopping. And if there
were any inadequacies in the adminis-
trative body, namely the Federal Com-
munications Commission. It was in-
cumbent on me, I felt, as a Senator to
make sure those inadequacies were
considered. I felt the administration
felt very. very strongly about this. And
what you do in Government in the art
of the possible is you get a bill.

So while I really wanted to have the
one-stop shopping. I went along with
the majority vote overwhelmingly as
has been referred to. We had an 18 to 2
vote, and that kind of thing.

We had the Bell companies, the Sen-
.ator from North Dakota is quite cor-
rect, reading the 8(c) test that is a part
of his amendment, and the amendment.
of course, of the distinguished senior
colleague of mine from South Carolina.
Senator THuRMOND. is whether or not
it will substantially lessen competi-
tion. One is the no substantial possibil-
ity to use monopoly power to impede
competition. That is once competition
has already ensued. The Dorgan
amendment.

The Thurmond amendment is to the
effect of reviewing ahead of time a
merger, for example, to see whether it
would substantially lessen competi-
tion.

We begin with the fundamental that
to monopolize trade is a felony, and
these communications people are not
criminals--not yet. In any event, and
they do not belong in the Justice De-

" pertient unlesa they violate the law.
So looking at the majority vote in

the art of the possible in getting a good
communications bill passed, I was very
careful.

Number one, if all the colleagues
would turn to page 8, 1 think it is. of S.
852, and you look down starting at line
20 section 7. 'Effect on other law." I
read this simple line:

Except as provided in subsections (b) and
(e)-

which have to do with the MFJ and
the GTE consent decrees--

Except s provided in Subsections (b) and
(c). nothing in this act shall be construed to
modify, impair. or supersod the applcabil-
ity of any antitrust law. "

So let us clear the air. S. 652 says
antitrust, keep all your experte; do all
your reviews: study all your studies;
make all your motions.

How many years does it take? They
are so proud: Well. the Justice Depart-
ment is the one that broke up the
AT&T. Well, if they wait for them to
break up the next monopoly in a simi-
lar fashion, we will all be term limited.
Even the senior Senator might not be
here. I do not know. It will be long
enough. I can tell you that.

So let i~s get right down to it. The
Antitrust Division has its responsibil-
ities under Section 7 of Clayton. It has
its responsibility with respect to the
Sherman Act, whether any violations
are there because that is how they
moved with respect to AT&T.

The thrust here is by the long dis-
Lance crowd to get some more bureauc-
racy.

That stated it in a line.
Just like my friends, the Sell crowd,

wanted to do away with the public
trust, this long distance crowd wants
to bureaucratize the entire thing like
the end of the world is going to happen
if you do not have the Justice Depart-
ment bureaucracy and minions study-
Ing, moving, motioning, hearing, and
everything else.

I graduated from law school I had a
colleague I think who joined the Lou-
isiana land case down there. Like the
Georgia Pacific, they had the Louisi-
ana pulp and paper case. It wan a long
-well, 13 years later, under the fees he
got. he was retired down in Florida.
And I always regretted that I went to
trying cases in my hometown and did
not get connected up with one of those
rich antitrust motions.

We are all spoiled. You have a won-
derful Assistant Attorney General in
charge of the Antitrust Division, Ms.
Anne Bingaman. who has done an out-
standing job with respect. for example
to the Microsoft case and engineering
the Ameritech consent decree. You
have a wonderful set of facts there
where they were all petitioning and
Joining in. They were not enjoining.
They were not motioning to estop.
They were not apppaling. And they
were not getting clarifications and ev-
erything else. all these other motions
that can be made under antitrust with
findings and what have you.

This was already under the Depart-
ment of Justice consent decree, the
MFJ consent deemes whereby they
could come in and motion the judge
and agree on a limited market that was
outlined, and you did not have to go
into the regular antitrust bureaucracy
and ritual that takes years on end,
which they have already put in the
Record, fortunately, for me.

The Senator from North Dakota
talked about starting with President
Nixon. President Ford. President
Carter, and then finally under Presi-
dent Reagan. So there is a strong feel-
ing here that we tried to simplify as
much as possible this proceeding.

And under the amendment of. the
Senator from North Dakota about the
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8(c) test. no one knows It better than I
because I did cite those letters and un-
derstanding and everything else of that
kind. Because of the way 1822 was
drafted year before last, it had actual
and demonstrable competition. That
just threw everything into the fan, and
before I could get around and explain
anything to the colleagues and every-
thing else what we were trying to do,
they just had a mindset that the chair-
man of the Commerce Committee was
Off on a toot and a little mixed up and
it was not going to go anywhere. I had
to agree with them; I was not going to
go anywhere. So we sat down and over
a 2-year period, meeting every Friday
with all the Bell companies, and meet-
ing every Tuesday morning with all of
the long distance companies and the
other long distance competitors in
there, we then started spelling out as
best we could that checklist of what
actual and demonstrable competition
would encompass. So we spell this out
dutifully.

I wish to read that to you because I
wish to show you what actual and de-
monstrable, what 8(c) is. The Idea is
that we have disregarded the admoni-
tion that there be no substantial possi-
bility of using monopoly power to im-
pede competition.

Well, how do you determine that?
You determine that best by making a
checklist of the unbundling. of the
local exchange, the Interconnection
after it is unbundled. You get the dial
parity; You set up a separate subsidi-
ary and all the other particular Items
Usted.

I have a wonderful group here that is
very familiar with the bill. They know
how exactly to turn to the page and
section so I can read it to you. But
while they search for it. which is very
difficult to find, what we did Is we duti-
fully spelled out the 8(c) test, which Is
the amendment of the Senator from
North Dakota. and thereupon put in
the bill itself, which, again I think, is
on page 89. Understand. we had not dis-
regarded actual and demonstrable com-
petition. On page 16, line 10:

(b) MINIMuM STANDARDS.-An interonnec-
tion agreement entered Into under this sec-
tion shall, if requested by a telecomatuni-
cations carrier requesting Interconnection.
provide for-

(1) nondiscrimlnatory access on an
unbundled basis to the network functions
and servlces of the local exchange carrier's
telecomnunlcations network software to the
extent defined in the implementing regula-
tions by the Commission.
(3) nondiscriminatory access on an

unbundled basis to any of the local exchange
earrier's telecommunications facilities and
information. including databases and signal.
ing, necessary to the transmission and rout-
ing of any telephone exchange service or ex-
change access service and the nteroper.
ability of both carrier's networks:
(3) interconnection to the local exchange

carrier's telecommunications facilities and
services at any technically feasible point
withli the carrier's network;
(4) Interconnection that is at least equal in

type and quality to and offered at a price no
higher than that provided by the local ex-
change carrier to Itself or to any Subsidiary.
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affiliate. or any other party to which the "(2) COMPETrlVE CHECKLlST.-Interconnec-
carrier provides interconnection; tLion provided by a Bell operating company to

(5) nondiscriminatory access to the poles, other telecommunications carriers under
ducts. conduits and rights-of-way owned or section 251 shall Include:
controlled by the local exchange carrier at "(A) Nondiscriminatory access on an
Just and reasonable rates; unbundled basls to the network functions

(6) the local exchange carrier to take what- and services of the Bell operating company's
ever action under Its control Is necessary, as telecommunications network that is at least
soon as Is technically feasible, to provide equal In type, quality, and price to the at-
telecommunicattons number portability and cess the Bell operating company affords to
local dialing parity In a manner that. Itself or any other entity.

(A) Permits consumers to be able to dial "(B) The capability to exchange tale-
the same number of digits when using any communications between customers of the
telecommunications carrier providing tale- Bell operating company and the tele-
phone exchange service or exchange access communications carrier seeking inter-
service in the market served by the local ex. connection.
change carrier; "(C) Nondiscriminatory access to the

(B) permits all such carriers to have non- poles, ducts, conduits, and rights-of-way
discriminatory access to telephone numbers, owned or controlled by the Bell operating
operator services, directory assistance. and company at just and reasonable rates where
directory listing with no unreasonable dial. It has the legal authority to permit such ac-
Ing delays; and cese.

(C) provides for a reasonable allocation of "(D) Local loop transmission from the
Costs among the parties to the agreement. central office to the customer's premises,
(l) telecommunications services and net- unbundled from local switching or other

work functions of the local exchange carrer services.
to be available- ,.=*- "(E) Local transport from the trunk side of

a wirellse local exchange carrier switch
AMENDMENT N0. 125. AS MODIFIED unbundled from switching or other services.

Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President. I "(F) Local switching unbundled from
send a modification of my amendment. transport, local loop translssion. or other
to the desk. services.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The "G) Nondiscrimlnatory access to-
"(1) 911 and E91l services;

amenodment will be so modified. "(II) directory assistance services to allow
The amendment (No. 1265). as modi- the other carrier's customers to obtain tele-

fled, i as follows: phone numbers: and
Strike all after the first word of the pend- "(Ill) operator call completion services.

log amendment and insert the following: "(H) White pages directory listings for cus-
(2) Section 309(d) (47 U.S.C. 3M9(d)) is tomer of the other carrier's telephone ex-

amended by Inserting "(or subsection (k) In change service.
the case of renewal of any broadcast station "(I) Until the date by which neutral tele-

license)" after "with subsection (a)" each phone number administration guidelines,
place it appears. plan. oc rules are established, nondiscrim-

inatory access to telephone numbers for as-
SosrtLn B-TRMNAT''ON or MODiyICArION signment to the other carrier's telephone ex-

or Fss~t JUDG;MENT change service customers. After that date.
GM 221. REMOVAL OF LONG DISTANCE RESTIC- compliance with such guidelines, plan. or

11055, rules.
(a) IN GENEstAL.-Part 1l of title H (47 1(J) Nondiscriminatory access to

U.S.C. 251 et seq.). as added by this Act. Is databases and assoclated signaling, includ-
amended by Inserting after section 254 the ing signaling links, slignsling service control
following new section: points. and signaling service transfer points.
'SEC. sag nTrrERXCHANGR TELECODIUNS- necessary for call routing and oumpletion.

CAIONs SEevIs. "(K) Until the date by which the Commis-
"(al IN OENERAL.-Notwithstanding any re- sion determines that final telecommuni-

strlction or obligation imposed before the cations number portability is techaically
date of enactment of the Telecommuni- feasible and must be made available, interim
cations Act of 1995 under section fID) of the telecommunications number portability
Modification of Final Judgment. a Bell oper- through remote call forwarding, direct in-
sting company, that meets the requirements ward dialing trunks, or other comparable ar-
of this section may provide- rangements, with as little Impairment of
"(1i interLATA telecommunications sere- functioning. quality, reliability, and conven-

tees originating is any region in which It is ience as possible. After that date, full com-
the dominant provider of wireline telephone pliance with final telecommunications num-
exchange service or exchange access service ber portability.
to the extent approved by the Commission "IL) Nondiscriminatory access to whatever
and the Attorney General of the United services or information may be necessary to
States. in accordance with the provisions of allow the requesting carrier to implement
subsection (c); local dialing parity In a manner that permits

"(2) interLATA telecommunications ser- consumers to be ableto dial the same sum-
ices originating In any ares where that cor- ber of digits when using any telecommuni-
pany is not the dominant provider of cations carrier providing telephone exchange
wireline telephone exchange service or ex- service or exchange access service.
change access service In accordance with the "IM) Reciprocal compensation arrange-
provisions of subsection (d); and ment on a nondiscriminatory basis for the

"(3) InterLATA services that are incidental origination and termination of telecomrnMuni-
services in accordance with the provisions of cations.
subsection (el. "(N) Telecommunications services and net-
"(b) SPECIFIC LNTERLATA INTERCONNECTION work functions provided on an unbundied

REQUIREMENTS.- basis without any conditions or restrictions
"(1) 1N OENERAL.-A Bell operating com- on the resale or sharing of those services or

pany may provide interLATA services In ac- functions, including both origination and
cordance with this action only if that com- termination of telecommunications services.
pany has reached an interconnection agree- other than reasonable conditions required by
ment under section 251 and that agreement the Commission or a State. For purposes of
provides, at a minimum, for Interconnection this subparagraph. it is not an unreasonable
that meets the competitive checklist re- condition for the Commission or a State to
quirements of paragraph (2). limit the resale-
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"(I) of services included in the definition of

universal service to a telecommunications
carrier who intends to resell that service to
a category of Customers being offered that
universal service by such carrier if the Com-
mission or State orders a carrier to provide
the same service to different categories of
customers at different prices necessary to
promote universal service; or
"(il) of subsidized universal service in a

manner that allows companies to charge an-
other carrier rates which reflect the actual
cost of providing those services to that car-
rier exclusive of any universal service sup-
port received for providing such services in
accordance with section 214(dX5).

"(3) JOINT MARETINGo OF LOCAL AND LONO
DISTANCE SERVICES.-Until a Bell operating
company Is authorized to provide interLATA
services in a telephone exchange "area where
that company Is the dominant provider of
wireline telephone exchange service or ex-
change access service," a telecorquni-
cations carrier may not Jointly market tele-
phone exchange service In such telephone ex-
change area purchased from such company
with interLATA services offered by that
telecommunications carrier.

"(4) COMMISEION MAY Nor EXPAND COOMPETI-
TtvE cHIcLIsT.-The Commission may not.
by rule or otherwise, limit or extend the
terms used in the competitive checklist.

"(c) IN-RGION SRvitcs.-
"(i) APPLICATION.-Upon the enactment of

the Telecommunications Act of 1995. a Bell
operating company or its affiliate may apply
to the Commission and the Attorney General
for authorization notwithstanding the Modi-
fication of Final Judgment to provide
interLATA telecommunications service orig-
inating in any area where such Bell operat-
ing company is the dominant provider of
wirellne telephone exchange service or ex-
change access service. The application shall
describe with particularity the nature and
scope of the activity and of each product
market or service market, and each geo-
graphic market for which authorization is
sought.

"(2) DETERMINATON BY COMMISSION AND AT-
TDRNEY GENERAL.-

"(A) DEc.MuINATION.-Not later than 90
days after receiving an application under
paragraph (1). the Commission and the At-
torney General shell each issue a written de-
termination, on the record after a hearing
and opportunity for comment, granting or
denying the application in whole or In part.

"B) APPROVAL BY COMMISlONO.-The CoM-
mission may only approve the authorization
requested In an application submitted under
paragraph (1) if It finds that-

"(I) the petitioning Bell operating com-
pany has fully implemented the competitive
checklist found in subsection (bu(2) and

"(ii) the requested authority will be car-
fled out In accordance with the requirements
of section 252.
and if the Commission determines that the
requested authorization Is consistent with
the public interest, convenience, and neces.
slty. In making Its determination whether
the requested authorization is consistent
with the public interest convenience, and ne-
cessity. the Commission shall not consider
the antitrust effects of such authorization In
any market for which authorization is
sought. If the Commission does not approve
an application under this subaragraph, it
shall state the basis for its denial of the ap-
plication.

"(C) APPROVAL BY ATTuORNEY OENERAL.-
The Attorney General may only approve the
authorization requested in an application
submitted under paragraph (1) if the Attor-
ney General finds that the effect of such au-
thorsation will not substantially lessen
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affiliate, or any other party to which the
carrier provides nterconnection;

(5) nondiscriminatory access to the poles.
ducts, conduits and rights-of-way owned or
controlled by the local exchange carrier at
just and reasonable rates; .

(6) the local exchange carrier to take what-
ever action under Ito control is necessary, as
soon -s is technically feasible, to provide
telecommunications number portability and
local dialing parity in a manner that.
(A) Permits consumers to be able to dial"

the same number of digits when using any
telecommunications carrier providing tele-
phone exchange service or exchange access
service in the market served by the local ex-
change carrier'
(B) permits all such carriers to have non-

discriminatory access to telephone numbers,.
operator services, directory assistance, and
directory listing with no unreasonable dial-
ing delays; and
(C) provides for a reasonable allocation of

costs among the parties to the agreement.
(7) telecommunications services and net-

work functions of the local exchange carrler
to be available-

AMENDMENT NO. W , As MODIFIED
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President. I

send a modiflcation of my amendment
to the desk.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment will be so modified.

The amendment (No. 1265). as modi-
fied, Is as follows:

Strike all after the first word of the pend-
Ing asmendent and insert the following:
(2) Section 309(d) (47 U.S.C. 309(d)) is

amended by inserting "Lor subsection (k) in
the case of renewal of any broadcast station
license)" after "with subsection (a)" each
place it appears.
SurrITLE B-TRMINATON OF MODIFICATION

OF FINAL JUDGMENT'r

SM. l, REMOVAL OF LONG DISTANCE RESTMiC-
11ON",

(a) IN GENEAL-Part Ii of title 13 (4?
U.S.C. 251 et se.). as added by this Act. is
amended by inserting after section 254 the
following new section: ,
SEC. S. nqrgMREXCRANGEc TELECO.505UNT-

CATIONS SEviCE,
"(a) IN GENERAL-Notwithstanding any re-

striction or obligation imposed before the
date of enactment of the Telecommuni-
cations Act of 1995 under section II(D) of the
Modification of Final Judgment. a Bell oper-
ating company, that meets the requirements
of this section may provide-

"(I) interLATA telecommunications serv-
ices originating in any region In which it is
the dominant provider of wireline telephone
exchange service or exchange access service
to the extent approved by the Commission
and the Attorney General of the United
States. in accordance with the provisions of
subsection (c);

"(2) interLATA telecormmunIcations serv-
ices originating in any area where that com-
pany is not the dominant provider of
wireline telephone exchange service or ex-
change access service in accordance with the
provisions of subsection (d): and

"(3) interLATA services that are incidental
services in accordance with the provisions of
subsection (e).
"(b) SpEcIFIc LNTERLATA INrERCONNECTION

RcEtcDceENTS.-
"(1) I GENEtOAL.-A Bell operating com-

pany may provide interLATA services in ac-
cordance with this action only if that com-
pany has reached an interconnection agree-
ment under section 251 and that agreement
provides, at a minimum. for interconnecton
that meets the competitive checklist re-
quirements of paragraph (2).
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"(2) COMPETITIVE cHEculiaT.-Interconnec-

tion provided by a Bell operating company to
other telecommunications carriers under
section 251 shall include:
"(A) Nondiscriminatory access on an

unbundled basis to the network functions
and services of the Bell operating company's
telecommunications network that is at least
equal in type, quality, and price to the ax-
cess the Bell operating company affords to
Itself or any other entity.

"(B) The capability to exchange tele-

communications between customers of the
Bell operating company and the tale-
communications carrier seeking inter-
connection.
"(C) Nondiscriminatory access to the

poles, ducts, conduits, and rights-of-way
owned or controlled by the Bell operating
company at just and reasonable rates where
it has the legal authority to permit such ac-
cess.

-*(D) Local loop transonission from the
central dfflce to the customer's premises,
unbundied from local switching or other
services.

"(E) Local transport from the trunk side of
a wireline local exchange carrier switch
unbundied from switching or other services.

"(F) Local switching unbundled from
transport, local loop transnission, or other
services.

"(G) Nondiscriminatory access to-
"(i) 911 and E911 services;
"if) directory assistance services to allow

the other carrier's customers to obtain tele-
phone numbers; and

"(ii) operator call completion services.
"(H) White pages directory listings for cus-

tomers of the other carrier's telephone ex-
change service. -
"(1) Until the date by which neutral tele-

phone number administration guidelines,
plan. or rules are established, nondiscrim-
inatory access to telephone numbers for as-
sigoment to the other carrier's telephone ex-
change service customere. After that date.
compliance with such guidelines, plan, or
rules.

"(J) Nondiscriminatory access to
databases and associated signaling, includ-
ing signaling links, signaling service control
points, and signaling service transfer points,
necessary for call routing and completion.
"(K) Until the date by which the Cormnas-

sln determines that final telecommuni-
cations number portability. is technically
feasible and must be made available, interim
telecommunications number portability
through remote call forwarding. direct in-
ward dialing trunks, or other comparable ar-
rangements, with as little impairment of
functioning, quality, reliability, and conven-
ience as possible. After that date. full com-
pliance with final telecommunications num-
ber portability.

"(L) Nondiscriminatory access to whatever
services or information may be necessary to
allow the requesting carrier to implement
local dialing parity in a manner that permits
consumers to be ablerto dial the same num-
ber of digits when using any telecommuni-
cations carrier providing telephone exchange
service or exchange access service.
"(M) Reciprocal compensation arrange-

ments on a nondiscriminatory basis for the
origination and termination of telecomsnuni-

'nations.
"(N) Telecommunications services and net-

work functions provided, on an unbundled
basis without any conditions or restrictions
on the resale or sharing of those services or
functions, Including both origination and
termination of telecommunications services.
other than reasonable conditions required by
the Commission or a State. For purposes of
this subparagraph, it is not an unreasonable
condition for the Commission or a State to
limit the resale- "
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"(1) of services included in the definition of

universal service to a telecommunications
carrier who intends to resell that service to
a category of customers being offered that
universal service by such carrier if the Com-
mission or State orders a carrier to provide
the same service to different categories of
customers at different prices necessary to
promote universal service: or

(l1) of subsidized universal service in &
manner that allows companies to charge an-
other carrier rates which reflect the actual
cost of providing those services to that car-
rier, exclusive of any universal service sup-
port received for providing such services in
accordance with section 214(dX5).

"(3) JoINT mARKL-mo o LOcAL AND LONO

DISTANCE ERvliCEs-Until a Bell operating
company is authorized to provide interLATA
services in a telephone exchange "'area where
that company is the dominant provider of
wireline telephone exchange service or ex-
change access service." a telecomununl-
cations carrier may not jointly market tele-
phone exchange service In such telephone ex-
change area purchased from such company
with interLATA services offered by that
telecommunications carrier.

'(4) COMMISSION MAY NOT EXFAND comFETI-
nyc CIC cCiLiT.-The Commission may not.
by rule or otherwise, limit or extend the
terms used in the competitive checklist.

"(c) IN-REGION ERvICES.-
"(I) APPLICATiON.-UpOn the enactment of

the Telecommunications Act of 19. a Bell
operating company or its affiliate may apply
to the Commission and the Attorey General 7t
for authorization notwithstanding the Modi-
fication of Final Judgment to provide
InterLATA telecommunications service orig-
inating in any area where such Bell operaMt-
ing company Is the dominant provider of
wireline telephone exchange service or ex-
change access service. The application shall
describe with paricularity the nature and
scope of the activity and of each product
market or service market, and each geo-
graphic market for which authorization is
sought. - -

-(2) DETERMINATION BY COMMIWlION AND AT-
TOsNET OENERAL.-

"(A) DTSr ATION.-NOt later than So
days after receiving an application under
paragraph (1). the Commission and the At-
torcey General shall each issue a written de-
termination, on the record after a hearing
and opportunity for comment, granting or
denying the application In whole or in fart.

"(B) APPROVAL BY COMMISSION.-The CoM-
mission may only approve the authorization
requested in an application submitted under
paragraph (1) If it finds that--

"(i) the petitioning Bell operating com-
pany has fully Implemented the competitive
checklist found in subsection (b)(2); and

"(II) the requested authority will be car-
ried out in accordance with the requirements
of saction 252.

and if the Commission determines that the
requested authorization is consistent with
the public Interest. convenience. and neces-
sity. In making Its determination whether
the requested authorization is consistent
with the pubclieo.nterest convenience, and ne-
cessity, the Commission shall not consider
the antitrust effects of such huthorization in
any market for which authorization Is
SOught. if the Commission does not approve
an application under this subparagraph. it
shall state the basis for Its dental of the ap-
plication.

1(C) APPROVAL BY ATTORNEY GEERAI--
The Attorney General may only approve the
authorization requested in an application
submitted under paragraph (1) if the Attor-
ney General finds that the effect of such as-
thoricatton will not substantially lessen
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competition, or tend to create a monopoly In Commision. Talk about expertise.
any line of commerce in any section of the How high and mighty and what a great
country. The Attorney General may approve aura of austerity and other things we
all or part of.the request. If the Attorney have to have here for the Department
General does not approve an application
under this subparagraph, the Attorney Gen- of Justice. The Department of Justice
eral shall state the basis foi the denial of the looks out at the market and finds out
application.". if there Is any unreasonable monopolis-

"(3) PUBLICATION.-NOt later than 10 days tic practices in restraint of trade. They
after issuing a determination under pars. have a very broad thing. They do not
graph (2). the Commission and the Attorney look at any of these things. They
General shall each publish in the Federal would not be equipped to and would not

.lster a brief description of the deter- know.

"(4) JUDICIAL RZV1W.- - When you get through having done
"(A) COMMeNcEMvEr OF ACTON.-Not later all of this. which really ends up into

thiln 45 days after a determination by the actual and demonstrable competition,
Commission or the'Attorney General is pub- which ends up actually being the 8(c)
lished under paragraph (3). the Bell operat- test under the modified final judgment.
ing company or its subsidiary or affiliate when you have done all of that, there is
that applied.to the Commission and the At- one other catchall, and that was re-
torney General under paragraph (1). or any ferred to earlier today in an over-
person who would be threatened with los or r
damage as a result of the determination re- whelming vote of the public interest
garding such company's engaging in the ac- standard. That is why you had It, Mr.
tivity described in its application. may com- President. For everybody's understand-
mence an action tu any United States Court ing, if you wanted to know why they
of Appeals against the Commission or the were fighting to get rid of the public
Attorney General for Judicial review of the interest standard, we had the catchall
determination regarding the application, in there that the public interest stand-

"(B) JUDOMsEr.-
"(I) The Court shall enter a judgment after ard had to be adhered to, and that was

reviewing the determination in accordance measured by the Federal Conmunica-
with section 706 of utile 5 of the United tions Commission.
States Code. Here is how that reads:

"(it) A Judgment- If the commission determines the re-
"(I) afllrming any par of the determina- quested authorization is consistent with the

tion that approves granting all or part Of the public Interest convenience and necessity.*.
requested authorizatio, or N

"(13) reversing any part of the determine. nOW that Is a tremendous body of law
tion that denies all or part of the requested under the present and continuing to be
authorization. 1934 Communuications Act. Oh, It would
shall describe with particularity the nature be great to come and have the Pressler
and scope of the activity, and of each prod- Act. the Hollings Act. We could go
set market or service market and each geo- down in history.
irraphIc market to which the afnrmance or But there is a tremendous body of
reversel applies, law under the 1934 Communications

"(5) RSQUR1M5S re BEATING TO EaARAT Act. and if we started anew with an en-
ArruNTa; A UAs; AND 0'IIALATA TOLL, tirely new communications act for our
DuALl O mArry/ .-

"(A) SEPApATZ AFFILIATE- A UARD.- own egos around here, then we would
Other than interLATA services a*-. %have really messed up 60 years of law

MKr No. 1M. aS eOoIniFn and decisions, res adjudicata. under-

Mr. HOLLINGS. I thank the distin- standings, and we would have caused
gushed Senator. .. tremendous mischief. We would notuih Senator, and n have deregulated anybody. We would

171 teonuufcatis services and ner have thrown the information super-work functions of the loal exchange carrier
to be available to the telecommunications highway into the ditch.
carrier without any unreasonable conditions So what we did is refer back to that
on the resale or sharing of those services or where it is referred as a public Interest
functions, including the origination. trans- matter 73 times under the original 1934
port, and termination of such telecommunl- act.
cations services, other than reasonable con- The Commission, after doing all of
ditions required by a State; and for the par- that. has at its hand a duty affirma-
poses of this paragraph, it is not an unrea t
senable condition for a State to limit the re- tiveiy-you are talking about affirma-
sale- tive action In Washington these days.

(A) of services included- The affIrmative action imposed upon

I could keep on reading. I hope the the Federal Communications Commis-
colleagues will refer right on past page sion Is found on page 89 where the
19. , "Commission shall consult with the

How this was developed is powerfully Attorney General regarding the appli-
Interesting. Mr. President, because we cation. In consulting with the Commis-
had the lawyers. I said earlier today sion under this subparagraph, the At-
60,000 lawyers are licensed to practice torney General may apply any appro-

before the District of Columbia bar; priate standard."

59.000 of them a communications law- Then if the colleagues would turn to

yers, and they have all been meeting page 43 of the committee report:
here for the last 2 years. They know Within 90 days of receiving an application.
every little motion, every little twist, the FCC must issue a written determination,

after notice and opportunity for a hearing onevery littie word, every little turni. the record, granting or denying the applica-
This is nothing about the Depart- tion in whole or in part. The FCC is required

ment of Justice. All of this has to be to consult with the Attorney General regard-
done by the Federal Communications ing the application during that 90-day pe-

ATE S8011
rind. The Attorney General may analyze a
Bell operating company application under
any legal standard (including the Clayton
Act. Sherman Act. other antitrust laws. aec-
tLion 8(c) of the modified final Judgment, Rob-
Inson-Patman Act or any other antitrust
standard).

I can tell you. Mr. President, that
you cannot do a better job than that. I
have no misgivings for the wonderful
vote on the good bill. 1822. We were
ready, willing and able to pass It as it
was. I was passing it the bent way we
could. But on second thought, looking
at the votes, the support, the deter-
mination of the colleagues--and that is
what we all said In the very beginning,
that this is a good balance, we do not
disregard the public on a fundamental
here. What we do-and it In well to be
argued-Is that we consider the public.
If you go down all the particular things
required, plus the public interest
standard, If you go Into the Attorney
General coming in. you know that is
going to raise a question if the Attor-
ney General sees any substantial possi-
bility of monopoly power being used to
impede competition or the other Clay-
ton 7 act substantially lessening com-
petition.

Either way. or any other way, under
the Sherman Act, the Attorney Gen-
eral has an affirmative duty to advise.
and that Is right quick like, because
they have to do It under a stated time
here in otr act. I do not know how to
more deliberately go about the partIcu-
lar granting of licensing and opening
up of markets, allowing the Bell oper-
ating companies into long distance and
the long distance Into the Bell operat-
Ing companies and to let competition
ensue.

So both of these amendments-the
amendment of the distinguished Sen-
ator from South Carolina to the second
degree under the Clayton 7 test In cared
for under this S. 652. The 8(c) test of no
substantial possibility, of impeding
competition, Is taken care of here. And
over and above It all, It is stated clear
on page 8 of the particular bill that all
standards can be used by the Attorney
General. The Attorney General has its
duties. They are generally criminal du-
ties, and we should not have our won-
derfiul carriers, whether they be Bell
operating companies, long distance
companies. or any other telecommuni-
cations carriers, even calling over
there and trying to find a Justice de-
partment lawyer, rather than a Federal
Communication Commission lawyer. It
is like ailments physically, when you
have to get a special doctor. Well. you
need a special lawyer for that. Once he
gets into that and they get the billable
hours and the motions and clarifica-
tions and everything else. you can for-
get about your communications com-
pany. It has gone down the tubes finan-
cially. We put it in there to make sure
that the Antitrust Division of the Unit-
ed States Justice Department is not
impeded in any fashion.

"Nothing in this act shall be con-
strued to modify, impsar, or supersede
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shelter, sound amplification devices, and AMENDMENTS SUBMITTED On page 8. between lines 12 and 13. Insert
such other equipment as may be required for the following:
the event to be carried out under this resolu- i-- (15) When devices for achieving access to
tin The portable shelter shall be approxi-|THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS COM- telecommunications systems have been
mately 60 feet by 65 feet In size to cover ths-y pET ON AND REL TIN
Comanche helicopter referred to in section I Er," AND DEREGULATION petlaie dit t consumers have enjoyed ex-Coanohroe shelter rforrtepbi n h ACT OF 199 COMMUNICATIONS pettv basis. consuerprs. ae Ie asoede-and to provide shelter for the public and the nded choice, lower prices, and increased
technology displays and video Presentations DECENCY ACT OF 1995 Innovation.
associated with the event. (16) While recognizing the legitimate inter-

C -. Eest of multichannel video programming dis-
DORGAN AMENDMENT NO. 1259 tributors to ensure the delivery of services

The Joint Venture is authorized to conduct to authorced recipients only. addressable
the event to be carried out under this resolu- Mr. DORGAN proposed ano amend- converter boxes should be available to con-
tion from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. on June 21. 1995. or ment to the bill iS. 652) to provide for sumers on a competitive bals. The private
on such other date as may be designated a pro-competitive, deregulatory na- sector has the expertise to develop and adopt
under section 1. Preparations for the event tional policy framework designed to standards that will ensure coli'tition of
may begin at I p.m. on the day before the accelerate rapidly private sector de- these devices. When the private se.¢cor falls
event and removal of the displays, shelter. ployment of advanced telecommuni- to develop and adopt such standards. the
and Comanche helicopter referred to in ec. cations and information technologies Federal government may play a role by tak-
tion I shall be completed by 6 a.m. on the and services to all Americans by open- tnotion
day following the event.ac
da follON th Rvn ing all telecommunications markets to On ge 2. between lines 4 and , insert
SEC. i ADOrnoOALARaAH(2ms're. competition. and for other purposes: as the following:

The Architect of the Capitol and the Cap- follows: Sc. sea cogETr1T1z AVAsABnJ'rv Or CON.
ito Police Board are authorized to make any On line 24 of page 44, strike the word VERTER BOXES.
such additional arrangements that may be "may"and innert is lieu thereof "shall a I of title Vi (47 U.S.C. 521 et seq.) I0
required to carry out the event under this ____._amended by Inserting after section 624A the
resolution. McCAIN AMENDMENT NO. 1260 following:
S. & UMTATION ON REPRESENTAlION& sec. 55d5 COMPTrrv AvA]LAr nSry or CON-

The Boeing Company and the United Tech- Mr. MCCAIN proposed an amendment VENase OXEs.
nlgy Corporation shall sot represent. el- to the bill S. 652, supra; as follows: "i) AVAILABILITY.-The Commission shall,

ther directly or indirectly, that this resolu- On page 42. strike out line 23 and all that after notice and opportunity for public com-
tion or any activity carried cot under this follows through page 43. line 2. and insert in men. adopt regulations to ensure the com-

resolution in any way constitutes approval lieu thereof the following: petitive availability of addressable converter
or endorsement by the Federal Government "(1) CONGOESSINAL NOTIFICATION OF UN- boxes to subecribers of services of multi-

of the Boeing Company or the United Tech- VERSAL SERVICE CONTRIUTONS.-The Coo- channel video programming distributors
nology Corporation or any product or service mission may not take action to impose uni- from manufacturers. retailers. and other
offered by the Boeing Company or the United versal service contributions under subsection vendors that are not telecommunications

oor take action to increase the amount o carriers and not affiliated with providers ofTechnology Corporation. (e). telecommunications service. Such regula-
such contributions, until-

"(I) the Commission submits to the Coin- tions shall take into account-
mite On Commerce. Science, and Transpor- "'(I) the needs of owners and distributors of

SENATE RESOLUTION 129-TO tation of the Senate and the Committee on video proammin and information services

ELECT KELLY D. JOHNSTON AS Commerce of the House of Representatives a to ensure system and signal security and

SECRETARY OF THE SENATE report on the contributions, or increase In ices: and

such contributions, to be Imposed: and "12)thnd
Mr. NICKLES (for Mr. DOLE) submit- "(2) a period of 120 days has elapsed after "(2) the need to ensure the further deploy.

ted the following resolution; which was the date of the submittal of the report. ment of new technology relating to con-

considered and agreed to:. "(k) EFFECTIVE DATE.-This section takes "(h 'rnnisa'Os or RbOoLAisO.S.-The
effect on the date of the enactment of the rgao te d pr o tis se

S. RES. 129. Telecommunications Act of 199,5. except for regutlations adopted pursuant to this section
shall provide for the termination of such reag-

Reeived. That Kelly D. Johnston. of Okla- subsections (. If). (g). and (j). which ulatons when the Commission deternines
hema. be. and he hereby Is. elected secretary shall take effect one year after the date of that there exists a ceompetitive market forof the Senate begynIng June 8.1S. . the enactment of that Act". muitlchannel video programming servicesand addresable converter boxes among men-

McCAIN (AND OTHERS) uracturer. retailers, and other vendom that
AMENDMENT NO. 1261 are not telecommunications carriers and sot

SENATE RESOLUTION 130-EEL- affiliated with providers of telecommuni-
ATIVE TO THE ELEC7ION OF THE Mr. MCCAIN (for himself. Mr. PACK- Cations service.".
SECRETARY OF THE SENATE WOOD, Mr. CR.lO, Mr. KYL. Mr. GRAMM.

Mr. ABRAHAM, Mr. DOMENICI, Mr. THOM- DORGAN (AND OTHERS)
Mr. NICKLES (for Mr. DOLE) submit- AS, Mr. KEMPTHORN. and Mr. BURNs) AMENDMENT NO. 1264

ted the following resolution; which was proposed an amendment to the bill S.
considered and agreed to: 652. supra: as follows: Mr. DORGAN (for himself. Mr. SlIMON.

S. RE. 130 On page 90, line 6. after "necessity.". In- Mr. KERtEY, Mr. REID. nd Mr. LEAST)
sert: "Full implementation of the checklist proposed an amendment to the bill S.

Reolved. That the President of the United found in subsection (bX2) shall be deemed in 652, supra, as follows:
States be notified of the election of the Hon- full satisfaction of the public Interest. con. On page 82. line 23. beginning with the
orable Kelly D. Johnston. of Oklahoma. as venience. and necessity requirement of this word "after". delete all that follows through
Secretary of the Senate. subparagraph." the word "services" on line 2. page 83 and In-

sert therein the following: "to the extent ap

MCCAIN AMENDMENT NO. 1282 proved by the Commission and the Attorney

SENATE RESOLUTION 131--R - General".

ATIVE TO THE ELECTION OF THE Mr. M AIN proposed an amendment On pge as. line 1. after the word "Com-
SECRETARY OF THE SENATE to the bill 8. 652. supra; as follows: mission", add the words "and Attorney Gen-

Strike section 310 of the Act and renumber eral".

Mr. NICKLES (for Mr. DOLS) submit- the Subsequent sections as appropriate. On page 89. beginning with the word "be-

ted the following resolution; which wa fore" on line 9. strike all that follows

considered and agreed to: through line 15.
COHEN (AND OTHERS) On page 90, line I0. replace "(3)" with

S. RS. 131 AMENDMENT NO. 1263 "(C)": after the word "Commission" on line
the ous of r CHEN(forhimelf . SOWE 17. add the words "or Attoroey General": and

Resolved. That the Roam of Represeta. Mr. COHEN (for himself. Ms. S aOWS,after the word "Commission" on line 19. add
tires be notified of the election of the Honor- Mr. THURMOND. Mrs. HUTCHINSON. and the words "and Attorney General".
able Kelly D. Johnston. of Oklahoma, as Soo- Mr. LEAHY) proposed an amendment to Os page 9), after line 13. add the following
retary of the Senate. bill S. 652. supra: as follows: parasgraphs:
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